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l.7 oto-visual drawings of Mars by Klaus R. Brasch, with a 35.6-cm Schmidt Cassegrain telescope (see 
- 	19-21 of this issue). Both views are on 1988 SEP 20, two days before closest approach to the Earth; 

ith the areocentric longitude of the Sun 275°, the disk diameter 23.8 arcseconds, the proportion of 
c sk sunlit 0.995, and the areocentric latitude of the Earth -25°. The left drawing was made at 04h 
' 5m Universal Time at central meridian 001°, showing Syrtis Major near the left limb. The right view 

as at 05h 40m U.T. and C.M. 022°, with Mare Erythraeum right of center and Solis Lacus near the 
-ght limb. Celestial south at top. 
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Figure 30. Past and present A.L.P.O. staff in 
front of (indeed almost part of) the A.L.P.O. 
exhibit at Pasadena in 1989. From left to right 
are P. Karl Mackal, Jupiter Recorder; Mars 
Recorders Donald C. Parker, Jeff D. Beish, 
and Dan Troiani; and longtime member and 
past Recorder Thomas Cave. 

contributions there there were: Julius Benton, 
"Visual Photometry of Saturn: Making 
Intensity Estimates"; Phil Budine, "Jupiter's 
North Equatorial Belt Disturbances in 1988-
89"; Daniel Costanzo, "A New Technique for 
Visually Observing Mars"; Daniel Fischer, 
"Planetary Observing—a European Perspec-
tive"; Dan Joyce, Dan Troiani, and James 
Carroll, "CCD Video and the Solar System"; 
Alan MacFarlane, "Video Astronomy"; P. 
Karl Mackal, "The Red Spot on Jupiter: An 
Inverted Taylor Column over a Depression"; 
Don Parker and Jeff Beish, "The Occultation 
of 28 Sagittarii by Saturn on 03 July, 1989" as 
well as "The Spectacular Perihelic Apparition 
of Mars, 1987-89"; Richard Schmude, "Obser-
vations of Mars During 1988-89: A Personal 
Account"; and John Westfall, "Video Map-
ping of the Moon." 

Were the above not enough, the A.L.P.O. 
also conducted a lengthy Solar System Video 
Workshop on Saturday afternoon, chaired by 
veteran videographer Alan MacFarlane, with 
the showing of impressive video imagery by 
several A.L.P.O. members. The A.L.P.O. 
Exhibit, contributed to by the Lunar, Solar, 
Mars, and Jupiter Sections, was prominent and 
drew some favorable comments. The remain-
ing A.L.P.O.-specific activity, our annual 
Business Meeting, has already been reported 
on (J.A.L.P .0., 33, Nos. 10-12, October, 1989, 
pp. 179-181). 

Figure 31. Presentation of 
the 1989 Walter H. Haas 
Observing Award to Jeff 
D. Beish (left) by Donald 
C. Parker. In the right fore-
ground are Dr. and Mrs. 
Clyde Tombaugh. 

What helped make this a memorable expe-
rience, particularly for A.L.P.O. members, 
was the Voyager-2 flyby for Neptune and its 
major satellite Triton, which was televised in 
the Convention Center as soon as the images 
were received and processed, in a marathon 
session Thursday night, August 24th-25th. 

The W.A.A.-A.L.P.O. Banquet was held 
Friday evening, distinguished by an address 
on the discovery of Pluto made by the discov-
erer, Clyde Tombaugh. During the Banquet, 
the A.L.P.O.'s annual Walter H. Haas 
Observing Award was presented to Jeffrey D. 
Beish. As an A.L.P.O. Mars Recorder and a 
statistician, Jeff has contributed immensely to 
the acquisition and interpretation of data col-
lected during many Mars apparitions. As 
Walter Haas could not attend, Donald Parker 
presented the award along with a 2-year 
A.L.P.O. membership. 

After a fun-filled week of convention ac-
tivities, there was no better way to celebrate 
than under the stars. On Saturday night, 
August 26, a Bar-B-Q/Star Party was held at 
Monterey Park Observatory, where the group 
observed through the Los Angles Astronomi-
cal Society's new computer-controlled 31-
inch Newtonian reflector. Once again, conven-
tion-goers had a chance to meet and talk with 
Clyde Tombaugh. These many enjoyable days 
and nights spent with friends has made me en-
thusiastic about next year's convention. 
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information Pwrashed by WoLter 17. t"MeLs 

CDs. June Lo GLa-r...to and her father, CD,-. MichncL Lo 	 both members 
of the National- Capita. Astronomers in Washtravon, b.C, have informed as of the 
death of *Dr. James Q gant on September,  2, 1989, at the oar  of 83. 'Dr. Gant was a 
charter member of the Association of Lunar and PLemerarT  Observers in 19L17 and 
was a regular and vaned supporter over the intervening years. "Mac Lo qtarato 

family has made a 9tfr of one hundred dollars ($100.00) to the Kt...p.o. in r,-,nrrr 
of 'Or. Gant. thew orraerosity is greatly appreciated. 

memoriaL article abode br. Canis Life and astronomicaL work will appear 
soon in this joumonL We vetenal our deep sympathy to his family and many friends. 
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Venus is now a prominent object in the 
morning sky, reaching its greatest brilliancy 
(magnitude -4.6) on FEB 19, when its 23-per-
cent sunlit disk subtends 43 arc-seconds. Its 
greatest elongation west of the Sun, 46°.5, 
falls on MAR 30. For about a week near that 
time, estimate the phase (proportion sunlit) of 
its 25 arc-second disk, which should in theory 
be half-illuminated. 

Speeding around the Sun, Mercury un-
dergoes two apparitions in our period. In the 
morning sky, it reaches greatest elongation 
west (25°.2) on FEB 01, and remains over 15° 
from the Sun between JAN 15 and FEB 28; this 
apparition favors our Southern Hemisphere. 
Next, Mercury passes solar conjunction on 
MAR 20, and enters the evening sky in an ap-
parition more favorable to the Northern 
Hemisphere. It is over 15° from the Sun from 
APR 04 -23, and at greatest eastern elongation 
(19°.6) on APR 13. 

Mars is now well into its 1989-91 appari-
tion, but is still in the southeast sky before 
dawn. By the end of April it has moved 63°  
from the Sun, at magnitude +0.8, and its disk 
has grown to 6 arc-seconds; the traditional 
minimum size for serious observation. 

Also in the morning sky, Saturn is grow-
ing more convenient to observe, reaching 
quadrature (90° from the Sun) on APR 15, at 
magnitude +0.6, when its disk will measure 15 
by 17 arc-seconds and its Rings, tilted 22° 
north to our line of sight, measure 14 by 37 
arc-seconds. Also, on FEB 28, 17h, Saturn 
passes 1°.0 to the north of Mars. 

The rather-crowded morning sky also now 
contains Uranus and Neptune; both, like 
Saturn, in Sagittarius. 

Three fairly-bright minor planets reach 
opposition during the February-April period; 
their 10-day ephemerides are published in the 
AL.P .0. Solar System Ephemeris: 1990. 

Opposition Data  
Minor Planet  1990 Date Magnitude Declination  

18 Melpomene MAR 07 +10.0 	10°N 
23 Thalia 	APR 01 +9.7 	12°N 
6 Hebe 	APR 28 +9.9 	09°N 

Note that, although not in opposition, the 
minor planets Ceres, Pallas, and Vesta will 
all be of magnitudes +8 to +9 in this period. 
Finally, 1627 Ivar zips past the Earth in April 
and May. 

THE MOON 

During the current three-month period, 
the schedule for the Moon's phases is:  

on p. 184 of the October, 1989, issue. (The 
JAN 26 New Moon was marked by an annular 
solar eclipse.) 

During this season, the First-Quarter 
Moon will be well-placed, and the Last-
Quarter Moon poorly placed, for observers in 
the Earth's Northern Hemisphere; the opposite 
is true for those south of the Equator. 

The other significant lunar visibility con-
dition is the Moon's librations, or E-W and 
N-S tilts in relation to the Earth. Extreme li-
brations occur on the following dates in 
February-April, 1990: 

North West South East  

FEB 17 FEB 23 MAR 02 MAR 08 
MAR 16 MAR 23 MAR 29 APR 04 
APR 12 APR 20 APR 26 MAY 02 

The lunar east and west directions above 
follow the International Astronomical Union 
usage, with Mare Crisium near the east limb. 
Lighting and libration conditions combine for 
a favorable view of the west limb on 1990 
FEB 21-24, and of the west and southwest 
limbs on MAR 20-25 and APR 18-23. 

OCCULTATIONS 

March and April are notable for a number 
of occultations of stars by Mars, Titan, and 
several minor planets. The data that follow 
give the date, occulting object, visual magni-
tude of star, and zone visible, for these events. 

MAR 09.66 39 Laetitia, +8.2. NW USSR, Pacific Ocean 
MAR 11.90 444 Gyptis, +7.7. Middle East, N. Africa 
MAR 13.50 78 Diana, +9.0. E Australia, China 
MAR 18.41 Titan, +9.2. SW South America 
MAR 25.91165 Lorely,+8.5. W-N Africa, Cnt-E Europe 
APR 21.59 345 Tercidina, +9.3. Indonesia, N-E 

Australia, New 7faland 
APR 28.15 Mars, +6.4. Cnt-S Africa. 

The only occultation of a bright planet by 
the Moon is one of Mars on MAR 22, at about 
18h, which will be a daylight event except in 
the South Pacific. The Red Planet will then be 
54°  west of the Sun, at magnitude +1.0 and 
5.2 arc-seconds in diameter. To observe this 
event, first find the Moon; then, in the tele-
scope, locate Mars. A red, or even a polariz-
ing, filter should heighten the contrast. The 
zones in North America from which this event 
is visible are mapped in Figure 29 (p. 38). The 
predicted immersion and emersion times, in 
that order, for some North American stations 
are given below. In parentheses are the abbre-
viations used in Figure 29. 

to 

d 

New Moon 	First Quarter 	Full Moon Last Quarter Los Angeles (LA) 	 18h16.0m  19h  25.7m  
JAN 26.8 FEB 02.8 FEB 09.8 FEB 17.8 Northern California (NC) 	 18 22.1 19 	12.2 
FEB 25.4 MAR 04.1 MAR 11.5 MAR19.6 New Mexico-Arizona (NA) 	 18 23.5 19 	37.2 
MAR 26.8 APR 02.4 APR 10.1 APR 18.3 Denver (De) 	  18 29.6 19 	36.5 
APR 25.2 MAY 01.8 MAY 09.8 MAY17.8 Austin (Au) 	  18 35.4 19 	41.2 

Kansas City (KC) 	 18 35.5 (low altitude) 

The 1990 FEB 09 Full Moon is notable be-
cause it marks a total lunar eclipse, described 

Winnipeg (Wi) 	 
Chicago (Ch) 	  
Atlanta (At) 	  

18 
18 
18 

37.1 
38.1 
45.8 

(low altitude) 
(not visible) 
(not visible) 
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The planet Jupiter, 
captured with a charge-
coupled device image on 
1990 JAN 05, 20h 42m 30s 
U.T. Taken in red light 
with the 1-meter Casse-
grain reflector of Pic du 
Midi Observatory. The 
team that produced this 
image included P. 
Laques, Ch. Buil, and 
A.L.P.O. member Jean 
Bourgeois. See also pp. 
80-81 of this issue. South 
at top, Jovian west to the 
right; CM(I) = 069°.2; 
CM(II) = 157°.0. Note the 
"missing" South Equator-
ial Belt, considerable 
activity in the Equatorial 
Zone, satellite Ganymede 
(to the upper left), and 
Ganymede's shadow to 
the right of the satellite. 
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Opposition Data  
Minor Planet  1990 Date Magnitude Declination  

3 Juno 	MAY 11 +10.1 	02°S. 
7 Iris 	MAY 13 +9.5 	22°  S. 
8 Flora 	JUN 29 +9.0 	21° S. 
194 Prokne 	JUL 30 +9.9 	01°N 

3 Juno reaches opposition only 4 days 
after Pluto does. It passes 0°.3 S. of Pluto at 
07h U.T. on MAY 12; finding one body may 
help you to find the other! Note that, although 
not in opposition, the minor planets Ceres, 
Pallas, and Vesta will all be of magnitudes +8 
to +9 in this period. 1627 Ivar continues un-
usually close to the Earth, at magnitude +13.3 
in June and early July. 1951 Lick also comes 
close, reaching magnitude +12.9 at the begin-
ning of August. Detailed ephemerides of these 
bodies appear in our Solar System Ephemeris. 

THE MOON 

During the current three-month period, 
the schedule for the Moon's phases is: 

New Moon First Ouarter Full Moon Last Quarter  

APR 25.2 MAY 01.8 MAY 09.8 MAY17.8 
MAY 24.5 MAY 31.3 JUN 08.5 JUN 16.2 
JUN 22.8 JUN 29.9 JUL 08.1 JUL 15.5 
JUL 22.1 JUL 29.6 AUG 06.6 AUG13.7 

The four lunations above are Numbers 
833-836 in Brown's series. The 1990 JUL 22 
New Moon causes a total solar eclipse, which 
is described below on p. 91. Then, the AUG 
06 Full Moon marks a partial lunar eclipse, 
described in more detail below. 

During this season, the crescent phases 
will be well-placed, and the Full phase poorly 
placed, for observers in the Earth's Northern 
Hemisphere; the opposite is true for those 
south of the Equator. North American observ-
ers will have a challenge in spotting the very 
young Moon on MAY 24-25. 

The other significant lunar visibility con-
dition is the Moon's librations, or E-W and 
N-S tilts in relation to the Earth. Extreme li-
brations occur on the following dates: 

East North West South  

MAY 02 MAY 09 MAY 18 MAY 23 
MAY 30 JUN 05 JUN 15 JUN 19 
JUN 27 JUL, 02 JUL 12 JUL 16 
JUL 25 JUL 30 AUG 08 AUG 13 

Lunar E. and W. above follow the usage of 
the International Astronomical Union, with 
Mare Crisium near the east limb. Lighting and 
libration conditions provide favorable views 
of the W. and SW. limbs on MAY 18-22, JUN 
16-20, and JUL 16-17; and of the E. limb on 
MAY 27-30, JUN 25-28, and JUL 24-27. Due to 
the Sun's northerly selenocentric latitude, 
combined with a northerly libration, a very fa-
vorable opportunity for viewing the north 
polar region occurs on MAY 06-12, with an-
other almost as good a period on JUN 02-08. 

girt Strolling Astronomer: 
journal of the A.L.P.O. 

TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE: 1990 JUL 22 

(See separate article on p. 91.) 

PARTIAL LUNAR ECLIPSE: 1990 AUG 06 

This event follows the schedule below: 

First Penumbral Contact 	 11h  29.5m  
First Umbral Contact 	 12 44.2 
Middle of Eclipse 	  12.3  14 
Last Umbral Contact 	 15 40.5 
Last Penumbral Contact 	 16 55.1 

At mid-eclipse, the umbral magnitude 
(fraction of Moon's diameter covered by the 
umbra) will be 0.682. From the times, it is evi-
dent that this will be an Eastern-Hemisphere 
event. Its entirety will be visible from E. Asia, 
Australia, New Zealand, and Indonesia. The 
beginning portions will be seen from Hawaii 
and W. North America, while the end will be 
visible from S., SW., and central Asia, along 
with E. Africa. 

For this forecast, it is assumed that the 
Earth's umbral radius will be 2 percent larger 
than based on geometry alone. During the par-
tial phase (12:44.2-15:40.5), the southern and 
central portion of the Moon will be covered by 
the dark umbral shadow, affording a large 
number of opportunities to time the umbral 
entrances and exits of craters, as well as of the 
Moon's limb itself. The approximate times, 
rounded to 5 minutes, for the umbral immer-
sion and emersion of selected craters are: 

Crater Immersion Emersion 

Grimaldi 12h  55m  14h  35m  
Gassendi 13 00 14 55  
Tycho 13 05 15 20 
Kepler 13 15 14 35  
Birt 13 15 15 10 
Nicolai A 13 20 15 30  
Abulfeda E 13 25 15 15  
Copernicus 13 30 14 40 
Aristarchus 13 35 14 05 
Stevinus A 13 35 15 35  
Pytheas 13 45 14 20 
Manilius 14 00 14 40 
Menelaus 14 05 14 40  
Taruntius 14 05 15 05 
Plinius 14 10 14 40 
Proclus 14 25 14 35 

Proclus will be quite near the edge of the 
umbra, so its times above are quite approxi-
mate; very careful timing of that crater will 
help to fix accurately the extent of the umbra. 

For more information on how to observe 
lunar eclipses, write to our Lunar Eclipse Re-
corder, Francis Graham (address on inside 
back cover) to obtain a copy of the A.L.P .0. 
Lunar Eclipse Handbook, which costs $4.00. 
Forward observational reports to him, with an 
extra copy of limb and crater umbral contact 
times to Sky & Telescope, P.O. Box 9111, 
Belmont, MA 02178-9111, U.S.A. 
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The Marius Dome Field in 
lunar Oceanus Procellarum, 
photographed on 1965 DEC 
06 with the 61-inch 
(1.55-meter) reflector of 
Catalina Station (Catalina 
Photo. 374) at Colong. 063°.7. 
North is at top and west 
(IAU) to the left. This area 
covers about 260 km north-
south and 300 km east-west. 
The crater Marius is near the 
right margin and Reiner is at 
bottom. Left of Marius is the 
dome field described on pp. 
104-108 of this issue, 
including the small sinuous 
rifle in the upper left. This 
photograph is part of the 
collection recently acquired 
by the A.L.P.O. (see p. 103). 
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Mercury map based on both photographs and 
visual observations [2], but agrees less well 
with the map constructed by Murray et al. [6] 
Unfortunately, the Mariner-10 coverage ex-
tends only from 10° to 190° West and thus 
does not overlap the area of this map. [5] 

Three types of features were visible on 
Mercury; bright areas, dark areas, and termi-
nator irregularities. The bright areas are con-
centrated near Mercury's limb, which is con-
sistent with long-range Mariner-10 images. 
This suggests that the apparent brightness of 
these features depends on viewing geometry. 

On the other hand, the dark features are 
chiefly seen near the terminator and are conse-
quently presumed to be albedo features that 
represent real topographic irregularities. 
Several terminator irregularities were seen in 
April and May, 1989, which suggest topo-
graphic variations of at least 3 kilometers on 
Mercury near longitude 270°W. 

The map of a portion of Mercury's surface 
that is presented in Figure 1 is based on obser-
vations made chiefly in 1989. I conclude that 
high-resolution charge-coupled device (CCD) 
images, or Hubble Space Telescope images, of 
Mercury can provide both albedo and topo-
graphic information about that planet. For vi-
sual work, polarizing and color filters improve 
contrasts on Mercury. 
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A.L.P.O. ACQUIRES EXTENSIVE LUNAR COLLECTION 

In the Summer and Fall, 1989, the 
A.L.P.O. received a large collection of lunar 
photographs, maps, and publications from 
the AstroGeology Branch of the U.S. 
Geological Survey. The reason for this gift 
was that the building housing the Menlo 
Park, California, office of the AstroGeology 
Branch was to be demolished. The local 
plans were to disperse the collection to other 
lunar and planetary science centers, possi-
bly discarding anything left over. We thank 
Dr. Don E. Wilhelms, retired from the 
AstroGeology staff, for bringing this situa-
tion to our attention and helping us with se-
lecting, transporting, and storing the items 
that went to the A.L.P.O. The materials are 
presently shelved at the A.L.P.O. Director's 
home and in the Department of Geography 
at San Francisco State University. 

Part of the collection consists of approx-
imately 3291 lunar photographs from sever-
al major terrestrial observatories. Their for-
mats range from 4x5-inch film positives and  

negatives to 20X24-inch paper •prints. The 
1867 photographs that were taken by the 
Catalina, Pic du Midi, and Lowell 
Observatories have been cataloged through a 
grant by San Francisco State University. A 
sample photograph from this collection ap-
pears on the front cover of this issue. 

We also possess 21 rolls of film copies; 
and 132 rolls, 10 large-format folders, and 
12 boxes of paper prints, from Apollo 
Mission photographs. Our collection of 
Lunar Orbiter paper prints and microfilm is 
now complete, as is our collection of 
1:250,000-scale "Lunar Orthophotomaps." 
Finally, we received selected other maps on 
all scales, and about 7 shelf-feet of reference 
literature. 

We are continuing to catalog this exten-
sive collection. We also are searching for a 
library that will not just accept the A.L.P.O. 
Lunar Collection, but will also maintain it 
and make it available to all students of the 
Moon. 

The Strolling Astronomer: 
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THE MARIUS HILLS REGION—A UNIQUE LUNAR DOME FIELD 

By: Jim Phillips, M.D., A.L.P.O. Lunar Dome Recorder 

ABSTRACT 

The Marius Hills Region is a unique, huge lunar dome field located west (IAU) of 
Marius in the Oceanus Procellarum. A composite drawing of this area is presented, along 
with a comparison of Lunar Orbiter photographs and the U.S. Geologic Survey map of the 
region. This area deserves further observation and study, for which the composite drawing is 
intended as a guide. 

While gathering data for our New Lunar 
Dome Survey, I have spent some time exam-
ining the unique lunar dome field located near 
the crater Marius in the Oceanus Procellarum. 
Located for the most part to the west [IAU 
sense, where Oceanus Procellarum is on the 
western half of the disk] of Marius on a pla-
teau are large numbers of domes and dome 
complexes which are associated with wrinkle 
ridges, lava flows, and rilles. 

These domes are unique in that they do 
not easily fit within our working definition of 
a lunar dome: a "discrete regular swelling 
whose major:minor axis does not exceed 2:1 
and whose maximum slope does not exceed 5 
degrees." The Marius domes often have 
major:minor axis ratios greater than 2:1; are 
steep, having slope angles of more than 5 de-
grees; and often merge with wrinkle ridges. 

It is necessary to have a consistent defini-
tion for lunar domes, or else they are whatever 
any individual says they are. Therefore, we 
must strictly adhere to our definition for the 
purposes of the New Lunar Dome Survey. On 
the other hand, noted lunar authorities clearly 
accept the Marius structures as domes, and for 
this purpose we intend to review the area and 
to include it in our survey while withholding 
final judgment on how these objects should be 
classified. [Sometimes they are called "hills" 
or "cones" as well; see Wilhelms, 1987, p. 
86.] Perhaps the entire area should be classi-
fied as either one huge dome complex or as 
multiple domes and dome complexes. This 
magnificent dome field is unique on the entire 
surface of the Moon and appears to represent a 
morphologically different category of lunar 
domes from the classical one for which our 
definition was made. 

A composite drawing of the Marius 
domes area, based upon a variety of photo-
graphic atlases, spacecraft photographs, and 
personal observations, is shown in Figure 2 
(p. 105). Because the region is located near 
the western (IAU) edge of the Moon [near 
longitude 55°W], foreshortening makes it dif-
ficult to compare this earthbased view with 
Lunar Orbiter photographs and the U.S. 
Geologic Survey map. The base for this draw-
ing was Plate F4-D (Pic du Midi photograph 
P14a) from Kuiper, 1960. Additional detail 
was added from other photographic atlases 
(Kopal, 1971; Viscardy, 1989) as well as from 
Lunar Orbiter photographs. Figures 3 and 4 
(p. 106) are Lunar Orbiter-4 photographs of 
this area. On them, I have indicated the craters 
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Marius and Marius E in order to help orient 
these illustrations for more easy comparison 
with the drawing. [Figure 2 is in an earthbased 
perspective, while the other figures are more 
or less as seen from directly above. Ed.] 
Figure 5 (p. 107) is reproduced from the U.S. 
Geologic Survey map of the region, and can 
be compared with the other figures. An area 
that will be inspected more closely is shown in 
a box in Figures 2, 4, and 5. Finally, Figure 6 
(p. 108), taken from an Orbiter-5 photograph, 
is a closeup view of a rille system within the 
region. This area of the Moon was once sched-
uled for a manned landing ["Apollo Extension 
System-8." Ed.], but budget cuts canceled the 
Apollo Mission that would have visited it. 

The "Marius Group" as referred to on the 
U.S. Geologic Survey map consists of the pla-
teau surface and domes that are interpreted as 
representing a volcanic complex of intercalat-
ed lava and ash deposits. These deposits are 
thought to have originated in vents at the 
crests of domes. Faint Copernican rays over-
lap this region, identifying it as being of the 
Eratosthenian Age (post-Imbrian and pre-
Copernican). Wilhelms (1987) gives the 
region's age as the Upper (late) Imbrian (just 
before Eratosthenian). These large numbers of 
domes were produced by volcanism. The 
wrinkle ridges, consisting of smooth undulat-
ing deposits, lie between the domes. Peter 
Schultz (1976) pointed out that lobate exten-
sions from highly-textured domes in this re-
gion indicate that volcanic construction in this 
region occurred after the formation of the 
Oceanus Procellarum. 

For the amateur observer, this region pro-
vides a unique and extensive field of domes, 
wrinkle ridges, rilles, and lava flows which is 
unlike any other region known; not only on 
the Moon but on any other known area in the 
Solar System. In Figure 2, the rille shown 
prominently in the boxed areas on Figures 4 
and 5, and near the center of Figure 6, is not 
included. It would be of great interest to see 
whether a present-day observer would be able 
to spot it, referring to our map under the right 
lunar lighting conditions. I do not know 
whether this rille has ever been recorded by 
direct telescopic observations. [However, the 
U.S. Air Force chart LAC 56, the base map for 
the U.S. Geologic Survey map in Figure 5, 
shows it, and was made from earthbased pho-
tographs and drawings. A high-resolution 
earthbased photograph of this region, made 
with the Catalina Observatory 61-inch (1.55- 
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Dome Survey. I am interested in observations 

meter) reflector, is shown on the front cover of 
this issue. Ed.] This area requires further study 
and consideration in terms of how to classify 
it and whether to include it in the New Lunar 

of this unique area from other amateurs. The 
composite drawing in Figure 2 is intended as 
a guide for further observation. 

Data continue to come in from interested 
individuals as we proceed with our New Lunar 
Dome Survey. Those individuals who have 
contributed to the program are listed below; 
their dedication to this long-term and difficult 
survey is greatly appreciated by this writer: 
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Figure 2. Composite drawing of the lunar Marius Domes region in Oceanus Procellarum by 
Jim Phillips, M.D. Earthbased perspective with north at the top and lunar west (IAU) to the 
left. The drawing extends about 320 km north-south and 390 km east-west. 

Schuyler Allen, United States; 
Kocsis Antal, Hungary; 
Jose Barruezo Aguirre, Spain; 
Joe Caruso, United States; 
Karl Fabian; United States; 
Alika Herring, United States; 
Harry Jamieson, United States; 
Craig MacDougal, United States; 
Rob Moseley, England; 
Jose Olivarez, United States; 
Michael Porcellino, United States; 
Zac Pujic, Australia; 
Robert Robinson; United States; 
George Rosenberg, United States; 
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R. Turner, England; 
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Note by Editor: 

The Marius Dome Field is quite striking 
when viewed between approximate colongi-
tudes 53-64°(i.e., when the sunrise terminator 
lies between longitudes 53° and 64° west). 
However, this region has been inconsistently 
described in the literature. Interestingly, per-

haps the best description 
was by T.W. Webb in his 
Celestial Objects for 
Common Tele-scopes (New 
York: Dover Pub., 1962; re-
print of 1917 edition), on p. 
128 of Volume I: "More 
than 100 grey hillocks, the 
loftiest little exceeding 1000 
ft., lie in a narrow space NE 
[northeast of Marius in the 
classical orientation]." On 
the other hand, standard 
sources such as Edmund 
Neison (The Moon. London: 

—Continued on p. 108— 

Figure 5. The Marius Dome 
Field Shown in this section 
of the U.S. Geologic Survey 
Geologic Map of the Heveli-
us Region of the Moon. 
North at top, IAU west to 
left; each grid square is 
about 60 km on a side. The 
plateau defining this region 
is in light grey and labeled 
Eml. The dome classifica-
tions used on the map are: 
Em2 ("low domes"); Em3 
("steep domes"); Em4 
("small-dome clusters"); and 
/pd ("dome"). The box in 
the upper left shows the area 
boxed in Figures 2 and 4 
and shown in larger scale in 
Figure 6 (p. 108); sr? marks 
a possible sinuous rille. 
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Longmans, Green, and Co., 
1876, p. 316), Thomas 
Gwyn Elger (The Moon. 
London: George Philip & 
Son., 1895, p. 83), Walter 
Goodacre (The Moon. Pri-
vately published, 1931, p. 
268), and H. Percy Wilkins 
and Patrick Moore (The 
Moon. New York: Macmil-
lan, 1955, p. 261) refer only 
to "ridges" in the area west 
(IAU) of Marius. 

Likewise, the rille system 
shown in Figure 6 is not 
mentioned in the classical 
sources, although its visibili-
ty from Earth with a large 
telescope and excellent see-
ing is attested to by Figure 
5, based entirely on tele-
scopic observations, and by 
the Catalina Observatory 
photograph shown on the 
front cover of this issue. 

Figure 6. Detailed view of 
rules in the Marius Dome 
Field taken by Lunar Orbi-
ter 5 on 1967 AUG 18 at 
Colong. 070°.7. (Medium-
resolution frame 215). This 
area is in the boxes in Fig-
ures 2, 4, and 5, and extends 
about 70 km north-south and 
50 km east-west. North at 
top; IAU west to left. 

By: David H. Levy, A.L.P.O. Assistant Meteors Recorder 

After seventeen columns of "Observe 
Meteors," I have decided that I have said 
enough, and that this will be the last article. 
Over the years this column has covered 
many topics relating to meteors, from 
getting started in observing, and even how to 
get children interested in observing, to 
discerning new streams, and proper record-
ing techniques. 

I leave this column with some 
trepidation, for I have enjoyed writing it 
immensely and I think that meteor observing 
is among the most enjoyable of the 
disciplines. It requires no telescope, it can be 
done on virtually any clear night of the year, 
and as long as the sky is dark some sort of 
show is almost guaranteed. Meteors also 
provide a graphic way of showing how our 
planet moves through space; some observers 
of the the Leonid storm of 1966 felt that 
they were watching the Earth push its way 
through space. 

Since its founding, the A.L.P.O. 
Meteors Section has placed a special 
emphasis in getting young people into mete- 
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or observing. Although group watches, 
during which each observer is assigned a 
specific area of sky, are discouraged by 
some advanced meteor observers as being 
unscientific, they are invaluable teaching 
mechanisms for beginners. Group watching 
teaches the participants the rudiments of 
counting meteors in a friendly, sometimes 
even a party-like, way. The reason that 
group counts have been looked down upon 
is that the traditional single-observer zenith-
al hourly rate is hard to compute from them; 
also group counts are said to discourage the 
detachment and independence enjoyed by 
single-observer counts. Whether that asser-
tion is really true is still open to debate. I 
trust that in future years the Meteors Section 
will continue to thrive. Under A.L.P.O. 
Founder Walter Haas and current Director 
John Westfall, the organization has done a 
fabulous job promoting amateur studies of 
the Solar System. May the Meteors Section 
continue to encourage new observers to 
watch for these wonderful events that occur 
in the sky just over our heads. 
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THE MOON 

During the current three-month period, 
the schedule for the Moon's phases is: 

New Moon First Quarter Full Moon Last Quarter  

JUL 22.1 JUL 29.6 AUG 06.6 AUG13.7 
AUG 20.5 AUG 28.3 SEP 05.1 SEP 11.9 
SEP 19.0 SEP 27.1 OCT 04.5 Ocr 11.1 
OCT 18.7 OCT 26.9 NOV 02.9 Nov 09.5 

The four lunations above are Numbers 
836-839 in Brown's series. The Full Moon of 
AUG 06 marks a partial lunar eclipse, de-
scribed on p. 89 of the last issue (Vol. 33, No. 
2, April, 1990). 

The other significant lunar visibility con-
dition is the Moon's librations, or E-W and 
N-S tilts in relation to the Earth. Extreme li-
brations occur on the following dates: 

East North West South  

JUL 25 JUL 30 AUG 08 AUG 13 
AUG 22 AUG 26 SEP 04 SEP 09 
SEP 17 SEP 22 Ocr 01 OCT 06 
OCT 13 OCT 19 Ocr 29 Nov 02 

Lunar E and W above follow the usage of 
the International Astronomical Union, with 
Mare Crisium near the east limb. Libration 
and solar lighting provide good views of the 
SW limb on SEP 05-07; and of the S and SW 
limb on OCT 03-08 and OCT 31-NOV 04. The 
W limb can be seen well on AUG 06, SEP 04-
05, and OCT 04. Likewise, the E limb will be 
well presented on AUG 22-23. 

OCCULTATIONS 

Eight minor planets and one satellite are 
busy occulting stars in the August-October pe- 

riod, as shown in the table below which lists 
the date, occulting object, visual magnitude of 
asteroid or satellite/star, and zone of visibility 
for each of these occultations. The occultation 
of a 9th-Mag. star by Neptune's satellite 
Triton is particularly interesting. 

AUG 01.51. Triton, 13.5/9.2. Pacific Oc. except E 
SEP 08.17. 40 Harmonia, 10.8/9.2N So. America 
SEP 09.08. 8 Flora, 11.2/9.2. N Cent & NE U.S.A 
SEP11.21.20 Massalia, 11.1/7.9. South America 
SEP 24.02. 19 Fortuna, 12.0/9.2 NW Africa, SE 

Europe, Cent. Asia 
SEP 29.31. 29 Dido, 13.8/9.2. S Pacific Ocean 
OCT 09.48. 87 Sylvia, 13.0/9.4. S Pacific Ocean 
OCT 09.51. 02 Pallas, 8.9/7.5. S Pacific Ocean 
OCT 22.75. 185 Eunike, 13.0/8.5. N Australia 

The Moon occults major planets no less 
than six times between AUG 18 and OCT 25 

The first such event is an occultation of 
Jupiter on AUG 18, visible in much of North 
America, SW Europe, and NW Africa. This is 
the second in a series of four monthly occulta-
tions of Jupiter. Figure 29, below, shows the 
visibility zone in North America for this oc-
cultation. At that time, the Moon will be 26°W 
of the Sun, and 5-percent illuminated. Most 
areas will have daylight for this event, and we 
recommend that observers there locate the 
Moon first and then locate Jupiter. In the re-
gion W of the line Winnipeg-Kansas City-
Houston, the Sun will be below the horizon 
for immersion. For observers W of the 
Edmonton-Denver-Austin line, emersion will 
also occur before sunrise. 

Jupiter itself will be at magnitude -1.8, 
with a disk 32" in equatorial diameter. This 
means that there will be a graze zone about 58 
km wide where Jupiter will be only partly oc-
culted. This graze zone includes Charleston, 

Figure 29. Visibility zone in North America for the 1990 AUG 18 occultation of the planet 
Jupiter by the Moon. The lines "Immersion" and "Emersion" mark where the Moon will be 
rising for those phases of the occultation. The location abbreviations are defined in the text. 
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SC; Houston, TX; and Bordeaux, France. 
Making the event more interesting is the fact 
that all four Galilean Satellites will be visible 
and thus will also be occulted by the Moon. 

The occultation circumstances for selected 
stations are given below. For the North 
American stations, the standard 2-letter abbre-
viations used in Figure 29 are identified. 
Under both "Immersion" and "Emersion", the 
U.T. hour and minute (expressed as hhmm) 
are followed by the position angle (measured 
0-360° eastward from celestial north). 

Location Immersion Emersion 

Atlanta, GA(At) 1140 (167°) 1212 (2210) 
Austin, TX (Au) 1131 (170°) 1154 (212°) 
Chicago, IL (Ch) 1128 (125°) 1231 (262°) 
Charleston, SC (Cn) 1156 (187°) 1205 (202°) 
Denver, CO (De) 1119 (117°) 1217 (266°) 
Edmonton, Alb. (Ed) 1137 (069°) 1225 (316°) 
Halifax, N.S. (Ha) 1154 (124°) 1308 (275°) 
Houston, TX (Ho) 1140 (185°) 1147 (198°) 
Kansas City, Mo (KC) 1123 (130°) 1220 (255°) 
Los Angeles (LA) (not visible) 1208 (260°) 
77°.5W/42°.5N (MA) 1143 (131°) 1251 (263°) 
Montreal, Que. (Mo) 1142 (120°) 1253 (274°) 
122°W/38°N (NC) 	(not visible) 1212 (276°) 
109°W/34°N (NM) 1117 (132°) 1207 (249°) 
Toronto, Ont. (To) 1136 (124°) 1243 (267°) 
Vancouver, B.C. (Va) 1132 (072°) 1220 (311°) 
Washington, DC (Wa) 1140 (146°) 1238 (248°) 
Winnipeg, Man. (Wi) 1130 (093°) 1232 (294°) 
Barcelona, Spain 1354 (043°) 1412 (012°) 
Bordeaux, France 1355 (029°) 1357 (025°) 
Lisbon, Portugal 1331 (084°) 1427 (334°) 
Madrid, Spain 1340 (067°) 1421 (350°) 

Less than one day after the Jupiter occulta-
tion, on AUG 19, 00h, the Moon will pass in 
front of Venus, as seen from Indonesia, New 
Guinea, N Australia, and New Zealand. Venus 
will be at Mag. -3.9, 20°W of the Sun. 

Three days later, W, Central, and E Africa, 
along with Madagascar, will have their turn 
with an occultation of Mercury on Aug 22, 
11h. Mercury will be 24°E of the Sun, at Mag. 
+1.0. 

The third in the series of occultations of 
Jupiter occurs on SEP 15, 06h, with the planet 
47°W of the Sun at Mag. -1.9. The event will 
be visible from N and Central Africa. The 
final Jupiter occultation will happen on OCT 
12, 19h. Jupiter will then be 69°W of the Sun, 
at Mag. -2.0. Most of Australia (except 
Western Australia) should see this event. 

Finally, on OCT 25, 18h, there is the first 
of a series of six occultations of Saturn, but it 
will be visible only from Antarctica. 

Meanwhile, there will be four occultations 
of the +1.2-Mag. star Antares in three 
months: (1) AUG 01, 09h (121° E of the Sun); 
from Indonesia, New Guinea, and N and 
Central Australia. (2) AUG 28, 17h (94°E); 
from NE South America, S Africa, and 
Madagascar. (3) SEP 25, 01 h (68°E); from 
Hawaii, Central America, and NW South 
America. (4) OCT 22, 09h (41°E); from S 
Asia, Indonesia, and Japan. 
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The series of passages of the Moon across 
the Pleiades open star cluster (M45) contin-
ues: AUG 14, 06h, 43-percent sunlit Moon; 
visible from the E United States and E 
Canada. SEP 10, 12h, 65-percent Moon; from 
W North America and Hawaii. OCT 07, 19h, 
85-percent Moon; from Asia. The Beehive 
(M44; Praesepe) star cluster is occulted just 
once: SEP 15, 07h, 15-percent Moon; from S 
South America. 

COMETS 

Several telescopic comets, and possibly 
one naked-eye comet (Comet Levy 1990c), 
will be present in the sky. For more informa-
tion, see the two articles by Don E. Machholz, 
"Comet Corner" and "Comet Update," on pp. 
127-130 of this issue. 

Besides those comets already mentioned, 
during this three-month interval Periodic 
Comet Kearns-Kwee (1989u) will be ap-
proaching its 1990 NOV 22 perihelion and 
slowly brightening from Mag. +13 to +12. A 
5-day ephemeris for this object is available in 
the A.L.P.O. Solar System Ephemeris: 1990. 

METEOR SHOWERS 
(Contributed by Robert D. Lunsford, 

A L.P.O. Meteors Recorder) 

The Perseids peak on the morning of 
August 13th (local time) this year. Unfortu-
nately, the Last Quarter Moon will limit mete-
or counts as it overpowers the fainter meteors. 
Expect to see no more than 30 Perseids per 
hour at best. 

The Kappa Cygnids peak on AUG 18 and 
the waning crescent Moon should not inter-
fere. These slow, bright meteors are best seen 
in the evening hours following sunset. 

The best shower of September is the 
Southern Piscids, which peak near SEP 20, 
when the 1-day Moon will not be a problem. 
Observe these slow meteors after midnight; 
their peak rates are near 5 per hour. 

The Draconids peak on OCT 09, but it is 
doubtful that any display will occur. Also, 
there will be a Last Quarter Moon near that 
date. Comet Giacobini-Zinner is the source of 
this shower. As this comet is still two years 
from perihelion, no meteor activity is likely 
until 1992. 

The Orionids reach their maximum on 
OCT 21 this year. Conditions are good as the 
young crescent Moon will be long set on 
Saturday, October 20th, and Sunday, October 
21st (local time), which are prime mornings 
for the Orionids. We encourage everyone to 
observe on those mornings as up to 30 
Orionids per hour should be visible under dark 
skies. High rates should continue through 
October 24th, so we ask those able to observe 
on weekday mornings to please do so. Plots of 
Orionid paths have revealed a double radiant 
NE of Betelgeuse. Also, while observing the 
Orionids, activity may be noticed from the 
Taurids, Epsilon Geminids, Delta Aurigids, 
and the Northern Piscids. 
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readers to the conclusion that any unobstruct-
ed telescope would out-perform an obstructed 
one on low-contrast objects. Such a conclu-
sion would be incorrect. There are obstructed 
designs, such as the Rumak Maksutov, that are 
easily diffraction-limited if made correctly. 
Such a telescope, with its small secondary on 
the corrector, can detect very low-contrast 
planetary features. On the other hand, even 
were a Fraunhofer doublet made perfectly, it 
would still suffer horribly from residual coma, 
astigmatism, and chromatic aberration. Even 
on axis, these problems would seriously re-
duce contrast in all but green light. A spot dia-
gram for a 200-mm f/14.7 Trischiefspiegler, 
an unobstructed design, on page 121 showed 
that even on axis it was not diffraction-limited 
by a factor of two! While the last design is 
perfectly color-corrected, the reduction in con-
trast would be severe. The obstructed Rumak 
design would outperform either the doublet or 
the Trischiefspiegler on low-contrast objects. 

Despite these problems, the book is over-
all a good one. There is no other single book 
today that brings together so much informa-
tion. I encourage the authors to work out the 
bugs and to produce another edition in the fu-
ture. It would then stand as a masterwork for 
decades. This book is very inspirational. In 
fact, due to it I have begun two instruments; 
one in the design stage, the other under con-
struction. However, if you become so motivat-
ed, consult an additional source or have your 
design traced in some manner as a backup be-
fore you begin pushing glass. It is much less 
expensive to waste time and paper than to 
waste time and glass. 

At any rate, whether you are a telescope 
builder or a user, this book will provide you 
with much valuable information and insight. 

The Moon Observer's Handbook. By Fred 
W. Price. Cambridge University Press, 40 
West 20th Street, New York, NY 10011. 

1988. 309 pages. Price $34.50 cloth 
(ISBN 0-521-33500-0). 

Reviewed by Jim Phillips, MD. 

In his preface to The Moon Observer's 
Handbook, Fred Price states that he has writ-
ten this book in order to "..help amateur ob-
servers of the Moon to observe effectively, to 
record their observations accurately and, 
where possible, to make contributions of sci-
entific value." I believe that any interested 
person will be helped by reading this book in 
his or her quest to become a competent lunar 
observer. This book has many plusses and 
some significant weaknesses. However, over-
all I recommend it to any amateur astronomer 
interested in observing the Moon. I do dis-
agree with the author's statement in the intro-
duction that so many good maps of the Moon 
are in existence that there was no need to in-
clude one. Certainly a handbook like this can  

be written without a comprehensive map of 
the Moon. However, I consider that one of the 
biggest hindrances to the present-day amateur 
is the lack of readily-available detailed lunar 
maps that are easily usable at the telescope. 

The first two chapters, "Our Moon" and 
"The Moon's Motion and Consequent 
Phenomena," cover definitions of terms and 
give at least superficial coverage to such mat-
ters as phases of the Moon, earthshine, sidere-
al and synodic months, eclipses, and so forth. 
In these chapters, Price states that he intends 
to use the "classical" east-west lunar conven-
tion rather than the more recent, opposite sys-
tem advocated by the International Astronom-
ical Union. I think that this is an unfortunate 
mistake. Also, Price uses terms for various-
sized lunar craters that were popular during 
the 1950's and earlier such as walled plains, 
mountain rings, and ringed plains. However, 
most modern texts do not use these terms, and 
they could be confusing to the beginner. Price 
also states his preference for the volcanic ori-
gin of lunar craters. I maintain that most data 
favor the meteoritic theory, but defend Price's 
right to come to his own conclusions and to 
state his own preference. 

In the chapter on the lunar observer's tele-
scope, Price gives a superficial but accurate 
account of most optical designs. As an apoch-
romatic-refractor buff, I would have liked to 
have seen them covered in that chapter. 

The Moon Observer's Handbook excels 
primarily in Chapters 4-7, which comprise the 
majority of the book (185 of the 282 pages of 
text). Here the author is in his element. He 
knows the telescopic appearance of the lunar 
surface and has spent long hours at the eye-
piece drawing and describing lunar features 
under varying lighting conditions. Here, he 
takes the reader on a tour of the surface of the 
Moon through the telescope. 

Very often, Price refers to observations 
made by the great lunar observers of the past, 
and he has received some criticism for this 
usage. But, just as the deep-sky observer can 
relate to descriptions by visual observers of 
the 19th century, made prior to the invention 
of photography, lunar observers can refer to 
observations and drawings by other astrono-
mers who actually observed visually through 
the telescope. As far as what I shall see 
through my 6-inch refractor when I observe 
the Moon, I find that my views have more in 
common with the drawings produced by Price 
and others than with any Lunar Orbiter photo-
graphs. So, I welcome these drawings in this 
chapter along with Price's use of verbal de-
scriptions by past lunar observers such as 
Elger, Goodacre, and others. Where I think 
that Price has gone astray, however, is in 
bringing up questionable lunar detail seen by 
these early observers which he does not clarify 
even when this can be readily done by looking 
at modem Lunar Orbiter photographs. For ex-
ample, on page 106, Price states that: 
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"There is some debate as to whether there 
is a central elevation in Proclus. I have seen 
one or two short ridges near the center of the 
floor but would not consider any of them as 
central elevations in the usual sense of the 
word. Running across the floor, I have seen 
a dark line, visible just when the sunrise 
shadows have receded. It requires very 
steady seeing. Nothing like this has been 
mentioned in the descriptions of Proclus by 
Neison, Eiger, Webb, or Wilkins and 
Moore..." 

In my opinion, Price should then have ad-
ded something like the following: 

"Using Lunar Orbiter photographs IV61-
H2 and IV66-H2, one can see hummocky 
elevations on the floor of Proclus. There is 
a low-level elongated elevation covering the 
southwest (IAU) quadrant of the floor and 
which extends into the northwest quadrant. 
Other smaller elevations are also noted. The 
edge of the elongated elevation could 
account for a north-south linear feature (the 
dark line noted by Price in his own 
observations.)" 

Clearly, Price should not have stopped 
with the use of visual observations! By using 
the visual observations together with the 
Orbiter photographs, one can present a more 
complete and more accurate picture. Never-
theless, I think that the descriptions given by 
Price in the chapter "The Moon from New to 
Full" are outstanding, and I recommend them. 

Chapter 5, "Observing and Recording," is 
superb. The author very nicely covers in detail  

observing in general and drawing in particular. 
Chapter 6, "Mysterious Happenings on 

the Moon," covers such controversial subjects 
as disappearances and appearances of various 
craters and craterlets, mists, clouds, and ob-
scurations, as well as other forms of transient 
lunar phenomena. Price may here take a little 
liberty in suggesting that perhaps more is 
going on than there really is, but I enjoyed this 
chapter. 

A series of suggestions for research com-
prises Chapter 7. I could spend a long time in 
defending Price for making suggestions for 
original work, but I shall just say that anyone 
who thinks that everything is known about the 
surface of the Moon, and that all useful work 
has been done, is misguided. There are many 
projects available to the interested amateur, 
and the ones discussed in this chapter are very 
worthy of consideration. 

The book concludes with a number of 
Appendices, which include descriptions of in-
teresting books, atlases, and charts. Appendix 
6 consists of a method for calculating the 
Sun's selenographical colongitude, which is 
very helpful. Appendix 7 includes addresses 
of astronomical organizations. 

In conclusion, in spite of the weaknesses 
described, Fred Price's The Moon Observer's 
Handbook is well worth the cost, and I recom-
mend it for any interested lunar observer. Add 
to it a good lunar map and a set of Lunar 
Orbiter photographs to help answer any ques-
dons that the book raises, and you should be 
set to begin your own lunar observing pro-
gram. 

NEW BOOKS RECEIVED 

Notes by Jose Olivarez 

The Skywatcher's Handbook. By Colin A. 
Ronan and Storm Dunlop. Crown Publisher's 
Inc., 225 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 
10003. 1989. 224 pages. Price $13.95 paper 

(ISBN 0-517-57326). 

This readable and well-illustrated paper-
back has two themes. One is that two great 
sciences have arisen from the study of the 
sky—meteorology and astronomy. The other 
is that the combined study of these two scienc-
es can be a rewarding pursuit open to all who 
are curious about the sky. Thus, the first two 
major sections of this handbook are devoted to 
exploring the day and night sky. The "Day-
light Sky" section gives the basics of meteo-
rology, while the "Night Sky" section helps in 
picking out the more spectacular astronomical 
objects. A third section deals with "Observing 
and Recording the Sky," describing the best 
ways to photograph the day and night skies, as 
well as how to build and equip home meteoro-
logical and astronomical observatories. 

This is a great introductory book for those 
who may wish to combine their interests in the 
sciences of meteorology and astronomy into a 
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Nonradial Oscillations of Stars. By Wasburo 
Unno. University of Tokyo Press; distributed 

by Columbia University Press, 562 West 
113th Street, New York, NY 10025. 2nd edi- 

tion, 1989. 420 pages. Price $64.50 cloth 
(ISBN 0-86008-439-6). 

In his preface, the author states that recent 
observations have revealed that nonradial os-
cillations and related phenomena are inherent 
to most stars and have two theoretical aspects. 
One aspect is that stars are like musical instru-
ments that are able to oscillate with variation 
in wavelength or in frequency. The other is 
that stars function as heat engines that drive 
their oscillations. 

This highly technical monograph covers 
nonradial oscillations of stars from the basics 
to the most recent developments and is intend-
ed as a textbook on the new field of "astro-
seismology" in which the internal structures of 
the Sun and stars can be probed by using their 
oscillations. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

A.L.P.O. BUSINESS 

1990 A.L.P.O./Astronomical League 
Convention.—As described in the previous 
two issues, the A.L.P.O. will be holding its 
40th Convention, in connection with the 
Astronomical League's ALCON'90 on the 
campus of Washington University in St. Louis 
on July 31-August 4, 1990. As we go to press 
at the beginning of July, eight A.L.P.O. papers 
have been submitted, along with a dozen en-
tries in our "Solar System Portraiture" display 
and contest. The three A.L.P.O. events—
Paper Session, Workshop, and Business Meet-
ing—will all be held on Thursday, August 
2nd. We also plan to present our annual 
Walter H. Haas Observing Award during our 
Paper Session on August 2nd. Then, among 
other matters, the Business Meeting will dis-
cuss our 1991 convention site. We have re-
ceived two invitations so far; to meet with the 
Western Amateur Astronomers at Mammoth 
on the east face of the Sierra in California; or 
to join the Symposium for Research Amateur 
Astronomy in La Paz, Baja California Sur, 
Mexico on July 8-10, immediately prior to the 
total solar eclipse on July 11, 1991. 

We hope to see you in St. Louis! 

A.L.P.O. Supporters.—A pleasant duty of 
the Editor is to list periodically those A.L.P.O. 
members who have contributed more than the 
minimal dues needed to retain their member-
ship. We are also happy to note that the num-
ber of such persons has recently increased! 
Were it not for the persons listed below, the 
A.L.P.O. and its products would be the poorer. 

Below are the current A.L.P.O. Sponsors, 
who have contributed $40 or more this year: 
Julius L. Benton, Jr., Paul H. Bock, Darryl 
J. Davis, Robert B. McClellan, Philip R. 
Glaser, Erland I. Jensen, David McDavid, 
Patrick S. McIntosh, Jose Olivarez, Dr. 
Arthur K. Parizek, Dr. Thomas C. 
Peterson, Jim Phillips, Kenneth Schneller, 
Ventura County Astronomical Society, 
Richard J. Wessling, and Matthew L. Will. 

The next lists contains the present 
Sustaining Members of the A.L.P.O.; those 
who have contributed $20 per year: Butch 
Bradley, Klaus Brasch, Harper M. Bruce, 
Reginald F. Buller, Nancy J. Byrd, Clark R. 
Chapman, Thomas P. Davis, Jack Eastman, 
Alan French, Harvey W. Herman, Mike 
Hood, Harry D. Jamieson, H.W. Kelsey, 
Charles Klausing, Truman P. Kohman, 
Daniel Louderback, Robert E. Lucas, 
Robert D. Lunsford, David D. Marks, 
David D. Meisel, Col. John W. Mohr, Lee 
Morrow, David J. Raden, Louis A. 
Renzulli, Richmond Astronomical Society, 
Richard W. Schmude, Peter C. Scott, Lee 
M. Smojver, Donald W. Spain, Richard 
Stanton, Michael E. Sweetman, Ken 
Thomson, Bradley W. Timerson, William 
A. Vance, and Dr. Gary L. Walker. 

Eclipse Recorder's Address Changes.—
Our Recorder for Solar Eclipses and for Lunar 
Eclipses and Photometry, Francis G. Graham, 
has a new address: P.O. Box 209, East 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15112. 

Brand-New Edition of Lunar Eclipse  
Handbook.—Recorder Francis G. Graham has 
revised and reissued the A.L.P.O. Lunar 
Section's Lunar Eclipse Handbook, including 
much new material since the 1979 edition. 
Now 38 pages in length, the booklet includes 
maps of the visibility zones for lunar eclipses 
from 1990 through 1996. A copy may be ob-
tained from him at the address given in the 
previous announcement for $7.00, which in-
cludes postage. He also notes that he can sup-
ply copies of our Lunar Photometry Hand-
book at $8.00 each, postpaid. 

Membership Directory Being Prepared.—
A.L.P.O. Membership Secretary Harry D. 
Jamieson is compiling a Membership Directo-
ry, which will be available at cost to A.L.P.O. 
members only. It will list members both al-
phabetically and, for the United States, by ZIP 
Code, and will list addresses but not telephone 
numbers. Remember to please contact Mr. 
Jamieson (address on front cover) if you do 
not wish to be listed. The purpose of the 
Directory is to stimulate interaction between 
members, and an important feature of this is 
that names will be accompanied by "interest 
codes." If you want to communicate with 
members with interests similar to yours, it is 
important that you inform Mr. Jamieson 
about your interests. The interest codes he is 
using are: 0 = the Sun; 1 = Mercury; 2 = 
Venus; 3 the Moon; 4 Mars; 5 = Jupiter, 6 
— Saturn; 7 .k Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto (re-
mote planets); A = Asteroids (minor planets); 
C = Comets; and M = Meteors. You are of 
course permitted to have more than one code! 

Errata.—Member Donald H. DeKarske 
has kindly pointed out two errors in the last 
issue of the J.AL.P.O. First, the caption for 
Figure 8 on page 57 should read "Michael E. 
Sweetman." Second, the caption for Figure 15 
at the top of page 59 should read "Selected 
Drawing,  1987-88 Apparition of Saturn." 

AMATEUR OBSERVERS 
AND THE HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE 

As most of our readers are undoubtedly 
aware, five amateur astronomers have been 
granted a total of 17 hours observing time on 
the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). Amateur 
HST proposals are evaluated by the "Amateur 
Astronomy Working Group" (AAWG), where 
the major amateur-astronomy organizations in 
the United States, including the A.L.P.O., are 
represented. We thank A.L.P.O. Founder 
Walter H. Haas for evaluating those proposals 
that dealt with Solar-System subjects. 
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SPECIAL LAST-MINUTE NOTICE 

We have just received notification from the U.S. Internal Revenue Service 
that the Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers has been deter-
mined to be exempt from Federal Income Tax as a publicly-supported orga-
nization as described in section 501(c) f 3). This means that, for American 
members, the portion of their annual dues to the A.L.P.O. that exceeds $11 
per year may be considered as a contribution to a tax-exempt organization. 
This deduction becomes significant for Sustaining Members and Sponsors. 
Also, the entire amount of any donation to our Foreign Membership Fund is 
such a contribution. In the next issue we will describe another charitable ef-
fort of the A.L.P.O.—a fund to supply deserving foreign members with as-
tronomical literature, supplies, and equipment. 
A.L.P.O. Board and staff members may be able to deduct their personal ex-
penses involved with conducting the business of the A.L.P.O. and its 
Sections, and we have mailed a more detailed notice to these persons. 
You should be able to deduct contributions to the A.L.P.O. beginning in cal-
endar year 1990. Please note that keeping records of contributions, and de-
termining if they are deductible, remains the contributor's responsibility. If 
you are at all uncertain. you should question a tax consultant. 
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IVIAPYINU LUINA !MA/L.71W I A 

By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder, Luna Incognita Project 

ABSTRACT 

Luna Incognita is the portion of the Moon, near the south and southwest limbs, that was 
poorly photographed by the space missions of the 1960's and which thus remained inade-
quately mapped. This report describes the A.L.P.O. Lunar Section project that studied this re-
gion between 1972 and 1990; an effort that involved 58 A.L.P.O. and other observers, who 
submitted 384 drawings and 1509 photographs done particularly for the project. Other sourc-
es were Lunar Orbiter-IV and -V, and Zond-8 photography; pre-project earthbased drawings, 
photographs, and maps; radar maps and images; and charts of the Moon's limb profile. These 
were consulted in compiling the shaded-relief topographic map presented here, which is on 
the Transverse Mercator Projection, based on 821 positions measured from Lunar Orbiter 
and earthbased photographs. The map was prepared with a computer "paint " (shading) pro-
gram at an original scale of 1:2,500,000, reproduced here at approximately 1:3,500,000. 

GOAL OF PROJECT 

This cartographic project involved com-
piling, drafting, and publishing a relief map of 
that portion of the Moon that was not ade-
quately mapped in the past. The map includes 
the 270,000-sq km area that suffered from a 
low Sun angle when the Lunar Orbiter-IV and 
-V Missions photographed most of the re-
mainder of the Moon in 1967. 

The region was named Luna Incognita 
because it was the largest unmapped zone re-
maining on the Moon. It includes the south 
and southwest lunar limb areas, as seen from 
the Earth. (We here use the International 
Astronomical Union system of directions, 
with, e.g., Bailly near the southwest limb.) 
Most of this region is occasionally visible 
from Earth, given suitable conditions of light-
ing and libration. However, outside of the 
A.L.P.O. project, there are no current plans to 
map this region, or indeed any part of the 
Moon, at a scale larger than 1:5,000,000 
(Planetary Cartography Working Group, 
1984). Thus, earthbased observations were 
used to fill in many of the blank spaces on 
lunar maps of the region. The final product is 
a 1:2,500,000-scale shaded-relief topographic 
map of Luna Incognita and its environs, re-
duced here to a scale of approximately 
1:3,500,000 (about 35 km/cm or 55 mi/in). 

THE A.L.P.O. OBSERVING PROGRAM 

This mapping project began in 1972 when 
it was clear that there would be no more lunar 
missions for the foreseeable future and that the 
missions to date had failed to complete the 
mapping of the Moon (Westfall, 1972). The 
emphasis during 1972-87 was an observing 
project conducted by the Association of Lunar 
and Planetary Observers (A.L.P.O.). By the 
time the last observations were received (in 
1990), some 58 amateur and professional as-
tronomers had submitted some 384 telescopic 
drawings and 1509 photographs of the region. 
The majority of the drawings were made on 
standard outline forms prepared by the writer, 
who also provided annual visibility predic-
tions for 1972-87 (Westfall, 1972, 1972a, 
1974, 1974a, 1976, 1977, 1977a, 1977b, 1978,  

1980, 1981, 1982, 1982a, 1983, 1984, 1984a, 
1986, 1986a, 1987). 

Successful observation of this portion of 
the Moon's southern limb requires a strong 
southerly libration, preferably combined with 
a southerly selenocentric declination of the 
Sun. Conditions are more restrictive for the 
southwest limb, where both southerly and 
westerly librations are needed, preferably with 
a low- or medium sun angle The last set of 
conditions follows a 5.997-year visibility 
cycle, which ultimately depends on the "beat" 
between the draconic month (27.2122 days, 
the period of the latitude libration) and the 
anomalistic month (27.5546 days, the period 
of the longitude libration). An indication of 
this cycle is given in Table 1, below, which 
shows the number of days for each year in 
1977-1987 when three latitude zones in Luna 
Incognita could be successfully observed. 

Table 1. Visibility of Luna Incognita 
by Latitude Zone, 1977-1987. 

Number of Days Visible 

Year 
Any 	Latitude Range 

Portion 80°- 90°S 65°-80°S 50°-65°S 

1977 96 68 61 0 
1978 105 69 69 7 
1979 110 70 74 33 
1980 122 81 83 36 
1981 119 86 79 7 
1982 113 74 77 0 
1983 110 73 75 0 
1984 103 66 68 22 
1985 109 77 67 35 
1986 112 79 73 21 
1987 113 76 75 1 

We here thank the observers who gener-
ously contributed their time, drawings, and 
photographs to our project. They consisted of 
both members and non-members of the 
A.L.P.O. and were both amateur and profes-
sional astronomers. Table 2 (p. 150) lists these 
individuals, with the aperture (in cm.) and 
type (M =reflector, L = refractor) of telescope 
used, and the number of drawings (D) or pho-
tographs (P) that they contributed. 
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Table 2. Participants in the Dina Incognita Observing Project. 

Abbott, Patrick (32M) 	15D 	- 
Abineri, K.W. (20M) 	7D 	- 
Aerts, Leo (15L) 	 4D 23P 
Aloy, Jordi (20M, 31M) 	6D 
Barbero, Pier (20M) 	 1D 	- 
Caruso, Joseph (32M, 51L) 	7D 19P 
Childers, D.P. (30M) 	 3P 
Cruz Conejo, Manuel (20M) 	3D 
Cyrus, Charles (32M) 	12D 	- 
Fox, James H. (25M, 51M) 	2D 3P 
Garcia, Joaquim (6L, 41M) 	2D 15P 
Gardner, Bruce (20L, 30M) 	- 12P 
Genebriera, Joan (26M, 36M) 	- 17P 
Goodrich, R.W. (20M) 	- 19P 
Gorski, L. (20M) 	 1D 2P 
Graham, Francis* 	 143D 821P 
Herman, Lester C. (15L, 30M) 	2P 
Hill, Harold (20M) 	 3D 	- 
Hill, Michael (25M) 	 1P 
Hitchcock, R. (20M) 	1D 	- 
Hladluk, Don (30M) 	 6P 
Johnson, Gus (15M) 	 - 	1P 
Kemble, Fr. Lucian (28M) 	 4P 
Korintus, John S. (20M, 32M) 	- 61P 
Legrand, Michel (20M, 21M, 60M) 9D 24P 
Libert, Claude (12L) 	 1P 
Loblaw, R. (28M) 	 - 3P 
McDavid, David (36M) 	1D 4P 
Mallama, Anthony (25M) 	2D 
Marcisz, Richard (33M) 	1D 14P 
Mazzanti, Ferran (35M, 41M) 	2D 
Mettig, Hans-Joerg (15L) 	3D 	- 
Oehlert, Ronald (15M) 	77D 28P 
Oliver, Richard (61L) 	 - 17P 
Palulis, Charles (15L, 20L, 32M) - 12P 
Parish, Roy (not known) 	- 	1P 
Parizek, A.K. (29M) 	 - 50P 

Patton, C. (15M) 
	

5D 
Pola, Salvador (40M) 
	

1D 
Porter, Alain C. (10L, 15M) 

	
2D 2P 

Rhea, Kermit (20M) 
	

109P 
Roginski, T. (30M, 38L) 
	

9P 
Romano, Tallone (20M) 
	

10P 
Sabia, John (10L, 24L, 24M) 

	
13P 8P 

Sanford, John (30M) 
	

7P 
Soldevilla, Josep 

(10L, 16M, 26M, 30M, 35M) 11D 1P 
Sweetman, Michael (25M) 

	
8P 

Tackaes, C. & Horn, T. (15L) 
	

1P 
Tobal, Christofol (10L, 16M, 26M) 25D 
Troiani, D. (25M) 	 3D 7P 
Van Loo, Francois (25M) 	4D 3P 
Venne, Roger (20M) 
	

1P 
Ventre, John (41M) 
	

28P 
Viscardy, Georges (52M) 
	

8P 
Waffen, G. (20M) 	 2D 
Webb, Robert & Palmer, Kirk (31L) -  26P 
Wessling, Richard (32M) 	1D 7P 
Westfall, John (10M, 36M, 51L) 15D 111P 

Total (58 principal observers) 384D 1509P 

*Francis Graham observed with a 6L, 7.6L, 
10M, 15M, 18L, 20M, 25L, 25M, 33L, 
33M, 76M, 79M, 102L, and 209M. He con-
ducted joint observations with the following 
colleagues: M. Benson, P. Callas, K. Good, 
C. Graham, K. Graham, T. Guzik, W. Hall, 
C. Havey, C. Hughes, B. Levenson, S. 
Lubay, R. McGinty, E. Onder, T. Palmer, D. 
Potemra, D. Ramey, E. Santorini, G. Walsh, 
and R. Wamsley. 

It is interesting to note that photographs 
constituted 80 percent of the 1893 observa-
tions submitted. The participants used a wide 
range of apertures, from 6 to 209 cm. 
Weighted by observers, rather than by the 
number of observations, the median aperture 
was 24.7 cm, the mean was 30.5 cm, and the 
most frequently used aperture was 20 cm. 

OTHER SOURCES 

Other earthbased data included about 170 
observatory photographs; that part of the 
A.L.P.O. collection of about 3000 such photo-
graphs that showed Luna Incognita (Catalina 
Observatory, Lick Observatory, Lowell 
Observatory, Mount Wilson Observatory, Pic 
du Midi Observatory; U.S. Naval 
Observatory-Flagstaff). The major other 
"historical" sources consisted of published 
lunar atlases (Fauth, 1964; Kuiper, 1960; 
Kuiper et al., 1967; Lohrmann, 1878; 
Miyamoto & Hattori, 1964; Pickering, 1903; 
Riild, 1972; Schmidt, 1963; Shirao & Sato, 
1987; Viscardy, 1985; Whitaker et al., 1963; 
Wilkins & Moore, 1955); reports of the 

A.L.P.O. and the British Astronomical 
Association (Abineri, 1952, 1956; Arthur & 
Abineri, 1951; Cattermole, 1964; Hare, 1953; 
Lenham & Abineri, 1955; Rackham, 1955; 
Stone, no date.; Westfall, 1954; Whitaker, 
1954, 1956, 1956a; Wilkins, 1950, 1952, n.d.); 
Communications of the Lunar and Planetary 
Laboratory (Tucson; Herring, 1964, 1965); 
and radar imagery and atlases (Zisk, 1970?, 
1974). Space-Mission data included American 
Lunar Orbiter-IV and -V views (Bowker & 
Hughes, 1971; Lunar Orbiter-IV; Lunar 
Orbiter-V), U.S. Geological Survey maps 
made primarily from Orbiter imagery (Scott et 
al., 1977; U.S. Geological Survey, 1978, 
1981, 1981a; Wilhelms, 1979); and Soviet 
space imagery, particularly from Zond-8 
(Lipskiy et al., 1969; U.S.S.R. Academy of 
Science, 1975; U.S.S.R. Univ. of Moscow, 
Sternberg State Astron. Inst., 1979; Zond-8). 
Most of the references used were in the 
writer's personal library or the A.L.P.O. lunar 
photograph collection, although the writer also 
used the collections of the U.S. Geological 
Survey (Menlo Park), U.S. Naval Observatory 
(Washington, DC) and the Lunar and 
Planetary Laboratory (Tucson, AZ). 
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The study area was particularly lacking in 
positional control. There were few earthbased 
positions for the map region, and those that 
existed were largely selenographic measures, 
which assumed that the Moon was spherical 
and thus were subject to considerable errors 
near the limb (Arthur, 1962). Only approxi-
mate positions were available from American 
and Soviet lunar missions; the entire area was 
far south of Apollo orbital photography tracks. 
Probably the most useful previous positional 
information came from the Watts limb profiles 
(Watts, 1963: see also Chugunov, 1979; Scott, 
1988; Van Flandern, 1970). 

For the present project, earthbased photo-
graphs were used to determine a 52-feature 
primary net of selenodetic (3-dimensional) co-
ordinates (Westfall, 1984). This served as the 
basis for measures from the Orbiter photo-
graphs, consisting of 769 secondary positions 
(based on 2078 measures), 318 crater diame-
ters, and 851 relative elevations; the last found 
from shadow-length measures. All measure-
ments were done with a digitizing tablet and 
an Apple-II computer, using software written 
by the writer to convert photographic coordi-
nates to lunar latitude and longitude; and, in 
the case of the selenodetic positions, also to 
radius vector. Similar programs computed cra-
ter diameters or relative elevations. Seleno-
centric spacecraft coordinates were also neces-
sary for the reduction (Moyers, 1969, 1969a). 

Positional accuracy is unsatisfactory in 
this region because of the difficulty of extend-
ing the earthbased system of measured points 
to the lunar farside across the poorly-photo-
graphed zone of Luna Incognita. The writer's 
primary and secondary nets had 43 points in 
common, with a mean disagreement of ±5.6 
km between the two systems. The formal sta-
tistical mean error of the secondary system it-
self was ±6.2 km. As a further check, the sys-
tem of measures that has been used for the 
U.S. Geological Survey series of maps (U.S. 
NASA, 1975; U.S. Geological Survey, 1978, 
1981, 1981a) contains 11 points that fall in or 
near Luna Incognita and correspond with 
points measured by the writer. The mean posi-
tional difference between those points and the 
writer's was ±17.1 km, while the root-mean-
square difference was ±19.8 km. Note that the 
U.S. Geological Survey maps themselves 
state, "Positional discrepancies as large as 25 
km at map scale exist in the mosaic base." 
(U.S. Geological Survey, 1981a) 

MAP COMPILATION 

These measurements above allowed fea-
tures to be plotted on base maps of the study 
area, using the Transverse Mercator Projection 
at 1:2,500,000 scale, assuming that the Moon 
is a sphere with a radius of 1738.0 km. 
Coverage extends southward along the 105°W 
meridian from 50° S across the South Pole and 
along the 75°E meridian to about 75°S. The 
105°W/75°E meridian is the transformed 
equator of the projection, and is located 7 cm. 
above the bottom margin of each map section 
(at original scale). The nominal scale is cor- 

rect along that meridian; but the scale is in-
creased by 4.17 percent at the top of the map, 
and by 0.51 percent at the bottom. Areas are 
thus exaggerated slightly, but the projection is 
conformal in that the shapes of small features 
are essentially correct. 

The map is intended to be oriented with 
the earthside hemisphere to the top and the 
farside to the bottom. This places lunar north 
to the left and the south polar region on the 
righthand portion of the map (in Section 4 as 
reproduced here). 

Feature outlines were traced from Lunar 
Orbiter and Zond-8 photographs which had 
been enlarged to map scale. These were ap-
proximately rectified by enlargement onto a 
tilting easel upon which was placed a base 
map that contained pre-plotted positions. 

At this point, Luna Incognita was divided 
into eight octants so that each octant could be 
stored as a computer file that could be viewed 
as a whole. The outline maps were scanned, 
making "PICT"-format graphic files suitable 
for use with a Macintosh II computer. In terms 
of resolution, the screen pixel size was 1/72 
inch square (0.353 mm or 882 meters at 
scale). Each octant measured 16.5 by 13.5 cm, 
or 468 by 383 pixels. The complete map cov-
ers an area of 1.11 million sq km, or about 2.9 
percent of the Moon's entire surface. 

These scanned files, showing feature posi-
tions and outlines to scale, were accessed with 
a commercial "paint" program (PixelPaint c ). 
It had been decided previously that topogra-
phy would be shown by the shaded-relief 
("plastic relief") method (Imhof, 1982). in 
this method, the imaginary light source is as-
sumed to be above the top margin of the map, 
and features are so illuminated that slopes fac-
ing toward the light are lighter than the back-
ground, while those facing away are darker. 
The background shade, representing a level 
surface, is a 50-percent medium grey. The in-
tensity of light or dark for a sloping surface is 
proportional to its estimates gradient and to 
the cosine of the difference in azimuth be-
tween the slope normal and the illumination 
direction. Slopes "shade" only themselves and 
do not cast shadows upon other features. 

The use of a "paint" program allowed the 
outline base to be drawn over in a manner 
analogous to air brushing; except that correc-
tions could be made at any time, and 256 lev-
els of grey could be used. Features were 
drawn in roughly with a screen image at 2 
times the final scale, while details were added 
at a 4-times enlargement. 

Because detailed elevation information 
was lacking, standard methods of relief shad-
ing that require the use of contour lines could 
not be used. Rather, the technique pioneered 
by Patricia Bridges and her colleagues was 
employed; first visualizing a three-dimension-
al feature and then rendering it under set light-
ing conditions (Batson, 1978; Inge and 
Bridges, 1976; for background see Arthur, 
1960 and Kopal & Carder, 1974). Thus, using 
all the sources mentioned above, the writer 
then rendered shaded-relief topographic detail 
upon the base maps. This was done with plau- 
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Bible "interpretation"; when a feature was visi-
ble only in part, its unseen portions were as-
sumed to also exist and thus were drawn in. 
Such details are evidenced by their simplified, 
schematic appearance. 

After the preliminary version of the shad-
ed-relief map was completed, it was reviewed 
and edited. A latitude/longitude grid, along 
with feature names, was prepared with a 
"drawing" program (Adobe Illustrator c.). 
Hard copies of the eight octants of the Luna 
Incognita map were then printed on a 
LaserWriter for rough copies, and on a 
Linotronics printer when better quality was 
needed, such as for the version reproduced in 
this paper as Figure 1 (pp. 155-159). 

Mapping this region at the scale used 
made it clear that the place-name density was 
quite low. The writer has added to the map in 
parentheses ten new names commemorating 
polar explorers (Nobile, Shackletdn) and pro-
fessional and amateur astronomers (Ashbrook, 
Bartlett, Chappe, Gant, Hare, Hedervari, and 
La Paz). The tenth name, Mare Parvum, is de-
scriptive of a small mare unit in the map area. 
The names Hare and Mare Parvum were used 
on the Wilkins map (Wilkins and Moore, 
1955) but have not been approved by the 
International Astronomical Union (I.A.U.). 
These ten names will be submitted to the 
I.A.U. and are provisional until approved by 
that body. Existing nomenclature conforms to 
the NASA Catalog of Lunar Nomenclature 
(Andersson and Whitaker, 1982; see also 
Arthur et al., 1965, 1966). 

PLANS AND DISCUSSION 

The map reproduced here will also be pub-
lished separately as a single sheet. A longer-
range plan is to use the shaded-relief map as a 
base in order to plot the 21 absolute, and 851 
relative, elevations that have been measured. 
At least in the vicinity of the Moon's South 
Pole, where solar lighting assumes a wide 
range of azimuths, these measured points 
should allow an actual contour map to be 
drawn. 

The sources were of variable quality, but 
often were complementary. Lunar Orbiter-IV 
and -V views provided by far the highest reso-
lution, but suffered from low Sun angles and 
extensive underexposed and shadowed areas. 
Soviet Zond-8 photography was a useful sup-
plement for areas north of approximate lati-
tude 80° S. Earthbased visibility, on the other 
hand, was poorest in those most northerly 
areas of the map. However, almost all the 
south polar region was visible for earthbased 
observers when lighting and libration were 
suitable. The Zisk radar maps helped greatly 
in the southerly zones where the Sun angle is 
always low. Finally, the Watts limb profiles 
helped at least to approximately fix positions 
of positive relief features throughout the re-
gion. 

The present map provides the largest-scale 
and most detailed cartographic coverage yet 
prepared for this portion of the Moon. Besides 
Luna Incognita proper, it encompasses por- 

tions of the earthside hemisphere that are adja-
cent to the limb in order to aid in orientation 
for earthbased observers. It includes the lunar 
south polar zone; a region where water ice 
may be preserved •in ever-shaded depressions, 
which would be important for any future lunar 
base. There are a number of noteworthy fea-
tures in this region, including ejecta from the 
impact sites of Zeeman and Mare Orientale, 
several of the Moon's tallest mountains and 
deepest craters, and portions of several large 
impact basins. Indeed, several arcuate features 
may represent rings of previously-unrecong-
nized basins or ancient craters. 

Although the new map contains significant 
detail that was not shown on the best previous 
maps, which were at 1:5,000,000 scale, con-
siderable areas remain blank or are only par-
tially mapped. Such zones are obvious on the 
map and represent areas that are either always 
invisible from the Earth, are never sunlit, or 
both. Their more complete mapping will prob-
ably have to wait for a lunar polar orbiter im-
aging mission. 

Likewise, horizontal and vertical position-
al absolute control is essentially no better than 
in the early 1970's, with uncertainties on the 
order of 20 km, and again may have to await a 
polar orbiting mission to be improved signifi-
cantly (Riikl, 1968). 

Also, the writer believes that the map is a 
significant contribution to lunar cartographic 
techniques because it has been innovative in 
using a computer paint program in making a 
shaded-relief map. Such mapping usually em-
ploys an air-brush; a difficult technique which 
is practiced by only a few highly trained and 
talented planetary cartographers. 
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GETTING STARTED: RECORDING YOUR SOLAR SYSTEM OBSERVATIONS 

By: Walter H. Haas, A.L.P.O. Director Emeritus 

PREFACE 

Many years ago, this Journal had a frequent column titled "For the Beginner." More re-
cently, a number of readers have commented that the contents of J.A.L.P.O. have become 
overly technical and thus somewhat unintelligible and uninteresting to many members. It ap-
pears to be the proper time to reintroduce the basic concepts of Solar System observation, 
here beginning with the essential documentation without which even the best observation is 
useless. This issue's column is written by the founder of our organization. Future issues, we 
hope, will contain such columns written by others of our more-experienced members. 

ABSTRACT 

Even the highest-quality observation is useless unless it is accompanied by the proper 
supporting information. This includes: name and address of observer; station of observation; 
telescope used—aperture, type, and equivalent focal length; date and time in a specified time 
system; object observed; magnification used; seeing or atmospheric steadiness; atmospheric 
transparency; color filters used, if any; and any other items helpful to evaluate the observa-
tion. This article describes standard terms and conventions for recording these data. 

A story is told of Sir Christopher Wren, 
the famous architect of St. Paul's Cathedral in 
London. King Charles II graciously invited Sir 
Christopher to an audience at court. Knowing 
his propensity to forget appointments and 
knowing the importance of promptness with 
royalty, Sir Christopher wrote himself a 
note—and then went about his other business. 
Some time later he came upon his note and 
was shocked to discover that his audience was 
on the next day. Hurriedly he prepared himself 
and went to meet his king. After the usual in-
troduction, the monarch spoke, "Sir 
Christopher, we are delighted that you are 
with us on the appointed day. We are also de-
lighted that you have come at the time we 
asked. However, we beg your permission to 
point out that your appointment was for one 
year ago today." 

To be sure, similar incompleteness of our 
recorded data is not likely to expose us to 
royal displeasure. Still, let us define Class A 
as the group of all observers who look at or 
photograph the planets, the Moon, the Sun, 
comets, or meteors. Further, let Class B desig-
nate those persons who submit their observa-
tions to places where they will be carefully an-
alyzed or studied in a scientific manner. 
Finally, let Class C be those persons who 
properly document their submitted observa-
tions. We may accept as a fact of life in the 
real world that Class B will be small com-
pared to Class A. However, is there any rea-
son or even an excuse why Class C should not 
be exactly as large as Class B? It is disap-
pointing for a Jupiter Recorder of the A.L.P.O. 
to discover that a fine-looking photograph of 
the Giant Planet was made on "Tuesday 
November," and clearly no positional infor-
mation will ever be obtained. When a comet is 
reported to have a tail 12 degrees long, we re-
ally need to know something of the accompa-
nying sky conditions; for example, transparen-
cy, twilight or moonlight present, and amount 
of artificial lighting. 

The following items should be recorded  

and reported with every visual observation of 
a bright planet or a lunar feature: 

1. The name and address of the observer. 

2. The station of observation if not the 
same as the address. 

3. The telescope employed; aperture, type, 
and equivalent focal length. 

4. The date, including the year, in a 
specified time system. 

5. The time in the same time system. The 
date and the time together allow us to 
calculate essential relevant physical 
parameters. 

6. The object observed. 

7. The magnification or magnifications 
employed. 

8. The seeing or atmospheric steadiness. 

9. The atmospheric transparency. 

10. The color filters used, if any. 

11. Any other items helpful to evaluate 
the observation—admittedly a very 
flexible matter. 

As remarked above, this list was devel-
oped for the visual lunar and planetary observ-
er. The photographic observer will not want to 
omit any of these items, although Number 7 
should be replaced by equivalent focal length 
or some other measure of photographic scale. 
The photographer will also want to report such 
additional items as exposure time, film type 
and speed, whether or not the film has been 
hypered, and the developer employed. 

The observer of comets will want to state 
the size and degree of condensation of the 
coma, the length and direction of any tail, the 
estimated stellar magnitude, and perhaps the 
angular motion and right ascension and decli-
nation. The visual observer of meteors must 
tell what region of the sky he or she is watch- 
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ing. This article cannot supply complete re-
quirements for all possible Solar System ob-
servations. The interested reader should get 
this information from the person or society to 
whom he or she is contributing his or her ob-
servational data. Meantime, some discussion 
of the eleven items listed above may be in-
structive and helpful. 

The reported station of observation is or-
dinarily just the village, town, or city at, or 
nearest to, the site of observation. Its geo-
graphic location can be used, for example, to 
compute the local time of sunrise, sunset, or 
the beginning or ending of twilight and thus to 
evaluate the brightness of the sky background 
and its effect on the observation, in case the 
observer failed to note these relevant circum-
stances. Again, the brightness of the Moon in 
total eclipse or of a bright comet may be deter-
mined by means of comparisons to stars of 
known stellar magnitude. If we are to correct 
for the effect of atmospheric extinction, we 
must find the altitude above the horizon of 
each object involved; the needed computation 
requires latitude, longitude, and the time of 
observation. It will almost always suffice for 
these applications to know the latitude and 
longitude of the observer to within a few min-
utes of arc. It is true that there are some valu-
able and specialized observations where the 
observer's latitude, longitude, and elevation 
above sea level must be given with great accu-
racy; but these are perhaps of limited interest 
to the beginner. Examples are occultations of 
stars by asteroids or by the rings of Saturn. 

The date and time must always be given 
in a known time system. An excellent practice 
for beginners is to use a double date, the first 
one the civil date before midnight and the 
second one the civil date after midnight. The 
date always includes the year (Remember Sir 
Christopher?). The best system to choose is 
surely Universal Time (U.T.) because that 
system is widely used in our tables of astro-
nomical data. (Although Ephemeris Time and 
Dynamic Time sometimes appear in such ta-
bles, the differences between them and 
Universal Time are very minor for our purpos-
es.) Unfortunately, our clocks and watches run 
on a civil time, not Universal Time. Even 
more unfortunately, most of us change to 
Daylight Saving Time during a large part of 
each year. In North America the values listed 
below must be added to local civil times in 
order to obtain Universal Time. Of course, the 
same amounts are subtracted when we go 
from U.T. to a civil time. [Note: "ST" means 
Standard Time; "DT", Daylight Time.] 

Hawaii ST 	  10 hours 
Hawaii DT, Alaska ST 	 9 hours 
Alaska DT, Pacific ST 	 8 hours 
Pacific DT, Mountain ST 	 7 hours 
Mountain DT, Central ST 	 6 hours 
Central DT, Eastern ST 	 5 hours 
Eastern DT, Atlantic ST 	 4 hours 
Atlantic DT 	  3 hours 

Experience has shown that errors are often 
made in these conversions. It is an excellent  

practice for the novice to record both his local 
time and his Universal Time, allowing blun-
ders in the conversion to be spotted. The local 
civil time must be treated as being in a 24-
hour system starting at midnight, the same as 
U.T. Thus 5 A.M. on your watch is 5 hours, 
but 6 P.M. is 18 hours (12 + 6). Note that the 
U.T. date may differ from the civil date. Thus 
7 P.M. on November 7 PST. is 3 hours on 
November 8 by U.T. Likewise, 5 hours by 
U.T. on November 15 is 23 hours or 11 PM on 
November 14 for an observer on CST. 

As an obvious mechanical solution to 
these puzzles, I suggest the purchase of an ac-
curate watch made to run on U.T. Don't try to 
use it to get to the office on time, but make it 
your telescope's close companion. Many mod-
els would record the U.T. date for you, and 
maybe even know about leap years. If the 
watch face only runs up to 12 hours, you can 
still easily learn when to add 12 hours. 

There is now a necessary question: with 
what precision should the time be recorded? 
Many years ago I ceased to believe that the 
fine lunar photographs by my colleagues were 
actually usually taken on the even hour or 
half-hour. The criterion on time becomes a 
matter of how rapidly changes are occurring in 
whatever object we are observing—for exam-
ple, as Mars rotates or as the early morning 
solar lighting of a lunar crater advances. A 
practical working rule is to record the time of 
each observation to the nearest whole minute. 
There are some exceptions. Thus the eclipse 
disappearance or reappearance of a Galilean 
Satellite of Jupiter should be timed to the near-
est second by the visual observer. When lunar 
features are at the edge of the moving umbral 
shadow during an eclipse, the observed times 
may properly be expressed to the nearest one-
tenth of a minute. Lunar occultations of stars 
are recorded to one-tenth of a second. 

The discussion above obviously assumes 
that the observer knows the correct time. He 
or she must be using a sufficiently accurate 
watch or clock, and he or she must at times 
check against WWV shortwave or telephone 
signals or some other exact source. 

Having the correct time, we can now go to 
an astronomy handbook and compute quanti-
ties needed to interpret the observation. 
Examples are the central meridian of longi-
tude on Mars and the height of a meteor radi-
ant above the horizon. 

As for the telescope, the most important 
item to record is its aperture in centimeters. 
Diehard conservatives may use inches. 
Whether you choose English or metric units, 
be consistent! The focal length in centimeters 
or inches is of interest; or what is equivalent, 
report the focal ratio. Another item of interest 
is the type of telescope; refractor, Newtonian 
reflector, Schmidt-Cassegrain, and so forth. 

We now consider three transient parame-
ters which affect the quality of the observa-
tion: the magnification employed, the seeing 
or atmospheric steadiness, and the atmospher-
ic transparency. 

As is well known, the magnification is 
computed as the focal length of the primary 
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lens or mirror, or sometimes the equivalent 
focal length of a compound optical system, di-
vided by the focal length of the eyepiece. Of 
course, an observation may be made with two 
or more different eyepieces and correspond-
ingly more than one magnification. It may 
sometimes be of interest to record the type of 
eyepiece; for example, 112-inch Ramsden, or 
6-mm orthoscopic. When a Barlow Lens is 
employed, that fact should be noted. 

The atmospheric seeing is of the greatest 
importance in the recording of the finer lunar, 
solar, and planetary detail. While words such 
as "poor," "excellent," and "terrible" have 
some value, it is better to try to be more quan-
titative. The ideal would perhaps be to specify 
the magnitude of the image blur created by the 
atmospheric tremors and the time interval over 
which they occur—say, 1.5 seconds of arc 
every second of time. Both items are tricky to 
evaluate with simple methods and often 
change rapidly while one is observing. Many 
American amateur observers employ a subjec-
tive scale ranging from zero (worst) to ten (ab-
solutely perfect). The practice has been found 
to be satisfactory even if not optimum. In 
Europe many observers employ the Antoniadi 
Scale of I (best) to V (worst). Probably any 
well-known scale is permissible if it is clearly 
defined. 

Worthy of study as you gain experience is 
a seeing scale proposed by Drs. Clyde 
Tombaugh and Bradford Smith and described 
in Sky and Telescope, Vol. XVII, No. 9, July, 
1958, p. 149. The amount of image blur is de-
termined by comparison to double stars of 
known separation, and this amount is the actu-
al attained resolution for the telescope used at 
the time of observation. Perhaps the chief 
weakness of this method is the need to find 
double stars in order to estimate the seeing, 
and it appears almost essential to me to use the 
object being observed to make the estimates. 

The transparency of the atmosphere af-
fects telescopic observation of lunar and plan-
etary detail and greatly influences observa-
tions of comets and meteors. (The lucky solar 
observer can be less concerned about transpar-
ency.) Subjective scales are often used, as 
with the seeing, but it is better to consider 
transparency to be the stellar magnitude of the 
faintest star visible on a clear, dark sky. We 
might do well to follow the practice of some 
observers of meteors; they use star counts in 
selected, familiar regions of the sky to deter-
mine the faintest stars that can be seen. 
Unfortunately, subjective corrections must 
often be made for moonlight, twilight, day-
light, and even the visual acuity of the observ-
er. The estimate must naturally refer to the lo-
cation in the sky of the object being observed. 
If Mars is 20 degrees above the horizon, do 
not search for the dimmest star visible in the 
zenith. It has been pointed out that the observ-
er having an artificially brightened urban or 
suburban sky may find the naked-eye visibili-
ty of stars to be an imperfect guide to visibility 
limits in the telescope. This problem may de-
serve more study. Thus as with the seeing, we 
estimate the transparency on a scale which is  

useful but hardly perfect. 
The color filters employed, if any, come 

number 10 in the list above, but there are out-
standing observers, like Jeff Beish and Don 
Parker, who would surely make this item 
number 1 or number 2. Viewing an object in a 
selected wavelength gives critical information 
about the physical nature of what we see or 
photograph. Color filters assist the observer by 
lessening irradiation of the image, by reducing 
the effect of seeing tremors, by diminishing 
the amount of atmospheric dispersion of the 
image through the use of a smaller spectral re-
gion of transmission, and by giving us a pic-
ture of our object of study in selected wave- 
lengths; 	for example, 	certain kinds of 
Martian clouds are best revealed in blue or vi-
olet light. It is absolutely essential to employ 
commercial color filters whose transmission 
characteristics are accurately known. In the 
United States the easiest choice is probably 
the gelatin Wratten Filters of the Eastman 
Kodak Company. The Schott Filters can also 
be recommended. The observer will want a 
number of filters, according to his fields of 
study; a good set of three filters is Wratten 25 
(red), 58 (green), and 47 (deep blue). A con-
siderable literature exists on the transmission 
characteristics and applications of color filters, 
and A.L.P.O. Section Recorders will assist be-
ginners and others to find helpful materials. 

The final item is "Miscellaneous," which 
can cover many sins. What is wanted, of 
course, is any further information which 
would be helpful in the proper evaluation of 
the observation. Examples might be "Wind 
shaking telescope," "Drawing incomplete be-
cause of clouds," and "Seeing improved nota-
bly five minutes after observation started." 

The chief impression from reading the 
above may well be one of great confusion. In 
reality, we should feel challenged rather than 
confused. Most or all of the A.L.P.O. Sections 
can furnish observing forms, and these guide 
us in recording what is needed. The forms also 
help us not to forget essential items. It would 
really not be difficult to design your own form 
for a particular project or planet, but its use 
should then be coordinated with the intended 
recipient. (Indeed, Mr. Phillip Budine once de-
signed a form intended to be useful for all vi-
sual lunar and planetary observations.) 

The purpose of this article is to instruct the 
beginner in how to document the observations 
he or she contributes and to encourage him or 
her to do so. We have touched lightly upon 
such subjects as types of optical telescopes, at-
mospheric seeing, and the effective utilization 
of color filters. These have been discussed 
often and sometimes in depth in the astronom-
ical literature. I would especially recommend 
Introduction to Observing and Photographing 
the Solar System by Thomas A. Dobbins, 
Donald C. Parker, and Charles F. Capen. 
Another fine source is Clay Sherrod's A 
Complete Manual of Amateur Astronomy. 

And now, readers, take just a little more 
time while making your observations; and 
record the conditions discussed above. Thank 
you! 

p. 
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COMING SOLAR-SYSTEM EVENTS: DECEMBER, 1990 - JANUARY, 1991 

WHAT TO LOOK FOR 

We use this column to alert our readers 
about events happening in the Solar System 
during the next two months; giving the visibil-
ity conditions for major and minor planets, the 
Moon, comets, and meteors. You can find 
more detailed information in the 1990 and 
1991 editions of the A.L.P.O. Solar System 
Ephemeris. (See p. 196 to find out how to ob-
tain this publication.) Celestial directions are 
abbreviated. The symbol " indicates arc-sec-
onds. All dates and times are in Universal 
Time (U.T.). For the time zones in the United 
States, U.T. is found by adding 10 hours to 
HST (Hawaii Standard Time), 9 hours to AST 
(Alaska Standard Time), 8 hours to PST, 7 
hours to MST, 6 hours to CST, and 5 hours to 
EST. Note that this addition may put you into 
the next U.T. day! 

THE PLANETS: SATURN FADING; MARS, 
JUPITER, AND VENUS TAKE OVER 

The only time left to observe Saturn and 
its new "Great White Spot," if it is still visible, 
is in the early evening in the southwest; it is 
best placed for S-Hemisphere observers at 
declination 22°S in Sagittarius. The Ringed 
Planet is at magnitude +0.6 and reaches con-
junction with the Sun on 1991 JAN 18. It is no 
longer practical to observe Uranus and 
Neptune, which reach conjunction on 1990 
DEC 31 and 1991 JAN 05 respectively. 

Mars is now the most prominent object in 
the evening sky, low in the east in the twilight 
S of the Pleiades in the constellation of 
Taurus. The Red Planet was in opposition to 
the Sun on NOV 27 and fades from magnitude 
-2.0 to -0.1 in December and January as its 
disk diameter shrinks from 18" to 10", remain-
ing close enough for photography and high-
resolution visual observation.. The planet is 
well-placed for N-Hemisphere observers; at 
declination 22°N at opposition. During this 
period Mars' S Hemisphere is presented to us. 

When you finish with Mars, Jupiter 
should be rising in the E as it approaches op-
position on JAN 29. Located in Cancer, Jupiter 
is at declination 19°N and thus favorably lo-
cated for observers in the Earth's N 
Hemisphere. During December and January, 
Jupiter's equatorial diameter grows from 41" 
to 45" while its magnitude brightens from -2.4 
to -2.6. Among other features, watch the S 
Equatorial Belt as it continues to reestablish it-
self. Jupiter is providing extra excitement with 
its mutual satellite events, which are de-
scribed in the next article (pp.189-190). 

Venus, at magnitude -3.9, is slowly pull-
ing away from the Sun in the evening sky, in-
creasing its elongation from 7° on DEC 01 to 
22° on FEB 01. Its almost-full disk drops from 
99 percent to 93 percent illuminated, while it 
remains small, growing only from 10" to 11". 

The innermost planet, Mercury, has two  

visibility periods during our two-month fore-
cast; when it is more than 15° from the Sun. 
The first is an evening apparition between 
NOV 18 and DEC 16, with a Greatest 
Elongation East of 21°.1 on DEC 06, more fa-
vorable for viewing from our S Hemisphere. 
The second "window" falls between JAN 01 
and FEB 09, centered on the date of Greatest 
Elongation West of 23°.7 on JAN 14; this 
morning apparition favors southern observers. 

During December and January there are 
several close conjunctions between pairs of 
planets, although they will all occur near the 
Sun in the sky. The only one of these involv-
ing bright planets happens on 1991 JAN 01, 
15h, when Venus passes 1°.2 S of Saturn 
while both lie 15°E of the Sun. 

There are no less than seven minor plan-
ets that reach opposition between DEC 06 and 
JAN 31 with magnitudes +10.0 or brighter. 
Their 10-day ephemerides are given in the 
1990 and 1991 A.L.P.O. Solar System 
Ephemeris, but their opposition circumstances 
are summarized below: 

Minor Planet 

Opposition Data 

1990-91 	Stellar 	Declination& 
Date 	Magnitude Constellation 

16 Psyche DEC 06 	+9.4 	18°N Tau 
19 Fortuna DEC 23 +9.4 21°N Ori 
354 Eleonora DEC 23 +9.9 01°N Ori 
532 Herculina JAN 01 +9.1 19°N Gem 
5 Astraea JAN 07 +9.1 17°N Gem 
9 Metis JAN 23 +8.7 27°N Cnc 
27 Euterpe JAN 31 +8.9 19°N Cnc 

Although not in opposition, three other 
minor planets will be fairly bright: 1 Ceres at 
Mag. +8.8-8.2, approaching its opposition on 
1991 APR 17; 2 Pallas, Mag. +8.5-7.4, with 
opposition on 1991 MAR 06; and 4 Vesta, 
Mag. +6.7-7.9, which was in opposition to the 
Sun on 1990 NOV 17. 

THE MOON 

During the current two-month period, the 
schedule for the Moon's phases is: 

New Moon First Quarter Full Moon Last Quarter  

NOV 17.4 NOV 25.5 DEC 02.3 DEC 09.1 
DEC 17.2 DEC 25.1 DEC 31.8 JAN 07.8 
JAN 16.0 JAN 23.6 JAN 30.3 FEB 06.6 

The three lunations above are Numbers 
840-842 in Brown's series. The New Moon of 
JAN 16.0 marks an annular solar eclipse, 
while the following Full Moon on JAN 30.3 
has a penumbral lunar eclipse. Both events 
are described later in this article (p. 188). 

The other significant lunar visibility con-
dition is the Moon's librations, or E-W and 
N-S tilts in relation to the Earth. Extreme li-
brations occur on the following dates: 
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Lunar E and W above follow the usage of 
the International Astronomical Union, with 
Mare Crisium near the east limb. 

ANNULAR SOLAR ECLIPSE: 1991 JAN 15-16 

During 1991 JAN 15-16, the shadow of the 
Moon strikes the Earth; first touching the 
Indian Ocean (JAN 15d 21h 59.9m; 109°  35'.6 
E/29° 51'.9 S), and then moving across SW 
and S Australia, Tasmania, the South Island of 
New Zealand, ending in the E Pacific Ocean 
(JAN 16d Olh 45.9m; 114° 17'.4 W/00° 27'.4 
N). The Moon's umbral shadow will not be 
quite long enough to strike the Earth, so this 
will be an annular solar eclipse; in the shadow 
track the Moon's diameter will appear smaller 
than the Sun's, leaving a ring of light at mid-
event. Naturally, an extensive area to either 
side of the track will see a partial eclipse. The 
circumstances for some stations in the eclipse 
area are: 

U.T. of 	Duration, 
Max. 	Mag- Annular Solar 

Place 	Eclipse nitude Phase 	Alt. 

Perth, AUS 	22:00.3 	.951 5m28s 6° 
Adelaide, AUS 	22:09.8 .840 27° 
Melbourne, AUS 	22:18.5 .877 34° 
Canberra, AUS 	22:21.3 .789 3 8 0 

Brisbane, AUS 	22:22.0 .550 4 1 0 

Wynyard, AUS (T) 22:22.6 .961 6m43s 35° 
Sydney, AUS 	22:23.1 .741 40° 
Hobart, AUS (T) 	22:26.4 .918 37° 

Dunedin, NZ (S) 	23:03.5 .854 57° 
Christchurch, NZ (S) 23:07.8 .910 --- 61° 
Blenheim, NZ (S) 23:11.1 .961 7m39s 63° 
Wellington, NZ (N) 	23:13.0 .964 7m42s 64° 
Auckland, NZ (N) 23:15.3 .842 -- 67° 

Suva, Fiji 	23:53.4 .357 84° 
Pago Pago, AM SAM 	00:39.2 .436 73°  

Moerai, Rurutu 	00:57.8 .954 6m46s 52° 
Papeete, Tahiti 	01:10.0 .886 47° 
Tukuhora, Anaa 	01:14.7 .948 6m08s 42° 

Notes: AM SAM = American Samoa; AUS OM 

Australia; (N) = North Island; NZ 	New 
Zealand; (S) = South Island ; (T) = Tasmania. 
Moerai is at 151° 20' W/22° 27' S. Tukuhora 
is at 145° 30' W/17° 20' S. Magnitudes the 
fraction of the apparent diameter of the Sun's 
disk covered by the Moon at maximum 
eclipse, given in units of the Sun's diameter. 

PENUMBRAL LUNAR ECLIPSE: 1991 JAN 30 

During this eclipse, the Moon passes to the 
S of the center of the Earth's shadow, and the 
penumbral magnitude is 0.906, so there should 
be strong penumbral shading on the Moon's N 
limb near mid-eclipse. Also, just prior to the 
beginning of the eclipse, or just after its end,  

are times when the Moon's phase angle is as 
small as is possible outside of eclipse (i.e., the 
Moon is almost exactly opposite to the Sun); a 
condition highly favorable for lunar photome-
try and for studying its tonal features without 
any appreciable shadow interference. The first 
penumbral contact is at 03h 57.6m, mid-
eclipse occurs at 05h 58.6m, and last penum-
bral contact is at 07h 59.2m. Note that Jupiter 
will lie only 2°.3 NW of the Moon at mid-
eclipse. The entire eclipse can be seen from 
North and South America, Greenland, Iceland, 
Ireland, and Scotland. The beginning only will 
be visible from Africa (except the E portions), 
Europe, and W Asia. Only the end of the 
eclipse will be seen from the Central Pacific, 
N New Zealand, N Japan, and NE Asia. 

OCCULTATIONS 

One major, and eight minor, planets are 
busy occulting stars in the December-January 
period, as shown in the table below which lists 
the date, occulting object, visual magnitude of 
planet/star, and zone of visibility for each of 
these occultations. 

DEC 04.57. 31 Euphrosyne, 13.0/8.3. W U.S.A. 
DEC 08.90. Mercury, -0.3/8.8. Brazil 
DEC 12.18. 216 Kleopatra, 11.9/9.4. Cent. So. 

America, W Africa 
DEC 19.69. 451 Patientia, 11.8/8.1. E Europe, 

Cent. & E Asia. 
DEC 25.36. 216 Kleopatra, 11.8/8.1. W So. 

America 
JAN 04.01. 4 Vesta, 8.1/8.0. N & Cent. Canada, 

E U.S.A., Caribbean, N So. America. 
JAN 11.72. 184 Dejopeja, 12.5/9.2. Australia 
JAN 13.50. 351 Myrrha, 13.7/1.9.China, India, 

Hawaii? 
JAN 19.22. 216 Kleopatra, 11.7/9.3. N & E 

U.S.A., W Africa. 
JAN 21.20. 230 Athamantia, 11.6/8.6. W & 

SW Europe, NW Africa 
JAN 23.05. 165 Lorely, 13.2/9.3. S Atlantic Oc. 

The occultation of the 1.9-magnitude star 
Alhena (y Geminorum) on the local evening 
of January 13 is an extremely rare event that 
can be observed with the naked eye by mil-
lions of people if they know when and where 
to look. Along the occultation track, Alhena 
will disappear for up to 8 seconds, but it is a 
spectroscopic binary star so that disappearance 
and reappearance could occur in steps. The 
nominal occultation track crosses the China 
coast near Shanghai at about 12hOlm U.T., 
crosses S China, and then continues into N 
India (at about 12h03m). The path will be 
about 124 km wide, but its uncertainty 
amounts to several hundred kilometers, and 
the track could cross Japan and even Hawaii. 

Two occultations of bright planets by 
the Moon are observable in our time period, 
just one day apart. First, on DEC 18 (06h), 
Venus is occulted, 11° E of the Sun, visible 
from the S Pacific Ocean. Then, on DEC 19 
(16h), Saturn is hidden by the Moon when 26° 

South East North West 

NOv 30 DEC 08 DEC 13 DEC 25 
DEC 27 JAN 06 JAN 09 JAN 21 
JAN 23 FEB 03 FEB 05 FEB 17 
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E of the Sun. The latter event will be visible 
from the SE Pacific Ocean, S South America, 
the S Atlantic Ocean, and Central Africa. 

Meanwhile, there will be two occultations 
of the +1.2-Mag. star Antares: (1) DEC 15, 
21h (15° W of the Sun); from the Pacific 
Ocean, Hawaii, and W North America. (2) 
JAN 12, 04h (42°W of the Sun); from Asia. 

The series of passages of the Moon across 
the Pleiades open star cluster (M45) contin-
ues: DEC 01, 15h, 99-percent sunlit Moon; 
visible from Asia. DEC 29, 03h, 90-percent 
Moon; from North America. JAN 25, 12h, 71-
percent Moon; from E Asia and the W Pacific 
Ocean. 

COMETS 

Several telescopic comets will be present 
in the sky. For more information, see the arti-
cle by Don E. Machholz, "Comet Corner," on 
pp. 180-181 of this issue. 

METEOR SHOWERS 
(Contributed by Robert D. Lunsford, A.L.P.O. 
Meteors Recorder. For more information see 

"Meteors Section News" on p. 182) 

The strongest annual shower, the 
Geminids, will be most active on the morn-
ings of December 13th and 14th (local time). 
Rates have often exceeded 100 per hour for 
early-morning observers with dark skies. 
Unlike the case with most showers, stream 
members may be seen at all hours of the night. 

The Ursids peak on DEC 22 under favor-
able conditions; a waxing crescent Moon that 
will set before midnight. Best seen after mid-
night, this radiant usually produces 5-10 mete-
ors per hour. 

Finally, the Quadrantids of January are 
spoiled by a waning gibbous Moon. With the 
intense moonlight, rates on the morning of 
January 3rd (local time) will be limited to 10 
per hour at best. 

THE MUTUAL ANTICS OF THE GALILEAN SATELLITES 

By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Assistant Jupiter Recorder, Galilean Satellites 

Every six years, the Earth and the Sun 
pass through the orbital planes of Jupiter's 
four Galilean Satellites. At such times, these 
four worlds occult and eclipse each other. 
Between November 13, 1990, and April 12, 
1992, more than 300 such events take place. 

These phenomena are fascinating to 
watch, even in a small telescope. They usu-
ally last just a few minutes, although some 
events take over an hour. With a mutual oc-
cultation, the two satellites will appear to 
merge into a joint image that dims near mid-
event, then brightens again as the satellites 
draw apart. In a mutual eclipse, the eclipsed 
satellite will dim or even disappear. In a 
large telescope, under good conditions, a 
mutual occultation may be seen as the disk 
of one satellite actually moving across the 
other. Likewise, in a mutual eclipse, the 
shadow of one satellite may be seen to move 
across the disk of the other. 

The next stage beyond "just looking" is 
to make a series of drawings. Likewise, the 
amount of light loss in magnitudes can be 
estimated by comparing satellites in the 
same way as that used for variable stars. 
This project may give significant results if 
the estimates are made frequently and the re-
sults plotted on a graph in order to determine 
the accurate time of minimum light. 

With a medium-size telescope, the satel-
lites can be photographed in a few seconds' 
exposure, which should be done at regular 
intervals while the event goes on. One can 
tape-record the events with a sensitive video 
camera and a telescope of at least 8 inches 
(20 cm) aperture. One may then use a com-
puter "frame grabber" and the tape for pho-
tometry if accurate times are also recorded. 

Photoelectric measurements of the light 
changes during an occultation or eclipse are 
probably the most useful amateur observa-
tions. Here, a frequent series of measure-
ments is needed, each ideally timed to 0.1-
second accuracy. The most convenient way 
to do this is to have the photometer output 
read into a computer that is equipped with a 
clock card. Another approach is to speak the 
photometer readings into a tape recorder 
along with WWV shortwave time signals. 

The most serious difficulty to overcome 
in doing any photometry involving Jupiter's 
satellites is accurately to measure and sub-
tract the scattered light from Jupiter. This es-
sentially precludes doing photometry for 
events near Jupiter's limb. For more observ-
able events, we recommend placing the pho-
tometer aperture at equal and small amounts 
to the zenocentric north and the south of the 
satellite, reading the sky background at both 
locations, and then taking the mean as the 
skylight at the satellite's position. With an 
occultation, or an eclipse near opposition, 
both satellites will need to be measured; in 
such a case, it is important to measure the 
brightness ratio of the two. 

The resulting series of measurements 
can be plotted against time on a graph or can 
be analyzed statistically. From this, one can 
find the time of maximum light loss; this can 
be used to determine the satellites' orbital 
longitudes accurately. Also, the amount of 
maximum light loss is useful to find the or-
bital latitudes of the satellites; this cannot be 
done with "normal" satellite events. 

Among the mutual events, the occulta-
tions of lo by Europa are the subject of a 
special study by the "International Jupiter 
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Two drawngs of Saturn by Daniel 
M. Troiani, showing the "Great 
White Oval of 1990" in the planet's 
Equatorial Zone, discussed on 
pages 24-25 of this issue. Both 
drawings were made on 1990 OCT 
13 with a 10-inch Newtonian 
reflector at 374X under very good 
seeing and transparency condi-
tions, have south at the top, and 
have their contrasts greatly 
enhanced. The upper view was 
drawn between 01h 14m-01h 19m 
U.T., at System I Central Meridian 
(C.M.) 341°, and shows the Oval on 
the Central Meridian with one 
major and three smaller light 
areas; Mr. Troiani interprets the 
shading on the right (following) 
edge of the large Oval as a 
shadow cast by the feature upon 
the lower cloud surface. The lower 
view was drawn earlier, between 
00h 04m-00h 11m U.T., when the 
Oval was near the following limb 

301°). 
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PLANETARY VIDEO IMAGES AND VIDEO-ASSISTED DRAWINGS 

By: Daniel M. Troiani, A.L.P.O. Assistant Mars Recorder, 
Institute for Planetary Research Observatories; 

and Daniel P. Joyce, A.L.P.O., Optician, North Park Village Nature Association 

ABSTRACT 

Recent access to CCD equipment allows amateur astronomers to record planetary and 
lunar images for television display. These recordings have sufficient resolution to be useful, 
especially when made with large, high-precision optical telescopes and when used along with 
routine planetary-sketching techniques. Video-assisted drawings can help both novice and 
advanced observers to improve their observing skills. 
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INTRODUCTION 

For the past several years, professional as-
tronomers have been working with CCD's 
Eliarge-Coupled Devices; solid-state elec-
tronic imaging arrays. Ed.] in order to produce 
images from telescopes. In fact, they now only 
rarely employ conventional film—just CCD 
units and computers. Accelerating advances in 
technology have both increased the quality 
and reduced the cost of these devices. Thus it 
was only a matter of time before amateur as-
tronomers would be employing CCD's. 

Currently, more and more amateurs are 
making videotapes of the Moon and planets 
with their own telescopes and equipment. At 
the most basic level, the amateur can learn 
how to become more proficient in the art of 
sketching lunar and planetary detail by record-
ing a brief videotape during the observing ses-
sion. He or she can then watch the taped dis-
play when reviewing the drawing in order to 
verify or to correct the positional accuracy of 
features and to detect details that were missed 
visually. Note, however, that those seriously 
contemplating telescopic videotaping investi-
gate the use of professional cameras; particu-
larly those with detachable lenses, which 
make them suitable for prime-focus or 
Barlow- or eyepiece-projection imaging. 

PHOTOVISUAL OBSERVATIONS AND THE 
VIDEO-ASSISTED DRAWING (VAD) 

A.L.P.O. Mars Recorder Donald Parker 
has advocated the use of photographs as an aid 
to drafting final drawings of Mars. This tech-
nique is called photovisual observation. 
[Brasch, 1990] This technique permits the ac-
curate placement of the main features on the 
disk. One can then draw in what other features 
were seen visually—fine detail that the photo-
graph would not record. Television can be 
similarly used, with the added advantage of 
being viewable immediately, producing a vid-
eo-assisted drawing (VAD). 

After making a rough drawing, one can 
take the videotape indoors and, with the men-
tal image still fresh, use the tape as a guide in 
the placement of features in the final drawing. 

When making drawings through different 
color filters, remember to videotape through 
the same filters. With Mars, for example, we 
use a variety of filters, but find the Wratten 47 
(W47) violet as to be too dark for the common 
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"7-LUX" cameras and a 10-inch telescope. 
The W21 (orange) and W23A (light red) are 
particularly useful for detecting Martian limb 
brightenings that may elude routine visual 
scanning. Surprisingly, we found that the best 
contrast was given by a combination of the 
W11 (green-yellow) and the W21 Filters, 
stacked so that light passed through the W11 
first. This combination also gives a relatively-
bright image. Major Martian features were 
nearly always more easily seen with filters, 
but only slightly so with the W58 (green) or 
W80A (light blue). Another surprise was the 
fact that the polar caps always appear white on 
the video monitor, regardless of the filter used, 
just as they do visually. Also, use the W23A 
or W25 (red) Filters to detect Martian dust 
storms. [Parker et al., 1990] We now use red 
filters, not the traditional yellow, in order to 
detect dust storms. 

EQUIPMENT AND METHODS 

Observers can make interesting astronom-
ical videotapes through their telescopes with 
off-the-shelf camcorders on conventional tri-
pods. [Here, we use the term "camcorder" for 
a unit which combines a video camera with a 
video tape recorder/player. We will use the 
term "camera" when it does not matter wheth-
er the recorder be built-in or be a separate 
"VCR" unit. One important difference is that 
camcorders are battery-operated and com-
pletely portable; while cameras, and particu-
larly VCR's, often require line current. On the 
other hand, if the camera and VCR are sepa-
rate, it is possible to insert a "video enhancer" 
between them, which can then sharpen the 
image. Ed.] With one of the new varieties of 
video camcorders with built-in CCD, all that 
is required is a sizable high-resolution tele-
scope on a clock-driven mounting. Connecting 
the equipment will appear more difficult than 
it really is; and with a little practice in getting 
all the elements aligned properly, the observer 
can obtain outstanding results on videotape. 
Later, the videotape can be viewed on cloudy 
nights. Also, for example, one can view a vid-
eotape of Mars' 24 arc-second disk when its 
current disk measures only 4 arc-seconds! 

When we first thought of trying to capture 
planetary images on videotape, we were hesi-
tant because we envisioned complex bracket-
ing, aligning, and counterweighing in order to 
mate the camera system to our telescope. 
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Figure 1. Hand-held afocal ("through the eyepiece") video recording 
technique demonstrated by Daniel P. Joyce with a 10-inch 
Newtonian telescope with Daniel M. Troiani looking on. 

ter this technique and 
begin to make your 
own planetary video-
tapes with a mini-
mum of equipment. 

The afocal video-

40C taping method can be 
done with any cam-
corder, or camera 
with video monitor, 
those used by the au-
thors were the 
Magnarox Model VR 
9240 camcorder and 
the GBC black-and-
white "0.2 lux" cam-
era. 

Recently there 
have appeared on the 
market some CCD 
camcorders equipped 
with color-balance 
sensors that may at-
tempt to "correct" for 
the effects of filters, 
partly negating the 
desired effect of 
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However, with only "320-line, low-definition 
TV," and without computer enhancement, we 
found that we could capture Martian features 
just by aiming the hand-held video camera at 
the telescope eyepiece (see Figure 1 above). 
So much for our apprehension about afocal 
techniques with a camcorder—this method 
works well and is simple for anyone to do. 

Therefore, it is possible to obtain high-
quality planetary video images without mount-
ing the camera to the telescope. The camera 
can be mounted on a tripod and the planet cen-
tered in the telescope eyepiece. The small, re-
al-time monitor on the camera then becomes 
indispensable in keeping track of alignment, 
framing, and focus. For a better view, the 
camera may be connected to a full-size televi-
sion monitor. What a difference from attempt-
ing conventional film photography and wait-
ing around with fingers crossed to see if those 
exposures came out! Even seeing conditions 
are "averaged out" in a manner similar to vi-
sual observing because the video camera 
views continuously as does the eye. If a mo-
ment of excellent seeing occurs, the videotape 
will catch it. 

Because the eyepiece is in motion with 
most designs of clock-driven telescopes, it 
would appear that a fixed, tripod-mounted 
camcorder would quickly lose track of the 
image. Actually, once well-centered in the 
eyepiece, any planet or lunar feature tends to 
remain in the video image for as long as 5 or 6 
minutes before readjustment is required. In 
general, the eyepiece may move either away 
from or toward the camera with a Newtonian 
design, depending on tube orientation; but tan-
gentially with, for example, a refractor or 
Schmidt-Cassegrain. An eyepiece diagonal 
will change the direction of movement of the 
eyepiece, but of course will laterally reverse 
the image. With a little practice, you can mas- 
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using filters. If such a 
unit does not have manual color-balance over-
rides, it is unsuitable for filter applications; if 
it does, the override should be engaged. 

A remaining possible problem is vignett-
ing, which occurs when the image occupies 
only the central portion of the camera's field 
and thus the edges are dark. This does not 
occur with planetary imaging as long as the 
planet is approximately centered in the field. 
With the Sun and Moon, vignetting can occur. 
This can be cured with the zoom lenses that 
most camcorders now have; simply "zoom 
up" to about 5 times the normal focal length, 
which will reduce the camera's angular cover-
age to the fully-illuminated portion of the 
field. Remember that the apparent magnifica-
tion of the video image when it is viewed will 
be equal to the magnification used at the tele-
scope at the time of videotaping times the 
zoom magnification of the camera. 

CONCLUSION 

While still not capable of resolving detail 
as fine as shown in modestly good visual 
sketches, television often makes features 
much more obvious than at the eyepiece. This 
is especially true of Martian low-lying frost or 
fog limb phenomena. Also, video images pro-
vide an additional dimension; quantitative in-
formation. Although visual drawings can be 
first-rate in a qualitative sense, they should not 
be relied upon quantitatively; for the determi-
nation of positions, dimensions, or albedos. 
Video images begin to reveal this type of in-
formation. As with visual drawing, color fil-
ters can often accentuate planetary features 
and offer remarkable contrast in video images. 

Many of us were either born in or grew up 
in the video age. This began in the 1950's 
with "TV"; most of us became addicted to 
television at an early age. In the 1960's we 
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Figure 2. Video image (left) and drawing (right) of Mars, made with the aid of the video 
image. The video image was made with a 10-inch (25-cm.) Newtonian telescope at 260x on 
1988 SEP 25, 07h 05m U.T. (Central Meridian 358°) The drawing was made by Daniel M. 
Troiani with the same instrument at 374x on the same date at 08h 00m-08h 20m U.T. 
(Central Meridian 012°-017°); Seeing 9.5 on the A.L.P.O. Scale of 0 (worst) - 10 (best); 
Transparency (limiting magnitude) +5.0. No filters were used for either observation. Mars' 
angular diameter was 24 arc-seconds at that time. South at upper right. 

witnessed the advance from black-and-white 
to color monitors, satellite transmissions from 
around the globe, and images of the Moon and 
other extraterrestrial vistas. During the late 
1970's and into the 1980's we saw the onset 
of personal video recorders and video camer-
as; these advances provided an opportunity for 
amateur astronomers. Most recently, highly-
sensitive CCD's now allow us to videotape the 
Sun, Moon, and planets with satisfactory re-
sults. With such equipment now readily avail-
able and affordable, video techniques will 
grow in importance in amateur astronomy. 
The preliminary results are most exciting, par-
ticularly from the widely-observed 1987-89 
Apparition of Mars. All the major albedo fea-
tures on the Red Planet were prominent in the 
videotapes, as were dust storms and limb 
hazes, frosts, and fogs. The shrinkage of the 
South Polar Cap was well-documented during 
this period. 

With the advent of using television at the 
telescope, it is more and more desirable to use 
large-aperture high-resolution telescopes in 
order to obtain planetary video images. By 
training more observers to sketch Solar 
System objects with the "VAD" technique, we 
could greatly increase the amount of serious 
useful observation. Currently, video images 
cannot replace the human eye for high-resolu-
tion observations of the planets; we are sure 
that they will sometime in the future, but for 
now video techniques can help you in making 
great planetary drawings (for an example of a 
video image of Mars and a drawing made with 
its aid, see Figure 2 above; see also the video 
image of Jupiter in Figure 3 to the right). ' 

We want to acknowledge the fine images 
and the encouragement provided by David 
Brewer of DuBarry, Florida, and by Alan 
MacFarlane of Seattle, Washington [see 
MacFarlane (1990)]. They had very sage ad-
vice for us. It was Jimmy Carroll, our col-
league from nearby Schiller Park, who first di-
rected our attention to the advances that were 
being made in video astronomy, and he has 
since been given the title "Captain Video" for 
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his more recent tireless efforts. The A.L.P.O. 
Mars Recorders Jeff Beish and Donald Parker 
also have encouraged us and are now using 
these techniques themselves. We are certain 
that we have not mentioned some other per-
sons who have been in the vanguard, but we 
sing your praises too. 
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Figure 3. Video image of Jupiter taken 
with Donald Parker's 16-inch (41-cm.) f/6 
Newtonian reflector, using a 244X eye-
piece, a Magnarox VR9240 camcorder and 
a yellow (Wratten 8) filter. Taken 1990 
JAN 30 at 05h 30m U.T. South at top. 
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[The A.L.P.O. hears frequently from enthusi-
astic amateur observers who, for reasons be-
yond their control, are unable to obtain the 
equipment, the documentation, or both, neces-
sary for them to contribute scientifically useful 
observations to us. Mr. Bock has generously 
established the special fund described below 
in order to assist these individuals. Ed.! 

The Association of Lunar and Planetary 
Observers is pleased to announce the creation 
of the International Solar System Observers' 
Fund (ISSOF), a service similar in function to 
the ongoing Foreign Membership Fund (see p. 
46). However, while the latter is concerned 
with supplying complimentary memberships 
to deserving observers outside the United 
States, ISSOF will concentrate on providing 
resources to individuals or groups worldwide 
who wish to contribute to A.L.P.O. programs, 
but who lack suitable equipment, observing 
aids, or both. The activities of the new fund 
will be coordinated by: Paul H. Bock, Jr., 
RR1, Box 347, Hamilton, VA 22068 (tele-
phone: 703-882-4745). 

As with the Foreign Membership Fund, 
ISSOF must be supported by contributors. 
However, the recent assignment of non-profit 
status to the A.L.P.O. will provide tax benefits 
to contributors, so donations will be solicited 
from commercial equipment manufacturers 
and suppliers as well as from A.L.P.O. mem-
bers. An additional benefit to commercial con-
tributors will be free publicity received 
through the mention of their assistance in the 
Journal, A.L.P.O. 

One of the goals of ISSOF is to establish 
an inventory of equipment for use by Solar 
System observers worldwide, and to that end 
we request the following specific types of 
items: 

1. Binoculars 
2. Small telescopes 
3. Mountings and tripods 
4. Eyepieces, Barlow lenses, 

and star diagonals 
5. Mirror kits 
6. Planispheres and star charts 
7. Handbooks 
8. Magazines and periodicals 

A computer inventory will track contribu-
tions by type, donor name and address, de-
clared value; and recipient, when issued. The 
inventory will assist individuals and groups in 
selecting the resources required as well as in 
tracking contributions to the A.L.P.O. 

Individuals who wish to contribute money 
should send checks or money orders payable 
to "A.L.P.O." to Executive Director Westfall. 
Those wishing to contribute equipment or sup-
plies should write to Mr. Bock, who will for-
ward the necessary forms to be completed and 
returned with the equipment. A signed copy of 
each form will be returned to the donor to 
serve as proof of contribution.. Donors are re-
sponsible for determining the assessed value 
of donated materials and services, and the 
Coordinator's signature merely acknowledges 
that the material was received by the A.L.P.O. 
All contributed material will be maintained in 
inventory until issued. 
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COMING SOLAR-SYSTEM EVENTS: MARCH - MAY, 1991 
0 
S 

WHAT TO LOOK FOR 

The purpose of this column to alert our 
readers about upcoming events in the Solar 
System; giving the visibility conditions for 
major and minor planets, the Moon, comets, 
and meteors. You can find more detailed in-
formation in the 1991 edition of the A.L.P.O. 
Solar System Ephemeris. (See p. 48 to find out 
how to obtain this publication.) Celestial di-
rections are abbreviated. All dates and times 
are in Universal Time (U.T.). For the time 
zones in the United States, U.T. is found by 
adding 10 hours to HST (Hawaii Standard 
Time), 9 hours to AST (Alaska Standard 
Time) or HDT (Hawaii Daylight Time), 8 
hours to PST or ADT, 7 hours to MST or 
PDT, 6 hours to CST or MDT, 5 hours to EST 
or CDT, and 4 hours to EDT. Note that this 
addition may put you into the next U.T. day! 

THE PLANETS: JUPITER, AND VENUS 
PROMINENT, SATURN ON THE WAY UP 

Venus and Jupiter are clearly the most ob-
vious and conveniently-observable planets this 
season. First,. Venus is now comfortably high 
above the western horizon during evening twi-
light. Between MAR 01 and JUN 01, the 
planet's elongation from the Sun increases 
from 28° to 45° as it approaches its Greatest 
Elongation East of 45°.4 on JUN 13. During 
this period, its disk diameter gradually grows 
from 12 to 21 arc-seconds; the planet's phase 
diminishes from 88 to 56 percent illuminated, 
even while its magnitude brightens slightly 
from -4.0 to -4.2. 

Jupiter, in the constellation Cancer, is in 
the evening sky throughout our period, al-
though its equatorial diameter shrinks from 44 
to 34 arc-seconds. Dropping in brightness 
from magnitude -2.5 to -1.9, it remains sec-
ond in brightness only to Venus. Besides mon-
itoring the continuing major activity in the re-
vived South Equatorial Belt, check the now-
fading Red Spot. (A recent unconfirmed re-
port is that it may have vanished entirely!). 
The unusual mutual events of the Galilean sat-
ellites are continuing; see below (pp. 43-44). 

Saturn is now becoming easily observ-
able in the southern predawn sky, finally mov-
ing out of Sagittarius into Capricorn. The 
Ringed Planet is brightening and growing in 
apparent size as it approaches its opposition 
on JUL 27. The Rings continue well-presented, 
inclined about 19° to our line of sight. As we 
go to press, two ovals have been reported in 
the planet's Equatorial Zone, so continue to 
monitor Saturn for unusual activity. 

Uranus and Neptune remain somewhat 
west of Saturn, in Sagittarius, and therefore 
are morning-sky objects; they will reach oppo-
sition on JUL 04 and JUL 08, respectively. 
Pluto, however, reaches opposition on MAY 
10, at magnitude +13.6, and thus is visible 
with a 8-10 inch telescope under dark skies. 

Mercury has an evening-sky apparition 
that is very favorable for Northern-
Hemisphere observers, being over 15° from 
the Sun between MAR 19 and APR 04. Its 
Greatest Elongation East is 18°.8, on MAR 27, 
and theoretical time of dichotomy (half-phase) 
is on MAR 25. The next, morning apparition, 
is best seen from south of the Equator; from 
APR 25 - JUN 04; with a Greatest Elongation 
West of 26°.2 on MAY 12 and a date of di-
chotomy of MAY 18. 

Mars, moving from Taurus into Gemini 
and then into Cancer, is now sinking in the 
west in the evening. In early April, its disk di-
ameter shrinks below 6 arc-seconds; too small 
for much detail except for dedicated observers 
with large instruments. For such souls, we 
point out that Mars' North Pole is turned in-
creasingly toward our view during this period, 
and limb hazes and clouds may be in evidence 
as the North Polar Cap retreats. 

Two of the brightest minor planets reach 
opposition in our period, perhaps bright 
enough to be seen with the naked (but much 
above-average) eye under very dark skies. 
Their 10-day ephemerides are given in the 
1991 A.L.P.O. Solar System Ephemeris, but 
their opposition circumstances are summa-
rized below: 

Opposition Data  

1991 Stellar Declination& 
Minor Planet 	Date  Magnitude Constellation  

2 Pallas 
	

MAR 02 +6.7 5°S Leo 
1 Ceres 
	

APR 21 +7.0 3°N Virgo 

THE MOON 

During the current period, the schedule 
for the Moon's phases is: 

New Moon First Quarter Full Moon Last Quarter  

MAR 16.3 MAR 23.3 MAR 30.3 APR 07.3 
APR 14.8 APR 21.5 APR 28.9 MAY 07.0 
MAY 14.2 MAY 20.8 MAY 28.5 JUN 05.6 

The three lunations above are Numbers 
844-846 in Brown's series. 

The other significant lunar visibility con-
dition is the Moon's librations, or E-W and 
N-S tilts in relation to the Earth. Extreme li-
brations occur on the following dates: 

South  East  North  West  

MAR 19 MAR 30 MAR 31 APR 12 
APR 15 APR 26 APR 28 MAY 10 
MAY 12 MAY 22 MAY 25 JUN 07 

Lunar E and W directions above follow 
the usage of the International Astronomical 
Union, with Mare Crisium near the east limb. 
Particularly good views of the Moon's north 
polar region can be had between MAR 29-APR 
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03 (APR 04 marks the lunar northern Summer 
Solstice, with the Sun 1°.55 north of the 
Moon's Equator) and APR 25-30. The NE 
limb can be seen favorably on MAR 31-APR 
02 and APR 29-MAY 01, with the SW limb 
well-presented on APR 10-13 and MAY 07-12. 

OCCULTATIONS 

Two major, and eight minor, planets will 
occult stars in the interval of interest, as 
shown in the table below which lists the date, 
occulting object, visual magnitude of plan-
et/star, and possible zone of visibility for each 
occultation. 

MAR 27.60. 187 Lamberta, 11.4/8.6. New 
Guinea, Australia. 

MAR 28.71. 30 Urania, 12.1/7.0. SE Asia, 
S USSR, Indonesia. 

MAR 30.25. 2 Pallas, 8.0/8.9. E No. & W So. 
America. 

APR 01.00.96 Aegle, 11.8/9.2. S Africa, So. 
America. 

APR 02.88. 624 Hektor, 14.6/8.2. W Australia, 
S Africa. 

APR 04.78. VENUS, -4.0/7.9. E & Central 
Europe, N Africa. 

APR 11.14.4 Vesta, 8.4/9.1. NW & Midwest 
United States. 

APR 13.80. 19 Fortuna, 11.8/10.5. N Europe, 
SW USSR. 

MAY 02.81. 19 Fortuna, 12.2/8.5. E Europe, 
SW USSR. 

MAY 05.46. 15 Eunomia, 10.6/8.5. N Australia. 
MAY 12.86. MERCURY, 0.6/11.0. Central 

Australia. 

Two occultations of Mars by the 
Moon happen during our time period, the first 
on MAR 22, 17h, when the +0.9-magnitude 
planet is 83°E of the Sun, and visible from the 
NE United States, E Canada, N and Central 
Europe, and W and central Asia. The second 
occurs on APR 20, OOh, when the magnitude 
of Mars is +1.2 and it is 70°E of the Sun. The 
latter event can be seen from southern South 
America. 

Also, there will an occultation of the +1.2-
Mag. star Antares on APR 04, 03h, visible 
from Europe and SW Asia. This will be the 
last occultation of Antares until 2005 JAN 07. 

The series of passages of the Moon across 
the Pleiades open star cluster (M45) also 
ends; with the event of MAR 21, OOh, 25-per-
cent sunlit Moon; visible from E North 
America. APR 17, 07h, 8-percent phase; from 
the W Pacific Ocean. 

COMETS 

Several telescopic comets will be present 
in the sky; including Periodic Comet Wild 2 
(1989t), Comet Levy (1990c), and Periodic 
Comet Metcalf-Brewington (1991a). For more 
information, see the article by Don E. 
Machholz, "Comet Corner," on pp. 28-30 of 
this issue. 

The Strolling Astromomer: 5.A.L.P.O. 

METEOR SHOWERS 
(Contributed by Robert D. Lunsford, A.L.P.O. 
Meteors Recorder. For more information see 

"Meteors Section News" on pp. 26-28) 

Watch for the annual Virginid complex 
beginning on MAR 12. There are many radi-
ants that appear in Virgo during both March 
and April. None produce more than 5 meteors 
per hour and most are barely detectable. 

The Lyrids, one of the major annual 
showers, reaches maximum on Monday morn-
ing, April 22nd (local date). These medium-
swift meteors are best seen between midnight 
and dawn, when the first-quarter Moon will 
have set this year. Recent rates for this show-
er, as seen under dark rural skies, have been 
between 15 and 25 meteors per hour. 

GALILEAN SATELLITE MUTUAL EVENTS 

Jupiter's four Galilean satellites continue 
to eclipse and occult each other, as described 
in "The Mutual Antics of the Galilean 
Satellites" on pp. 189-190 of the November, 
1990, issue of this Journal. 

For more information, consult the above 
article. In summary, these phenomena occur 
during a period every six years when the Sun 
and the Earth cross Jupiter's equatorial plane 
and thus the orbital planes of the Galilean sat-
ellites. These events are fascinating to watch, 
even in a small telescope. For example, you 
can make a series of drawings, or estimate the 
amount of light loss in magnitudes by compar-
ing satellites in the same way as that used for 
variable stars. With a medium-size telescope, 
the satellites can be photographed in a few 
seconds' exposure, which should be done at 
regular intervals while the event goes on. One 
can videotape an event with a sensitive video 
camera and a telescope of at least 8 inches (20 
cm) aperture, and carefully time the event by 
recording WWV short-wave time signals on 
the audio track. 

Photoelectric measurements of the light 
changes during an occultation or eclipse are 
probably the most useful amateur observa-
tions. Here, a frequent series of measurements 
is needed, each ideally timed to 0.1-second ac-
curacy. It is of course important carefully to 
measure and to correct for the considerable 
scattered light from the nearby disk of Jupiter. 

Occultations of Io by Europa are being 
monitored by the "International Jupiter 
Watch," in order to map Io's volcanic activity. 
To take part, you need to conduct event pho-
tometry in the V or B bands; ideally both so as 
to get time-dependent (B-V) differences. Such 
measures allow us to map the extent of "resur-
facing" on Io caused by the volcanic ejecta. 

Predictions for the events for March-May, 
1991, are listed on the next page. Future issues 
of this Journal will continue this listing in this 
column. See also the appropriate annual vol-
umes of the A L.P.O. Solar System Ephemeris. 

The other aspect of communication is to 
let people know your results; and, depending 
on the form of observation, it should be sent to 
the following persons: 
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Lunar domes in Mare 
Imbrium, photographed 
by the Apollo-17 metric 
camera (frame 
AS17-1828). The two 
domes shown lie below 
the 4-km crater Huxley 
(itself just right of 
center). The Apennine 
mountain front is in the 
upper left. South at top, 
frame size ca. 128 km 
on a side. See the 
article on lunar domes 
on p. 70 of this issue. 
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HOW TO MAKE A NON-DISCOVERY: WITH AN EXAMPLE 

By: Walter H. Haas; Founder, A.L.P.O. 

We have all read accounts of discoveries 
in science. Examples include Dr. Clyde 
Tombaugh's famous discovery of the planet 
Pluto [1] and Mr. David Levy's delightful ac-
count of how he found a recurrent nova in the 
constellation Corvus [2]. 

This article will be a trivial footnote to the 
discovery by Mr. Stuart Wilber and Mr. 
Alberto Montalvo of the 1990 Great White 
Spot on Saturn. [3.] This discovery was made 
on 1990 SEP 25 Universal Time (U.T.; 
September 24, local civil time). Had I been 
observing on that date, I would surely have 
recognized something unusual on Saturn. 
Thus I might have been a co-discoverer of the 
Great White Spot or possibly the first discov-
erer at the proper time on slightly earlier dates. 
Of course, this assertion detracts nothing from 
what Messrs. Wilber and Montalvo actually 
did, and it must be uncertain how successfully 
I would have notified the astronomical com-
munity of an important new planetary feature. 
Incidentally, Mr. Montalvo is a long-time 
member of the A.L.P.O. [We know now that 
A.L.P.O. member Michael Sweetman of 
Tucson, Arizona, also sighted the Great White 
Spot on 1990 SEP 25. Ed.] 

The sidereal rotation of Saturn near its 
equator, where the feature appeared, is accom-
plished in about 10 hours, 14 minutes, and 0 
seconds. [4] Thus seven rotations of Saturn at 
this latitude take 71 hours, 38 minutes, while 
three rotations of the Earth require 72 hours, 0 
minutes. Accordingly, an equatorial feature on 
Saturn can be reobserved at 3-day intervals 
and will then return to the same position on 
the disc about 22 minutes earlier at each such 
reobservation. The planetary region where the 
spot appeared was hence well presented to the 
discoverers and to myself (we being all near 
the same terrestrial longitude) before the dis-
covery on Universal Time dates 1990 SEP 22, 
19, 16, 13, and so on; and after the discovery 
on SEP 28, and OCT 01, 04, 07, et seq. 

And now comes the story of failure. On 
SEP 13 (U.T.) I made my sixteenth observa-
tion of Saturn for its 1990 Apparition. Each 
observation included at least some of the fol-
lowing: visual photometry of the different 
parts of the Globe and Rings, color estimates 
of these same features using color filters, lati-
tude estimates of well-defined belts, and gen-
eral notes. On SEP 13 nothing at all unusual 
was remarked. Thus I feel confident that the 
Great White Spot surely did not exist as any-
thing noteworthy that long before its discov-
ery. Alas, I then concluded that Saturn obser-
vations were being rather repetitious and corn- 

plained about the lack of change in a letter on 
September 24th (!) to Mr. Alan Heath, the 
Saturn Director of the British Astronomical 
Association. I spent several evenings around 
September 25 watching a television series on 
the American Civil War instead of looking 
through an eyepiece. So it was that a superfi-
cial interest in history betrayed a deeper inter-
est in astronomy. I did not observe Saturn 
again until SEP 29—SEP 28 (see above) would 
have been a better choice. I remarked nothing 
noteworthy on SEP 29. On October 1 Dr. 
Donald Parker informed me by telephone of 
the existence of the new major outbreak on 
Saturn. I finally observed the new detail on 
OCT 3, but with Saturn so low in the south-
west that its image was bordered with the red 
and blue fringes of atmospheric chromatic dis-
persion. A better view on OCT 04 gave rise to 
this comment in my observing notes: "This EZ 
oval is the most conspicuous and brightest 
feature which I have ever seen in the 
Equatorial Zone of Saturn over the interval 
1935-1990, during which I have observed the 
planet!" 

This wordy recital contains an object les-
son. That person who would discover a rare 
event, such as a naked-eye nova or a bright 
outburst of Comet Schwassmann-Wachmann 
I, must exercise the greatest persistence. The 
sought-for phenomenon may easily occur 
when we turn our attention to something else. 
We must try to be aware at all times of the sig-
nificance of what we are observing, and its in-
terpretation. And that awareness is exactly 
what the actual discoverers of the Great White 
Spot on Saturn possessed. 
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THE NEW LUNAR DOME SURVEY-AN UPDATE 

By: Jim Phillips, M.D., A.L.P.O. Lunar Dome Sutvey Recorder 

ABSTRACT 

The new Lunar Dome Survey was begun in 1986, reestablishing the previous program. 
This article summarizes the history of the project, its present status and contributors, and its 
possible future. 

BACKGROUND 

In the 1960's and early 1970's, a joint 
Lunar Dome Survey was carried out by mem-
bers of the Association of Lunar and Planetary 
Observers; headed by Harry D. Jamieson dur-
ing 1961-1966 and 1971-1974, and by 
Kenneth J. Delano during 1966-1971; and by 
members of the British Astronomical 
Association, directed by W. Rae. During the 
original survey, the A.L.P.O. published a list 
of 149 domes. [1, 2, 3, 4] When the Lunar 
Orbiter series of spacecraft transmitted back 
high-resolution photographs of the surface of 
the Moon, interest in the Lunar Dome Survey 
began to decrease because observers thought 
that those photographs would answer all ques-
tions about lunar domes. 

In 1985, I contacted the previous Lunar 
Dome Survey Recorder, Harry D. Jamieson, 
along with John E. Westfall, regarding restart-
ing the survey. After discussion, the new 
Lunar Dome Survey was begun. 
Announcements concerning it were placed in 
the JA.L.P.O., Astronomy, and Sky & 
Telescope. The Lunar Section of the British 
Astronomical Association was contacted, and 
they have recently decided to participate in an 
official capacity. Data from the original sur-
vey were obtained from the previous 
Recorder, consisting of a large number of 
index cards describing confirmed or suspected 
lunar domes. From these, a list of about 600 
domes and suspect domes was compiled and 
was placed on a word processor. A local engi-
neering firm was contacted and plotted the ob-
jects on a set of lunar quadrant maps. 

The goal of the present survey is to char-
acterize these 600-odd objects, and to com-
plete a final list and a map on which those ob-
jects felt to represent actual domes will be 
plotted. To help with this, the University of 
Arizona Press and Sky Publishing Corporation 
were contacted for, and granted, permission to 
us to republish their Lunar Quadrant Maps, 
on which will be plotted the lunar domes on 
our list. We hope that, at the end of the present 
survey, these maps will serve as a basis for fu-
ture observations. 

At present, aided by a series of secretaries, 
we are extensively modifying our lunar dome 
catalog, listing domes numerically by Xi and 
Eta lunar rectangular coordinates, as well as 
by lunar latitude and longitude. The catalog is 
compiled in a manner that allows observation-
al data easily to be transcribed. Unfortunately, 
changes in our computer system and personnel 
changes have hindered this project. The dam- 
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age caused by Hurricane Hugo in September, 
1989, further delayed the project. In a promis-
ing recent development, Mr. Rob Moseley of 
the British Astronomical Association contact-
ed me, indicating an interest in now making 
the Lunar Dome Survey an official project. 
This interest by the B.A.A. is very welcome. 

THE PRESENT PROJECT 

Observers who are interested in the new 
Lunar Dome Survey are given a packet which 
includes our definition and classification sys-
tem for domes and photocopies of the lunar 
quadrant maps on which suspect domes are 
plotted. Initially, we sent out latitudinal strips 
from the maps together with lists of coordi-
nates of the objects for observers to use as a 
guide. These coordinate lists did not prove to 
be useful; and instead we now plot the objects 
and their catalog numbers on the lunar quad-
rant maps, which we make available to ob-
servers. We now believe that an amateur ob-
server should be allowed to report any object, 
using its catalog number, on the entire visible 
surface of the Moon that is plotted on the map. 
New objects are not to be reported at this time, 
as we continue the process of confirming or 
deleting previous objects. [Certainly, the ob-
server should keep a record of new domes, or 
suspected domes, for the time when the status 
of all "old" domes is determined and the list 
can then be extended. Ed.] 

Well over 150 observational packets have 
been sent out. At present, the following ob-
servers have responded and have begun send-
ing in observations on a number of objects: 

Jose Aguirre, Spain 
Schuyler Allen, United States 
Kocsis Antal, Hungary 
Joe Caruso, United States 
Karl Fabian, United States 
Alika Herring, United States 
Harry Jamieson, United States 
Charles Kapral, United States 
Craig MacDougal, United States 
Rob Moseley, England 
Jose Olivarez, United States 
Michael R. Porcellino, United States 
Zac Pujic, Australia 
Robert Robinson, United States 
George Rosenberg, United States 
John D. Sabia, United States 
R. Turner, England 
Ed Vinson, United States 
John Westfall, United States 
Ross Weyburg, United States 
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Figure 11. A Solar flare, as photographed in 
Hydrogen-a light by Frank J. Melillo on 1991 
MAR 16, 22h 05m U.T. 1/4-second. exposure. 
North at top. For further information, see text. 

As data have come in, it has become 
clear that there are some areas of the map 
that are particularly crowded and difficult to 
interpret, such as the Hortensius-Tobias 
Mayer region and the region near Marius. 
These districts have been examined by the 
Recorder, resulting in three articles. [5, 6, 7] 
Because of the work done on these articles, 
we believe that the completion of the dome 
map for Quadrant II may soon be feasible. 
[The visible face of the Moon is traditionally 
divided into four Quadrants, Quadrant II 
being the northwest [in the sense used by the 
International Astronomical Union), and in-
cluding Mare Imbrium. Ed.]. 

Of the approximately 600 objects on our 
list, we have received observations of 326, 
including multiple observations of a number 
of domes. Our present goal is to finish the 
study of any dome clusters in Quadrant II, to 
closely compare this Quadrant with the ap-
propriate LAC maps [Lunar Aeronautical 
Charts; a 1:1,000,000-scale series published 
by the U.S. Air Force in the 1960's. Ed.], to 
use all the observational data which have 
been sent regarding this Quadrant, and to 
identify those areas and suspect objects 
which need further attention. The present 
goal is to complete Quadrant II, which con-
tains 204 suspect objects already recorded 
on our map. We presently have data on 126 
of these, in addition to the domes that may 
exist in the "Marius Hills" region. 

THE FUTURE OF THE NEW 
LUNAR DOME SURVEY 

Thus we are closing in on the comple-
tion of lunar Quadrant II of the survey. The 
future goal is to use the same techniques to  

complete the remaining three Quadrants in a 
similar manner. Obviously, we appreciate 
information on objects that lie in other 
Quadrants, but it appears reasonable to work 
on one Quadrant at a time. Again, highly 
cluttered areas where objects are extremely 
difficult to see on our map, due to there 
being so many observations of a small re-
gion, will be singled out by the Recorder for 
study, using as many observations from 
other individuals as possible. 
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OBSERVATION AND COMMENT: 
SOLAR FLARE PHOTOGRAPHED BY FRANK J. MELILLO 

Mr. Frank J. Melillo has sent a fascinat-
ing series of three Hydrogen-a solar photo-
graphs showing the development of a flare on 
1991 MAR 16, one of which is reproduced 
here as Figure 11 (right). 

Mr. Melillo writes that he used a 20-cm 
Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope, stopped down 
off-axis to 2.5-in aperture at f/30, and a 0.6A 
Hydrogen-a filter. Being aware of reports of 
high solar activity, he began observing a mag-
netically-complex sunspot region near the 
center of the disk at 21h 30m U.T. While 
photographing it at 21h 40m, he saw a flare 
developing when he was looking through the 
camera viewfinder! It developed quickly and 
reached its maximum brightness at 21h 55m. 
Ten minutes later, when the accompanying 
photograph was taken, a dark surge was eject-
ed from the flare region, which "looked like a 
small comet hitting the sun!" 

Mr. Melillo is to be congratulated; he was 
lucky, but he was also prepared. 
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MINOR PLANETS; WITH ONE FLYBY 

Five of the brightest minor planets reach 
opposition in our period. Their 10-day ephe-
merides are given in the 1991 A.L.P.O. Solar 
System Ephemeris, but their opposition cir-
cumstances are summarized below: 

Opposition Data 

1991 Stellar Declination& 
Minor Planet 	Date  Magnitude Constellation  

16 Melpomene JUN 09 
	

+9.7 6°S Oph 
39 Laetitia 	JUL 03 
	

+9.9 9°S Sct 
3 Juno 	JUL 14 
	

+9.4 5°S Aquila 
349 Dembowska AUG 18 +9.7 26°S PscA 
6 Hebe 	AUG 29 +7.6 18°S Aqr 

Besides the "normal" asteroids above, the 
"Earth-approacher" 3103 1982 BB zips by us  

in late July-early August, 
with its closest approach to 
Earth on 1991 AUG 06, just 
14.1 million km (0.1164 
A.U.) distant. At 12th mag-
nitude, the object will be 
visible in small telescopes 
and can be identified quick-
ly from its motion, which 
reaches 626 arc-seconds per 
hour on AUG 06-07. 

This minor planet is 
worth watching on 1991 JUL 
01 as well, when it passes 
across the globular star clus-
ter M15, about 3 arc-min-
utes south of the cluster's 
center at about 08 h U.T. 
Thus there is a good chance 
that the minor planet will 
occult one or more cluster 
stars for at least some ob-
serving sites. Any such oc-
cultation will be very brief 
because the asteroid is then 
moving at about 93 arc-sec-
onds per hour. At its dis-
tance then of 17.4 million 
km, this translates into a tan-
gential velocity of 6.6 km 
per second. 

The A.L.P.O. Solar 
System Ephemeris: 1991 
lists 1-day ephemerides for 
Minor Planet 3103 1982 BB 
on p. L-4. Because of its 
rapid motion, though, we 
suggest that you use an 
ephemeris computer pro-
gram to calculate its position 
for any chosen time. The 
minor planet's orbital ele-
ments, as derived from the 
Ephemerides of Minor 
Planets for 1991, published 
by the Academy of Sciences 
of the U.S.S.R., are: semi-
major axis 1.4061 A.U., ec-
centricity 0.354541, inclina-

tion 20°.9428, longitude of ascending node 
129°.2577, argument of perihelion 253°.7223, 
and date of perihelion, 1991 SEP 29.597. 

THE MOON 

During the current period, the schedule 
for the Moon's phases is: 

New Moon First Quarter Full Moon Last Quarter  

JUN 12.5 JUN 19.2 JUN 27.1 JUL 05.1 
JUL 11.8 JUL 18.6 JUL 26.8 AUG 03.5 
AUG 10.1 AUG 17.2 AUG 25.4 SEP 01.8 

The three lunations above are Numbers 
847-849 in Brown's series. 

The other significant lunar visibility con-
dition is the Moon's librations, or E-W and 
N-S tilts in relation to the Earth. Extreme li-
brations occur on the following dates: 

Table 1. Planetary-Lunar-Regulus Conjunctions; 
1991 Jun 14-Aug 07. 

June  

Mars, Venus, and Jupiter form a spectacular tight grouping near 
mid-month, then Jupiter pulls away from Mars and Venus, both of 

which remain close until month's end. 
On JUN 15-16, the 3-day old crescent Moon (17 % sunlit) passes all 

three planets. 

14d 05h. Mars (+1.7) 0°.6 N of Jupiter (-1.9); 48°E. 
15d 20h. Venus (-4.3) 0°.4 N of Moon; 45°E. 
15d 22h. Jupiter (-1.9) 0°.3 N of Moon; 45°E. 
16d 00h. Mars (+1.7) 4° N of Moon; 48°E. 
17d 23h. Venus (-4.3) 1°.2 N of Jupiter (-1.9); 45°E. 
23d 12h. Venus (-4.4) 0°.3 N of Mars (+1.7); 45°E. 

Several bodies are now approaching each other: Venus-Regulus in 
the second week of the month; near mid-month, Mars-Regulus, and 
Mercury-Jupiter; Venus- Mars a week later; and Mercury-Regulus 

toward the end of the month. 
Venus, Mars, and Regulus form a close trio for most of July. 
On JUL 13, the 2-day old crescent Moon (5 % sunlit) passes 
Mercury and Jupiter; on the next day, the 3-day old Moon 

(12 % sunlit) goes by Mars and Venus. 
The Mercury-Jupiter conjunction will be close enough to allow 

simultaneous viewing under high magnification. 

11d 08h. Venus (-4.5) 1°.0 S of Regulus; 41°E. 
13d 14h. Mercury (0.0) 3° N of Moon; 24°E. 
13d 17h. Jupiter (-1.8) 3° N of Moon; 26°E. 
14d 15h. Mars (+1.8) 5° N of Moon; 38°E. 
14d 16h. Mars (+1.8) 0°.7 N of Regulus; 38°E. 
14d 18h. Venus (-4.5) 3°N of Moon; 40°E. 
15d 08h. Mercury (+0.1) 0°.08 S of Jupiter (-1.8); 25°E. 
22d 06h. Venus (-4.5) 4°S of Mars (+1.8); 37°E. 
27d 01h. Mercury (+0.6) 2° S of Regulus ; 27°E. 

August  

07d 06h. Mercury (+1.4) 2° N of Venus (-4.3); 22°E. 
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West  South 	East 	North 	 AN EXCESS OF ECLIPSES 

JUN 07 JUN 08 JUN 19 JUN 21 
JUL 05 JUL 06 JUL 18 JUL 18 
AUG 02 AUG 02 AUG 15 AUG 14 

Lunar E and W directions above follow 
the usage of the International Astronomical 
Union, with Mare Crisium near the east limb. 
The SW limb can be seen favorably on JUN 
06-10, JUL 05-10, and AUG 03-07. The NE 
limb is well-presented on JUN 16-17, JUL 13-
16, and AUG 11-15. 

AN ONSLAUGHT OF OCCULTATIONS 

Two major, and fourteen minor, planets 
will occult stars in 1991 JUN-AUG, as shown 
in Table 2 below which lists the date, occult-
ing object, visual magnitude of planet fol-
lowed by that of the star, and possible zone of 
visibility for each occultation. Note that the 
naked-eye star SAO 58852 is occulted in the 
AUG 28 event. 

An occultation of Mercury by the 
Moon takes place during our time period, 
AUG 11, 09h, when the +2.1-magnitude planet 
is 18°E of the Sun; visible from Europe, ex-
cluding Spain, Italy, and the Balkans; and 
Central, SE, and E Asia; but only S Japan. 

The series of passages of the Moon across 
the Pleiades open star cluster (M45) resumes; 
with the event of JUN 11, 02h, 3-percent sunlit 
Moon, visible from SW Asia; JUL 08, 12h, 
15-percent phase, from Mexico and Central 
America; and AUG 04, 21h, 35-percent sunlit 
Moon, visible from Australia and SE Asia. 

Three eclipses occur within 29 days of 
each other: a penumbral lunar eclipses on 
1991 JUN 27 and JUL 26, and a total solar 
eclipse on 1991 JUL 11. 

The total solar eclipse is exceptional for 
several reasons and thus is described in a spe-
cial article that follows this one (pp. 86-88). 

Most people, even astronomers, don't get 
very excited about penumbral lunar eclipses 
because the slight shading of the Earth's outer 
shadow is hardly visible. However, these 
events do have two uses: (1) lunar fluores-
cence has been reported for features in the 
penumbral shadow, particularly during times 
of high solar activity; (2) for lunar photome-
try, the times just prior to and after any eclipse 
provide the minimum solar phase angle that 
we can have for the Moon. 

The penumbral lunar eclipse of JUN 27 
has a penumbral magnitude of 0.339 (the max-
imum ingress of the Earth's penumbral shad-
ow is 0.339 lunar radii in from the Moon's 
limb) because the Moon passes 1°.2 S of the 
center of the Earth's shadow. The slight re-
sulting shading on the N limb will be detect-
able only by photometry. The First Penumbral 
Contact is at 0 1 h 46.4m U.T., Mid-Eclipse is 
at 03h 14.7m, and Fourth Penumbral Contact 
occurs at 04h 43.2m. The entire eclipse can be 
seen from E North America, Central and S 
America, and W and S Africa. The beginning 
only of the eclipse can be observed from the 
remainder of North America (except the NW). 
The end only of the eclipse will be visible 
from the remainder of Africa, Europe (except 
the extreme E), and SW Asia. 

Table 2. Occultations of Stars by Major and Minor Planets, 1991 Jun - Aug. 

1991 
U.T. Date 

Occulting 
Object 

Visual 
Magnitudes Predicted Visibility Zone 

JUN 03.34 25 Phocaea +10.6 	+6.9 	Peru, Colombia, Caribbean 
JUN 05.90 2060 Chiron +15.6 	+9.6 E Brazil 
JUN 10.91 6 Hebe +9.6 	+7.5 NE Africa; SE, S, & SE Asia 
JUN 11.26 JUPITER -1.9 	+7.8 NW U.S.A., Hawaii, Fiji, New Zealand 
JUN 13.52 423 Diotima +11.3 	+8.1 S Australia, S Pacific 
JUN 13.88 6 Hebe +9.5 	+8.8 S Central U.S.S.R. 
JUN 15.17 356 Ligura +13.1 	+7.9 S Africa, S South America 
JUN 16.23 130 Elektra +12.6 	+8.7 South America 
JUN 16.40 25 Phocaea +10.4 	+9.6 Mexico, U.S.A. 
JUN 19.73 776 Berbericia +12.5 	+9.2 SW Australia 
JUN 20.39 65 Cybele +13.3 	+8.1 Caribbean 
JUN 25.57 476 Hedwig +11.9 	+9.1 China 
JUL 03.05 130 Elektra +11.5 	+8.7 S South America, S Africa 
JUL 09.32 111 Ate +12.2 	+9.3 South America 
JUL 22.91 MERCURY +0.4 +10.0 South America 
JUL 23.16 1 Ceres +8.7 +11.6 SW U.S.A., Central America 
JUL 25.43 MERCURY +0.5 +9.6 W Australia 
AUG 20.50 8 Flora +10.7 +10.2 W Mexico 
AUG 27.79 3 Juno +9.8 +8.9 Central Europe, N Africa 
AUG 28.54 139 Juewa +13.1 	+5.8 Hawaii, S California 
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The penumbral lunar eclipse of JUL 26 
is similar to the June event in that the faint 
shading of the Moon, even at mid-eclipse will 
be detectable only by photometry. The penum-
bral magnitude is 0.280, with the Moon pass-
ing 1°.3 N of the center of the Earth's shadow, 
thus slightly shading the S limb. The First 
Penumbral Contact is at 16h 47.5m U.T., 
Mid-Eclipse is at 18h 07.8m, and Fourth 
Penumbral Contact occurs at 19h 27.8m. The 
entire eclipse can be seen from Asia (except 
the extreme N and NW), Africa (except the W 
and NW), and Australasia. The beginning only 
of the eclipse can be observed from the central 
Pacific Ocean. The end only of the eclipse will 
be visible from the remainder of Africa, and 
Europe (except the extreme W and NW). 

COMETS 

Several telescopic comets will be present 
in the sky; including Periodic Comets 
Machholz, Hartley 2, Wirtanen, and Faye 
(1991n); and Comet Helin-Lawrence (1991L). 
For more information, see the article by Don 
E. Machholz, "Comet Corner," on pp. 72-76. 

METEOR SHOWERS 

(Contributed by Robert D. Lunsford, A L.P.O. 
Meteors Recorder. For more information see 

"Meteors Section News" on pp. 78-79) 

The S. Delta Aquarids and the Alpha 
Capricornids are spoiled by a bright waning-
gibbous Moon. Save your efforts for the up-
coming Perseids. 

The Perseids will peak under ideal condi-
tions this year. High activity will occur be-
tween August 9th and the 15th, with the 12th 
and the 13th being the best mornings. Meteor 
rates should approach 100 per hour at maxi-
mum from a dark-sky site (i.e., with limiting 
magnitude +6.5 or better). The best hour to 
watch this shower is between 3 and 4 A.M., 
local Daylight Time; many people turn in too 
early for this shower and miss the best part. 

GALILEAN SATELLITE MUTUAL EVENTS 

Jupiter's four Galilean satellites continue 
to eclipse and occult each other, as described 
in "The Mutual Antics of the Galilean 
Satellites" on pp. 189-190 of the November, 
1990, issue of this Journal. 

Mutual phenomena occur during a period 
every six years when the Sun and the Earth 
cross Jupiter's equatorial plane and thus the 
orbital planes of the Galilean satellites. These 
events are fascinating to watch, even in a 
small telescope. For example, you can make a 
series of drawings, or estimate the amount of 
light loss in magnitudes by comparing satel-
lites in the same way as that used for variable 
stars. With a medium-size telescope, the satel-
lites can be photographed in a few seconds' 
exposure, which should be done at regular in-
tervals while the event goes on. One can vid- 

eotape an event with a sensitive video camera 
and a telescope of at least 8 inches (20 cm) ap-
erture, and carefully time the event by record-
ing WWV short-wave time signals on the 
audio track. 

Photoelectric measurements of the light 
changes during an occultation or eclipse are 
probably the most useful amateur observa-
tions. Here, a frequent series of measurements 
is needed, each ideally timed to 0.1-second ac-
curacy. It is, of course, important carefully to 
measure and to correct for the considerable 
scattered light from the nearby disk of Jupiter. 

At least one observer is reporting excellent 
photometric results through the use of a CCD 
camera, with data being computer-processed 
to remove the effect of scattered light from 
Jupiter. 

Occultations of Io by Europa are being 
monitored by the "International Jupiter 
Watch," in order to map Io's volcanic activity. 
To take part, you need to conduct event pho-
tometry in the V or B bands; ideally both so as 
to get time-dependent (B-V) differences. Such 
measures allow us to map the extent of "resur-
facing" on Io caused by the volcanic ejecta. 

Predictions for the events for June-August, 
1991, are listed in Table 3 on p. 85. Future is-
sues of this Journal will continue this listing in 
this column. See also the appropriate annual 
volumes of the A.L.P.O. Solar System 
Ephemeris. 

Note that, because Jupiter will be in con-
junction with the Sun on 1991 AUG 17, the 
"observing window" during this 3-month peri-
od will be a short period. Because of Jupiter's 
low altitude and the possible presence of 
evening twilight, photometry will often be 
precluded. Even under such conditions, visual 
or photographic observations should be possi-
ble, and several of the events in Table 3 
should be observable from your longitude. 

When you observe these mutual events, 
carefully time your observations and let peo-
ple know your results. Depending on the form 
of your observations, they should be sent to 
the following persons: 

—The A.L.P.O. will be happy to receive 
drawings. photographs. and visual photome-
try, which should be sent to: John E. Westfall, 
A.L.P.O., P.O. Box 16131, San Francisco, 
CA, 94116. 

—(B-V) photometry of occultations of Io  
by Europa should be sent to Westfall at the 
above address, who will make them available 
to the International Jupiter Watch. 

—Reports on single-color photometry  
and copies of video tapes (VHS format) of all  
events should be sent to both: 

Dr. Fred Franklin, 
Center for Astrophysics, 60 Garden Street 
Cambridge, MA 02138. 

Dr. Jean-E. Arlot, Bureau des Longitudes; 
77, avenue Denfert-Rochereau; 
75014 - Paris, France. 
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Standard Time Universal Time + value from table 

Z 	0 	E 	 H+9 30 0 — 2 
A 	 E• 	5 30 	K + 10 	P — 7 
• 2 	 6 	K•  + 10 30 	— 7 70 
C 	+ 3 	F• 	6 10 	I. 	1 I 	Q — 4 
O• + 3 30 	G 	7 	fit + 11 
D + 4 	H + 8 	M• . 13 	5 — 6 
D• + 4 /0 	+ 9 	N— I 	T — 7 

/No Standard Time legally adopted. 

180 

U e 
U• 	8 30 
✓ — 9 
V• — 9 30 • 
W — 10 
X — II 
Y 	12 

STANDARD TIME ZONES 

Corrected to May 1988 

Boundaries are approximate. 

Daylight Saving Time (Summer Time), 

usually one hour in advance of Standard 

Tim. If kept in some countries. 

Figure 17. Map of World Standard Time Zones, current to May, 1988. From Astronomical Phenomena 
for the Year 1992 (The Nautical Almanac Office, United States Naval Observatory, 1989), p. 22. 

GETTING STARTED: WHAT TIME Is IT? 

By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Executive Director 

Any lunar or planetary observation that 
we make is useless or at least greatly reduced 
in value for science unless we record and re-
port the date and time that the observation was 
made. As pointed out by Walter Haas in a pre-
vious issue of this column (Vol. 34, No. 4, 
November, 1990, p. 178), how precisely the 
time should be expressed depends on the type 
of observation. What is our concern here is 
that, to avoid ambiguities, all times reported 
should be expressed in the same system—
Universal Time. 

Universal Time (UT), called "Z Time" in 
the military and aviation, is simply the civil 
(local mean solar) time used for the Meridian 
of Greenwich, England (or would be if they 
never went on Daylight Saving Time). 

CONVERTING FROM UT TO LOCAL TIME 
AND FROM LOCAL TIME TO UT 

If you are in most standard time zones, 
you need only add or subtract an integer num-
ber of hours to your civil time to find UT, and 
the opposite to convert from UT to your civil 
time. The world system of time zones is 
mapped in Figure 17 below. The amount of 
the correction that you need to add to (+) or 
subtract from (-) UT to convert to your local 
standard time is given in the table at the bot-
tom of Figure 17. This form of conversion is 
necessary if, for example, you wish to know 
when a celestial event will occur in terms of 
your civil time. Remember that if your area is 
on Daylight Saving Time you need to subtract 
one hour less if your correction is negative, or 
add one hour more if the correction is positive. 

More often, you will need to convert from 
your civil time to UT. Use the same numerical 
value from Figure 17 but do the opposite of 
the above: add instead of subtract for a nega-
tive correction, or subtract instead of add for a 
positive correction. 

Two more points: Work in terms of the 
24-hour clock, it's simpler than "A.M." versus 
"P.M." and it's the convention for UT. 
Second, your subtracting can give a negative 
result—no problem, add 24 hours but subtract 
one calendar day. If your addition gives a re-
sult over 24 hours, subtract 24 hours but add 
one whole day. 

Example 1. A penumbral lunar eclipse be-
gins at 03h 58m UT, 1991 JAN 30. When is 
this in San Francisco's civil time? Referring 
to Figure 17, we see that San Francisco is in 
Zone "U" (PST), which has a time difference 
of -8 hours. This would give a negative result, 
so: (i) We add 24 hours, changing 03:58 to 
27:58; now we subtract the 8 hours, giving 
19:58 PST (or 7:58 P.M.). (ii) Having done 
this, we need to subtract one day, making the 
local date January 29, 1991. 

Example 2. You photograph a comet from 
Arkansas at 3:10 A.M civil time, May 14, 
1991. What is the UT? From the figure below, 
Arkansas is in Zone "S." The indicated correc-
tion is -6 hours, but this becomes -5 hours be-
cause we are now on Daylight Saving Time. 
Then, because we are converting from local 
time to UT, we change the sign and add 5 
hours to obtain UT. In this case the date re-
mains unchanged, so the final result is 1991 
MAY 14, 08h 10m UT. 
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Note that we are making a typographical 
distinction between UT and local civil time: 
1991 JAN 14, 15h 16m is UT; but January (or 
Jan.) 14, 1991, 15:16 is local time. We advise 
observers to do the same so that, even if they 
forget to write "UT" or their civil time, the 
distinction will be clear. 

Most people are not familiar with the let-
ter-designated time zones in Figure 17. For 
North America and Hawaii the more common-
ly-used equivalents; where ST is Standard 
Time and DT is Daylight Time, are: 

P°—Nexfoundland; -3h 30m NST, 
-2h 30m NDT. 

Q—Atlantic; -4h AST, -3h ADT. 
R—Eastern; -5h EST, -4h EDT. 
S—Central, -6h CST, -5h CDT. 
T—Mountain; -7h MST, -6h MDT. 
U—Pacific; -8h PST, -7h PDT. 
V—Alaska; -9h A1ST, -8h AIDT. 
W—Hawaii; -10h HST, -9h HDT. 

FINDING THE TIME IN THE FIRST PLACE 

The system that you express time in is not 
relevant if you don't know the time. For many 
of our observations, where a 1-minute accura-
cy suffices, radio, television, and telephone 
voice time announcements can be used, al-
though they use civil time and have to be con-
verted to UT. 

For greater accuracy, one can use a time 
signal, which is usually in UT (to be precise, 
"Coordinated Universal Time" or UTC). If 
you employ one of these, we suggest that you 
note your watch correction. Many digital 
watches are accurate to a second per day or 
better, so you needn't consult a time signal 
more frequently than that. (Some observers set 
an extra digital watch to UT and avoid repeat-
edly having to do conversion arithmetic.) 

In the United States, you can obtain tele-
phone UT signals by dialing a toll number: 
900-410-8463 (the cost is 50 cents for the first 
minute and 35 cents for each subsequent 
minute up to 3 minutes). This number uses 
land lines to provide 1/40-second accuracy 
throughout the contiguous United States. In 
Canada, use 613-745-12576 (English) or 613-
745-9426 (French). 

Despite the initial investment in a receiv-
er, short-wave radio time signals are less ex-
pensive in the long run. They have the added 
advantage that you can record the time signals 
in the background when recording observa-
tions on a tape recorder or video recorder. 
Unfortunately, parsimonious governments are 
cutting back on this service. Stations that we 
believe are currently operating are: 

WWV (Fort Collins, CO); 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 
20 MHz. 

WWVH (Kauai, HI); 2.5, 5, 10, 15 MHz. 
CHU (Ottawa, Canada); 3.330, 7.335, 

14.670 MHz. 
MSF (Rugby, England); 60 KHz. 
Y3S (Nauen, Germany); 4.525 MHz. 
OMA (Liblice, Czechoslovakia); 50 KHz, 

2.5 MHz. 
ATA (New Delhi, India); 5, 10, 15 MHz.  

VNG (Llandilo, Australia); 5, 10, 15 MHz. 
BY (Sanwa, Japan); 2.5, 5, 8, 10, 15 MHz. 
YVTO (Caracas, Venezuela); 6.1 MHz. 

TECHNICAL ADDENDUM: 
WHAT DOES UT MEASURE? 

Universal Time (UT or, better, UT1) is the 
mean solar time on the Greenwich Meridian. 
This linkage with the Sun's position means 
that UT reflects the Earth's rotation. Sadly, the 
Earth's rotation is irregular, with a long-term 
tendency to slow down. Thus UT1 drifts off 
the more-accurate time given by atomic clocks 
or by the movements of the Moon and planets. 
UTC is a compromise between "atomic time" 
and UT1; it always lags TDT (Terrestrial 
Dynamic Time; equivalent to ET, or 
"Ephemeris Time," used prior to 1985) by 
n.184 seconds (n is an integer; currently 58 
sec.) and TAI (International Atomic Time) by 
(n - 32.184) seconds. The only way that this 
can be done is to add or subtract a "leap sec-
ond" to prevent UTC differing from UT1 by 
more than 0.7 seconds. This was last done on 
1990 DEC 31, 23h 59m 60s, which preceded 
1991 JAN 01, 00h 00h 00s . 

For almost all our observing, UTC is all 
we need. The A.L.P.O. Solar System 
Ephemeris uses UTC throughout, but does this 
by assuming the value of "ST", the amount 
that UT1 lags TDT. The assumed lag for 1991 
is 58 seconds. Unfortunately, we have to ex-
trapolate this value from recent Earth-rotation 
history because it can only be accurately de-
termined after the date it applies to! 

There is, of course, a difference of up to 
±0.7 seconds between the UTC that you ob-
tain and the UT (or UT1) that accurately re-
flects the Earth's rotation. If this difference is 
of concern, the difference AUT1 (equal to UT1 
- UTC) is coded on the radio signals as fol-
lows: If ADT1 is positive, second markers 
("beeps") beginning at the 1-second marker of 
each minute are doubled; if the value is nega-
tive, double-markers begin at the 9-second 
beep. Each such double-marker indicates a 
0.1-second positive or negative difference be-
tween UTC and UT1. 

Fortunately, most A.L.P.O. observers will 
never have to deal with TDT, UT1, or TAI. 
However, the motions of the Earth, Moon, 
planets, and indeed all celestial bodies are ini-
tially computed in TDT, so if you make such 
calculations yourself you will have to deal 
with that time standard. The distinction be-
tween TDT and UTC can make a difference; 
for example, in timing lunar and planetary oc-
cultations or the eclipses and occultations of 
Jupiter's Galilean satellites, or when comput-
ing the paths of totality in future solar eclips-
es. For example, when the writer first comput-
ed the 1991 JUL 11 solar eclipse in the mid-
1970's, the extrapolated AT value for 1991 
was +75 sec., making the northern limit of to-
tality pass several hundred meters south of the 
south shore of the Hawaiian island of Maui. 
The more recent estimate of +57.540 sec. 
changes the predicted path to include about 40 
kilometers of Maui's southeast coastline! 
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The total solar eclipse of July 11, 
1991, as seen from La Paz, Baja 
California Sur, Mexico; the site of 
the 41st A.L.P.O. Convention. 
Photographed by John Westfall with 
a 400-mm f/6.3 lens and Ektachrome 
100 Film. (Top) Totality, showing 
corona! streamers with celestial 
north approximately at top. 
1/8-second exposure. (Bottom) 
"Third Contact"—the end of 
totality, with celestial west 
approximately at top. 1/1000-second 
exposure. The "Diamond Ring" in 
the upper left is caused by the 
solar photosphere reappearing; to 
its right is a large prominence, 
while the bright strip to the left of 
the emerging photosphere is the 
chromosphere. Additional 
prominences can be seen at the 
bottom. 
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THE LUNAR SELECTED AREAS PROGRAM (SAP): 
How TO GET STARTED 

By: Julius L. Benton, Jr., A.L.P.O. Lunar Selected Areas Program Recorder 

BACKGROUND 

Over two decades ago, the Lunar 
Transient Phenomena (LTP) Patrol was intro-
duced as a new program for the A.L.P.O. 
Lunar Section. A major emphasis of this effort 
was visually to monitor supposed variations of 
the lunar surface which were brief or ephem-
eral, usually lasting from a few seconds to the 
order of thirty minutes, and quite unpredict-
able. In addition to such transient events, ob-
servers were asked to record intensity esti-
mates of lunar features that were suspected of 
"seasonal" or long-term phenomena. Thus 
commenced the intensive study of such care-
fully selected features as Aristarchus and 
Herodotus, Alphonsus, Eratosthenes, and 
Kepler, to name a few. As the observational 
data base grew and reports were published, 
new areas were added to the program, such as 
Atlas, Ross D, Colombo, and others. 

By 1971, the A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorders 
decided to divide our observational pursuits 
into a bona fide and separate LTP Survey and 
to form a Selected Areas Program (SAP) to 
deal rigorously and more effectively with the 
long-term phenomena that were being report-
ed. Both programs experienced promising ob-
servational results for the next few years. 

In the 20 years since 1971, the LTP 
Survey and the Selected Areas Program di-
verged. Also, observers began to lose interest 
in visual lunar work in the wake of extensive 
photography of our satellite by the Lunar 
Orbiter space probes and then firsthand explo-
rations by the Apollo astronauts. The question 
of whether lunar observations by amateur as-
tronomers had any remaining value was heard 
more frequently. This question has been fre-
quently addressed in the literature over the 
past two decades, and there are those even 
today who still believe that little can be done 
by the earthbased visual lunar observer that is 
of any real value to science. 

If one spends a little time examining 
where the emphases of the LTP Survey and 
the Selected Areas Program really lie, it 
should be clear that both programs are mean-
ingful and have enormous potential. The na-
ture of the observational work of these pro-
grams involves prolonged monitoring of the 
Moon and is quite removed from the brief pe-
riods of study by manned and unmanned 
spacecraft. It is through the patient and persis-
tent efforts of visual observers that what ap-
pears to be variable phenomena occurring at 
the Moon's surface can be thoroughly and reg-
ularly monitored visually and photographical-
ly. The results of new studies can certainly 
supplement the findings of the past LTP 
Survey and Selected Areas Programs, as well 
as adding to the knowledge of the Moon that 
was gathered by spacecraft. 

Today, although the LTP Patrol and SAP 
continue to be regular A.L.P.O. programs, a 
very limited observer response continues, re-
flecting a widespread apathy of the amateur 
astronomical community toward studies of the 
Moon. We hope that this brief description of 
what the A.L.P.O. Lunar Selected Areas 
Program is all about will entice individuals to 
turn their telescopes toward the Moon. 
Because the LTP Survey is now a program 
separate from the SAP, we make no attempt 
here to discuss the former, except to say that 
both programs are more effective from the 
standpoint of comparative data exchange if 
observers in both programs use similar meth-
ods and monitor some of the same lunar areas. 

SAP OBSERVATIONAL PROGRAMS 

Unlike the LTP Survey, the Selected 
Areas Program monitors regular and cyclical 
long-term variations over the course of several 
lunations, for specifically designated lunar 
areas. In general, the SAP tries carefully to in-
vestigate the following possible phenomena 
for each feature chosen: 

1. Tonal and/or Color Variations. Watch 
for any change in tone or color, or in the 
size and shape of an area of distinctive tone 
or color, which is not related to varying il-
lumination. Such phenomena do not exactly 
repeat from lunation to lunation. Features 
most subject to such behavior are radial 
bands, dark patches, and nimbi or haloes. 

2. Shape and Size Changes. Pay careful 
attention to any change in the apparent 
morphology of an area that is not traceable 
to changes in lighting or libration. 

3. Shadow Anomalies. Watch for any devi-
ation of a shadow from absolute black, or 
any shadow with an anomalous shape or 
color, especially if not traceable to changes 
in lighting conditions. 

4. Appearance or Disappearance of Fea-
tures. Although any such events are ex-
tremely controversial and rare, we should 
monitor any feature that is suspected of 
being present during an observing session 
but which is found to be absent on earlier 
maps or photographs. Naturally, we should 
also note areas that were shown on earlier 
maps or photographs that are not readily 
apparent today. 

5. Eclipse-Induced Changes. We also seek 
observations of any of the above phenome-
na that might in any way be associated with 
an eclipse of the Moon. 

Most of the phenomena listed above are 
related to anomalous changes in morphology, tl.  
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tone, or hue, which cannot be explained by 
changes in sun angle or libration, and which 
do not repeat in any systematic way from lu-
nation to lunation. Searching for such phe-
nomena is one of the chief goals of the SAP. 
However, before we can do this, we must es-
tablish the normal aspects of features under all 
conditions of illumination, particularly the 
normal brightness or albedo of features at all 
phase angles. [The phase angle is the angle 
between the Sun and the observer as seen 
from the feature itself. It is approximately 
180° at New Moon and 0° at Full Moon. Ed.] 

In order to be consistent, the SAP uses 
some of the same methods that were pioneered 
years ago by former Recorders, although sub-
stantial changes have taken place in the SAP 
functions. For example, several areas that had 
been selected in the past, such as Plato and 
Alphonsus, have received extensive observa-
tions. Other areas, although part of the SAP, 
never had the attention that they deserved. In 
the past, observers freely chose the areas that 
they were to monitor, but this policy resulted 
in limited coverage of important regions. 
Therefore, in order that all SAP areas receive 
sufficient attention, areas are now assigned to 
individual observers. However, some choice is 
still possible for those who truly wish to moni-
tor a specific feature. 

After considerable thought and consulta-
tion with other lunar colleagues, including 
those in the LTP Survey, we have decided to 
concentrate on the following areas for now: 

Alphonsus Copernicus 	Plato 
Tycho 	Aristarchus-Herodotus 

These features are all easy to find and are im-
portant for long-term intensive study. We have 
made outline charts and forms for these areas, 
which are available to those who express an 
interest in the SAP. Features will be assigned 
so that a team of observers will follow each 
area regularly. If an observer wishes to study 
areas in addition to the one assigned, contact 
this SAP Recorder for outline forms. 

Remember that our standard procedure is 
to monitor visually all of the assigned Selected 
Areas as objectively as possible. We follow a 
regular observing schedule over many luna-
tions, using systematic procedures. Although 
telescope aperture is not of prime importance, 
excellent optics are required in order to cap-
ture lunar detail on the threshold of visibility. 
Of course, larger apertures will reveal more 
detail, given favorable seeing conditions. 
Observers should become well acquainted 
with the characteristics and the capabilities of 
their telescopes. They should understand what 
scattered light and reflections, irradiation, and 
aberrations caused by the eye, the instrument, 
and the atmosphere can do to images and how 
to recognize such spurious effects. 

OBSERVATIONAL PROCEDURES 
BRIEFLY NOTED 

The general observing procedures of 
the SAP are as follows:  

1. Concentrate on one, or at most two, features 
throughout any given lunation. Place each ob-
servation on the form provided by the SAP. 

2. For observations of the same feature, use 
the same telescope, range of magnifications, 
filters, and so forth. 

3. Keep careful records of the Universal Time 
and date of observations, the colongitude 
range, the eyepiece field orientation, and any 
other pertinent information. There is space on 
the SAP forms for this information, and the 
SAP literature includes methods of computing 
colongitude the lunar longitude of the sunrise 
terminator]. 

4. Observe the Moon at altitudes greater than 
about 25° so that most of the effects of atmo-
spheric dispersion and differential refraction 
are at a minimum. 

5. Carefully appraise the seeing in the vicinity 
of the Moon, using the standard A.L.P.O. 
Seeing Scale of 0.0 (poorest) to 10.0 (steady, 
perfect seeing). Quantify the transparency in 
terms of the magnitude of the faintest star that 
can be seen by the naked eye at the time of ob-
servation. Note the sky clarity as well because 
the brightness of the Moon will affect the visi-
bility of stars. Monitor seeing and transparen-
cy changes during the period of observation. 

6. The SAP provides a reference outline chart 
for each selected lunar feature, with several 
points chosen to help in the standardization of 
observations. We have assigned letters to 
these points, as shown in Figure 1 (p. 102), in 
order to reference albedo estimates as follows: 

A. A letter has been designated for each 
cardinal point (i.e., N, E, S, or W in the 
I.A.U. sense, where Mare Crisium is 
near the east limb) on the inner walls of 
craters or on the exterior sides of moun-
tains and domes. 
B. A letter has been assigned to the sum-
mit(s) of central peaks, if they exist, or to 
the summits of lunar mountains. 
C. Several points have been established 
on the floors of craters and in surround-
ing terrain. 

It is very important to use consistently 
the same points in a feature over time for 
assigning albedo values. The point as-
signed should always remain the same for 
all observations of the same feature. If the 
observer adds points of reference to the di-
agram, they should be noted carefully and 
should never be letters that are already 
used on the form. 

7. Table 1 (p. 103) presents Elger's Scale of 
Albedo Values, with a few examples for Full 
phase (0° phase angle). [Note: "Eiger's" 
Scale is based on one originally developed 
by Schroter. Ed.] Observers should initially 
familiarize themselves at Full Moon with all 
the steps and examples in Elger's Scale and 
make a permanent reference gray scale. This 
can be done very easily by using selectively 
exposed film, graded pencil shadings, a 
good photographic grey-scale wedge, or 
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Index Albedo Albedo Albedo  

A 	 
B 	 
C 	 
D 
E 
1? 	 

H 
I 	 
J 	 
K 
L 
Ni 
N 
G 

Q 	 
R 	 
S 

Telephone )  — 
Telescope 	  

Magnification(s) 

Seeing 
Transparency 	  
Time (UT) Start 	 
Time (UT) End 	 
Oolong. (start) 	 
Colong. (end) 	 
Altitudo of Moon 

General Observational Notes: 

Figure 1. Sample lunar Selected Areas Program observing form, showing Plato and vicinity. 

Date (UT) 
Observer 	 
Address 

some similar means to match each step of 
the scale in integrated light (no filter). Once 
this reference chart has been calibrated at 
the telescope, it becomes the reference stan-
dard for estimating the albedos of the fea-
tures being observed. Match the albedo of 
each point in the feature to the nearest grey-
scale swathe. Always use the same telescope 
and magnitude for routine observing that 
you used for setting up the grey scale. 

8. One of the outline charts on each form 
(see Figure 1 above) is to be used for draw-
ing the feature observed, and you should at-
tempt to represent as accurately as possible 

what the feature looked like at the time and 
date of observation. 

9.You can enhance your albedo estimates by 
following up with color observations, using 
filters such as the Kodak Wratten series that 
have precisely-known transmission charac-
teristics. If you make color-filter observa-
tions, start at Full Moon, noting the appear-
ance of Elger's representative features in 
different wavelengths of light, setting up a 
grey scale for each filter to be used. Always 
precede such observations with integrated-
light observations. 
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Table 1. Elger's Albedo Reference Scale With Examples. 

Numerical 
Value 
	

Lunar Features as Examles (high sun anale except for 0.0) 

	

0.0 	Black Shadows 

	

1.0 	Darkest parts of Grimaldi, Riccioli 

	

1.5 	Interiors of Billy, Boscovich, Zupus 

	

2.0 	Floors of Endymion, Le Monnier, Julius Caesar, Crtiger, Fourier A 

	

2.5 	Interiors of Azout, Vitruvius, Pitatus, Hippalus, Marius 

	

3.0 	Interiors of Taruntius, Plinius, Theophilus, Parrot, Flamsteed, Mercator 

	

3.5 	Interiors of Hansen, Archimedes, Mersenius 

	

4.0 	Interiors of Manilius, Ptolemaeus, Guericke 

	

4.5 	Surface around Aristillus; Sinus Medii 

	

5.0 	Walls of Arago, Lansberg, Bullialdus; surfaces around Kepler, Archimedes 

	

5.5 	Walls of Picard and Timocharis; rays of Copernicus 

	

6.0 	Walls of Macrobius, Kant, Bessel, Flamsteed, Mosting 

	

6.5 	Walls of Langrenus, Thaetetus; LaHire 

	

7.0 	Theon, Ariadaeus, Bode B, Kepler, Wichmann 

	

7.5 	Ukert, Hortensius, Euclides 

	

8.0 	Walls of Godin, Bode, Copernicus 

	

8.5 	Walls of Proclus, Bode A, Hipparchus C 

	

9.0 	Censorinus, Dionysius, lasting A, Mersenius B and C 

	

9.5 	Interior of Aristarchus, La Perouse A 

	

10.0 	Central Peak of Aristarchus 

:ET 

Always accompany your observations 
with brief but complete descriptive notes. 
Describe such phenomena as features visible 
under high or low Sun angles, the nature and 
extent of any associated bright rays or bands , 
and the general morphological aspect of the 
area of study. Give details about any anoma-
lous or unusual aspects that you see. 

You can find complete details on observ-
ing methods and techniques in the AL.P.O. 
Lunar Selected Areas Program Manual, 
which is available from this Recorder (address 
on inside back cover) as part of the "Lunar 
SAP Kit." If you wish to participate in a truly 
enjoyable opportunity to make useful contri-
butions to our knowledge about the Moon, 
please contact me for further information. 
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PRACTICAL LUNAR PHOTOELECTRIC PHOTOMETRY 

By Charles A. Kapral 0 1991 

ABSTRACT 

This report describes a lunar photoelectric photometry project that consisted of measur-
ing the brightness of four lunar features through relative photometry with a solid-state pho-
tometer. It explains the selection criteria used and the observing procedures, with a worked 
example at the end of the paper. 

curve is well-established. However, experi- 
ence has now shown that it is more efficient to 

as my only study site, because its brightness  

measure several neighboring sites at the same 
time, because the same comparison site mea- 
surements may be used for all. Therefore, ad- 
ditional sites were chosen using these selec- 
tion criteria: 

1. All sites should be close together. 

INTRODUCTION 

Lunar photoelectric photometry, as de-
scribed in this report, is the measurement of 
the brightness of a lunar site, compared to the 
known brightness of a comparison site. The 
equipment that I used was a 10-inch (25-cm) 
f/10 Meade 2120 Schmidt-Cassegrain tele-
scope with an OPTEC SSP-3 solid-state pho-
tometer equipped with standard V (visual) and 
B (blue) broad-band filters. These were used 
with a 4-inch (10-cm) extension tube and a 3X 
Barlow Lens to obtain a 30 km-diameter scan 
area on the Moon. 

SITE SELECTION 

Comparison sites were selected from the 
"Shorthill List" in Appendix C of the A.L.P.O. 
Lunar Photoelectric Photometry Handbook 
(Westfall, 1984), using the primary sites if at 
all possible, these being the better-defined 
sites with relatively small uncertainties in their 
photometric properties. Several of the poten-
tial comparison sites are also Lunar Transient 
Phenomena (LTP) sites, and should be avoid-
ed, because using them would be like trying to 
obtain a variable star's light curve by using 
another variable as the comparison star! 
Because it is not always possible to avoid such 
sites, two comparison sites were selected in 
the hope that only one of them, at most, would 
display transient activity. The comparison 
sites used for this example are circled in 
Figure 2 (p. 105) and were: 

D27 Site. A primary site located in Mare 
Crisium about one-third of the way be-
tween Cape Agarum and Picard at lunar 
coordinates: 4 = +0.8169, 	= +0.2349; 
longitude = 57°.18 E, latitude = 13°.58 N. 
The albedo is 0.0640, with local colongi-
tudes: sunrise = 302°.8, noon = 032°.8, 
sunset = 122°.8. [Note that directions in 
this paper follow the IAU convention, with 
Mare Crisium near the east limb and Plato 
near the north limb. Note also that the 
albedos for the two comparison sites apply 
to the B band. Ed.] 

C88 Site. A primary site located in the 
crater Taruntius at lunar coordinates: 4 = 
+0.7209, i = +0.0973; longitude • 46°.42 
E, latitude = 05°.58 N. The albedo is 
0.0874, with local colongitudes: sunrise = 
313°.6, noon = 043°.6, sunset = 133°.6. 

I initially planned to use the crater Proclus 

2. The area should be easily identifiable 
throughout a lunation. 

3. Local known albedo variations in the 30-
km scan areas should be small. 

4. The sites should be reasonably flat with a 
minimum of local relief, eliminating local 
local shading. 

5. There should be no high features immedi-
iately east or west of the sites, eliminating 
external shading. 

6. The comparison sites should be at approxi-
mately the same longitude as the study sites, 
to insure that they are visible during the entire 
time that the study sites are visible. 

7. The "site set" should be located so that it 
can be observed throughout a lunation; e.g., in 
the lunar Eastern Hemisphere if you work a 
first shift, or the Western Hemisphere if you 
work a second shift, unless you don't mind 
getting up in the middle of the night to make 
an hour or two of observations. 

The four study sites were chosen using 
Dinsmore Alter's Lunar Atlas (1964); NASA 
SP-206, Lunar Orbiter Photographic Atlas of 
the Moon (Bowker & Hughes, 1971); and the 
"Lunar Quadrant Maps" prepared by D.W.G 
Arthur and his associates (1963, 1964, 1965, 
1966). The study sites are circled in Figure 2 
(p. 105) and are described as follows: 

Cape Agarum. A well-known LTP site, 
Cape Agarum is strongly affected by lunar 
librations, so care must be used when mak-
ing measurements. Its coordinates are: g = 
4-0.8800, = +0.2350; longitude = 65° E, 
latitude = 14° N. Local colongitudes are: 
sunrise = 295°, noon • 025°, sunset = 115°. 

Proclus. A bright crater on the east edge of 
Palus Somnii, 28.0 km in diameter, with a 
sharply-defined rim. Proclus is an upland 
crater with no central peak, and is the cen-
ter of a bright ray system with a darker fan 
extending into Palus Somnii. Its coordinates 
are: t = +0.7020, = +0.2776; longitude = 
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Figure 2. Outline chart of the photometric sites described in the text. Rotate this page 90° clockwise 
for proper orientation; making lunar south at top and east (IAU) to the left. Base from Arthur (1963). 

46°.9 E, latitude - 16°.1 N. Local colongi-
tudes are: sunrise = 313°.1, noon = 043°.1, 
sunset = 133°.1. 

Palus Somnii. The site in this mare is mid-
way between Proclus and Lyell, at coordi-
nates: 4 = +0.6684, 'ft •-• +0.2563; longitude 

43°.75 E, latitude = 14°.85 N. Local 
colongitudes are: sunrise = 316°.25, noon -
046°.25, sunset = 136°.25. 

Lyell. A 32.2-km crater on the west side of 
Palus Somnii. Lyell has a broken rim with a 
flooded interior and no central peak. This 
pre-mare crater overlaps both mare and up-
lands. Its coordinates are: g = A-0.6330, r1 = 
+0.2360; longitude = 40°6 E, latitude = 
13°.6 N. Local colongitudes are: sunrise = 
319°.4, noon = 049°.4, sunset = 139°.4. 

THE OBSERVING SESSION 

The observing sequence was: SKY - 
COMPARISON SITE 1 - COMPARISON SHE 2 -
CAPE AGARUM - PROCLUS - PALUS SOMNII - 
LYELL - COMPARISON SITE 1 - COMPARISON 
SITE 2 - SKY. A minimum of four sets of mea-
sures was taken during each observing ses-
sion. The sky reading was taken by placing the 
east limb of the Moon immediately outside the 
telescope's field of view, and then making the 
measurement. A V-filter measure was record-
ed, followed by a B-filter measure, for each 
sky and site. The transparency was determined 
by recording the faintest star visible near the 
zenith. A typical observing session lasted ap-
proximately 1.25 hours. A voice-actuated tape 
recorder was found to be handy for notes, but 
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taping the measurements results in a long and 
tedious transcription process and is not recom-
mended. See Figure 3 (p. 107) for the results 
of the observing session of 1990 AUG 04. 

DATA REDUCTION 

To save time and reduce the chance of 
error, data reduction should be performed on a 
computer. A program is being developed to 
perform the complete data reduction process. 
A fully-worked example is given on Figures 
4-6 (pp. 108-110). As a first step in the reduc-
tion process, the observer should determine 
his observing site's terrestrial latitude and 
longitude and the lunar latitude and longitude 
of each comparison and study site. [Space pre-
cludes giving the mathematical details of the 
reduction process here. Mr. Kapral has kindly 
offered to send a copy of the reduction formu-
lae and algorithms to any person who supplies 
him with a stamped self-addressed envelope. 
His address is: 6601 Hana Road, Edison, NJ 
08817. Ed.] 

MULTIBAND PHOTOMETRY 

Multiband photometry is the measurement 
of the brightness of a site in more than one 
spectral band. The use of B, V, and R (red) 
wide-band filters is especially useful for the 
detection of short- and long-term LTP color 
changes. The previous observing sequence 
must be modified for multiband photometry in 
order to include the measurement of a "stan-
dard," and an "extinction," star. A standard 
star is required in order to define a known 
magnitude with which you can determine the 
apparent magnitude of the site. Standard star 
magnitudes are based on the Johnson and 
Morgan definition of the UBV system. 

The extinction star is used to determine 
the first-order atmospheric extinction coeffi-
cient. This is the loss of light due to its attenu-
ation when traveling through the changing air 
mass. The extinction is determined by using a 
least-squares analysis of the air mass-versus-
magnitude function. A list of standard and ex-
tinction stars is given in Henden and 
Kaitchuck (1982). 

A possible observing sequence for multi-
band lunar photometry could be: SKY -
STANDARD STAR - EXTINCTION STAR-
COMPARISON SITE 1 - COMPARISON SITE 2 -
SITE 1 - SITE 2 - SITE 3 - Sim 4 -
COMPARISON SITE 1 - COMPARISON SITE 2 -
STANDARD STAR - EXTINCTION STAR - SKY. 

The readings are used to determine the 
"magnitude" of each site. These "magnitudes" 
are not equivalent to stellar magnitudes be-
cause the sites are extended sources, repre-
senting the photometer's scan area projected 
onto the Moon. This distinction is irrelevant 
because only the color difference(e.g., B-V) is 
of interest. The determination of the color 
index of a site may be averaged over an ob-
serving session unless one suspected a rapid 
[but not too rapid!] LTP color change, in 
which case the color index should be reduced 
for each sequence. 

OBJECTIVES 

The short-term objective of this project is 
to establish sound working procedures, easily 
implemented by any amateur astronomer who 
has a photoelectric photometer. This is to en-
courage more amateur astronomers to become 
involved in serious, worthwhile lunar studies. 

The long-term objectives are to: (1) derive 
the brightness curves for sites which have not 
yet been well studied; and (2) monitor LTP 
sites for changes in their brightness curves. 
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Note by Editor: Now that photoelectric pho-
tometers are relatively inexpensive and avail-
able to many amateurs, we hope that our read-
ers will consider a lunar photometry program. 
The Handbook listed above (Westfall, 1984) is 
available from our Lunar Photometry 
Recorder, Mr. Francis Graham, whose address 
is given in the inside back cover. Note also the 
applicability of such photometry to the study 
of lunar Selected Areas, as described in the 
previous article. 

(Note continued on p. 108) 

DATE: 
C OVA. 

LUNA:i PHOTO 1ET .iY OBS E.WATION FORM 

SEEING: 	6. 	T WS tA.iENC ich 	.iii9 Y : 	...5--  
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Cl 02. : i H 2. or ‘I C YL 
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Cl c 1 2.-: 17 3-1 q 3 ice/  
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?roc lus oa:sz 'It. /V9e: 
Palus Somnii ez• 2.., .2-7.2.1 9y 3 
Lye 11 oz: 25--  z,..6-1.--2.- 7r.5".  
C l. 02. 2-7 .2.! 0/ 6.  7 ,r‘ 
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o3.2ci 7 2/ 2  6/ 
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Figure 3. Sample set of lunar photometric observations by Charles A. Kapral, 1990 AUG 04. 
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LUNAR t'HOTOETRY DATA REDUCTION FORM - FOR:4 1 

, ,I 
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2-35-C 
ll'as" 
G97 Lye .1.1 oa., 25 7..356 A''. 1 7 

Cl p2:27 /los-- GI 6" - _ 
- 
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3 
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C2 o 2 L7'3"-- 2 	2./. kL5-- 2-51c-to P241 
Cape Agarum o,2: 3 i 75i 7 290 ,27 9 3 gcl 0 
Proclus OA; 32 LLI 0 2- gL3 0 2 LS= 
Palus Somnii 0.2." 4, e, 2.2 iIC 4:175 28416 901 
Lyell os..•az.. 2473 72C 2w73 7-6 
Cl c,a.tide/ 20.Z .E- 6-5-0 - - 
C2 oa:ihr 2432_ 2"34 - - 

/tole/ 
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4 

Cl 02:4,k 2.0 2_2__. 4i4 9 .20s-ei CV C 
C2 0A- e-s?, 2-fief g.2-0 14'.2. 6' 8/8 
Cape Agarum 02 1,5-2- 2,SW W 

r:13 
.2,3' ,4/ 
417 410   

09'7 
/drI7 Proclus a' .2.15,-- 1.1 7 i -I 0 

Palus Somnii ai...;_s-c 1979 /SC- 2-97 9 9..."," 
Lye 11 02.:5-11 2--.1"353--- 7c1-0 2TY's- 720 
Cl a3: 0 2- 2-., 77 41.11L - - 
C2 o3:aq 2G5-3-- g/L - --- 

1 

Cl 
C2 
Cape Agarum 
Proclus 
Palus Sward/ 
Lyell 
Cl 
C2 

AVERAGED READINGS 

OBJECT V B 
Cl 1953- 614, 
C2 a--5-30 190 
Cape Sarum 2.‘ 9L il 
Proclus P YS /o I/(7 
Palus Somnii 2.11* I 2- 2" 2 
I,ye1l 23 71, '72-7 

Figure 4. Initial reduction of sample set of lunar photometric observations by Charles A. Kapral, 1990 
AUG 04. Subtraction of sky brightness and averaging of four sets of measurements. 

We also note that the photometry of the Moon, problems preclude many other forms of obser- 
and indeed the bright planets, is relatively un- 	vation, increasing the appeal of a program 
affected by the light pollution found at urban 	such as the one described in the above article. 
and even suburban observing sites. Such 
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LUNAR PHCYMIETRY DATA REDUCTION FOR.,1 - FORA 2 

DATE:  V4/ ./6 	FILTER:  V  

SET U.T. 03,TECT R' ALT. 
SUN ..:ARTH A'AAS 
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Figure 5. Further reduction of sample set of lunar photometric observations by Charles A. Kapral, 1990 
AUG 04. Calculation of lighting and libration parameters, air mass, brightness corrected for extinction 

and averaging of four sets of measurements. 
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Figure 6.Final reduction of sample set of lunar photometric observations by Charles A. Kapral, 1990 
AuG 04. Determination of site illuminance (L) and albedo, and averaging of four sets of measurements. 
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Table 1. Occultations of Stars by Minor Planets, 1991 SEP - Nov. 

1991 
U.T. Date 

Occulting 
Object 

Visual 
Magnitudes Predicted Visibility Zone 

SEP 10.56 536 Merapi +13.2 +7.0 Indonesia, Hawaii; SW U.S.A.? 
OCT 13.54 386 Siegena +13.4 +8.4 NW U.S.A.; SW U.S.A., Baja California? 
OCT 15.23 44 Nysa +10.7 +8.4 SE U.S.A., N Spain 
OCT 15.91 471 Papagena +11.0 +8.3 Indonesia 
OCT 17.59 387 Aquitania +11.5 +8.6 N Australia 
OCT 18.46 39 Laetitia +11.3 +8.2 SE Asia 
Nov 01.13 363 Padua +13.2 +8.2 Africa, South America 
NOV 02.99 796 Salta +11.3 +9.5 SE U.S.A., Africa 
NOV 30.52 6 Hebe +9.4 +5.9 Central U.S.S.R. 

During the current period, the schedule 
for the Moon's phases is: 

Few Moon First Quarter Full Moon Last Ouarter 

SEP 08.5 SEP 15.9 SEP 23.9 OCT 01.0 
OCT 07.9 OCT 15.7 Ocr 23.5 Ocr 30.3 
NOV 06.5 NOV 14.6 NOV 22.0 NOV 28.6 

The three lunations above are Numbers 
850-852 in Brown's series. 

The other significant lunar visibility con-
dition is the Moon's librations, or E-W and 
N-S tilts in relation to the Earth. Extreme li-
brations occur on the following dates: 

West  South  North  East  

AUG 29 AUG 29 SEP 11 SEP 12 
SEP 24 SEP 25 OCT 08 OCT 09 
OCT 21 OCT 22 NOV 04 NOV 05 
NOv 18 Nov 19 DEC 01 DEC 02 

Lunar E and W directions here follow the 
usage of the International Astronomical 
Union, with Mare Crisium near the east limb. 
The SW limb can be seen favorably on SEP 
23-26, OCT 22-25, and NOV 21-23. The NE 
limb is presented well on SEP10-11, OCT 10-
11, and NOV 08-09. Because the Sun's decli-
nation, as seen from the Moon, will be at its 
farthest south in mid-October, the period of 
high southerly libration on OCT 20-25 will be 
very favorable for viewing the Moon's South 
Polar Region. 

PLANETARY AND LUNAR OCCULTATIONS 

Nine minor planets will occult stars in 
1991 SEP-NOV, as shown in Table 1 below 
which lists the date, occulting object, visual 
magnitude of planet followed by that of the 
star, and possible zone of visibility for each 
occultation. Note that a naked-eye star is oc-
culted in the NOV 30 event. 

As for lunar occultations. the Moon passes 
in front of bright planets twice during the peri-
od covered here. The first such event is an oc-
cultation of Venus by the Moon on OCT 
04, 15h, visible from S and W South America. 

At that time Venus will be at magnitude -4.5, 
42° W of the Sun. 

The second event is a lunar occultation of 
Mercury on NOV 08, 04h, unfortunately visi-
ble only from the S Indian Ocean and the SW 
Pacific Ocean. The only land visibility will be 
from S New Zealand, with the magnitude -0.3 
planet 20°E of the Sun. 

Although the Moon occults no bright stars 
during 1991 SEP-NOV, the series of passages 
of the Moon across the Pleiades open star 
cluster (M45) continues with these events: 
SEP 01, 03h, 57-percent sunlit Moon, visible 
from Africa; SEP 28, 09h, 79-percent phase, 
from South America; OCT 25, 14h, 94-percent 
phase, from Australia and New Zealand; and 
NOv 22, 00h, 100-percent sunlit Moon, visible 
from South America and S Africa. 

COMETS 

Several telescopic comets will be visible; 
including Periodic Comets Schwassmann-
Wachmann 1, Hartley 2, Wirtanen, and Faye; 
and Comet Helin-Lawrence (1991L). For 
more information, see the article by Don E. 
Machholz, "Comet Corner," on pp. 135-137. 

METEOR SHOWERS 

(Contributed by Robert D. Lunsford, 
A.L.P .0. Meteors Recorder) 

The Fall season offers an unhampered 
view of the Taurid complex and of the strong 
Geminids. All other major showers suffer 
from lunar interference to some degree. 

An interesting shower could occur on the 
night of October 8-9. With Comet Giacobini-
Zinner arriving at perihelion next year, there 
could be an increase in rates for the October 
Draconids (also known as the Giacobinids). 
Do not expect much of a display because bet-
ter circumstances in the past have produced 
minimal results. To observe this shower, face 
northward immediately following the end of 
evening twilight on October 8th, local time, 
and watch for faint meteors radiating from the 
head of Draco. 

This is a good year to introduce yourself to 
the Taurid complex. Both Taurid showers 
produce slow and often brightly-colored mete- 
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DUES INCREASE NOTICE 

As noted in our 1991 Board Meeting Minutes on the previous page, it has been necessary 
to increase dues for all A.L.P.O. membership categories. This has been a result of increasing 
expenses, particularly printing and mailing costs. The increased dues will go into effect on 
January 1, 1992; prior to that date, you may renew your membership for up to two years at 
the present rate. The  new dues schedule will be as follows: 

United States, Canada, and Mexico 	$16.00 for 1 year or $26.00 for 2 years 
All Other Countries* 	  $20.00 for 1 year or $33.00 for 2 years 

Sustaining Member 	$25.00 (1 year only) 
Sponsorship 	$50.00 (f year only) 

Associate membership 	$3.00 (1 year only; excludes Journal subscription) 

A 20-percent surcharge applies to memberships obtained through subscription agencies 
or which require an invoice. 

* As several overseas members have written that our experiment with a direct mailing service 
has resulted in much faster delivery for them, we will continue with this method, the addi-
tional cost of which is included in the new overseas dues. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

ASSOCIATION BUSINESS 

Alika K. Herring Receives Walter H. 
Haas Observing Award.—The veteran lunar 
and planetary observer, Alika K. Herring, has 
been selected by our Awards Committee as 
the recipient of the Walter H. Haas Observing 
Award for 1991. Mr. Herring has been an 
A.L.P.O. member for many years, and perhaps 
is best known for his accurate, detailed, and 
attractive drawings of lunar features, many of 
which have appeared in this Journal and in a 
series in Sky and Telescope magazine in the 
1950's and 1960's. He remains active with 
lunar dome studies. 

A.L.P.O. Benefactors.—Once again we a 
honored to list those A.L.P.O. members who 
have generously contributed more than the 
minimum dues required for membership. 
Thanks to them, we are able to maintain our 
operations and publications. The persons list-
ed below have made contributions since our 
previous listing in our March, 1991, issue. 

A.L.P.O. Sponsors contribute at least $40 
per year and are: Richard Baum, Julius L. 
Benton, Jr., Paul H. Bock, Jr., James R. 
Brunkella, Nancy J. Byrd, Darryl J. Davis, 
Phillip R. Glaser, Robert B. McClellan, David 
McDavid, Patrick S. McIntosh, Michael 
Mattei, Paul C. Millikan, Brenton R. Ogle, 
Jose Olivarez, Arthur K. Parizek, Donald C. 
Parker, Thomas C. Peterson, Richard W. 
Schmude, Kenneth Schneller, Harold J. 
Stelzer, Berton and Janet Stevens, Richard J. 
Wessling, Matthew Will, and Thomas P. 
Williams. 

Sustaining Members contribute between 
$20 and $40. They are: W.D. Baldwin, Pete 
Banholzer, Ulrich Blech, Klaus R. Brasch, 
Harper M. Bruce, Phillip W. Budine, Reginald 
F. Buller, Clark R. Chapman, Donald M. 
Clement, Thomas P. Davis, Kenneth J. 

Delano, Alan French, Michael Granger, 
Charles Hance, Richard E. Hill, John T. Hopf, 
Harry D. Jamieson, Joe and Joann Kamichitis, 
Kansas Astronomical Observers, H.W. 
Kelsey, Charles Klausing, Mark Lancaster, 
George F. Lenz, David D. Meisel, Jay H. 
Miller, Col. John W. Mohr, Woodie F. Morris, 
Lee Morrow, New Mexico State University, 
Gary S. Nichols, Walt Parker, Richard M. 
Pembroke, James Phillips, Peter Rasmussen, 
Richmond Astronomical Society, Timothy J. 
Robertson, Sacramento Valley Astronomical 
Society, Peter C. Scott, Lee M. Smojver, Don 
Spain, Richard Stanton, Michael E. 
Sweetman, Barry B. Thompson, Ken 
Thomson, Brad Timerson, Gary K. Walker, 
Leo F. Wellner, Samuel R. Whitby, Jack 
Whorwood, Matthew Will, Alan P. Witzgall, 
Jack Whorwood, and Mike Worthington. 

Foreign Membership Fund.—Recently, 
several A.L.P.O. members have kindly donat-
ed to our Foreign Observers Fund, which pro-
vides A.L.P.O. dues for deserving amateur as-
tronomers who live in countries where it is 
difficult to obtain American dollars. These re-
cent donors are: Paul Bock, H.W. Kelsey, 
Peter Rasmussen, and John Sanford. Their 
gifts have enabled us to provide paid member-
ships to the following individuals: Matei 
Alexescu (Romania), Jean Bourgeois (Bel-
gium), Chen Dong hua (People's Republic of 
China), Jirf Dusek (Czechoslovakia), Evan 
Mbozi (Zambia), Janos Papp (Hungary), and 
Yuan Qian (People's Republic of China). 

Editing Service.—A.L.P.O. member 
Aryan W. Hastings has volunteered to proof-
read materials intended for publication by our 
Observing Sections; this includes handbooks, 
newsletters, and the like. If our Staff wish to 
take advantage of his kind offer, his address 
is: 1306 "F" St., Bedford, IN 47421. 
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1992 A.L.P.O. Convention.—For infor-
mation on our 1992 Convention, see our 1991 
Board Meeting minutes (p. 141, item VI). As 
more information becomes available, it will be 
given in future issues of this Journal. 

Staff Changes.—Also as noted in our 
Board Meeting minutes (p. 141, item IV), the 
following staff appointments have been made 
permanent: 

Richard W. Schmude, Jr. is now perma-
nent Remote Planets Recorder. 

Paul H. Bock, Jr. is now the permanent 
Coordinator of the International Solar System 
Observers' Fund. 

Both persons' addresses are given on our 
inside back cover. 

SKY EVENTS 

Saturn Photometry Alert.—Richard W. 
Schmude, Jr. reports that whole-disk (Globe 
plus Rings) photoelectric measures of Saturn's 
brightness that he made on five nights in June 
and July, 1991, indicate that Saturn was sig-
nificantly less bright than in ephemeris predic-
tions. His conclusion was confirmed by John 
Westfall, who observed on two evenings. We 
need further confirmation, and urge A.L.P.O. 
members having access to photoelectric pho-
tometers to measure Saturn's whole-disk 
brightness. Even a small telescope is suitable; 
and at  Cap and 13 Cap were used as compari-
son objects. Measure the V (visual) band as a 
minimum, although (B-V) color indices may 
be useful as well. Communicate your results 
to our Saturn Recorder, Julius L. Benton, Jr., 
at the address given on our inside back cover. 

Lunar Transient Event?—The Brazilian 
amateur astronomer Junior Tones de Castro 
has reported an unusually bright white spot, 
visible for several evenings beginning with a 
sighting on 1991 JUN 17, 20h 30m UT. He 

AM 4 32 
JUN, 21 1991 
Figure 26. Print of videotape of Mare Crisium 
area on the Moon. Recorded by John Westfall in 
S-VHS format with a Sanyo black-and-white CCD 
video camera and a 25-cm (10-in) f/16.5 reflector 
at prime focus on 1991 JuN 21, 04h 32m UT. 
Lunar north is at the top, !AU west to the left. The 
possible Lunar Transient Event (LTP) is identified 
with the light spot shown by an arrow. Solar sele-
nographic colongitude = 017°.4. 

and Julio Lobo used a 24-in (61-cm) reflector, 
and their sighting was confirmed by several 
others and was also video-recorded. De Castro 
described the LTP as "white, large, with a 
comet-like tail extending to the [celestial] 
east." He gave the light spot's lunar coordi-
nates as about 52°.5 E (IAU) and 21°.5 N. 

John Westfall also confirmed the exist-
ence of this light spot, and his video image of 
it is shown in Figure 26 (below). He questions 
whether this spot is a normal feature for this 
area, or whether the previously-known bright 
area at this location underwent an unusual and 
prolonged brightening. We urge A.L.P.O. lu-
narians to monitor this area and to report un-
usual aspects to our LTP Recorder, Winifred 
S. Cameron (address on inside back cover). 

OTHER ORGANIZATIONS 

Observing Opportunity.—The Vermont 
Astronomical Society (V.A.S.) now has an ex-
cellent planetary telescope open for public 
use. The V.A.S. has a 10-inch (25-cm) f/20 
Buchroeder Tri-Schiefspiegler at its observa-
tory in Williston, Vermont. Any A.L.P.O. 
members visiting the area are welcomed to 
view through this instrument. To do so, or to 
find out more, contact Gary Nowak, 38 
Thasha Lane #L-1, Essex Junction, Vermont 
05452 (home telephone 1-802-879-4032). 

23rd Annual Meeting of the Division for 
Planetary Sciences (DPS) of the American 
Astronomical Society.—This professional-
level meeting, held every Fall, is also suitable 
for advanced amateurs who wish to keep 
abreast of developments and to report their 
own work. This conference will be held in 
Palo Alto, California, at Hyatt Rickeys Hotel, 
on November 4-8 (Monday-Friday), 1991. 
The meeting host is the Space Science 
Division of NASA Ames Research Center. 
Regular and special DPS paper and poster ses-
sions will be held mornings and afternoons; 
with the Banquet, DPS Business Meeting, and 
public session in the evenings. 

Some useful contacts for further informa-
tion are: Local Arrangements; Chris McKay, 
NASA Ames Research Center, telephone 1-
415-604-6864, FAX 1-415-604-6779; Pro-
gram: Carol Stoker, NASA Ames Research 
Center, telephone 1-415-604-6490, FAX 1-
415-604-6779; Lodging; Hyatt Rickeys, 4219 
El Camino Real, Palo Alto, CA 94306, tele-
phone 1-415-493-8000. 

23rd Annual Lunar and Planetary 
Science Conference.—Every Spring, hun-
dreds of lunar and planetary scientists gather 
at the Lunar and Planetary Institute at NASA 
Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas. 
Their 23rd conference will be held on March 
16-20, 1992. If you wish to be placed on the 
mailing list concerning this major conference, 
write to: 23rd LPSC—Attn: Pamela Jones, 
Lunar and Planetary Institute, 3303 NASA 
Road 1, Houston, TX 77058-4399. Note that 
the deadline for abstracts of proposed papers 
is January 10, 1992. 
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Comet Levy (1990c), photographed 
by Milt Hay, Jr. on 1990 Aug. 20, 
03h40m-03h55m UT, with a 140-mm 
(5.5-in) Schmidt-Newtonian 
telescope using Fujicolor 200 Film. 
South is at the top; the field 
measures 1°.39 vertically by 0°.95 
horizontally. See pages 145-152 
inside for an article on the history 
of the A.L.P.O. Comets Section. 
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P1 = First Penumbral Contact; 
08h 25.4m 

Ul = First Umbral Contact; 
10h 00.3m 

	Middle of the Eclipse; 
10h 33.0m 

U4 = Fourth Umbral Contact; 
11h 05.9m 

P4 = Fourth Penumbral Contact; 
12h 40.8m 

Figure 32. Terrestrial visibility of the partial lunar eclipse of 1991 DEC 21. 

MINOR PLANETS 

Ten of the brightest minor planets reach 
opposition in our period. Their 10-day ephe-
merides are given in the 1991 and 1992 edi-
tions of the AL.P.O. Solar System Ephemeris, 
and their opposition data are given below: 
Note that all these bodies reach opposition 
well N of the Celestial Equator, and are thus 
well placed for observers in the Earth's 
Northern Hemisphere. 

Opposition Data  

Minor Planet 
1991-92 	Stellar 	Declination& 

Date 	Magnitude Constellation 

22 Kalliope DEC 10 	+9.9 	26°N Tau 
13 Egeria DEC 13 +9.9 40°N Aur 
704 Interamnia DEC 29 +10.0 25°N Gem 

29 Amphitrite JAN 03 +8.9 33°N Gem 
44 Nysa JAN 16 +8.9 19°N Gem 
20 Massalia JAN 21 +8.5 19°N Cnc 
40 Harmonia JAN 23 +9.8 23°N Cnc 
8 Flora JAN 27 +8.8 21°N Cnc 

511 Davida FEB 06 +10.0 28°N Cnc 
14 Irene FEB 18 +9.0 27°N Leo 

Besides the objects above, two of the 
"Big Four" minor planets, 1 Ceres and 4 
Vesta, will be brighter than Mag. +10 during 
at least part of the current period. Indeed, 
Vesta will reach opposition on 1992 MAR 13 
at magnitude +6.0 in Leo (declination 15°N), 
visible to the naked eye at a dark site. 

THE MOON 

During the current period, the schedule 
for the Moon's phases is: 

New Moon First Quarter Full Moon Last Quarter  

DEC 06.2 DEC 14.4 DEC 21.4 DEC 28.1 
JAN 05.0 JAN 13.1 JAN 19.9 JAN 26.3 
FEB 03.8 FEB 11.7 FEB 18.3 FEB 25.3 

The three lunations listed above constitute 
Numbers 853-855 in Brown's series. 

The other significant lunar visibility con-
dition is the Moon's librations, or E-W and 
N-S tilts in relation to the Earth. Extreme li-
brations occur on the following dates: 

South  West North East  

DEC 16 DEC 16 DEC 28 DEC 29 
JAN 12 JAN 14 JAN 25 JAN 26 
FEB 08 FEB 11 FEB 21 FEB 23 

Lunar E and W directions here follow the 
usage of the International Astronomical 
Union, with Mare Crisium near the east limb. 
Although there are apparently some favorable 
combinations of S and W, or of N and E, li-
brations, these occur when the limb areas pre-
sented to view are unilluminated 

LUNAR ECLIPSE: 1991 DEC 21 

The partial lunar eclipse that takes place 
on 1991 DEC 21 will be seen well from most 
of the Western Hemisphere, as the visibility 
diagram in Figure 32 shows below. At mid-
eclipse, the Moon will be nearly overhead 
from Hawaii. The entire eclipse will be visible 
from most of North America and the central 
and N Pacific. The beginning portions only 
can be seen from most of Asia, Australasia, 
and NE Europe. The end of the event can be 
seen from South America. 

Although the Moon will be completely im-
mersed in the penumbra [outer portion of the 
Earth's shadow], only its southernmost por-
tion will graze the umbra [dark inner shadow], 
with just 9.3 percent of the Moon's diameter 
in the umbra at mid-eclipse. 

Even a partial umbral eclipse such as this 
allows the observer to make a useful contribu-
tion by timing accurately the moments of con-
tact of the umbral edge with the lunar limb 
and with selected craters. Although none of 
the usual list of craters is immersed, possible 
substitutes are Boguslawsky D, Helmholtz D, 
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Schomberger, and Schomberger A. The posi-
tions of these four bright craters are accurately 
known, but you should firmly identify them 
from a map prior to first umbral contact. 

SOLAR ECLIPSE: 1992 JAN 04-05 

This unusual annular eclipse, visible from 
the W United States, is described in detail in a 
separate article beginning on p. 187. 

PLANETARY AND LUNAR 
OCCULTATIONS 

One major, and seven minor, planets will 
occult stars in 1991 DEC-1992 FEB, as shown 
in Table 1 below which lists the date, occult-
ing object, visual magnitude of planet fol-
lowed by that of the star, and possible zone of 
visibility for each occultation. Note that a na-
ked-eye star is occulted in the 1991 DEC 27 
event. 

As for lunar occultations, the Moon passes 
in front of bright planets twice during the peri-
od covered here. The first such event is an oc-
cultation of Mars by the Moon on JAN 03, 
10h, visible from S South America and 
Antarctica. At that time Mars will be at mag-
nitude +1.4, 17° W of the Sun. 

The second event is a lunar occultation of 
Venus on NOV 08, 17h, unfortunately visible 
only from Antarctica. 

Although the Moon occults no bright stars 
during 1991 DEC-1992 FEB, the series of pas-
sages of the Moon across the Pleiades open 
star cluster (M45) continues with these events: 
DEC 19, 10h, 94-percent sunlit Moon, visible 
from E Australia and New Zealand; JAN 15, 
21h, 78-percent phase, from Brazil and S 
Africa; and FEB 12, 06h, 56-percent phase, 
from W Australia. 

COMETS 

Several telescopic comets will be visible; 
including Periodic Comets Schwassmann-
Wachmann 1 and Faye (1991n); and Comets 
Helin-Lawrence (1991L), Shoemaker-Levy 
(1991d), and Shoemaker-Levy (1991a1). For 
more information, see the column by Don E. 
Machholz, "Comet Corner," on pp. 175-176. 

METEOR SHOWERS 

(Contributed by Robert D. Lunsford, 
A.L.P.O. Meteors Recorder) 

In December, 1991, the Geminids occur 
under favorable conditions, as they did last 
year. Activity may be seen between December 
3rd and the 17th. The maximum will occur on 
the night of the 13th-14th, with more than 100 
meteors per hour being visible from a dark-
sky site. The strongest rates usually occur be-
tween 1 AM and 2 AM local time, when the 
radiant is near overhead for Northern-
Hemisphere observers. The first-quarter Moon 
sets near midnight on the night of maximum. 
Many astronomers predict this shower's de-
mise within the next few decades. Your obser-
vations can help determine whether or not the 
strongest of present showers will be around to 
entertain our children. 

The final major shower of 1991 is the 
Ursids, peaking on DEC 22, unfortunately 
only two days after Full Moon. 

In 1992, the Quadrantids will reach their 
maximum under ideal conditions. The 
International Meteor Organization [IMO Info., 
2-92, p. 2] predicts that maximum rates will 
occur at 05h UT, ideal for W Europe. Should 
the maximum occur a few hours later, E North 
America will enjoy a fine show. Maximum 
rates for this shower are near 100 shower 
members per hour. The maximum is the 
briefest of all major showers; 2 to 3 hours at 
most. Observers should monitor this shower 
on the morning of both January 3rd and 4th 
(local time). Face toward the NE and watch 
for activity from an area 8° N of the star 13 
Boons. The radiant lies just E of the star 47 
Boons on the morning of maximum activity. 

The Delta Leonid maximum on 1992 FEB 
28 suffers from a 24-day Moon, but shower 
members may be seen anytime from 1992 FEB 
05 through MAR 19. 

The Virginids become active near 1992 
FEB 01 when the radiant actually rises in cen-
tral Leo. By the end of March, the radiant will 
have drifted eastward to a point just north of 
Spica. The maximum rates for this period are 
no more than 5 per hour. However, the 
Virginids have been known to produce bright 
fireballs during February of each year. 

Table 1. Occultations of Stars by Minor Planets, 1991 DEC - 1992 FEB. 
(For further information, consult the appropriate A.L.P.O. Solar System Ephemeris) 

1991-1992 	Occulting Visual Mag  
UT Date 	Object 	occulter Star Predicted Visibility Zone  

DEC 21.59 148 Gallia 	+11.2 +8.3 
23.59 163 Erigone 	+12.7 +7.7 
27.40 VENUS 	 -4.1 +5.5 
31.74 50 Virginia 	+13.0 +8.0 

JAN 08.37 13 Egeria 	+11.1 +7.3 

FEB 03.10 40 Harmonia +10.8 +8.9 
06.79 20 Massalia 	+8.9 +9.5 
29.15 654 Zelinda 	+12.2 +8.2 

India, Australia, New Zealand 
Australia 
Caribbean, W South America 
N Europe, USSR, Japan 

Central Siberia, N Pacific 

South America 
Africa, S India, Indonesia 
Africa 
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NEW BOOKS RECEIVED 

Notes by Jose Olivarez 

Messier's Nebulae and Star Clusters. 
By Kenneth Glyn Jones. 2nd ed. Cambridge 

University Press, 40 West 20th St., New 
York, NY 10011. 1991. 427 pages. Price 

$49.95 cloth (ISBN 0-521-37079-5). 

The first edition of this work was pub-
lished in 1968 by the Faber and Faber Book 
Publishing Company. Since then, new tech-
nology has provided astronomers, both ama-
teur and professional, with at least a three-
fold increase in telescope power and effi-
ciency. This fact by itself makes the obser-
vation of the objects in Messier's Catalogue 
a much easier exercise and, if one can afford 
the luxury of digital setting circles or com-
puter-controlled pointing, the task of "bag-
ging" all the Messier Objects may be re-
duced to a relatively easy exploit. This book, 
however, is addressed to the observer who is 
not yet tempted by record-breaking exploits, 
but instead wishes to make a just acquain-
tance with the magnificent treasures of 
Messier's collection, and then to learn how 
to know them more intimately. 

Messier's Nebulae and Star Clusters is a 
treasure trove of detail about the Messier 
Objects. Fully 255 pages of the book are de-
voted to the description of these 110 objects, 
which are also arranged in the order pub-
lished by Charles Messier. All of the perti-
nent details needed to give a full account of 
each object are given. These include "popu-
lar" names, classification according to type, 
position, a description of its discoverer, cur-
rent astrophysical data, and drawings. This 
extensive descriptive section is then fol-
lowed by a Biographical and Historical sec-
tion (Chapter 5) that includes a biography of 
Charles Messier. Especially useful for the 
beginner are yearly finder maps for the 
Messier Objects (Appendix 1), a guide to the 
Messier Objects in the Virgo Group 
(Appendix 2), and a series of black-and- 

ASSOCIATION BUSINESS 

Dues Increase.—A.L.P.O. membership 
dues increase January 1, 1992 (00h 00m UT); 
for details see page 174. 

A.L.P.O. Solar System Ephemeris: 1992.-
It's time to order your new Ephemeris; for in-
formation see page 176. 

1992 A.L.P.O. Convention.—Our 42nd 
Meeting will be held with COSMOCON'92 on  

white photographs of all the Messier Objects 
(Appendix 5). 

I highly recommend Kenneth Glyn 
Jones' Messier's Nebulae and Star Clusters. 
It is a modern "bible" for all those who wish 
to take an informed and leisurely tour of 
Messier's starry harvest! 

Lunar Sourcebook, A User's Guide to the 
Moon. Edited by Grant Heiken, David 

Vaniman, and Bevan M. French. Cambridge 
University Press, 40 West 20th St., 

New York, NY 10011. 1991. 736 pages, 
Illus., references, index. Price $57.50 cloth 

(ISBN 0-521-33444-6). 

The Lunar Sourcebook, a concisely pre-
sented collection of data gathered during the 
American and Soviet missions, is an accessi-
ble and complete one-volume reference en-
cyclopedia of current scientific and technical 
information about the Moon. This book pro-
vides a thorough introduction to lunar stud-
ies, a summary of current information about 
the nature of the Moon's surface, the chemi-
cal and mineralogical make-up of lunar 
rocks and soils, and the current state of sci-
entific knowledge about the nature, origin, 
and history of the Moon. 

The book is written and edited by scien-
tists active in every field of lunar research, 
all of whom are veterans of the Apollo pro-
gram. The 25 contributors represented in 
this hefty tome are from universities, nation-
al laboratories, industry, and NASA. 

Finally, the Lunar Sourcebook has two 
purposes. First, it is intended for the post-
Apollo generation of scientists, engineers, 
teachers, and students. Second, it provides a 
convenient, accessible sourcebook for plan-
ning the future study of the Moon and the 
eventual use of the Moon by spacefaring hu-
mans. 

July 13-18, 1992, at San Jose State University 
in San Jose, California, U.S.A. A Teachers' 
Workshop will be held on July 13-14, with the 
Amateur Astronomy portion of the conference 
starting on July 15. A.L.P.O. activities will be 
on Thursday, July 16, including a paper ses-
sion, workshop, and Board/Members meeting. 
This national amateur astronomy convention 
will include the Astronomical League (AL) 
and the Western Amateur Astronomers 
(WAA). The organizing group for the confer-
ence is the Astronomical Association of 
Northern California. (over) 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
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A NEW VOLUNTEER PROGRAM TO HELP TRAIN 
NOVICE AND INTERMEDIATE OBSERVERS 

By: Harry D. Jamieson, A.L.P.O. Membership Secretary 
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The A.L.P.O. has long had a need to pro-
vide training for the many new members who 
join our organization each year. In the mid-
1960's Clark R. Chapman founded our origi-
nal Lunar and Planetary Training Program, 
which was then and is still intended to provide 
instruction in such basic skills as preparing 
drawings. More advanced training has typical-
ly been provided by individual Recorders who 
have taken their most promising observers 
"under their wings." One advantage of the lat-
ter system has been that the "students" have 
usually received their tutoring from our most 
knowledgeable observers. However, there has 
often been the disadvantage that the Recorders 
could not cope with large numbers of students 
in addition to their other duties. Thus, many 
promising observers have fallen through the 
cracks, and the A.L.P.O. has suffered for this 
failure. In a recent survey of our lapsed mem-
bers, the most frequent reason given for their 
not renewing was that they felt that our train-
ing programs were inadequate. The second 
reason given was that they felt that the papers 
published in our Journal were too dry and 
technical. Clearly, better training would help 
these members to cope with the latter prob-
lem. 

Although we have a number of observers 
who have given up on lunar and planetary as-
tronomy due to a lack of advanced training, I 
think that we also have a number of seasoned  

observers who would be willing—if shown a 
need—to volunteer to tutor a few novice ob-
servers at a time. The new program described 
here seeks to bring together these two popula-
tions within our organization. 

We need volunteers knowledgeable in all 
aspects of Solar-System astronomy. This in-
cludes persons experienced in telescope mak-
ing, astronomical computing, photography, 
and electronic imaging. We also need volun-
teers who can advise novices about topics 
such as telescope and eyepiece selection. All 
volunteers will be allowed to decide for them-
selves which topics they wish to tutor in, as 
well as how many students they will be able to 
tutor at a time. The subject matter can be 
whatever the tutor and student agree upon. 
Each student will be expected to provide his 
or her tutor with a self-addressed stamped en-
velope each time he or she writes, and each 
student may have as many tutors in as many 
topics as he or she desires. Persons wishing to 
volunteer as tutors should write to me con-
cerning which subjects they are interested in 
teaching. These persons will then be listed 
regularly in our Membership Directory as tu-
tors and will also be announced in our 
Journal; along with their topic areas so that 
students can contact the right teachers. 

By passing on your knowledge to the next 
generation of observers, you will be leaving a 
lasting legacy for the future. 
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IR-BLOCKING PAINT FOR TELESCOPE AND OBSERVATORY 

By: Jeff Beish, A.L.P.O. Mars Recorder 

A common enemy of high-quality tele-
scopic observing is heat currents inside the 
telescope tube; and heat radiating from the 
walls and floors of our observatory, which 
spoils the stable air above the telescope. 
Tube currents can be reduced by replacing a 
tube other than aluminum or wood with an 
aluminum one and by painting both the 
inside and outside black. This may sound 
like bad advice—black absorbs heat and is 
harder to clean than other colors. However, 
if we want to use our telescope soon after 
opening up our observatory, then a black 
tube radiates heat out into space faster than, 
for example, a white one. This follows the 
rules of blackbody radiation—something we 
should have learned about in science class. 
This approach works very well for us in 
South Florida, where the temperature often 
exceeds 110°F inside our telescope houses! 

Another way to reduce daytime equip-
ment heating is to paint our observatories 
with paint that blocks infrared (IR) radia-
tion. This paint also reduces heating of the 
observatory's roof, walls, and floor. Some  

suitable paints are ordinary white house 
paint, titanium dioxide, and special paints 
used in painting gravel or shingle house 
roofs. 

A relatively low-cost paint is available 
that is the equivalent of R19 insulation 
(about 6 inches of foam). The Air Force 
states that workers' skin temperatures fell 
by 20°F after warehouses were coated with 
this paint. Tests by various school districts, 
apartment owners, individuals, and NASA 
have given equivalent or better results. An 
Engineering Division Commander reports a 
64°F reduction in surface temperature and a 
23°F reduction in attic temperature after 
coating a building's asphalt-shingle roof. 
We are indebted to Ed Lucas, a colleague at 
the U.S. Naval Observatory, for informing 
us about this paint. Also, we will, of course, 
test this coating on our wooden observatory 
and will report the results in the near future. 
Copies of the several test results, average 
costs, and the address of the manufacturer of 
this "Flexible Ceramic Coating Insulate" are 
available upon request. 
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GETTING STARTED: MOONLIGHTING 

By; John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Executive Director 
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INTRODUCTION 

In planning and reporting our observa-
tions, we often need to be able to predict or to 
describe the Moon's lighting conditions. This 
may simply consist of knowing the Moon's 
phase or age. This general information is use-
ful to describe the amount of glare from the 
Moon that may interfere with the observation 
of other objects. On the other hand, if we are 
observing features on the Moon itself, we 
need more detailed lighting information, per-
haps even specific to the particular part of the 
Moon that we are studying. 

PHASE AND AGE 

The reason the Moon's phase must be de-
scribed is that it changes over the course of 
each lunation, a period which averages 29.53 
days in length (but which can vary from this 
value by about ±1 percent). During this period 
the Moon, as seen from the Earth, grows from 
a black (or earthlit) disk to an almost-com-
pletely sunlit circle, and then shrinks to invisi-
bility again, only to begin a new cycle. The 
most commonly used way to describe phase is 
the sequence: 

New Moon [NM] 
(Waxing Crescent) 
First Quarter [FQ] 
(Waxing Gibbous) 
Full Moon [FM] 

(Waning Gibbous) 
Third [or Last) Quarter [LQ] 

(Waning Crescent) 

This verbal system has drawbacks. Even 
in theory, only the four terms not in parenthe-
ses represent precise events. (For example, 
"New Moon" occurs at the moment when the 
Moon has the same celestial longitude as the 
Sun; fairly near to that time when it appears 
closest to the Sun.) These terms are often used 
loosely; some people refer to the quarter phas-
es as "Half Moon," because then the Moon is 
approximately half-illuminated from our 
viewpoint. 

Not everyone realizes that the periods be-
tween the four well-defined phases (i.e., New 
Moon-First Quarter, First-Quarter-Full Moon, 
Full Moon-Third Quarter, Third Quarter-New 
Moon) are usually not even of equal length. 
This happens because the Moon's orbit is not 
circular, and the lengths of each of the four 
periods above can vary by ±11 percent. 

The first improvement in precision of ter-
minology is the Moon's age. This is simply 
the amount of time that has elapsed from the 
last New Moon. We are usually satisfied to 
express age to 0.1-day precision, but enthusi-
astic spotters of "Young Moons" (less than  

one day old) use hours and even minutes 
Naturally, we can also simply express the 

Moon's phase in terms of the proportion of the 
apparent lunar disk that is sunlit, called the 
phase coefficient or simply proportion illumi-
nated. This value can be given as a percentage 
or a decimal fraction, and the suffices "wax-
ing" or "waning" can be added to differentiate 
between the first and last halves of the luna-
tion, respectively. 

ELONGATION AND PHASE ANGLE 

Expressing the Moon's phase in terms of 
its age is definitely more precise than a verbal 
description, but it is still rendered inaccurate 
by the Moon's variations in apparent velocity 
during each lunation. To do better, we need to 
use angles. One such angle is the apparent dis-
tance of the Moon from the Sun in the sky, 
usually with "East" added before Full Phase 
and followed by "West" after Full. This angu-
lar distance is the elongation, or "solar elonga-
tion," often abbreviated "Elong." 

The elongation is approximately 0° at 
New Moon and 180° at Full (if exactly at 
those angles, then at the mid-times of a central 
solar or lunar eclipse!). However, the elonga-
tion is not exactly 90°E at First Quarter or 
90°W at Third Quarter, because the Sun is 
"only" some 400 times farther away than the 
Moon, not infinitely far. The resulting effect 
of the Sun's finite distance on the elonga-
tion:phase relationship can be up to 0°.15. 

Thus, our final upwards step in precisely 
describing the apparent phase of the Moon in 
terms of an angle is to use the Earth's elonga-
tion from the Sun as seen from the Moon. This 
quantity is called the phase angle. When it is 
necessary to indicate the difference, the phase 
angle is taken to be negative before Full Moon 
and positive thereafter. 

As with all the quantities previously de-
scribed, tabulated values of the phase angle 
are usually geocentric; for the center of the 
Earth, rather than topocentric, which would be 
for a particular location on the Earth's surface. 

BRIGHTNESS AND MAGNITUDE 

We may be interested in the intensity of 
moonlight, for example in reducing the limit-
ing magnitude for stars or deep-sky objects. 
This intensity can be expressed either in terms 
of the Moon's relative brightness compared 
with Full Moon, or as stellar magnitude. The 
chief effect here is phase, but the Moon's 
brightness is also affected by its distance from 
the Earth and, to a lesser extent, by the Earth's 
distance from the Sun. There are no simple 
theoretical formulae to calculate these quanti-
ties, which rest on empirical measurements of 
the Moon's actual brightness under varying 
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Table 1. Relation Among Lunar Phase Measurements. 

Assumptions: Phases are geocentric (seen from the center or the Earth; or with the Moon overhead). 
The Moon's angular velocity in its orbit is constant. 
The Moon and Sun are at their average distances. 
The Moon's latitude (distance north or south of the ecliptic) is zero. 
The effect of the Sun's finite distance (relative to the Moon's) is ignored. 

Visual stellar magnitudes are interpolated (and extrapolated!) from Rougier's measurements 
as cited in: V.G. Fessenkov (1962), "Photometry of the Moon." p. 103 in: Zdenek Kopal, ed. 

Physics and Astronomy of the Moon. New York: Academic Press. 

Phase 
Age Coeff 

Solar 
Elona. 

Phase 	Rel. 	Vis. Stellar 
Angle 	Briaht. Maanitude 

Phase 
Age Coeff 

Solar 
Elona. 

Phase 	Rel. 	Vis. Stellar 
Angle 	Bright. Maanitude 

d ° d ° 
0.0 NM 0 0 ±180 .000 

15.0 100 177 W +003 .929 -12.7 
1.0 1 12 E -168 .001 -5.7 16.0 98 165 W +015 .667 -12.3 
2.0 4 24 E -156 .003 -6.6 17.0 95 153 W +027 .483 -12.0 
3.0 10 37 E -143 .007 -7.4 18.0 89 141 W +039 .356 -11.6 
4.0 17 49 E -131 .014 -8.1 19.0 81 128 W +052 .256 -11.3 
5.0 26 61 E -119 .026 -8.8 20.0 72 116 W +064 .185 -10.9 
6.0 35 73 E -107 .043 -9.3 21.0 62 104 W +076 .131 -10.5 
7.0 46 85 E -095 .069 -9.8 22.0 52 92 W +088 .090 -10.1 

7.4 FQ 50 90 E -090 .082 -10.0 22.1 LQ 50 90 W +090 .083 -10.0 

8.0 57 98 E -082 .109 -10.3 23.0 41 80 W +100 .059 -9.7 
9.0 67 110 E -070 .158 -10.7 24.0 30 67 W +113 .035 -9.1 

10.0 76 122 E -058 .223 -11.1 25.0 21 55 W +125 .020 -8.5 
11.0 85 134 E -046 .310 -11.5 26.0 13 43 W +137 .011 -7.8 
12.0 91 146 E -034 .42,1 -11.8 27.0 7 31 W +149 .005 -7.0 
13.0 96 158 E -022 .570 -12.1 28.0 3 19 W +161 .002 -6.2 
14.0 99 171 E -009 .794 -12.5 29.0 0 6W +174 .000 

14.8 FM100 180 000 1.000 -12.7 29.5 NM 0 0 ±180 .000 
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conditions. The Moon's brightness or magni-
tude is thus rarely tabulated. 

HOW THEY'RE RELATED 

All the quantities described so far are re-
lated to each other. If we assume that the 
Moon's angular velocity is constant through-
out a lunation, the relationships are fairly 
straightforward, and are as listed in Table 1 
(above). It is useful to know where to find 
these values for a particular date. The annual 
Astronomical Almanac tabulates age and 
phase coefficient, while the annual A.L.P .0 . 
Solar System Ephemeris gives the phase angle. 
Some ephemeris computer programs, such as 
Voyager, allow one to find solar elongation 
and phase coefficient for any place and time. 

SOLAR LATITUDE 
AND COLONGITUDE 

The quantities discussed above describe 
the lighting conditions for the Moon as a 
whole. They can only imperfectly describe the 
lighting conditions relative to the features of 
the Moon's surface. The reason for this lack is 
that the whole-Moon quantities are based on 
our view from the Earth, and the Moon "wob-
bles" up to about 8° east-west and 7° north-
south in relation to the Earth. These wobbles 
are called the Moon's librations. 

Thus, in order to accurately describe the 
direction of solar lighting on the Moon's sur- 

face itself, it is necessary to describe the Sun's 
position in terms of two lunar coordinates. 
The first is the north or south lunar latitude 
where the Sun is overhead; the full name for 
this is the selenocentric solar latitude (b'). 
Because the Moon's axis is tilted only 1°.6 in 
relation to its orbit around the Sun, the "sea-
sonal" effects of changing solar latitude are 
significant only near the lunar poles. Also, this 
quantity changes very slowly; so, to 00.1 accu-
racy one need not interpolate for time of day. 

The second coordinate is, of course, the 
Sun's lunar longitude. Rather than giving the 
lunar longitude where the Sun is overhead, the 
convention is to give the lunar longitude, on 
the equator, where the Sun is rising. That lon-
gitude, called solar selenocentric colongitude, 
is measured 0°-360° westwards (in the IAU 
sense; toward Oceanus Procellarum) from the 
Moon's central meridian. Symbolized C, the 
colongitude is approximately 270° at New 
Moon, increases to 360° (i.e., 0°) near First 
Quarter, is close to 90° for Full Phase, and 
about 180° at Last Quarter. 

Thus, to a good approximation, colongi-
tude gives the position of the Moon's termina-
tor, which is the line of sunrise or sunset. To 
convert colongitude into terminator longitude, 
use the following formulae, where east and 
west are in the IAU sense: 

Phase Sunrise Longitude 	Sunset Longitude  

LQ-FQ E. Long. - 360° C W. Long. = C 180° 

FQ-LQ W. Long. 	C 	E. Long. = 180° - C 
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For most lunar observations, it is desirable 
to include the current colongitude as part of 
the records. Both annual ephemerides, the 
Astronomical Almanac and the AL.P.O. Solar 
System Ephemeris, give colongitude for Oh UT 
for every day of the year. All you need do is to 
interpolate the value for your actual time of 
observation. This can be done in either of two 
ways, as is shown here for the example of 
1992 FEB 07, 06h 16m UT. For reference, the 
AL.P.O. Solar System Ephemeris: 1992 gives 
the colongitude at Oh UT on 1992 FEB 07 as 
310°.48, and as 322°.66 for Oh UT on FEB 08. 

1. Assume that colongitude advances uni-
formly at a rate of 0 °.508 per hour; multi-
ply this by the elapsed hours and add to 
the Oh UT value: 

C at Oh UT FEB 07 	 310°.48 
+6.27h X 0°.508/h 	 3°.19 

C at 6h 16m UT 	 313°.67 

2. Convert the UT to fraction of a day and 
interpolate between the 01: UT values of 
the observation day and the next day. 

Change in 24 hours = 322°.66 
-310°.48  

12°.18 

Fraction of a day A. 6.27h/24h 
4,  0.261d 

C at Oh UT FEB 07 	 310°.48 
+12°.18/d X 0.261d 	 3°.18 
Cat 6h 16m UT 	 313°.66 

Although the second method appears 
more complicated, the writer has found it to be 
actually the simpler if a calculator with memo-
ry is used. It is also more accurate than the 
first method because the rate of colongitude 
change actually varies from day to day. Note 
that the two methods give answers that differ 
by 0°.01. In reality, this difference is usually 
not significant because the light source we are 
concerned with, the Sun, has an angular diam-
eter of about 0°.5, blurring the terminator to 
that extent. Thus, we customarily round colon-
gitude (as well as phase angle and elongation) 
to the nearest 0°.1. 

• 

APPENDIX: SOLAR ALTITUDE AND 
AZIMUTH 

In terms of lunar lighting, most observers 
need be concerned only with the calculation of 
colongitude. If one is studying a particular 
feature under low lighting, it may be of inter-
est to know the Sun's altitude above the lunar 
horizon at that particular place. It is necessary 
to know this quantity if one is conducting 
lunar photometry or is determining the relative 
altitudes of lunar features by measuring the 
lengths of their shadows. Indeed, in the latter 
case, one also needs to calculate the Sun's azi-
muth in order to calculate the coordinates of 
the shadow tip. 

'The Strolling Astronomer: 9.A.L.P.O. 

In order to calculate the Sun's local alti-
tude and azimuth we need to know the seleno-
centric solar latitude, b', and the colongitude, 
C. In addition, we must know the lunar lati-
tude, b, and longitude, L, of the feature in 
question. These values are all expressed in de-
grees, with the convention that north and IAU 
east are positive; and south and IAU west neg-
ative. They should be obtained from a catalog 
of lunar formations or from a large-scale lunar 
map Then, letting A represent the solar alti-
tude: 
let: AL = C - 90° + L 

then: sin A - sin b sin b' + cos b cos b' cos AL 

As an example, suppose that we observe a 
lunar dome in Mare Fecunditatis at latitude 
3°.4N, longitude 48°.6E at 06h 16m UT, 1992 
FEB 07. As before, C = 313°.7. From the 
A.L.P.O. Solar System Ephemeris we also find 
the solar latitude, b' = +10.0. 
First: AL P. 313°.7 - 90° + 48°.6 

272°.3 

Second: sin A = (sin +3°.4)( sin +1°.0) + 

(cos +3°.4)(cos +1°.0)(cos 272°.3) 

sin A • (+0.0593)(+0.0175) + 
(+0.9982)(+0.9998)(+0.0401) 

sin A =. +0.0010 + 0.0400 

sin A P. +0.0410 

A +2°.3 

The Sun's local azimuth, Az, is found 
from the same quantities by the formulae 
below. The convention for measuring azimuth 
is that north is 0°; east, 90°; south,180°; and 
west has an azimuth of 270°. 

sin Az - -sin AL cos b'/cos A 

cos Az = (sin b' - sin b sin A)/(cos b cos A) 

We give formulae for both the sine and 
cosine of the azimuth in order to resolve any 
ambiguity as to in which quadrant Az falls. 
Actually, the cosine formula suffices as long 
as we remember that the azimuth will lie be-
tween 0° and 180° in the lunar morning, and 
between 180° and 360° in the lunar afternoon. 

Continuing with our example: 

sin Az = -(sin 272°.3)(cos +1°.0)/(cos +2°.3) 

sin Az = -(-0.9992)(+0.9998)/(+0.9992) 

sin Az • +0.9998 

Az = +89°.1 or +90°.9 

cos Az = (+0.0175) - (+0.0593)(+0.0410)  

(+0.9982)(+0.9992) 

cos Az (+0.0175 - 0.0024)/(+0.9974) 

cos Az 9  +0.0151/+0.9974 

cos Az +0.0151 

Az 	+89°.1 or -89.°1 

Comparing the two results, it is clear that 
the solar azimuth must be equal to 89°.1. This 
is what we would expect for morning lighting. 
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em mid-latitudes just after sunset. Its date of 
dichotomy (theoretical half-phase) is 1992 
MAR 08, 22h, although the date when an inner 
planet appears half-illuminated often differs 
from that predicted. The next viewing oppor-
tunity is during 1992 APR 05-MAY 18, with a 
Greatest Western Elongation (morning) of 27° 
on 1992 APR 23 and theoretical dichotomy on 
1992 APR 26, 20h. 

PLANETARY CONJUNCTIONS 

Only two close planetary conjunctions 
will take place this Spring, and only one is ob-
servable, but then the two planets will be close 
enough together that they can be compared in 
a medium-power telescope field. 

•MAR 06, 13h. Mars (Mag. +1.2) passes 26' 
N of Saturn (Mag. +0.8). Both are 33° W 
of the Sun. 

The unobservable planetary conjunction is 
that between Mercury and Venus on May 
28th, when both are only 4° W of the Sun. 

MINOR PLANETS 

Six of the brightest of the minor planets 
reach opposition in our period. Their 10-day 
ephemerides are given in the 1992 edition of 
the A.L.P .0. Solar System Ephemeris, and 
their opposition data are given below: 

Opposition Data  

	

1992 	Stellar 	Declination& 
Minor Planet 	Date 	Magnitude Constellation  

4 Vesta 	MAR 13 	+6.0 15°N Leo 
12 Victoria 	APR 13 	+10.0 17°S Vir 
15 Eunomia 	APR 17 	+9.8 29°S Hya 

	

11 Parthenope MAY 01 	+9.7 07°S Vir 
9 Metis 	MAY 27 	+9.6 21°S Sco 

	

532 Herculina MAY 31 	+9.1 04°S Oph 

Besides the objects above, the remaining 
three of the "Big Four" minor planets, 1 
Ceres, 2 Pallas, and 3 Juno will be brighter 
than Mag. +10 during at least part of the cur-
rent period, along with 8 Flora, 14 Irene, and 
20 Massalia. 

THE MOON 

During the current period, the schedule 
for the Moon's phases is: 

New Moon First Quarter 	Full Moon  Last Quarter 

MAR 04.6 MAR 12.1 MAR 18.8 MAR 26.1 
APR 03.2 APR 10.4 APR 17.2 APR 24.7 
MAY 02.7 MAY 09.6 MAY 16.7 MAY 24.7 

The three lunations listed above constitute 
Numbers 856-858 in Brown's series. 

The other significant lunar visibility con-
dition is the Moon's librations, or E-W and 
N-S tilts in relation to the Earth. Extreme li-
brations occur on the following dates: 

South 	West 	North 	East  
MAR 06 MAR 10 MAR 19 MAR 23 
APR 03 APR 05 APR 15 APR 19 
APR 30 MAY 02 MAY 13 MAY 16 
MAY 27 MAY 29 JUN 09 JUN 12 

Lunar E and W directions here follow the 
usage of the International Astronomical 
Union, with Mare Crisium near the east limb. 
Favorable libration-lighting conditions for 
viewing the NE limb occur on MAR 19-21, 
APR 18-20, and MAY 17-18. Likewise, the SW 
limb will be well-presented on MAR 30-APR 
01, APR 28-30, and MAY 27-30. Worthwhile 
dates for viewing the lunar N polar area are 
MAR 17-22, APR 13-18, and MAY 10-15. 

PLANETARY AND LUNAR 
OCCULTATIONS 

Three major, and eighteen minor, planets 
will occult stars in 1992 MAR-MAY, as shown 
in Table I (p. 35) which lists the date, occult-
ing object, visual magnitude of planet fol-
lowed by that of the star, and possible zone of 
visibility for each occultation. Note that na-
ked-eye stars will be occulted in the APR 30 
and MAY 06 events. 

The Moon passes in front of no bright 
planets during the period covered here, but 
note that there is a very difficult occultation of 
Mercury by the Moon, less than 1°  from the 
Sun, on 1992 JUN 01, described in a separate 
article on p. 14. 

More information about these and other 
occultations can be had from the International 
Occultation Timing Association (IOTA), 1177 
Collins Ave., SW, Topeka, KS 66604, U.S.A. 

PARTIAL LUNAR ECLIPSE: 
1992 JUN 15 

Although outside the time period covered 
in this article, here is advance notice of the 
partial lunar eclipse of 1992 JUN 15. The en-
tire event will be visible from the E United 
States and Canada, most of Mexico, and 
Central and South America. Also, the earlier 
portions of the event will be seen from central, 
western, and southern Europe; Africa, and the 
Levant. The later phases of the eclipse will be 
visible from the remainder of N America, 
Hawaii, New Zealand, and E Australia. 

At mid-eclipse, the N 68.7 percent of the 
Moon will be covered by the Earth's umbral 
shadow. The predicted times of the eclipse 
contacts are: 

In a partial lunar eclipse, there are no 
Second or Third Umbral Contacts, the partial 
umbral phase falling between the First and 
Fourth Umbral Contacts. The penumbral phas-
es fall between the First Penumbral Contact 
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First Penumbral Contact 	 02h 09.1m 
First Umbral Contact 	 03 26.6 
Mid-Eclipse 	  04 57.0 
Fourth Umbral Contact 	 06 27.2 
Fourth Penumbral Contact 	 07 44.9 
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Table 1. Occultations of Stars by Planets, 1992 MAR-MAY. 
(For further information, consult the  A.L.P.O. Solar System Ephemeris: 1992 

or  Sky & Telescope, January, 1992, p. 76.) 

1992 
UT Date 

Occulting 
Object 

Visual Mag. 
Predicted Visibility Zone Occulter 	Star 

MAR 09.95 31 Euphrosyne +13.2 +9.1 	E Africa 
10.17 VENUS -3.9 +8.7 Africa 
12.71 38 Leda +13.4 +7.8 E Africa 
13.54 47 Aglaja +13.1 +9.1 N Australia 
17.27 34 Circe +13.2 +8.8 Florida, Bahamas, NW Africa 
20.16 175 Andromache +13.8 +9.5 SW Europe 
26.49 409 Aspasia +11.2 +8.7 Indonesia, NE Australia, S I. New Zealand 

APR 09.95 144 Vibilia +13.0 +8.7 N India, Middle East 
12.46 154 Bertha +11.9 +8.8 Florida, S Mexico, SE Australia 
13.38 184 Dejopeja +12.6 +7.0 Caribbean, Mexico 
14.41 276 Adelheid +13.3 +8.9 W Pacific, New Zealand 
18.16 44 Nysa +10.7 +9.0 SW U.S.A., N Caribbean 
30.78 MARS +1.0 +5.5 SW Pacific, E Australia, New Zealand 

MAY 05.31 410 Chloris +11.5 +9.4 S South America 
05.48 804 Hispania +12.4 +8.8 Australia, N I. New Zealand 
06.10 429 Lotis +14.0 +4.8 S Brazil, Peru, Mexico? 
08.93 1093 Freda +12.8 +8.0 Africa 
15.48 914 Palisana +12.2 +7.0 Antarctica, SW Canada 
21.26 PLUTO +13.7 +13.5 North America, South America?, Hawaii? 
23.14 84 Klio +12.7 +8.7 S South America 
26.99 233 Asterope +12.2 +9.3 Africa 
30.10 175 Andromache +12.5 +7.7 S Africa, Argentina, Chile 
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and the First Umbral Contact, as well as be-
tween the Fourth Umbral Contact and the 
Fourth Penumbral Contact.We plan more ex-
tensive coverage of this event in the next issue 
of this Journal. 

COMETS 

The column by Don E. Machholz, "Comet 
Corner," on pp. 30-32, and the A.L.P.O. Solar 
System Ephemeris: 1992 list eleven known 
comets that will be visible during at least part 
of this period. Of these, Comets Shoemaker-
Levy (1991d), Helin-Lawrence (1991L), 
Chernykh (1991o), and Shoemaker-Levy 
(1991at) should be readily visible in amateur 
instruments under dark skies. 

METEOR SHOWERS 

(Contributed by Robert D. Lunsford, 
A.L.P.O. Meteors Recorder) 

The beginning of our period is past the 
peak of the Delta Leonids, on February 28, 
but some shower activity can be expected as 
late as March 19th. 

The Lyrids peak on the morning of April 
21st, with interference from a bright waning 
gibbous Moon (age 18 days), and with a dura-
tion of only 2 days. Under these conditions, 
expect to see no more than 5 meteors per hour 
at best. 

The Eta Aquarids will peak under much 
more favorable circumstances during the first  

week of May. [The A.L.P.O. Solar System 
Ephemeris forecast is for maximum on MAY 
03.2 UT, with a duration of 3 days. Ed.] The 
peak rate that one may see depends upon 
one's latitude. Observers in the N United 
States and Europe may see between 10 and 15 
per hour. Observers in more temperate lati-
tudes can expect 30 per hour. From the 
Southern Hemisphere, the Eta Aquarids are 
the richest annual stream, producing a meteor 
per minute near the peak. These meteors are 
very swift and have the highest percentage of 
trains of the annual major showers. The best 
time to look for them is during the last two 
dark hours before dawn. 

Looking forward to June, two of the stron-
gest daylight showers reach their maximum 
strength near June 7th. Although these show-
ers, the Arietids and Zeta Perseids, reach 
their highest altitude in the sky at about 10 
AM local time, stream members may be seen 
radiating from low in the NE just before the 
onset of morning twilight. The combined ze-
nithal hourly rate for these two showers would 
be nearly 100 per hour were they visible when 
their radiants are on the meridian. 

Another strong daylight shower, the Beta 
Taurids, peaks on June 29th. These meteors 
consist of debris from Comet Encke and may 
have produced the Tunguska event [a major 
impact or "air burst" in Siberia] earlier this 
century. Again, if any of these stream mem-
bers are visible, they will be seen radiating 
from the NE horizon just before the start of 
morning twilight. 
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PRODUCT REVIEW: THE MOON ON VIDEODISC 

Reviewed by John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Executive Director 

There are many products of interest to A.L.P.O. members besides books,including other informa-
tional media, equipment, and accessories. This new occasional column will give A.L.P.O. staff 

and members' evaluations of astronomy products. If you have experience with a new product, or 
even an older product if it is still on the market, and are prepared to evaluate it in an unbiased 

manner (or at least as unbiased as we get), please get in touch with the Editor. 

NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE 
MUSEUM. 

ARCHIVAL VIDEODISC 6. 
LUNAR MISSIONS IMAGERY. 

National Air and Space Museum, 
Information Management Division, 1989. 
Distributed by the Smithsonian Institution 

Press, Department 900, Blue Ridge 
Summit, PA 17294-0900. 1989. 

Two-sided, 12-inch CAV videodisc; about 
76,000 frames. (ISBN 0-87474-939-5.) 

[Also available from Starship Industries, 
605 Utterback Store Road, Great Falls, 

VA 22066 for $59.95.] 

VIDEODISCS 

Videodiscs, or "laser discs," are a medium 
for storing video images. They come in sever-
al sizes; 5-inch (5 minutes of video), 8-inch 
(30 minutes), and 12-inch (60 minutes per 
side). Although more expensive than video-
tape, they offer higher quality, with a horizon-
tal resolution typically about 425 lines. (The 
vertical resolution is, of course, the 525 lines 
of the American standard NTSC video.) This 
makes it possible, for example, clearly to read 
written text on the screen. Videodiscs are ap-
parently also more durable and "archival" than 
are videotapes. 

Videodiscs also come in two formats, 
CLV (constant linear aelocity) and CAV (on-
stant _angular xelocity). The CAV allows only 
30 minutes of continuous video per side of a 
12-inch disc, but has one tremendous advan-
tage—individual frames can be addressed by 
random access. Thus each side of a CAV disc 
can be thought of as a set of up to 54,000 
slides, any of which can be accessed in a few 
seconds. Also, this format can be scanned in 
slow motion, run in reverse, or accessed by 
computer to allow multimedia productions. 

It is clear that the CAV format is useful 
for more than watching old movies; it permits 
imagery archives. Unfortunately, the cost of 
making videodiscs is prohibitive for most of 
us; but the cost of videodisc players is drop-
ping, and several models are now in the $300-
400 range. Add a conventional video monitor, 
preferably of good quality, and you are ready 
to go. Also, if you wish to produce "hard 
copy," there are several video printers in the 
$1000-1500 range that can produce colored 
prints at an cost of about $1 each, with a pic-
ture area of about 3 by 4 inches. The illustra-
tions in this report are from the videodisc  

being reviewed and were printed by a Sony 
video printer, for example. Note that the stan-
dard video signal output by videodisc players 
can be input into a computer video digitizer 
and then subsequently edited and enhanced. 

SOLAR-SYSTEM VIDEODISCS 

There are CAV-format videodiscs current-
ly on the market that contain imagery from al-
most all the United States space missions that 
produced imagery. This includes the Voyager 
Missions to Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus; 
Mariner and Viking Missions to Mars; and the 
Mariner Missions to Venus and Mercury. 
Undoubtedly the Voyager-Neptune Encounter, 
the Galileo Venus, Earth, and Moon flybys; 
and the Magellan Venus images will follow. 
We hope to review these other astronomical 
videodiscs in future issues. [Also, as a profes-
sional geographer, this reviewer has to note 
that available videodiscs contain weather sat-
ellite images, Landsat satellite imagery of the 
entire United States and of a number of for-
eign areas; along with Mercury, Gemini, 
Apollo, Skylab, and Space Shuttle Earth pho-
tography. Great for astrobleme hunting!] 

THE DISC OF THE MOON 

What follows is a summary of the con-
tents of the two sides of this videodisc, indi-
cating frames by side (A or B) and the range 
of frame numbers, which also gives (by sub-
traction) the number of frames. Included are 
some historical notes on the missions them-
selves for our younger (i.e., pre-middle-aged) 
readers. It is a sad comment on our space pro-
gram that the most recent photographs on this 
disc were taken 20 years ago! 

Ranger (A00011-01893). These were 
taken in 1964-65 by the three successful 
Ranger Missions: Ranger-VII, Mare Nubium; 
Ranger-VIII, Mare Tranquilitatis; and Ranger-
IX, Alphonsus. Each Ranger returned video 
images of the Moon at a gradually increasing 
scale before they impacted. A sample Ranger-
IX frame of Alphonsus is shown in Figure 10 
(p. 38). 

Surveyor (A01894-02961). The Surveyor 
and Ranger Missions were the only unmanned 
missions, and the only ones to return non-pho-
tographic (electronic) imagery. The four suc-
cessful Surveyors that returned images "soft-
landed" on the Moon in 1966-68, and were 
Surveyor-III, near Montes Riphaeus; 
Surveyor-V, Mare Tranquilitatis; Surveyor- 
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Figure 12. Lunar Orbiter-II oblique 
photograph of the central floor and 
peaks or the crater Copernicus 
(top) as seen from the South. The 
double crater Fauth is in the left 
foreground. Lunar Orbiter-II High-
Resolution frame 162, part 2 of 3. 
(Videodisc frame A03799.) 
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Figure 10. Ranger-IX photograph of the lunar 
crater Alphonsus (right of center), which is 
about 118 km in diameter. North approxi-
mately at top. (Videodisc frame A01713.) 

VI, Sinus Medii; and Surveyor-VII, Tycho. 
Surveyor-I also landed, near Flamsteed in 
Oceanus Procellarum, and returned images; 
but these are unaccountably not on the video-
disc. Note that the images on the disc are only 
a fraction of the 87,674 that were taken by the 
five successful spacecraft, including the 
11,240 taken by Surveyor-I. The Surveyor 
cameras delivered images only after landing; 
most show the vicinity of the spacecraft, but 
some show the Earth and even an eclipse of 
the Moon (an eclipse of the Sun from 
Surveyor's viewpoint!). A sample Surveyor-
VII view is shown in Figure 11, below. 

Orbiter (A2967-06094). The five Lunar 
Orbiter Missions took place in 1966-67 and 
photographed the Moon from orbit on photo-
graphic film that was processed in the space-
craft, and then scanned and transmitted to 
Earth. Although providing highly detailed 
views of most of the Moon, the method by 
which the photographs were scanned and as-
sembled into strips meant that they are inade- 

quate for precise elevation and position mea-
surements. 

Orbiters-I, -H, and -III primarily photo-
graphed candidate areas for Apollo landings 
near the lunar equator. After this task was 
done, Orbiters-IV and -V were placed in near-
polar orbits in order to conduct global map-
ping of most of the remainder of the Moon. 

Figure 12, below, is a highly-publicized 
("The picture of the century") oblique view of 
the crater Copernicus by Lunar Orbiter-H. 
Note that the actual picture occupies only part 
of the frame. Given the importance of the sys-
tematic global coverage of the Orbiter Series, 
it is unfortunate that their videodisc versions 
apparently were made by photographing prints 
mounted on a wall! Thus the videodisc Lunar 
Orbiter photographs are most suitable for 
browsing, or for locating frames of interest. 
For serious research, however, it is necessary 
to consult the actual prints, microfilm copies, 
or perhaps the half-tone versions in lunar at-
lases (that unfortunately are now out of print). 

Apollo 70mm (A06100-29099). The nine 
manned Apollo lunar Missions (i.e, Apollo-8, 
and 10 through 17) carried astronauts who 
took thousands of photographs of the Earth 
and Moon from orbit, and (for Apollo-11 and 
12, and 14 through 17) from the Moon's sur-
face. They mainly used hand-held Hasselblad 
cameras with 70mm film, both color and 
black-and-white. The quality of these photo-

graphs varies, but most are very good, as the 
example in Figure 13 (p. 39) shows. With all 
Apollo photography, it is important to know 
that only the last three missions traveled sig-
nificantly north or south of the lunar equator, 
that Apollo-13 did not enter lunar orbit, and 
that all the missions included distant whole-
disc views of the Moon showing the lunar 
Eastern Hemisphere. 

Figure 11. Surveyor-VI! image of part of the outer 
wall of the crater Tycho under low lighting. The 
view is highly tilted, with "up" to the upper right. 
Note the data block on the right, which appears on 
some of the Surveyor frames. (Videodisc frame 
A02710.) 
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Figure 13. Looking north over the 83-km 
crater Archimedes, with 13-km Bancroft 
(Archimedes A) in the foreground and the 
Monies Spitzbergensis in the background. 
Apollo-15 photograph AS 15-91-12402. 
(Videodisc frame A13996.) 

Figure 14. Apollo-17 Metric Camera photo-
graph 1829, showing the area between the 
ruined 28-km crater Wallace (lower right 
edge) and the Monies Apenninus (upper 
left). The area shown is roughly 200 km on 
a side. South at top. (Videodisc frame 
A28336) 

Figure 15. Looking north over the southeast rim 
of the crater Archimedes. Apollo 15 Panoramic 
Camera photograph AS 15-9390. (Videodisc 
frame B05504.) 
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Apollo Metric (A22439-29241). Apollo 
Missions 15, 16, and 17 carried a mapping 
camera with a 76-mm f/4.5 lens which took 
vertical-format views with resolutions of 
about 20 meters. Coverage was in the form of 
continuous strips, permitting stereoscopic 
viewing. Apollo 15 metric coverage extended 
westward (IAU sense) from about 179°E to 
67°W longitude, reaching latitudes as high as 
26°N and S. Apollo 16 photographed west-
ward from 165°W to 48°W, with extreme lat-
itude limits of 12°N and S. The final Apollo 
Mission's coverage was from longitude 
151°W westward to 44°W within the latitude 
limits of 23°N and S. A representative Apollo 
Metric photograph is shown in Figure 14 
(below). This video print can be compared 
with the reproduction of an actual photo-
graphic print of an adjoining frame on the 
front cover of our June, 1991 issue. 

Apollo Panoramic (M0010-46588). This 
form of photography comprises the largest 
number of frames because each of the highly-
elongated photographs had to be divided be-
tween ten videodisc frames. This form of cov-
erage was confined to the last three Apollo 
Missions and had about the same longitude 
coverage as did the Metric Camera photogra-
phy described above. One difference between 
the two forms is that the Panoramic Camera 
had a 610-mm f/3.5 lens with a ground resolu-
tion of 2-3 meters directly below the space-
craft. Also, each photograph was a strip ex-
tending from the N to the S horizon as seen 
from the spacecraft. Thus, the only way to see 
an entire panoramic photograph at once is to 
make video prints of the pertinent videodisc 
frames and then to assemble them. When the 
writer tried this, it turned out that there were 
small gaps between the adjoining videodisc 
frames. A sample Apollo Panoramic Camera 
videodisc frame appears in Figure 15 (below). 

CONCLUSION 

This lunar imagery videodisc is admitted-
ly not a flashy professional product; it is a re-
search tool. Much of its contents consists of 
images of photographic prints, where transpar-
encies would have had better tones and resolu-
tion. The absence of Surveyor-I images is a 
loss. The gaps between videodisc frames in 
the Apollo Panoramic Camera photographs is, 
at best, an annoyance. Certainly, there is no 
substitute for the original photographs—but 
how many of our readers have access to them? 

On the positive side, a printed index is 
provided and, better yet, sections of the disc 
contain map indices of the photographs. Thus, 
after a little searching, one can always find a 
particular area of interest. Although not al-
ways of the best quality, these videodisc imag-
es can be useful, as Figures 10-15 will attest. 
Finally, where else can you obtain 76,000 
views of the moon for 60 dollars? 
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WHITHER THE WESTERN AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS? 

By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Executive Director 

The Western Amateur Astronomers 
(WAA) is a federation of amateur astronomy 
clubs in the western United States. Founded 
in 1949, it holds annual conventions and 
makes several awards, which are functions 
similar to those performed for the remainder 
of the country by the Astronomical League 
(AL), which was founded in 1946. 

Frankly, the WAA is not doing well; 
their 1991 convention was canceled, and 
their most recent Board Meeting, at Fresno, 
California on February 15, 1992, was attend-
ed by only 13 delegates. It is quite possible 
that the WAA Board, at their meeting on 
July 18 at COSMOCON '92 in San Jose, 
California, will decide to dissolve the orga-
nization. It may simply cease to exist; or 
may become, or merge with, a new Western 
Region of the Astronomical League. 

The Astronomical League will also meet 
in San Jose. Their Council meeting will be 
on July 14, and their Region X (Western) or- 

ganizational meeting will be held on July 13. 
Why is the A.L.P.O. concerned? Our or-

ganization is affiliated with, and sits on the 
Boards of, both the WAA and the AL. Our 
first convention was held with that of the 
WAA in 1956, and our second with the AL 
in 1957. We have convened with each group 
many times since then. 

We will meet with both groups in San 
Jose in July, and the writer intends to repre-
sent the A.L.P.O. at the three business meet-
ings listed above. When we help to decide 
what is to become of the Western Amateur 
Astronomers, it is essential that he know the 
feelings of the A.L.P.O. membership. If you 
have recommendations about the future of 
the WAA, please inform the writer about 
them. If you plan to attend COSMOCON '92, 
also attend the A.L.P.O. Business Meeting 
on July 16th, where we can discuss what we 
think should be done at the WAA Board 
Meeting on July 18th. 
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Figure 16. Lunar drawing of the craters Lohrmann (Top), Hevelius (middle), and Cavalerius (bottom) by 
Andrew Johnson. For further information see his annotations with the drawing and the text above it. 
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OBSERVATION AND COMMENTS: 

LUNAR DRAWING BY ANDREW JOHNSON 

A new A.L.P.O. member, but a veteran 
English amateur astronomer, Andrew 
Johnson has recently sent in a set of his 
lunar drawings. These are in the style of 
Harold Hill, as exemplified in Mr. Hill's re-
cent book, A Portfolio of Lunar Drawings 
(Cambridge University Press, 1991). The te-
dious stipple drawing technique allows fine 
control of shading and also reproduces well. 

A sample drawing by Mr. Johnson ap- 

pears in Figure 16 (below). The area shown 
straddles the lunar equator on the western 
shore of Oceanus Procellarum. From top 
(south) to bottom, the large craters are 
Lohrmann, Hevelius, and Cavalerius. Note 
the distance scale and thorough documenta-
tion provided by the observer. For informa-
tion about the solar lighting conditions 
("0"), see "Getting Started: Moonlighting" 
on pages 23-25 of this issue. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

ASSOCIATION BUSINESS 

Staff Change: Lunar Dome Survey 
Recorder.—The previous Recorder of our 
Lunar Dome Survey, Jim Phillips, M.D., has 
resigned his position due to the press of family 
business. We express our gratitude for the 
years of service he has given the A.L.P.O. in 
coordinating this observing project. Our 
Membership Secretary, Harry D. Jamieson, 
has consented to replace Dr. Phillips as Acting 
Recorder of the Lunar Dome Survey. Mr. 
Jamieson's address is given on the front cover, 
and we invite those interested in observing 
these low-relief lunar features to contact him. 

COSMOCON `92.—Our 42nd Meeting will 
be held with COSMOCON '92 on July 13-18, 
1992, at San Jose State University in San Jose, 
California, U.S.A. This national amateur as-
tronomy convention will include the 
Astronomical League (AL) and the Western 
Amateur Astronomers (WAA), with participa-
tion by the Planetary Society. The organizing 
group for the conference is the Astronomical 
Association of Northern California. 

A Teachers' Workshop, "Reach for the 
Stars," will be held on July 13-14, and partici-
pants can earn a unit of credit through San 
Jose State University. The amateur astronomy 
portion of the conference starts with a 
Reception Buffet on the evening of July 14, 
followed by a special lecture cosponsored by 
the Planetary Society. On July 15 there will be 
amateur papers, a special lecture, evening 
viewing at the campus observatory, and a Lick 
Observatory tour with viewing through the 36-
inch Alvan Clark refractor and a look at the 
120-inch reflector. A.L.P.O. activities will be 
on Thursday, July 16, including a paper ses-
sion, workshop, and Board/Members meeting. 
On the evening of the 16th there will be more 
evening viewing on campus as well as a tour 
of Chabot Observatory in Oakland, including 
its 20-inch Brashear refractor. On Friday, July 
17, talks will continue, with a NASA-Ames 
tour, which will include the Kuiper Airborne 
Observatory if it is "in port." The Joint 
Awards Banquet is on the evening of the 17th. 
The final convention day will be Saturday, 
July 18th, with talks, two special lectures, and 
brunch, ending with the Star-B-Que at 
Fremont Peak Observatory that evening, with 
viewing through the 30-inch Challenger 
Telescope. 

AL.P.O. members are invited to deliver 
papers on Thursday, July 16th. If you wish to 
do so, send a typewritten two-paragraph ab-
stract by May 15, 1992, to: Cosmocon '92 
Convention Committee, Chabot Observatory, 
4917 Mountain Blvd., Oakland, CA 94619. 
Please indicate your audio-visual needs. The 
normal length of papers is 20 minutes, with an 
additional 5 minutes for questions, but this can 
be changed for exceptional cases. Poster pa-
pers by individuals are also welcome. 

Naturally, you can also bring your "raw" ob-
servations (e.g., drawings and photographs) 
for the general A.L.P.O. Exhibit. 

Those privileged (or forced) to attend 
business meetings should note the following: 

•Astronomical League Region X (Western) 
organization, July 13th. 

•Astronomical League Council, July 14th. 
•A.L.P.O. Board/Members, July 16th. 
•Western Amateur Astronomers, July 18th 

For a registration packet and further infor-
mation, write: 

COSMOCON 92 
Krebs Convention Management Services 
Pioneer Square, Suite 200 
555 De Haro Street 
San Francisco, CA 94107-2348 

Travel arrangements for COSMOCON '92 
are being handled by Uniglobe Express Travel 
Agency, telephone number 1-800-283-4101 
(8 AM - 5 PM Pacific Time). They can pro-
vide discounts on air travel to the San 
Francisco-San Jose Bay Area via United 
Airlines, rental automobiles through Alamo 
Rent-A-Car, and off-campus lodging at Best 
Western Inns. Note that you have the option of 
meals and lodging on campus. 

OTHER DESERVING 
ORGANIZATIONS AND EVENTS 

UNIVERSE'92.—This is the 104th Annual 
Meeting of the Astronomical Society of the 
Pacific, and is cosponsored by the A.L.P.O. 
The conference will be held June 20-25, 1992, 
at the University of Wisconsin in Madison. 
The tentative schedule begins with a national 
astronomy exposition and fair, with talks, 
seminars, and exhibits on June 20-21 
(Saturday-Sunday); these two days will proba-
bly be those of most interest to our readers. 
On Monday, June 22 there are tours of Yerkes 
Observatory and other places. A scientific 
symposium on "Massive Stars: Their Lives in 
the Interstellar Medium" will be held on June 
23-25 (Tuesday-Thursday). It will coincide 
with a workshop on teaching astronomy in 
grades 3-12 on June 23-24, with panels and 
papers on astronomy education on June 25, 
and with a program on the history of astrono-
my on the afternoon of Wednesday, June 24. 

Because the A.L.P.O. is one of this 
meeting's sponsors, we hope to supply some 
exhibits, literature about us for distribution, 
and several papers on amateur Solar-System 
observing. Any A.L.P.O. member who ex-
pects to attend this major conference should 
contact the A.L.P.O. Director fairly soon so 
that we can begin making plans. 

To obtain a registration packet, write to: 
Meeting Registration Packets, A.S.P., 390 
Ashton Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94112. 
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Two photographs of Saturn 
taken by Isao Miyazaki of 
Okinawa, Japan, with a 
40-cm (16-in) Newtonian 
reflector at an equivalent 
focal ratio of f/100; 20 sec. 
on Kodak TP2415 Film, 
developed in Rodinal 1:50 for 
12 min. at 20°C. Saut# 
top, celestial east to the 
4 1itt. Upper view: 1990 OCT 
08, 11h 01m UT, System I l'Aet- 
Central Meridian 063°; the 
following portion of the 
Great White Spot (GWS) is 
near the preceding (14340  
limb. Lower view: 1990 OCT 
10, 11h 23m UT, CM(I) 324°; 
the GWS is near the Central 
Meridian. See the Saturn 
Apparition Report on pages 
49-62 of this issue. 
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MINOR PLANETS 

Three of the brightest of the minor plan-
ets reach opposition during 1992 JUL-SEP. 
Their 10-day ephemerides are given in the 
1992 edition of the A.L.P.O. Solar System 
Ephemeris, and their opposition data are given 
below: 

Opposition Data 

1992 Stellar Declination& 
Minor Planet Date Maanitude Constellation 

21 Lutetia JuL 05 +9.4 25°S Sag 
1 Ceres JuL 29 +7.5 30°S Mic 
68 Leto SEP 08 +9.6 19°S Aqr 

Besides the objects above, the remaining 
three of the "Big Four" minor planets, 2 
Pallas, 3 Juno, and 4 Vesta will be brighter 
than Mag. +10 during at least part of the cur-
rent period, along with 532 Herculina. 

THE MOON 

During the current period, the schedule 
for the Moon's phases is: 

New Moon First Quarter Full Moon Last Quarter 

JUN 30.5 JuL 	07.1 JuL 14.8 JuL 	22.9 
JuL 29.8 AuG 05.5 AUG 13.4 AUG 21.4 
AUG 28.1 SEP 03.9 SEP 12.1 SEP 	19.8 
SEP 26.4 OCT 03.6 OCT 11.8 OCT 19.2 

The three lunations listed above constitute 
Numbers 860-863 in Brown's series. 

The other significant lunar visibility con-
dition is the Moon's librations, or E-W and 
N-S tilts in relation to the Earth. Extreme li-
brations occur on the following dates: 

North East South West 

JuL 	06 JuL 	09 JuL 20 JUL 	24 
AuG 02 AuG 06 AuG 17 AUG 22 
AUG 30 SEP 03 SEP 13 SEP 	19 
SEP 26 OCT 01 OCT 10 OCT 16 

Lunar E and W directions here follow the 
usage of the International Astronomical 
Union, with Mare Crisium near the east limb. 
Favorable libration-lighting conditions for 
viewing the NE limb occur on JUL 05-10, 
AUG 02-06, AUG 30-SEP 02, and SEP 29. 
Likewise, the SW limb will be well-presented 
on JUL 20-24, AUG 17-20, and SEP 15-16. 
Worthwhile dates for viewing the lunar N 
polar area are JUL 04-09, AUG 01-05, AUG 30-
SEP 01, and SEP 24-25. 

PLANETARY AND LUNAR 

OCCULTATIONS 

Eleven minor planets will occult stars in 
1992 JUL-SEP. See Table 1 (p. 90) which lists 
the date, occulting object, visual magnitude of 
planet followed by that of the star, and possi-
ble zone of visibility for each occultation. 

The Moon passes in front of Mars on 1992 
SEP 20, 09h when both are 83°  W of the Sun. 
This event will be visible in southern South 
America, with Mars disappearing at the sunlit 
limb of the 45-percent illuminated last-quarter 
Moon, and reappearing at the dark limb. Many 
places will be able to see this event in a dark 
sky, and the table below gives information for 
some selected locations. 

Site 
Disappearance Reappearance 
UT Alt.]) Alt UL AIt.DD LIL.6)  
h h 

Buenos Aires 07.5 +20° -28° 09.0 +29° -10° 
Cerro Tololo 07.2 +13° -43° 08.4 +24° -28° 
Rio de Janeiro 08.0 +40° -11° 09.4 +44° + 9° 
Santiago 07.3 +12° -40° 08.5 +22° -26° 
Sae Paulo 07.9 +37° -16° 09.3 +43° + 3° 

More information about these and other 
occultations can be had from the International 
Occultation Timing Association (IOTA), 1177 
Collins Ave., SW, Topeka, KS 66604, U.S:A. 

COMETS 

The column by Don E. Machholz, "Comet 
Corner," on p. 84, and the A.L.P.O. Solar 
System Ephemeris: 1992 list thirteen known 
comets that will be visible during at least part 
of this period. Of these, Comets Shoemaker-
Levy (1991d), Helin-Lawrence (1991L), 
Shoemaker-Levy (1991m), P/Ciffreo, and 
Tanaka-Machholz (1992d) should be visible 
in amateur instruments under dark skies. 

METEOR SHOWERS 

(Contributed by Robert D. Lunsford, 
A.L.P.O. Meteors Recorder) 

The last week of July offers no less than 
seven active meteor radiants visible at once. 
The main attraction is the South Delta 
Aquarids, which reach maximum strength on 
July 28th this year, with their radiant located 
at right ascension 22h 13m, declination -17°. 
Observers in the southern United States [better 
yet, in the Southern Hemisphere] will see 
more members of this shower, due to the radi-
ant's higher altitude. This shower's maximum 
rates can approach 30 meteors per hour. Other 
active showers during this period include the 
Piscid Austrinids, Alpha Capricornids, 
South Iota Aquarids, North Delta Aquar-
ids, Perseids, and the controversial Upsilon 
Pegasids. The Moon is new on July 29th, so it 
will not interfere during this period; get out 
and watch the show! 

The Perseid maximum coincides exactly 
with Full Moon this year. Normally only 20-
30 shower members per hour are visible under 
these conditions. With the display that oc-
curred over Japan in 1991, this shower may 
again be strong despite the lunar interference. 
The predicted maximum should occur near 0 
hours UT on AUG 12, promising great circum-
stances for Europe and Western Asia; but it is 
too early for North America. Should the maxi- 
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Figure 15. Phillip W. Budine (left) receiving the A.L.P.O. 

Walter H. Haas Observing Award from Jose Olivarez. (Un-
less otherwise stated, the photographs in this report were 
taken by Phillip S. Houston and were contributed by Jose 
Olivarez.) 

COSmOCON'92: A PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORT 

The Association of Lunar and Planetary 
Observers recently held its forty-second con-
vention, on the campus of San Jose State Uni-
versity in San Jose, California, on July 13-18, 
1992. We were not alone because the same 
meeting included the annual conventions of 
the Astronomical League and the Western 
Amateur Astronomers, making COSMO-
CON'92 a truly national amateur meeting. We 
here extend our thanks to the Astronomical 
Association of Northern California, who 
sponsored the event. 

Such meetings feature a variety of activi-
ties. As usual, there were several paper ses-
sions. A.L.P.O. Members speaking on Solar-
System topics were well-represented here, as 
shown in the listing to the upper right. Their 
papers will appear in the forthcoming conven-
tion Proceedings. 

Such annual meetings also provide the oc-
casion where the participating groups 
make their annual awards. The 
A.L.P.O. can be proud that three of its 
members received such awards in 
1992: (1) Phillip W. Budine was the 
1992 recipient of the A.L.P.O.'s own 
Walter H. Haas Observing Award; (2) 
Donald C. Parker received the 1992 
Leslie C. Peltier Award of the Astro-
nomical League; and (3) John West-
fall was presented with the G. Bruce 
Blair Award for achievement in ama-
teur astronomy (for 1991, presented in 
1992). These persons, with their 
awards, are shown in Figures 15 and 
16 (right and below, respectively). 

Then, there are the Business 
Meetings of the groups involved. 
These included the organizational 
meeting of Region X of the Astro-
nomical League, including California, 
Nevada, Arizona, and Hawaii. The 
Astronomical League and the Western 
Amateur Astronomers also had their 
meetings. Likewise, the A.L.P.O. held 
a Business Meeting, which is de-
scribed in the minutes that follow this 

A.L.P.O. Papers at CosmocoN'92— 

Julius L. Benton, Jr: 
Saturn's Ring System: What to Observe 

Phillip W. Budine 
The South Temperate Belt Fade and 

Related Events on Jupiter 
Jose Olivarez 

Highlights of Recent Activity on Jupiter 
Donald C. Parker and Richard Berry 

Lunar and Planetary Imaging with a 
Small CCD Camera 

Richard W. Schmude, Jr. 
Photoelectric Photometry of Uranus in 

Early 1992: Preliminary Results 
John Westfall 

The Coming Public Transits of Mercury 
and Venus 

All of the Above (and others) 
A.L.P.O. Observing Workshop 

Figure 16. The gentle-
man to the left is Donald 
C. Parker, holding the 
Astronomical 	League's 
Leslie C. Peltier award, 
which he received for 
1992. To his right is his 
wife, Maureen. To Dr. 
Parker's left is John 
Westfall, holding the 
Western Amateur Astron-
omer's G. Bruce Blair 
Award for 1991. To Dr. 
Westfall's left is his wife, 
Elizabeth. 
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Figure 18. The 16-inch (41-cm) Alvan Clark re-
fractor at Ricard Memorial Observatory at the 
University of Santa Clara, in Santa Clara, Cali-
fornia. (Photograph by John Westfall) 

Figure 19. The 30-inch (76-cm) Newtonian reflecting telescope 
at Fremont Peak. Observatory south of San Jose, California. 
Note the large observing floor and slide-off roof, allowing 
groups easy access to the sky. (Photograph by John Westfall) 

Figure 17. The 1992 
A.L.P.O. Business Meet-
ing in San Jose, Califor-
nia. Facing the camera, 
from left to right, are Jose 
Olivarez*, Harry Jamie-
son*, Donald Parker*, 
Philip Budine*, Richard 
Schmude, John Westfall.  
(standing), and Elizabeth 
Westfall.* (* indicates an 
A.L.P.O. Board member). 

report. Above (Figure 17) is a view of the 
1992 A.L.P.O. Business Meeting. 

COSMOCON'92 was noteworthy for its 
field trips, which included one to the nearby 
NASA Ames Research Center, home of the 
Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO). Unfor-
tunately the KAO was indeed airborne when 
our group visited the Center, but we could 
console ourselves with visits to four ground-
based observatories, three of which had the 
large refractors so beloved of lunar and plane-
tary observers. First was Lick Observatory, in 
the mountains east of San Jose, home of the 
36-inch (91-cm) Alvan Clark refractor and the 
120-inch (3-meter) Shane reflector. The next 
evening saw a trip to Chabot Observatory in 
Oakland, housing a 20-inch (51-cm) Brashear 
and an 8-inch (20-cm) Alvan Clark refractor. 
Then, many of those attending the convention 
learned for the first time that a 16-inch (41-
cm) Alvan Clark refractor was housed only a 
few miles away, at Ricard Memorial Observa-
tory in Santa Clara, restored to working order 
largely by student efforts. (See Figure 18 to 
the right.) 

The final field trip was to an amateur-built 
observatory at Fremont Peak State Park south 
of San Jose, featuring a 30-inch 
(76-cm) Newtonian reflector, 
shown in Figure 19 (below). 
Perhaps 20 amateurs also 
brought their own telescopes to 
Fremont Peak, with apertures 
ranging up to 24 inches (61 cm), 
so nobody had to wait long in 
line before seeing Saturn, Ura-
nus, the Moon, or (for those who 
like them) deep-sky objects as 
well. 

Add to all the above the 
"Star-B-Que" dinner at Fremont 
Peak, the traditional Banquet, 
and notable guest speakers such 
as Carolyn Shoemaker ("Com-
ets, Craters and Catastrophes"), 
Don Osterbrock ("The Pauper 
and the Prince: George Willis 
Ritchey, George Ellery Hale and 
Big American Telescopes"), 
Tom Thompson ("Venus-Magel an Science ("What You Can Do With a Backyard CCD 
Discoveries"), George Textor ("Voyager: The 	Camera—Right Now!"), and it is clear that 
Incredible Journey"), and Roger Sinnott 	there just wasn't enough time to do it all! 
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Figure 24. Portion of 1:24 000-scale Meteorle Crater quad-
rangle. [1] Located in Nye County, Nevada. Contour interval 
20 feet (6.2 m), with eleva ions in feet above mean sea level. 
Reduced to about 70 percent of the original scale, this repro-
duction's scale is indicated by the square grid lines, spaced 
1000 meters apart. North at top. 

AN UNDERSTUDIED CRATER IN NEVADA 

By: Harry D. Jamieson 

ABSTRACT 

This article reports on a visit to a little-known possible meteorite crater in Nye County, 
Nevada on July 11, 1992, and is accompanied by photographs of the feature. 

Early this summer, John E. Westfall acci-
dentally came across a topographic quadrangle 
map of part of Nye County, Nevada enticingly 
titled "Meteorite Crater". [1; a section of the 
map is reproduced below in Figure 24] A 
search of the geological literature yielded only 
one further reference to this feature. [2] It is 
surprising that this feature has received so lit-
tle study or notice. 

Apparently discovered in the early 1920's 
by Ralph Irwin of Duckwater, Nevada, studies 
of this crater (which I shall now call Irwin 
Crater) have not revealed its origin. At John 
Westfall's suggestion, I visited this feature on 
July 11, 1992, while enroute to Cosmocon'92. 

Irwin Crater lies on a gentle alluvial slope 
with the Railroad Valley to its east and the 
Pancake Range to its west, at coordinates 115° 
40' 32" W, 38° 43' 16" N (ECN coordinates 
+1157,387). The depression is 225 feet (69 m) 
wide and 10-15 feet (3-5 m) deep. It is circular 
except where the western (uphill) rim has been 
eroded away. Runoff from a gully terminating 
there has deposited at least 25 feet (8 m) of 
spongy sediment upon the floor of the crater, 
making any search for possible meteoritic ma-
terial difficult. The rim is not raised above the 
outside terrain; and the crater's interior has 
about the same coloring and sagebrush vegeta-
tion as its surroundings, making 
the crater difficult to see from a 
distance (Figure 26, p. 120). 

A hole in the center of the cra-
ter, dug by Mr. Irwin and his 
brother some 70 years ago, is still 
there, complete with fragments of 
the ladder that they—or some-
one—used to get to the bottom in 
order to search for meteorite frag-
ments (Figure 27, p. 120). None 
were ever found. Later attempts to 
find fragments with World War-II 
mine detectors and Alnico mag-
nets were also fruitless. However, 
the authors of Reference [2] are 
certain that this feature is not a 
volcanic crater or caldera, as there 
is no evidence of thermal action or 
a runoff channel. Perhaps the cra-
ter was formed by the impact of a 
non-metallic object, such as a tiny 
ball of ice and rock (a mini-com-
et?), which would not leave many 
fragments. Clearly, more study of 
this feature is needed. 

Persons interested in visiting 
Irwin Crater will find it along a  

little-traveled dirt road some 11 miles (18 km) 
west of Currant, Nevada, at the junction of 
U.S. Highway 6 and State Route 379. Go west 
from Currant on U.S. 6 to a point about 100 
feet (30 m) east of mile marker 103 (known 
locally as "the second curve"). From there, 
follow a dirt road northwest for about 2.75 
miles (4.4 km), where you will come to a 
place where the road splits in several direc-
tions. Go north-northeast about 7 miles (11 
km) until you reach the east-west road that 
runs by the crater. At this point, go about 
3,300 feet (1000 m) west. 

These dirt roads have a high crown and 
pot-holes in places; and I recommend the use 
of an off-road vehicle, although I got in and 
out with my Mazda 323. The short east-west 
road that runs by the crater is not easily seen 
from the north-south road because of a high 
shoulder, which is another reason to use a ve-
hicle that places you high above the road, and 
I drove past it the first time. Figure 25 (p. 
120) shows a view of the Pancake Range to 
the magnetic west of the final intersection, and 
should be helpful in finding the turnoff. [Mag-
netic west is approximately 14°.5 north of true 
west at this location. Ed.] I also recommend 
being prepared for desert conditions in case 
you have car trouble. The area has no nearby 
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homes and is not often visited; mine were the 
only tire tracks visible at the crater. You will 
find the people at MaxOil, located near mile 
marker 104 on U.S. 6, to be very nice about 
giving directions and agreeing to send help if 
you do not return after a specified period of 
time. When asking for directions locally, re-
member that the local people call the feature 
"the meteor crater," rather than "Irwin Crater" 
as I have done here. Also, some of them may 
mistakenly try to guide you to a nearby volca-
nic crater called "Lunar Crater," which is 
some miles farther west on U.S. 6. In addition 
to the people at MaxOil, the owner of the bar 
and filling station in Currant is familiar with 
the crater and its location, and has a 3-dimen-
sional topographical map of the area on a table 
for public viewing. 

Those who wish more information about 
the Irwin Crater may write to me for a copy of 
Reference [2]; please include a stamped self-
addressed envelope with your request. 
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Figure 25. Looking to the 
magnetic west toward Irwin 
Crater from the N-S road, 
showing the E-W road lead-
ing to the crater. The crater 
itself is about 1000 m (0.6 
mi) away and not visible 
from this distance. The Pan-
cake Range forms the sk. 
line. All photographs by au-
thor. 

Figure 26. Looking approxi-
mately north from the south 
rim of Irwin Crater, which 
extends to the left. The cra-
ter is approximately 5250 
feel (1600 m) above sea 
level; the unnamed triangu-
lar peak left of center is 
about 1.9 mi (3.1 km) north 
and 5942 feet (1811 m) 
above sea level. 

Figure 27. Excavation in the 
floor of Irwin Crater, show-
ing remnants of ladder. 
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LUNAR DOME CATALOG (APRIL 30, 1992 EDITION) 

By: Harry D. Jamieson, A.L.P.O. Lunar Dome Recorder (1992-), 
and James H. Phillips, A.L.P.O. Lunar Dome Recorder (1986-1992). 

Note by Editor: As announced in our March, 1992, 
issue (p. 45), James H. Phillips has resigned as 
Lunar Dome Recorder, and has been replaced by 
Harry D. Jamieson. Dr. Phillips has been kind 
enough to provide the introduction below (referring 
to the Dome Catalog as he left it). Mr. Jamieson 
has subsequently revised the catalog, however; 
and his version is the one given below. Our read-
ers should realize that such a catalog is never 
complete, and is constantly being revised. Many 
questions remain to be answered. Also, the follow-
ing catalog is highly abbreviated in order to fit this 
Journal, although I have tried to explain terms and 
abbreviations at the end. 

INTRODUCTION 
(by James H. Phillips) 

After a lapse of several years, the present 
Lunar Dome Survey was reactivated in 1986. 
Our initial goals were to compile a catalog 
based on data from the original survey, which 
had been headed by Harry Jamieson. In addi-
tion, the objects were plotted on lunar quad-
rant maps in order to aid observers in identify-
ing the domes. The following catalog was the 
results of the efforts of all who participated in 
the present survey to this point [with subse-
quent revisons and additions by the present 
Recorder. Ed.]. Additional information on ob- 

jects was also obtained and was added to the 
catalog. As can be seen, a great deal of data 
have been compiled on individual domes. 
However, a great deal more needs to be done. 
Harry Jamieson, an original Recorder of the 
A.L.P.O. Lunar Dome Survey, has now again 
taken over as Recorder. I am grateful to all 
who have participated in the Survey up to this 
time, and particularly for all the help received 
from Harry Jamieson and John Westfall. The 
Lunar Dome Survey is a very worthwhile 
project for interested amateurs and I urge all 
those interested in this project to contact Harry 
Jamieson (address on inside back cover). 

The following individuals have contribut-
ed to the Survey, and I am grateful for all their 
help and support. (I have also given the na-
tionalities of those who are not residents of the 
United States.) 

Jose Aguirre (Spain) 
	

Schuyler Allen 
Kocsis Antal (Hungary) Joe Caruso 
Karl Fabia 
	

Alika Herring 
Harry Jamieson 
	

Charles Kapral 
Craig Macdougal 
	

Rob Moseley (UK) 
Jose Olivarez 
	

Michael Porcellino 
Za Pujic (Australia) 
	

Robert Robinson 
George Rosenberg 
	

John Sabia 
R. Turner (UK) 
	

Ed Vinson 
Ross Weyburg 
	

John Westfall 

Table 1. Lunar Dome Catalog (April 30, 1992 Version, provided by Harry D. Jamieson) 

Xi 	to 	Feature Near Observer/Date/Remarks Xi 	Eta 	Feature Near Observer/Date/Remarks 

915 025 M Spumans 
904 025 M Spumans 
860 290 M Crisium 
856 290 M Crisium 
838 -035 Webb B 
822 -309 Vendelinus 

811 	-315 Vendelinus 

807 -310 Vendelinus 
795 -316 Petavius B 

F-JEW 11/26/69 27km-JEW 
F-JEW 11/26/69 35km-JEW 
F-KJD 12/26/72 25km-KJD 
F-KJD 12/26/72 35km-KJD 
F-??? 	Part of a ridge-CLR. 
F-KJD DW/2A/5F/0 5km, 51m-
KJD 
F-KJD Uncertain-KJD 
DW/2A?/5G/0 
F-KJD DW/2A/5G/0 17km-KJD 
F-HDJ Seen-CLR. Nothing 
seen-KJD 

773 -232 Crozier 
773 -238 Crozier 

769 223 Lick 
769 -168 Crozier 
768 -237 Crozier 

766 -348 Petavius B 
761 -305 Petavius B 
761 -312 Petavius B 
755 -074 Messier 
755 -164 Messier 

F-CP 	03/19/72 
F-HDJ 9km-CP Same as 
+777-238? 
F-MWH 4km- HDJ 
F-??? 
F-HDJ 14km- KJD DW/2A/6F/0 
KJD 
KHS 54 F-1960 
F-HDJ Rumker-type cluster? 
KHS 55 F-1960 
F-HDJ 
F-HDJ 20km-CP Cntr. of region 

791 -525 Adams F-CLR Large Irreg. Complex containing 4 suspected domes. 
787 088 S of M Crisium F-KJD 754 -047 Messier F-MWHHigh w/sharp summit 
783 594 Gauss F-HDJ 5km-HDJ A5-D 
781 -242 Crozier KHS 66 F-1960 747 026 Taruntius G 	F-??? 	cf JBAA v.76#5 p. 326 
779 	216 Lick F-HDJ Suspected by CLR 745 	265 O'Neil's Bridge F-??? 	Dumbbell- shaped (2 
779 	211 Lick F-HDJ Seen-CLR domes?) 20km N-S-KJD 
779 -252 Crozier E KHS 6 F-1960 744 -172 Goclenius F-HDJ 13km-HDJ 24km-KJD 
777 -225 Crozier F-CP 737 -217 Bellot F-KJD 4km-KJD (AKH +740 
777 -238 Crozier F-KJD 10km-KJD -215) A5-D DW/1A/5F/0 
777 -318 Petavius B KHS 63 F-1960 736 -085 Messier F-HDJ 9.6km-HDJ Seen-MWH 
776 	217 Lick F-HDJ Seen-CLR 734 -145 Messier F-HDJ 14.3km-HDJ 12km-CP 
775 605 In Gauss F-HDJ A2-B 732 -395 Biot F-??? 
774 -348 Petavius B KHS 5 F-1960 729 -172 M Fecunditatis F-??? 24km 
773 	078 Taruntius F-KJD 728 -060 Messier F-HDJ Seen-MWH 
773 058 M Crisium F-KJD 10/13/65 13km-KJD 728 -355 Biot F-KJD 03/03/68 30km - Too 
773 -228 Crozier F-CP 	03/19/72 steep for dome?-KJD LAC98 
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Table 1. Lunar Dome Catalog (April 30, 1992 Version, provided by Harry D. Jamieson)—Continued. 

_XL LW, Feature Near 	Observer/Date/Remarks 	_XL fa, Feature Near  

719 -190 Gutenberg 	F-HDJ 15km-HDJ 	 545 205 Sinas 
710 015 Taruntius 	F-HDJ Ridge? HDJ 15km-Flat 	544 567 Neander 

Irreg.-CP 	 540 245 Vitruvius 
708 004 Messier 	F-HDJ 15km-CP A5-D 	 540 223 Jansen 
703 -113 Gutenburg 	F-??? 24km 	 539 121 Sinas 
698 -175 In Goclenius F-KJD 33km-KJD 	 538 257 Maraldi 
697 -075 Messier 	F-HDJ 40km-HDJ 53km-CP 	537 224 Jansen F 

45km- KJD 	 537 204 Sinas 
680 -210 Magelhaens F-KJD 18X12km-CP 	 537 117 Sinas 
670 571 Geminus 	F-HDJ Seen-CLR 	 536 183 Sinas 
669 568 Geminus 	F-HDJ Seen-CLR 	 534 288 Maraldi D 
667 -079 Gutenburg 	F-MWH A5-D 9.5km-CP 
640 -380 Santbech 	F-HDJ A hill-KJD 5/24/66 	534 242 Maraldi 
622 350 Macrobius A F-HDJ B3-A 3km 	 532 239 Lucian 
622 -156 Gutenburg 	F-HDJ 6.2km-HDJ Seen-CLR 	531 195 Sinas 

(tentative) 	 530 135 Sinas 
622 -336 Santbech 	F-HDJ cf. CLR Obs 12/27/65 	529 292 Gardner 
620 009 Cauchy 	F-HDJ 
620 045 Cauchy 	F-KJD 30km-KJD 	 529 237 Lucian 
619 -371 Santbech 	F-HDJ Seen-KJD 5/24/66 	528 152 Sinas 
618 -167 Gutenburg 	F-??? 13km-I-IDJ 8km-KJD 

41m- KJD 	 528 121 Sinas 
617 068 Cauchy 	F-KJD Very doubtful-KJD 16km 	526 144 Sinas 
616 -354 Santbech 	F-HDJ Seen-CLR 9km 	 526 136 Sinas 
615 126 Cauchy 	F-??? ABJC LAC-61 9.6km 	525 124 Sinas 

413m- KJD 	 525 -336 Fracastorius 
615 065 Cauchy 	F-KJD 06/23/66 Ill-defined 	524 187 Maraldi 

25km-KJD Seen-J0 	 524 140 Sinas 
613 -344 Santbech 	F-??? 4km 	 523 223 Jansen 
612 -358 Santbech 	F-HDJ? Seen-CLR 9km 	 523 206 Sinas 
609 173 Cauchy 	F-CLR? 	 523 126 Sinas 
609 -381 Santbech 	F-HDJ 4km 	 523 -334 Fracastorius 
608 -376 Santbech 	F-??? 
606 146 Cauchy 	F-KJD Seen-JEW 	 522 122 Sinas 
606 124 Cauchy 	F-HDJ on B4-6 Seen-MWH 	521 237 Jansen 

11/22/71 	 520 240 Sinas 
603 -380 Santbech 	F-??? 5.5km-HDJ  ABJC 	520 -166 Isidorus 
602 177 Cauchy 	F-HDJ Part of ridge-CLR 	520 -331 Fracastorius 
600 055 Cauchy 	F-KJD DU/2E/5F/0 8km-KJD 	519 251 Maraldi 
599 183 Cauchy 	F-HDJ 	 519 186 Sinas 
599 -344 Santbech 	F-HDJ Seen-CLR 5.3km 	518 -326 Fracastorius 
598 -389 Santbech 	F-HDJ Seen-CLR 9.6km-HDJ 	517 247 Maraldi 
596 151 Cauchy 	F-KJD LAC-61 Seen-CLR 	517 -379 Fracastorius 
595 055 Cauchy 	F-KJD 30km III-defined-KJD 	516 131 Sinas 
594 275 Maraldi 	F-HDJ B3-A Small 	 516 -154 Isidorus 
593 360 Maraldi 	F-HDJ B3-A 6.6km Oval 	515 -330 Fracastorius 
593 321 Maraldi 	F-HDJ 63-A 	 514 -152 Isidorus 
593 319 Maraldi 	F-HDJ B3-A 	 511 231 Jansen 
593 131 Cauchy 	ABJC B4-B LAC-61 AIC-61 D 	511 075 Maskelyne 

10.3km DW/2A/6F/9MN 150m 	510 224 Jansen 
592 103 Cauchy 	F-MWH 	 510 200 Sinas 
588 324 Maraldi 	F-KJD B3-A Shows possible 	510 092 Maskelyne 

junction of ridges-HDJ 	 508 207 Maraldi 
586 364 Maraldi 	F-HDJ B3-A 5km Slightly oval 	508 -330 Fracastorius 
584 	107 Cauchy 	F-MWH 10km Round -HDJ 	507 184 Sinas 
583 301 Maraldi 	F-HDJ 63-A 7km Round 	506 -380 Fracastorius 
581 379 Ramer 	F-HDJ B3-A 	 503 203 Maraldi 
574 327 Maraldi 	F-HDJ B3-A 	 503 -334 Fracastorius 
568 244 Maraldi D 	ABJC 6.0km DW/2A/6F/0 	500 175 Sinas 
567 269 Maraldi D 	F-HDJ? 	 500 112 Sinas 
565 247 Maraldi 	F-JEW on LAC-61 6km-JEW 	500 105 Sinas 

Seen-HDJ on B4-B 	 499 172 Sinas 
565 243 Maraldi 	F-by JEW on LAC-61 	 499 -323 Fracastorius 

Seen-HDJ on 64-B 5km-JEW 	494 192 Sinas E 
561 078 Maskelyne F F-JO 11/11/72 	 492 208 Jansen 
557 113 Sinas 	F-HDJ 	 490 210 Jansen 
556 042 Maskelyne F F- KJD 4km Seen by JEW 	490 -103 Torricelli 
553 255 Vitruvius 	F-KJD 	 490 -111 Torricelli 
551 075 Maskelyne F F-JO 11/11/72 	 490 -160 Theophilus 
550 248 Vitruvius 	F-KJD 	 488 624 Maury 
549 259 Vitruvius 	F-KJD 	 488 -338 Fracastorius 
548 185 Sinas 	F-HDJ Seen-JEW & Kiplinger 	486 623 Maury 
545 252 Vitruvius 	F-KJD 	 486 -151 Theophilus 

Observer/Date/Remarks  

F-CLR 12/27/65 
F-HDJ? 
F-KJD 
KHS 51 F-1960 
KHS 34 F-1960 
F-KJD 
F-CLR 12/27/65 
ABJC 11km-KJD DW/2A/5F/0 
KHS 35 F-1960 
ABJC 7.5km DW/2A/6G/7J 
ABJC 60.9km 975m high 
(Ashbrook) DUW/4A/61/7P8P9P 
F-??? 6km 
KHS 52 F-1960 
F-CLR 
KHS 41 F-1960 
KHS 45 F-1960. 
Very large & mountainous. 
KHS 48 F-1960 
F-CLR Very low-only seen 
when right on terminator-CLR 
KHS 36 F-1960 
KHS 44 F-1960. 
KHS 42 F-1960 
KHS 38 F-1960 
F-CLR?Large cinder heap-CLR 
ABJC 8km DW/2A/6H/0-KJD 
KHS 43 F-1960 
KHS 46 F-1960. 38m-KS. 
ABJC DW/2C/6G/7P 15km- KJD 
KHS 39 F-1960 
F-KJD? 21km DCW/1A/5A/0?- 
MWH 
F-1-IDJ Seen-CLR 
KHS 47 F-1960 
F-HDJ 
KHS 20 F-1960 
KHS 32 F-1960 
F-HDJ 
LAC-61 ABJC DW/2A/5F/0 7km 
F-HDJ 66-B 
F-HDJ 
F-HDJ B6-6 
F-HDJ Seen-CLR, JEW 
KHS 21 F-1960 
KHS 31 F-1960 
KHS 22 F-1960 
KHS 49 F-1960 
F-HDJ B4-D 
KHS 50 F-1960 
ARJC 6.8km DW/2A/6H/0 
F-HDJ 
F-HDJ 4.8km 
KHS 33 F-1960 
ABJC DW-/36/5F/7M 10km-KJD 
F-HDJ 66-B 
F-HDJ 4.8km 
F-HDJ 
F-Pither (BAA) Seen by KJD 
F-HDJ 
F-HDJ 
F-Pither (BAA) 
KHS 29 F-1960 
F-HDJ 5.5km 
F-HDJ B4-D 
F-HDJ 64-D 
KHS 24 F-1960 
KHS 23 F-1960 
KHS 17 F-1960 
F-??? 
KHS 30 F-1960 
F-??? 
KHS 18 F-1960 
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Table 1. Lunar Dome Catalog (April 30, 1992 Version, provided by Harry D. Jamieson)—Continued. 

Ela, Feature Near 	Observer/Date/Remarks  

480 -133 Theophilus 	KHS 19 F-1960 
478 229 Jansen 	F-HDJ 
475 578 L Somniorum F-HDJ B2-A Small 
475 284 Jansen 	F-KJD 
472 592 L Somniorum F-HDJ B2-A Small 
470 572 L Somniorum F-HDJ B2-A Small 
469 575 L Somniorum F-HDJ B2-A Small 
467 293 Jansen 	F-KJD 
467 286 Jansen 	F-KJD 
466 256 Jansen 	F-KJD 
465 225 Jansen 	F-HDJ 6.2km 
460 543 Posidonius 	F-HDJ on B2-A Small 
455 540 Posidonius 	F-HDJ B2-A Small 
453 281 Dawes C 	F-HDJ on B3-E B4-D 
452 -332 In Beaumont A F-Dall'Ara Hill-KJD 
451 -389 Fracastorius F-JEW 
449 -030 Maskelyne 	F-Pither (BAA) Double hill-KJD 
449 -104 Torricelli 	F-MWH (Doubts nature) 

07/17/72 
DCW/3D/5F/7K8MK9K 

446 -730 In Janssen 	F-HDJ B7-A Quite large 
442 263 Jansen 	F-JA Quite Steep-CLR 6/24/66 
433 164 Ross 	KHS 14 F-1960 
430 280 Dawes 	ABJC DW/2E/6F/0?? 

84-B B3-E Uncertain 
428 167 Ross 	KHS 16 F-1960 
427 417 Lemonnier 	F-JEW 
427 206 Ross A 	KHS 12 F-1960 
424 533 Posidonius 	F-HDJ? 133-A 9.1km 
424 317 Dawes 	F-KJD 
424 -462 Piccolomini 	LAC-96 86-B DU/2A/6H/8P9K- 

KJD ABJC 13.7km 
423 511 Posidonius 	F-HDJ? 133-A 7km 
423 239 Ross 	F-HDJ B4-D Oval 
423 170 Ross 	KHS 13 F-1960 
422 175 Ross 	KHS 25 F-1960 
420 707 Hercules 	F-HDJ 82-A 
420 310 Dawes 	F-KJD 
420 167 Ross 	KHS 15 F-1960 
419 535 Posidonius 	F-HDJ? 83-A 13X5 km 

Double dome? 
417 000 Moltke 	F-HDJ on Horiguchi Photo. 

08/11/71 About size of Moltke 
416 536 Posidonius 	F-J. Brannen B3-A 9km-HDJ 
413 -146 Theophilus 	KHS 28 F-1960 
411 -362 Polybius 	F-JEW 2 others nearby-KJD 
405 145 Arago 	F-HDJ on Horiguchi Photo. 

08/11/71 Forms double dome 
with +402+148 

404 -145 Theophilus 	KHS 26 F-1960 
403 227 Ross 	F-HDJ on Horiguchi Photo. 

08/11/71 Bright patch 
403 210 Ross 	F-HDJ on Horiguchi Photo. 

08/11/71 Very elongated 
402 148 Arago 	F-HDJ on Horiguchi Photo. 

08/11/71 Forms double dome 
with +405+145 

400 195 Ross 	F-HDJ on Horiguchi Photo. 
08/11/71 About size of Ross B 

385 735 Hercules 	F-HDJ 
382 280 Plinius 	KHS 5 F-1960 Catalog 
377 277 Plinius 	KHS 6 F-1960 Catalog 
377 105 Arago 	F-HDJ on Horiguchi Photo. 

08/11/71 
377 -267 Catharina 	KHS 10 F-1960 
376 542 Giner 	F-JEW 
376 276 Plinius 	KHS 7 F-1960 Catalog 
375 108 Arago 	F-HDJ on Horiguchi Photo. 

08/11/71 
375 -258 Catharina 	KHS 11 F-1960 
374 655 Grove 	F-HDJ 6.2km C2-A B2-A 
374 547 Posidonius P F-HDJ  

Xi Ea Feature Near 	Observer/Date/Remarks 

F-HDJ on Horiguchi Photo. 
08/11/71 About size of Arago D 
KHS F-1960 
F-JEW C4-D Horiguchi Photo. 
8/11/71 
F-HDJ on Horiguchi Photo. 
08/11/71 About size of Arago D 
KHS 9 F-1960 
F-HDJ on Horiguchi Photo. 
08/11/71 About size of Arago E 
F-KJD 12/29/65 8km 
DU/2E/5F/0? 380m high-KJD 
F-HDJ on Horiguchi Photo. 
08/11/71 About size of Arago D 
LAC-60 ABJC 
DCW/3D/61/7P8P9P 24km- HDJ 
F-CLR 
F-HDJ? 
F-HDJ on Horiguchi Photo. 
08/11n1 About as large as 
Arago - HDJ 

358 	 LAC-60ABJC  9km DW/2E/6F/0 
357 	 F-??? 10km 
357 	 F-HDJ Seen-JEW 
354 	 F-HDJ Seen-CLR 6/24/66 at 

+349+550 
LAC-60ABJC DW/2E/6F/0 10km 
F-CLR 
F-HDJ Seen-CLR 6/24/66 
F-??? 
Several Ob., B4-B LAC-60 7km 
DW/213/51/9J Appears double 
F-KJD DW/1A/6F?7J?4km-KJD 
F-??? 
F-??? Well-known 
F-HDJ 12.3km 
F-??? 
KHS 	F-1960 Catalog 
KHS 3 F-1960 Catalog 
F-HDJ 
F-HDJ Small 
F-CLR C4-D Cut by cleft. 
Seen-MWH. 

278 660 Burg 	F-HDJ C2-A DW/2B/5G-MWH 
275 653 Plana 	F-CLR 
275 576 Luther 	F-CLR 
274 299 Menelaus 	Several Ob., well-confirmedAf3JC 
273 658 Burg 	F-HDJ C2-A 
273 141 Julius Caesar F-HDJ 5.5km-HDJ 

Can't find- MWH 
272 669 Plana 	F-CLR DW/2A/5F/8K-MWH 
269 300 Menelaus 	Several Ob. 12km-KJD 

DW/2E/5?/0 Cut by cleft 
266 153 Julius Caesar F-HDJ DW/26/51/0-MWH 
262 790 Aristoteles 	F-HDJ 5.5km 
259 304 Menelaus 	F-HDJ Might be +255+304. 

DW/2A/5F?/0 12km-KJD 
255 155 Julius Caesar F-HDJ 
252 -292 Almanon 	F-HDJ 
245 361 Bessel-S. Gallus F-MWH 07/02/72 

DW/1A/4F/0 
245 165 Julius Caesar F-HDJ Seen-MWH 

DW/2A/5H/0 
243 -290 Almanon 	F-HDJ 
242 588 Alexander 	F-HDJ (RJW Photo.) 8km 
240 371 S. Gallus 	F-MWH DW/2A/5G/0 Position 

uncertain 
239 361 S. Gallus 	F-MWH Position uncertain 
238 582 Alexander 	F-HDJ on RJW Photo. 4km 
235 371 Bessel - S. Gallus F-MWH 07/02/72 

DW/2A/4G/0 
231 739 Mitchell 	F-HDJ 

374 103 Arago 

373 273 Plinius 
373 095 Arago 

372 100 Arago 

369 277 Plinius 
368 096 Arago 

365 -488 Zagut 

363 159 Arago 

363 130 Arago 

362 -282 Catharina 
362 -478 Rothmann 
361 167 Arago-Maclear 

359 	 F-HDJ? -480 Rothmann 
149 Arago 
554 Luther 
077 S of Arago 
550 Luther 

353 155 Arago 
353 -474 Rothmann 
351 549 Luther 
350 -478 Rothmann 
349 161 Arago 

349 148 Arago 
343 723 Burg 
339 107 Arago 
335 607 Plana 
325 733 Burg 
324 -528 Zagut 
318 -526 Zaugt 
315 -520 Zagut 
313 -753 Pitiscus 
312 053 Ritter 
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11111111.P.mml  Table 1. Lunar Dome Catalog (April 30,1992 Version, provided by Harry D. Jamieson)-Continued. 

_XL Eta. Feature Near 	Observer/Date/Remarks  

226 790 Aristoteles 	F-CLR Very uncertain 
225 365 Bessell-S. Gallus F-MWH 07/02/72 DW/18/4F/0 
222 362 Bessell-S. Gallus F-MWH 07/02/72 DWI1E/4F/0 
220 210 Boscovich 	F-KJD Very uncertain (KJD) 

DU/2E/617? 10km 
201 326 S. Gallus 	F-MWH 07/18/72 DW/2A/5F 
193 -660 In Maurolycus F-HDJ 
191 866 Kane 	F-KJD DW/2A/5P/0 16km-KJD 
185 353 S. Gallus 	F-??? 07/18/72 DW/1A/5F 

(MWH) 
183 348 S. Gallus 	ABJC 12km-KJD 

DW/2A/6F/7K9PM 
181 465 Jansen B 	KHS 68 F-1960 
180 278 Manilius 	F-KJD 01/17/67 

Very low 20km-KJD 
176 648 Alexander 	F-MWH 07/18/72 White patch 

under high sun 
176 -060 Sarder 	F-??? 16km 
163 487 Linne 	F-??? 19X38km 
152 510 Linne 	CLR KJD HDJ AKH C3-A C3-E 

22km DW/3C/6G/8P ABJC  
144 511 Autolycus 	F-??? 38km 
140 250 Auwers 	F-KJD 07/09/66 
138 441 Aratus 	F-??? 
136 387 Aratus 	F-??? 14km 
126 249 Manilius 	F-HDJ C4-B DW/2A/5H?/7J 

MWH Dark-haloed, Central pit 
F-JEW (LAC-59) Possible dark-
haloed crater 6.5km 

122 	 F-HDJ Portion of a ridge-MWH 
122 	 F-HDJ C2-A Too steep-MWH 
122 	 F-HDJ Can't find-MWH 
119 	 F-MWH 07/18/72 DW/1A/4F 
115 	 F-JEW (LAC) 2.5km (C4-B) 

Seen-MWH 
F-KJD? DW/2A/4F/8J (MWH) 
6km-KJD 
F-MWH 11/10/72 9km 
F-??? 7km 
F-??? 
F-MWH11/10/72 
F-MWH 07/18/72 DW/2A/4F 
F-HDJ Seen-MWH 12km-KJD 
239m high-KJD 
F-Heath DW/2D/5F (MWH) 
Seen-HDJ KJD 

096 262 	 F-HDJ Seen-MWH 
095 911 	 F-MWH 07/18/72 DW/2A/4F 
095 775 	 F-MWH 07/18/72 DW/1A/4F 
095 582 	 F-KJD 15km-KJD Portion of 

ridge (MWH) 
093 768 	 F-??? 12km 
092 774 	 F-MWH 07/18/72 DW/1A/4H 
091 -117 	 F-KJD 05/27/66 8km-(KJD) 

Steep 
F-??? 8km 
F-KJD 08/01/68 8km (KJD) 
DW/38/5F/8K (MWH) 
F-CLR 08/21/69 
F-CLR 08/21/69 
HDJ D2-A Can't find- MWH 
F-MWH 
ARK; 5.1kmX3km 
(C4-B) DW-2A/6F/0 
F-CLR 08/21/69 
F-??? 35km 
F-HDJ - D2-A MWH Can't find 
F-CLR KJD JO Very low slope • 
about 28km 

052 	 F-HDJ D2-A Can't find- MWH 
050 	 F-??? 12km 
045 	 F-JEW LAC 2X4km-HDJ D5-A. 

Fta Feature Near 	Observer/Date/Remarks  

022 438 Archimedes 	F-??? 21km 
017 -046 Reaumur 	F-JEW on LAC 1X2.5km-JEW. 

Seen by HDJ on D5-A 
016 434 P. Putredinis F-??? 2km 
013 -032 In Reaumur F-HDJ D4-A 
013 -048 Reaumur 	F-JEW on LAC 3X4km-JEW. 

Seen by I-IDJ on 05-A. 
012 827 M. Frigoris 	F-by BAA 17km-KJD 

Double dome 
005 -091 Gylden 	F-HDJ 05-A 2.5km-HDJ 
004 041 Chladni 	BAA HDJ LAC 59 C4-B-KJD 

CLR 	11km-CLR 12km-KJD 
003 -086 Gylden 	F-HDJ D5-A 2.5km- HDJ 
002 438 P. Putredinis F-KJD 01/05/66 
002 088 Murchison 	C4-B 67-H-311 Well-confirmed 
001 -091 Gylden 	F-HDJ 05-A 	2.5 km-HDJ 
-001 080 Murchison 	ABJC 6km-HDJ 
-012 456 Archimedes 	F-??? 6km-HDJ 
-013 -232 Alphonsus 	F-HDJ Very small D5-A 

Ranger-IX 
-019 730 Mouth of Alpine Valley KHS 89  ABJC  

4km-KJD 5km-HDJ 
-024 830 M. Frigoris 	F-??? 
-040 443 Archimedes F-KJD 40X30km-KJD 
-046 409 Archimedes 	F-Doherty (BAA) 
-050 010 Murchison 	F-KJD 25km-KJD 
-056 415 Archimedes 	F-Doherty (BAA) 
-057 -047 Flammarion ABJC  
-060 -056 Flammarion AELQ. 
-060 -060 Flammarion 	F-??? 8km 
-061 -051 Flammarion 	ABJC  
-066 -057 Flammarion 	ABJC  
-067 851 Plato 	F-KJD 11/21/66 6km-KJD 
-067 -050 Flammarion ABJC  
-070 843 Plato 	F-KJD 11/21/66 19km-KJD 
-070 -070 Flammarion F-CLR 14km-CLR 
-073 375 Wallace 	F-HDJ-KJD 14km-HDJ 

12km-KJD DW 213/6P/0 KJD 
-075 -053 Flammarion 	F-??? 11X8km-Don Watts 
-077 784 Plato 	F-KJD on Orbiter-IV Photo. 

8km-KJD 
-077 -060 Flammarion ABJC 9km-KJD 
-078 -054 Flammarion 
-078 -059 Flammarion 	F-Watts 9km-Watts 
-078 -066 Flammarion F-CLR 6km-CLR 
-080 845 Plato 	F-KJD 11/21/66 19km-KJD 
-082 389 Wallace 	F-KJD 
-090 870 Birmingham 	F-??? 
-108 316 Wallace 	F-??? 45km 
-114 780 Plato 	F-??? 30X40km 
-114 -396 Stag's Horn Mts. KHS 80 F-1960 
-121 670 Pico E 	F-J0 DW /2D/5G/0 
-127 -475 Pitatus 	KHS 81F-1960 
-128 316 Eratosthenes F-CM 17-22km 
-134 428 Beer 	F-??? 
-138 447 Beer 	ABJC DUW 28/6F/0-KJD 
-138 -344 Wallace 	KHS 69 F-1960 
-142 448 Beer 	F-??? 
-142 304 Wallace 	F-??? 25X15km 
-144 -342 Birt 	KHS 7 F-1960 
-145 -307 Lassell 	F-KJD 10X20km-KJD 
-148 866 M. Frigoris 	F-??? 16X32km 
-148 -265 Lassell 	F-AKH 
-152 863 Plato 	F-CLR 18km? 
-155 783 Plato 	F-CLR 
-155 -347 Birt 	ABJC 10km-KJD 
-156 -353 Birt 	ABJC 12km-HDJ. 11km-KJD 

Cleft extends half through dome 
-162 -347 Davy 	F-WLR 4km 

Crossed by cleft-KJD 
-169 -004 Summering 	KHS 71F-1960 
-170 530 N of Timocharis F-HDJ on Horiguchi Photo. 

Very small. Unresolved crater? 

125 259 Manilius 

791 Egede A 
742 Egede 
249 Manilius 
738 Egede 
252 Manilius 

110 777 Egede 

109 950 Meton 
108 765 Egede 
108 706 Egede 
106 956 Meton 
101 775 Egede 
098 260 Manilius 

097 957 Meton 

Manilius 
Melon-Bond 
Egede 
Aristillus 

Egede 
Egede 
Hipparchus 

090 768 Egede 
085 764 Egede 

078 -059 Horrocks 
075 -053 Horrocks 
071 571 P. Nebularum 
069 065 Triesnecker 
061 068 In Triesnecker 

060 -060 Horrocks 
059 512 Autolycus 
057 549 P. Nebularum 
055 504 Autolycus 

024 	 F-??? 14X22km 

619 Cassini 
903 Bond 
-033 Reaumur 
444 Archimedes 
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Table 1. Lunar Dome Catalog (April 30, 1992 Version, provided by Harry D. Jamieson)—Continued. 

faa, Feature Near 	Observer/Date/Remarks  

-177 003 SOmmering 	KHS 72 	F-1960 
-179 529 N of Timocharis F-HDJ on Horiguchi Photo. 

Very small 
-180 540 N of Timocharis F-HDJ on Horiguchi Photo. 

Very small 
-183 409 Timocharis 	KHS 83 F-1960 
-183 344 Eratosthenes F-KJD 10X6km-KJD 
-183 -005 Summering 	KHS 73 F-1960 
-185 854 M. Frigoris 	ABJC 10km-LAC 11 
-186 851 Fontanelle 	F-??? 
-186 -353 Nicollet 	KHS 82 	F-1960 
-191 424 Timocharis 	F-R Horiguchi 10km-RH. 
-191 320 Wallace 	F-??? 
-192 358 Wallace 	KHS 88 F-1960 
-193 005 Gambart B 	F-??? 13km-KJD 
-197 488 Timocharis 	F-HDJ on Horiguchi Photo. 

4km-HDJ. 
-198 412 Timocharis 	F-R Horiguchi 70km N-S. 

Has -191+424 on NE Flank-HDJ 
-198 055 Gambart B 	F-CLR 
-202 -504 In Pitatus 	F-??? 
-203 037 Gambart 	KHS 76 F-1960 
-204 043 Gambart 	KHS 78 F-1960 
-204 040 Gambart 	KHS 74 F-1960 
-205 -069 Lalande 	F-KJD 8X11km-KJD 
-206 040 Gambart 	KHS 75 F-1960 
-206 -503 In Pitatus 	KHS 85 F-1960 
-207 042 Gambart 	KHS 79 F-1960 
-209 -509 In Pitatus 	F-??? KJD says at -214-507 
-210 180 Stadius 	KHS 84 F-1960 
-210 -481 In Pitatus 	KHS 87 F-1960 
-212 049 Gambart B 	ABJC 21km-HDJ. 

328m high-HDJ 
-212 -484 Pitatus 	F-KJD Cleft winds around 
-213 069 Gambart 	F-??? 
-214 062 Gambart 	F-??? 
-214 041 Gambart B 	F-KJD 
-214 -507 Pitatus 	F-AKH 10km-KJD 
-217 -485 Pitatus 	F-AKH 7km-KJD 
-218 042 Gambart B 	F-??? 8X13km-KJD 
-218 -090 Parry 	F-??? 
-222 065 Gambart B 	F-MWH DCW 3E/4G/7KM9K 

Low & difficult-MWH. 
-223 419 Timocharis C F-HDJ on Horiguchi Photo. 

Unresolved crater? 
-224 408 Timocharis 	F-HDJ on Horiguchi Photo. 

Unresolved crater? HDJ 
-235 -467 Hesiodus 	F-??? 15-20km 
-236 335 Pytheas 	F-HDJ on Horiguchi Photo. 

5km-HDJ Steep 
-240 404 Timocharis 	F-HDJ on Horiguchi Photo. 

See also -223+419 
-243 082 Whewell 	F-HDJ? 
-247 013 Gambart 	ABJC 13km-JEW. 
-250 021 Gambart 	ABJC 10km-JEW 
-251 -771 Longomontanus KHS 107 F-1960 
-254 915 Carpenter 	F-MWH DW 2A/4Ff7km-MWH. 
-257 030 Gambart 	F-??? 20km 
-262 560 Leverrier 	Ref S&T 29,5 p. 294. 

Many others possible in area 
-274 -405 Wolf 	F-CLR 

Low slope, Irreg. outline- CLR. 
-275 009 Gambart 	F-HDJ? 6km-HDJ 
-290 008 Gambart 	F-HDJ Very uncertain. 

Could be same as -295+016. 
-295 701 Pr. Laplace 	F-HDJ (E2-E) 7km 
-295 016 Gambart 	F-HDJ Doubtful- HDJ 

See -290+008. 
-296 678 Helicon 	F-HDJ (E2-E) 5km 
-297 008 Gambart 	F-HDJ at -295+016 V. uncertain 
-297 -475 Hesiodus-Kies F-J0 15X22km-KJD 
-300 290 Pytheas 	F-CLR Portion of a ridge- MWH 
-301 019 Gambart 	ABJC 

Eta. Feature Near 	Observer/Date/Remarks  

-301 -233 Guericke 	ABJC 57-60km 
-305 670 Helicon 	F-HDJ Small 
-311 649 Helicon 	F-HDJ 7km-E2-E 
-313 665 Helicon 	F-HDJ 7km-E2-E 
-325 653 Helicon 	F-HDJ Small 
-329 649 Helicon 	F-HDJ 5km-HDJ E2-E 
-330 -554 In Capuanus KHS 98 F-1960 
-340 -441 Kies 	F-HDJ 4km-HDJ E6-A 
-342 548 Carlini 	F-HDJ Small 
-343 582 Carlini 	F-??? 4km-HDJ. 
-343 580 Carlini 	F-??? 4km-HDJ 
-343 574 Carlini 	F-??? 4km-HDJ Don Watts 
-346 -433 Kies 	F-??? 5km 
-347 548 Carlini 	F-HDJ Small 
-348 531 Carlini 	F-??? 
-349 -527 In Capuanus KHS 100 F-1960 
-349 -556 In Capuanus KHS 99 F-1960 
-350 -441 Kies 	F-JEW (LAC-94) 7km-JEW 

E6-A. Seen-MWH. 
-351 -427 Kies 	F-JEW (LAC-94) 2X5km-JEW 

E6-A. Seen-MWH. 
-352 -527 In Capuanus KHS 102 F-1960 
-355 310 Draper 	F-??? 
-356 305 Draper 	F-HDJ 
-358 561 Carlini 	F-HDJ Small (E2-E) 
-359 -298 Bullialdus 	F-HDJ Small. III-defined. 

Others nearby? 
-360 -534 In Capuanus KHS 101 F-1960 
-362 -460 Kies 	KHS 90 F-1960 
-362 -527 Capuanus 	KHS 103 F-1960 
-362 -556 Capuanus 	KHS 97 F-1960 
-362 -556 Capuanus 	ABJC 7km-KJD (E7-D) [Dup.?] 
-362 -871 Zucchius 	ABJC 
-363 -562 Capuanus 	KHS 91 F-1960 
-365 -561 Capuanus 	KHS 104 F-1960 
-366 -453 Kies 	ABJC 3km, 145m high-HDJ 
-368 -549 In Capuanus Wilkins & Moore, The Moon 
-368 -552 In Capuanus KHS 96 F-1960 
-370 618 Pr. Heraclides F-HDJ 4km-HDJ E2-E 
-370 -563 Capuanus 	ABJC 6km-HDJ. 

8km-Don Watts 
-372 -562 In Capuanus KHS 92 F-1960 
-373 -281 Lubiniesky 	F-HDJ 6km-HDJ E6-A. 

Might be a hill - HDJ 
-375 625 Pr. Heraclides F-HDJ (E2-E) 4km-HDJ 
-375 -554 Capuanus 	ABJC 8km-KJD 

10X15km-Don Watts 
-376 -548 In Capuanus KHS 95 F-1960 
-376 -580 Capuanus 	KHS 94 F-1960 
-378 334 Draper 	F-HDJ (E3-A 6km-HDJ. 

Double pit 
-378 -428 Konig 	F-HDJ 
-378 -549 Capuanus 	KHS 93 
-378 -560 Capuanus 	ABJC 15X10km-KJD 
-379 -433 Kies 	KHS 106 F-1960 
-379 -438 Kies 	KHS 105 F-1960 
-383 -445 Kies 	F-??? 8km 
-384 -439 Kies 	F-??? 
-384 -442 Kies 	F-??? 
-385 -306 Lubiniesky 	F-HDJ (E6-A) 5km-HDJ 
-385 -555 Capuanus 	ABJC 9km-KJD 
-388 -420 Konig 	F-HDJ? 
-389 321 Draper 	F-HDJ 5km-HDJ 
-390 -433 Konig C 	F-HDJ 5km-HDJ 
-396 632 Pr. Heraclides F-HDJ (E2-E) 4km 
-397 -418 Konig 	F-HDJ 
-400 684 Pr. Heraclides F-HDJ (E2-E) 3km-HDJ 
-401 -023 Lansberg 	KHS 123 F-1960 
-404 -020 Lansberg 	KHS 126 F-1960 
-405 -401 Konig 	F-??? 
-406 -018 Lansberg 	KHS 127 F-1960 
-407 -015 Lansberg 	KHS 121 F-1960 
-409 -060 Lansberg 	F-HDJ? 29km-HDJ 
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Table 1. Lunar Dome Catalog (April 30, 1992 Version, provided by Harry D. Jamieson)-Continued. 

.E1. Feature Near Observer/Date/Remarks _21, Eta Feature Near 	Observer/Date/Remarks 

-410 657 Pr. Heraclides 
-410 078 Lansberg 
-410 -015 Lansberg 
-411 -025 Lansberg 
-412 -013 Lansberg 
-418 608 Pr. Heraclides 
-423 -256 Darney C 
-428 054 Reinhold 
-428 012 Lansberg 

-431 -197 Darney 

-436 042 Reinhold 
-438 -245 Darney C 

-440 459 Euler 
-440 -100 Riphaeus Mts. 

-443 -574 Ramsden 
-444 -438 Hippalus 

-449 132 Hortensius 

-450 207 Copernicus H 
-452 138 Hortensius 

-452 132 Hortensius 
-452 131 Hortensius 

-452 122 Hortensius 
-455 136 Hortensius 

-458 137 Hortensius 

-458 130 Hortensius 
-462 132 Hortensius 
-465 211 Wagner B 
-465 133 Hortensius 

-466 242 T. Mayer 
-466 127 Hortensius 
-466 124 Hortensius 

-467 134 Hortensius 
-468 128 Hortensius 
-468 -721 N6ggerath 
-469 124 Hortensius 

-470 763 Harpalus 
-472 125 Hortensius 

-473 134 Hortensius 
-474 242 T. Mayer 

-475 244 T. Mayer 

-476 238 T. Mayer 

-478 242 T. Mayer 
-480 325 Brayley D 
-480 -125 Euclides 
-483 157 Milichius 
-485 235 T. Mayer 
-486 219 T. Mayer 

-488 -082 Ural Mts. 
-489 222 T. Mayer 
-489 217 T. Mayer 
-489 -063 Ural Mts. 
-492 -079 Ural Mts. 
-493 236 T. Mayer 

-496 250 T. Mayer 

F-HDJ (E2-E) 27km-HDJ 
F-JO? 28km-HDJ 
KHS 129 F-1960 
KHS 125 F-1960 
KHS 130 F-1960 
F-HDJ 3km on E2-E. 
F-HDJ on E6-A 4km-HDJ 
F-??? 12km-KJD on AIC 580 
F-??? 
A little larger than Lansberg 
ABJC 12km-HDJ. 16km-KJD 
Strange-KJD 
ABJC 7X12km-KJD 
F-JEW (LAC-76) 5km-JEW 
Seen-HDJ E5-A. 
F-??? 35km 
ABJC 23km-HDJ. 
Three domes fused together? 
F-??? 10km-HDJ 
F-JEW (LAC-94) 3km-JEW. 
Seen-HDJ E6-A 
ABJC 4km-HDJ. 6km-KJD 
Dark under high sun 
ABJC 2km-HDJ. Triangular 
Wilkins & Moore, The Moon 
10km-KHS 
Wilkins & Moore 6kmi-KHS 
Wilkins & Moore, The Moon 
8.9km-KHS 
F-HDJ Not Seen-MWH 
ABJC 8km-HDJ. 10km-KJD 
DW/2B/5F/0-Don Watts 
ABJC 5km-HDJ. DW/1A/5F/7J 
MWH. Too steep?-KJD 
ABJC 5km DW/2A/6G/7J-KJD 
ABJC 8km. DW/2B/6F/7K8M 
KHS 108 F-1960 
Wilkins & Moore, The Moon 
KHS 115 8km-KHS 
F-HDJ 
KHS 113 
ABJC 6km-HDJ. 
DW/2A/5G/7J-MWH 
KHS 114 
KHS 112 
KHS 120 F-1960 
Wilkins & Moore, The Moon 
KHS 111, 6.0km- KHS 
F-HDJ Not seen-KJD El-B 
ABJC 6km-HDJ KJD 
DW/2A/5G/7J-Don Watts 
F-MWH DW/2A/4G/7J8K-MWH 
ABJC 3km-HDJ. 
Joins with -475+244-MWH 
F-HDJ 3km-KJD. Connects 
with -474+242 & -478+242. 
ARJC 3km-KJD. 
DW/?A/4G-MWH 
ABJC 3km-HDJ 
F-HDJ 
F-??? 8km 
ABJC 8km-HDJ. 15km-KJD 
F-HDJ Seen-KJD 
ABJC 7km-HDJ. 
At -486+223, KJD 
KHS 116 F-1960 
F-??? About 22km 
F-HDJ 
KHS 119 F-1960 
KHS 117 F-1960 
ABJC 7km-HDJ 19km-KJD. 
Two pits on surface 
KHS 109 F-1960 

-496 	 F-JO 25km DW/3E/6G 
-497 	 ABJC 9km-HDJ. 11km-KJD. 

May merge with -486+219. 
-498 -078 Lansberg 	F-J0 25 The size of Lansberg- 

JO. DW/2A/4F/7J-MWH 
-499 238 T. Mayer 	F-HDJ 14km-CP 
-500 242 T. Mayer 	KHS 110 	F-1960 
-500 -290 N of Agatharchides ABJC 60km-KJD. 

DW/3D/5G/7KM8M-MWH. 
"Fireman's Hat" 

-502 	 ABJC 12km-KJD 14km-CP. 
DW/2A/4F/ MWH 

-502 	 ABJC 20km-KJD 17km-RCP 
-503 	 F-HDJ 10km? 
-503 	 ABJC 6km-KJD 20km-CP. 

DW/2A/4G/8M MWH. 

-504 	 F-HDJ 2km-HDJ. 
-506 	 ABJC 8km-HDJ KJD 

F-Leonard Abbey 
-506 	 F-HDJ? 12km-HDJ 
-507 	 F-HDJ Seen-JEW 

At -508+329, Crater-cone-KJD 
-508 	 ABJC 20km-HDJ 

DW/3D/4G/8M-MWH. 
-509 	 F-HDJ 3km-HDJ 
-509 	 KHS 131 	F-1960 
-510 	 F-HDJ DW/1E/4?-MWH. 
-510 	 ABJC 10km-HDJ.12km-CP. 

DW/2E/4F-MWH. 
-510 	 ABJC 4km-KJD 12km-CP. 

DW/2A/4G-MWH. 
-510 	 ABJC 9km-HDJ CP. 

DW/2A/5F/7J-MWH 
-511 	 F-HDJ? 19km-CP. Vague 
-512 	 F-HDJ Position uncertain 
-514 	 ABJC 18km?-HDJ. Too steep? 
-515 	 F-??? 15km-KJD 12km-CP. 

May overlap -510+229 
-518 	 F-HDJ 10km-CP 
-520 	 KHS 137 F-1960 
-522 	 F-HDJ? 8km-CP 
-523 	 ABJC 19km-KJD 

DW/3A/5F/8K-MWH 
-523 441 	 ABJC F-Leonard Abbey. 

Very small 
-523 	 F-HDJ? 6km-CP 
-523 	 ABJC 11km-HDJ. 

DW/2A/4F/7K-MWH 
-525 223 	 F-HDJ? 5km-CP 
-526 211 	 F-??? 15km-? 
-527 141 	 F-HDJ? 4km-HDJ 
-528 247 	 ABJC 12km-HDJ 
-528 220 	 ABJC 4km-KJD 

-530 200 	 ABJC 12km-HDJ 
-532 166 	 ABJC 5km-HDJ. 7km-KJD. 

May be too steep for dome 
-532 -601 	 KHS 134 F-1960 

-537 204 	 F-HDJ 5km-CP. Seen-KJD 
-538 486 	 F-HDJ 7km-HDJ 
-538 474 	 ABJC 24X15km-KJD 

From LAC 39. 

Diamond-shaped flat top- HDJ 

-550 -101 	 KHS 138 F-1960 
-552 -500 	 KHS 133 F-1960 

-062 Lansberg D 
218 T. Mayer 

227 T. Mayer 

071 Lansberg 
485 Delisle 
245 T. Mayer 

-503 	 KHS 132 F-1960 -174 Riphaen Mts. 
360 Brayley D 
439 Diophantus 

-508 	 F-HDJ 

220 T. Mayer 
337 Brayley D 
331 Brayley D 

200 Milichius 

357 Brayley D 
172 Milichius 
457 Delisle 
229 T. Mayer 

220 T. Mayer 

175 Milichius 

186 T. Mayer 
223 T. Mayer 
-206 Herigonius 
228 T. Mayer 

225 T. Mayer 
-620 Clausius 
223 T. Mayer 
484 Delisle 

Diophantus 

227 T. Mayer 
183 Milichius 

-529 -212 	 F-HDJ 

-536 481 	 F-HDJ 
-536 136 	 ABJC  
-537 496 	 F-HDJ 
-537 446 	 F-??? Seen-KJD 

T. Mayer 
Milichius 
Milichius 
T. Mayer 
T. Mayer 
Herigonius 
Milichius 
Milichius 

Clausius 
Delisle 
Milichius 
Delisle 
Diophantus 
T. Mayer 
Delisle 
Diophantus 

8km-HDJ 

-540 070 	 F-HDJ 

-542 496 	 F-HDJ 

Kunowsky 

Delisle 
Euclides 
Lee 
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Table 1. Lunar Dome Catalog (April 30,1992 Version, provided by Harry D. Jamieson)—Continued. 

Eta Feature Near 	Observer/Date/Remarks  

-566 -131 Wichmann 	F-??? 10km-KJD 
-568 -702 Schickard 	F-HDJ 8km-HDJ 
-569 593 Gruithuisen 	F-??? 40km 
-569 221 Bessarion 	F-KJD 12km-CP 
-570 -553 Clausius 	KHS 136 F-1960 
-573 -553 Clausius 	KHS 135 F-1960 
-600 -140 Encke 	F-KJD 60km-KJD 
-612 451 Prinz 	ABJC 18km-KJD 

DW/3C/5F/7K-MWH 
-613 671 ROmker 	F-HDJ F2-A Small-HDJ 
-617 452 In Prinz 	KHS 147 F-1960 
-618 -328 Gassendi 	KHS 14 F-1960 
-618 -347 Gassendi 	KHS 139 F-1960 
-620 452 Prinz 	F-??? 19km-KJD 16km-HDJ. 

DW/2A/4G-MWH. 
-623 452 Prinz 	KHS 146 F-1960 
-624 445 Prinz 	F-??? KJD 13km-KJD 
-624 -320 Gassendi 	KHS 140 F-1960 
-626 498 Krieger 	KHS 142 F-1960 
-626 257 Bessarion 	F-KJD 01/05/66 
-627 436 In Prinz 	KHS 144 F-1960 
-630 155 Kepler 	F-Patrick McIntosh 

11km-McIntosh. 8km-KJD 
DW/2A/4F/7J-MWH. 

-632 430 Prinz 	F-HDJ Vague-HDJ 
-634 432 In Prinz 	KHS 145 F-1960 
-643 651 ROmker 	F-??? Cluster of domes. 65km. 

F2-A LAC 23 IV-163 
-672 472 Krieger 	KHS 143 F-1960 
-679 -145 Letronne 	F-HDJ KJD calls undome-like 

(11/24/66) 
-700 430 Aristarchus Uplift F-??? 209km-HDJ. 

Entire uplift 
-701 430 Aristarchus Uplift F-JEW 

7X10km-JEW. F5-E LAC-38 
-717 345 Herodotus 	F-Leif Robinson 13km-HDJ 
-717 261 Marius C 	F-KJD 03/25/64 4km-KJD 
-721 359 Herodotus 	KHS 148 F-1960 
-736 -295 Billy 	F-??? 3km 
-739 -261 Billy 	F-HDJ F6-D 
-740 250 Marius C 	F-CP 08/22/72 3km 

Very uncertain-CP 
-740 -278 Billy 	F-HDJ F6-D 
-741 374 Herodotus A F-MWH 07/23/72 DCW/2D/4G 
-742 401 Herodotus 	KHS 149 F-1960 
-744 399 Attached to -742+401 KHS 150 F-1960 
-747 212 Marius 	KHS 155 F-1960 
-770 205 Marius 	KHS 152 F-1960 
-773 155 Reiner 	F-KJD 01/23/67 20km-KJD 

19km-CP. DW/3D/4F/7- MWH. 
-773 127 Reiner 	F-HDJ Seen-JEW MWH 

(DW/1A/5F). 5km-HDJ 
-775 076 Suess 	F-JEW LAC-56 7km. F4-D 
-776 207 Marius 	F-MWH 07/23/72 

DW/10/4G-MW1-1 
-777 253 Marius C 	F-CP 08/22/72 4km-CP 

Flat & circular 
-777 057 Suess 	F-JEW LAC-56 5km-JEW. F4-D 
-778 195 Marius 	F-CP 08/22/12 2km-CP Oval & flat 
-781 246 Marius 	F-CP 06/24/72 5km-CP 
-781 208 Marius 	F-MWH 07/23/72 DW/2A/5F 
-782 172 Reiner 	F-JEW LAC-56 Confirmed-HDJ 

F4-D. 3X6km-JEW 
-782 119 Suess 	F-JEW LAC-56 Confirmed- HDJ 

F4-D. 3X5km-JEW 
-783 197 Marius 	Wilkins & Moore, The Moon 

KHS 153 
-785 141 Reiner H 	F-MWH 07/23/72 DW(?)/2A/6F 
-788 227 Marius 	F-CP 08/22/72 5km-CP. 

Flat & circular 
-789 163 Reiner 	F-CP 08/22/72 8km-CP 

Sharp summit  

Eta Feature Nea 	Observer/Date/Remarks  

-790 191 Reiner 	F-JEW (LAC-56) 5km-JEW. 
Confirmed-HDJ F4-D. 

-791 183 Reiner 
	

F-JEW (LAC-56) 5km-JEW. 
Confirmed-HDJ F4-D. 

-793 461 Briggs 
	

F-??? 43km 
-793 133 Reiner 
	

F-CP 08/22/72 5km-Circular & flat 
-802 158 Reiner 
	

F-JEW (LAC-56) 	Seen-HDJ 
F4-D. 5km 

-803 -094 Fused w/-812-096 & -814-096 KHS 158 F-1960 
-804 -365 de Vico 	F-Leslie Rae 14km-KJD LAC 92 
-812 -096 Fused w/-814-096 & -803-094 KHS 156 F-1960 
-813 141 Reiner 	F-CLR Confirmed-JEW& CP 

7km. KJD says 3:1 aspect 
-814 -096 Fused w/-812-096 & -813-094 KHS 157 F-1960 
-819 134 Reiner 	KHS 154 F-1960 
-827 -418 Byrgius 	F-KHS (Uncataloged) 
-840 161 Reiner 	F-??? Seen-JEW 
-863 -176 Sirsalis 	F-HDJ 
-884 -326 Darwin 	F-Elmer Reese 45.50km-KJD 
-885 046 Hevelius 	F-CP 10km 
-888 055 Hevelius 	F-CP Low, Irreg. 13km 
-891 -182 S. of Grimaldi F-HDJ F5-E 
-892 -188 S. of Grimaldi F-HDJ F5-E 
-893 -051 Grimaldi 
	

F-HDJ F5-E 
-894 -333 In Darwin 
	

KHS 159 26KM 
-895 059 Hevelius 
	

ABJC May run into -888+055 
-896 -185 S. of Grimaldi F-HDJ F5-E 
-898 -199 S. of Grimaldi F-HDJ Seen-T. Hansen 

11/30171. F5-E 
-899 -171 S. of Grimaldi F-HDJ F5-E 
-900 144 Cavalerius 
	

BAA 37km-LAC-56 
-900 005 Cavalerius 
	

ABJC 20X25km-KJD 
-901 -168 S. of Grimaldi F-HDJ 
-901 -175 S. of Grimaldi F-HDJ F5-E 
-901 -178 S. of Grimaldi F-HDJ F5-E 
-902 -185 S. of Grimaldi F-HDJ F5-E. Seen-T. Hansen 
-903 -170 S. of Grimaldi F-HDJ F5-E 
-904 -176 S. of Grimaldi F-HDJ F5-E 
-906 -168 S. of Grimaldi F-HDJ F5-E 
-908 -049 Grimaldi 
	

F-HDJ F5-E 
-908 -167 S. of Grimaldi F-HDJ F5-E 
-912 -030 Grimaldi 
	

F-HDJ F5-E 
-921 038 Hevelius 
	

F-HDJ 2km 
-922 -061 Grimaldi 
	

F-KJD ACIC 
-923 012 Hevelius 
	

F-HDJ 6km 
-929 -078 Grimaldi 
	

F-KJD ACIC 
-930 140 Cavalerius 
	

F-??? 
-931 -071 Grimaldi 
	

F-KJD F5-D LAC-74 shows 
double (28km & 17km) 

-933 -082 Grimaldi 
	

F-KJD ACIC 
-935 -088 Grimaldi 
	

F-HDJ 
-947 -313 Veris Alpha 
	

F-JEW 9km 

Notes 
XI and Eta are E-W and N-S lunar rectangular coordinates, 
in thousandths of a lunar radius. The right-hand column 
gives the observer who discovered the dome and the date 
of discovery, when known. F stands for 'found." Codes in 
the format DW/1D/4G are dome classifications as de-
scribed in: Westfall, J. (1964), "A Generic Classification of 
Lunar Domes," J.A.L.P.O., 18, Nos. 1-2 (July), 15-20. En-
tries in the form F4-D refer to plates in: Kuiper, G.P. (1960), 
Lunar Photographic Atlas (Chicago: U. of Chicago Press); 
LAC refers to Lunar Aeronautic Charts. Dome diameters 
are given in km; heights in m. The abbreviations used for 
observers are:  ABJC - A.L.P.O.-B.A.A. Joint Catalog; AKH 

Alike K Herring; CLR = Charles L Ricker; CM - Craig 
MacDougal; CP = Chet Patton; HDJ = Harry D Jamieson; 
JA 	Joseph Ashbrook; JEW = John E Westfall; JHP 
James H Phillips; JO = Jose Olivarez; KHS = Kenneth H 
Schneller (with his catalog number); KJD = Kenneth J Del-
ano; MWH = Marvin W Huddleston; RCP Roy C. Parish; 
RJW = Richard J Wessling; and WLR = W L Rae (BAA). 
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THE MOON 

During the current period, the schedule 
for the Moon's phases is: 

New Moon First Quarter 	Full Moon  Last Quarter  

SEP 26.4 OcT 03.6 OCT 11.8 OCT 19.2 
OCT 25.9 Nov 02.4 Nov 10.4 Nov 17.5 
Nov 24.4 DEC 02.3 DEC 10.0 DEC 16.8 
DEC 24.0  JAN 01.2 JAN 08.5 JAN 15.2 

The underlined dates indicate eclipses, de-
scribed later, while those in italics fall in 
1993. The four lunations listed above consti-
tute Numbers 863-866 in Brown's series. 

The other significant lunar visibility con-
dition is the Moon's librations, or E-W and 
N-S tilts in relation to the Earth. Extreme li-
brations occur on the following dates: 

North 	East 	South 	West  
SEP 26 	OCT 01 	OCT 10 	OCT 16 
OCT 23 	OCT 29 	Nov 06 	Nov 11 
Nov 19 	Nov 25 	DEC 03 	DEC 08 
DEC 17 	DEC 22 	DEC 30 	JAN 05 

Our lunar E and W directions follow the 
usage of the International Astronomical 
Union, with Mare Crisium near the east limb. 

Favorable libration-lighting conditions for 
viewing the E limb occur on SEP 30-OCT 04 
and OCT 28-31. The SW limb will be well-
presented on OCT 11-12, NOV 09-11, and DEC 
09. Worthwhile dates for viewing the lunar S 
polar area are OCT 07-13 and NOV 03-09. Be-
sides the favorable southerly libration on those 
dates, the Sun will lie about 1°.5 S of the 
Moon's equator during the first period, and 
1°.0 S during the second; a condition helpful 
in illuminating the south polar region. Note 
also that the librations tabulated in the ephe-
merides are geocentric, and can differ by up to  

1° from the topocentric librations that one 
sees from a particular observing location. 

PLANETARY AND LUNAR 
OCCULTATIONS 

Major and minor planets will occult 13 
stars in 1992 OCT-DEC. Table 1 (below) lists 
the date, occulting object, visual magnitude of 
planet followed by that of the star, and possi-
ble zone of visibility for each occultation. 

For the lucky observers who happen to lie 
in the occultation tracks under night skies, the 
NOV 25 event will be visible in binoculars, 
and the NOv 23 occultation of Omicron 
Leonis will be visible to the naked eye! 

The Moon passes in front of two planets in 
two days; both events are visible from approx-
imately the same area. The first occurs on 
OCr 27, near 15h when the waxing crescent 
Moon occults Mercury; the planet will be at 
Mag. -0.2, 23°E of the Sun. The occultation 
track includes the E United States and Canada, 
the Caribbean, N and W Africa, and southern-
most Europe; only the easternmost portions of 
the track will witness the event after sunset. 
The table below gives information for three 
selected locations. Note that it will be hard to 
find a place where both disappearance and re-
appearance can be seen with the Sun down! 

Lunar Occultation of Mercury, 1992 OCT 27.- 

Disappearance  Reappearance  
Site 	UT Alt.1 Alt.C•) I IT  Alt 	Alt.6)  

h 	 h 
New York 13.3 -2° +19° 14.4 +8° +28° 
Tripoli, Libya 16.1 +12° +2° 17.0 +4° -9° 
Athens, Greece 16.2 +2° -9° 17.0 6° -18° 

For those suitably located, the next day's 
occultation (OCT 28, ca. 15h) will be easier to 

Table 1. Occultations of Stars by Planets, 1992 OCT-DEC. 
(For further information, consult the  A.L.P.O. Solar System Ephemeris: 1992 

or  Sky & Telescope January, 1992, p. 76.) 

1992 	Occulting 
UT Date 	Object 

Visual Mag. 
Predicted Visibility Zone ()hint 	Star 

OCT 26.13 532 Herculina +11.3 +9.2 SW Canada, W U.S.A.? 
29.89 164 Eva +10.8 +8.5 Siberia, Cen. Asia, China 
30.57 1 Ceres +9.0 +8.8 SW-Cen.-N Australia 
31.30 455 Bruchsalia +12.3 +9.5 Canada, Alaska 

Nov 12.36 524 Fidelio +12.7 +9.5 N U.S.A. 
23.38 248 Lameia +14.7 +3.5 Alaska, N Canada, NW Africa 
25.01 41 Daphne +13.0 +6.4 India, Cen. Africa, Cen. South America 
26.93 105 Artemis +12.9 +9.4 NE U.S.A., Spain, Portugal 

DEC 06.75 41 Daphne +12.9 +9.1 SE Asia, Africa 
07.01 VENUS -4.1 +9.1 Cen North America, South America 
17.13 36 Atalante +11.8 +8.1 Cen. U.S.A., Canada, N Atlantic, 

N & E Europe, Middle East 
17.48 MERCURY -0.5 +8.0 NE U.S.A., SE Quebec 
28.07 324 Bamberga +12.9 +9.1 CIS (former USSR), Turkey, Africa 
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see. It involves Venus, at Mag. -4.0 and 35°E 
of the Sun. The Caribbean; northernmost 
South America; W, central, and E Africa; and 
the Arabian Peninsula will see this event. 
Again, only those in the eastern part of the 
track will see the occultation under twilight or 
dark skies. The following table summarizes 
the particulars of this occultation for a few se-
lected places. 

Lunar Occultation of Venus, 1992 Om 28.- 

Disappearance 	Reappearance  
Site 	_UL Alt.) Alt.C)  _UL AIL) Alt.6) 

h h 
Arecibo, P.R. 12.5 .8° +27° 13.4 +3° +38° 
Lagos, Nigeria 14.4 +59° +42° 16.2 +45° +17° 
Cairo, Egypt 15.9 +12° -10° 16.4 +8° -16° 
Jerusalem 	16.0 +8° -14° 16.4 +4° -20° 
Riyadh 	15.8 ° -22° 16.9 -8° -36° 

More information about these and other 
occultations can be had from the International 
Occultation Timing Association (IOTA), 1177 
Collins Ave., SW, Topeka, KS 66604, U.S.A. 

COMETS 

The column by Don E. Machholz, "Comet 
Corner," on pp. 121-122, and the A.L.P.O. 
Solar System Ephemeris: 1992 list eleven 
known comets that will be visible during at 
least part of this period. Of these, Shoemaker-
Levy (1991m), P/Ciffreo, and P/Schaumasse 
may be as bright as at least 12th magnitude 
and thus should be readily visible in amateur 
instruments under dark skies. 

The above is a conservative statement of 
comet visibility as it of course does not take 
into account any discoveries that may be made 
after this column is written! [For example, see 
page 140 for the recovery announcement 
about Comet PISwift-Tuttle.] 

METEOR SHOWERS 

(Contributed by Robert D. Lunsford, 
A.L.P.O. Meteors Recorder; October data 

added by Editor) 

October: Near the beginning of the month, 
conditions will be favorable for the Annual 
Andromedids, whose maximum on OCT 03 
occurs with a 7-day Moon that will set about 
midnight. Sadly, the same cannot be said for 
the North Piscids because a 17-day waning 
gibbous Moon occurs on their maximum date, 
OCT 13. However, occasional meteors from 
either of these two showers can be expected 
throughout the first part of the month. 

The major October shower, though is the 
Orionids, which peak on OCT 21.4 with a 
waning crescent (25-day) Moon. This is a 
brief shower, with only a 2-day span, but with 
zenithal rates often reaching 15 per hour. 
These meteors tend to be fast (66 km/sec) and 
often leave long-lasting trains. 

November-December: The Leonids reach 
maximum activity on NOv 17 this year. Un- 

fortunately, a bright last-quarter Moon will be 
located close to the radiant, reducing the num-
ber of meteors visible that morning. To see the 
highest rates, face N with the Moon at your 
back and catch the Leonids that are visible in 
that portion of the morning sky. 

The Geminids peak in activity on DEC 14 
with a bright waning gibbous Moon spoiling 
the show. Your best bet may be to face W 
with the Moon behind you. Under these condi-
tions you may expect to see up to 50 meteors 
per hour should your skies be transparent. 

Conditions for the Ursids are very favor-
able this year. Stream members are visible 
from DEC 17-26 with maximum activity oc-
curring on the morning of the 22nd, near New 
Moon. The radiant lies close to the bright star 
Beta Ursae Minoris (Kochab). Data are scarce 
for this show, so any observations obtained 
this year would be valuable. 

Looking ahead to 1993, North America is 
very well situated for the Quadrantid shower, 
expected to peak near 10h UT on 1993 JAN 03 
with rates exceeding 100 per hour for those 
able to escape the areas affected by light pol-
lution. Face the NE portion of the sky, and 
start counting once the waxing gibbous Moon 
is low enough so as not to interfere. 

PARTIAL SOLAR ECLIPSE 

There are two eclipses in December, and 
the total lunar one is described in some detail 
in the next article. However, there is also a 
partial solar eclipse, falling on DEC 23-24. 
The eclipse zone includes the N Pacific 
Ocean, E China, Korea, Japan, NE Asia, and 
W Alaska. The maximum eclipse occurs in Si-
beria at 155°45'E/65°42'N. At that point, the 
eclipse magnitude will be 0.843 (which means 
that the maximum encroachment of the Moon 
into the solar disk will equal 84.3 percent of 
the Sun's apparent diameter). 

The table below gives data for the maxi-
mum phase of this eclipse for selected loca-
tions: 

Partial Solar Eclipse: 1992 DEC 23-24 

Location 
Maximum Eclipse 
UT Sol. Alt. Mag. 

DEC 23 h m ° 
Taipei, Republic of China 23 10.0 +6 14.9 
Shanghai, P. R. of China 23 15.0 +4 28.8 
Beijing, P. R. of China* 23 21.8 -3 42.2 
Seoul, South Korea 23 25.9 +6 47.2 
Vladivostok, Russia 23 37.5 +7 60.5 
Tokyo, Japan 23 38.2 +17 53.7 
DEC 24 
Anchorage, Alaska** 01 23.3 -4 62.2 
Kodiak, Alaskat 01 25.9 1 60.0 

Notes: 

Sunrise occurs at 23h 34.0m, with an eclipse 
magnitude of 39.9 percent. 

Sunset occurs at 00h 42.5m, with an eclipse 
magnitude of 34.4 percent. 

t At sunset, taking refraction into account. 
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THE TOTAL LUNAR ECLIPSE OF 1992 DEC 09-10 

On 1992 DEC 09-10, much of the world will 
see the first total lunar eclipse since February, 
1990. At the middle of this eclipse, the Moon 
will be overhead as seen from Algeria; what 
this means is that observers throughout the 
Arctic, eastern Canada, Africa, Europe, the 
Middle East, and most of the CIS will be able 
to see the entire eclipse. Besides those areas, 
India, central Asia, eastern South America, 
and the eastern United States can at least 
watch all of the total phase. The remainder of 
the Americas and Asia will see the partial and 
penumbral phases only. Although this may be 
disappointing for many observers in the 
United States and east Asia, note that people 
in those locales will be able to see the eclipsed 
Moon low in the east after sunset (Western 
Hemisphere) or in the west before sunrise 
(Eastern Hemisphere); some spectacular pho-
tographs can be expected. 

At mid-eclipse, the umbral magnitude will 
be approximately 1.276. That means that the 
Earth's umbral shadow will cover the entire 
Moon and indeed extend 0.276 lunar diame-
ters outside the limb of the Moon. For total 
lunar eclipses, the Universal Times of seven 
eclipse events are usually tabulated: 

Penumbral Phase Begins DEC 09, 20h 55.4m 
Partial Phase Begins 
	

DEC 09, 21h 59.4m 
Totality Begins 
	

DEc 09, 23h 06.8m 
Middle of Eclipse 
	

DEC 09, 23h 44.1m 
Totality Ends 
	

DEC 10, 00h 21.5m 
Partial Phase Ends 
	

DEC 10, Olh 28.8m 
Penumbral Phase Ends DEC 10, 02h 32.7m 

The beginning and ending penumbral 
phases are essentially unobservable, except by 
a photometer. Do not expect to see faint pen-
umbral shading on the Moon's east limb (ce-
lestial east and west are used here) until about 
21:30-40 UT on DEC 09, and on the west limb 
after about 02:00-10 UT on DEC 10. 

The partial phase begins with First Um-
bral Contact on the lunar east limb. When the 
Second Umbral Contact occurs, on the 
northwest limb, the total phase begins. At 
Third Umbra! Contact, on the northeast limb, 
the total phase ends. Finally, the partial phase 
comes to an end at Fourth Umbral Contact, on 
the lunar west limb. 

To some extent, the size and the darkness 
of the penumbra and umbra vary unpredict-
ably from eclipse to eclipse; the times above 
assume that the Earth's atmosphere causes a 
2-percent enlargement from what simple ge-
ometry would predict. In order to find out 
more about the variation of the umbra between 
eclipses, its diameter can be fairly accurately 
by timing the actual times of the four umbral 
contacts. These events can be timed in binocu-
lars, but a small telescope magnifying 40-
100X and showing the entire Moon in the eye-
piece field is really the ideal instrument for 
these and many other eclipse observations. 

Observers with such instruments can fur-
ther refine our umbral diameter measurements  

by timing when the umbral edge crosses se-
lected craters, which is best done by timing 
when the shadow edge touches each side of 
the crater and taking the mean of those two 
times. To help plan such timings, below is a 
table of recommended umbral-timing craters, 
with the approximate Universal Times of cra-
ter disappearance into ("Dis."; all on DEC 09) 
and reappearance from ("Rea."; on DEC 10) 
the umbral shadow. To ensure correct crater 
identification, consult a lunar map before and 
during the eclipse if you are uncertain. 

Crater  Dis. Rea. Crater  Dis. Rea.  

Grimaldi 	22:05 00:30 Aristoteles 22:55 00:50 
Aristarchus 22:25 00:30 Eudoxus 22:55 00:55 
Kepler 	22:20 00:40 Manilius 	22:4001:00 
Copernicus 22:25 00:45 Menelaus 22:4501:05 
Pytheas 22:3000:45 Plinius 	22:5001:10 
Timocharis 22:35 00:45 Taruntius 22:5501:20 
Tycho 	22:2001:00 Proclus 	22:5501:20 
Plato 	22:50 00:40 

It is likely that the DEC 09-10 lunar eclipse 
will be an unusually dark one because the vol-
canic aerosols in our stratosphere that black-
ened the umbra in the 1992 JUN 15 partial 
lunar eclipse will probably still be present. 
Thus, records of the umbra's tone and color 
will be quite valuable. 

Such records include drawings and photo-
graphs, as well as video or digital CCD imag-
es. Be prepared to make long exposures, how-
ever! 

Even written comments on the brightness 
of the eclipsed Moon can be valuable. One 
standard means to do so is to make a numeri-
cal estimate using the Danjon Luminosity 
Scale (L) at mid-eclipse, as follows: 

L - 0: Very dark eclipse; Moon almost invisible, 
especially at mid-eclipse. 

L = 1: Dark eclipse, gray or brownish coloration; 
details distinguishable only with difficulty. 

L = 2: Deep red or rust-colored eclipse, with a 
very dark central umbra and the outer 
edge of the umbra relatively bright. 

L = 3: Brick-red eclipse; usually with a bright or 
yellow rim to the umbra. 

L - 4: Very bright copper-red or orange eclipse; 
with a bluish very bright shadow rim. 

It is also possible to make measurements 
of the brightness of the lunar disk as a whole 
by comparison with other celestial objects 
whose magnitudes are known. The problem 
here is to make the disks of the Moon and the 
comparison object similar in size. If you are 
very nearsighted, just remove your glasses and 
you can compare the out-of-focus disks of 
bright stars directly with the similar-sized 
lunar disk. Some observers have used the 
Moon's reflection in a convex mirror, which 
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Figure 28. The sky in the vicinity of the totally eclipsed Moon on 1992 DEc 09-
10. The magnitudes of selected objects are given in tenths of magnitudes with-
out decimal points (e.g., "16" means +1.6.). The mean magnitudes of objects of 
variable brightness are shown in parentheses. North at top. 

makes the Moon appear star-like but which 
must be calibrated through experiment. Other-
wise, you might view the Moon through re-
versed binoculars, which will both shrink and 
dim the Moon's disk. If we allow a 25-percent 
light loss in the binoculars (.24 magnitudes), 
binoculars of the following magnifications 
will dim the Moon's brightness by the follow-
ing amounts, as expressed in magnitudes: 

7X .„ 4.5 Mag. 
8X ... 4.8 Mag. 

10x ... 5.3 Mag. 
11X .., 5.5 Mag. 
16X ... 6.3 Mag. 
20X ... 6.8 Mag. 

If the compari-
son object and the 
Moon are at signif-
icantly different el-
evations, one must 
correct for differen-
tial extinction. At 
this point, we sug-
gest that you obtain 
a copy of the 
A L.P.°. 	Lunar 
Eclipse Handbook 
(at $4.00 cost, in-
cluding postage) 
from Francis G. 
Graham, our Lunar 
Eclipse Recorder 
(address on inside 
back cover). This 
publication 	also 
gives information 
on other forms of 
lunar eclipse obser-
vation. 

Naturally, lunar 
eclipse photometry 
is impossible with-
out knowing the 
magnitudes 	of 
comparison ob-
jects. Figure 28 (to 

right) shows the brighter stars, and the planet 
Mars, in relation to the Moon during this 
eclipse. If the eclipse is very dark, you may 
need to try to compare the Moon with the 
fainter stars shown in Figure 29 (bottom), 
which is on a larger scale. 

Whatever form your lunar eclipse observa-
tions take, they will be of value only if com-
municated to others; particularly to our Lunar 
Eclipse Recorder, Mr. Graham. 

Figure 29. Detailed view of 
the vicinity of the Moon at 
mid-eclipse, 1992 DEC 09, 
23h 	44.1m 	UT, 	showing 
stars to magnitude +6.2 and 
the open star cluster NGC 
1746. 	Magnitudes 	are 
shown as in Figure 28. The 
extent of the Earth's umbra 
is indicated by dark shad- 
ing; that of the penumbra by 
lighter 	shading; 	both 	in 
scale with the disk of the 
Moon. North at top. 
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--ee CCD images of Mars by Donald C. Parker. 16-in (41-cm) Newtonian telescope, f/48. 
images are three-color composites (red, green, and blue). South at top; Martian west 

the right. From left to right, data are: 1992 Dec. 11, 06h07m-06h13m UT, CM 268-269°; 
Dec. 13, 06h41m-06h54m UT, CM 258-261°; 1992 Dec. 18, 05h44m-05h50m UT, CM 

0-201°. Mars' diameter was about 14" on these dates. The two left-hand views feature 
rtis Major to the right of center, and show a bright North Polar Cap (bottom) and blue-
-,en clouds over Hellas (upper right). The rightmost image shows the Am azonis-Cebrenia 
:ion; note the Cerberus, Erebus, Styx, Chaos, and Hyblaeus "canals" below, and to the 
Ner left and right of, center. 
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Table 1. Occultations of Stars by Planets, 1993 FEB-APR. 
(For further information, consult the  A.L.P.O. Solar System Ephemeris: 1993  or the 
1993 Asteroidal Occultation Supplement to Occultation Newsletter,  Vol 5, No. 9.) 

1993 
UT Date 

Occulting 
Object 

Visual Mag. 
Predicted Visibility Zone Object 	Star 

FEB 26.21 3 Juno 9.0 9.3 NW U.S.A., SW & N Canada 

MAR 02.70 85 lo 12.1 8.4 N Australia, Arabia 
14.02 88 Thisbe 12.6 8.3 E North America, NW Africa 
15.90 554 Peraga 13.0 7.1 Africa 
22.75 3 Juno 10.3 8.6 Africa, Arabia, S Asia 
24.00 141 Lumen 12.8 8.9 Africa 
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MINOR PLANETS 

Three of the brighter minor planets reach 
opposition during 1993 FEB-APR, and will be 
visible in binoculars near opposition. Their 
10-day ephemerides are given in the 1993 edi-
tion of the A.L.P.O. Solar System Ephemeris, 
and their opposition data are given below: 

Opposition Data  

1993 	Stellar 	Declination& 
Minor Planet 	Date 	Magnitude Constellation  

6 Hebe FEB 17.8 +9.2 16°N Leo 
7 Iris MAR 14.3 +9.1 7°S Cra 
29 Amphitrite APR 23.5 +9.4 19°S Vir 

Besides the objects above, three of the 
"Big Four" minor planets, 1 Ceres, 3 Juno, 
and 4 Vesta will be brighter than Mag. +10 
during at least part of the current period. 

THE MOON 

During the current period, the schedule 
for the Moon's phases is: 

New Moon  First Quarter 	Full Moon  Last Quarter 

JAN 22.8 JAN 31.0 FEB 07.0 FEB 13.6 
FEB 21.5 MAR 01.7 MAR 08.4 MAR 15.2 
MAR 23.3 MAR 31.2 APR 06.8 APR 13.8 
APR 22.0 APR 29.5 MAY 06.1 MAY 13.5 

The four lunations listed above constitute 
Numbers 867-870 in Brown's series. 

The other significant lunar visibility con-
dition is the Moon's librations, or E-W and 
N-S tilts in relation to the Earth. Extreme li-
brations occur on the following dates: 

West 
	

North 
	

East 
	

South  

FEB 02 
	

FEB 09 
	

FEB 14 
	

FEB 23 
MAR 02 
	

MAR 08 
	

MAR 14 
	

MAR 22 
MAR 31 
	

APR 05 
	

APR 12 
	

APR 18 
APR 27 
	

MAY 02 
	

MAY 10 
	

MAY 15 

Our lunar E and W directions follow the 
convention of the International Astronomical 
Union, with Mare Crisium near the east limb. 

If you compare the two tables immediately 
above, you will see that the librations are not 
currently well-synchronized with the phases,  

so that the lunar limbs will not be tilted toward 
us when there is favorable lighting. The one 
exception is the lunar N polar area, which can 
be seen well on FEB 07-11, MAR 06-10, and 
APR 02-07. Besides the favorable northerly li-
bration on those dates, the Sun will lie about 
1°.4-1°.5 N of the Moon's equator during this 
first period; a condition helpful in illuminating 
the north polar region. Note also that the libra-
tions tabulated in the ephemerides are geocen-
tric, and can differ by up to 1° from the topo-
centric librations that one sees from a particu-
lar observing location. If the Moon is S of 
your zenith, you will see even more of the 
north polar region than the tables predict. 

OCCULTATIONS: 
PRIMARILY OF VENUS 

Minor planets will occult six stars. Table 1 
(below) lists the date, occulting object, visual 
magnitude of planet followed by that of the 
star, and possible zone of visibility for each 
occultation. (No occultations by major planets 
are predicted for this period.) 

For those lucky observers who happen to 
lie in the occultation track under a night sky, 
the MAR 15 event will be visible in binocu-
lars. 

The Moon occults Venus twice in our pe-
riod. The first event occurs on FEB 25, at 
about 05h when Venus is at magnitude -4.6 
and 40°E of the Sun. This occultation will be 
visible from Australia (except the extreme 
NW) and numerous islands in the SW Pacific 
Ocean. The approximate circumstances of this 
event for some selected localities are given 
below. Disappearance will be at the Moon's 
dark limb, reappearance at its sunlit limb. 

Lunar Occultation of Venus, 1993 FEB 25. 

Disappearance 
	

Reappearance  
Site 	UT  Alt.?? Alt.(;) UT  Alt.)) AIt.C•) 

h 
	

h 
Perth 02.7 +17° +56° 03.7 +28° +65° 
Alice Springs 03.1 +39° +75° 04.4 +51° +69° 
Melbourne 	03.2 +36° +60° 04.6 +41° +50° 
Sydney 03.4 +43° +59° 04.9 ±45° +45° 
Brisbane 03.5 +50° +62° 05.2 +50° +42° 
Fiji 05.0 +46° +22° 06.4 +28° +2° 
Tahiti 05.8 +7° -19° (06.8 -8° -33°) 
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The second occultation of Venus is on 
APR 19 and should be visible to a large num-
ber of our members. Venus is then 26° W of 
the Sun, at magnitude -4.4. Venus' disk will 
be 51" across, but only 10-percent illuminated. 
The planet will disappear behind the Moon's 
narrow bright limb, and will reappear at the 
dark limb. Except from Hawaii before sunrise, 
the Moon will probably not be visible to the 
naked eye. To see this event, you will proba-
bly need to locate Venus by carefully offset-
ting your telescope from the Sun's position. 
Venus will be 1 h 42.6m W of the Sun in right 
ascension and 5°.8 S in declination. 

This event will be visible through most of 
North America; including Mexico, and the 
United States and Canada south of a line ex-
tending from SW Oregon to northern Hud-
son's Bay. The northern graze limit passes 
near Portland, Oregon (at about 16h 00m UT); 
while the southern limit lies near Miami, Flor-
ida (at about 16h 40m UT). Portions of the 
graze limits are plotted in Figure A* below. 
Data for selected locations in the United 
States, Canada, and Mexico are as follows: 

Lunar Occultation of Venus, 1993 APR 19. 

Site 
Disappearance Reappearance 

UT 	Alt.1 AIt.G) UT Alt.)) 	Alt.G) 
h h 

Honolulu (14.5 -2° -22°) 15.2 +8° -14° 
Los Angeles 15.2 +40° +22° 16.3 +51° +36° 
Mexico City 15.2 +62° +41° 16.3 +74° +56° 
Tucson 15.2 +46° +29° 16.5 +59° +45° 
San Francisco 15.4 +37° +21° 16.2 +45° +31° 

Houston 15.5 +61° +47° 16.9 +65° +63° 
Denver 15.6 +49° +37° 16.9 +55° +51° 
Kansas City 15.8 +55° +47° 17.2 +55° +59° 
New Orleans 15.8 +64° +54° 17.1 +63° +68° 
St. Louis 15.9 +56° +51° 17.4 +54° +62° 
Atlanta 16.0 +62° +59° 17.4 +55° +67° 

Chicago 16.0 +54° +51° 17.5 +49° +59° 
Toronto 16.3 +51° +55° 17.7 +43° +57° 
Washington 16.4 +54° +61° 17.7 +44° +61° 
Montreal 16.5 +47° +55° 17.8 +37° +54° 
New York 16.5 +51° +60° 17.8 +41° +59° 
Boston 16.6 +48° +59° 17.8 +37° +56° 

More information about these and other 
occultations can be had from the International 
Occultation Timing Association (IOTA), 1177 
Collins Ave., SW, Topeka, KS 66604, U.S.A. 

COMETS 

The column by Don E. Machholz, "Comet 
Corner," on pp. 149-150, and the A.L.P.O. 
Solar System Ephemeris: 1993 list nine known 
comets that will be visible during at least part 
of this period. Of these, P/Swift-Tuttle and 
P/Schaumasse may be as bright as 8th magni-
tude and thus should be readily visible in bin-
oculars under dark skies. 

The above is a conservative statement of 
comet visibility as it of course does not take 
into account any discoveries that may be made 
after this column is written! 

METEOR SHOWERS 

(Contributed by Robert D. Lunsford, 
A.L.P.O. Meteors Recorder. 

Local  times are used.) 

Although not classed as a major shower, 
the Delta Leonids are the most reliable show-
er in February. They are most active around 
the 26th of the month and are visible through-
out the night. In contrast to their stronger 
counterpart in November (the Leonids), this 
shower produces slower-moving meteors that 
may last up to one second. If observing near 
the date of maximum, be sure to wait until the 
waxing crescent Moon has set to observe them 
at their best. 

The Lyrids reach their maximum activity 
on the morning of April 22, under favorable 
observing conditions with a New Moon the 
day before. On the morning of the 22nd up to 
20 Lyrids per hour may be seen from a rural 
location. Decent numbers may also be seen 
several days before and after this date. This 
shower is best seen in the early morning hours 
as Lyra rises higher into the NE sky. [This 
shower is clearly best seen by Northern-Hemi-
sphere observers.] 

Peaking on May 4th, the Eta Aquarids 
are the only major shower of 1993 to coincide 
with a Moon that is nearly full. Although the 
best nights may be lost this year, you may see 
limited numbers of shower members during 
the last week of April and the first few days of 
May. Once the bright gibbous Moon has set, 
face E and watch for swift bluish meteors 
moving E to W. This shower also provides the 
highest percentage of trains of the major mete-
or showers. 
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Figure 1. Portion of graze limits of lunar occultation of Venus on 1993 APR 19. The centers of the 
graze zones are plotted; the zones themselves are approximately 100 km in width. 

On the right-hand map, the Greater Miami urban area is shaded. 
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Figure 3. The lunar 
crater Plato, showing 
numerous floor crater-
lets; the largest four 
are considered test 
objects! Taken by 
Donald C. Parker, 
1991 SEP 01, 07h 
16m UT. 41-cm New-
tonian at f/27, 0.50-sec 
CCD image. Seeing 
6-7 on the A.L.P.O. 0 
(worst) - 10 (perfect) 
Scale; Transparency 
3-4 on the similar 0-5 
Scale. Colong. = 
178°.2 (sunset view). 
South at top, simple 
inversion. 
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OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS 

Our members frequently send observations directly to the editor. Such drawings, photographs, 
and images are not intended to be part of regular A.L.P.O. Section reports, but are often 

of high quality and should be of interest to our readers. This occasional column 
allows us to let others besides the editor see these diverse observations. 

I. The Brazilian observer, Nelson Falsarella, M.D., has forwarded several photographs of the 
1992 JUN 30 total solar eclipse, taken by himself and others. This event was not widely observed 
because the only area where the path of totality passed over land, in Uruguay, was cloudy. 
Nonetheless we show below one photograph of the partial phase from land and one of totality 
from an airplane. 
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Figure 1. A partial phase of the 1992 JUN 30 
total solar eclipse. Photograph taken by Nelson 
Falsarella near Sao Jose do Rio Preto, Brazil, at 
10h53m UT with a 60-mm refractor and eye-
piece projection. 

Figure 2. The same eclipse during totality, pho-
tographed by Tasso Napoleao and Edvaldo Tre-
visan from an airplane at 36,000 feel (11,000 
meters) altitude. Taken at 11h16m UT, 1/15 sec 
with a 600-mm ff7 lens. 

II. A.L.P.O. Mars Recorder, Donald C. Parker, M.D., uses a high-quality 16-in (41-cm) Newto-
nian reflector to produce dazzling CCD images of the Moon and planets. Admittedly, his work in 
Miami was interrupted by Hurricane Andrew, which cut out the electricity supply on which CCD 
camera and their host computers depend. He has resumed full operation, however, and some of 
his post-Andrew Mars images appear on our front cover. 
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Figure 4. The Tharsis region of Mars, with an enlarged view to the left. Taken by Donald C. Parker on 
1992 Our 17, 10h23m UT. 41-cm Newtonian, f/49, 0.75-sec CCD image with W-25 (red) filter. Seeing = 
6-7, Transparency = 4 on the scales noted for Figure 3. Central Meridian 119°, Sub-Earth latitude +10°.0, 
Ls = 341°.8, disk diameter 9".1. South at top. Note the "crater" near the center of the enlarged view, north 
of Phoenicis Lacus, where no large crater exists. Dr. Parker believes that this feature is "most likely an il-
lusion formed by ridges in [the] Tharsis Bulge—maybe this is what Mellish saw." (Regarding the latter, 
see our letters column on pp. 172-174 of this issue.) 

III. Andrew Johnson observes from North Yorkshire, England. His work appeared in our April, 
1992, issue. Another of his lunar drawings appears below. 

Figure 5. The data for this drawing by Andrew Johnson are at top (the Antoniadi Seeing ranges from very 
good [I] to poor [V]). The crater SchrOter W is at top center. The observer Gruithuisen believed that this 
area contained a lunar city. Mr. Johnson notes: "First impressions; boosted by expectation, of this feature 
were much as Gruithuisen observed this strange collection of hills in 1824. However a few moments study 
soon stripped most of the air of mystery from the scene. Seeing condition were very good, far more detail 
was visible than could be recorded. (An indication of this was the relative ease with which shadow within 
Linne could be seen.) Views in earlier lighting E 12° & in opposite lighting it 192° [sic.] could prove useful." 
[Note that "Sel. Lat." should be +1°.03 and the "Geoc. Lib." should be L = 1°.64 and B = 6°.06.] 
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Two nearly-simultaneous photographs of 
the Sun at different wavelen the taken  111.4), 
by Frank J. Melillo on .192 Aug. 20 with 

20-cm (8-in) Schmidt-Cassegrain 
telescope, using 1/4-second exposures 
on Kodak TP 2415 Film. Both show the 
sunspot Region 7260 with north at the 
top. The upper view was taken at 22h30m 
UT in H-a light with a 0.6 A Daystar 
Filter, and the aperture stopped to 6 cm 
(2.5 in) The lower view was taken in 
integrated light (no filter) at 22h40m UT, 
using a 7.5-cm (3 in) aperture stop. See 
Mr. Melillo's article on solar photography 
on pages 44-45 of this issue. 

Founded In 1947 
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Figure 1. The "Valentine Dome" near Linne in 
Mare Serenitatis, drawn by Charles L. Ricker. 
1965 AUG 04, 03h02m UT, 10-in (25-cm) reflec-
tor, 294X. Seeing = 4 on the A.L.P.O. 0 (worst) 
- 10 (perfect) scale; transparency = +5 (limiting 
naked-eye stellar magnitude). Dome diameter 
22 km. Colong. 351°.1. South at top. 
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THE LUNAR DOME SURVEY: FALL, 1992 PROGRESS REPORT 

By: Harry D. Jamieson, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

The A.L.P.O. Lunar Dome Survey was 
begun in 1962 in order to discover, character-
ize, and catalog as many as possible of these 
low swellings as could be found with amateur 
equipment. Some earlier observations, chiefly 
by Alika K. Herring, and a preexisting catalog 
by Kenneth J. Schneller were used as a base; 
and the observational methods pioneered by 
Herring and Joseph Ashbrook were adopted. 
In 1964, John Westfall formulated the dome 
classification system still used by the Survey. 
Although the leadership of the program 
changed hands several times, progress contin-
ued to be made, resulting in our recently pub-
lished catalog [1]. A special thanks is due to 
ex-Recorders Kenneth J. Delano, Marvin Hud-
dleston, James H. Phillips, and Charles L. 
Ricker, as well as to all the observers listed 
with the catalog. Without these persons' ef-
forts we would not be where we are today. 

At present, we are entering all of the Sur-
vey's dome observations into a computer data 
base. When the Survey was founded, personal 
computers were a distant dream, and little se-
rious thought was given as to how best to 
record the observations so that they would be 
easy to analyze later. This oversight was en-
tirely my fault, and I apologize for it. Howev-
er, we are now making progress in this area 
and I hope to have the task completed soon. 
The computer data base will allow us to bring 
all of the observations for a particular dome 
together in one place for the first time, making 
the task of weeding spurious doilies out of the 
catalog much easier, and at the same time so-
lidifying our knowledge of the real ones. We 
especially thank Craig MacDougal for his help 
with this project, as well as for his contribu-
tion of some 350 personal observations. 

In the meantime, we still welcome your 
observations. The minimum aperture instru-
ment you should use is a 6-in (15-cm) Newto-
nian, 8-in (20-cm) Schmidt-Cassegrain, or 4-
in (10-cm) refractor, although smaller tele-
scopes can be used to observe the larger 
domes. You also need a good lunar atlas. The 
Atlas of the Moon by Antonin Rijkl is proba-
bly the best now in print, although its north-at-
top orientation and lack of chart overlap make 
it sometimes difficult to use. Older charts like 
the Time Lunar Atlas, the Orthographic Lunar 
Atlas, and the USAF Lunar Astronautic 
Charts (LAC's) are better, but hard to obtain. 
The Lunar Quadrant Charts, published by the 
University of Arizona Press and available 
from Sky Publishing Corp., may also be used, 
but they lack a detailed coordinate grid. 

Another reference is the computer pro-
gram "Lunar Observer's Tool Kit," provided 
by the Lunar Dome Survey. You do not need a 
computer to contribute dome observations; but 
if you have an IBM PC or compatible, this 
program can make it much easier to schedule 
and document your observations. The kit in-
cludes documentation and a dome database  

which it can use to tell you, before you go out 
to observe, which domes are near the termina-
tor. This program is available from the writer 
(address on inside back cover) for $15.00 to 
cover expenses. Please specify whether you 
prefer 5-1/4 or 3-1/2 inch diskettes. If you are 
interested in other aspects of lunar observa-
tion, you may still wish a kit. The ephemeris-
generation portion of the program is based on 
the latest algorithms from Jean Meeus' Astro-
nomical Algorithms. Other general lunar op-
tions compute solar altitude and relative eleva-
tions, convert coordinates, and provide a phys-
ical ephemeris for any date and time between 
4000 BC and AD 9999. The program can 
compute the dates and times when the solar al-
titude over a given lunar feature will be a cer-
tain value, as well as what the solar altitude 
was for some date in the past. This last option 
is particularly valuable because it allows you 
to reproduce the lighting conditions prevailing 
during a past observation. Finally, the kit will 
also generate a yearly ephemeris in the format 
used by the A.L.P.O. Solar System Ephemeris, 
in the form of printout or an ASCII text file, 
with Dome Survey Observing Report Forms 
containing all ephemeris information pre-com-
puted. I thank John Westfall for his help dur-
ing the writing of this program. 

The observations presented here are ex-
amples of those submitted during the past 30 
years. The two that show domes near Linne 
[Figure 1, below] and Milichius [Figure 2, p. 
15] are especially interesting because they il-
lustrate domes that are one-quarter covered by 
black shadows. At such times, it is possible to 
determine a dome's height simply by multi-
plying the dome's semidiameter by the tan-
gent of the Sun's current altitude over the 
dome's horizon. For example, the height of 
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Figure 2. Lunar dome west of the crater Milich-
ius (lunar coordinates — .510, 1 = +.175), as 
drawn by Donald Watts on 1966 JuL 28, 
03h55m UT. 10-in (25-cm) refractor, 150X and 
300X. Seeing - 4 on the 0-10 scale, transpar-
ency = +5 (limiting magnitude). Colong. -
035°.5. Dome diameter - 9 km. South at top. 
Note summit crater. 

Figure 4. Photograph of southwest Mare Nubium (IAU directions) , showing the prominent dome west 
of the flooded crater Kies (upper right), with a small crater on its summit. Other less obvious domes 
may also be seen. Taken by F. Courbin on 1990 JuL 16, 02h54m UT, using the 60-cm (24-in) reflector 
of Pic du Midi Observatory, France. Colongitude 192°.2. South at top. 

the dome in Figure 1 was computed as 360 
meters, while that in Figure 2 was 720 meters. 
The other observation [Figure 3, upper right] 
illustrates a dome cut in two by a cleft, which 
is a rather rare occurrence. Figures 4 and 5 
(below and on p. 16) are examples of the ex-
cellent photographs of domes that have been 
submitted in recent years. Figure 6 (p. 16) is 
an example of a recent dome sketch. Finally, 
Figures 7 and 8 (p. 17) are of CCD images of 
lunar domes. We also receive many observa-
tions without drawings or photographs, but 
with very useful written descriptions. 

Figure 3. Lunar dome near the crater Mene-
laus (lunar coordinates 4 +.269, ri = +.300), 
drawn by Donald Watts on 1967 APR 16, 
02h40m UT. 6-in (15-cm) reflector, 160X. See-
ing =, 3 on the 0-10 scale, transparency = +6 
(limiting magnitude). Colong. 346°.3. South 
at top. Note transverse cleft. 

Our immediate goal is to place our catalog 
on the computer in order to remove uncon-
firmed domes and to organize our information 
about the domes that remain. During this peri-
od, we continue to encourage observers to 
search for new domes. In the end, we hope to 
have a catalog that lists every visible dome 
down to 3 km in diameter, with information 
on its position, diameter, height, and classifi-
cation. We encourage those observers who are 
interested in participating in this program to 
write to the author for further information. 

Reference: 

[1] Jamieson, Harry D. and Phillips, James H. 
(1992). "Lunar Dome Catalog [April 30, 
1992 Edition]." J.A.L.P.O., 36, No. 3 
(Sept.), 123-129. 
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Figure 6. Drawing by 
Michael Mattei of the 
dome west (IAU) of the 
crater Gutenberg (lunar 
coordinates 4 = +.618, 
= -.167). 1992 MAY 07, 
01h09m-01h29m UT. 6-
in (15-cm) Schupmann 
Medial telescope, 244X. 
Seeing = 5 (0-10 scale). 
Colongitude m. 327°.8. 
South at top. 

ti 

Figure 5. How many domes can you see in this photograph of the To-
bias Mayer-Milichius-Hortensius dome field? Taken by F. Courbin on 
1990 JUL 17, 03h19m UT. 60-cm (24-in) reflector, Pic du Midi Observa-
tory. Colongitude - 204°.7. South at top. 
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Figure 7 (upper right). 
Domes in southern Oceanus 
Procellarum. CCD image by 
John Westfall on 1993 MAR 
04, 03h12m UT. 28-cm 
Schmidt-Cassegrain, 	f/21, 
0.50-sec exposure. Colongi-
tude F 038°.2. One small 
dome is located about mid-
way between the center and 
the lower left corner. Also, a 
large dome is on the termi-
nator below center, and con-
tains the 11-km crater Wich-
mann. South at top, sunlight 
from the left. 

  

       

Figure 8 (lower right). The 
dome complex Riimker in 
the northern Oceanus Pro-
cellarum. CCD image by 
John Westfall on 1993 MAR 
06, 03h43m UT. 28-cm 
Schmidt-Cassegrain, f/21, 
0.20-sec exposure. Colongi-
tude = 062°.7. Rumker is 
about 55 km in diameter. 
South at top, sunlight from 
the left. 

CCD images have con-
siderable potential for dome 
studies because these devic-
es have a wide and linear 
brightness range; 4096:1 in 
the case of the LynxxMC unit 
used for these images. This 
means that usable images 
are possible for areas near 
the terminator, where domes 
are best seen. 
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GETTING STARTED: 
THE ART OF MAKING DRAWINGS OF THE MOON 

By: Andrew Johnson 

ABSTRACT 

This article addresses the problems usually encountered by the beginning visual lunar ob-
server. It discusses drawing equipment, paper selection, telescopic observation, drawing tech-
niques, and producing finished drawings. The article is intended to encourage beginning lunar 
observers who wish to record what they see in the form of drawings, and to gain a deeper un-
derstanding of an increasingly neglected field of observational astronomy. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Moon is the first telescopic target for 
most amateur astronomers. Undoubtedly few 
of them were unimpressed by what they saw. 
However, it is increasingly often that these 
first impressions fail to develop into a long-
term interest in the Moon. Why is this? One of 
the most often-cited reasons is that since the 
Apollo Missions there is nothing more to be 
learned from earthbased observation, at least 
by amateurs. In this respect, the current low 
level of interest in the Moon parallels that dur-
ing the period after Beer and Madler's publi-
cation of Der Mond in 1837. 

This article does not attempt to address 
the question of the general decline in interest 
in lunar studies; the work of the A.L.P.O. 
Lunar Section in the study of lunar domes [1], 
Selected Areas [2], Lunar Transient Phenome-
na, and lunar eclipses are doing this. The 
question to be addressed here is why fewer 
people are drawing features on the Moon. 

WHY MAKE DRAWINGS 
OF THE MOON? 

Drawing the Moon introduces the observ-
er to, and familiarizes him with, this stark 
world, ever changing in appearance, as no 
other method can. You never fully develop 
this one-to-one relationship with the Moon 
through the study of books or photographs. 
Seeing this wonderful landscape for yourself 
is as close as is possible to first-hand experi-
ence of our subject. 

However, in this age of CCD's some ob-
servers wonder why others still bother making 
drawings. The answer is simple: We observe 
as we do because we enjoy it! This reason is 
often overlooked or forgotten. Rather than to 
try to assign scientific merit to my chosen 
method of making drawings, I justify this ap-
proach on the basis of history, heritage, and 
individuality. 

It is only natural that observers wish to 
use the best equipment and the latest technolo-
gy in pursing their interest. However, in our 
headlong dash toward technology, are we not 
in danger of ignoring the real objective? I con-
sider this last to be to develop a full under-
standing and enjoyment of astronomy. Were  

we all to adopt tunnel vision, or more topically 
CCD vision, then we could lose sight of all the 
other aspects of our study which are highlight-
ed by other methods of observation. 

Also, what are we to make of the work of 
our predecessors? You cannot interpret the ob-
servations of Schroter, Beer and Madler, or 
Eiger, in terms of the CCD images of today. If 
you try, all you will conclude is that they often 
made inaccurate observations. To understand 
their work, one needs to be a contemporary 
observer who is still practicing the old meth-
ods. 

Technology is progressing at a quickening 
pace. Visual observers were at the cutting 
edge of observational astronomy for some 
three hundred years. Photography held that 
position for a century. It is my guess that 
CCD's will last considerably less than that. 
However, when CCD's are finally classified 
as obsolete, I hope that not everyone will 
abandon them. If with every new technologi-
cal advance we abandon all that has gone be-
fore, then we lose touch with our past, and 
hence with our history and the heritage of our 
predecessors' work. The result would be that 
our common interest is much poorer. Also, we 
must not forget individuality. It is astrono-
mers, and their interpretations of what they 
find, that add flesh to the science. On its own 
the pure science of astronomy is cold, and less 
captivating than some of us might suppose. 

TELESCOPIC EQUIPMENT 

There has been much discussion of this 
subject in recent issues of this Journal [3,4], so 
I will not dwell long on this subject. My over-
riding concern is to encourage more observers 
to draw the Moon. Thus the only appropriate 
suggestion about telescopes is: "Whatever you 
have, use it!" The ideal situation would be for 
all of us to have the telescopes of our dreams. 
However, in reality most of us have to com-
promise on the basis of portability, storage 
space, ease of use; or, more likely, cost. More 
often than not, those promoting the virtues of 
a particular form of telescope are defending 
the telescope that they already have, by which 
they hope to reassure themselves that they 
made the right choice when they parted with 
their hard-earned money. 

Many people with small telescopes think 
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mat tney cannot contribute useful worK m ob-
serving programs unless they own some com-
puterized all-resolving monster of a light 
bucket! This is simply not the case the majori-
ty of the time, especially where the Moon is 
concerned; and it is well to remember the 
small telescopes successfully used by the early 
selenographers. What those pioneers might 
have given to have one of those telescopes 
that now lie idle on clear moonlit nights! Re-
member, more often than not it is the skill, de-
termination, and enthusiasm of the observer 
that determine how useful a given set of ob-
servations is, rather than the equipment used. 

PREPARATION 

Before going to the telescope to make a 
drawing of a lunar region, spend some time in 
preparation, so as to get the most out of the 
time spent at the eyepiece. First, you should 
know in advance what you are going to ob-
serve. If you participate in any of the A.L.P.O. 
Lunar Section programs mentioned above, 
then this task is made all the easier for you. 
There is nothing worse than trying when at the 
telescope to decide what feature to draw. This 
is time-consuming and wasteful of your con-
centration, energy, and enthusiasm, and of 
those all-too-rare observing opportunities. 

Once you have set an observing goal, the 
next step is to prepare for making a drawing at 
the telescope. For this you will need certain 
items: a clipboard and clips, a source of illu-
mination; drawing supplies, such as good-
quality copier paper and pencils. Although 
they are not strictly necessary for making the 
drawing, it will help to have a copy of the 
Elger Intensity Scale (described below) and a 
fairly detailed outline map of the Moon. 

Most of us have our own preferred ways 
of equipping ourselves, so we will discuss this 
topic only briefly. The nature of the source of 
illumination is not so critical as it is for deep-
sky observation. You can use something more 
substantial than a tiny red LED because you 
are not too concerned about ruining your dark 
adaptation when you are observing the Moon! 
A small flashlight attached to your clipboard 
will do. As for the paper, we now simply note 
that it will have to be thick enough so that, 
when the humidity is high, it will not wrinkle 
due to moisture while the drawing is being 
made. Pencils of various grades can be used, 
such as HB and B. The harder grades are less 
suitable because the marks that they make will 
be hard to see under dim lighting conditions. 

The Elger Intensity Scale is a method of 
gauging the intensity of light and shade on the 
lunar surface. This numerical intensity scale 
was actually introduced by Schroter and was 
later elaborated by Eiger. In many ways it par-
allels the intensity scale used by planetary ob-
servers. The Elger Scale runs from 0 through 
10, with 0 being black shadows and 10 the 
brightest feature normally seen on the Moon, 
usually taken as the sunlit central peak of 
Aristarchus. This scale can be calibrated by 
reference to well-known lunar features. It has 
recently been published in this Journal [5],  

ana me A.L.r.u. Lunar xecoraers can also 
provide information about it. 

If you are unfamiliar with the locations of 
the standard features used for Eiger' s Scale, it 
will help to have a simple outline map of the 
Moon, with the relevant features prominently 
marked on it. You can paste both the verbal 
description of the scale and the reference map 
to each side of a piece of cardboard, covering 
them in clear plastic for use at the telescope. 

The simple outline map just described 
should be adequate for identifying features. I 
would not take anything more detailed to the 
telescope so as to ensure that my observations 
are objective and unbiased. In any case, I find 
that, the more I observe, the more I realize 
how inaccurate some charts are, even post-
Apollo ones. Thus it is best not to rely on 
them too much. 

MAKING THE OBSERVATION 

Upon commencing an observation, it is 
best not to start drawing right away. It will 
pay dividends later if you spend some time 
studying your subject through the eyepiece, 
familiarizing yourself with some of its details. 

One important consideration is the scale 
you will use for your drawing. In my very first 
drawing of the Moon, I represented the crater 
Clavius, 225 krn in diameter, by an oval only 
50 mm across! Needless to say, it was not a 
great observation. The question of scale has as 
much to do with convenience as with anything 
else. It is hard on a small drawing to fit in all 
the details visible. Drawings that are too large, 
however, are daunting and difficult to place 
detail upon. There are no set rules, so experi-
ment to determine the drawing scale that is 
best for you. If you find that the details on 
your drawing are cramped, of if you are hav-
ing problems with proportions, then the first 
thing to check is what scale you are using. 
However, as you can see from the foreshorten-
ing evident in the figures, any scale you adopt 
can only be approximate. 

When you are finally prepared to make 
your drawing, the question is where to start. 
Before drawing, study the shape of the crater 
or other formation you intend to draw. A com-
mon mistake of beginners is to assume that all 
craters are circular, at least as seen from di-
rectly above. This is definitely wrong; you 
will be hard pressed to find a circular crater 
larger than 30 km in diameter anywhere on the 
Moon. Most larger craters are actually polygo-
nal, so study their sides: How many are there, 
are they of the same length, are they straight 
or are they curved? [Many observers prefer to 
prepare the outlines of the major features to be 
drawn before they go to the telescope, often 
by tracing a photograph taken at librations and 
lighting similar to those for the time of obser-
vation. Participants in A.L.P.O. Lunar Section 
programs can often receive outline drawing 
forms from the appropriate Recorder. Ed.] 

Also remember the effects of foreshorten-
ing. The classic example of this is Mare Crisi-
um, which is actually elongated east-west. 
However, as seen from Earth, it appears elon- 
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Figure 1. The first stage of making a lunar drawing; prepar- 
ing the outlines of major features and shadow areas. 

Figure 2. Stage 2—adding major details to the drawing. 

gated north-south. Most of the features you 
observe will be elongated. In drawing them, 
decide what ratio best describes the proportion 
of their apparent major and minor axes; for 
example, is it 2:3 or 3:4? This proportional 
way of considering a feature to be drawn is 
quite useful, especially in the placement of 
minor details. 

Very frequently, the observer will draw a 
crater, such as is illustrated in the figures with 
this article. For this reason we will now con-
centrate on drawing craters. 

Once the shape and outline of the crater 
have been considered, we can turn 	 
to its details. Again, two separate 
aspects have to be considered; the 
actual features on the Moon, and 
the appearance of these features due 
to the effects of light and shade. 
The study of minor detail can be-
come very absorbing, so be careful 
not to study one little area too long. 
The purpose of the initial scrutiny is 
simply to prepare yourself for mak-
ing the drawing. Ask yourself what 
details are visible; whether there are 
craterlets, hills, scarps, or rilles. 
Then look at the shadows and 
bright areas. Consider how the 
shapes of these tonal areas are 
affected by the actual relief, and 
what is the nature of the relief that 
can produce such a pattern. Build 
up your initial study along these 
lines, and only then start to think in 
terms of putting this information 
down on paper. 

Figure 1 (above) shows the cre-
ation of the main outline and the 
major shadows. Some construction 
lines are shown to reinforce the  

concept that crater walls need not 
be circular, or even curved. At this 
stage, draw the outlines of the cra-
ter walls and shadow areas slightly 
heavier than any other lines. Once 
the main shadow outline has been 
delineated, it is important not to 
alter it because shadows are the vis-
ible features that are most likely to 
change during the observation. 
Subtle changes in the tones of other 
areas will occur as the solar angle 
changes, but these changes are 
nothing like so important as the 
changes in the shadow outlines. 
These last can occur in less than a 
half hour, especially when near the 
terminator. No really useful obser-
vation is likely to be completed in 
less time than this, so the early fix-
ing of shadow outlines is necessary. 

As the next step, start filling in 
the major details as shown in Fig-
ure 2 (below). Such details include 
inner-wall terraces, large craterlets, 
and similar features. The best way 
to determine these objects' posi-
tions and proportions is to establish 
their sizes and positions in terms of 

fractions of the dimensions of the main crater. 
You can do this mentally by dividing up the 
crater into fractions; such as quarters, sixths, 
eighths, or whatever proportions suit you. You 
can also follow this procedure for minor de-
tails, using the sizes of features to determine 
their positions in terms of their own diameters. 
Follow this procedure for all the features that 
you can definitely see, working from the larg-
est to the smallest, constantly checking that 
you are maintaining correct positions and pro-
portions. Your drawing should be almost corn- 
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Figure 3. Areas of different brightness and darkness have been outlined 
with their tones indicated using the 0-10 Eiger Scale. 
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Figure 4. A partially completed final drawing. 
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linework is concerned. 

You should not at-
tempt shading at the 
eyepiece, but you can 
add it later instead if 
you make annotations 
on the drawing con-
cerning the levels of 
light and shade. This is 
best done using the 
Eiger Scale. However, 
if as a beginner you are 
not confident about its 
use, then just jot down 
some notes about 
which areas were dark-
est and which were 
lightest. As your expe-
rience grows, you will 
find a need for refine-
ments such as the Elger 
Scale. Figure 3 (to 
right) shows the nearly 
completed 	drawing 
with tonal areas out-
lined and the Eiger 
Scale value drawn 
within them or indicat-
ed with arrows. In addi-
tion, you should have 
added backgound docu-
mentation: name of formation, UT date, 
UT beginning and finishing times, seeing 
and transparency [both on the A.L.P.O. 
standard scales; seeing ranges from 0 for 
horrible to 10 for perfect, transparency is 
in terms of the limiting naked-eye stellar 
magnitude. Ed.], telescope, magnifica-
tion, and your name and address. You 
should also add the current solar colongi-
tude and latitude; see John Westfall's re-
cent description of these quantities [6]. 
Finally, it is helpful to have some notes 
regarding the observation itself, with the 
approximate scale. 

By now the observation itself is near-
ly complete. If you still have sufficient 
energy, you can start the finished drawing 
when you return indoors. The initial stag-
es of finishing the drawing are shown in 
Figure 4 (to right). However, you need 
not finish the drawing immediately if the 
observation was completed carefully in 
the first place. The finishing of the draw-
ing depends on which drawing technique 
you wish to use. Figure 5 (p. 22) is an ex-
ample of a finished drawing made from 
the observation described above, using 
the stippling technique. 

FINISHED DRAWING METHODS 

Line Diagrams.—There are two basic ap-
proaches to making finished drawings from 
lunar observations; line diagrams (outlines) or 
tonal drawings. There are three methods of 
making tonal drawings, described later. 

It is simple to finish an observation in 
terms of a line drawing. One needs to add  

background information to make the observa-
tion useful to others, and perhaps to tidy up 
the drawing, taking care not to alter any actual 
details in the process. 

This type of finished observation is suit-
able for scientifically-oriented programs such 
as the Selected Areas Program, Lunar Dome 
Survey, and Lunar Transient Phenomena. 
However, it is natural for observers to want 
their finished drawings to appear as lifelike as 
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Figure 5. Lunar tonal drawing finished by using the stippling method. [The Astronomical Almanac 
values for the colongitude range are 53°.69-53°.95, and for the solar latitude is +10.217. Ed.] 

possible, and thus to seek other, more "artis-
tic" methods of representation. 

Tonal Drawings: Pencil Shading.—Most 
observers will use use pencils to make their 
first lunar shaded drawings. This is because 
pencils can be easily controlled and thus used 
effectively by beginners. With sufficient prac-
tice, pencils can be used to make beautiful and 
realistic drawings. 

My best advice as to which grade of pen-
cil to use is to experiment and see what suits 
you. Remember that too soft a grade will 
smudge easily, while too hard a grade can 
damage the paper surface and also be harder 
to remove entirely if mistakes are made. You 
can buy sets of pencils which provide a good 
selection of grades from art shops, which may 
be able to provide you with good advice. 

The grade of paper will have to be robust 
enough to be used outdoors without too much 
wrinkling due to moisture. Paper is graded by 
its weight, and I prefer 130 gsm [grams per 
square meter; this reflects the system used in 
Britain. An American equivalent might be 30-
35-pound paper. Ed.] 

Besides weight, paper is available in dif-
ferent textures. Paper texture has been dis-
cussed recently in the B.A.A. Lunar Section 
[7]. One line of thought is to use the paper tex-
ture deliberately to produce a desired effect. 
This approach is advanced largely in order to 
improve reproduction. One drawback here is 
that, as texture size increases, so too does the 
danger of the texture's being interpreted as ac-
tual observed detail. Thus a compromise has 
to be reached between smooth and rough tex-
ture; again the keyword is experimentation. 
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You can achieve good pencil-shading ef-
fects through numerous layers of cross hatch-
ing and slight softening by rubbing with a cot-
ton ball. Alternatively, you can lay down a 
less-precise layer of cross hatching and use 
harder rubbing with a cotton ball. Then the 
lighter areas can be picked out with an eraser, 
and the darker areas filled in. One refinement 
is to use black ink for shadows, remembering 
that not all lunar shadows are totally black. 
White paint can be used to bring out excep-
tionally bright areas. This last method has the 
disadvantage that, if you subsequently use a 
cotton ball to smooth shading, the recesses in 
the paint will be shaded as well. 

The best advice for photocopying pencil 
drawings is to make your drawing with shad-
ing as dark as you can accept, and then to turn 
up the copying machine's contrast by a notch 
or two. These copies will probably suffice for 
sending observations to program Recorders 
and other colleagues. If later on the drawing 
needs to be published, you should send the 
original by registered mail. [Or you can have 
the original photographed and then submit a 
photographic print, rather than the original. 
Ed.] 

Tonal Drawings: Stippling.—This meth-
od, along with hatching, is best exemplified by 
the work of Harold Hill [8]. It is likely that 
these methods originated in response to the 
problems of reproducing continous-tone draw-
ings. We are all familiar with stippling as used 
for reproducing pictures in newspapers and 
magazines. This process, called "half tones," 
builds up a picture using many small black 
dots, which blur together into a grey sensation 
when viewed from a distance. Manual stip-
pling works on a similar principle; and since 
the picture is made up of discrete black ink 
dots, simple photocopying machines have no 
trouble in copying them, with the copy virtual-
ly as good as the original. 

In making a stipple drawing, skill is need-
ed in order to make the dots unobtrusive for 
anyone viewing the drawing. The factors that 
are involved in this method are dot density, 
size, spacing, and the time spent in producing 
the drawing. 

The greater the dot density, the greater the 
apparent darkness of any area, so this density 
should be matched with the intensity noted in 
the original observation. The second consider-
ation is that the smaller the dots, the less dis-
tracting they will be. [Sadly, the smaller the 
dots, the more numerous they must be. Ed.] 

The size of the dots is governed by the 
size of the pen point; I usually use 0.25 mm, 
0.3 mm, and 0.35 mm; more rarely I use 0.5 
mm. My favorite size is 0.3 mm because 0.35 
mm is, I think, a bit too "coarse," while stip-
pling can take too much time with 0.25 mm 
dots. You can use larger pen sizes if you re-
duce your drawing in copying; reducing a 0.5-
mm dot drawing to about 70 percent of origi-
nal size gives good results. You can also en-
large drawings for displays. 

The choice of type of pen is vast, ranging 
from professional drafting pens to felt-tips. 

You need to compromise between durability 
and cost. Professional pens are more expen-
sive, but will last almost indefinitely if treated 
carefully; this is just as well given the cost of 
replacement nibs! Felt-tips are cheaper, but 
will blunt rapidly as you constantly tap them 
on the paper surface. 

The keywords here are practice and pa-
tience. Also make sure to create the right con-
ditions for completing the drawing. Use good 
lighting to reduce eyestrain. If possible, use a 
magnifying glass. Some form of support for 
the magnifier is helpful, although I use a hand-
held 75-mm diameter glass myself. 

Remember that stippling is time-consum-
ing; in my experience a drawing takes 1-1/2 to 
2 hours or more to complete. Thus do not be 
concerned if a stockpile of drawings builds up, 
each awaiting its turn to be stippled. This is 
not a major problem if the original observa-
tions were made carefully, with all the rele-
vant information included.Then, if you alter 
none of the original when you make the final 
version, the finished drawing will not be far 
removed from what you observed. 

Tonal Drawings: Hatching.—This meth-
od of drawing was very popular in the past, 
and is illustrated in Figure 6 (p. 24). Such 
drawings are also easy to copy. The lunar 
drawings of Schroter come to mind when one 
thinks of this method. I tried this method of 
drawing in order to compare it with stippling, 
to see whether the former was any quicker. 
The conclusion was: "No, not really." The 
hatching method has problems all its own, one 
of which is how to portray the finer details. 
All that I can suggest is that you experiment 
yourself; the only true way of coming to a 
conclusion in such cases. 

Tonal Drawings: Ink Washes.—This last 
method consists of extremes. It is arguably the 
most realistic method to portray the lunar sur-
face if it is executed beautifully; again, see the 
work of Harold Hill. It is also perhaps the 
hardest method to master, and definitely the 
worst method for photocopying! 

Constant practice is the key to this meth-
od, and I am still not skillful enough to risk 
using it on an actual observation. Thus, any or 
all of the previous methods should be prac-
ticed first, rather than risk ruining an observa-
tion. 

To achieve the various tones needed, you 
must apply various solutions of drawing ink, 
diluted to different darkness levels. You then 
apply this ink with soft hop hair brushes. 
Paper weight is important, and I would not 
recommend using cartridge paper of weight 
less than 150 gsm [perhaps 40-pound paper. 
Ed.] with this method. 
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AO-2 Adaptive Optics System 	Double your Telescope's Resolution 
with Adaptive Optics! 

The future ofastronomy is here! World-class observatories are just now reaping some of the 
benefits of installing sophisticated and expensive adaptive optics systems for image improve-
ment of small, distant, galactic or extra-galactic objects. Now, a simplified system is available 
for all planetary observers with telescopes larger than only 4"! You can now take better planet 
photos anytime, and make better observations during breezy weather, by adding the AO-2 
system onto your telescope. The AO-2 is real-time image stabilization with direct-view optics. 

Using the AO-2 increases resolution and contrast in your color or B&W film or CCD images! 

To understand how the AO-2 can help you, try the following experiment on your own telescope. 

Step 1: Observe a star or planet at high magnification, using a reticle eyepiece, on any night. 
Step 2: Estimate the rapid image motion amplitude; try this during different seeing conditions. 
Step 3: Estimate the slow image drift due to clock drive errors; try this for a minute or two. 
Step 4: Calculate how much photograph or CCD blur results from these image motions. 
Step 5: Repeat Step 4, assuming the motion is 3 to 30 times smaller, by using the AO-2. 

Armchair answers: Depending on your telescope and the local seeing, atmospheric turbulence 
causes rapid 1 to 4 arcsec peak-to-peak motion. Clock drive errors can cause even larger drift, 
between 5 to 15 arcsec in only 30 seconds for a typical commercial SCT drive. Your photos will 
have resolution limited to an arcsecond or more, far worse than your telescope can deliver! The 
contrast of small objects will be similarly reduced. During windy periods, your high-resolution 
visual observations are difficult. You need something to reduce these motions! 

Solution: The A0-2 reduces these motions to as little as 0.1 arcsecl That's why professional 
astronomers invented adaptive optics! Now available to all astronomers for only $1290, the 
compact, 12volt A0-2 system stabilizes your images, improving detail and contrast. Don't waste 
those nights of good or better seeing! You need the A0-2 to get the most out of your telescope! 

Call or write for info and example photos. Sorry, the A0-2 doesn't work on the moon or sun. 

5195 Hearthstone Lane, Colorado Springs, CO 80919. 	Phone (800) 234-7729 
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MINOR PLANETS 

No less than seven of the brighter minor 
planets reach opposition during 1993 AUG-
OCT and will be visible in binoculars. Their 
10-day ephemerides are given in the 1993 edi-
tion of the A.L.P.O. Solar System Ephemeris, 
and their opposition data are given below: 

Minor Planet 

Opposition Data 

1993 	Stellar 	Declination& 
Date 	Magnitude 	Constellation 

2 Pallas AuG 18.7 +9.1 	9°N 	Peg 
4 Vesta AuG 31.4 +5.9 19°S Aqr 
9 Metis SEP 27.2 +9.0 8°S Cet 
27 Euterpe OCT 01.5 +9.4 0°N Cet 
11 Parthenope OCT 10.3 +9.3 2°S Cet 
79 Eurynome OCT 21.1 +9.5 10°N Psc 
1 Ceres OCT 26.6 +7.4 1°S Cet 

The above objects include three of the 
"Big Four" minor planets; 1 Ceres, 2 Pallas, 
and 4 Vesta. Vesta will be visible to the naked 
eye from a dark-sky site during AUG-SEP. To 
help you to find Vesta, Figure 3 (below), 
charts its path during those months. 

THE MOON 

During the current period, the schedule 
for the Moon's phases is: 

Full Moon 

AUG 02.5 
SEP 01.1 
SEP 30.8 
OCT 30.5 

The four lunations listed above constitute 
Numbers 873-876 in Brown's series. Note 
also that, for those using local time, there will 
be two Full Moons in AUG for the Americas; 
likewise, there will be two SEP Full Moons for 
locations in Europe, and two in OCT in central 
and east Asia. (The second Full Moon in a cal-
endar month is often called a "Blue Moon.") 

The other significant lunar visibility con-
dition is the Moon's librations, or E-W and 
N-S tilts in relation to the Earth. Extreme li-
brations occur on the following dates: 

Our lunar E and W directions follow the 
convention of the International Astronomical 
Union, with Mare Crisium near the east limb. 

During this period the librations are well-
synchronized with the phases; the lunar limb 
will be tilted toward us when there is favor-
able lighting. First, the S limb can be seen 
well on AUG 02-08, AUG 29-SEP 04, SEP 25-
OCT 01, and OCT 22-28; the Sun's southerly 
lunar declination (1°.57S on SEP 02) also 
helps. The W limb will be well-presented on 
AUG 11-15, SEP 09-13, and OCT 09-12. Final-
ly, the E limb can be well seen on AUG 23-24, 
SEP 20-23, and OCT 18-22. Note that libration 
tables give geocentric librations, and can dif-
fer by up to 1° from the topocentric librations 
that one sees from a particular observing loca-
tion. Thus, if the Moon is N of your zenith, 
you will see even more of the S polar region. 

New Moon  First Quarter 

JUL 19.5 JuL 26.1 
AuG 17.8 AuG 24.4 
SEP 16.1 SEP 22.8 
OCT 15.5 OCT 22.4 

Last Quarter 

AUG 10.6 
SEP 09.3 
OCT 08.8 
Nov 07.3 
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Figure 3. The path of Vesta in the constellation of Aquarius during August and September, 1993. 
Positions are marked for every 5 days at Oh UT. Stars are shown to 7th magnitude (fainter than 

Vesta), with Bayer numbers or Greek letters given for the brighter stars. 1993 coordinates. 
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up photograph of the A.L.P.O. members and guests attending our 43rd Convention, held in 
truces, New Mexico, August 4-7, 1993. Among the luminaries shown are two Las Cruces 
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Figure 1. Walter H. Haas, Founder of the A.L.P.O., deliver-
ing the Opening Address of the 43rd Convention of the As-
sociation, reprinted here. 

AN OUTLINE OF THE HISTORY OF THE A.L.P.O. 

By: Walter H. Haas; Founder, A.L.P.O. 

ABSTRACT 

The circumstances of the founding of the A.L.P.O. are described. Incidents relating to its 
Journal, conventions, business problems, and Section Recorders over the years are noted, to-
gether with a few current projects and prospects. 

This paper was delivered as the Opening Address at the 43rd A.L.P.O. Convention 
in Las Cruces, New Mexico, on August 5, 1993. A photograph of Prof. Haas 

delivering this paper is shown in Figure 1 below. 
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THE FOUNDING OF THE A.L.P.O. 

The birth of the Association of Lunar and 
Planetary Observers, or A.L.P.O., may be 
properly dated as the mailing of the first issue 
of its Journal, long known as The Strolling 
Astronomer, in March, 1947. But just as the 
causes of the American Revolution can be 
traced back to English trade and colonial prac-
tices during the Seventeenth and Eighteenth 
Centuries, so were there previous significant 
events. The first cause may well have been the 
decision of a 17-year old farm boy in his fa-
ther's home in the Spring of 1935 to accept an 
offer from Mr. John H. Chase of Youngstown, 
Ohio, to finance a visit to Professor William 
H. Pickering's private observatory in Mandev-
ille, Jamaica, rather than the alternate offer to 
pay for a year of college.The observatory site 
has been very well described by Edwin P. 
Mantz, Jr. in "Pilgrimage to a Tropical Obser-
vatory" in the old Popular Astronomy maga-
zine in 1938. In later years I have often 
thought that those 3-1/2 months in May-Au-
gust, 1935, would have been more profitable if 
the professor had been 10 years younger or if I 
had been two or three years older, or at least 
more advanced in formal education and expe-
rience. Yet the encounter greatly influenced 
my later life. Perhaps the most valuable thing 
Professor Pickering taught me was to write 
down each observation and its relevant cir-
cumstances: date, time, telescope, seeing, and  

so forth. No, sir, I have never told others that I 
have seen a bright spot on Jupiter on "Tuesday 
August" or that there was "something unusu-
al" about Saturn a day or two ago! 

Many hours were given to visual studies 
of the Moon and the bright planets during the 
ensuing college and university years. In that 
long-past time I responded to the invariable 
requests in published papers for more pre-op-
position observations of Mars, Jupiter, and 
Saturn with more than good intentions. While 
I owned and enjoyed a 6-inch Newtonian re-
flector, fond memories cling to the Flower 
Observatory Brashear 18-inch refractor that I 
had access to in 1941-46. It was this instru-
ment with which Lowell observed the 1894 
Apparition of Mars, his first one at Flagstaff. 
Of course, one legacy of the 18-inch has been 
frequent disappointment over the last 47 years 
with the performance of smaller apertures. 

Many visual lunar and planetary observa-
tions, plus a few photographic ones, generated 
papers by myself and others in the late 1930's 
and early 1940's in the magazines Popular As-
tronomy, Amateur Astronomy, The Journal of 
the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada 
(J.R.A.S.C.), and The Publications of the As-
tronomical Society of the Pacific. My most 
ambitious effort was certainly "Does Anything 
Ever Happen on the Moon" in J.R.A.S.C. in 
1942. Thus there arose a small group of ama-
teur enthusiasts. It included Attorney David P. 

Barcroft in Madera, California; 
Hugh M. Johnson and Frank 
Vaughn, Jr., originally high school 
students in Des Moines, Iowa; J. 
Russell Smith, a science teacher in 
Smyer, Texas; Charles Cyrus in 
Lynchburg, Virginia; Tom Cave and 
Tom Cragg, enthusiastic young ob-
servers in Greater Los Angeles; 
Elmer J. Reese, a grocer in Union-
town, Pennsylvania; and a few oth-
ers. We copied our drawings by 
hand to show to each other; we cor-
responded by mail ("Why can't you 
see what I see?"); we occasionally 
speculated about planetary phenom-
ena. World War II limited our astro-
nomical efforts; but when peace re-
turned, we became more active than 
ever. 
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And now I soon had a problem. By defini-
tion an amateur astronomer cannot ignore the 
duties imposed by his employer. It was be-
coming harder and harder to pursue my celes-
tial pleasures in the available free time. Then 
came the thought: why not use a newsletter or 
small journal to expedite communication 
among this group of skywatchers, and thus 
save time? This goal turned out to be fully as 
sound as the Literary Digest's prediction in 
1948 that Governor Dewey would be elected 
President. 

The first issue of The Strolling Astrono-
mer, a name given by the young woman who 
typed the text, was mailed out to selected col-
leagues in March, 1947. It consisted of six 
mimeographed pages with wide margins. Re-
cipients were invited to send in one dollar if 
they would like to receive six more issues. 
Many of them did. The name, the Association 
of Lunar and Planetary Observers, was my 
own unimaginative choice. The mnemonic 
ALPO was quickly invented by others. Occa-
sional suggestions for the American Associa-
tion of Lunar and Planetary Observers as a 
better name were refused. We intended to be 
international. 

THE A.L.P.O. FROM 1947 TO 1985 

The new journal enjoyed a healthy infan-
cy. Notice kindly published by several maga-
zines helped our growth. There were 21 read-
ers for the second issue and perhaps 100 a 
year or two later. Getting ahead of our story, 
we can report that membership showed a grad-
ual increase up to a maximum of about 860 in 
the early 1960's, followed by a decline to 
about 710 in 1985 and near 600 at the present 
time. Perhaps these trends reflect our changing 
national priorities about science. 

The first contributed article was "Valuable 
Contributions to Astronomy by Owners of 
Small Telescopes," by Frank R. Vaughn in the 
April, 1947 issue. Other colleagues submitted 
articles on various Solar System topics; these, 
along with summaries of contributed observa-
tions and notes on future observational oppor-
tunities, filled the early mimeographed issues, 
now with narrow margins. A milestone for 
The Strolling Astronomer came in February, 
1950 with a page of illustrations. Mr. Orlando 
Stevens of the Stevens Agency in Albuquer-
que, New Mexico, copied drawings photo-
graphically from the originals directly upon 
the stencil. The results were surprisingly clear 
and worth hundreds of words of text. 

It is pleasing that the A.L.P.O. has had an 
international character from its outset, and this 
nature has continued down to the present time. 
There were contacts in the first years with H. 
Percy Wilkins and Patrick Moore in England, 
Tsuneo Saheki in Japan, Ernst Pfannen-
schmidt in West Germany, and others. Obser-
vations and other contributions from foreign 
colleagues have added much to our scientific 
efforts. Indeed, there have been a few occa-
sions when observations from colleagues 
overseas were better, more abundant, or both 
than those from the United States. While  

speaking of overseas contributors, we should 
certainly praise the worldwide chain of Mars 
observers organized by "Chick" Capen, Don 
Parker, and others; and the cooperative study 
of lunar domes carried on by Harry Jamieson 
and his British Astronomical Association 
counterpart. Complimentary memberships 
have often been given to financially-pressed 
colleagues abroad, and the idea has been for-
malized during the last few years. Under the 
guidance of Mr. Paul H. Bock, Jr., we have 
also been able occasionally to give equipment 
to foreign members unable to obtain needed 
instrumentation. 

At first I undertook to handle all observa-
tions submitted by A.L.P.O. members, to 
study them, and to publish pertinent results. It 
soon became necessary to obtain assistance, 
and we followed the British Astronomical As-
sociation model in choosing Section Record-
ers. One need not apologize for imitating what 
had at time worked well for six decades. In 
July, 1949 Elmer Reese and Tom Cave were 
appointed to serve as Jupiter Recorder and 
Venus Recorder respectively. By the end of 
1951 we had Dr. James Bartlett for Venus, 
Mr. Ernst Both for Jupiter, and Mr. Donald 
O'Toole for Mercury. In time, there were Re-
corders for several different lunar projects and 
for each bright planet. Sections were even 
eventually added for Minor Planets, for the 
Sun, for comets, for meteors, and for the Re-
mote Planets—those beyond Saturn. The Solar 
Section was organized by Mr. Richard Hill in 
the early 1980's and was in part a response to 
requests for data from professional astrono-
mers. 

The most publicity ever received by the 
A.L.P.O. in its whole history, with national 
and even international news coverage, fol-
lowed an observation of Mars in Japan on Jan-
uary 15, 1950. Mr. Tsuneo Saheki recorded a 
projecting gray cloud on the south limb at esti-
mated Martian longitude 202°, latitude 58° 
south. He employed an 8-inch reflector with 
400X and 500X in good seeing. The cloud 
was estimated to be 900 miles in diameter and 
to lie 60 miles or more above the surface of 
the planet. The dullness and the gray color im-
pressed this very experienced Mars observer 
as extremely rare. He suggested that the cloud 
was Martian volcanic ash. The reason for the 
extensive press coverage is not really clear. At 
a time of much concern with thermonuclear 
weapons, there was some wild speculation in 
the press that Martians had exploded a super 
"M-Bomb." The incident did have a major 
personal effect for me: the news release led to 
renewed correspondence with the Jamaican 
girl whom I married in 1953. 

In July, 1952 the Astronomical League 
recognized the work of the A.L.P.O. by pre-
senting the Astronomical League award to 
Walter H. Haas. The Western Amateur As-
tronomers did likewise with their G. Bruce 
Blair Award in 1955. Both organizations gave 
me undeserved honor with their second award, 
and each had given its first award to Albert In-
galls of amateur telescope making fame. 

It is natural for devotees of astronomy to 
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want to meet with each other. Modern global, 
eclipse-chasing amateurs can hardly appreci-
ate how little many of us traveled near the 
middle of this century. For example, one of 
my uncles was never more than 40 miles from 
the farm on which he was born. However, by 
the mid 1950's several annual gatherings of 
amateur astronomers had sprung into being. 
Some A.L.P.O. members took part in their 
programs, occasionally by invitation. The First 
Convention of the Association of Lunar and 
Planetary Observers occurred at Flagstaff, Ar-
izona on September 1, 1956.It was part of the 
Convention of The Western Amateur Astrono-
mers; and the Lowell Observatory, long the 
only planetary research professional observa-
tory in the United States, was surely an appro-
priate site. Other Conventions followed, most 
of them with either the Western Amateur As-
tronomers or the Astronomical League. We 
did meet by ourselves at Montreal in 1962, at 
Tucson in 1966, and now at Las Cruces in 
1993. Of course, any convention location is a 
long ways from most of our widely scattered 
membership; and attendance is modest, usual-
ly a few dozen people. These conventions 
were made possible by the efforts of host soci-
eties, League and WAA officials, and hard-
working individuals; and we are grateful. The 
present meeting is our 43rd Convention. 

These paragraphs should indicate some-
thing of the nature, aims, and methods of the 
A.L.P.O. The discussion will continue under a 
few separate categories. 

THE MEMBERS AND THE STAFF 

Membership in the A.L.P.O. has always 
been open to all interested persons. Still, our 
concern is largely with Solar System astrono-
my, with observations of these bodies with or-
dinary instruments, and with the interpretation 
of such observations. We don't have much to 
offer to the young novice reading his or her 
first book on astronomy, and we aren't apt to 
be much help to teenagers with Science Fair 
projects. I think of a letter from one enthusias-
tic youngster: "I have decided to do research 
in science to help you. But first could you tell 
me how to find Jupiter in the sky?" There 
must here be a better starting point than the 
A.L.P.O. 

We have tremendous variety in our mem-
bership. They run the whole spectrum of those 
who love the stars. A few have been profes-
sional astronomers, such as Dr. Clyde Tom-
baugh in Las Cruces; Dr. Joseph Ashbrook of 
Sky & Telescope; and Mrs. Winifred Cam-
eron, who carried on lunar research at 
NASA's Goddard Space FLight Center. Oth-
ers have been professionals in other fields, but 
with a deep commitment to excellence in ob-
servational studies, such as Dr. John Westfall 
and Dr. Donald Parker. A few have shown 
great skill in classical visual studies, like 
Elmer Reese and Alika Herring. Just about all 
professions are represented—teachers, stu-
dents, doctors, lawyers, technicians, writers, 
and at least one undertaker. 

The A.L.P.O. owes a huge debt to its 
many Section Recorders for whatever it has 
achieved. They are too numerous to list here. 
However, special thanks go to David P. Bar-
croft, our first Secretary, and to J. Russell 
Smith, who succeeded him. Both served for 
many years and, like other staff members, 
spent their own money freely on society 
projects. We have sought to review books rel-
evant to Solar System studies under the guid-
ance of J. Russell Smith and Jose Olivarez. 
We have attempted to provide a Training Pro-
gram, supervised by Clark Chapman, Jose Oli-
varez, and a few others. This program is being 
rethought now in terms of methods and mod-
ern materials. Perhaps the chief problem is 
that most members do not appear to think that 
they need any training! Other services have 
been suggested, such as instruments, history, 
and computer software; and we seek to pro-
vide new Sections when there is a need not 
met elsewhere and when a qualified Recorder 
can be found. 

A major problem has been frequent staff 
changes; the average Recorder probably 
serves only two or three years. Many staff 
members have been relieved at their own re-
quest for various reasons, and a few have sim-
ply stopped doing anything. One may com-
pose a job description for an ideal Recorder: 

1. He or she has a good knowledge of 
astronomy and a detailed knowledge of 
his or her specialty. 

2. He or she always answers letters 
promptly and informatively. 

3. He or she submits high-quality re-
ports to the Journal, A.L.P.O. soon after 
each period of observation ends. 

4. He or she is an avid observer. 
5. He or she always encourages begin-

ners and loves to discuss problems in 
science with more advanced people. 

6. He or she attends numerous astro-
nomical meetings and uses these oppor-
tunities to advance to the fullest the 
A.L.P.O. and the work of his or her Sec-
tion. 

7. He or she keeps thoroughly familiar 
with the current literature on his or her 
specialty. 

Any graduate student in mathematics will 
immediately demand proof that such a person 
exists. Experience has shown that good ob-
servers may fail to answer their letters and that 
excellent correspondents simply may not write 
any reports for the Journal. In practice, one 
settles for some of the desired qualifications. 
Over much of the history of the A.L.P.O. I ap-
pointed volunteer staff members on the basis 
of apparent qualifications, their willingness to 
serve, and sometimes recommendations by 
others. John Westfall hag found a better way: 
Recorders are tentatively appointed at the an-
nual Business Meeting and are confirmed at 
the next one if they have done well. 
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CONVENTIONS AND 
BUSINESS MEETINGS 

These meetings, usually with our friends 
in the Astronomical League or the Western 
Amateur Astronomers, had many parts. There 
would be a few invited lectures by profession-
al astronomers or other famous people. There 
would be papers by amateurs on a wide vari-
ety of Solar System subjects. I consider this 
last feature the chief excuse for us to hold a 
convention; amateurs here have the opportuni-
ty to present their studies and to exchange 
ideas with their follows. There would be an 
exhibit where attendees display their draw-
ings, photographs, charts, and the like, even 
including historical items. There would be 
field trips to neighboring observatories and 
other sites of scientific interest. There would 
be a banquet with a featured speaker and door 
prizes. There would be one or two star parties, 
where we often would castigate the weather-
man for the cloudy skies. In the early 1980's 
there began to be workshops, with instructors 
and discussion less formal than at the paper 
sessions. 

And then there would be—"Business Meet-
ings." The first such A.L.P.O. functions in the 
1950's consisted of little but a motion to ad-
journ. We were smug about their brevity as we 
watched League Council Members begin their 
third four-hour session. As time passed, 
though, we realized that such Business Meet-
ings were a chance for the members present to 
help us with their thinking and to vote on poli-
cy matters. Certain problems came up at one 
annual meeting after another: financial diffi-
culties, high mailing costs for the Journal, the 
possible need for a constitution and for incor-
poration, the desirability of an A.L.P.O. Ob-
serving Manual, and whether The Strolling As-
tronomer was a good title. In truth, much talk 
produced little action. 

Some progress was made. Dave Barcroft 
made the obvious proposal of giving money to 
the struggling A.L.P.O., himself providing an 
immediate example, and since then Sustaining 
Members and Sponsors have voluntarily paid 
higher dues. Some of them, such as Phil Gla-
ser, have done so for many years; and it is 
surely true that we would not have survived 
without their generous support. Another Busi-
ness Meeting voted to change the preferred 
name of our Journal to The Journal of the As-
sociation of Lunar and Planetary Observers, a 
formality pleasing to some. Others continue to 
love The Strolling Astronomer. Drs. Clark 
Chapman and Dale Cruikshank in their days 
as very active amateur observers did compose 
a worthy and voluminous Observing Manual. 
They and others searched for years for a pub-
lisher. When the manual was finally pub-
lished, material and references were partially 
obsolete. The need for a manual was really 
met in 1988 by the book Introduction to Ob-
serving and Photographing the Solar System; 
by Thomas Dobbins, Donald C. Parker, and 
Charles F. Capen. 

PREPARING AND PUBLISHING 
THE JOURNAL 

The first step is clearly a choice of materi-
al. Priority always went to reports of past ob-
servations and to discussions of future events 
needing to be observed. Contributed articles 
on other topics have continually been numer-
ous, giving rise to the pleasant problem of 
what to fit into limited space. Some offerings 
were elementary material copied from text-
books, clearly to be rejected. There were natu-
rally "crank" articles from those who knew 
that the Sun is surrounded by ice or who have 
corrected Einstein's errors in the General The-
ory of Relativity. Nevertheless, we did accept 
and publish what many magazines would con-
sider marginal material, sometimes in the hope 
that it might stimulate useful thinking in un-
conventional directions. It would have been 
better to have a formal system to referee con-
tributed papers and to screen them for merit, 
or lack thereof. 

What with errors in submitted manuscripts 
and the editing we considered critical, the next 
step was to type the article to produce camera-
ready copy. Whatever American schools have 
been teaching since 1947, it is not grammar, 
punctuation, or spelling. Now I have avoided 
typewriters like the plague, until an IBM PC 
and Wordstar acquired in 1983 now enables 
me to zip along at 4-5 words per minute. 
There have been a long succession of typists 
for Journal, A.L.P.O.: my wife Peggy, my 
daughter Mary, a friend of Mary's, many col-
lege students, some indulgent friends at my 
place of employment, and people in secretarial 
agencies. One of them, Mrs. Kathy Carruthers, 
became the First Lady of New Mexico. Peggy 
helped find many of the ever-needed replace-
ments. Probably the basic trouble was that a 
job coming up at 2- to 4-month intervals and 
technically fairly difficult did not generate 
enough income to be appealing to a typist. 

The actual publishing of the Journal was 
carried out at different times by professional 
shops in Albuquerque and Las Cruces, New 
Mexico, and in El Paso and Mercedes, Texas. 
For the last quarter of a century the publisher 
has been the ABC Printing Company in Las 
Cruces. We have enjoyed very pleasant rela-
tions with Tony Lopez, Larry Martin, and 
their workers, even when we insisted that they 
bring out the invisible fine detail on drawings 
and photographs. Our first six volumes were 
mimeographed, the next four were printed, 
and more recent ones have been produced by 
an offset process. Although one professional 
astronomer told me long ago that anything 
worth publishing is worth printing, the cost of 
printing forced the change to offset. 

While Director, I handled the mechanics 
of mailing to Journal with help from family, 
members, and occasionally others. 

COMMUNICATIONS AND 
CORRESPONDENCE 

Letters have always been the chief medi- 
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urn of communication among A.L.P.O. mem-
bers and Recorders. We did use the telephone 
sometimes when we felt a little richer or when 
some item required quick distribution, such as 
a new South Equatorial Belt Disturbance on 
Jupiter. We rarely used Western Union tele-
grams for the some reason in our early years. 
Radio communication then seemed an appeal-
ing way to tell others quickly of new and sig-
nificant observations. Radio "hams," however, 
disliked to send messages as long as we con-
sidered essential, now could they regularly 
reach any specified place at any requested 
time. With the help of user-friendly electrons 
John Westfall, David Levy, and a few others 
in recent years employ FAX and the Com-
puServe systems for quick and dependable 
communication. Also, some Observing Sec-
tions have published newsletters from time to 
time. 

The thousands of letters exchanged among 
A.L.P.O. members in 46 years run the gamut 
from trivial inquiries to advanced discussions 
of complex scientific problems. The notes 
from enthusiastic youngsters are often best an-
swered with a recommendation that they visit 
the nearest library. One tends to remember 
what letters are amusing, and my favorite is: 
"I would appreciate it if you would tell me all 
about astronomy, space, and the Universe. I 
would appreciate a fast reply." Clearly, some 
questions require no answer but instead an ed-
ucation. It was also interesting that in an in-
creasingly materialistic society requests often 
took the form: "Please send me everything 
free about space." 

THE A.L.P.O. FROM 1985 TO 1993 

In the year 1985 I attempted to support the 
doctors and hospitals in Las Cruces and El 
Paso all by myself. John Westfall had been 
chosen Associate Director at a former Busi-
ness Meeting, and he now took over the duties 
of Director and Editor. Harry Jamieson soon 
thereafter became the hard-working Member-
ship Secretary. 

Dr. Westfall has brought about many im-
provements in the A.L.P.O., as described 
below. 

We now publish an annual Solar System 
Ephemeris. It contains most of the data needed 
by a Solar System observer, and it is cheaper 
and easier to use that the Astronomical Alma-
nac or the Handbook of the Royal Astronomi-
cal Society of Canada. 

A Section Directory exists and tells what 
observing forms, instruction materials, and the 
like are available from each Section, along 
with their prices. It also briefly describes our 
chief observing programs and their instrumen-
tal requirements. 

A membership Directory now lists all our 
members both alphabetically and by geo-
graphic location, along with their areas of in-
terest. Harry Jamieson updates this very useful 
directory continuously. 

Thanks in very large measure to Mrs. 
Elizabeth Westfall, we now finally have a 
Constitution; we were incorporated in 1990 as  

a non-profit educational society in the State of 
California. I would personally have preferred 
incorporation in New Mexico. Still, California 
has always supplied us with more members 
than any other state. 

The general physical format of Journal 
A.L.P.O. has been improved, allowing easier 
readability; and Dr. Westfall rescued the list-
ing of the volunteer staff members on the back 
inside cover from near-chaos. 

Don Parker, Jeff Beish, John Westfall, and 
others have increased the exposure of the 
A.L.P.O. in both the amateur and professional 
astronomical communities by attending nu-
merous meetings and by contributing articles 
to scientific journals. One hopes that our col-
leagues should no longer tell us that they have 
never heard of the A.L.P.O. 

The 1984 Business Meeting voted to give 
an annual award to an outstanding amateur ob- 
server. We had actually given an award and a 
pin for a few years in the 1960's but dropped 
the practice when the recipients seemed to 
find the recognition of little importance. This 
new version, the Walter H. Haas Award, con-
sists of a plaque, prepared by David Levy, and 
a year's free membership in the A.L.P.O. The 
awardee is chosen by a committee; those re-
ceiving it so far are "Chick" Capen, Don Park- 
er, Jeff Beish, Jean Dragesco, David Levy, 
John Westfall, Alika Herring, Phil Budine, 
and Jose Olivarez. 

We now have a 7-member Board of Di-
rectors. 

This "outline" of the past may serve to 
suggest the future of the A.L.P.O. Of course, 
the most certain thing about forecasts is that 
they are wrong. Few of us scamper around in 
the handy personal aircraft envisioned by sci- 
ence fiction writers in the 1930's. Then there 
was the learned savant who pontificated: "We 
might as well imagine that Man would fly to 
the Moon as that he would ever use steam to 
cross the wide Atlantic Ocean." 

In our older years, as what we are able to 
do becomes less and less, we tend to reflect 
upon how we have used—and misused—our 
lives. For me the contacts with many fine per-
sons, both within and outside the A.L.P.O. and 
far more numerous than those mentioned in 
this talk, have become precious memories. 
Technology is always changing, and the day 
may come when those who make CCD images 
of the planets will be the backward dinosaurs 
of their time. Astronomy has always had in 
addition to its professional practitioners a fol- 
lowing of dedicated amateurs, who pursue sci-
ence just for the love of it. The A.L.P.O. has 
been part of such a following, and we fancy 
that the world has been a little richer for what 
we have sought to contribute. 

The mountain was not expected to come 
to Mohammed. It seemed scarcely more likely 
that an A.L.P.O. Convention would come to 
me here in Las Cruces. It is a singular pleasure 
to share this meeting with all of you, and I 
thank you for your patience in listening to this 
summary of our Association's actions, goals, 
and struggles in its first 46 years. 

I', 1993 
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Table la. Lunar Transient Phenomena Frequencies by Libration for Aristarchus (47°W, 23°N). 
(Favorable librations are negative for longitude and positive for latitude. Values are number of events unless a 

percentage sign is used. Columns may not add because some events belong to more than one category.) 

Libration All (425) Bright (233). Dark (32) Blue (185) Red (110) Gaseous (125) Earthshine (135)  
Interval  Long. Lat. Long. Lat. Lona..Lat, Long. Lat. Long.l_at, 	Long. Lat. 	Long. Lat.  

0 

-7.9/-7.0 4 	0 3 	0 0 	0 0 	0 1 	0 2 0 4 0 
-6.9/-6.0 53 	55 30 	33 3 	7 20 	23 11 	9 21 14 21 20 
-5.9/-5.0 31 	42 13 	25 4 	3 16 	20 9 	13 10 10 7 9 
-4.9/-4.0 43 	29 17 	20 0 	0 31 	8 11 	4 16 9 9 11 
-3.9/-3.0 25 	24 15 	12 1 	1 11 	8 11 	2 7 10 11 8 
-2.9/-2.0 22 	30 10 	16 2 	1 13 	19 3 	12 3 12 5 6 
-1.9/-1.0 29 	15 13 	9 5 	1 11 	10 12 	1 11 3 13 5 
-0.9/ 0.0 34 	24 18 	10 2 	0 12 	8 8 	3 8 7 7 7 

NegatiVe 241 219 119 125 17 	13 114 	96 66 	44 76 65 77 66 
Total 57%52% 51%54% 53% 41% 62% 52% 60% 40% 61% 52% 57% 49% 

0.0/+0.9 31 	38 17 	19 2 	2 10 	7 5 	8 6 8 6 13 
+1.0/+1.9 25 	17 18 	14 2 	3 11 	13 5 	7 8 9 9 9 
+2.0/+2.9 21 	17 14 	8 1 	1 12 	9 4 	3 4 6 4 5 
+3.0/+3.9 21 	23 10 	10 0 	3 3 	10 6 	4 5 5 7 7 
+4.0/+4.9 30 	40 20 	18 3 	4 10 	18 10 	11 10 14 8 11 
+5.0/+5.9 17 	32 9 	12 2 	3 8 	16 4 	14 7 10 5 8 
+6.0/+6.9 31 	39 18 	27 5 	3 17 	16 10 	19 8 8 13 16 
+7.0/+7.9 8 	0 8 	0 0 	0 0 	0 0 	0 1 0 6 0 

Positive 184 206 114 108 15 	19 71 	89 44 	66 49 60 58 69 
Total 43% 48% 49% 46% 47%59% 38%48% 40%60% 39% 48% 43% 51% 

LIBRATIONAL DATA AND OTHER CORRELATIONS 
FROM DAVID 0. DARLING'S LTP NETWORK FOR 

THE A.L.P.O. LTP OBSERVING PROGRAM 

By: Winifred Sawtell Cameron, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder, 
Lunar Transient Phenomena (LTP) 

ABSTRACT 

Some 425 LTP reports for the crater Aristarchus and 43 for Gassendi are analyzed as re- 
gards the following hypotheses: libration, Earth tides, low sun angle, Earth-Moon System 
magnetic field, and solar activity. Data are presented in the form of tables and graphs. 

INTRODUCTION 

The author received data on Lunar Tran-
sient Phenomena (LTP) from D.O. Darling 
[Darling 1991a, 1991b] as part of the A.L.P.O. 
LTP Observing Program. Many of the obser-
vations were taken from the author's catalog 
[Cameron 1978] with additional post-1978 ob-
servations. The observers in Mr. Darling's 
network are: David Darling, Robert Manske, 
and David Weir in Wisconsin; and Donald 
Spain in Kentucky as regular observers; and 
Joseph Caruso and a few others occasionally. 
Darling reported data for librations of the 
Moon for the dates of observation and provid-
ed graphs for the craters Aristarchus and Gas-
sendi, both of which are in the lunar Western 
(IAU) Hemisphere, but are in opposite hemi-
spheres of latitude. Mr. Darling also classified 
the data after Cameron [Cameron 1978], con-
sisting of: brightenings (Bright), darkenings 
(Dark), Blue, Red, Gaseous (any phenomena  

that implied a medium was involved, presum-
ably gas or dust) and Earthshine. 

LIBRATIONAL EFFECTS 

In this paper, LTP librational data will be 
analyzed for all forms of event for both cra-
ters, and additionally will be subdivided by 
LTP type for Aristarchus. These data are sum-
marized in Table la and lb (below and p. 55) 
and Table 2a and 2b (pp. 55-56). The distribu-
tion of events by libration is also graphed in 
Figure 1 (p. 56) [Darling 1991a, 1991b]. One 
might expect that LTP would be more likely 
to occur when librations were favorable, plac-
ing the features nearer the center of the disk 
than average. It is interesting to compare these 
two features as they are rather close in longi-
tude (47°W for Aristarchus and 40°W for 
Gassendi), but Gassendi is in the Southern 
Hemisphere while Aristarchus is in the North-
ern. Thus longitude librations should be favor- 
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able for both craters 
when westerly and 
negative if easterly. 
On the other hand, 
northerly libration 
would be favorable 
for Aristarchus but 
unfavorable for Gas-
sendi, while the op-
posite would be true 
for southerly libra-
tion. The author has 
indicated the sign of 
favorable libration 
on each graph in this 
article. A glance at 
Figure 1 shows that 
the observations are 
essentially randomly 
distributed for both 
features. Note that 
Aristarchus has 10 
times the number of 
reports (425) than 
does Gassendi (43). 
The two graphs in 
Figure 1 are orient-
ed with south at the 
top, as one usually 
sees the Moon 
through an inverting 
telescope in the 
Northern 	Hemi- 
sphere. Although the 
data are well scat-
tered, there appears 
to be a slight pre-
ponderance at ex-
treme librations. 

In order to make 
possible correlations 

more clear I have taken the detailed list of re-
ports for Aristarchus (not included here), and 
the data from Figure 1 for Gassendi, and con-
structed the histograms given in Figure 2 (p. 
57). The histograms show LTP by category 
for Aristarchus but only for All events for 
Gassendi. Note also that the scales for Gassen-
di and for Aristarchus' darkenings differ from 
that for the remaining Aristarchus events. The 
longitudinal data are shown with solid lines, 
while the latitudinal data are plotted with grey 
lines. 

Studying the histograms, we see that the 
two craters behave similarly in the more ex-
treme positive librations, particularly in lati-
tude, although we would expect just the oppo-
site. If there is a librational influence, Aristar- 

chus behaves as expected although Gassendi 
does not. Indeed, more LTP were seen when 
Gassendi was nearer to the limb! 

The two features differ in behavior at the 
extreme negative librations as well. Here 
Aristarchus behaves as expected; but Gassendi 
does not in terms of longitude. The behavior 
of the LTP categories is similar to the All data 
except for Red events in terms of latitude li-
bration. Note that we are dealing with small 
numbers in the case of Gassendi and for 
Aristarchus' Dark events, thus statistics based 
on them are less reliable. My conclusion for 
the inconsistent behavior of the two features 
with respect to libration is that libration has 
little effect on the frequency of reported LTP. 

OTHER HYPOTHESES 

I have analyzed the data for comparisons 
with various hypotheses suggested for the 
cause of LTP. These analyses are similar to 
ones I have published previously [Cameron 
1967, 1972, 1975, 1977, 1979, 1980]. Each 
paper made similar analyzes with additional 
data and discussed the hypotheses in detail, so 
they will only be briefly reviewed here. 

The first suggestion was made by Jack 
Green [Green 1965], who studied the oil and 
water levels in wells and found that they fluc-
tuated, with the levels related to the anomalis-
tic period of tides. He found that the effect de-
pended on the change in eccentricity of the 
Moon's orbit. Extrapolating his findings from 
the Earth to the Moon, where the Earth's tides 
on the Moon are much stronger than the 
Moon's on the Earth, he predicted that lunar 
degassing would be greatest at apogees when 
the lunar orbit was more eccentric than aver-
age, and would be least at perigees when the 
eccentricity was less. The range of the effect 
would be about 0.1, compared with the mean, 
and varies over a period of about 14 months. 
Green's paper compared the data for 25 LTP 
reports with the phase of the anomalistic peri-
od and found some correlation with his hy-
pothesis. Barbara Middlehurst and I, indepen-
dently, investigated this hypothesis. Middle-
hurst, with J. Burley, published the results of 
her analysis of 145 LTP observations [Burley 
and Middlehurst 1966], but found a strong 
peak at perigee and a weaker one at apogee, 
just the opposite of Green's result. Her result 
is shown in Figure 4a (p. 62) [taken from 
Cameron 1977 with Gassendi added]. 

I also published analyses of the data in 
terms of other hypotheses, using a set of ob- 

Table 1 b. Lunar 
Transient Phenom- 
ena Frequencies by 

Libration for 
Gassendi 

(40°W, 16°S). 

(Favorable librations 
are negative for lon-
gitude and latitude. 

Values indicate num-
ber of events except 
where a percentage 

sign is used) 

Libration 	All (43 ) 
Interval 	Long. Lat. 

-7.9/-7.0 	2 	0 
n- -6.9/-6.0 	4 8 

-5.9/-5.0 	2 3 
-4.9/-4.0 	0 3 
-3.9/-3.0 	1 4 
-2.9/-2.0 	2 6 

be -1.9/-1.0 	5 1 
-a- -0.9/0.0 	3 1 
by Negative 	19 26 
m-
i5) 

Total 	44% 60% 

ru- 0.0/+0.9 	4 4 
in +1.0/+1.9 	2 3 

Ine +2.0/+2.9 	2 2 
ely +3.0/+3.9 	5 2 
ac- +4.0/+4.9 	1 3 
isk +5.0/+5.9 	7 2 

+6.0/+6.9 	2 1 
gi- +7.0/+7.9 	1 0 
for Positive 	24 17 
ern Total 	56% 40% 
th- 
or- 

Table 2a. Summary of Lunar Transient Phenomena by Libration for Aristarchus (47°W, 23°N). 
(Favorable librations are negative for longitude and positive for latitude. Columns may not 

total because some events belong to more than one category) 

Category All (425) Bright (233) Dark (32) Blue (185) Red (110) Gaseous (125) Earthshine (135)  
Longitude 
Favor. 241 57% 119 51% 17 53% 114 62% 66 60% 

	
76 60% 	77 57% 

Unfavor. 184 43% 114 49% 15 47% 71 38% 44 40% 
	

49 39% 	58 43% 
Latitude 
Favor. 206 48% 108 46% 19 59% 89 48% 66 60% 

	
60 48% 	69 51% 

Unfavor. 219 52% 125 54% 13 41% 96 52% 44 40% 
	

65 53% 	66 49% 
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Figure 1. Plots of lunar librations in longitude (horizontal) versus latitude (vertical) for All data for Gas-
sendi and Aristarchus. The quadrants for favorable libration are given along with cardinal directions in 
the IAU convention. South at top. Redrawn from David Darling's graphs. 

Table 2b. Summary of 
Lunar Transient Phe- 
nomena by Libration 

for Gassendi 
(40°W, 16°S). 

(Favorable librations 
are negative for longi- 

tude and latitude.) 

Libration 
Category All (43 )  
Longitude 
Favor. 	19 44% 
Unfavor. 24 56% 

Latitude 
Favor. 26 60% 
Unfavor. 17 40% 

servations larger 
than the two previ-
ous authors' re-
sults, to be sum- 
marized 	later. 
Other hypotheses 
for LTP were of-
fered by Zdenek 
Kopal, A.G.W. 
Cameron, William 
Chapman, The- 
odore 	Speiser, 
William Pala, Jane 
Blizard, and Miri-
am Sidran. James 
Greenacre sug-
gested two possi-
ble explanations 

for his 1963 LTP observations. Chapman in-
corporated the Sun's contribution to tides to 
explain Aristarchus LTP over a 20-year peri-
od. This effect must be computed separately 
for each feature considered; but the sequence 
of orbital changes repeats after 14 months, 
simplifying the calculations, which I did using 
his computed graph for Aristarchus [Cameron 
1977]. The LTP data were scattered almost 
uniformly over the Moon's orbit, with only a 
slight preponderance at the extremes in apo-
gee, as predicted by Green. In analyzing the 
data, somewhat arbitrary groupings must be 
used; Middlehurst chose 0.1 units of the 
anomalistic period (phase, 4)), and I have con- 

tinued this. A mean anomalistic period is 27.6 
days, compared with 27.3 days for the lunar 
sidereal period and 29.5 days for the synodic 
lunar period or lunation. Thus the data were 
divided into 2.76-day groups and correlations 
would be expected in the groups within 2.76 
days of perigee and apogee. Were there no 
tidal effect and LTP were randomly distribut-
ed, we would expect 20 percent of all LTP to 
lie within 0.14) of apogee, 20 percent within 
0.10 of perigee, and 40 percent within 0.14) of 
either. Were there a positive correlation, these 
percentages would be higher. Table 5 (p. 63) 
presents these data for the various hypotheses 
and their boundary conditions, to be discussed 
later. 

James Greenacre and Edward Barr, while 
mapping the Aristarchus quadrangle, twice 
observed LTP at Aristarchus, Schroter's Val-
ley, and a third point between them [Greena-
cre 1963, Anon. 1964]. The same type of phe-
nomenon at Aristarchus was seen by them in 
two succeeding lunations at the same phase, 
shortly after local sunrise. Sunrise on this area 
comes at an average lunar age of 11 days. 
Greenacre suggested that the low solar illumi-
nation might have rendered the phenomena 
visible. If so, the phenomena should be visible 
at local sunset as well. One might expect a 
correlation to occur within 1 or 2 days after 
sunrise (SR) or before sunset (SS) on the area. 
To estimate probabilities, we assume that the 
Moon is seldom observed within 2 days of 

To 
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New phase, so that only 25.5 days of the 29.5-
day lunation are observed. Thus, were LTP 
randomly distributed, one would expect about 
4 percent (1/25.5 = .04) to occur on each day 
of lunar age. Thus, a positive correlation 
would be found when more than 16 percent of 
LTP occurred within 2 days of both sunrise 
and sunset, making the observed:expected 
ratio (0/E) exceed 1.0. The 0/E ratio can be 
used to express the degree of correlation, with 
values over 1.0 indicating positive correlation 
and those under 1.0 expressing negative. 

Two other hypotheses relate LTP with 
sunrise only. These are the ultraviolet (UV)  

heating hypothesis [Blizard 1967] and ther-
moluminescence hypothesis [Sidran 1977]. 
The first suggests that gases that escape during 
the lunar night, which lasts 14.8 terrestrial 
days, hug the ground or are deposited on it, 
are heated after sunrise primarily by solar UV 
radiation, then rise high enough to be visible, 
especially under low-angle illumination. The 
thermoluminescence hypothesis suggests that 
gases, minerals in the interstices of rocks, or 
both, are activated to luminesce by solar heat-
ing. The boundary conditions for both hypoth-
eses would be 1 or 2 days after sunrise, with 
the solar elevation 24° or less. 
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There are several hypotheses that invoke 
the Earth's magnetic field's influence on ener-
getic solar particles, particularly those from 
solar flares that are directed toward the Earth-
Moon system. One such hypothesis was pro-
posed by T. Speiser [Speiser 1967], who sug-
gested that, based on his hypothesis for the or-
igin of terrestrial aurorae, solar particles enter 
the Earth's magnetic field and spiral down 
field lines. The particles accelerate, thus deriv-
ing increased energy, and impinge on local 
areas in the terrestrial atmosphere. They then 
activate atmospheric molecules to luminesce, 
producing our aurorae. He theorized that the 
magnetic lines, particularly those within the 
magnetopause (MP), would also extend out-
ward to the Moon and beyond. As the particles 
bombarded the Moon, if it were within the 
MP, they would also be localized and might 
excite minerals or gases to luminesce. Because 
the particles would gather more energy during 
the greater amount of time that they were able 
to spiral, energies 100-1000 times those of 
solar flare or solar wind particles might be 
achieved, producing enough light to be seen 
from Earth. The Moon crosses the boundaries 
of the MP, on the average, two days before 
and after Full Moon (FM). 

W. Pala [1964] proposed that cathodolu-
minescence occurred at the Moon, induced 
from solar particles within the magnetic field, 
if the Moon were in the correct place at the 
time. This would happen, on the average, 
within ±4.5 days of Full Moon. On the other 
hand, A.G.W. Cameron [1964], in studies of 
the magnetosphere, suggested that the turbu-
lence at its bow-shock fronts (BSF) might en-
hance solar particles by accelerating them, 
particularly particles from flares, to energies 
sufficient to induce luminescence of lunar ma-
terials when the Moon is in the vicinity of the 
BSF after a solar flare. The BSF is encoun-
tered at 4.5 days before and after FM, on the 
average. In my analysis, I chose boundary 
conditions of 1 day inside the BSF, thus 3.5-
4.5 days before and after FM. 

Finally, Z. Kopal [1966] reported an ob-
servation he made with T. Rackham, in which 
they photographed a brightening of almost 
twice above the background in the vicinity of 
Copernicus (20°W, 9°N), Kepler (37°W, 
7°N), and Aristarchus (47°W, 23°N), which 
occurred shortly after a large solar flare. P. 
Moore independently observed an event in 
that region using photometric equipment. 
Thus, this represented a confirmed event, re-
corded in two different media. The event oc-
curred while the Moon was within the MP and 
also was near perigee. To analyze such events, 
I chose the Kp index of geomagnetic activity 
[Lincoln var. dates] as an auxiliary datum, 
along with sudden commencements (sc) of a 
magnetic storm on the Earth, and presumably 
on the Moon, or a magnetic storm (ms) in 
progress. These factors indicate the presence 
of solar particles in the Earth-Moon system. 
Kp ranges from 0 to 9, with a value of 6 or 
more usually accompanying a magnetic storm. 
Graphs produced by V. Lincoln before she re-
tired were published in the Journal of Geo- 

physical Research (JGR) monthly and yearly. 
They are now published monthly in the Geo-
physical Indices Bulletin from the National 
Geophysical Data Center in Boulder, Colo-
rado. These graphs, referred to as "the musical 
scale" from their appearance, also indicated 
the onset of magnetic storms (sc). I tabulate 
both the maximum value of Kp (Kpmax) for the 
day, reported originally at 3-hour intervals, 
and the daily sum of Kp (EKp) for the day, as 
well as sc or ms, in my catalog [Cameron 
1978]. For boundary conditions I chose ±0.5 
day of the LTP date and the day of sc or ms. 

The above boundary conditions and hy-
potheses are the ones I have analyzed with the 
submitted data. I present here the histograms 
and graphs in the same form I have published 
previously, but prepared from the new data. 
For Gassendi, I produced Table 3 (pp. 59-60) 
from the data for comparison with the various 
hypotheses in the same manner as in previous 
publications. The table and graphs are dis-
cussed below. The column headings are the 
same as those in my catalog and are as fol-
lows: Date, Universal Time (UT), Category 
(Cat.; where D = Dark, B = Bright, G = Gas-
eous, R = Red, and V = violet or Blue), 
Moon's Age in days, Sun's selenographic 
colongitude in degrees (Col.), Terminator Dis-
tance (Term. Dist.) in degrees from sunrise 
(R) or sunset (S), Tidal Anomalistic Period 
Phase (4)), and the True Anomaly (it; used 
whenever available). 4) is calculated by phase 
ratio, in days, which assumes that the lunar 
orbit is circular (the difference between 4) and 
It can be as much as 0.1), Dates of Perigee be-
fore and after the observation date, Apogee 
Date (between the perigee dates from which 4) 
is calculated), Full Moon (FM) Date, Days 
from Full Moon (From FM), Seeing (See.; 
based on E = excellent, VG = very good, G = 
good, F = fair, and P = poor); Solar Data of 
Kpmax, EIC.p, and sc or ms (Sol.); Chronologi-
cal Sequence Number (No.), and observers 
and their locations (Obs.). For similar data for 
Aristarchus, see my catalog [Cameron 1978]. 
Note that the histograms for Gassendi have 
been constructed from the data in Table 3. 

Figure 3 (p. 61), compiled in Table 4 (p. 
60) for both craters incorporating additional 
data, depicts the behaviors of the categorical 
data with respect to the Moon's age in the 
form of histograms. The curves in the figure 
were drawn through the data midpoints by eye 
to indicate trends, constituting a form of deriv-
ative. Note the different vertical scales in the 
figure. At the top and bottom of the graphs are 
given the mean phases, boundaries of the 
magnetopause (MP), bow-shock front (BSF), 
local noon at the feature (LN), and sunrise 
(SR) and sunset (SS) at the feature, while the 
shading indicates when the feature is in dark-
ness (on average). The quantities can vary rel-
ative to each other by as much as 1.5 days. 
Comparing the two parts of Figure 3, we can 
see the difference in behavior of two features 
that are rather close in longitude but which are 
in different latitudinal hemispheres. There are 
very few reports of Gassendi being visible in 

(Text continues on p. 60) 
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Table 3. Summary Data for Gassendi. 
Submitted by Darling from Cameron [1978]; see Ref. for Aristarchus data. Explanation in text, p. 58. 

Term. 	Perigee Apogee FM From 	Seq. 
Date  _UT_Lat_Age Col. M51_0. Dates Date Date  FM See. col.  No. Obs./Loc.  

	

m/d/yr h m 	d " 	Mo d h Mo d h Mo d h d 
08/27/39 0200 D 11.9 056 016 R 
09/25/39 0130 B 11.6 050 010 R -- 

	

07/22/40 0400 B 16.7 119 101 S .39 Jy 09 19 	Jy 19 10 -2.8 	5-, 22o 3 Haas, NM 
.45 Ag 06 03 Jy 25 05 

	

08/20/40 0400 B 16.4 113 107 S .44 Ag 06 03 	 -- 4., 19+ 4 Haas, NM 
.50 Se 03 06 Ag 21 22 Ag 17 23 -2.2 

	

09/18/40 0400 D 16.0 107 113 S .49 Se 03 06 	 -- 2-, 6+ 	5 Haas, NM 

	

.52 	Oc 01 16 Se 18 08 Se 16 15 +1.6 
09/19/40 0600 D 17.0 120 100 S .53 Se 03 06 Se 18 08 Se 16 15 +2.7 --- 1+, 5+ 6 Haas, NM 

	

.56 	Oc 01 16 

	

05/17/51 2200? B 11.8 052 012 R 	Ap 23 23 	 7 Wilkins, Eng. 

	

.85 	My 22 04 My 03 17 My 21 06 -3.3 

	

08/25/61 0100 B 13.7 076 036 R .98  	Ag 26 03 -1.0 G 3+, 18- 8 Cameron, 

	

.98 	 MD 

	

04/12/66 0105- R,G20.9 167 053 S .93 Ap 03 19 	 9 Corralitos Obs., 
0123 	 .97 My 01 14 Ap 15 18 Ap 05 11 +6.5 -- 2o, 6- 	NM; Whippey 

	

04/30/66 2130- R,G10.0 037 -003 R .95 Ap 03 19 Ap 15 18 	-4.0 E, 3o,190 10 Corralitos NM, 
2330 	 .98 My 01 14 	My 04 21 	VG 	 Sartory, Eng. 

	

05/01/66 1930- G,R11.0 048 008 R .02 My 01 14 	 G, 3+, 16- 11 Sartory, Eng. 
2330 	 .01 My 27 14 My 13 13 My 04 21 -3.0 E 

	

05/02/66 2015- R 11.9 061 021 R .03 My 01 14 My 13 13 My 04 21 	3+, 210 12 Sartory, Eng. 
2019 	 .05 My 27 14 

	

05/30/66 2052- R,G10.4 043 003 R .09 My 27 14 	 sc-1; 	13 Sartory, Eng. 
2059 	 .12 Je 22 08 Je 10 08 Je 03 08 -3.5 	2-, 9 

	

09/02/66 0450- Fl 16.7 116 104 S .52 Ag 17 07 	 --- 	14 Moseley, Ire. 
0520 	 .56 Se 14 17 Ag 31 23 Ag 31 00 +2.2 F 	 Cave, UK 

	

09/03/66 0111- R 17.5 126 094 S .55 Ag 17 07 Ag 31 23 Ag 31 00 +3.0 	ms; 	15 Moore, 
0146 	 .59 Se 14 17 	 9-,44- 	Moseley; Ire. 

	

09/25/66 2020- R 11.0 044 004 R .43 Se 14 17 	 --- 4 , 18 16 Moore, 
2050 	 .39 Oc 13 03 Se 28 01 Se 29 17 -3.8 	 Moseley, Ire. 

	

10/25/66 2230 R 11.8 051 011 R .52 Oc 13 03 	 sc; 	17 Moore, 

	

.46 	No 10 09 Oc 25 10 Oc 29 10 -3.4 	4 , 29- 	Moseley, Ire. 

	

12/04/66 0105 R,G 21.4 167 053 S .82 No 10 09 	 5-, 26 18 Whippey, 

	

.86 	De 07 18 No 22 03 No 28 03 +6.9 	 Eng. 

	

12/27/66 0630 R 15.2 089 049 R .80 De 07 18 	 5 , 35 19 Kelsey, CA 
.79 Ja 01 10 De 20 00 De 27 18 -0.4 

	

01/21/67 1750- R,G 11.0 039 -001 R .71 Ja 01 10 	 G 3 , 17- 20 Moore, Eng. 
2400 	 .75 Ja 28 15 Ja 16 21 Ja 26 07 -4.5 

01/22/67 0010- R 11.2 042 002 R .72 Ja 01 10 Ja 16 21 Ja 26 07 -4.3 - 2+, 8+ 21 Kilburn, Eng. 
0030 	 .76 Ja 28 15 

01/28/67 0004- R 17.2 115 105 S .98 Ja 01 10 Ja 16 21 Ja 26 07 +1.7 G 4•, 19+ 22 Moseley, Ire. 
0106 	 .98 Ja 28 15 

	

02/18/67 2030- R 9.3 021 -019 R .69 Ja 28 15 	 2, 10+ 23 More, Ire. 
2040 	 .75 Fe 25 21 Fe 13 15 Fe 24 18 -7.1 

	

03/22/67 1939- R 11.6 050 010 Ft .84 Fe 25 21 	 2+, 8 	24 Moseley, Ire. 
1943 	 .87 Mr 26 08 Mr 13 01 Mr 26 03 -3.4 

	

03/23/67 1840- R,G 12.5 062 022 R .91 Fe 25 21 Mr 13 01 Mr 26 03 -2.4 	3-, 8+ 25 Farnham, 
1850 	 .91 Mr 26 08 	 Eng. 

	

05/20/67 2105- R 11.2 051 011 R .95 Ap 23 19 	 sc+1; 26 Kelsey, CA 
2120 	 .96 My 22 02 My 06 11 Ap 24 12 0.0 	5 , 32 

	

06/18/67 2110- R 10.7 045 005 R .00 Je 18 20 	 - 3-, 7 	27 Whippey, 
2359 	 .00 Jy 14 20 Je 30 20 Je 22 05 -3.3 	 Eng. 

	

09/20/67 2111- R,B, 16.4 113 107 S .46 Se 06 08 	 P-F ms?sc+1;28 Moore, Ire. 
2146 G 	 .51 Oc 04 14 Se 22 00 Se 18 17 +2.2 	6-, 38 

	

10/13/67 1917- B 10.0 033 -007 R .36 Oc 04 14 	 -- 4 , 17 29 Henshaw, 
2000 	 .32 No 02 02 Oc 19 08 Oc 18 10 -4.9 	 Eng. 

	

06/09/68 2135- R 13.6 088 048 R --- My 12 17 	 sc-1; 	30 Miles, Eng. 
2145 	 .99 Je 10 03 My 26 12 Je 10 20 -0.2 	3 , 16+ 

	

10/03- 1930- R 11.3 053 013 R - Se 25 20 	 -3.1 P ms+1; 31 Rawlings, 

	

04/68 0140 	 .29 Oc 23 15 Oc 11 17 Oc 06 12 	6-, 25+ 	Eng. 
01/22/69 0010- R 3.8 314 -086 R - Ja 17 00 Ja 29 03 Fe 02 13 -11.5 --- 1+, 7 	32 Kilburn, Eng. 

0030 	 .18 Fe 14 04 

	

11/20/69 1706- R,G, 11.3 046 006 R -- No 13 02 	 -- 3-, 8 	33 Duckworth, 
1715 D 	 .27 De 11 00 No 29 01 No 24 00 -3.3 	 Eng. 

	

11/20/69 1930- D 11.4 047 007 R --- No 13 02 	 3-, 8 	34 Becker, 
1945 	 .28 De 11 00 No 29 01 No 24 00 -3.2 	 Holland 

	

06/13/71 0722 D,G 19.8 147 073 S .85 My 21 17 	 G 4-, 13+ 35 da Silva, 

	

.85 	Je 17 10 Je 02 14 Je 09 00 +4.3 	 Brazil 

•- Table 3 Continued on p. 60 - 
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Table 3—Continued. 

Term. 	Perigee Apogee 	FM 
Date 	Cat. Age Col. Dist, P/rr 	Dates 	Date 	Date _V1-  

From 
FM S.  

Seq. 
Sol. 	No. Obs./Loc. 

m/d/yr 	h m 	d 	 Mod h 	Mod h Mod h d 
02/27[72 	2000 R 12.8 070 030 R 	.33 	Fe 17 19 3-, 9- 	36 Kemp, Eng. 

.36 	Mr 16 21 Mr 04 15 Fe 29 03 -1.2 
10/04/76 2209 R,G, 11.1 048 008 R Se 25 03 2+, 13+ 37 Foley, Eng. 

B .34 	Oc 23 13 Oc 10 12 Oc 08 05 -3.3 
05/28/77 2300? 	• =10.8 =042 =002 R --- 	My 04 05 38 Robinson, 

=.87 Je 01 15 My 18 18 Je 01 21 --3.9 Scotland 
11/02/87 0115 	B 	9.3 041 001 R 

39 --- 
05/11/89 2200 D 	6.4 346 -054 R -- 

40 --- 
03/02/90 1935 	B 	5.4 341 -059 R • Fe 28 08 41 Williamson, 

.09 	Mr 28 08 Mr 16 08 Mr 11 11 -8.7 Eng. 
03/07/90 0300 B 	9.7 033 -007 R ••• 	Fe 28 08 42 Jean, CAN; 

.24 	Mr 28 08 Mr 16 08 Mr 11 11 -4.4 Darling, WI 
03/31/90 2130 	R 	5.0 335 -065 R --- 	Mr 28 08 - 	• 43 Jackson, 

.12 	Ap 25 17 Ap 12 20 Ap 10 03 -9.3 Eng.? 

Table 4. Frequency of Reported LTP by Category Versus Age of Moon 
for Aristarchus and Gassendi. 

(Columns may not total because some LTP belong to more than one category.) 

Aristarchus(43°W.23°N) 	Gassendi(40°W.16°S) 
Earth- 

Age of Moon (d) 	All Bright Dark aas. lied Blue shine 	All Bright Dark aaa Red  

Total 425 225 33 124 108 181 134 43 11 7 11 27 

00.0-00.9 2 2 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
01.0-01.9 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
02.0-02.9 23 21 0 6 3 2 23 0 0 0 0 0 
03.0-03.9 33 31 0 11 3 7 33 0 0 0 0 0 
04.0-04.9 26 25 0 8 1 3 26 0 0 0 0 0 

05.0-05.9 29 25 2 11 3 5 29 2 1 0 0 1 
06.0-06.9 11 9 0 5 0 1 11 0 0 0 0 0 
07.0-07.9 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
08.0-08.9 5 5 1 2 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 
09.0-09.9 2 1 0 1 1 0 2 4 2 0 0 2 

10.0-10.9 4 3 1 1 2 1 0 5 1 0 2 3 
11.0-11.9 28 10 3 9 6 14 0 16 3 4 4 11 
12.0-12.9 36 8 3 9 13 20 0 2 0 0 1 2 
13.0-13.9 29 9 2 6 12 15 0 2 1 0 0 1 
14.0-14.9 37 23 4 7 10 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 

15.0-15.9 30 13 3 10 9 16 0 1 0 0 0 1 
16.0-16.9 30 5 1 11 8 24 0 5 3 1 1 2 
17.0-17.9 19 9 4 3 7 11 0 3 0 1 0 2 
18.0-18.9 17 5 1 2 6 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 
19.0-19.9 15 4 2 2 8 11 0 1 0 1 1 0 

20.0-20.9 12 3 0 3 3 10 0 1 0 0 1 1 
21.0-21.9 8 1 1 3 3 6 0 1 0 0 1 1 
22.0-22.9 7 3 2 3 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23.0-23.9 7 1 1 2 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
24.0-24.9 6 3 2 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

25.0-25.9 5 3 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26.0-26.9 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
27.0-27.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
28.0-28.9 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
29.0-29.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0 0 
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(Text continued front p. 58) 

Ashen Light (Earthshine), but frequent ones 
for Aristarchus. Darling's group observes reg- 

ularly during Earthshine and finds Aristarchus 
is active most of the time. I think that most of 
these earthshine phenomena are due to clouds 
at the Earth's limbs as seen from the Moon, 
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Figure 3. Histograms of number of LTP reports versus lunar age (in days) for Aristarchus (left) and 
Gassendi (right). The curves were drawn by eye through the midpoints of the histograms to indicate 
trends. The number of reports for each category are in parentheses. The average age of the Moon, 
sunrise (SR), and sunset (SS) are given at the bottom. Similarly, at the top are the average entrances 
and exits of the bow-shock front (BSF) and magnetopause (MP) of the magnetic tail. Slanted lines 
show when the feature is in darkness on the average. Note that all numbers for Gassendi, except for 
the Red category, are small and thus less reliable than for Aristarchus. 
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which affect Earth-shine as they do the umbral 
darkness of a lunar eclipse. Therefore, earths-
hine brightness phenomena are probably not 
intrinsically lunar. 

If we compare Aristarchus and Gassendi 
for each LTP category, as well as for the total 
number (All), starting with the latter, we see 
that both features show strong peaks near SR. 
This is also near the entrance to the BSF. This 
could occur at or near perigee or apogee, or at 
the time of a magnetic storm, but these bound-
aries or times cannot be plotted against lunar 
age on a chart. Gassendi's graph has a sharp, 
but lesser peak at the MP exit boundary, while 
Aristarchus has a broad and highest peak at 
the MP entrance and in the MP. Now we can 
examine the data in terms of various catego-
ries. The numbers in parentheses in Table 3 
indicate the number of reports for each catego-
ry. The numbers for the categories will often 
not add up to All because many reports cite 
more than one category. 

Looking at brightenings, Gassendi has 
two major peaks, one near SR and one near 
the MP exit boundary, but actually there is a 
low in the MP. Note the very small numbers, 
as always, for Gassendi; less than 100 is usu-
ally considered small. Small numbers give less 
reliable results, as is found in succeeding anal-
yses that use increasing numbers of observa-
tions, as illustrated in Figure 4 (p. 62). 
Aristarchus' highest peak occurs in Earths-
hine, for which there is no hypothesis except 
that of mine contending that these are due to 
clouds at the Earth's limb. Aristarchus also 
has a highest maximum in the MP, where Gas-
sendi has a minimum. Note that Gassendi's 
curve rises at the MP and the BSF exits. A 
look at the Red category for Gassendi shows a 
concentration near SR. However, at Aristar-
chus a rise occurs just after SR, really at the 

MP boundary, then gradually tapers off, drop-
ping rather sharply at the BSF exit. Gassendi's 
Red LTP peak at the MP exit. 

There were no Blue events seen at Gas-
sendi. For Aristarchus, Blue events were fre-
quent from SR through the MP, then fell off 
precipitously at the MP exit. Finally, for Gas-
sendi, the Gaseous events behaved similarly 
to its Red events, with most concentrated near 
SR, with small rises at the MP and BSF exits. 
For Aristarchus there are two sets of maxima; 
one in Earthshine and the other at SR through 
MP. In conclusion, for both craters there is a 
strong correlation with sunrise but not with 
sunset. Both features show rises in LTP when 
the Moon is in the MP, within ±2 days of FM. 
We can really put little reliance on these re-
sults for Gassendi because of the small num-
ber of observations, except possibly for All 
data. The strong maximum near sunrise may 
be real. In fact, as we shall see later, as well as 
in all my publications on the subject, the high-
est correlation with LTP usually is with sun-
rise, when compared with what would be ex-
pected were there no external influences and 
the observations were evenly distributed 
throughout a lunation or anomalistic period. 
Table 5 (p. 63) bears this out, as will be dis-
cussed later. 

We now examine the data with respect to 
the anomalistic period phase (4)) for tides. This 
quantity is computed from the perigee imme-
diately preceding, to the one immediately fol-
lowing, the date of observation. These results 
are presented in Figure 4 (p. 62; subdivided 
into 4a, 4b, and 4c). We can compare in Fig-
ure 4a [from Cameron 1977] the change in be-
havior for All events for LTP reported for all 
lunar features for three epochs, and see the ef-
fect of increasing the numbers of observation, 
rising from Middlehurst's 145 in 1966 to mine 
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Figure 4. Figure 4a and 4b are redrawn from Cameron [1977]. 4a shows histograms of numbers of 
LTP reports versus anomalistic period phase (4)) for all lunar features for three epochs with increasing 
number of observations over time, showing the change in behavior in tidal effects. The curves were 
drawn by eye through the midpoints of histograms in order to show trends. The first two points are re-
peated to the right to show trends at the critical point of perigee (P) in the hypothesis for tidal effects. 
Apogee (A) is also indicated at the top. 4b gives histograms for All data for Aristarchus and Gassendi. 
4c shows data for LTP categories for Gassendi, showing changes in behavior between them; note 
that Gassendi data are based on small numbers. 

of 1295 in 1976. Finally, Figure 4c gives Gas-
sendi LTP by LTP category. 

We are concerned here with the Gassendi 
and the Aristarchus data, bearing in mind that 
there are approximately ten times as many ob-
servations for Aristarchus than for Gassendi. 
The Gassendi graph has not changed much 
from the 1977 results, except at phase 0.2, 
which rises steeply from 0.1, which shifts the 
maximum to 0.3, where a minimum should be 
expected; the histograms have been plotted 
from the data in Table 3. The curves in Figure 
4 have been drawn by eye through the mid-
points to show trends, giving a type of deriva-
tive of the histogram. Gassendi shows two 
main maxima; the stronger one at perigee (P) 
and another, two-peaked one, from 0.3 to 0.5 

The latter maximum is at apogee (A). We 
would expect a minimum at 0.25 41. One does 
appear at 0.2 0, but a peak occurs at 0.3 s! We 
also see a two-maxima curve for Aristarchus 
in Figure 4b, where the number of LTP are 
nearly equal between 0.5 to 1.0 to. The two 
features behave differently, as Gassendi dips 
after apogee (A) and rises sharply at perigee 
(P). Note that, on the tidal hypothesis, we 
would expect a minimum at 0.75 (1). In Figure 
4a, note the change in behavior of tidal effects 
at Aristarchus as the numbers of observations 
are increased. In Figure 4b Aristarchus has a 
minimum where Gassendi has a maximum; at 
0.3 4). Aristarchus has a strong minimum in the 
first half-period and a broad maximum in the 
second half-period. 

FIgure 4c shows the tidal behavior for 
Gassendi for each category of LTP; repeating 
All but excluding Blue events, which were not 
reported for this crater. Neither Gaseous (Gas) 
nor Bright events correlate well with the tidal  

hypothesis. There is a fairly definite correla-
tion with P for Red events, but there are peaks 
at other phases where minima would be ex-
pected, making the correlation doubtful. 
Again, we are dealing with very small num-
bers, reducing the reliability of our conclu-
sions. Even for Aristarchus, I would say that 
there is not a strong argument for a tidal effect 
because the peak lasts essentially half a peri-
od, rather than the 0.1 period expected with 
the boundary conditions used. 

To examine the relative frequencies of ob-
servations with respect to those expected for 
each hypothesis and the chosen boundary con-
ditions, see Table 5 (p. 63). This table contains 
the data for Gassendi submitted by Darling. 
These are supplemented by my catalog data 
for LTP categories, but for All data only for 
Aristarchus, taken from Table II in Cameron 
[1977]. In Table 5 I have placed in bold face 
the highest observed:expected (0/E) ratio, and 
underlined the highest percentage observed, in 
each category. The 0/E ratio tells us how 
many times more LTP were observed than ex-
pected, with a value of 1.0 indicating that as 
many were observed as expected. For Gassen-
di, in each category, the highest ratio was for 
low-angle illumination. For all the Gassendi 
categories, the highest percentage of LTP oc-
curred when the Moon was within the Earth's 
magnetic tail; all seven observations of dark-
enings. For Aristarchus, the highest ratio for 
the All data, the only computed for the paper, 
was for magnetic storms from solar particles, 
and the highest percentage was for the mag-
netic tail, as with Gassendi. The Aristarchus 
data are sufficient in number to be reliable. 
Table 5 shows the relative importance of each 
hypothesis and does not support the often-re- 
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Table 5. LTP Frequency for Gassendi and Aristarchus by Boundary Condition. 
Data are arranged by hypothesis: tidal, low sun-angle illumination, Earth's magnetic field, and solar activity. Under 
tidal; P - perigee, A = Apogee, and the boundaries are in fractions of an average anomalistic period of 27.6 days. 
Under low sun angle; SR = sunrise, SS = sunset, and values are the number of days (an average lunation is 29.5 
days). Under Earth's magnetic field; values are the number of days from Full Moon (FM) for the boundaries of the 
magnetopause (MP, ±2 days), and the bow-shock front (BSF, 3.5-4.5 days and 4.5 days). Under solar activity; the 
maximum values during a day of the Kp (magnetic field energy) index of 6 or greater, of which 9 is the highest 
possible, and the occurrence of a magnetic storm in progress (ms) or its commencement (sc). O = Observed, E = 
Expected. For each type of event, the highest O/E-ratios are in bold face and the highest observed percentages 
are underlined. 

Aristarchus 
Gassendi (40° W. 16° S) 	147° W. 23° N)  

Hypothesis 	All 	Red 	Bright 	Dark 	Gas 	All  
Boundaries No. 0 E O/E No. 0 E O/E No. 0 E O/E No. 0 E 0/E No. 0 E O/E No. 0 E O/E 
Tidal: 	%% 	%% 	%% 	 %% 	%% 
t5.05 P 	8 19 10 1.9 7 26 10 2.6 1 9 10 0.9 0 0 10 0.0 1 9 10 0.9 	59 14 10 1.4 
15.05 A 	7 16 10 1.6 4 15 10 1.5 4 36 10 3.6 1 14 10 1.4 1 9 10 0.9 	47 11 10 1.1 

P 	10 23 20 1.1 8 30 20 1.5 2 18 20 0.9 1 14 20 0.7 1 9 20 0.4 	97 23 20 1.2 
1.10 A 	10 23 20 1.1 	15 20 0.8 4 36 20 1.8 2 29 20 1.4 1 9 20 0.4 	82 20 20 1.0 
4<.05 P & A 15 35 20 1.8 11 41 20 2.0 5 45 20 2.2 1 14 20 0.7 2 18 20 0.9 106 25 20 1.2 
15.10 P & A 20 47 40 1.2 12 44 40 1.1 6 55 40 1.4 3 43 40 1.1 2 18 40 0.4 179 43 40 1.1 
Total 	43 	 27 	 11 	 7 	 11 	 419 

-5 1d SS 	0 0 4 0.0 0 
+5 2d SR 24 59 8 7.4 16 
-52d SS 	0 0 8 0.0 0 
±5 1d SR&SS 19 46 8 5.8 12 
tS 2d SR&SS 24 59 16 3.7 16 
Total 	41 	 27 

Magnetic Field: 
2d FM 	7 21 16 1.3 5 
3.5-4.5d FM 8 24 8 3.0 5 
4.5d FM 32 97 35 2.8 22 

Total 	33 	 27 

6 55 4 13.6 
0 0 4 0.0 
7 64 8 8.0 
O 0 8 0.0 
6 55 8 6.9 
7 64 16 4.0 

11 

O 0 16 0.0 
4 36 8 4.5 
9 a35 2.3 

11 

44 10 4 
10 2 4 
76 18 8 
16 4 8 
54 13 8 
92 22 16 

421 

136 32 16 
28 7 8 

237 5z 35 
419 

Low Sun Angle: 
+51dSR 	19 46 4 11.5 12 44 4 11.0 5 45 4 11.2 

O 4 0.0 0 0 4 0.0 
59 8 7.4 5 45 8 5.6 
O 8 0.0 0 0 8 0.0 

44 8 5.5 5 45 8 5.6 
59 16 3.7 5 45 16 2.8 

11 

19 16 1.2 1 11 16 0.7 
19 8 2.4 1 11 8 1.4 
j_35 2.3 7 la 35 2.2 
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Solar Activity: 
Kpmax 6 	3 9 2 4.5 3 12 2 6.0 1 20 2 10.0 0 0 2 0.0 1 10 2 5.0 	33 9 2 4.5 
sc, ms day 3 9 4 2.2 2 8 4 2.0 1 20 4 5.0 0 0 4 0.0 1 10 4 2.5 	50 14 4 3.5 
Total 	33 
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peated statement that LTP are related to tidal 
effects; and certainly not to that hypothesis 
alone. The tidal effects-only hypothesis is par-
ticularly suspect when different features are 
compared for behavior; Gassendi and Aristar-
chus here, but many features in my 1977 paper 
[Cameron 1977]. Table 5 also gives narrower 
boundaries, 0.05, than the 0.10 that was origi-
nally adopted. The correlations are usually 
stronger for the narrower boundaries! 

CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, we find that, with regard to 
librations, which for the two features we are 
discussing was the only consideration for the 
data submitted by Darling, the reports are al-
most uniformly scattered throughout the plots. 
I know of no formal hypothesis for the cause 
of LTP to be related to librations. I venture 
that one would expect events to be reported 
during favorable librations that moved fea-
tures toward the center of the disk, especially 
for features near the limb. For Aristarchus and 
Gassendi longitude librations might be signifi-
cant. The two features are separated by only 
7° in longitude; but by 39° in latitude, placing 
them in different latitude hemispheres. There-
fore, favorable longitude librations would be 
negative for both (between 0° at -8°). In terms 
of latitude, negative librations (0° to -7°) 

'The Strolling Astronomer: 5A.L.P.O.  

would be favorable for Gassendi, but positive 
librations (0° to +7°) would be favorable for 
Aristarchus. More Gassendi LTP were report-
ed at librations that were favorable in terms of 
latitude and unfavorable for longitude. For 
Aristarchus, more LTP were seen at favorable 
librations in longitude, but unfavorable libra-
tions in latitude. These results are summarized 
in Table 2 and plotted in Figure 2. Dates and 
times were tabulated by Darling from Cam-
eron's catalog, with additional more recent ob-
servations by his group of observers. 

I have retabulated the data, including aux-
iliary data for comparison with the causal hy-
potheses. Graphs constructed from these ta-
bles gave the following conclusions. (1) The 
histograms with respect to age for All data 
show strong maxima near sunrise (SR) for 
both features, but not near sunset (SS), which 
is consistent with other analyses that I have 
published. This suggests a correlation with 
those hypotheses favoring SR; but not to low 
illumination alone, which would also occur 
near SS. (2) Both features also have strong 
maxima when the Moon is within the magnet-
ic tail, which is nearly coincident with SR at 
the BSF entrance. Of course, perigee, apogee, 
or a magnetic storm might also be coincident, 
which would complicate interpretation as to 
which factor was the cause. (3) When we ex-
amine the tidal statistics for Aristarchus there 
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is not a sharp maximum at P and a lesser one 
at A, as was found by Middlehurst using fewer 
observations, but instead there is a broad max-
imum from 0.5 to 1.0 $ and none at A. There 
is a broad and deep decline in LTP reports 
after P to A, with a minimum at 0.3 0 where it 
would be expected. However, a minimum 
would also be expected at 0.75 0, where the 
numbers are high instead! Gassendi, however, 
has peaks at P but also at 0.3 rather than at 0.5 
(A); but we are dealing with less reliable data 
due to small numbers of reports, as illustrated 
by the different behavior with successively 
higher numbers of observations for all features 
shown in Figure 4a. In the various LTP cate-
gories, behavioral differences appear as illus-
trated for Gaseous and Dark LTP for both fea-
tures. Gassendi has strong maxima while 
Aristarchus has strong minima. Red LTP dip 
near A then rise after 0.6 ,. 

Finally, if we compare the observations 
with expected frequencies on the hypothesis 
that no external influences are operating, we 
would expect them to be randomly distributed 
through the periods considered for each hy-
pothesis of suggested causes. Instead we find 
that for Gassendi the highest 0/E-ratio for All 
data is 11.5 times that expected near SR. The 
highest percentage of LTP were found in the 
MP; when the Moon was within the magneto-
pause of the Earth's magnetic tail. For Aristar-
chus, the highest 0/E-ratio was for LTP oc-
curring on the same day that a magnetic storm 
was in progress in the Earth-Moon System. At 
such times the Earth and the Moon are being 
bombarded by energetic solar particles. The 
highest percentage of LTP was within the 
magnetic tail for both features. The next high-
est percentage was near SR for Gassendi, but 
was for P and A together for All data for 
Aristarchus. Thus, considering the observa-
tions in this more realistic and perceptive way, 
we find that the tidal effects are not the only, 
or even the dominant, ones. In some cases, the 
tidal effects are less than expected. Also, the 
results for Gassendi must be viewed with cau-
tion as they depend on smaller, less reliable 
numbers. 

The Darling Network is to be commended 
for its strong and dedicated participation in the 
A.L.P.O. LTP observing program. It has pro-
vided albedo data which will be analyzed and 
presented in a future paper, along with other 
observers' data including my own. 
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(We thank Brian Loader for furnishing the 
predictions above. The other bright satellites 
will gradually follow suit as the Sun and the 
Earth approach Saturn's Ring plane, crossing 
it in 1995.) 

Uranus and Neptune are essentially un-
observable. Uranus reaches conjunction on 
1994 JAN 12, one day later than Neptune. 

Pluto, near the Serpens-Libra border, 
reaches conjunction with the Sun on NOV 17. 
It will thus be hard to find until it is sufficient-
ly high in the predawn sky in January. 

The proximity of several planets to the 
Sun means that there will be several planetary 
conjunctions, some of them close ones. It also 
means that the proximity of the Sun will make 
these events hard to observe. Conjunctions of 
planets approaching to within 1°.0 or less, 
with the solar elongation and respective visual 
magnitudes given in parentheses, are: (1) 1993 
Nov 08, 17h—Venus 0°.4 N of Jupiter 
(17° W; -3.9, -1.6); (2) 1993 Nov 14, 13h—
Mercury 0°.7 N of Venus (16°W; +0.7, -3.9); 
and (3) 1993 DEC 25, 08h—Mercury 1°.0 S of 
Venus (6°W; -0.9, -3.9). 

There are two close conjunctions in Janu-
ary, but they occur within 3° of the Sun and 
cannot be seen. Another interesting but sadly 
unobservable event occurs on 1994 JAN 09, 
when five planets lie within 4° of the 
Sun—Mercury, Venus, Mars, Uranus, and 
Neptune! 

MINOR PLANETS 

Five of the brighter minor planets reach 
opposition during 1993 NOV-1994 JAN and 
will be bright enough to be visible in binocu-
lars. Their 10-day ephemerides are and will be 
given in the 1993 and 1994 editions of the 
A.L.P.O. Solar System Ephemeris, and their 
opposition data are given below: 

Minor Planet 

Opposition Data_ 

1993-94 	Stellar 	Declination& 
Date 	Magnitude 	Constellation 

12 Victoria Nov 17.9 +10.0 	19°N 	Tau 
89 Julia Nov 29.2 +9.8 	46°N Per 
30 Urania DEC 18.6 +9.8 	26°N Tau 
37 Fides DEC 30.4 +9.7 	28°N Gem 
115 Thyra JAN 	29.9 +9.9 	18°N Cnc 

In addition, two of the "Big Four" minor 
planets, 1 Ceres and 4 Vesta, will be about 
7th-8th magnitude during this period and in 
the evening sky. 

THE MOON 

During the current period, the schedule 
for the Moon's phases is: 

New Moon  First Quarter Full Moon  Last Quarter 

OCT 15.5 OCT 22.4 OCT 30.5 Nov 07.3 
Nov 13.9 Nov 21.1 Nov 29.3 DEC 06.7 
DEC 13.4 DEC 20.9 DEC 29.0 JAN 05.0 
JAN 12.0 JAN 19.9 JAN 27.6 FEB 03.3 

The four lunations listed above constitute 
Numbers 876-879 in Brown's series. Note that 
the New Moon on NOV 13 causes a partial 
solar eclipse, described on the next page. The 
following Full Moon, on NOv 29, undergoes a 
total lunar eclipse, which is described in a sep-
arate article on pp. 82-83. 

The other significant lunar visibility con-
dition is the Moon's librations, or E-W and 
N-S tilts in relation to the Earth. Extreme li-
brations occur on the following dates: 

West 	North 	East 	South 

Nov 06 	Nov 09 	Nov 18 	Nov 21 
DEC 03 	DEC 06 	DEC 16 	DEC 19 
DEC 29 	JAN 02 	JAN 13 	JAN 15 
JAN 25 	JAN 29 	FEB 08 	FEB 11 

Our lunar E and W directions follow the 
convention of the International Astronomical 
Union, with Mare Crisium near the east limb. 

During this period the librations are well-
synchronized with the phases; the lunar limb 
will be tilted toward us when there is favor-
able lighting. First, the S limb can be seen 
well on Nov 19-25, DEC 16-22, and JAN 14-
18. The N limb will be displayed favorably on 
Nov 06-11, DEC 03-08, DEC 30-JAN 04, and 
JAN 27-31, with a desirable northerly solar lat-
itude of 1°.43-1°.46 in the last period. The E 
limb can be well seen on Nov 16-21 and DEC 
16-18. Finally, the W limb can be seen well on 
Nov 03-08, DEC 01-04, DEC 29, and JAN 27. 

LOTS OF 
OCCULTATIONS 

Eleven minor planets will occult stars in 
1993 Nov-DEC. (As we go to press we do not 
have predictions for 1994; consult the January, 
1994, issue of Sky & Telescope or the 1994 
edition of the R.A.S.C. Observer's Handbook 
when they become available.) Table 2 (p. 81) 
lists the date, occulting object, visual magni-
tude of planet followed by that of the star, and 
possible zone of visibility for each occultation. 
Note that four events—those of Nov 04, DEC 
11, DEC 21, and DEC 31—involve stars bright 
enough easily to be seen in binoculars. 

The Moon will occult bright planets three 
times in Lunation 877! Unfortunately, the 
Moon will be very close to the Sun when these 
occur, so they will be visible at best from the 
narrow zones on the Earth where the Moon 
will be above the horizon and the Sun below. 
In each case the Moon will be only 1 percent 
illuminated. The particulars are: (1) Nov 14, 
about 18h UT; an occultation of Mars, at mag-
nitude +1.4, 12°E of the Sun. The dark-limb 
disappearance may be visible just after sunset 
from the Canary and Acores Islands. (2) DEC 
12, about 11h UT; Mercury (Mag. -0.6) is oc-
culted, 12°W of the Sun. Possible views of the 
dark-limb reappearance may be had just be-
fore sunrise from the E Caribbean Basin. (3) 
DEc 12, about 18h UT; Venus (Mag. -3.9) is 
occulted 8°W of the Sun. The dark-limb reap-
pearance may be glimpsed from the State of 
Hawaii. 
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Table 2. Occultations of Stars by Planets, 1993 Nov-Dec. 

(For further information, consult theA.L.P.O. Solar System Eohemeris: 1993 
or the 1993 Asteroidal Occultation Supplement to Occultation Newsletter 

Vol 5, No. 9.) 

1993 
UT Date 

Occulting 
Object 

Visual Mag. 
Predicted Visibility Zone _ Object Star 

Nov 04.64 449 Hamburga 13.3 	7.5 Indonesia 
13.02 712 Boliviana 13.6 9.4 Africa 
21.85 15 Eunomia 10.2 8.9 Africa 
23.21 407 Arachne 12.9 9.1 Scandinavia, NW Canada 
27.79 444 Gyptis 12.0 8.7 N Africa, SW-NE Asia 

DEC 11.08 12 Victoria 11.7 7.7 Africa, South America 
11.14 105 Artemis 12.9 8.9 South America 
11.99 156 Xanthippe 13.8 8.7 India, Africa, South America 
21.47 9 Metis 10.5 6.8 Tasman Sea 
22.12 97 Klotho 10.2 7.7 South America 
31.99 181 Eucharis 12.5 9.0 Central Asia 

Table 3. Local Circumstances, 
Partial Solar Eclipse: 1993 Nov 13. 

Maximum Eclipse 
Location Sol. Alt. Mag. 

h m 
Alice Springs, Australia* 20 13.5 -1 12.0 
Sydney, Australia 20 22.9 +19 19.0 
Adelaide, Australia 20 25.5 +9 32.2 
Melbourne, Australia 20 28.8 +16 32.3 
Wellington, New Zealand 20 46.4 +42 9.8 
Christchurch, New Zealand 20 48.7 +40 16.7 
Valdivia, Chilet 	23 20.1 +4 2.0 

* At sunrise, taking refraction into account. 
t Sun sets before eclipse ends. 
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SOLAR AND LUNAR ECLIPSES 

As sometimes happens, we have a solar 
and a lunar eclipse in the same lunation. The 
total lunar eclipse of 1993 NOV 29 is de-
scribed separately on pp. 82-83. 

On 1993 Nov 13 a partial solar eclipse 
will be visible in S and SE Australia and New 
Zealand in the morning, and in South America 
S of about 39°S in the afternoon. It will be 
visible as well in the S Pacific; and also in 
Antarctica, where the eclipse's maximum 
magnitude of 0.928 occurs. Because this event 
happens only a week after the Transit of Mer-
cury visible from Australia, many observers 
traveling to that area for the transit may stay 
on for the eclipse. The local circumstances for 
some selected cities that will see some or all 
of the eclipse are given in Table 3 (below). 

COMETS 

The column by Don E. Machholz, "Comet 
Corner," on pp. 76-78 and the A.L.P.O. Solar 
System Ephemeris: 1993 list five known com-
ets that are predicted to be 12th magnitude or 
brighter during at least part of this period. Of 
these, Comets Mueller (1993a) and Mueller 
(1993p) may be as bright as 9th, and Comet 
Encke is predicted to attain 7th, magnitude; 
they should be readily visible in small tele- 

scopes, or even in 
binoculars from dark 
sites. 

The above is a 
conservative state-
ment of comet visi-
bility since it of 
course does not take 
into account any dis-
coveries that may be 
made after this col-
umn is written! 

METEOR 
SHOWERS 

(Contributed by 
Robert D. Lunsford, 

A.L.P.O. 
Meteors Recorder. 

Local times are used 
unless otherwise stated.) 

The Leonids are predicted to reach maxi-
mum activity on Thursday morning, Novem-
ber 18. The Moon is new on the 13th so there 
will be no lunar interference. Leonid shower 
members may be seen from the 15th through 
the 22nd and radiate from the sickle of Leo. 
The radiant rises near midnight and shower 
members are better seen later in the morning 
as the radiant rises higher in the eastern sky. It 
is now five years to Comet Temple-Tuttle's 
perihelion, so a real possibility of enhanced 
rates is at hand. 

The Geminids will produce a strong dis- 
play on Monday evening, December 13 and 
on Tuesday morning, the 14th. Good counts 
commence shortly after sundown and continue 
the entire night. From 11 P.M. to 2 A.M., rates 

from dark-sky locations should exceed 100 
per hour. With the New Moon occurring on 
the 13th, the entire period of Geminid activ-
ity, December 7-18, will be relatively free 
from moonlight. Since the Perseids were ei-
ther clouded out or weakly seen from most 
parts of North America this year, the Gemi-
nids will be the shower of the year and we 
recommend that you do not miss it. 

The Ursids will reach maximum on 
Wednesday morning, December 22. The 
Moon will not be full until the 28th, so 
lunar interference is negligible for morning 
observers. This shower is active from De-
cember 17th-26th. Rates up to 15 per hour 
may be expected on the morning of maxi-
mum activity. 

The Quadrantids are expected to reach 
maximum activity near 18h UT on 1994 

JAN 03 UT. The Moon will be near its last 
quarter phase and will cause significant inter-
ference to the display. Since the 1993 display 
did not occur at the time predicted, it is possi-
ble that North America may still see a rich dis-
play. It would be advisable to face northward 
with the Moon at your back to see this shower 
at its best. 

Vie Strolling Astronomer: 
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Figure 1. Visibility limits for the Penumbral (P) and Umbral (U) Contacts of 
the 1993 Nov 29 total lunar eclipse. The lines plotted indicate where the 
particular contacts will occur with the Moon on the horizon. 

A TOTAL ECLIPSE OF THE MOON FOR THE AMERICAS: 
1993 Nov 29 
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On 1993 NOV 29, 
for the first time since 
1971, observers through-
out North America, as 
well as in western South 
America, will be able to 
see an entire total eclipse 
of the Moon. Other areas 
will see at least part of 
the event: The beginning 
phases will be visible 
throughout Europe and 
also in western Asia and 
most of Africa. The last 
portion of the eclipse is 
above the horizon in 
most of the Pacific 
Basin; including New 
Zealand, eastern Austra-
lia, northeast Asia, and 
Japan. The detailed lim-
its of terrestrial visibility 
of the eclipse events are 
plotted 'in Figure 1 (to 
the right). 

This eclipse's urn-
bral magnitude will be 
1.092; meaning that, at 
mid-eclipse, the center 
of the Moon will be 
1.092 lunar radii inside 
the edge of the umbra 
(darker part of the 
Earth's shadow). The 
fact that this value is only slightly above 
1.000, and that the shadow's center passes 
north of the Moon's center, means that the 
southern edge of the Moon will probably re-
main brighter than the rest of the disk through 
totality. The writer believes that this eclipse 
will be fairly bright because there has been no 
recent large-scale volcanic eruption to inject 
light-scattering particles into our stratosphere, 
through which the refracted sunlight that illu-
minates the umbral interior must pass. 

The phases of this eclipse are predicted to 
follow this schedule (where all times are in 
UT on 1993 NOv 29): 

First Penumbral Contact (P1) 	 03h  27.1m  
First Umbral Contact (U1) 	 04 40.4 
Beginning of Totality (U2) 	 06 02.2 
Middle of the Eclipse 	 06 26.1 
End of Totality (U3) 	  06 50.1 
Last Umbral Contact (U4) 	 08 11.9 
Last Penumbral Contact (P4) 	 09 25.0 

This schedule assumes that the umbra's di-
ameter will be 2 percent larger than simple ge-
ometry would predict. Note that totality will 
be relatively brief; about 48 minutes in length. 
The position of the edge of the umbra relative 
to the Moon is shown for each of the four um-
bral contacts (U1-U4) on Figure 2 (p. 83). 

WHAT TO OBSERVE 

To find out about the variety of observa-
tions that can be made during a total lunar 
eclipse, write to our Lunar Eclipse Recorder, 
Francis Graham (address on inside back 
cover) to obtain a copy of the A.L.P.O. Lunar 
Eclipse Handbook ($4.00). Summaries of 
some forms of observation are given below. 

First, verbal descriptions and drawings are 
always useful. You can use the naked eye, 
binoculars, or a telescope of almost any size. 
Record when and on what part of the Moon's 
disk that you are first able, and are last able, to 
detect penumbral shading. Pay particular at-
tention to tones and colors in the penumbra 
and the umbra, which may change over time. 
The visibility of features within the umbra is 
also important to record. Also note the color, 
tone, and width of the umbral edge and wheth-
er it appears circular, elliptical, or irregular. 

A permanent record can be made using 
photography with a telephoto lens or through a 
telescope. As a starting point, here are some 
sample exposure times, assuming ISO 400 
film at f/8: uneclipsed Full Moon-1/2000 s; 
Moon deep in penumbra-1/500 s; Moon 
1/10-1/2 in umbra-1/30 s; Moon 1/2-3/4 in 
umbra-1/30 s for the penumbral portion, 1 s 
or longer for the umbral portion; Moon 3/4 in 
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Figure 2. Locations of the edge of the umbra with the Moon's 
limb at its four contacts, indicated by Roman numerals. Celes-
tial north (N) and south are shown with white ticks; lunar north 
and south with black ticks. Dots show the positions and num-
bers of the craters recommended for umbra! contact timings. 
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umbra to totality-1 s or longer. Exposure 
times in the umbral portion of the shadow de-
pend on the darkness of the eclipse, which 
cannot be predicted; thus bracket generously. 

Videotapes can also be made. A standard 
camcorder with a telephoto lens, and a 
telextender if available, gives good results out-
side of totality. A low-light black-and-white 
video camera with its lens removed, on a 
f/3.64 telescope, has given acceptable images 
during totality. Better yet, a digital CCD cam-
era with a lens focal length short enough to in-
clude the entire Moon on the frame gives im-
ages that can be used for accurate photometry. 

A purely visual project is to make esti-
mates of the Danjon Luminosity (L) of the 
Moon at mid-eclipse. To do so, simply deter-
mine which of the descriptions below best fits 
the Moon's appearance, using a fractional 
value (e.g., L = 2.5) if you need to: 

L = 0. Very dark eclipse; Moon almost invisi-
ble, especially at mid-eclipse. 

L = 1. Dark eclipse, grey or brownish colora-
tion; details distinguishable only with difficulty. 

L = 2. Deep red or rust-colored eclipse, with a 
very dark central umbra and the outer edge of 
the umbra relatively bright. 

L = 3. Brick-red eclipse; usually with a bright 
or yellow rim to the umbra. 

L = 4. Very bright copper-red or orange 
eclipse; with a bluish very bright shadow rim. 

As a more objective exercise, you can esti-
mate the stellar magnitude of the Moon, at 
mid-eclipse or at various times throughout the 
eclipse. To do so, you need to make the Moon 
look like a star, or a star look like the Moon. 
Two methods that can be used for the former 
are viewing the Moon through reversed binoc-
ulars, or viewing its reflection in a convex re- 

flector. For the latter approach, 
you need to be quite nearsight-
ed; if so, simply remove your 
glasses when comparing the 
Moon with the star. There are 
several bright comparison stars 
above the horizon during this 
eclipse: Sirius, magnitude -1.46; 
Procyon, +0.38; Rigel, +0.12; 
Capella, +0.08; and Aldebaran, 
+0.83. Observers in the tropics 
and Southern Hemisphere can 
also use Canopus, at magnitude 
-0.72. You should correct lunar 
magnitudes found from such 
comparisons for differential at-
mospheric extinction if the 
comparison object's altitude is 
much different from that of the 
Moon. This is less of a problem 
with Aldebaran, which will lie 
near the Moon. 

The angular enlargement of 
the umbra varies unpredictably 
from eclipse to eclipse. It can be 
found accurately by timing the 
four umbral contacts with the 
limb, and especially by timing 

when the umbral edge crosses the 20 selected 
craters that are listed below and are plotted on 
the Moon's disk in Figure 2 (above left). If 
possible, time both umbral immersion and em-
ersion. For large craters, take the mean of the 
times when the umbral edge crosses opposite 
crater walls. The timing should be precise to 
0.1 minute. To help you to be prepared, the 
approximate predicted UT's for immersion 
and emersion for the selected craters are: 

Number Crater Name Immersion Emersion 

1 Grimaldi 04h45m  07h05m  

2 Aristarchus 04 50 07 25 
3 Kepler 04 55 07 20 
4 Copernicus 05 05 07 30 
5 Pytheas 05 00 07 35 
6 Timocharis 05 05 07 40 
7 Tycho 05 30 07 10 
8 Plato 05 05 07 45 
9 Aristoteles 05 15 07 55 

10 Eudoxus 05 15 07 55 
11 Manilius 05 20 07 45 
12 Menelaus 05 20 07 50 
13 Plinius 05 25 07 55 
14 Taruntius 05 40 08 00 
15 Proclus 05 35 08 00 
16 Gassendi 05 00 07 10 
17 Birt 05 20 07 20 
18 Abulfeda E 05 30 07 30 
19 Nicolai A 05 45 07 20 
20 Stevinus A 05 55 07 35 

Whatever form of observations that you 
make, be sure to send them to our Lunar 
Eclipse Recorder. For crater and limb timings, 
send a duplicate copy to Sky & Telescope, 
P.O. Box 9111, Belmont, MA 02178-9111. 
Many of us have never seen a really favorable 
lunar eclipse, so don't miss this chance! 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

g 

ASSOCIATION NEWS 

(Asterisks indicate decisions made at the 
1993 A.L.P.O. Business Meeting) 

* 1994 Convention.—We have accepted 
the kind invitation of Mr. Douglas Gegen of 
the Roper Mountain Science Center, Green-
ville, SC, to meet there on June 16-18, 1994. 
This, our 44th Convention, will include work-
shops for educators and for observing the 
Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9/Jupiter impact in 
July, 1994. Future issues of this Journal will 
carry more information about this meeting. 

* Paul Maxson and Daniel Troiani Pro-
moted.—Mr. Paul Maxson is now a perma-
nent Recorder of the Solar Section, previously 
having been "Provisional." Likewise, Daniel 
Troiani is now a full Recorder in the Mars 
Section, having previously been Assistant Re-
corder. Their addresses are on the inside back 
cover. 

* New Mercury/Venus Transit Section.—
This new Provisional Section will concentrate 
on transits of the planets Mercury and Venus 
across the Sun. The Acting Recorder is John 
E. Westfall (address on inside back cover). 
This Section is concerned with observations of 
future transits and with historical studies of 
past transits. The 1993 Nov 06 Mercury Tran-
sit is described on pp. 84-85, and the forms of 
transit observation on pp. 86-89, of this issue. 

* No More Luna Incognita Program.—
As in government, it is unusual for us to end a 
Program simply because its work has been 
completed; but that is the case with the Luna 
Incognita Program, at least as far as earth-
based observation is concerned. Thus this pro-
gram is no longer listed; its ex-Recorder, John 
Westfall, continues to revise the Luna Incog-
nita map on the basis of space-probe data. 

* Instrument Section Made Permanent.—
The Provisional Instrument Section has been 
given permanent status. Its Acting Recorder, 
Mr. Michael Mattei, is now a regular Recorder 
(his address is on the inside back cover). 

A.L.P.O. Group Portraits Available.—
Eight-by-ten inch color enlargements of the 
group portrait taken at the 1994 A.L.P.O. Con-
vention in Las Cruces, shown as our front 
cover illustration, are available to our readers. 
Send an $8.00 check ($10.00 for those outside 
the United States), payable to "A.L.P.O.", to: 
A.L.P.O., P.O. Box 16131, San Francisco, CA 
94116 U.S.A.. 

Back Issues of J.A.L.P.O. Wanted.—
A.L.P.O. Recorder Richard Hill (address on 
inside back cover) needs back issues of 
J.A.L.P.O. from the last five years for the li-
brary of the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory at 
the University of Arizona. Mr. Hill writes: "At 
present there is no funding for future subscrip-
tions so donations are needed. It may seem  

amazing, but this journal is not on the shelves 
here and needs to be if your observations are 
to get the exposure they deserve." 

Opportunity to Obtain Schmidt Mirror 
Blanks.—Clyde Tombaugh informs us that he 
is offering for sale two 13-in Schmidt Mirror 
blanks, suitable for making 8.5-in f/1.0 camer-
as for wide-angle sky photography. For more 
information, write: Clyde W. Tombaugh, P.O. 
Box 396, Mesilla Park, NM 88047. 

The A.L.P.O. Loses a Friend.— We re-
gret to report that Clifford W. Holmes, Jr., 
died on September 8th. He had been an 
A.L.P.O. member for many years, but most 
amateur astronomers knew Cliff as the man 
who was instrumental in starting the annual 
Riverside Telescope Makers' Conference 
(RTMC) in 1969 and in managing it until 
1992. Undoubtedly, thousands of persons 
were drawn into amateur astronomy by the 
RTMC. Cliff also had time for the Riverside 
Astronomical Society and the Western Ama-
teur Astronomers, and received the G. Bruce 
Blair Medal in 1975 and the Astronomical 
League Service Award in 1988. Our avocation 
indeed owes much to him. 

ELSEWHERE IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM 

New Developments Regarding the K/T 
Event and Other Catastrophes in Earth His-
tory.—If you've wondered what can go wrong 
with the Earth, this conference is for you. It 
will be held in Houston, Texas, on February 9-
12, 1994. For more information, contact: K/T 
Event, Publications and Program Services De-
partment, Lunar and Planetary Institute, 3600 
Bay Area Boulevard, Houston, TX 77058-
1113; telephone 713-486-2149. 

Twenty-fifth Annual Lunar and Plane-
tary Science Conference.—This is one of the 
two major Solar-System conferences, having 
met each year since the Apollo-11 lunar land-
ing. The 1994 meeting will consist of five 
days of paper and poster sessions. Some of the 
fields represented will be petrology, geochem-
istry, geophysics, geology, and astronomy. It 
will be held (as always) in Houston, Texas, on 
the dates of March 14-18, 1994. For more in-
formation about the program and logistics, 
contact: 25th LPSC, Publications and Program 
Services Department, Lunar and Planetary In-
stitute, 3600 Bay Area Boulevard, Houston, 
TX 77058-1113; telephone 713-486-2166. 

Astronomical Telescopes & Instrumenta-
tion for the 21st Century.—Hosted by the So-
ciety of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engi-
neers (SPIE), this meeting will be held March 
13-18, 1994 at the Kona Surf Resort and 
Country Club in Kona, Hawaii. Tours of the 
large telescopes on Mauna Kea are planned. 
This conference will be held March 15-16.The 
non-SPIE member registration fee is $410; to 
find out more call SPIE at 206-676-3290. 
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The Moon near the end of 
totality during the lunar 
eclipse of 1993 Nov. 29, as 
photographed by Dermeval 
Carneiro from the 
ObservatOrio Astronomico 
do Colegio 7 de Setembro 
in Fortaleza, Brazil. Taken 
on 1993 Nov. 29, 06h50m 
UT, with a 20-cm f/10 
Schmidt-Cassegrain 
telescope, using a 110-
second exposure on Kodak 
ISO 400 film. South is at 
the top; the star at the right 
that is about to disappear 
behind the Moon is 53 Tau 
(magnitude +5.25), while 
the star near the north limb 
is 51 Tau (magnitude 
+5.65). 
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EVIDENCE OF AN APPARENT DUST LEVITATION OR 

OUTGASSING IN THE CRATER TYCHO 

By: David 0. Darling and David D. Weier, 
A.L.P.O. and Madison Astronomical Society, Inc. 

ABSTRACT 

The authors in continuing research on Lunar Transient Phenomena (LTP), have encoun-
tered many intriguing and interesting things during their observations of the Moon. This 
paper describes a set of four observing runs made on the mornings of December 10, 1990, 
September 2, 1991, August 21, 1992, and July 12, 1993 (all local time), when anomalous 
events were observed, apparently involving the central peak of the crater Tycho. All four 
events occurred shortly prior to sunset on the crater at colongitudes near 185°. The August 
21, 1992 event was photographed by Darling with a 27.9-cm (11-in.) f/10 Schmidt-Casseg-
rain and a Minolta SRT 101 camera. It was videotaped with a Thorr video camera on a 40.6-
cm f/19 Cassegrain. The July 12, 1993 event was videotaped with the same video camera and 
40.6-cm telescope. On the same date, Gilbert C. Lubcke, a member of the Madison 
Astronomical Society, was able to obtain 52 images with his C11 and a Santa Barbara 
Instrument Group ST6 CCD camera. These telescopes are located at the Yanna Research 
Station of the Madison Astronomical Society, Inc. 9 km (5.5 mi) southwest of Brooklyn, 
Wisconsin. Lubcke's observing site was in Middleton, Wisconsin, just west of Madison. 

The crater Tycho is 90 km (56 mi 
[Wilkins and Moore, 1955]) in diameter with 
a prominent central peak. The ramparts of the 
crater rise 4,460 m (14,633 ft) above the floor, 
while the central peak is 2,190 m (7,185 ft) 
high [USAF-ACIC, 1967]. The central peak is 
thus just 2,270 m (7,448 ft.)below the wall and 
can be visible when the crater's interior is in 
deep shadow. 

On the morning of December 10, 1990 
[local time unless otherwise specified] Darling 
made the fast in a set of four observing runs 
on the crater Tycho. On that date the Sun was 
setting on the crater. The central peak of 
Tycho was visible along with the Eastern rim 
[IAU directions are used throughout this 
paper]. The interior was completely shadow-
filled. The central peak appeared as a diffuse 
pearly white glow that looked like the nucleus 
of a comet. As Darling observed during the 
next two hours the patch fluctuated in size and 
brightness. During this time a faint arch or 
"wishbone" of light formed across that half of 
the crater floor that was in deep shadow at the 
time. He attempted photographs of this event, 
but the phenomenon was too faint to be re-
corded on film. However, Darling was able to 
make drawings of the wishbone of light. 

Other features along the sunset terminator 
were observed to see whether the same type of 
phenomenon was present. No other features 
along the terminator or on the whole lunar 
disk exhibited the same behavior. Several 
mountain peaks north of Tycho were sunlit 
and were stellar in appearance but showed no 
evidence of nebulosity or glowing patches. As 
a next step, the features were monitored for at-
mospheric effects and it was decided that see-
ing was not causing the observed appearance. 

Using Harry D. Jamieson's Lunar Sched-
uling Program, since updated to the Lunar 
Observer's ToolKit, we computed when simi-
lar lighting conditions would again be present  

for us to observe the sunset on Tycho. These 
computer programs have proved invaluable to 
our research. On September 2, 1991 [same UT 
date] at 07:40 UT, Darling was able to observe 
a repeat of this type of event with Tycho's 
central peak appearing as a "star like" point in 
the center of a glowing patch. (Darling, 1991). 
As his observation continued, the stellar point 
sometimes disappeared into the nebulous 
patch. The central peak varied from a bright 
point of light to being nearly invisible. There 
were two faint arches of light observed in the 
crater; similar to the ones observed in Decem-
ber 1990. Again, other features along the 
sunset terminator were examined for anoma-
lous behavior with none being found. Darling 
employed Wratten 25 red and 38A blue Filters 
(as used for "Moonblink") and found that the 
luminescence in the crater was enhanced in 
red and was totally invisible in blue. 

After observing these two events Darling 
purchased a video camera manufactured by 
Thorr Enterprises of Dracut, Massachusetts, 
designed for lunar and planetary use. Darling 
used this combination of cameras and the 
computer programs mentioned above to obtain 
a multimedia documentation of the anomalous 
behavior of the interior and central peak com-
plex of Tycho during its August, 1992 event. 
Also the members of the American Lunar 
Society's LTP Network were notified of the 
predicted August 21, 1992 event and two 
members participated. One, Paul Castle of 
Rock Island, Illinois, observed late into the 
predicted observing window but saw nothing 
unusual. In private communication with Dar-
ling, his reason for not seeing anything unusu-
al may have been that he observed from 12:25 
to 12:48 UT when the bright blue sky lowered 
the contrast. Dawn was breaking, washing out 
any subtle effects by destroying the contrast 
for lunar features. 

On the morning of August 21, 1992 [same 
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UT date] between 07:58 - 11:18 UT, Darling 
was able to document the phenomenon ob-
served in the previous two events. He video-
taped with the Thorr video camera on the 
40.6-cm f/19 Cassegrain and took film photo-
graphs with the C11 [a 28-cm Schmidt-Cas-
segrain telescope]. These observations were 
made at the Yanna Research Station of the 
Madison Astronomical Society, Inc., 9 km 
southwest of Brooklyn, Wisconsin. The still 
photographs were made with Kodachrome 
ISO 64 slide film. Darling's daughters 
Michelle and Lael helped obtain these data by 
running the video equipment on the 40.6-cm 
telescope. Darling moved between both tele-
scopes, taking photographs with the C11 and 
the 40.6-cm. Because of this schedule, he only 
viewed the crater visually for a short tune. It 
wasn't until he reviewed the slides and video-
tapes that he realized that he had recorded and 
photographed an LTP in Tycho. Darling then 
showed the tapes and slides to Weier and sug-
gested collaboration on the analysis of the 
data, to which Weier agreed. After analysis, 
the authors were in full agreement. We then 
proceeded with a detailed study of the three 
events observed by then. 

The videotape showed a nebulous patch 
on the eastern side of the central peak that de-
veloped, fragmented, and then dissipated in a 
regular fashion. At one point during the ob-
serving run Darling could see for several min-
utes the distinct wishbone-shaped light region 
in the deep shadow of the crater east of the 
central peak. In further study of the videotape, 
and after a telephone conversation with Harry 
D. Jamieson, A.L.P.O. Lunar Domes Record-
er, the authors focused their study on the cen-
tral peak complex. Jamieson found by going 
frame by frame through the videotape that it 
appeared that knots of material were being 
ejected from the central peak complex and 
were streaming outward from the peak, form-
ing plumes of nebulous material! We con-
firmed Jamieson's conclusions by viewing the 
tape. After viewing the tapes in this manner, 
Darling decided to take a series of photo-
graphs of the video screen using Kodak TRI-X 
ISO 400 black-and-white film. These photo-
graphs showed the nebulous patch and how it 
changed minute by minute. The recording of 
the phenomenon by video was enough to 
pique one's curiosity; but when we heard that 
the phenomenon was photographed with two 
other telescopes, one in Wisconsin and the 
other in Ohio, this agreement fully convinced 
us of the extraordinary nature of this event. 

One series of 24 exposures, taken by F. 
Graham of East Liverpool, Ohio, and two ex-
posures out of 24 taken by Darling, showed 
the nebulous patch of August 21, 1992. Dar-
ling's photographs, taken with the C11, 
showed the patch in different stages of devel-
opment. Darling's photograph No. 5, taken at 
08:23 UT, showed a nebulous streamer ex-
tending away from the central peak complex 
toward the southeast quadrant of the crater 
floor. Photograph No. 12, taken at 08:55 UT, 
showed the central peak to be diffuse with no 
nebulous patch near it. Photograph No. 13, at  

08:56 UT, showed the peak as a bright central 
spot with no nebulosity. Also, there were no 
patches evident anywhere in the crater. In this 
last frame, Tycho had resumed a normal ap-
pearance. Graham's photographs were nearly 
identical to Darling's photographs, showing 
the nebulous patch. After reviewing all of the 
data, the authors were convinced that an LTP 
had been documented at Tycho. 

Darling had contacted Arlin P.S. Crotts of 
Columbia University, at the suggestion of 
Winifred Sawtell Cameron, A.L.P.O. LTP 
Recorder. The night before his observing run, 
Dr. Crotts said he would be conducting a spec-
trographic run at McDonald observatory with 
a CCD spectrograph attached to the 76-cm 
Cassegrain. He was scheduled to image the 
Moon with this instrument and agreed to try to 
obtain spectra of Tycho's central peak during 
the predicted window of opportunity. Unfortu-
nately, Dr. Crotts had software problems and 
was unable to obtain spectra of Tycho. 

We assembled a package of all the data 
except the videotapes and sent it to the Editor 
of Selenology, the Journal of the American 
Lunar Society. The package he received con-
tained all the photographs from the C11, the 
photographs made from the videotapes, along 
with drawings made by Darling from the vid-
eotape stills. We included all these raw data 
with a rough draft of an article, with no real 
conclusions about the nature of the phenome-
non, which he promptly published in Selenolo-
gy (Darling and Weier, 1992). 

This package of data was also sent to Dr. 
Patrick A. Moore of the B.A.A. Lunar Section 
T.L.P. Subsection. In the B.A.A. Lunar Section 
Circular (Moore, P.A., 1993), Moore put the 
B.A.A. Lunar Section on full alert to observe 
Tycho during all possible occasions, even by 
earthlight. 

The data were also examined by Winifred 
Sawtell Cameron, the A.L.P.O. LTP Recorder, 
and one of the foremost authorities in the field 
of LTP Research. Her response to the data 
contained by far the most in-depth analysis of 
this event. She also compared it to the two 
previous events described above. She found 
that the Tycho LTP reports correlate with low-
angle illumination, and two of the three corre-
sponded with the occurrence of bombardment 
by solar particles on the Earth-Moon system, 
known as "magnetic storms". She found a 
negative correlation with the tidal hypothesis 
[i.e., the hypothesis that LTP are correlated 
with the Earth's tidal force on the Moon]. 
Also, the events were negatively correlated 
with the Moon's presence in the Earth's mag-
netic tail; the Moon was not located in the 
Earth's magnetopause or bow shock front. 
Cameron thought there were two possible fac-
tors; perhaps Solar activity stimulated lumi-
nescence of surface materials; dust or gas and 
then the low-angle illumination rendered this 
luminescence Visible. She believes that the 
visual observations suggest some medium was 
involved; gas, dust, or both. The wishbone 
pattern is puzzling since there are no terrain 
features to produce such a pattern. The fact 
that solar particles were then bombarding the 
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Moon, while a magnetic storm was occurring 
on Earth, favors the hypothesis of lumines-
cence stimulated by these energetic particles. 
However, the Moon was not within the mag-
netopause or near the bow shock front of the 
magnetic tail which would be the locations for 
acceleration of the particles to energies suffi-
cient to produce luminescence bright enough 
to be seen from the Earth. Ordinary solar wind 
particles, even flare particles, do not have suf-
ficient energies to do this. The low-angle illu-
mination would help to render luminescence 
visible because of the longer path of light 
through a medium of levitated dust, which 
probably can be a kilometer above the surface. 
W.S. Cameron was surprised by some aspects 
of the central peak's appearance when she re-
viewed the videotape. After comments on the 
astronomical seeing and the effects it had on 
the central peaks, she states, "At 0420 the 
lower CP (which has a summit crater) was 
visible. At 0430 the #1 CP bright patch split 
down the middle (valley between the 2 CP's?). 
Due to seeing the CP patch elongated. It is 
quite surprising to be able to see the 2nd CP as 
#1's shadow should be over it!" She then went 
on to remark about the shadow effect saying, 
"At 0448 W. edge of regular patch was small-
er & brighter—the whole patch was fainter 
than before. I suspected that the CP shadow 
was darker than the wall's shadow!" Cameron 
then encouraged us to study Copernicus, 
Aristarchus, Mt. Piton, and Mt. Pico close to 
sunrise and sunset to catch possible similar 
phenomena. (At the time of writing, Cameron 
had not seen the data for the July 12, 1993 
observing run.) 

Harry D. Jamieson, the A.L.P.O. Lunar 
Domes Recorder and author of the computer 
programs mentioned above, was also sent cop-
ies of the tapes and photographs. His com-
ments were in the form of private communica-
tion, with his permission to quote from them. 
After saying he would give the tapes further 
close scrutiny he made the following com-
ments: "My initial impression is that many of 
the events listed in the report are due to medi-
ocre seeing conditions at the time. I have no 
such mundane explanation for the obvious NE 
and SE streams of light coming from Tycho's 
central peak, however, and feel at this time 
that these represent something unusual actual-
ly happening on the Moon. Whether this is 
dust levitating from the crater floor or some 
outgassing from unseen vents in the central 
peak is not of course, so obvious now; spec-
troscopic analysis will be needed to determine 
this. But whatever the cause, I believe that the 
two light streams, in any case, are very likely 
real. I need, of course, to also see this phe-
nomenon visually. While viewing the tape, I 
looked closely at other shadow-casting areas 
for similar phenomena and found none, elimi-
nating instrumental effects." 

In researching the literature we encoun-
tered an interesting additional piece of data 
when we learned that the Surveyor 7 space-
craft had landed on the Northwest Rim of 
Tycho. This was one of the three Surveyors 
which detected that dust is levitated, causing a  

sunset "twilight" effect where none should be 
visible because of the lack of atmosphere. 
This dust is levitated for up to 72 hours as the 
terminator passes. (Allen, 1969; Gault et al., 
1970; and Hughes, 1975). Surveyor 7, due to 
its southerly landing site [40°.9S] and the con-
sequent greater change in solar azimuth near 
sunset, observed an apparent shift of bright 
condensations in the dust cloud as the sunset 
terminator passed by the spacecraft landing 
site. While approaching orbital sunrise, the 
Apollo astronauts also "reported and drew pic-
tures of 'streamers' and bands of coronal/zodi-
acal light (the result of light scattering by 
dust?) extending several kilometers above the 
lunar surface while approaching orbital sun-
rise." (Heiken, Vaniman, & French, 1991) 

While researching the historical LTP in 
Tycho, we consulted the Lunar Transient 
Phenomena Catalog (Cameron, 1978), finding 
twelve references to anomalous appearances. 

• 10/04/1884—Tycho appeared like a sec-
ond-magnitude star during a lunar eclipse. 
• 01/08/1898—During mid-lunar eclipse 
the Earth's shadow was so dense details of 
the lunar surface disappeared except for 
the bright ray extending SSW from Tycho, 
which was clearly visible. It's unusual for 
that ray to remain visible when the ones to-
ward Kepler and Aristarchus are not. 

• 04/11/1903—Tycho rays remain visible 
in the Earth's shadow for 30 minutes until 
the Moon reached mid-eclipse. 
• 08/15/1905—Tycho was visible, even 
brilliant, in Earth's shadow during lunar 
eclipse. 

• 04/01/1912—Tycho was visible as a 
bright spot standing out in the slate-grey 
Earth's shadow,. No other formations were 
visible during the eclipse. 

• 11/07-08/1919—Tycho's long ray in the 
direction of Longomontanus remained vis-
ible as a weak grey-green light throughout 
the lunar eclipse. 

• 03/27/1931—Tycho's central peak shad-
ow appeared a curious grey shade even 
though the interior was in shadow. 

07/14/1940—Shadow in Tycho appeared 
irregular in shape, with ragged margin, and 
had luminous marks in it. The east wall of 
Tycho had a milky luminosity. 

12/09/1940—Tycho had luminosity visi-
ble on the west rim of its outer slope. 

11/17-18/1956--The craters Tycho, 
Aristarchus, Proclus, Manilius, Byrgius, 
and Kepler appeared extraordinarily 
bright. 

• 04/15/1970—Tycho had a slightly pul-
sating white glow on its western (IAU?) 
external wall. 

• 07/24/1975—Copernicus and Tycho 
were both indistinct in red and blue filters. 
Fracastorius had a positive blink in the red 
or blue filter. 
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The observations in the Lunar Transient 
Phenomena Catalog (Cameron, W.S., 1978), 
do not quite match what was seen on the vid-
eotapes except for the 03/27/1931 event where 
the central peak was noted as a "curious grey," 
although the interior of the crater was in full 
shadow. The 07/14/1940 event was observed 
by Walter H. Haas, the Emeritus Director of 
the A .L.P.O., who has supplied us with copies 
of his observing log for that date. After exami-
nation of the sketch he made, we found the 
"milky luminosity" to be wishbone-shaped but 
it was positioned up on the crater rim. 

We were fortunate to enlist the aid of 
Sanjay S. Limaye, a planetary scientist at the 
Space Science and Engineering Center of the 
University of Wisconsin/Madison, to help us 
digitize frames from the videotape with the 
M.C.I.D.A.S. Computer. Dr. Limaye was on 
the Voyager Imaging Team and has been a 
great help in reduction of the data. One of his 
digitized images of the Tycho plume is shown 
in Figure 1 (p. 112). These streamers or 
plumes are faintly visible with an intensity 
plot line superimposed, showing pixel intensi-
ties across the plume. All plots look the same 
until they encounter the plume area where one 
can see two peaks as the plume is crossed by 
the intensity line. 

This lunar transient phenomenon has now 
been documented by us four times. The most 
recent data were obtained on the morning of 
July 12, 1993. On that date, the authors ob-
served visually with a 32-cm f/5 Newtonian 
reflector. The crater was examined with 
Wratten 25 (red) and 38A (blue) Filters by 
both Darling and Weier. In the blue filter the 
crater appeared completely washed out with 
only the tip of the central peak visible. The red 
filter showed patches of material in the bottom 
of the crater in the area where the shadow met 
the illuminated East Wall. The same effect 
had been observed on September 2, 1991. Paul 
Castle, of Rock Island, Illinois observed a 
brownish cast inside the rim of the crater like 
a penumbral shadow of the central peak. This 
may confirm that dust or gas was being illumi-
nated, causing this color-shadow effect. Video 
images were again obtained with the 40.6-cm. 
telescope as described above. In addition, 
Gilbert Lubcke, a member of the Madison 
Astronomical Society, Inc., obtained 52 imag-
es with an ST-6 CCD Camera from the Santa 
Barbara Instrument Group and an Ultima C11. 
During at least two of the four events 
magnetic storms were present in the Earth-
Moon System. Dr. Crotts obtained a 20-
minute spectrogram on July 12, 1993, and is 
in the process of analyzing the data. Jeff 
Peronto of the Madison Astronomical Society, 
Inc. also obtained black-and-white and color 
photographs which we are examining. Harry 
Jamieson and Rocky Togni observed the event 
from Heber Springs, Arkansas, under less than 
ideal conditions, and thought that they 
glimpsed the streamers briefly but state they 
may have been prejudiced by the August 21, 
1992 videotapes so they cannot verify this 
observation. We are awaiting further data on 
the 1993 event. 

CONCLUSIONS 

All our data lead us to conclude that there 
were transient phenomena present in Tycho on 
four separate dates. These phenomena may 
occur at all sunsets because of the low Sun 
angle and the high contrast that occurs within 
the crater that is then in deep shadow. Any 
spurious reflections from the illuminated cra-
ter wall would not make the central peak com-
plex and plumes appear as they do without gas 
or dust being present in the bottom of the 
crater. The "Wishbone" feature may be caused 
by the material that is being levitated or ex-
pelled and is interacting with the solar wind, 
and with the central peak blocking such mate-
rial, causing a bow-shock effect. This en-
hancement may have been heightened by the 
magnetic-storm conditions present during two 
of the events. The final answer will only be 
made after spectroscopic data have been ob-
tained. We await Dr. Crott's reduction of his 
data. With the new interest in the sodium lunar 
atmosphere (Stern, 1993), we will expand our 
program to observe other craters at both sun-
rise and sunset to learn whether this phenome-
non occurs over the whole Moon. This paper 
was presented at ALCON 93, and generated a 
great amount of interest. 
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Castle and Rocky Togni, for participating in 
this project; The,Madison Astronomical Soci-
ety, Inc. for use of the facilities at the Yanna 
Research Station; and last to our wives, Edna 
Darling and Jane Weier, for their understand-
ing and patience and without whom we would 
not have been able to conduct our research. 
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Figure 1. Sample videotape frame of the Tycho LTP observed on 1991 Aug 21. Image obtained by 
David, Michelle, and Lael Darling with a Thorr video camera and a 40.6-cm f/19 Cassegrain tele-
scope. This image has been digitized and analyzed by Sanjay S. Limaye, who generated the intensity 
profile shown. The graph of intensity below the crater portrays brightness along the diagonal white 
line running near Tycho's central peak. The suspected "plume" appears on the graph to the right 
(east) of the central peak, near pixel numbers 140-160. North at top. Image highly enhanced. 
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Figure 1. The A.L.P.O. (and another organi-
zation) are officially greeted at Las Cruces' 
Downtown Mall. 
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THE A.L.P.O. SEEKS ITS ROOTS: LAS CRUCES, 1993 

The 43rd Convention of the Association 
of Lunar and Planetary Observers was held in 
Las Cruces, on Thursday-Saturday, August 5-
7, 1993. As Figure 1 (upper right) shows, Las 
Cruces made us very welcome. This was an 
attractive site in at least two ways. First, this 
city in southern New Mexico had been the 
headquarters of the A.L.P.O. for many years, 
its Founder and Director Emeritus, Walter 
Haas, still lives there, and its Journal is print-
ed and mailed from there. Indeed, Las Cruces 
in general, and New Mexico State University 
in particular, is a center for planetary research, 
with local planetary scientists such as Clyde 
Tombaugh and Reta Beebe, who participated 
in our meeting. Figure 2 (p. 135) shows Dr. 
Tombaugh introducing Dr. Beebe at her 
Thursday evening audiovisual presentation. 
Las Cruces was also attractive in the sense 
that it attracted a record number of members, 
61 registrants, to this A.L.P.O.-only meeting. 

Our planned activities consisted of papers, 
workshops, a Business Meeting, a banquet, 
and a field trip. Our appreciation goes to 
David H. Levy, who organized the program; 
and Elizabeth Westfall, who coordinated the 
registration, lodging, banquet, and field trip. 

Table 1 (below) lists the papers and work-
shops that were presented and organized by 
A.L.P.O. members and invited guests; we plan  

that most of these will be published in coming 
issues of this Journal. One workshop and sev-
eral papers dealt with the coming collision be-
tween Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 and the plan-
et Jupiter. Interest in this event was very high, 
and two guests filled us in on observing plans: 

Table 1. Papers Presented at the 1993 A.L.P.O. Convention 

Thursday Morning 

Walter Haas—An Outline of the History of the A.L.P.O.: 1947-1993. 
Joseph Zurlinden—An A.L.P.O. of the Past. 
Richard E. Hill—Don't Miss a Near Miss! 
Richard W. Schmude, Jr.—Wideband Photometry of Uranus and Venus in 1993: Preliminary Results. 
Alan Heat and Paul Mackal—Jovian White-Light Intensity Estimates: 1960-1977. 

Thursday Afternoon 

Richard E. Hill—Using the CCD for Planetary Astronomy. 
John E. Westfall—Converting Lunar CCD Images into Lunar Maps. 
Donald C. Parker, Jeffrey D. Beish, Daniel C. Troiani, and Carlos E. Hernandez—The Martian 

Atmosphere in 1992-93: A New Slant. 
Julius L. Benton, Jr.—The Element of Fun in What We Do. 
Richard W. Schmude, Jr.—Getting Children Interested in Astronomy. 
Reta Beebe—Space Imagery of the Solar System (audiovisual presentation) 
Stephen J. Edberg—Galileo's Role in the Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9/Jupiter Encounter. 

Friday Morning 

Reta Beebe—Jupiter's Changing Clouds. 
Periodic Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 Workshop: 

David H. Levy—The Discovery of P/S-L 9. 
Jim Scotti—CCD Observations of P/Shoemaker-Levy 9 (1993e). 
Richard E. Hill—Observing the Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9/Jupiter Encounter. 
Stephen J. Edberg—Ephemerides and Observing Plans for the Comet-Jupiter Encounter 

Friday Afternoon-Evening 

Jose Olivarez—Recent Observations of Jupiter. 
Phillip W. Budine—Jupiter's 1993 SEB Disturbance. 
Daniel Joyce and Daniel M. Troiani—Astro-Video Workshop. 
Harry D. Jamieson—A Video Record of a Lunar Transient Phenomenon. 
Craig MacDougal—An Overview of Recent Studies in Visual Perception from a Planetary 

Astronomer's Viewpoint. 

Friday Evening Banquet: Clyde W. Tombaugh—Is There a Tenth Planet? 
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Figure 2. Clyde Tombaugh introduces Reta 
Beebe for her fascinating planetary audiovisu-
al program on Thursday evening, August 5. 

Figure 3. A.L.P.O. Founder Walter Haas (left) 
presents the Walter H. Haas Observing Award 
for 1993 to Jose Olivarez, A.L.P.O. Jupiter Re-
corder. 

Stephen Edberg of the Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory and Cindy Jalife of the Planetary Society. 

After lunch on Thursday, the A.L.P.O. 
had its annual Board Meeting, which was 
open to the attending members as well. The 
minutes of this meeting are given after this re-
port (pp. 135-136). 

About twice as many A.L.P.O. members 
than we had expected came to this meeting; 
the one event where this caused congestion 
was the Friday evening banquet. Still, Clyde 
Tombaugh's talk on his discovery of Pluto and 
subsequent work at White Sands was eagerly 
followed by a packed audience; as was the 
presentation by Walter H. Haas of the 
A.L.P.O. Walter H. Haas Observing Award 
for 1993 to Jose Olivarez for his many years 
of observational contributions, particularly of 
Jupiter (see Figure 3, below). 

The majority of our attending members 
climbed on a bus for Saturday's all-day field 
trip. We traveled east past the White Sands 
Missile Range and then climbed to over 9,000 
feet in the Sacramento Mountains, visiting in 
order the National Solar Observatory at Sacra-
mento Peak (see Figure 4, upper right), the 
new 3.5-meter reflector at nearby Apache 
Point (see Figure 5, right center), and the 

Figure 4. The A.L.P.O. visitors were quite im-
pressed by the Solar Spar telescope at the 
National Solar Observatory in Sunspot. 

Figure 5. The A.L.P.O. group's next stop was 
the Apache Point Observatory, a short dis-
tance from the National Solar Observatory. 
Here they view the brand-new 3.5-meter re-
flector on its altazimuth mount. 

Space Center at Alamogordo with its outdoor 
display of rocketry remnants. The last site vis-
ited was the gypsum sand dunes of White 
Sands National Monument, where evening 
electrical storm observing was conducted. 

And thus we returned after dark to the 
Mission Inn in Las Cruces, tired but for the 
wishing that our Convention was not coming 
to an end. Its success is attributable to those 
persons already mentioned, together with 
Scott Murrel and Jack Burns of the Astronomy 
Department of New Mexico State University, 
the AstronomiCal Society of Las Cruces, the 
staffs of the National Solar and Apache Point 
Observatories, and the staff of the Best West-
ern Mission Inn of Las Cruces; and to all the 
A.L.P.O. members, friends, and family who 
came to Las Cruces in 1993. 
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Table 2. Occultations of Stars by Minor Planets, 1994 FEB-APR. 

(For further information, see the  A.L.P.O. Solar System Ephemeris: 1994.] 

1994 	Occulting 
UT Date 	Object  

FEB 16.84 712 Boliviana 

APR 15.85 516 Amherstia 

Visual Mag.  
Object  Star. Predicted Visibility Zone 

12.0 9.0 W Australia 

11.5 8.4 China 

MINOR PLANETS 

Four of the brighter minor planets reach 
opposition during FEB-APR and will be bright 
enough to be visible in binoculars. Their 10-
day ephemerides are and will be given in the 
1994 edition of the A.L.P.O. Solar System 
Ephemeris, and their opposition data are given 
below: 

ODoosition Data 

1994 	Stellar 	Declination& 
Minor Planet 	Date 	Magnitude Constellation 

23 Thalia FEB 06.6 +9.3 35°N Lyn 
41 Daphne FEB 26.7 +9.9 1°S Sex 
10 Hygiea APR 04.6 +9.3 12°S Cry 
3 Juno APR 18.5 +9.9 1°N Vir 

In addition, two other of the "Big Four" 
minor planets, 1 Ceres and 4 Vesta, will be 
about 9th and 8th magnitude, respectively, 
during this period and in the evening sky. 

THE MOON 

During the current period, the schedule 
for the Moon's phases is: 

New Moon  First Quarter  Full Moon  Last Quarter 

JAN 12.0 JAN 19.9 JAN 27.6 FEB 03.3 
FEB 10.6 FEB 18.7 FEB 26.1 MAR 04.7 
MAR 12.3 MAR 20.5 MAR 27.5 APR 03.1 
APR 11.0 APR 19.1 APR 25.8 MAY 02.6 

The four lunations listed above constitute 
Numbers 879-882 in Brown's series. 

The other significant lunar visibility con-
dition is the Moon's librations, or E-W and 
N-S tilts in relation to the Earth. Extreme li-
brations occur on the following dates: 

West  
JAN 25 
FEB 22 
MAR 22 
APR 19 

North  
JAN 29 
FEB 25 
MAR 25 
APR 21 

East  
FEB 08 
MAR 07 
APR 04 
MAY 02 

South  
FEB 11 
MAR 10 
APR 06 
MAY 04 

Our lunar E and W directions follow the 
convention of the International Astronomical 
Union, with Mare Crisium near the east limb. 

During this period the latitude librations 
are well-synchronized with the phases; the 
lunar poles will be tilted toward us when there 
is favorable lighting. The N limb can be seen 
well on FEB 23-28, MAR 22-27, and APR 18-
23. In FEB and MAR the Sun's lunar latitude 
will be northerly, helping the lighting in the 
north polar area. The S limb will be displayed 
favorably on MAR 08-
10 and APR 04-09. 

OCCULTATIONS 

Two minor planets 
will occult stars in this 
period.) Table 2 (right) 
lists the date, occulting 

object, visual magnitude of planet followed by 
that of the star, and possible zone of visibility 
for each occultation. 

The Moon will occult Venus on APR 12 at 
about 23h, but only in a small zone in Green-
land, the Arctic Ocean, and NE Siberia. Venus 
will then be at magnitude -3.9, 21° E of the 
Sun. 

SOLAR ECLIPSE 

No lunar or solar eclipse occurs during this 
period. However, following this article is a 
forecast of conditions of the MAY 10 annular 
solar eclipse that crosses North America. 

COMETS 

The column by Don E. Machholz, "Comet 
Corner," on pp. 127-129 and the A.L.P.O. 
Solar System Ephemeris: 1994 list six known 
comets that are predicted to be 12th magnitude 
or brighter during at least part of this period. 
Of these, Comets Encke and Mueller 
(1993p) may be as bright as 7th magnitude; 
they should be readily visible in small tele-
scopes, or even in binoculars from dark sites. 

The above is a conservative statement of 
comet visibility since it of course does not 
take into account any discoveries that may be 
made after this column is written! 

METEOR SHOWERS 

(Contributed by Robert D. Lunsford, A.L.P.O. 
Meteors Recorder. Local times are used un- 

less otherwise stated.) 

The Lyrids will reach maximum activity 
on the morning of April 22. Unfortunately, the 
Full Moon occurs only three days later, creat-
ing only a small dark-sky window between 
moonset and dawn. To see this shower at its 
best, wait until the Moon is near or below the 
western horizon. Face eastward, look near the 
zenith, and watch for possible shower mem-
bers. Remember that the Lyrids do not radiate 
from Vega, but rather from an area between 
Lyra and the "Keystone" of Hercules. 

The Eta Aquarids will peak near MAY 
05, when the Moon will be a waning crescent 
located near the shower's radiant. Fortunately, 
the moonlight will not be severe and most 
shower members will be seen without difficul-
ty. Shower members will be best seem just be-
fore dawn, radiating from the "Water Jar" of 
Aquarius. Face northward with the Moon at 
your back to see this shower at its best. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

ASSOCIATION NEWS 

1994 Convention.—We remind our read-
ers that the 44th A.L.P.O. Convention will be 
held at the Roper Mountain Science Center, 
Greenville, SC, on June 16-18, 1994. This 
conference will include workshops for educa-
tors and for observing the Comet Shoemaker-
Levy 9/Jupiter impact in July, 1994. Those in-
terested in delivering a paper should send a 1-
paragraph abstract to John Westfall (address 
on inside back cover), who will serve as Pro-
gram Chairman, no later than May 15, 1994. 
Please indicate your audio-visual needs. The 
normal paper time will be 20 minutes, includ-
ing questions, so be sure to specify if your 
paper will be longer or shorter. 

Lunar Transient Phenomena Program 
Staff Change.—We regret to announce that 
Mrs. Winifred S. Cameron has resigned as Re-
corder of our Lunar Transient Phenomena 
(LTP) Program. Mrs. Cameron began her LTP 
studies as a NASA professional staff scientist 
during the Apollo Program, and has served as 
our LTP Recorder since 1971; her most recent 
article appeared in the preceding issue, and 
she will continue informally to help us analyze 
LTP Reports. Her successor, the Acting LTP 
Recorder, is Mr. David 0. Darling, 416 W. 
Wilson St., Sun Prairie, WI 53590-2114. Mr. 
Darling has long been active in organizing 
LTP observations, particularly for the Ameri-
can Lunar Society. 

New A.L.P.O. Training Coordina-
tors.—With this position vacant for over one 
year, we are happy to announce that two per-
sons have volunteered to serve as Acting 
A.L.P.O. Lunar and Planetary Training Coor-
dinators. They are polling our staff to deter-
mine their observers' training needs and one 
of them, Mr. Will, plans to describe their in-
tended program at our forthcoming conven-
tion. The names and address of our two new 
Coordinators are: Timothy J. Robertson, 2010 
Hillgate Way #L, Simi Valley, CA 93065; and 
Matthew Will, 2112 Austin Drive, Spring-
field, IL 62704. 

A.L.P.O. - NASA Clementine Mission 
Cooperation.—The Clementine Mission is the 
first space probe in over two decades that will 
image the Moon at close range, orbiting it be-
tween February 21 and May 3. The A.L.P.O. 
Lunar Transient Phenomena program has been 
furnished with the imaging schedule of the 
mission and is organizing a program of earth-
based observations of 33 LTP sites at the 
times they are imaged by Clementine. To take 
part, write: David Darling, Madison Astro-
nomical Society, P.O. Box 14747, Madison, 
WI 53714-0747. 

Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 Collision 
Preparations.—Jupiter Recorder, Phillip W. 
Budine is the A.L.P.O. Observing Coordinator 
for observing this unprecedented event; his  

address is is on the inside back cover. He has 
begun issuing a monthly Jupiter Chronicle: 
A.L.P.O. Jupiter Section Newsletter dealing 
with this event, and plans to have a handbook 
for impact observers ready by March 1. 

Now that Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 has 
entered the morning sky, new astrometry has 
improved predictions of when its 21 (at least!) 
fragments will impact Jupiter; the stated time 
uncertainties are down to 0.03 days, allowing 
prospective observers to determine which im-
pacts will occur when Jupiter is visible from 
their location, and which satellites may reflect 
the impact flashes. The new ephemerides still 
place the impact points on the hemisphere of 
Jupiter turned away from the Earth, but nearer 
to the limb than previous forecasts. This 
makes it more likely than previously thought 
that we may see something of the impact 
plumes and other related phenomena. 

The A.LP.O. Solar System Ephemeris: 
1994.—Our annual ephemeris volume is now 
available for 1994. This issue contains 144 
pages of tables, graphs, and maps describing 
the positions and appearances of the Sun, 
Moon, each major planet, the brighter plane-
tary satellites, Minor Planets, meteors, comets, 
and the coming impact of Comet Shoemaker-
Levy 9 with the planet Jupiter. You may order 
this publication from: Mark A. Davis, 1700 
Whipple Road, Apt 11A, Mt. Pleasant, SC 
29464, USA Make payment to "A.L.P.O." for 
$7.00 in the United States, Canada, and 
Mexico; $9.50 elsewhere (airmail included). 

Appeal for Transit of Mercury Observa-
tions.— This new Provisional Transit Section 
desires observations for the 1993 NOV 06 
Mercury Transit. Contact timings are particu-
larly useful, as long as you indicate your lati-
tude and longitude to 1 arc-minute accuracy. 

Errata.—The article, "Librational Data 
and Other Correlations from David 0. Dar-
ling's LTP Network for the A.L.P.O. LTP Ob-
serving Program," in our October, 1993 issue, 
contained two errors. David Weier's name 
was misspelled ("Weir") on p. 54. Also, a ver-
sion of Figure 1 (p. 56) had appeared earlier 
in the American Lunar Society journal, Sele-
nology (Vol. 7, No. 2; Spring, 1988, p. 17). 

ELSEWHERE IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM 

Amateurs and the Hubble Space Tele-
scope.—The Hubble Space Telescope Ama-
teur Astronomers Working Group, on which 
the A.L.P.O. is represented, announces that 
April 30, 1994 is the postmark deadline for the 
fourth annual cycle of amateur proposals to 
use the Hubble Space Telescope. Proposers 
who are American citizens or legal residents 
may request a proposal package from: HST 
Package, AAVSO, 25 Birch St., Cambridge, 
MA 02138. Amateurs outside the United 
States should contact the European Director of 
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This is not a painting! An image by the Clementine Mission's Star Tracker Camera B; 1994 
Mar. 05, 21h10m29s UT. From left to right are: the earthlit Moon; the solar Outer Corona and 
Zodiacal Light; and the three planets Saturn, Mars, and Mercury. The star Fomalhaut is in 
the lower right. North at top. Credit: Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Naval 
Research Laboratory, and Ballistic Missile Defense Organization. 
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Table 2. Eclipses of Dione by Saturn, 
1994 MAY-JUL. 

(Disappearance TDT followed by reappearance 
TDT; reappearances occur behind Saturn's limb .) 

MAY 20 
MAY 22 
MAY 25 
MAY 28 
MAY 31 

JUN 02 
JUN 05 
JUN 08 
JUN 10-11 
JUN 	13 
JUN 	16 
JUN 	19 
JUN 	21 
JUN 24 

02 
19 
13 
07 
00 

18 
12 
05 
23 
17 
10 
04 
22 
15 

14.4-02 
54.1-20 
33.9-14 
13.9-08 
54.0-01 

34.1-19 
14.4-13 
54.7-07 
35.0-00 
15.4-18 
55.9-12 
36.4-05 
16.9-23 
57.5-17 

58.4 
42.0 
25.4 
08.7 
52.0 

35.1 
18.1 
01.1 
44.1 
26.9 
09.8 
52.6 
35.3 
18.1 

JUN 
JUN 

JuL 
JUL 
JUL 
JuL 
JUL 
JUL 
JUL 
JUL 
JUL 
Jul_ 

27 
30 

02 
05 
08 
11 
13 
16 
19 
22 
24 
27 
30 

09 
03 

20 
14 
08 
02 
19 
13 
07 
00 
18 
12 
05 

38.2-11 
18.8-04 

59.5-22 
40.3-16 
21.0-09 
01.8-03 
42.7-21 
23.5-14 
04.4-08 
45.3-02 
26.3-20 
07.3-13 
48.3-07 

00.8 
43.5 

26.1 
08.8 
51.4 
34.0 
16.6 
59.2 
41.8 
24.4 
07.0 
49.6 
32.2 

Table 3. Earth Approach of Minor Planet 4953-1990 MU. 

Date 	Coordinates (2000.0) 	Distance from Phase Solar 
00h UT 	R.A.  

h m 
MAY 24 22 58.15 
MAY 25 22 48.63 
MAY 26 22 38.83 
MAY 27 22 28.73 
MAY 28 22 18.36 
MAY 29 22 07.71 
MAY 30 21 56.80 
MAY 31 21 45.67 

JUN 01 21 34.33 
JUN 02 21 22.82 
JUN 03 21 11.19 
JUN 04 20 59.48 
JUN 05 20 47.75 
JUN 06 20 36.05 
JUN 07 20 24.44 
JUN 08 20 12.97 
JUN 09 20 01.70 
JUN 10 19 50.68 
JUN 11 19 39.96 
JUN 12 19 29.57 
JUN 13 19 19.55 
JUN 14 19 09.92 
JUN 15 19 00.70 
JUN 16 18 51.91 
JUN 17 18 43.55 
JUN 18 18 35.62 
JUN 19 18 28.11 
JUN 20 18 21.03 
JUN 21 18 14.36 

Decl, My 
+ 

Sun Earth Angle Elona. 
AU AU 

+15 11.4 13.8 0.975 0.159 99.1 072.0 
+12 10.1 13.6 0.987 0.154 95.3 076.0 
+08 57.1 13.4 0.999 0.150 91.2 080.3 
+05 33.5 13.2 1.010 0.147 87.0 084.7 
+02 00.9 13.0 1.022 0.144 82.5 089.3 
- 01 38.4 12.9 1.034 0.143 78.0 094.1 
- 05 21.4 12.7 1.045 0.142 73.4 098.9 
- 09 05.2 12.6 1.057 0.142 68.7 103.8 

- 12 46.4 12.5 1.068 0.143 64.1 108.6 
- 16 21.7 12.4 1.080 0.145 59.6 113.4 
- 19 48.4 12.3 1.091 0.147 55.2 117.9 
- 23 04.1 12.3 1.103 0.151 51.0 122.3 
- 26 06.9 12.3 1.114 0.155 47.1 126.5 
- 28 55.7 12.3 1.125 0.160 43.4 130.4 
- 31 30.0 12.3 1.137 0.166 40.0 134.0 
- 33 49.6 12.3 1.148 0.173 36.8 137.3 
- 35 55.0 12.3 1.159 0.180 34.0 140.3 
- 37 46.9 12.3 1.170 0.187 31.4 143.1 
- 39 26.0 12.4 1.181 0.195 29.1 145.5 
- 40 53.3 12.4 1.192 0.204 27.1 147.6 
- 42 10.0 12.5 1.203 0.212 25.4 149.5 
- 43 16.8 12.6 1.214 0.222 23.9 151.1 

44 15.0 12.6 1.225 0.231 22.6 152.4 
- 45 05.4 12.7 1.236 0.241 21.6 153.4 
- 45 48.8 12.8 1.247 0.251 20.7 154.2 
- 46 26.1 12.9 1.258 0.262 20.1 154.8 
- 46 58.0 13.0 1.269 0.272 19.6 155.2 
- 47 25.1 13.1 1.279 0.283 19.3 155.4 
- 47 48.1 13.2 1.290 0.295 19.1 155.4 

(We thank Brian Loader for furnishing the 
predictions above. Their times are given in 
terms of Terrestrial Dynamic Time; subtract 
1.0 minutes to obtain UT. The other bright sat-
ellites-Rhea, and Titan-will gradually follow 
suit as the Sun and the Earth approach Sat-
urn's Ring plane, crossing it in 1995.) 

Uranus and Neptune will both reach op-
position in Sagittarius during this period. Ura-
nus' opposition occurs on JUL 17, at magni-
tude +5.6, declination 21°.8 S, with a disk di-
ameter of 3".8. Neptune is in opposition on 
JUL 14, at magnitude +7.8, declination 21°.0 
S, diameter 2".3. 

Pluto, in Libra, is well-
placed for late-evening view- 
ing with large telescopes, 
reaching opposition on MAY 
17 at declination 5°.4 S and 
magnitude +13.7. 

MINOR PLANETS 

In late May-early June 
the Earth-approaching minor 
planet 4953 (1990 MU) does 
just that, flying just 0.142 
AU past us at the end of May 
[1 AU is the mean distance 
of the Earth from the Sun; 
149.597,870 km]. When it is 
closest, the asteroid's appar-
ent motion will be about 12" 
per minute of time, so its 
movement against the star 
background will be obvious 
visually through a telescope. 
The circumstances of its 
1994 passage are given in 
Table 3 to the right. 

Also, two of the brighter 
minor planets reach opposi-
tion during MAY-JUL and 
should be visible in binocu-
lars. Their 10-day ephemeri-
des are given in the 1994 edi-
tion of the A.L.P.O. Solar 
System Ephemeris,; their op-
position data are given here: 

Opposition Data 

1994 	Stellar 	Declination& 
Minor Planet 	Date 	Magnitude Constellation  

6 Hebe 
	

MAY 17.5 +9.8 04°N Ser 
7 Iris 
	

JUN 09.0 	+9.1 	23°S Oph 

In addition, six other minor planets, 1 
Ceres, 2 Pallas, 4 Vesta, 10 Hygiea, 16 
Psyche, and 29 Amphitrite will fall in the 
8th-10th magnitude range during this period. 

THE MOOT'  

During the current period, the schedule 
for the Moon's phases is: 

New Moon  First Quarter Full Moon  Last Quarter  

APR 11.0 APR 19.1 APR 25.8 MAY 02.6 
MAY 10.7 MAY 18.5 MAY 25.2 JUN 01.2 
JUN 09.4 JUN 16.8 JUN 23.5 JUN 30.8 
JuL 08.9 JUL 16.0 JUL 22.8 JUL 30.5 
AuG 07.4 AUG 14.2 AUG 21.3 AUG 29.3 

The five lunations listed above constitute 
Numbers 882-886 in Brown's series. The two 
dates in bold face indicate an annular eclipse 
of the Sun of MAY 10, described on pp. 140-
141 of the immediately preceding issue, and a 
partial lunar eclipse on MAY 25, described on 
pp. 190-191 of this issue. 
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The other significant lunar visibility con-
dition is the Moon's librations, or E-W and 
N-S tilts in relation to the Earth. Extreme li-
brations occur on the following dates: 

West North East South 

APR 19 APR 21 MAY 02 MAY 04 
MAY 17 MAY 18 MAY 30 MAY 31 
JUN 14 JUN 	14 JUN 27 JUN 27 
JuL 10 JUL 	12 JUL 	25 JuL 	24 
AUG 06 AUG 08 AUG 21 AUG 21 

Our lunar E and W directions follow the 
convention of the International Astronomical 
Union, with Mare Crisium near the east limb. 

During this period the latitude and longi-
tude librations are well-synchronized with 
each other, but conflicts with the phases pre-
vent otherwise-good views of the NW and SE 
limbs. However, the N limb can be seen well 
on MAY 15-21, JUN 12-17, and JUL 10-14. The 
E limb is briefly well exposed on JUN 24-25 
and JUL 24-25. Finally, the S limb will be dis-
played favorably on MAY 01-10, MAY 28-JUN 
03, JUN 25-30, and JUL 22-27. The southerly 
lunar declination of the Sun will help illumi-
nate the S Polar Region during the last period. 

OCCULTATIONS 

Just one minor planet is predicted to occult 
a star in this period. On MAY 01.95, 454 
Mathesis, at magnitude +12.9, will pass in 
front of a +9.1-magnitude star as seen from 
southern Africa. 

The Moon will occult Mars on JUL 05 at 
about 05h, as seen from S and E Africa, S 
India, Indonesia, and W Australia. Mars will 
then be at magnitude +1.2, 42°W of the Sun. 

The bright star Spica (magnitude +1.0) 
will be occulted three times by the Moon: (1) 
MAY 22, 12h; lunar phase 90% waxing; from 
S New Zealand and S Australia. (2) JUN 18, 
20h; phase 72% waxing; from S South Ameri-
ca. (3) JUL 16, 02h; phase 50% waxing; from 
the central Pacific Ocean (e.g., Tahiti, Fiji). 

SOLAR AND LUNAR ECLIPSES 

On MAY 10 an annular solar eclipse 
crosses North America, and was described on 
pp. 140-141 of our February, 1994 issue. 

A partial lunar eclipse takes place on 
MAY 25, and is described in a separate article 
that immediately follows this one. 

COMETS 

The column by Don E. Machholz, "Comet 
Corner," on pp. 177-180 and the A.L.P.O. 
Solar System Ephemeris: 1994 list six known 
comets that are predicted to be 12th magnitude 
or brighter during at least part of this period. 
Of these, Comet Mueller (1993p) may be as 
bright as 7th magnitude in July; it should be 
readily visible in small telescopes, or even in 
binoculars from dark sites. 	• 

The above is a conservative statement of 
comet visibility since it of course does not 
take into account any discoveries that may be 
made after this column is written! [Such as the 
+10.5-magnitude comet discovered in Eq-
uuleus on 1994 APR 14-15 by Kesao Takam-
izawa and David Levy!] 

METEOR SHOWERS 

(Contributed by Robert D. Lunsford, A.L.P.O. 
Meteors Recorder. Local times are used un- 

less otherwise stated) 

The South Delta Aquarids and the sever-
al other meteor showers of late July suffer 
from moonlight this year. It would be wise to 
save your efforts for the Perseid shower, 
which will occur under perfect conditions this 
year. The perseids are expected to peak near 
AUG 12, 7h UT. This will be ideal for North 
America; especially for the E coast, where the 
waxing crescent Moon will have set, allowing 
dark skies from then until dawn. The A.L.P.O. 
Meteors Section Newsletter will discuss the 
upcoming Perseid shower in detail in its next 
issue, which will be available after June 1, 
1994. To receive a copy, send one 29-cent 
stamp with your request to Meteors Recorder 
Lunsford (address on inside back cover). 

Looking ahead to the Fall, your observa-
tions are urgently needed on the evening of 
Sunday, September 11. One that date in 1993, 
two experienced meteor observers witnessed 
activity radiating from the constellation of 
Aries. Although a first-quarter Moon will in-
terfere then, you can still make successful ob-
servations by facing eastward toward Aries 
and looking away from the bright Moon. If at 
all possible, keep watching after moonset and 
as long as possible into Monday morning. 
Your data will help determine if this shower is 
an annual event or was a one-time display. 

PARTIAL LUNAR ECLIPSE: 1994 MAY 25 

On 1994 MAY 25 will occur a partial 
lunar eclipse, visible completely in east-
ern North America, South America, and 
northwest Africa. The beginning phases 
will be visible from Europe, Southwest 
Asia, and the remainder of Africa. The 
last half of the eclipse will be visible from 
most of the remainder of North America. 

The portions of the world that will see the 
various phases are mapped in Figure 1 (p. 
191). 

The umbral magnitude of this eclipse 
is predicted to be 0.249, meaning that the 
Earth's umbra will encroach on the Moon 
by 0.249 lunar diameters north of the 
Moon's south limb at mid-eclipse. (over) 
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Figure 1. Terrestrial visibility diagram of the partial lunar eclipse 
of 1994 MAY 25. In the Western Hemisphere (right), the lines 
indicate where the indicated eclipse events occur at moonrise; 
the lines in the Eastern Hemisphere (left) apply to moonset. 
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Figure 2. Position of the umbra! edge relative to the Moon at First Um-
bra! Contact (U1), Mid-Eclipse (ME), and Fourth Umbral Contact (U4) 
during the partial lunar eclipse of 1994 MAY 25. The craters Tycho ('T") 
and Nicolai A ("N"), suitable for contact timing, are indicated. "NI" indi-
cates lunar north, while "Nc" indicates celestial north. 

The schedule of eclipse events is: 

P1: 1st Penumbral Contact 01h 17.9m UT 
U1: 1st Umbral Contact 	02h 37.3m 
ME: Mid-Eclipse 	 03h 30.3m 
U4: 4th Umbral Contact 	04h 23.3m 
P4: 4th Penumbral Contact 05h 42.7m 

The location of the umbral shadow in rela-
tion to lunar features is plotted in Figure 2' 
(lower left) where "T" and "N" indicate the 
bright craters Tycho and Nicolai A, respec-
tively. These two craters may be used in mea-
sure the somewhat-variable extent of the 

umbra by averaging when the 
umbra edge first and last crosses 
them during their immersion 
into and emersion from the 
shadow; the predicted times 
(UT), rounded to the nearest 
five minutes, are: 

Tycho: 	Immersion 03h0Om 
Emersion 03h55m 

Nicolai A: Immersion 03h15m 
Emersion 04h05m 

Naturally, the limb-umbra con-
tacts should also be timed. 

Another observing project 
would be to estimate the magni-
tude of the Moon during the 
eclipse. One method is by com-
paring its image in reversed bin-
oculars or a spherical reflector 
with the bright planet Jupiter 
(magnitude -2.4) only 28° away. 

At this eclipse, the Moon 
will be near the stars wl and w2 
Scorpii (magnitudes +3.96 and 
+4.32, respectively). It will oc-
cult one or both of these stars 
during the eclipse as seen from 
North America east of the 
Rocky Mountains, the Caribbe-

an and Northern South 
America, Southwest Eu-
rope, and Northwest Af-
rica. 

Note that the times 
just before first penum-
bral contact, or just after 
fourth penumbral con-
tact, are when the Moon 
has its minimum phase 
angle as seen from Earth. 
Shadows are then almost 
totally absent and we see 
the Moon's features in 
terms of their Normal al-
bedo; a good opportunity 
for lunar photometry 
with a photoelectric pho-
tometer or CCD camera. 

We welcome sketch-
es, written descriptions, 
and photographs of this 
eclipse; particularly re-
garding the brightness of 
the Moon inside the 
umbra. Forward copies 
of your lunar eclipse ob-
servations to the Lunar 
Eclipse Recorder, Fran-
cis G. Graham, whose 
address is given on the 
inside back cover. 
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About 50 of our members gathered at the 44th 
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COMET MACHHOLZ 2 (19940) 

Vol 
13C 
han 
Ma 
dut 
be 

On 1994 AUG 13 our Comets Recorder, 
Don Machholz, discovered his latest comet, 
designated Periodic Comet Machholz 2 
(1994o), then at magnitude +10. Since then, 
this comet has had an interesting history. A 
second component ("D") was found by 
Michael Jager of Austria on 1994 AUG 28, 
and is now about 5 arc-minutes to the north-
northeast of the main component ("A"). 
Three more fragments were found; and erro-
neous news stories predicted that the comet, 
or at least one of its pieces, would strike 
the Earth! There is really no danger of our 
being hit, but the comet passed close to 
Jupiter in the past, perhaps then being 
broken up, and will do so again in 2006. 

Comet P/Machholz 2 reached about 
7th magnitude in the northern skies. Al-
though now receeding and fading, it is still 
visible in small telescopes. At latest re-
port, the main component is 10th magni-
tude and the secondary component is 
about 11th. 

The predicted Epoch 2000.0 coordi-
nates for Comet P/Machholz 2 for October 
and November 1994 are as follows, given 
in the order: Oh UT date, right ascen-
sion/declination, solar elongation, and 
(very uncertain) visual magnitude 

OCT 05 09:32.9414°26' 51° Morning +10.3 
10 09:45.1/+11°34' 52° Morning +10.6 
15 09:56.6408°55' 53° Morning +10.9 
20 10:07.4/+06°28' 55° Morning +11.3 
25 10:17.5/+04°11' 57° Morning +11.6 
30 10:26.9/+02°03' 59° Morning +11.9 

Nov 04 10:35.5400°03' 61° Morning +12.2 

1 
09 10:43.3/ -01°4g 64° Morning +12.4

10:50.4/ -03°34' 67° Morning +12.7 

Nov 19 10:56.6/-05°12' 70° Morning +12.9 
24 11:02.1/-06°43' 73° Morning +13.2 
29 11:06.7/-08°09' 76° Morning +13.4 
These postions are plotted on the find-

ing chart below. For those who wish to com-
pute their own ephemerides, the perihelion 
date is 1994 SEP 17.8; perihelion distance, 
0.7527188 AU, argument of perihelion 
147°.54691, ascending node 247°.48372, in-
clination 13°.2657, eccentricity 0.7905423, 
and period 6.81 years. 
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Figure 1. 	Path of Comet Machholz 2 in Leo and 
Sextans during October and November, 1994. The 
limiting magnitude is about +6. 2000.0 coordinates. 
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Table 2. Eclipses of Dione by Saturn, 
1994 OCT - DEC 

(Disappearance TDT followed by reappearance TDT; 
disappearances occur behind Saturn's limb from Nov 24- 
DEc 30; reappearances lie between 0.32-0.63 Saturnian 

equatorial radii to the celestial E of Saturn's limb.) 

OCT 01 04 39.9-06 53.0 Nov 16 17 31.2-20 00.5 
Oct 03-04 22 21.5-00 35.7 Nov 19 11 13.2-13 43.3 
Ocr 06 16 03.3-18 18.5 Nov 22 04 55.2-07 26.2 
Ocr 09 09 45.0-12 01.3 Nov 24-25 22 37.2-01 09.0 
Ocr 12 03 26.8-05 44.0 Nov 27 16 19.2-18 51.8 
Ocr 14 21 08.5-23 26.8 Nov 30 10 01.2-12 34.6 
OCT 17 14 50.4-17 09.6 DEC 03 03 43.2-06 17.4 
Ocr 20 08 32.2-10 52.4 DEC 05-06 21 25.2-00 00.2 
OCT 23 02 14.0-04 35.2 DEC 08 15 07.2-17 43.0 
Ocr 25 19 55.9-22 18.0 DEC 11 08 49.2-11 25.7 
OCT 28 13 37.7-16 00.8 DEC 14 02 31.2-05 08.5 
Ocr 31 07 19.6-09 43.6 DEC 16 20 13.2-22 51.3 
Nov 03 01 01.5-03 26.4 DEC 19 13 55.2-16 34.0 
Nov 05 18 43.4-21 09.3 DEC 22 07 37.2-10 16.7 
Nov 08 12 25.4-14 52.1 DEC 25 01 19.2-03 59.5 
Nov 11 06 07.3-08 34.9 DEC 27 19 01.2-21 42.2 
Nov 13-14 23 49.3-02 17.7 DEC 30 12 43.2-15 24.9 

Table 3. Eclipses of Rhea by Saturn, 
1994 Ocr•DEc. 

(Disappearance TDT followed by reappearance TDT.) 

OCT 15 04 05.8-04 30.0 Nov 24 19 37.8-21 24.4 
Ocr 19 16 24.5-17 07.3 Nov 29 08 03.4-09 55.2 
OCT 24 04 46.2-05 41.7 DEC 03 20 29.1-22 25.8 
Ocr 28 17 09.3-18 14.9 DEC 08 08 55.0-10 56.3 
Nov 02 05 33.1-06 47.3 DEC 12 21 21.0-23 26.7 
Nov 06 17 57.4-19 19.3 DEC 17 09 47.1-11 57.0 
Nov 11 06 22.1-07 50.9 DEC 21-22 22 13.2-00 27.2 
Nov 15 18 47.1-20 22.3 DEC 26 10 39.4-12 57.3 
Nov 20 07 12.3-08 53.4 DEC 30-31 23 05.7-01 27.2 

MEV 

Pluto, in Libra, is not observable, reach-
ing conjunction with the Sun on NOV 20. 

MINOR PLANETS 

In late December, 1994 and early January, 
1995 the minor planet 2062 Aten passes near 
us, approaching to 0.127 AU on 1995 JAN 12 
[1 AU is the mean distance of the Earth from 
the Sun; 149.597,870 km]. At its closest, the 
asteroid's apparent motion will be about 7" 
per minute of time, so its movement against 
the star background will be obvious through a 
telescope. An ephemeris of its 1994-95 pas-
sage is given in Table 4 (p. 39) 

No less than six of the brighter minor 
planets reach opposition in late 1994. Their 
10-day ephemerides are given in the 1994 edi-
tion of the A.L.P.O. Solar System Ephemeris, 
their opposition data are given here: 

Minor Planet 

Opposition Data 

1994 	Stellar 	Declination& 
Date 	Magnitude 	Constellation 

2 Pallas Nov 19.7 +8.1 	29°S 	For 
40 Harmonia Nov 23.9 +9.4 	16°N Tau 
8 Flora DEc 05.8 +8.0 	15°N Ori 
5 Astraea DEC 15.8 +9.4 	15°N Ori 
4 Vesta DEC 25.0 +6.3 	21°N Gem 
15 Eunomia DEC 28.7 +8.1 	29°N Aur 

Three other minor planets, 1 Ceres, 
Massalia, and 216 Kleopatria, will fall in the 
7th-10th magnitude range during this period. 

THE MOON 

For this period the schedule for the 
Moon's phases (1995 in italics) is: 

Full Moon Last Quarter 

OCT 27.7 
Nov 26.3 
DEC 25.8 
JAN 24.2 

OCT 19.5 
Nov 18.3 
DEC 18.1 
JAN 16.9 

The lunations listed are Numbers 888-891 
in Brown's series. The dates in bold face indi-
cate a total eclipse of the Sun and a penumbral 
lunar eclipse, both described below. 

The other significant lunar visibility con-
dition is the Moon's librations, or E-W and 
N-S tilts in relation to the Earth. Extreme li-
brations occur on the following dates (with 
1995 in italics): 

North 	West 	South 	East  

OCT 01 	OCT 01 	OCT 14 	OCT 14 
OCT 29 	OCT 29 	NOV 10 	Nov 10 
Nov 25 	Nov 26 	DEC 07 	DEC 09 
DEC 22 	DEC 24 	JAN 04 	JAN 06  

Our lunar E and W directions follow the 
convention of the International Astronomical 
Union, with Mare Crisium near the east limb. 

During this period the latitude and longi-
tude librations are well-synchronized with 
each other. The NW limb can be seen well on 
OCT 01-03, OCT 26-31, NOV 23-28, and DEC 
20-26. The SE limb is well exposed on OCT 
11-17, NOV 07-13, and DEC 05-11. 

ECLIPSES 

Total Solar Eclipse, 1994 NOv 03.-The 
track of totality crosses parts of the South 
American countries of Peru, Bolivia, Chile, 
Paraguay, Brazil, and Argentina as well as the 
South Atlantic Ocean. A partial solar eclipse 
will be visible throughout South and Central 
America, as well as S Mexico, the S Caribbe-
an, and S Africa. 

The maximum duration of totality, 4m 
23s, occurs in the South Atlantic. In the vicini-
ty of the eclipsed Sun, observers may see the 
planets Mercury (018°W, Mag. -0.3), Venus 
(005°W, -4.0), and Jupiter (011°E, -1.7). 

Penumbral Lunar Eclipse, 1994 NOV 
18.-At mid-eclipse, 90.8 percent of the 
Moon's diameter will lie within the Earth's 
penumbral shadow, producing obvious shad-
ing on the lunar N limb. Note that Lunar Tran-
sient Phenomena have been reported within 
the penumbral shadow for some eclipses. This 
will also be an opportunity, just before or after 
the eclipse, to observe the Moon at an unusu-
ally small phase angle. Because there will be 
minimal shadow interference from lunar fea-
tures, this is a good time to study the actual al-
bedo of the Moon's surface. 

New Moon  First Quarter 

OCT 05.2 OCT 11.8 
Nov 03.6 Nov 10.3 
DEC 03.0 DEC 09.9 
JAN 01.5 JAN 08.7 
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Table 4. Earth Approach of Minor Planet 2062 Aten. 

Date 
00h U I 

Coordinates (2000.0) 
My 
+ 

Distance from Phase 
Angle 

Solar 
Elong. R.A. 	Decl. Sun Earth 

1994 h 	m ° AU AU 	° 
DEC 26 07 31.93 - 06 01.2 14.5 1.128 0.171 29.6 145.5 
DEC 28 07 25.57 - 03 33.4 14.3 1.126 0.162 26.3 149.5 
DEC 30 07 18.39 - 00 45.0 14.1 1.124 0.154 22.7 153.9 

JAN 01 07 10.36 + 02 25.0 13.8 1.121 0.147 18.8 158.4 
JAN 03 07 01.43 + 05 56.6 13.6 1.118 0.140 14.9 162.9 
JAN 05 06 51.59 + 09 48.5 13.4 1.115 0.135 11.5 166.9 
JAN 07 06 40.83 + 13 57.9 13.3 1.112 0.131 9.7 169.0 
JAN 09 06 29.17 + 18 19.9 13.3 1.109 0.128 11.0 167.6 
JAN 11 06 16.64 + 22 48.3 13.4 1.106 0.127 14.7 163.5 
JAN 13 06 03.33 + 27 15.9 13.5 1.102 0.127 19.5 158.0 
JAN 15 05 49.35 + 31 35.4 13.7 1.099 0.128 24.7 152.2 
JAN 17 05 34.82 + 35 40.5 13.9 1.095 0.131 30.0 146.2 
JAN 19 05 19.91 + 39 26.5 14.1 1.091 0.134 35.0 140.5 
JAN 21 05 04.81 + 42 50.6 14.3 1.087 0.139 39.8 135.0 
JAN 23 04 49.72 + 45 51.8 14.5 1.083 0.145 44.3 129.8 
JAN 25 04 34.81 + 48 30.5 14.7 1.078 0.151 48.3 125.1 
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This event will be visible in its entirety 
throughout North and Central America, as 
well as all but E South America. The remain-
der of South America, Europe, and N and W 
Africa can see the end of the eclipse; while 
Japan, NE Asia, and E Australasia can see the 
beginning. First Penumbral Contact is predict-
ed for 04h 25.7m, Mid-Eclipse for 06h 43.9m, 
and Last Penumbral Contact for 09h 02.1m. 

OCCULTATIONS 

Just one minor planet is predicted to occult 
a star in this period. On OCT 23.97, 654 Zelin-
da, at magnitude +12.7, will pass in front of a 
+7.81-magnitude star as seen from S Africa. 

The Moon will occult Jupiter three times: 
Nov 04, 08h, as seen from central Africa, the 
Indian Ocean, and Australia except the E 
coast; DEC 02, 05h, from SW, S, and SE Asia 
and Indonesia; and on DEC 30, 01h, from 
Japan, Korea, N China, and E Siberia. 

The bright star Spica (magnitude +1.0) 
will also be occulted three times by the Moon: 
NOV 02, 10h from central Africa; NOV 29, 
21h, from E China and S Japan; DEC 27, 06h, 
from N and central Africa and S India. 

The column by Don E. Machholz, "Comet 
Corner," on pp. 19-20 and the A.L.P.O. Solar 
System Ephemeris: 1994 list three known 
comets that are predicted to be 12th magnitude 
or brighter during at least part of this period. 
Of these, Comet Borrelly (1994L) may be as 
bright as 7th magnitude in October-Novem-
ber; it should be readily visible in small tele-
scopes, or even in binoculars from dark sites. 

We also have two new comet discoveries 
by Donald Machholz. The first, Periodic 
Comet Machholz 2 (1994r) is visible at 10th 
magnitude before dawn. The newest, found on 
OCT 08, is 12th magnitude, and currently in 
Ursa Major. 

METEOR SHOWERS 

(Contributed by Robert D. 
Lunsford, A.L.P.O. 

Meteors Recorder. Local  
times are used unless other- 

wise stated.) 

A full Moon will spoil 
the best dates for watching 
the Orionid shower. As the 
Moon reaches its last quarter 
phase on October 27, rem-
nants from the Orionids may 
still be observed. 

The two Taurid radiants 
will gain in strength at the 
start of November, whose 
first two weeks are ideal this 
year to watch the Taurids. 
The southern radiant will be 
the chief producer of mete-
ors in the first week of the 
month, while the northern ra-

diant will reach maximum in the second week. 
Taurid meteors are visible all night but are 
best seen near midnight when Taurus is high 
in the sky. Taurid rates may be low, but both 
radiants produce many bright fireballs. 

The Leonids are spoiled by a full Moon 
this year, but brighter shower members will be 
visible despite the moonlight. Watch for en-
hanced activity this year, particularly between 
3 and 6 AM on the mornings of November 
17th and 18th. Face eastward toward the 
"sickle" of Leo with the bright Moon at your 
back and out of your field of view. 

The Geminids peak only four days before 
December's Full Moon. This would be no 
problem for most showers, which peak just 
before dawn. Unfortunately, as the best Gemi-
nid rates are between 1 and 2 AM, so average 
rates will be reduced about 25 percent due to 
moonlight. The rates on December 13th may 
equal or exceed those of the 14th because the 
Moon will set slightly earlier on the 13th. 
Geminids can appear anywhere in the sky, so 
keep the Moon out of your line of sight. 

The Ursids peak on the morning of De-
cember 22, with a bright waning gibbous 
Moon in the sky. You can successfully ob-
serve under these conditions, but the hourly 
rate will be reduced 50 percent or more due to 
the moonlight. I suggest you observe the Ur-
sids only on the morning of the 22nd; their 
rates are low, even in dark skies, away from 
the night of maximum. 

Finally, conditions are ideal for observa-
tions of the 1995 Quadrantids. Most of their 
activity will occur on the morning of January 
3rd. The slender crescent Moon will be in the 
evening sky and thus will not interfere be-
cause activity from this radiant is limited to 
the last few hours before dawn. You will not 
see Quadrantids before 2 AM. Also, the East-
ern Hemisphere will be favored for this year's 
shower, although such predictions are not al-
ways accurate. At best, this shower can pro-
duce over 100 meteors per hour, including nu-
merous fireballs. 

71111M%- 
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NEW BUSINESS 

1. Confirmation of Board of Directors. The 
current Board of Directors were approved for 
another year. It was then approved to increase 
the number of Directors from seven to eight. 
Julius Benton was nominated for Board mem-
bership. This was not approved. [A new pro-
cedure for nominations is described below.] 

2. 1995 Meeting.—In our 1992 Meeting we 
decided to meet in Wichita, Kansas, for 1995. 
Because of the success of the past two 
A.L.P.O. meetings, the meeting will be 
extended from 3 to 4 days, and the dates will 
be sometime between July 21-August 12. 
[Now decided on as August 2-5.] 

3. 1996 Meeting.—If we wish to meet with 
another group in 1996, such as the A.S.P. or 
A.L., we should decide now so as to inform 
them of our plans, so that they can decide at 
their 1995 meeting whether to include us at 
their 1996 meeting. [We subsequently have re-
ceived an invitation for the A.L. to meet with 
them at Rockford, Illinois, in 1996, as well as 
an invitation to meet with them in the Phila-
delphia area for 1997, which will be the 50th 
Anniversary of the A.L. and the A.L.P.O.] 

4. Se, 	and Staff Confirmations.—The 
following Section and staffing actions were 
taken: The Computing section remains provi-
sional and its Recorders, David D. Weier and 
Bob Manske, remain acting. The Lunar & 
Planetary Training Program and its Coordina-
tors, Timothy J. Robertson and Matthew Will, 
become permanent. David 0. Darling be-
comes permanent Recorder of the Lunar Tran-
sient Phenomena program. The Mercu-
ryNenus Transit Section and its Recorder, 
John E. Westfall, become permanent. In the 
Mars Section, Carlos Hernandez is confirmed 
as a full Recorder and Harry Cralle is removed 
as a Recorder. 

5. Listing Section Publications in J.A.L.P.O. 
—Suggested by Derald Nye. Approved by the 
Board, with the understanding that it is each 
Section's responsibility to send the informa-
tion to the Journal editor. 

6. Granting of Regular Non-1' it Sta-
tus.—The A.L.P.O has received final approval 
as a nonprofit organization. 

7. Announcement of Change in Executive 
Directorship.—John Westfall plans to resign 
the posts of A.L.P.O. Executive Director and 
Chair of the Board of Directors, effective at 
the end of our 1995 Meeting. He wishes to re-
tain his Editorship, Board membership, and 
Section Recorderships, and to continue as the 
A.L.P.O. representative on the Hubble Space 
Telescope Amateur Working Group. He 
recommended that the Directorship rotate 
among the members of the Board, as they 
have the experience of the organization. The 
bylaws will need to be modified for this 
change. 

The Stro tang Astronomer: J.A.L.P.O. 

This future item is placed on the agenda 
now to allow discussion of the duties of the 
Executive Director and of arrangements to se-
lect a new Executive Director. 

The meeting was adjourned at 6 pm. 

Members of the Board met again on June 
17 to discuss the role, duties, and selection of 
the next Executive Director. The same Board 
members were present as on the previous day. 
They approved the following measures: 

1. The Executive Directorship will rotate al-
phabetically by last name. Elizabeth Westfall 
will not take part in the rotation; she will re-
tain her position as corporate Secretary and 
executive assistant, and Board membership. 
2. The Executive Director shall also be Chair 
of the Board of Directors. 
3. Staff actions must be made by and approved 
by the Board, not by the Executive Director 
alone. 
4. A person is Associate Director for 2 years, 
and then Executive Director for 2 years (a 4-
year commitment). 
5. The next person "in rotation" has an option 
to pass with cause. 
6. The change to the next Executive Director 
becomes effective at the conclusion of the An-
nual Board Meeting. [i.e, Phillip Budine 
becomes Executive Director from summer 
1995 to summer 1997. Harry Jamieson be-
comes Associate Director from summer 1995 
to summer 1997 and then moves to Executive 
Director from summer 1997 to summer 1999.] 
7. Executive Director duties include: Manage-
ment of staff; selection of Acting Recorders; 
management and oversight of A.L.P.O. pro-
grams; take short-term staff actions; represent 
the A.L.P.O.; arrange annual meetings; handle 
all correspondence (A.L.P.O. will reimburse 
the Executive Director for mail and correspon-
dence expenses). 
8. The A.L.P.O. will maintain the current 
mailbox address for continuity. Mail will be 
forwarded to the Executive Director. 
9. The Executive Director will delegate or 
consult with the Associate Director to famil-
iarize himself or herself with the issues. An 
important new role of the Associate Director 
is to develop a fund-raising program. 
10. The Board approved the following method 
of selecting new Board members: a. Board 
vacancies will be announced in A.L.P.O. pub-
lications and interested persons are invited to 
apply. b. A candidate should submit two let-
ters of reference from A.L.P.O. members. c. A 
candidate should submit a letter on why he or 
she wants to be on the Board. d. The Board 
will vote at the next annual meeting. The 
Board can approve enough to fill the 
vacancies, or it can chose none. The consider-
ations are length of time in A.L.P.O., reasons 
for joining the Board, references, ability to at-
tend annual meetings, and ability to manage 
an organization. 
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Schief's tube is approximately the same length 
as a 6-in f/15 refractor tube. 

I wish to make a few additional comments: 

A. In my 25 years of planetary observing I have 
never seen a SCT beat a good refractor, plane-
tary Newtonian, or Schief in an exact aperture-
to-aperture comparison of planetary images. 
The two major problems with commercial SCT's 
are their large central obstruction and a wide 
range of variance in optical quality of mass-pro-
duced telescopes. 

B. I also believe that J.A.L.P.O. needs to estab-
lish an independent, straightforward Product Re-
view Column or "Test Section." The two major 
astronomical magazines have become biased or 
"slanted" in their reviews of astronomical prod-
ucts. The magazine reviews are often "cast in 
favor' of the larger purchasers of advertising 
space. Think about it. If you were a profit-making 
astronomical magazine, would your review 

A.L.P.O. AFFAIRS 

A.L.P.O. Board Decisions 
(also see pp. 40-41) 

A.L.P.O. Newsletter.—As a one-year ex-
periment, the A.L.P.O. is providing each 
member residing in the United States with a 
bimonthly newsletter, titled Through the Tele-
scope, and edited by Jeff Beish. This is pro-
vided without extra charge and in addition to 
our Journal. The newsletter publishes news 
notes and up-to-date information on Solar-
System events. After one year of publication, 
the A.L.P.O. Board will decide if this innova-
tion should be made permanent and possibly 
extended to foreign members as well. 

Joining the A.L.P.O. Board of Direc-
tors.—The A.L.P.O. Board of Directors cur-
rently has seven members, but can be expand-
ed to eight. Any A.L.P.O. member can apply 
for Board Membership by providing the Board 
Chair (John Westfall; address on inside back 
cover) with: a. A letter describing why he or 
she wishes to be on the Board. b. Two letters 
of reference from A.L.P.O. members. The 
Board will then consider your application at 
their next meeting. 

1995 A.L.P.O. Convention.—We con-
firmed our intention to hold our 1995 meeting 
in Wichita, Kansas. The convention dates will 
be August 2-5, inclusive. Jose Olivarez, an 
A.L.P.O. Board Member and Director of the 
Wichita Science Center, will be the local orga-
nizer. Besides four days of paper sessions and 
workshops, including reports on observations 
of the Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 Jupiter im-
pact results, we also plan a banquet, a showing 
at the Science Center's Omnisphere, and at 
least one short field trip to Lake Afton Public 
Observatory. 

'The Strolling Astronomer: 5.A.L.T.O. 

"shoot down" a product of a company which 
buys one to three pages of advertising space 
each month? I don't think the paid staff of these 
magazines would "bite the hand that feeds 
them." Also, product tests are done for only a 
very short period. There are no "long-term field 
tests" to see how well a product holds up. 
(Come to Vermont in the Wintertime and I'll 
show you some real field testing .) 

I hope my letter has shed some light on the 
"Fourth Major Type of Planetary Telescope." I 
also hope that I've opened some eyes as to the 
need for an independent product-testing review 
which is free from the advertisers' paid bias. 
Thank You for your time. 

Gary T. Nowak 

38 Thasha Lane #L-I 
Essex Jct., Vermont 05452-4517 

June 21, 1994 
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Section and Staff Changes.—Several 
changes in the status of Sections and staff 
were approved: 

The Lunar and Planetary Training Program 
is now permanent, as are its two Coordinators, 
Timothy J. Robertson and Matthew Will. 
• David 0. Darling is now permanent Record-
er of the Lunar Transient Phenomena Pro-
gram. 

The MercuryNenus Transit Section and its 
recorder, John E. Westfall, are now perma-
nent. 
• In the Mars Section, Carlos E. Hernandez is 
now a full Recorder and Harry Cralle is no 
longer on its staff. 

Other A.L.P.O. News 

A.L.P.O. Lunar and Planetary Training 
Program.—Our Lunar and Planetary Training 
Program is now "open for business" to all 
A.L.P.O. members, both beginning and expe-
rienced. There are two training levels; the 
"Basic Level" includes working through the 
Novice Observers Handbook. The next level is 
the "Novice Level," where one works under a 
specialized tutor. Upon completion of the 
Novice Level, a person is certified to "Observ-
er Status" for that speciality. 

Enrollment in the Basic Level, which in-
cludes a copy of the Novice Observers Hand-
book, costs $6. To enroll, or just to obtain fur-
ther information, contact either of the Training 
Coordinators, whose addresses are on the in-
side back cover. 

A.L.P.O. Members Honored.—This sum-
mer two A.L.P.O. members received recogni-
tion for their longtime contributions to ama-
teur astronomy. A.L.P.O. Comets Recorder 
Don E. Machholz was given the A.L.P.O. 
Walter H. Haas Award on June 16 at our Ban-
quet at our Greenville Convention for his 
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Randy Tatum based on four photographs taken by him with a 9-cm f/11 Maksutov 
escope. Note the prominences on the limb and the extended coronal streamers. North at 
D. For other views of this event see page 79 of this issue. 
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ANALYSIS OF THE AUGUST 17, 1989 TOTAL LUNAR ECLIPSE 

By: Francis G. Graham, A.L.P.O. Lunar Eclipse Recorder, 
and Barton P. Levenson 

INTRODUCTION 

The 1989 AUG 17 Total Lunar Eclipse, 
with totality predicted for the period 02h 20m-
03h 56m UT, was widely observed in the 
United States, Canada, and Europe [1,2,3,4]. 
Poems were written about it [5]. A total of 97 
observers submitted data on it to the Associa-
tion of Lunar and Planetary Observers, either 
directly or though affiliated organizations. 
These observations included timings, photo-
graphs, drawings, magnitude estimates, and 
other forms of data. The observers and the 
data submitted are listed in Table 1 (pp. 62-
63). Many observations came from Europe 
where they were marshaled through the kind 
efforts of Sandor Szabo (Hungary), Peter 
Foley (United Kingdom, British Astronomical 
Association), W. Nijenhuis (Netherlands), and 
Jiri Dusek (Czechoslovakia). 

The large amount of data received delayed 
analysis; what follows is a preliminary survey 
of the results of this widely observed eclipse. 
A total of 512 crater and limb contact timings 
for this event was received as of this writing. 
It is hoped that readers will continue to submit 
to the Eclipse Recorder observations of this 
and any other eclipses. 

UMBRAL SIZE 

The size of the umbra was computed 
using the method of Madler [7; for explana-
tion see also Ref. 8] on 48 immersion-emer-
sion crater timings. The code was written in C 
and compiled for an IBM-compatible personal 
computer. Interested parties may request the 
program from this Recorder (address on inside 
back cover) by supplying a blank floppy and 
one dollar; a Basic version is also available, 
and a more detailed explanation will also be 
supplied. Table 2 (pp.63-64) shows the pairs 
of timings that were used. Crater positions are 
from Kosik [9]; certain elements of the eclipse 
were from Espenak [10]. 

Pairs of timings were preferentially cho-
sen when the same observer observed both im-
mersion and emersion; 13 pairs represent 
mixed immersion/emersion observers. Thus, 
eastern and northern European and western 
American observers are under-represented. 
The results of applying Mailer's method give 
a mean umbral enlargement of 1.74 percent. 
However, there are two outliers which result 
surely from timepiece error or crater misiden-
tification; when they are removed the mean is 
2.01±0.26 [standard error]. This is consistent 
with the value in Nyren and Sinnott [11], 
which, using a different reduction method and 
usually more experienced observers, obtained 
a value of 1.75±0.03 from immersions, 
1.68±0.05 from emersions, and 1.86±0.12  

from limb contact timings. Neither of our val-
ues is consistent with those of Nijenhuis [12], 
who gives 1.01 polar and 1.02 equatorial, but 
it does appear consistent with Nijenhuis' elu-
cidation of the variation in shadow size with 
lunar distance, first discussed in [13]. 

DANJON LUMINOSITY 

Thirty observers supplied separate numer-
ical Danjon Luminosity estimates. Where a 
range was specified, the midrange was used. 
The mean was 1.45±0.19 [standard error], and 
the standard deviation ±1.06. Hence, the 
eclipse was a rather dark one, as commented 
upon by many observers who provided gener-
al descriptions. [The Danjon Luminosity, L, is 
measured on a 0-to-5 scale, where 1 = "Dark 
eclipse, gray or brownish coloration; details 
distinguishable only with difficulty," and 2 = 
"Deep red or rust-colored eclipse, with a very 
dark central umbra and the outer edge of the 
umbra relatively bright."] 

OCCULTATIONS 

Andrew Elliot and Malcolm Gough per-
formed timings of the grazing occultation of 
the star 44 Capricorni during this rather dark 
eclipse. These timings were sent to the Inter-
national Occultation Timing Association and 
to the International Lunar Occultation Center, 
Tokyo. Additional total occultations were re-
ported and are shown in Table 3 (p. 64). Oc-
cultation predictions were given in [14]. 

TRANSIENT LUNAR PHENOMENA 

A number of observers deliberately 
checked areas on the Moon for signs of anom-
alous brightening or unusual appearances. The 
most important detection, of a brightening of 
Aristarchus, was recorded by Kolovos and 
colleagues in Thessalonika, Greece. They used 
an 1P21 photomultiplier aimed at Aristarchus 
through a 10.2-cm. f/10 refractor, and record-
ed a 20-percent signal increase for a few sec-
onds at Olh 10m 44s UT, while Aristarchus 
was still in the penumbra. This was verified by 
a CCD video by Tony Cook, which we have 
not seen. 

Visually, David Darling, David Weier and 
others at Brooklyn, Wisconsin reported that 
Aristarchus appeared unusually bright from 
Olh 40m onward. It appeared to go up and 
down in brightness in cycles of 15 minutes 
during the entire eclipse. David Weier report-
ed a flash phenomenon in the Aristarchus area 
at 03h 45m 12s which remains unconfirmed. 
Also, a dark streak appeared across Aristar-
chus according to observers Darling, Weier, 
Davis, and others at the Brooklyn station. 
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nis Fryback of Madison, WI, and Jeffry Peron-
to of DeForest, WI reported the dark streak, 
although Davis considered it a normal shadow 
[During a lunar eclipse? Ed.] and reported no 
brightening after 03h 56m when he began to 
observe. 

These brightenings are all accounted for 
by possible lunar luminescence and the dark 
streak may well be a normal observational ef-
fect caused by viewing the Moon as lit by an 
extended dim circular red light source 2° in di-
ameter, rather than a bright light source 0°.5 in 
diameter. In fact, one would expect the ap-
pearance of lunar features to be changed by 
this circumstance. However, these phenomena 
deserve extensive further study. 
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Table 1. Contributing Observers. 

Observer Location* 	Datat Observer Location* 	Datat 

Edwin Faughn 
Larry Mitchell 

Paragould, AR 	P 
Brazos Bend, TX PEP 

Gabor Guth, 
Laszlo Kaesz 

Boly, HUN 	CT, GD, T 
II 	 id 

Walter Haas Las Cruces, NM 	DL, GD, T, CT Krisztian Toth-Dun akeszi 
John Westfall 

Stephen Simmons 

Sierra Brooks, CA 	VID, CT, 
T, GD, P 

Callahan, FL 	DL, GD, T, CT 
Rob Robotham 

Berlin, GER 	GD, CT 
Scarborough, 	CT, T, DL, 

ONT 	 GD 
Brian Simmons 
Karl Simmons 

Callahan, FL 	T, CT 
Callahan, FL 	T,DL, CT 

Antal Kocsis, Balatonkenese, 	CT, GD, 
HUN 	DL, T,VP 

Wanda Simmons 
Mike Smith 

Callahan, FL 	T, DL 
Calcutta, OH 	P (Ref. 6) 

Laszlo Vimlati, 
Tamas Kertesz 

It 	I/ 	14 

it 	11 	di 

H.R. Hatfield Sevenoaks, UK 	GD Zoltan Jurek Debrecen, HUN 	DL 
Norman Kiernan Pulborough, UK 	DL, GD Gabor Halmi Pecs, HUN 	CT, DL 
John Fairweather 
Carol Bethan 

Woking, UK 	GD 
Athens, GR 	DL, GD 

Istvan Tepliczky Tata, HUN 	CT, GD, 
DL, T 

Lawrence Paynter Radcliffe, UK 	T, GD, CT Sandor Keszthelyi Pecs, HUN 	GD,CT 
T. Moseley 
Andrew Elliot 

Gegengormley, UK 	GD, VP 
Naughton, UK 	GD 

Viktor Zsohar Szekesfehervar, 	DL, T, CT, 
HUN 	 GD 

Malcolm Gough Naughton, UK 	GD Robert Szabo Ajka, HUN 	CT, DL 
Jeremy Chapple Bristol, UK 	TLP, P, GD Lajos Reti Gyor, HUN 	CT, P, GD 
George Kolovos, 

Mary Kolovou , 
Laura Pylarinou 

Thessalonika, GR PEP, TLP 

id 

Tibor Horvath 

Vince Tuboly 

Hegyhatsal, HUN T, GD, DL, 
CT 

Hegyhatsal, HUN T, GD , DL, 
Tony Cook Frimley, UK 	CCD, PEP CT 
Richard McKim Oundle, UK 	P, CT, GD Janos Fekete Felsoersolca, HUN 	GD, CT, DL 
Gerald North Boxhall, UK 	GD,P [a) Endre Szoboszley Debrecen, HUN 	CT, T 
Jim Ashton Weeping Cross, UK 	GD, P Zoltan Nagy Budapest, HUN 	GD 
Gordon Ward Castlefork, UK 	GD, DL Endre Barnak Budapest, HUN 	GD 
Nick James Chemsford , UK 	P, GD Attila Szoelloesi Kecskemet, HUN DL, CT, T 
H.J.P. Arnold Havant, UK 	P Peter Kecskemeti Kecskemet, HUN DL, CT, T 
Colin Henshaw Maunatlala, BOT DL Levente Szarka Kecskemet, HUN DL, CT, T 
Roy Holtschke Shrewsbury, VT 	T [b] Jozsef Biro Czikszereda, ROM 	P 
Sandor Szabo, Boly, HUN 	CT,GD,T Ayostron Javorka Bos, CZECH 	P 
Laszlo Decsi, 
Jozsef Fulop, Id 	 Id 	 II (continued) 
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Observer 
	

Location* 
	

Datat 

Gregory Kieltyka Krosno, POL 	T, CT, GD, 
OCC 

Mark A. Gelinas Ile Perrot, QUE T, GD, DL, 
CT, P 

Gary Nowak, 	Georgia, VT 	P, GD, DL, 
Russell Chmela 
	

CT, VP, T 
Robert Hays 
	

Apple State Park, IL GD, CT, 
OCC, T 

Barbara Wilson 
	

Brazos Bend, TX GD, DL 
William Davis, 	New Orleans, LA GD, TLP 
C. Gregory Seab 
	

It 	 14 	CI 
	

ti 

David Darling 
	

Brooklyn, WI 
	

GD, TLP, T 
David Weier, 	Brooklyn, WI 

	
GD, TLP, T, 

J. Sullivan, 	 DL, IR 
J. Weier 
	11 

Gus Johnson 
	

Swanton, MD 
	

GD,TLP 
Jose Aguirre 
	

Grenada, SP 
	

T,CT 
Kermit Rhea 
	

Paragould AR P, GD, CT, 
DL 

Alan Heath 	Newquay, UK 
	

GD, DL, P 
Frank Boinck 	NETH 

	
T [c] 

Jan Vandenbruaene 
NETH 
	

T [c] 
Henk Feijth 	NETH 

	
T [c] 

Adri Gerritsen 	NETH 
	

T [c] , CT 
Geert Vansdenbulcke 

NETH 
	

T [c] 
Bart Vandenbussche 

BEL 
	

T [c] 
Ivo Van de Maagdenberg 

NETH 
	

T [c] 
Carlo Jenniskens NETH 

	
T [c] 

Jurrian Ziji 	NETH 
	

T [c] 
Henk Bulder 	Zoetermeer, NETH 
D. Rodriguez, 	Madrid, SP 

	
T, CT 

J. Ripero 
	eal  

Table 1-Continued. 

Observer 	Location* 	Datat 

W. Vollman 	Vienna, AUSTRIA T 
Maria Morva, 	Csicso, CZECH T 
Peter Perjessy, 
Tibor Szlanicska, 	" 
	

It 

Gyorgy Darnay 
	 1.1 

Jiri Dusek 	Vyskov, CZECH T 
Vojtech Simon 	Hranicena Morave, 

CZECH 	T, CT 
James Jones 	Houston, TX 	DL, GD 
Thomas Mohney, East Liverpool, OH GD 

P. Richard Sine 
Francis Graham East Liverpool, OH VID, T, GD, CT 

* Country Codes: 

Besides the standard USPS two-letter state codes, 
the following country codes are used: UK • United 
Kingdom; NETH •: Netherlands; CZECH =, Czech-
oslovakia; GER = Germany; SP = Spain; ONT 
Ontario, Canada; QUE = Quebec, Canada; BEL = 
Belgium; HUN = Hungary; ROM = Romania; POL 
= Poland; GR = Greece; BOT Botswana. 

t Observation Type: 

CCD = charge-coupled device imaging; CT = cra-
ter contact timings; DL Danjon Luminosity; GD = 
general description; IR ■ near-infrared photogra-
phy; OCC = occultation timings; P = photograph; 
PEP 	photoelectric photometry; T =limb timings; 
TLP = transient lunar phenomena search; VID = 
video; VP = visual photometry 

Notes: 

a. Royal Greenwich Observatory 
b. Copy of data lost in the mail 
c. City not specified 

Table 2. Observing Pairs Used for Analysis of Umbra Size by Madler's Method. 

Pair 
No. 

Selen. Coord.* UT (1989 AUG 17) 
Crater 

Observer Umbral 
Enlargement Xo 	Yo Immersion 	Emersion Immersion 	Emersion 

1 -.0387 -.1874 01:58:08 04:20.8 Tycho S. Simmons Haas 1.75 % 
2 -.0348 .2019 02:00:20 04:25.5 Plato K.Simmons Haas -6.80 
3 -.1841 .1094 02:06:00 04:08.0 Aristarchus Paynter 	Haas -21.9 
4 -.1841 .1094 01:26:00 04:07.9 Aristarchus Robotham 	Haas 3.63 
5 ..0918 .0453 01:39.0 04:18.8 Copernicus Robotham 	Robotham 3.03 
6 -.0387 -.1874 01:56.5 04:19.7 Tycho Robotham 	Robotham 2.03 
7 •.1841 .1094 01:28:56 04:08.0 Aristarchus Hays 	Westfall 1.81 
8 .2518 -.0260 01:25:40 03:59.6 Grimaldi Kieltyka 	Robotham 0.43 
9 -.0918 .0453 01:40:52 04:19:04 Copernicus Hays 	Hays 2.02 

10 -.0387 -.1874 01:56:48 04:19:30 Tycho Hays 	Hays 1.74 
L, 11 .0418 .0979 01:53:40 04:33:25 Manilius Hays 	Hays 2.90 

12 .0720 .0762 01:57:05 04:36:20 Menelaus Hays 	Hays 2.52 
)L 13 .1914 .0753 02:08:52 04:48:12 Proclus Hays 	Hays 2.82 

14 .1951 .0285 02:10:58 04:49:10 Taruntius Zsohar 	Hays 3.12 
15 .2350 -.0421 02:16:00 04:52:42 Langrenus B.Simmons Hays 4.62 
16 -.1841 .1094 01:25:53 04:08:00 Aristarchus Tepliczky 	Davis 5.05 
17 .1841 .1094 01:28:32 04:07:38 Aristarchus Aguirre 	Aguirre 1.84 
18 -.2518 -.0260 01:24:57 03:58:43 Grimaldi Aguirre 	Aguirre 0.32 
19 -.1660 .0383 01:32:15 04:10:13 Kepler Aguirre 	Aguirre 1.83 
20 -.1667 -.0822 01:36:45 04:07:02 Gassendi Aguirre 	Aguirre 0.31 
21 -.0897 .0955 01:38:51 04:18:38 Pytheas Aguirre 	Aguirre 2.42 

(Continued) 
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Table 2-Continued. 

Pair 
No. 

Selen. Coord.* UT (1989 AuG 171 
Crater 

Observer Umbra! 
Enlargement Xo Yo Immersion 	Emersion Immersion 	Emersion 

22 -.0918 .0453 01:39:41 04:17:32 Copernicus Aguirre Agulrre 1.79 % 
23 -.0550 .1220 01:41:45 04:21:56 Timocharis Aguirre Aguirre 2.54 
24 -.0271 .2129 01:43:15 04:23:14 Plato Aguirre Aguirre 2.76 
25 -.0387 -.1874 01:55:58 04:18:14 Tycho Aguirre Aguirre 1.69 
26 .0720 .0762 01:56:30 04:36:02 Menelaus Aguirre Aguirre 2.70 
27 .1051 .0718 01:59:44 04:39:34 Plinius Aguirre Aguirre 3.01 
28 .1914 .0753 02:10:19 04:47:55 Proclus Aguirre Aguirre 1.71 
29 -.2518 -.0260 01:25:45 03:59:50 Grimaldi Ripero Ripero 0.52 
30 -.2518 -.0260 01:25:22 03:59:50 Grimaldi Rodriguez Rodriguez 0.76 
31 -.1841 .1094 01:28:44 04:07:49 Aristarchus Rodriguez Rodriguez 1.83 
32 -.1660 .0383 01:32:57 04:10:11 Kepler Rodriguez Rodriguez 1.37 
33 -.1667 -.0822 01:37:02 04:04:38 Gassendi Rodriguez Rodriguez -1.3 
34 -.0897 .0955 01:39:12 04:20:45 Pytheas Rodriguez Rodriguez 3.54 
35 .0918 .0453 01:39:37 04:17:47 Copernicus Rodriguez Rodriguez 1.99 
36 -.0550 .1220 01:41:54 04:23:26 Timocharis Rodriguez Rodriguez 3.41 
37 -.0271 .2129 01:43:26 04:24:16 Plato Rodriguez Rodriguez 3.31 
38 .0521 .2090 01:51:35 04:30:54 Aristoteles Rodriguez Rodriguez 2.19 
39 .0551 .1903 01:52:12 04:32:38 Eudoxus Rodriguez Rodriguez 2.76 
40 .0387 -.1874 01:55:32 04:36:59 Tycho Rodriguez Rodriguez 12.6 
41 .0418 .0679 01:53:05 04:33:25 Manilius Rodriguez Rodriguez 3.27 
42 .0720 .0762 01:56:17 04:35:42 Menelaus Rodriguez Rodriguez 2.62 
43 .1051 .0718 01:59:41 04:40:11 Plinius Rodriguez Rodriguez 3.44 
44 .1951 .0285 02:09:55 04:47:33 Taruntius Rodriguez Rodriguez 2.77 
45 .1914 .0753 02:08:08 04:45:22 Proclus Rodriguez Rodriguez 1.47 
46 -.1841 .1094 01:30:45 04:06.0 Aristarchus Simon Graham -.0.64 
47 .0387 -.1874 01:56:56 04:23.0 Tycho Simon Graham 3.68 
48 -.1660 .0383 01:33:01 04:11.5 Kepler Gerritsen Graham 2.16 

1Tr 

19C 
UT 

MA' 

JUN 

JUL 

Table 3. Total Occultations 
Reported During the 

1989 AUG 17 Total Lunar Eclipse. 

Obser. Phenom. Star UT (corr.) 
Kieltyka Disap. co Cap 02:08:12.9 
Hays Disap. SAO 164667 02:40:52.4 
Hays Reap. SAO 164647 02:42:52.2 
Hays Disap. BD -14° 6129 02:46:31.3 
Hays Disap. BD -14° 6135 03:05:42.7 
Hays Disap. BD -14° 6134 03:07:52.8 
Hays Reap. BD -14° 6071 03:22:49.5 
Hays Reap. SAO 164667 03:33:32.6 
Hays Reap. BD -14° 6129 03:44:28.8 
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Figure 1. (To right) Photograph of eclipsed 
Moon, taken by Kermit Rhea; artistically 
placed with foreground added by Edwin 
Faughn. North at top. cr1989 Edwin 
Faughn. 
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* Expressed in units of 1.0000 terrestrial equatorial radius. 
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COMING SOLAR-SYSTEM EVENTS: 
APRIL - JUNE, 1995 

WHAT TO LOOK FOR 

In this period, besides the bright planets, 
there is an opportunity to view an annular 
solar eclipse, a partial lunar eclipse, occulta-
tions of Venus and Mercury by the Moon, and 
several comets and minor planets predicted to 
be bright enough to spot in small telescopes. 

This column is intended to alert our read-
ers to coming events in the Solar System; giv-
ing visibility conditions for major and minor 
planets, the Moon, comets, and meteors. You 
can fmd more detailed information in the 1995 
edition of the A.L.P.O. Solar System Ephemer-
is. (See p. 94 to find out how to obtain this 
publication.) Celestial directions are abbrevi-
ated. All dates and times are in Universal 
Time (UT). For the time zones in the United 
States, UT is found by adding 10 hours to 
HST (Hawaii Standard Time), 9 hours to AST 
(Alaska Standard Time), 8 hours to PST, 7 
hours to MST or PDT, 6 hours to CST or 
MDT, 5 hours to EST or CDT, and 4 hours to 
EDT. Note that this addition may well put you 
into the next UT day! 

PLANETS 

Mercury, because of its rapid motion, be-
longs to both the evening and morning sky. 
Two apparitions of Mercury occur in this peri-
od. The first is an evening one, favorable from 
the N Hemisphere, centered on MAY 12, the 
date of Greatest E Elongation (21°.6); the 
planet will be at least 15° from the Sun be-
tween APR 29-MAY 25 with dichotomy (half-
phase) predicted for MAY 07, 09h. Mercury's 
second apparition is a morning one that is fa-
vorable for observers in both hemispheres. 
Greatest W Elongation is on JUN 29, with the 
planet then 22°.0 from the Sun, and at elonga-
tion 15° or greater from JUN 16-JUL 14. Di-
chotomy is forecast for JUL 04, 21h. 

Venus is a morning object gradually ap-
proaching the Sun. During APR-JUN its elon-
gation decreases from 36° to 14°W of the Sun, 
its diameter decreases from 13".6 (" = arc-sec-
onds) to 10".0, and its phase (fraction illumi-
nated) increases from 79 to 97 percent. 

Mars is conveniently visible in the 
evening sky and transits the meridian at a high 
altitude for Northern-Hemisphere viewers. 
Unfortunately its disk is small and growing 
smaller, dropping from 10".4 to 5".7 during 
this period. Nonetheless, its North Polar Cap 
remains tilted toward us and should be readily 
visible. The planet is also moving Sunward in 
Leo, closing from 123°E to 70°E of the Sun. 
No longer spectacular, its magnitude dims 
from -0.2 to +1.1. 

Jupiter, in Scorpius, is becoming more 
readily visible in the morning, and then in the 
late evening, allowing the continued scrutiny  

of the Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 impact spots. 
The Giant Planet reaches opposition to the 
Sun on JUN 01, when its disk will span 45".5 
in equatorial diameter, at magnitude -2.6. Ju-
piter's declination will then be 21°S, favoring 
observers in our Southern Hemisphere. 

Saturn, in Aquarius, is now becoming 
visible in the morning sky, moving from 
23°W to 104°W of the Sun during our period. 
At the same time, the equatorial diameter of 
its disk increases from 15".7 to 17".7, while 
the major axis of the Ring System grows from 
45".5 to 40".1. The Rings are now rapidly 
closing to our line of sight as the Earth moves 
S in Saturn's sky. We will cross the Ring 
Plane on MAY 22 and the Rings will probably 
be invisible for days or even 1-2 weeks near 
then. Following MAY 22, we will be viewing 
the unilluminated Ring face until AUG 11, and 
the Rings will be visible, not by direct sun-
light, but by sunlight scattered through the 
Rings or reflected from Saturn itself. 

The eclipses and other phenomena of Sat-
urn's satellites are continuing, and events in-
volving the brighter satellites are predicted on 
pages 53-54 of this issue. 

Uranus and Neptune both remain in Sag-
ittarius and can be seen in the morning and 
late-evening sky. Uranus' magnitude is +5.7 -
+5.9, while Neptune's is +7.9 - +8.0. Both 
reach opposition in July.. 

Pluto, in Libra, is in opposition to the Sun 
on MAY 20, so this is a good period to look 
for this 14th-magnitude star-like object (a 
finding chart is given in our Solar System 
Ephemeris for 1995, p. J-3). 

MINOR PLANETS 

Two minor planets reach opposition and 
are brighter than 10th magnitude in Spring, 
1995. Their 10-day ephemerides are given in 
the 1995 edition of the A.L.P.O. Solar System 
Ephemeris, their opposition data are given 
here: 

Opposition Data 

1995 Stellar Declination& 
Minor Planet 	Date 	Magnitude Constellation  

27 Euterpe 
	

APR 09.2 +9.9 05°S Vir 
63 Ausonia 
	

MAY 24.4 +9.7 32°N Lup 

Although not currently at opposition, five 
additional minor planets, 1 Ceres, 2 Pallas, 4 
Vesta, 9 Metis, and 10 Hygiea, will fall in the 
8th-10th magnitude range during the April-
June period. 

THE MOON 

For this period the schedule for the 
Moon's phases is: 
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the 

New Moon  First Quarter Full Moon  Last Quarter 

MAR 31.1 APR 08.2 APR 15.5 APR 22.1 
APR 29.7 MAY 07.9 MAY 14.9 MAY 21.5 
MAY 29.4 JUN 06.4 JUN 13.2 JUN 19.9 
JUN 28.0 JuL 05.8 JUL 12.5 JUL 19.5  

The lunations listed are Numbers 894-897 
in Brown's series. The dates in bold face indi-
cate a partial eclipse of the Sun and an annular 
solar eclipse, both described below. 

Another significant lunar visibility con-
dition is the Moon's librations, or E-W and 
N-S tilts in relation to the Earth. Extreme li-
brations occur on the following dates (with 
1995 in italics): 

North 	West 	. South 	East 

MAR 13 	MAR 14 	MAR 26 	MAR 29 
APR 10 	APR 11 	APR 22 	APR 24 
MAY 07 	MAY 10 	MAY 20 	MAY 22 
JUN 03 	JUN 07 	JUN 16 	JUN 19 
JUN 30 	JuL 05 	JuL 13 	JuL 17  

Our lunar E and W directions follow the 
convention of the International Astronomical 
Union, with Mare Crisium near the east limb. 

During this period the latitude and longi-
tude librations are not well-synchronized with 
the phases. Nonetheless, the N limb can be 
seen well on APR 07-12, MAY 04-10, MAY 31-
JUN 06, and JUN 27-JUL 03. The S limb is well 
exposed on APR 20-25, MAY 17-22, and JUN 
14-18. 

Visibility of the Moon is also affected by 
its altitude in the sky; better seeing being asso-
ciated with higher altitudes. The dates and 
phases when the Moon will be at its highest 
for observers in each hemisphere will be: 

Date Age Declination Hemisphere 

APR 06 06d 19°N Northern 
APR 19 19d 19°S Southern 
MAY 03 03d 19°N Northern 
MAY 17 17d 19°S Southern 
MAY 31 02d 19°N Northern 
JUN 13 15d 19°S Southern 
JUN 27 29d 19°N Northern 

ECLIPSES 

Partial Lunar 	Eclipse, 1995 	APR 
15.—The Earth's umbral shadow grazes the N 
limb of the Moon for this event, which has an 
umbral magnitude of 0.117. The predicted 
schedule of events is: 

First Penumbral Contact 10h08.0m 
First Umbral Contact 11 40.7 
Middle of the Eclipse 12 18.0 
Fourth Umbral Contact 12 55.5 
Fourth Penumbral Contact 14 28.1 

The entire eclipse will be visible from 
most of the Pacific Basin. The beginning will 
be visible from most of the Americas, and the 
end from Central, S and E Asia. 

During the partial phase, try to note the 
brightness and color of the lunar limb within  

the umbra. You can also make timings of the 
two umbra-limb contacts. Unfortunately, the 
umbra will miss most of the craters normally 
used for limb contact timings, although Plato 
may be grazed. However, the bright ray crater 
Anaxagoras will definitely be crossed by the 
umbra and thus can be timed 

Before and after the partial phase, the 
Earth's penumbral shadow will produce obvi-
ous shading on the lunar N limb. Note that 
Lunar Transient Phenomena have been report-
ed within the penumbral shadow for some 
eclipses. This will also be an opportunity, just 
before or after the eclipse, to observe the 
Moon at an unusually small phase angle. 
Because there will be minimal shadow inter-
ference from lunar features, this is a good time 
to study the actual albedo of the Moon's sur-
face. 

Note that North American observers can 
see an occultation of the bright star Spica just 
before, or during the early phases, of this 
eclipse. The predicted occultation times for 
selected locations are (D = disappearance; R = 
reappearance): 

Vancouver, B.C. 	09h 25m D 10h 34m R 
Edmonton 	 09h 31m D 10h 38m R 
N Calif. (122°W/38°N) 09h 44m D 10h 46m R 
Winnipeg 	 09h 52m D 
Los Angeles 	09h 57m D 10h 54m R 
Denver 	 10h 02m D 11h 03m R 
NM-AZ (109°W/34°N) 10h 09m D 11h 05m R 
Chicago 	 10h 13m D 
Kansas City 	10h 14mD 
Austin 	 10h 32mD 11h 13mR 

Annular Solar Eclipse, 1995 APR 
29.—South America enjoys a solar eclipse for 
the second time in six months as the track of 
annularity crosses parts of the countries of 
Peru, Ecuador, Colombia, and Brazil, includ-
ing the large city of Belem near the mouth of 
the Amazon. A partial solar eclipse will be 
visible from central Mexico and Florida south 
almost to the tip of South America, along with 
the westernmost portion of Africa. Figure 1 
(p. 82) shows the annular track and partial 
zone for this solar eclipse. 

The maximum duration of the annular 
phase, 6m 37s, occurs at 17h 32m UT near the 
Peru-Ecuador border. The Moon's diameter 
will be 95.0 percent of the Sun's (90.2 percent 
of the Sun's area). In the vicinity of the 
eclipsed Sun, observers may see the planets 
Mercury (016°E, Mag. -0.9) and Venus 
(030°W, -3.9). 

OCCULTATIONS 

The Moon will occult Venus and Mercu-
ry during the period of interest. On MAY 27, 
near 07h, the Moon will occult Venus as seen 
from Greenland, most of Europe (except the 
SE), and northern Asia. Venus will then be 
23°W of the Sun, at magnitude -3.9. 

Mercury is occulted on JUN 26, near 02h, 
as seen from easternmost Europe; SW, central, 
and NE Asia; and Alaska. Mercury will be 
22°W of the Sun, at magnitude +0.9. 
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Figure 1. Visibility zones of annular solar eclipse on 1995 APR 29. Abbreviations are as follows: Rb = 
Sunrise at beginning of eclipse; Rm = Sunrise at middle of eclipse; Re = Sunrise at end of eclipse; Sb 
= Sunset at beginning of eclipse; Sm = Sunrise at middle of eclipse; Se — Sunrise at end of eclipse. 

The bright star Spica (magnitude +1.0) 
will be occulted three times by the Moon: APR 
15, 09h from most of North America (see 
above under the lunar eclipse); MAY 12, 20h, 
from most of Europe, the Middle East, and 
central Russia; and JUN 09, 06h, from eastern-
most Russia, and northern North America ex-
cept the east coast. 

COMETS 

The column by Don E. Machholz, "Comet 
Corner," on pp. 72-74 and the A.L.P.O. Solar 
System Ephemeris: 1995 list two known com-
ets that are predicted to be 12th magnitude or 
brighter during at least part of this period. Of 
these, Comet 6P/d'Arrest should brighten 
from 10th to 8th magnitude in May and June. 
This will be one of its most favorable appari-
tions and the comet should be readily visible 
in small telescopes, or even in binoculars from 
dark sites. 

Somewhat fainter is Comet Clark 
(1994t), which is forecast to brighten from 
magnitude +13.1 to +12.4 in May and June. 

METEOR SHOWERS 

(Contributed by Robert D. Lunsford, A.L.P.O. 
Meteors Recorder. Local times are used un- 

less otherwise stated.) 

The Lyrids reach their maximum activity 
on the morning of April 22, when the last- 

quarter Moon will hamper observations, ob-
scuring the fainter shower members. Face 
away from the bright moonlight to catch the 
most meteors. When the radiant is high in the 
sky shower members can appear in any part of 
the sky. Face high enough in the sky that no 
horizon appears in your line of sight; 45°-65° 
altitude is ideal. 

Both the Eta Aquarids and the Alpha 
Scorpids peak during the first week in May. 
The Moon reaches its first-quarter phase on 
MAY 07 and thus does not hamper the viewing 
of either shower. 

The Eta Aquarids are much the stronger of 
the pair, producing up to one meteor per 
minute as seen from our Southern Hemi-
sphere. In the Northern Hemisphere, the best 
rates seen are near 25 per hour close to 30°N 
and 15 per hour near 40° N. This shower is 
visible only during the last 2 hours before 
dawn. Face high in the sky to get the best view 
of the Eta Aquarids, whose shower members 
radiate from near the "Water Jar" in Aquarius. 
These meteors are very swift and most of 
them leave persistent trains. 

The Alpha Scorpids are visible most of 
the night. They radiate from near Antares and 
are much slower than the Aquarids. A notable 
feature of this shower is the many brightly 
colored fireballs that it produces. Unfortunate-
ly, this shower is best seen from the Southern 
Hemisphere; rates are usually 5 or less per 
hour as seen from the Northern Hemisphere. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

Edited by Jose Olivarez 

a proliferation of books and articles on making 
and using these devices. But for a clear, highly 
technical and comprehensive overview on the 
workings of a CCD, this book is quite good. 
This is not a book for the sometimes amateurs 
that want to buy their CCD cameras off-the-
shelf, plug them in and make some kind of 
image right away. Rather this is a book for 
those with a technical background in mechan-
ics, physics, electronics, or all three. 

The book does a fine job of describing the 
basic principles of the CCD and camera, con-
centrating on the design used by the author. It 
suffers from the same malady that any work 
on this subject would, rapid obsolescence. The 
author tells, in great detail, how to build a 
CCD camera with chip sizes of 512X512 or 
less: "A typical CCD has 512x512 pixels, 
each about 20i.un square..." Few amateurs 
would build one like this today since such are 
available ready-made. In fact, most building 
their own systems are now using• chips of 
1024x1024 (1K chips) or larger with pixel 
sizes as small as 911m! Professional observato-
ries are experimenting with as large as 4Kx4K 
chips; in some cases combined in panes like 
windows so they are effectively 8KX8K! 
Lunar and planetary observers can and do use 
smaller chips. They save money when pur-
chasing hardware, process images faster and 
store them more easily. 

Unfortunately, Buil makes some opinion-
ated statements in the book that should not be 
taken as fact. A good example occurs in the 
Foreword when he states: 

"The measurement can either be analog, 
the image being reconstituted on a video 
screen (the camcorder principle), or numer-
ical to be visualized later on a computer 
screen. The latter is the only method used 
in astronomy because a maximum amount 
of information can be obtained thanks to 
mathematical processing software." 

Anyone who went to the A.L.P.O. Con-
vention in 1993 saw clearly that the above is 
just not so. Many lunar and planetary observ-
ers are doing spectacular work using video 
media. Frame grabbing can be used to make 
and process individual frames of interest pro-
viding good calibration footage exists. Mars 
Recorder Don Parker displayed excellent ex-
amples of this kind of work. Dozens of ama-
teur astronomers across the country are using 
video-CCD to record occultations, as well as 
for solar, lunar and planetary monitoring. 

Perhaps no section of the book needs reg-
ular updating more than "Choosing a Comput-
er." Amateurs doing image processing today 
should be using 486 computers (25MHz+) 
with at least 50Mb of hard disk memory in-
stead of the 386 (16MHz) with 10Mb. The 
more powerful machines cost the same as the 
earlier ones did, and compared to only 5 years 
ago, memory is cheap today. 

How the Shaman Stole the Moon—In 
Search of Ancient Prophet-Scientists 

from Stonehenge to the Grand Canyon. 

By William H. Calvin 

Bantam Books, 666 Fifth Avenue, New York, 
NY 10103..1991. 223 pages, illustrations, 

notes, index. Price $21.50 cloth 
(ISBN 0-553-07740-6). 

Reviewed by Phillip W. Budine 

Your interest in early historical observato-
ries of the Sun, Moon, planets, and stars will 
be rekindled by purchasing this enjoyable and 
readable book by William Calvin. The book is 
defmitely "different" and fills a gap in litera-
ture concerning natural monuments and posi-
tioning of the celestial bodies. Mr. Calvin has 
done considerable research and traveling to 
explore first-hand sites of early observation by 
ancient scientists. 

This book is well-illustrated with numer-
ous sketches and adequate photographs of 
man's possible early stone observatories. Most 
of the book concerns the nature and possible 
uses of Stonehenge and other stone-type ob-
servatories and measuring monuments in the 
Grand Canyon. Mr. Calvin's impressive obser-
vations and theories concerning the design and 
use of these structures will stimulate your 
thinking on early man and his surroundings. 

The book is well organized. I wished for 
more photographs, but the illustrations used 
do a good job of defining Mr. Calvin's logic. 
He takes some liberty in choosing many stone 
alignments from many locations to be possible 
positional observatories, However, his theo-
ries will stand unless someone wants to retrace 
his many steps and prove them wrong. 

I found most fascinating the information 
the author details about sunrises, moonrises, 
sunsets, moonsets, eclipses, and positioning 
observatories. 

I recommend this book, one of a very few 
on this subject. To complete your library, this 
fine book concerning the nature and observa-
tional use of stone observational monuments 
will be an excellent addition. Mr. Calvin 
should be commended for his considerable ef-
forts on a very ancient subject! 

CCD ASTRONOMY: Construction and 
Use of an Astronomical CCD Camera. 

By Christian Buil 

Willmann-Bell, Inc, P.O. Box 35025, Rich- 
mond, VA 23235. 1991. 321 pages, Appendix. 

Price $24.95 cloth (ISBN 0-943396-29-8). 

Reviewed by Richard Hill 

More and more amateurs are getting in-
volved in CCD astronomy. As a result, there is 
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While these out-of-date statements are 
bothersome, all being due to the rapid advanc-
es in electronic technology, still they do not 
seriously mar the solid foundation of the book. 
The principles are the same, whether a big 
chip or little chip. I recommend this text to 
any who want to know, in technical detail, 
what is going on inside their camera, or those 
who wish to build one. You will read this 
book more than once! 

Atlas of the Moon. 

By Antonin Mild. 

Kalmbach Publishing Company, 21027 
Crossroads Circle, P.O. Box 1612, Waukesha, 
Wisconsin 53187. 1992. 224 pages, glossary. 

Price $29.95 cloth (ISBN 0-913135-17-8). 

Reviewed by Charles A. Kapral 

Anyone planning to use a lunar atlas at 
their telescope should buy two copies of this 
atlas, one for the telescope and one for the 
desk. It would be a shame for dew to destroy 
your only copy of this excellent lunar atlas. 

The first 19 pages describe the Moon with 
its phases, how it appears in the sky, its sur-
face, its origin and history, and lunar cartogra-
phy, with a host of numerical data. The text is 
not only written in a clear, concise manner, it's 
truly enjoyable to read. It also contains an ex-
cellent description of the crater diameter-to-
depth ratio, not often found in an atlas. 

Pages 20-25 illustrate the Moon at First 
and Last Quarter, and at Full Moon, using 
photographs accompanied by maps showing 
the major features. These are especially useful 
for binocular observers. Page 25 also lists fea-
tures which are useful for timing the progress 
of a lunar eclipse. 

Pages 26-179 form the meat of the atlas, 
the surface of the Moon depicted in 76 charts. 
At first glance I knew I liked this atlas. The 
charts show selenographic longitude and 
latitude, not the x-4 (Xi and Eta) direction-co-
sines of most atlases. Although more experi-
enced observers are comfortable with x-4 co-
ordinates, longitudes and latitudes allow a 
novice observer to gain an easier understand-
ing of lunar positions, since the coordinate 
system is similar to the Earths. Also, the 
charts are bite-sized portions of the Moon, 
making it very simple to become familiar with 
the Moon in easy-to-learn bits. Each chart is 
accompanied by a description of each named 
feature, its size, and who it was named after. 
Lunar landing sites are also indicated. 

The charts are plotted on the orthographic 
projection and show the Moon as it appears to 
the observer at mean libration. The scale used 
is 1:2,400,000, or about 38 miles per inch. The 
surface is drawn under morning illumination, 
and albedo differences are shown by light or 
dark shading. The maps use International 
Astronomical Union nomenclature approved 
up to the end of 1988, making it the most cur-
rent atlas available today. 

Pages 180 to 189 contain maps of the li-
brational zones of the Moon in conformal pro- 

jections, but otherwise in the same style as the 
main charts. This is followed by a small-scale 
map of the near and far sides of the Moon, and 
a two-page description of the various flights to 
the Moon. Mr. Riikl states that the main rea-
son that the flights to the Moon ceased was 
due to the vast accumulation of data from 
them and that several decades will be needed 
to complete the analysis. 

Pages 194 to 207 offer views of 50 inter-
esting features, describing each. The "photo-
graphs", modified by airbrush, are excellent, 
with the exception of those of Gassendi, Co-
pernicus, Hesiodus A, and Wargentin, which 
didn't reproduce well. 

Pages 208 to 215 describe lunar observing 
in a very clear manner. The text on eclipses is 
done very well, ending with a list of the total 
and partial lunar eclipses from 1990 to 2011. 
A glossary and index end the atlas. 

A few criticisms are inevitable. More 
overlap should be shown between charts. The 
use of old terminology, such as "walled plain" 
or "ring mountain" should be updated. Men-
tion should have been made of the x-4 direc-
tion-cosine system. An overlay for each chart 
would be extremely useful. 

The editorial errors described in John 
Westfall's review of the 1990 edition of the 
atlas (in Sky & Telescope, April 1992, Vol. 83, 
No. 4, pp. 404-406) have been corrected. New 
ones have occurred, such as: The photograph 
caption on page 40 describes "the AREA 
under high illumination." On page 52, the 
Caucasus Montes description should state 
"could view parts of both maria." Esam Mons, 
described on Page 98, is on Chart 25, not 
Chart 36. Timocharis Catena is not shown on 
Chart 21. Catena Abulfeda on Chart 56 is at 
15°S, 14°E, not 17°S, 17°E. Finally, Merrill 
on Page 182 is spelled "Merril" on the Chart. 

I strongly recommend this atlas. It will be 
a lunar observers' standard for some time to 
come. (I wish the publisher would please pub-
lish a laminated set of charts, perhaps with the 
chart on one side and the description on the 
other.) There is enough information on the 
charts to keep a lunar observer busy for years, 
especially within the libration zones. 

Worlds in The Sky: Planetary Discovery 
From Earliest Times Through Voyager 

and Magellan. 

By William Sheehan. 

The University of Arizona Press, 1230 N. Park 
Avenue, Suite 102. Tucson, Arizona 85719- 
4140. 1992. 242 pages. Price $17.95 paper 

(ISBN 0-8165-1308-2). 

Reviewed by Joseph R. Kraus 

As an avid amateur astronomer, psychia-
trist and writer, William Sheehan provides an 
overview of the discovery and examination of 
different Solar System objects in Worlds in the 
Sky. He describes three different stages of 
planetary exploration. The first stage of obser-
vation, called "the naked eye era," was the 
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THE MOON 

For this period the schedule for the 
Moon's phases is: 

New Moon  First Quarter Full Moon  Last Quarter  

JuL 27.6 AUG 04.1 AUG 10.8 AUG 18.1 
AUG 26.2 SEP 02.4 SEP 09.2 SEP 16.9 
SEP 24.7 OCT 01.6 OCT DM OCT 16.7 
OCT 24.2 OCT 30.9 Nov 07.3 Nov 15.5  

The lunations listed are Numbers 898-901 
in Brown's series. The underlined dates indi-
cate a penumbral eclipse of the Moon and a 
total solar eclipse, both described below. 

Another significant lunar visibility con-
dition is the Moon's librations, or E-W and 
N-S tilts in relation to the Earth. Extreme li-
brations occur on the following dates: 

North 	West 	South 	East 

JUL 27 	AUG 02 	AUG 10 	AUG 14 
AUG 23 	AUG 28 	SEP 06 	SEP 11 
SEP 20 	SEP 24 	OCT 03 	OCT 08 
OCT 17 	OCT 21 	OCT 30 	Nov 03  

Our lunar E and W directions follow the 
convention of the International Astronomical 
Union, with Mare Crisium near the east limb. 

Due to favorable librations, the N limb can 
be seen well on AUG 21-24, SEP 17-22, and 
OCT 14-20. The S limb is well exposed on 
AUG 07-12, SEP 03-08, SEP 30-OCT 05, and 
OCT 28-NOV 02. In August, the southerly sele-
nocentric declination of the Sun aids the visi-
bility of the south polar region. The E limb 
will be well-exposed just after Full phase on 
AUG 11-12, SEP 10-11, and OCT 09-10. Final-
ly, a favorable period to view the W limb on a 
waning crescent is OCT 20-22. 

Visibility of the Moon is also affected by 
its altitude in the sky; better seeing being asso-
ciated with higher altitudes and the Moon 
being visible for a longer period. The dates 
and phases when the Moon will be at its high-
est for observers in each hemisphere will be: 

Date Age Declination Hemisphere 

AUG 21 24d 19°N Northern 
SEP 17 22d 19°N Northern 
OCT 14 19d 19°N Northern 

AUG 07 10d 19°S Southern 
SEP 03 08d 19°S Southern 
Ocr 01 06d 19°S Southern 
Ocr 28 04d 19°S Southern 

ECLIPSES 

Penumbral Lunar Eclipse, 1995 OCT 
08.—The Earth's penumbral shadow crosses 
most of the Moon for this event, which has a 
penumbral magnitude of 0.851. The predicted 
schedule of events is: 

First Penumbral Contact 13h 58.0m (PA 118°) 
Middle of the Eclipse 	16 04.2 
Fourth Penumbral Contact 18 10.2 (PA 208°) 

The Stroffing Astronomer: 3.91..L.P.O.  

ine enure eclipse win uc VIZILUG ituna 
Australia, and Asia except for the SW. Only 
the beginning will be visible from W North 
America, and only the end from Europe, SW 
Asia, and most of Africa. 

Near mid-eclipse, observers will see at 
best a faint shading near the lunar S limb. 
However, Lunar Transient Phenomena have 
been reported within the penumbral shadow 
for some eclipses. This will also be an oppor-
tunity, just before or after the eclipse, to ob-
serve the Moon at an unusually small phase 
angle. Because there will be minimal shadow 
interference from lunar features, this is a good 
time to study the "normal" albedo of the 
Moon's surface. 

Total Solar Eclipse, 1995 OCT 24.—Asia 
and the W Pacific experience a total solar 
eclipse as the path of totality crosses Iran, Af-
ghanistan, Pakistan, India, Bangladesh, Bur-
ma, Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam, and Ma-
laysia. The partial phases will be visible 
throughout most of Asia, Indonesia, and the 
northern two-thirds of Australia (i.e., a grazing 
partial eclipse will be visible from Brisbane 
and Alice Springs, but not from Perth and 
Sydney). Figure 1 (p. 130) shows the annular 
track and partial eclipse zone for this event. 

Although a fairly short eclipse, the path of 
totality crosses heavily populated areas, and 
passes close to Agra and Calcutta; and across 
the ruins of Angkor Wat. Fair weather is most 
probable in W India, but the eclipse duration 
there is under one minute. 

The maximum duration of the total phase, 
2m 10s, occurs at 04h 22m UT in the South 
China Sea. The Moon's diameter will be 
102.14 percent of the Sun's. In the vicinity of 
the eclipsed Sun, observers may see the plan-
ets Mercury (017°W, Mag. -0.8), Venus 
(017°E, -3.9), Mars (032°E, +1.4) and Jupiter 
(044°E, -1.9). In addition, the +1.0-magnitude 
star Spica will lie just 7° to the W of the Sun. 

OCCULTATIONS 

The Moon will occult Mars on AUG 30, 
near 03h in a strip of Pacific Ocean that in-
cludes the Philippines, E Indonesia, New 
Guinea, and Northernmost Australia. At the 
time, Mars will be 48°E of the Sun, at magni-
tude +1.4. The approximate Universal Times 
of events for some selected locations are listed 
below, where disappearances are given first, 
followed by reappearances. In parentheses is 
given the altitude of the Moon, followed by 
that of the Sun. 

Manila 01:20 (+7°A-61°) 02:10 (+15°/+63°) 
Jakarta 01:35 (-3°/+38°) 02:10 (+5°/+46°) 
Darwin 01:50 (+25°459°) 02:30 (+34°/+65°) 
Brisbane 03:00 (+59°/+49°) 03:15 (+62°/+48°) 
Auckland 03:50 (+62°/+23°) 04:20 (+60°418°) 
Tahiti 04:35 (+37°/-11°) 05:30 (+24°/-24°) 

The International Occultation Timing As-
sociation (IOTA) predicts the occultation of a 
naked-eye star (w Ophiuchi, magnitude +4.45, 
spectral class A7) by Jupiter on SEP 24 at 
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Total Solar Eclipse 

Figure 1. Visibility zones of total solar eclipse on 1995 OcT 24. Abbreviations are as follows: Rb 
Sunrise at beginning of eclipse; Rm = Sunrise at middle of eclipse; Re = Sunrise at end of eclipse; Sb 
= Sunset at beginning of eclipse; Sm = Sunrise at middle of eclipse; Se = Sunrise at end of eclipse. 

about 23h.9. The unusual event should be visi-
ble from the E United States and E Canada. 

COMETS 

The column by Don E. Machholz, "Comet 
Corner," on pp. 126-127 of this issue and the 
A.L.P.O. Solar System Ephemeris: 1995 list 
two known comets that are predicted to be 
12th magnitude or brighter during at least part 
of this period. 

Comet 6P/d'Arrest should appear its 
brightest in early August, at somewhere be-
tween 7th to 9th magnitude. This comet will 
be most favorably placed for Southern-Hemi-
sphere observers during our period, dropping 
from declination -5° at the beginning of Au-
gust to -35° at the end of September, and then 
rising to -32° at the end of October. Nonethe-
less, this will be one of its most favorable ap-
paritions and the comet should be readily visi-
ble in small telescopes, or even in binoculars 
from dark sites. 

Somewhat fainter is Comet 58P/Jackson-
Neujmin, which is forecast to reach 1 1 th 
magnitude in September. 

METEOR SHOWERS 

Activity from the South Delta Aquarids 
(JUL 08-AUG 19; peak JUL 29, 15/hour) and 
Alpha Capricornids (JUL 03-AUG 25; peak 
JUL 30, 5/hour) continue into this period. The 

Moon will not initially be a problem for view-
ing them, not reaching First Quarter until AUG 
04. Both these showers are best seen from our 
Southern Hemisphere. 

It is unfortunate that the major shower of 
the season, the Perseids (JUL 17-AUG 24), 
will peak on AUG 12 (60/hour) when the 16-
day Moon will light sky all night except for 
the evening. Nonetheless, the Moon will cause 
few problems for Perseid-watching before 
AUG 04 or after AUG 21. 

THE Alpha Aurigids (AUG 24-SEP 05; 
peak SEP 01, 5/hour) can be observed with no 
lunar interference after midnight. Although 
rates are low, this shower has a broad maxi-
mum; its slow, bright meteors are relatively 
easy to photograph. 

The final major shower peaking in our pe-
riod is the Orionids (OCT 02-Nov 07; peak 
OCT 22, 15/hour). The peak date occurs near 
New Moon, so conditions are very favorable 
for viewing this event. Occasionally, the Ori-
onids produce rates up to 40/hour, but most of 
its members are faint. 

Finally, although the period covered here 
is before their peak dates, the pre-peak por-
tions of the following showers will be observ-
able during our period: Southern Taurids 
(SEP 15-NOV 25; peak Nov 03, 5/hour), 
Northern Taurids (SEP 13-NOV 25; peak 
NOV 13, 5/hour). Because of their long dura-
tion, observers can choose nights with little 
Moon interference to observe them. 
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-ree near-simultaneous drawings of two of the Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 Impact Spots on 
niter; "G" is near the central meridian at the top, while "L" is to its left near the limb. The 
awings were made on 1994 July 20 by: Claus Benninghoven, 02h01m UT (left); Richard 

02h05m-02h25m UT (center); and Matthew Will, 02h10m-02h20m UT (right). South at 
D; for more information see page 147 of this issue, whose first three articles are devoted to the 
-oemaker-Levy 9 impact. 
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LUNAR AND PLANETARY OBSERVERS: 
NOTES AND PHOTOGRAPHS 

The Association of Lunar and Planetary 
Observers held its 45th Convention last 
summer, meeting at the Days Inn East Hotel 
in Wichita, Kansas, for August 1-5, 1995. 

About 40 of our members attended this 
event, and we extend particular thanks to 
Jose and Louise Olivarez for local arrange-
ments and to Beth Westfall for the meeting 
logistics. We also thank the members and 
staff who contributed papers and displays. 

The sessions themselves lasted four  

days, with a mixture of individual and group 
papers, discussion sessions, the Board of Di-
rectors Meeting, a banquet, and a field trip. 

This report lists the papers and other 
events of the meeting (Table 1, below), but 
chiefly describes the convention by means 
of the photographs that follow (Figure 1-12, 
pp. 182-183). The business activities of the 
convention are summarized in the minutes 
of the Board of Directors Meeting following 
this report (pp. 184-185). 

Table 1. Chronology of Activities, 45th Convention of the A.L.P.O. 

Papers  

Walter H. Haas, "Was the A.L.P.O. Necessary? Is the A.L.P.O. Necessary?" 
Richard J. Schmude, Jr., "Wideband Photometry of Uranus and Neptune in 1995." 
Daniel M. Troiani, "Review of the 1994-1995 Martian Apparition." 
Don E. Machholz, 'The Discovery and Apparition of Periodic Comet Machholz 2." 
Phillip W. Budine, "Observing Jupiter: Jovian Nomenclature, Central Meridian Transits, Rotation Periods, 

and Statistics." 
Phillip W. Budine, "Jupiter Update: The Appearance of Jupiter in 1994-1995." 
Carlos Hernandez and Phillip W. Budine, 'The Shoemaker-Levy 9 Impact With Jupiter." 
Jose Olivarez, "Update on the Olivarez Blue Features of Jupiter's Equatorial Zone." 
Bob Manske and David Weier, "The Jupiter Database Program." 
David Weier, "A.L.P.O. Computing Section Survey and Software Demonstration." 
David 0. Darling, "The Darling Clementine LTP Program." 
Harry D. Jamieson, "The Lunar Dome Survey: A Progress Report." 
John E. Westfall, "A Lunar Terminator Tour via CCD." 
Michael Reynolds, "Chabot Observatory: Past, Present, and Future." 
Thomas R. Cave, "A Near Perfect Planetary Telescope." 
Michael Mattel, 'Ludwig Schupmann's Medial Telescope." 
Timothy Robertson and Matthew L. Will, "The A.L.P.O. Lunar and Planetary Training Program: A 

Progress Report and Analysis of the Training Program's First Year Activities Since Its Revision." 
Robert Landis, "Planetaria and the Space Telescope Science Institute." 
Richard G. Hodgson, "Avoiding Babel: Clarifying Our Astronomical Vocabulary and the Current 

Revolution in Solar System Studies." 
Julius L. Benton, Jr., "The 1995-96 Edgewise Presentation of Saturn's Rings: An Observational Update." 
Daniel P. Joyce, James P. Carroll, and Daniel M. Troiani, "Up-to-Date CCD, 1995." 
Thomas A. Dobbins, "Capturing the Moon and Planets on Videotape: An Economical Approach to CCD 

Without a Computer." 
Michael Reynolds, "Eclipse Experiences." 
Rik Hill and Beth Westfall, 'The A.L.P.O. Page on the World-Wide Web." 

Other Events  

Welcome and Announcements; Jose Olivarez, Walter H. Haas, and John Westfall. 
Open Discussion: "Whither the Lunar Section?" 
Open A.L.P.O. Board of Directors' Meeting. 
Optional Field Trip: Science Center and Planetarium Show; Dinner in Old Town; Tour and Observing at 

Lake Afton Public Observatory. 
Open Discussion: "Goals and Methods in Training and Education." 
Show-and-Tell: "Recent Eclipses and Occultations." 
Award Banquet: Presentation of Walter H. Haas Award for 1995; Invited Speaker: Robert Landis, Space 

Telescope Science Institute, 'The Solar System via the Hubble Space Telescope." 
General Discussion: The Role of the Computing Section; Contents of the A.L.P.O. Solar System 

Ephemeris. 
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Figure 3. Computing Section Recorder Bob Manske 
demonstrates his Jupiter Database program. 

Figure 4. vet-
eran observ-
er and tele-
scope-maker 
Thomas R. 
Cave de-
scribes "A 
Near Perfect 
Planetary 
Telescope." 

Figure 2. A.L.P.O. 
Comets Recorder 
Don E. Machholz 
on the topic "The 
Discovery and Ap-
parition of Period-
ic Comet Mach-
holz 2." 

Figure 6. One of the annual Banquet events 
is the presentation of the Walter H. Haas 
Observing Award. Here, Jose Olivarez 
(right) displays the award to Walter Haas, 
who accepts it on behalf of Elmer J. Reese. 
Mr. Reese received the award in recogni-
tion of several decades of Jupiter observa-
tions and research. 

Figure 7. Also at the 1995 Banquet, out-
going A.L.P.O. Executive Director John 
Westfall (right) receives an award of ap-
preciation from the incoming Executive 
Director, Phillip Budine. 

Figure 5. Lunar 
Transient Phe-
nomena Re-
corder David 
0. Darling de-
scribes cooper-
ation with the 
NASA-DOD 
Clementine 
Mission in 
"The Darling 
Clementine 
LTP Program." 

Figure 1. Group portrait of the attendees at the 45th A.L.P.O. Convention, in Wichita, Kansas. 
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Figure 8. The guest Banquet speaker, Robert 
Landis of the Space Telescope Science Insti-
tute speaks on "The Solar System via the Hub-
ble Space Telescope." 

Figure 9. One of the Convention highlights was a 
visit to the Wichita Omnisphere and Science Cen-
ter, followed in the evening by a field trip to Lake 
Afton Public Observatory. Here, A.L.P.O. mem-
bers inspect the Observatory's 16-in catadioptric 
reflector prior to observing the Moon and Jupiter 

 

Figure 10. Some A.L.P.O. 
staff members line up at the 
podium. From left to right: 
Jose Olivarez, Elizabeth 
Westfall, Matthew Will, 
Walter H. Haas, Michael 
Mattei, Phillip Budine, John 
Westfall, Harry Jamieson, 
and Daniel Troiani. 

Figure 11. The annual 
A.L.P.O. Board of Directors 
Meeting was held in Jose 
Olivarez' library with part of 
his "telescope arsenal." 
From left to right are John 
Westfall, Phillip Budine, 
Walter Haas, Jose Olivarez, 
Harry Jamieson, and Eliza-
beth Westfall. (Board mem-
ber Donald Parker, and new 
Board member Julius Ben-
ton, are not shown.) 

Figure 12. Another highlight at the Olivarez home was group observing 
of the Moon through Jose Olivarez' 10-inch folded refractor (on left). 

Photograph Credits: 

Figures 1, 3, 5, and 9; John Westfall. Figures 2, 4, and 10; Jose Olivarez. 
Figures 6, 7, 8, and 12; Gary Cameron. Figure 11, Louise Olivarez. 
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notograph of Comet 1996 B2 Hyakutake by Frank J. Melillo, taken on 1996 Mar. 25 at 04h05nn-
h14m UT; a 10-minute exposure on hypered Kodak TP2415 Film with an 80-mm f/4.5 lens. 

',Drth is at the top and the "handle" of the Big Dipper asterism is to the right. Note the 
slocation midway in the tail. The field of view is 21° across. Mr. Melillo visually estimated the 

length as 19°, and the total magnitude as +0.6. 
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To a Rocky Moon, A Geologist's History 
of Lunar Exploration. 
By Don E. Wilhelms. 

The University of Arizona Press, 1230 North 
Park Avenue, Suite 102, Tucson, AZ 85719-
4140. 1993. 477 pages. (ISBN 0-8165-1443-
7). 

Reviewed by Jose Olivarez 

The "story behind the story" of the lunar 
landings is eloquently described in this defini-
tive account of how we learned the geological 
history of the Moon. Dr. Wilhelms was a 
member of a scientific team responsible for 
assembling an overall picture of the Moon's 
structure and history during the "Apollo Era" 
in order to recommend where on the Moon 
field work should be conducted. In this book, 
he details the site-selection process, and draws 
in related events concerning mission opera-
tions to show how the events affected the 
course of the scientific program. Wilhelms 
discusses all six landing sites in detail and 
tells the behind-the-scenes story of telescopic 
and spacecraft investigations of the Moon be-
fore, during, and after the manned landings. 

To a Rocky Moon leaves the reader inter-
ested in the space program, the history of 
science, or the application of geology to plan-
etology, with a better understanding of how 
the Apollo landing sites were selected. The 
book is also replete with revealing statements 
about what has made the Moon what it is 
today. For example, this reader learned that 
the Moon's famed Alpine Valley is a graben 
(fault valley); that if there is a volcanic caldera 
on the Moon, the crater Vitello ought to be it; 
and that the youngest prominent crater on the 
Moon is probably Tycho at 109 million years 
old. These include Dr. Wilhelms' views that 
"the moon is not a primordial object but an 
evolving one"; that "the moon is neither cos-
mic exotica nor a little earth"; and that "cos-
mic impacts rule the Moon". 

To a Rocky Moon contains 47 small black-
and-white photographs, but it would benefit 
by many more. Also, a second edition of this 
book would be greatly enhanced by the 
inclusion of a larger version of the ACIC 
photomosaic map of the lunar near side, per-
haps in the form of a folding plate. This map 
appears as the frontispiece of the current edi-
tion, but is too small to serve as an adequate 
guide to the location of the many lunar sites 
discussed in the book. Two good companion 
books to To a Rocky Moon are Peter Ca-
dogan's The Moon: Our Sister Planet (Cam-
bridge University Press, 1981) and Dr. Wil-
helms' other massive publication, The Geo-
logic History of the Moon (U.S. Geological 
Survey Professional Paper 1348). 

In conclusion, To a Rocky Moon is both 
fascinating and easy to read. 

Pauper and Prince: Ritchey, Hale, & Big 
American Telescopes. 
By Donald E. Osterbrock. 

The University of Arizona Press, 1230 North 
Park Avenue, Suite 102, Tucson, Arizona 
85719-4140. 1993. 359 pages. Price: $45.00 
cloth (ISBN 0-8165-1199-3). 

Reviewed by Jose Olivarez 

This readable and fascinating book by a 
well-known historian of astronomy focuses on 
the career of George Willis Ritchey, who per-
fected the methods of making parabolic mir-
rors for giant reflecting telescopes and who pi-
oneered their use for astronomical photogra-
phy. A genius at building large telescopes, 
Ritchey, like all telescope makers, believed he 
knew everything about his business. He was 
an artist and a perfectionist, but these traits 
made him temperamental and difficult to work 
with and did not endear him to George Ellery 
Hale, his employer and observatory director. 
Rather, they led to tension, estrangement, and 
finally to Ritchey's dismissal and banishment 
from the "Big Telescope" scene by Hale. 

Using interviews with people who knew 
Ritchey and letters preserved in archives, Os-
terbrock reveals the impact of human pride, 
ambition, and character on the development of 
scientific knowledge, technology, and "big 
science". He also details the telescope-build-
ing aspects of Hale's life at Yerkes, Mount 
Wilson, and Palomar Observatories and shows 
how the relationship between Ritchey and 
Hale helped the United States to develop the 
world's premier astronomical facilities. 

Osterbrock's willingness to reveal every-
thing about Hale's and Ritchey's pride and 
character—warts and all—helps to make this 
book engrossing reading. Indeed, I was left 
with a changed opinion of the "father of big 
American astronomy" and more sympathetic 
towards George Ritchey, whose character pre-
vented him from receiving the honor and 
renumeration in his lifetime that his genius 
deserved. Now, thanks to this book, Ritchey, 
the unsung pauper of his time, can take his 
place among the giants of American astrono-
my where he richly deserves to be. 

The only drawback to this book is the lack 
of examples of Ritchey's photographs. Al-
though his spectacular lunar and celestial pho-
tographs taken with the 40-inch Yerkes refrac-
tor, a 24-inch reflector of his own making, and 
the 60-inch reflector at Mt. Wilson are men-
tioned repeatedly in the text, none are includ-
ed! Indeed, the University of Arizona Press 
would do well to include examples of his fa-
mous photographs in future editions. 

Pauper and Price: Ritchey, Hale, & Big 
American Telescopes is sure to become a clas-
sic on the history of American astronomy . 
Get your copy now. 
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Retiring Assistant Solar 
Coordinator Randy Tatum is 
on the right, and solar 
observer Robert Morris on the 
left, at the 1987 Texas Star 
Party. Robert's fine H-alpha 
filtergrams are remarkable in 
that they were made with the 
4-inch Unitron refractor shown 
here, stopped to 2 inches. 
Photo by J.P. Prideaux. 
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Clyde W. Tombaugh (1906-1997) 
making a point (and very likely a pun) 
as Banquet Speaker at the 1993 
A.L.P.O. Convention in Las Cruces, 
New Mexico. Dr. Tombaugh, best 
known as the discoverer of the planet 
Pluto in 1930, always maintained 
strong ties with amateur astronomy 
and was a charter member of the 
Association of Lunar and Planetary 
Observers. We regret that he will not 
be joining us at our Fiftieth 
Anniversary Convention in Las 
Cruces, June 25-29, 1997. 
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FAST-MOVING LUNAR PHENOMENA 

By: Alexey V. Arkhipov, Institute of Radio Astronomy, Kharkov 

ABSTRACT 

From time to time reports have appeared in the literature describing fast-moving objects 
(FMOs) moving across or near the lunar surface. Typically, these take the form of either light 
or dark spots, with apparent velocities of 00.001-00.1/sec and a duration under one minute. 
We have evaluated the hypothesis that such phenomena are of terrestrial origin and only ap-
pear projected against the Moon by chance. Statistical analysis, however, reveals a significant 
excess of sightings in the Mare Imbrium area relative to the Mare Nectaris-Foecunditatis 
area. These unexpected results, as well as the trajectory angle of some of these objects, imply 
that FMOs may be of lunar origin. Clearly, further systematic patrols are warranted. 

INTRODUCTION 

This article addresses the phenomenon of 
sporadic, fast-moving objects (FMOs) which 
reportedly appear and disappear across and 
near the lunar disk. Observations of birds, in-
sects, terrestrial meteors, and so forth that oc-
casionally pass across the line of sight have 
naturally been excluded from this analysis. 
FMOs have been reported by a number of 
prominent observers, including Schroeter 
(1791), Schafarik (1885), Haas (1947), and 
Firsoff (1960). They have also been listed in 
the NASA Lunar Transient Phenomena Cata-
log (Cameron, 1978). 

Schafarik (1885) emphasized the differ-
ence between terrestrial meteors and the star-
like FMOs in the following report: 

"In class I, I should place an object of so 
peculiar a character that I do not know 
what to make of it. 1874, April 24, at 
about 3-1/2 h.p.m., I observed the moon 
(illuminated nearly 3/4 in bright sun-
shine, with power 66, field 34', of a fine 
4-in. achromatic by Dancer, when I was 
surprised by the apparition, on the disc 
of the moon, of a dazzling white star, 
which traveled slowly from E.S.E. to 
W.N.N., and after leaving the bright disc, 
shone on the deep blue sky like Sirius or 
Vega in daylight and fine air. The star 
was quite sharp and without a percepti-
ble diameter...It was absolutely sharp, 
and its flight so slow (about 5 s.) that 
even a trace of indistinctness would have 
been perceptible." 

Haas (1947) argued that fast-moving lunar 
objects exhibited properties statistically 
different from those of terrestrial meteors, 
particularly with respect to their short path 
lengths and small angular dimensions. In the 
1940s, he thought that meteors could actually 
be observed in the lunar atmosphere, although 
it is now clear that such an atmosphere is far 
too rarefied for this to occur. It is primarily for 
that reason that most modern observers a prio-
ri favor a terrestrial explanation for FMOs. 
This postulate can be usefully tested, however. 

FMO CATEGORIES 

Although the author has collected reports 
of moving phenomena on the Moon for many 
years, including observations recorded in the 
literature as well as direct correspondence 
with individual observers, to date only 114 
cases have been compiled. Reports of FMOs 
are indeed rare and comprise only about 5 per-
cent of current reported Lunar Transient Phe-
nomena (LTP). From an analysis of the avail-
able LTP reports, Arkhipov (1994a) recog-
nized three types of moving objects: 

(a) Permanent lunar spots exhibiting very 
slow movement due to libration and peri-
odic illumination effects. 

(b) Cloud-like objects, lasting several 
minutes to three hours, with angular ve-
locities of 0°.0000001-0°.001/sec., and 
possibly the result of charged dust parti-
cles rising in electrical fields on the lunar 
surface. 

(c) Fast-moving objects, lasting < 1 min. 
and moving between 0°.001-1°/sec. 

Only the latter category constitutes a sam-
ple large enough to warrant statistical evalua-
tion. Accordingly, only FMOs whose duration 
and location on the lunar surface have been re-
ported were selected for the analysis (see 
Table 1, p. 136). In Table 1: Xi = cos (lati-
tude[i]) x sin (longitude[i]); Yi = sin (lati-
tude[i]); the rectangular coordinates of the 
starting (i = 1) or the terminal (i = 2) points of 
the FMO trajectories; n = the number of ob-
jects or clusters of objects; t = duration of the 
event; * = personal communication with the 
observer (from the author's files). 

FMO DISTRIBUTION 
ON THE MOON 

Since only 66 usable data points were 
available from our list, a contour-smoothing 
technique had to be utilized to demonstrate 
FMO distribution patterns across the lunar 
surface. The number (k) of points inside a 
circle with a circle of 0.3 lunar radii was cal-
culated. This procedure was applied by scan- 
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Table 1. Characteristics of Lunar Fast-Moving Objects. 

Date Xi X2 	Y2 _g_ References 

1789 OCT 15 -0.296 +0.500 --- 	--- 2 -4.0s 	Schroeter, 1791 
1941 JuL 10 -0.749 -0.208 1 -1 s 	Corliss, 1979 
1941 JuL 10 -0.546 -0.309 -0.586 -0.309 1 1s 	Haas, 1947 
1942 AUG 24 +0.474 +0.723 +0.474+0.740 1 IS -0.3 s 
1943 FEB 20 -0.123 +0.238 -0.218+0.144 1 EL -0.8 s 
1943 FEB 20 -0.088 +0.767 -0.088+0.787 1 0.5 s 
1944 May 05 +0.546 -0.748 -0.536 -0.738 1 1.5 s 
1944 JUN 27 -0.210 -0.525 -0.210 -0.475 1 -1.0s 
1944 AuG 11 +0.269 +0.574 +0.292 +0.574 1 -1.8 s 
1946 JUN 10 -0.335 +0.284 -0.335+0.746 1 14 1.0 s 
1946 JUL 22 +0.280 +0.557 +0.280+0.590 1 -1.0$ 
1946 JuL 22 -0.101 +0.259 -0.101+0.259 1 3.0 s 
1952 AUG 05 +0.000 +0.000 1 -1.5 s 	Arkhipov, 1994b 
1954 OCT -- +0.342 +0.940 -0.342 -0.940 1 -12 s 
1955 MAY 24 +0.137 -0.985 1 -2.0 s 	Firsoff, 1960 
1959 MAR 24 -0.664 +0.342 --- 	--- 2 -1.5 s 	Arkhipov, 1994b 
1968 JUL 30 -1.000 0.000 1 -15 s 	Hobana, 1976 
1991 Nov 19 +0.719 +0.515 -0.148+0.891 1 10s 	Arkhipov, 1994b 
1991 DEC 15 -0.352 -0.927 --- 1 1.0 s Arsykhin, 1992* 
1991 DEC 15 -0.051 -0.225 +0.099 -0.309 1 <1.0 s 	Arkhipov, 1994b 
1991 DEC 15 -0.048 +0.276 +0.265+0.276 1 <1.0 s 
1991 DEC 15 +0.014 +0.559 +0.265+0.276 1 <1.0 s 
1992 JAN 18 +0.174 +0.026 +0.342+0.017 1 It 2.0 s 
1992 MAR 15 +0.017 -0.017 -0.051 -0.242 1 2.5 s 
1992 APR 12 -0.077 +0.477 -0.075+0.515 1 2.0 s 
1992 MAY 11 -0.604 +0.342 --- 1 10 s Lindhard, 1992 
1992 JUL 10 +0.840 -0.242 --- 1 -0.1 s 	Arkhipov, 1994b 
1992 JUL 14 -0.096 +0.788 +0.683 +0.259 1 -5.0 s 	Kuleshov, 1994* 
1992 JuL 16 -0.730 -0.454 --- 1 -7 s 	Arkhipov, 1994b 
1992 NOV 07 -0.370 +0.156 -0.368+0.191 1 -1.0 s 
1992 DEC 07 -0.361 -0.777 +0.485 -0.766 1 1.5 s 
1993 MAR 04 -0.367 +0.755 -0.417+0.643 1 2.0 s 	Arsykhin, 1994* 
1993 AUG 27 +0.509 +0.276 +0.629+0.208 1 0.8 s 
1993 Nov 20 +0.840 -0.530 +0.879 -0.423 1 3.0 s 
1994 FEB 14 0.000 -0.242 -0.202 -0.682 1 8.0 s 
1994 MAR 22 -0.469 -0.035 -0.530+0.035 1 1.0 s 	" 
1994 MAR 24 -0.145 -0.829 -0.145 -0.829 1 40-50 s Likhachev, 1995* 

ning the entire lunar disk with this circle. For 
every position of the circle center, the ratio (f ) 
of k and its average value were calculated. 
The resulting map of the f parameter is shown 
in Figure 1 (p.137). 

The only statistically significant feature 
on the map is the excess of points in the Mare 
Imbrium region (A) relative to the Mare Nec-
taris - Mare Foecunditatis region (B). Indeed, 
19 data points fall inside the f = 1.5 contour of 
Region A. The area within this contour consti-
tutes 0.131 of the entire visible lunar disk. The 
probability that ..?.19 points would fall within 
this contour by chance on the basis of the bi-
nomial distribution is found as follows: 

N 
(1) WA=  aNipi(1-p)N-1]/W(N-1)I]}> 

m 

where M = 19 and N = 66. This gives a proba-
bility of 0.0006. With respect to Region B, 
only one data point falls within the f < 0.5 ra- 
dius, yielding a probability of 	point inside 
this area, comprising 0.148 of the visible sur-
face, of WB = 0.0003. Obviously these calcu- 

lated probabilities are sufficiently low to con-
tradict the expected uniform distribution of 
FMO events should they be of terrestrial ori-
gin. 

The apparent correlation of FMO events 
with certain lunar regions for what are pre-
sumably random events is certainly unusual, 
however, possible selection effects must also 
be considered. 

First, it is possible that the probability of 
observing lunar meteors is affected by the al-
bedo of the lunar background. The ratio of the 
visual albedo of the brightest crater Aristar-
chus to the darkest Grimaldi, is only 3 or a 
magnitude difference of 1.19 (Fessenkov, 
1962). The cumulative number of meteors 
brighter than magnitude m is proportional to 
1003Am for -10<m<+10 (Astapovich, 1958). 
Consequently, the background effect cannot 
account for the differences in meteor visual- 
ization by a factor of 100.3 X1.19 or 2.28 times. 
The average value of the f-parameter is M/Np 
= 2.20 in Region A (where fa 1.5), but only 
0.1 for Region B (fg15). Clearly the lunar 
background differences cannot account for a 
22-fold difference. 
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Figure 1. Contour map of the relative density (f) of 
the start and end points of FMO trajectories across 
the lunar disk, where 1.0 is the mean of f. The se-
lenographic orientation is also indicated. 

Figure 2. The circular trajectory of a starlike ob-
ject near the lunar limb observed by V.V. Yare-
menko, in mid-August, 1955 at about 17h0Om 
UT, from Novocherkask, USSR, with a home-
made refractor (aperture and magnification not 
given). Original drawing by the observer. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Reports about lunar FMOs clearly 
warrant serious attention. It can be argued 
that at least some FMOs occupy circumlu-
nar locations, but clearly more data are 
needed before this can be verified. The 
author would greatly appreciate receiving 
reports about any moving phenomena in the 
vicinity of, or over, the lunar disk. Please 
contact: Alexey V. Arkhipov, Institute of 
Radio Astronomy, 4, Krasnoznamennaya 
St., Kharkov 310002, Ukraine. 
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Second, some regions of the Moon might 
be observed more frequently due to favorable 
solar illumination and the restricted field of 
view of the telescope. However, lighting con-
ditions should be identical for the lunar North-
ern and Southern Hemispheres, yet there is 
asymmetry with respect to the distribution of 
points; 39 in the north and 25 in the south. The 
probability of such a difference being due to 
chance is 0.052 (M = 39; N = 64; p = 0.5), im-
plying at a 95-percent confidence level that 
the north-south asymmetry is real. In addition, 
most observers whose data were analyzed 
here, used small telescopes with low magnifi-
cation, and thereby examined almost the entire 
lunar disk. Conceivably, the search for LTP in 
the Plato region could draw an observer's 
attention towards Mare Imbrium, resulting in 
an unintentional bias toward observing that 
area. However, Aristarchus, the "Mecca" of 
all LTP hunters (Cameron, 1977), is outside 
region A, suggesting such bias is in fact unim-
portant in this context. Collectively, the above 
indicate that biased selection effects do not 
explain the reported asymmetry in FMO dis-
tribution patterns. 

Finally, some FMOs exhibit curved, non-
meteoric trajectories. Let me cite one such 
original report. On 1955 AUG 15, using a 
small refractor, Yaremenko (1983) stated: "A 
luminous body similar to a 3rd mag star flew 
at about 0.2 lunar radii above the disk, parallel 
to its edge [limb]. The body flew about a third 
of the circumference (it continued for 4-5 sec-
onds) and [apparently] landed on the lunar 
surface with a steep trajectory." His drawing 
is reproduced in Figure 2 (to the right). Simi-
lar examples of paths are shown in Figures 3 -
5 (p. 138). Although curved trajectories are 
very rare events, they must be taken into 
account. 
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Figure 3. Trajectory of white line circling the 
Full Moon for 5-6 s before merging with the 
lunar surface. This phenomenon was ob-
served in October or November, 1954-55 with 
the naked eye by V.I. Timkov from Ordjoni-
kidze, USSR. Drawing by observer. 
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Figure 5. The twisted trajectory of a dark object 
observed by E.V. Arsykhin on 1992 MAR 15, 
16h45m UT and lasting about 2.5 s. Observed 
with a 65-mm Newtonian from Moscow, Russia. 
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Figure 4. The curious trajectory of a starlike object near the 
crescent Moon, observed on 1968 Jul_ 30 by M. Beres from 
Tusnad-Bai, Rumania (Hobana and Weverbergh, 1976). 
The object appeared to disappear behind the Moon. (No 
telescope or other details given.) 
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THE CLEMENTINE SPACECRAFT 
A.L.P.O. LTP TERRESTRIAL MISSION 

By: Winifred Sawtell Cameron, David 0. Darling, 
Bob Manske, and David D. Weier 

ABSTRACT 

From 1994 FEB 28-APR 28, 28 A.L.P.O. observers monitored 35 selected lunar features, 
as well as others, in a program planned to coincide with imagery taken by the Clementine 
Spacecraft. Several lunar transient events were reported, including visual observations con-
finned by other visual observers, as well as events recorded using spectroscopes, crater-ex-
tinction devices (CED), film photographs, and video. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Clementine Mission was an un-
manned spacecraft sent to the Moon from 
1994 JAN 25 (Lunar orbital insertion) to MAY 
03 to map the Moon via a polar orbit from 
FEB 05-MAY 03, after which it was to go on to 
the asteroid Geographos to gather similar data 
about it. This latter part of the mission was not 
accomplished due to a malfunction in com-
mands. The spacecraft had instruments to 
measure data in 11 wavelength bands from the 
UV-near IR (see Science, 1994). 

The Association of Lunar and Planetary 
Observers (A.L.P.O.), Lunar Transient Phe-
nomena (LTP) program approached the Clem-
entine Mission through one of its principal in-
vestigators, Eugene Shoemaker, with the sug-
gestion that we could participate in the Mis-
sion by observing from Earth at times when 
the spacecraft was covering the near side of 
the Moon. This suggestion was late in the mis-
sion planning, just a couple months before the 
launch. The Clementine Commission accepted 
our proposal in early January, 1994. The 
A.L.P.O. LTP Coordinators, past and present, 
formed a committee that contacted selected 
members to invite them to participate. The 
committee consisted of the former A.L.P.O. 
Lunar Transient Phenomena Recorder, 
Winifred Sawtell Cameron, and the present 
Coordinator, David 0. Darling, assisted by 
Bob Manske and David D. Weier of the 
A.L.P.O. Computing Section. From the list of 
about 75 observers from all parts of the world, 
51 responded affirmatively, and of these 33 
sent in reports; the 28 who were not clouded 
out are listed in Table 1 (p. 146). Our observ-
ers were from both hemispheres in latitude 
and longitude. We received revised orbital 
data from the Clementine Committee too late 
to be able to observe in its early coverage, and 
more delay was caused by mail service to far-
flung observers. Weather and inconvenient 
times of spacecraft coverage for avocational 
observers accounted for the reduced number 
of observers reporting. 

The A.L.P.O. committee chose 35 features 
to be covered by us in the mission (see Table 
2, p. 146) of the over-100 features that have 
been reported more than once in the past as  

exhibiting anomalies. These past LTP may be 
found in Cameron's catalog of LTP (Cameron, 
1978). That publication classified the phenom-
ena under five categories: reddish, bluish, 
brightening, darkening, and gaseous. Univer-
sal Times (UT) of spacecraft passage over 
these 35 chosen features were calculated by 
A.L.P.O's committee from the data sent to us 
from the Clementine committee, which then 
were sent to our observers. We received ob-
servations for 30 nights during the period from 
1994 FEB 28-APR 28, inclusive, the last the 
final date for which we had spacecraft cover-
age. Within these 30 nights, LTP were noted 
for 23 nights for 34 individual features. These 
amount to 77 percent of the nights and 11 per-
cent of the over 324 observed features (there 
were many features observed not on our list). 
Various forms of equipment were used. Visual 
observations were the most common; but 
some observers used video cameras, spectro-
scopes, filters, crater-extinction devices 
(CED), and film cameras. The CED consisted 
of a system of neutral filters of increasing den-
sities, plus red and blue ones, mounted on a 
wheel which was turned to the density that ex-
tinguished the feature at first glance. The 
density number was recorded and then 
transposed or translated to an albedo value 
based on an albedo chart set up by observing 
representative features. The chart used Elger's 
scale, considered as the true albedo when at 
Full Moon. His scale has 20 steps in 0.5 incre-
ments from 0.0 (black shadows) to 10.0 (the 
brightest spot on the Moon, the central peak of 
Aristarchus). This chart, then, is a standard 
reference that normalizes to true albedo. All 
other phases give relative albedos. Of the 28 
observers 15 reported anomalies; other anom-
alies were noted by one of the authors (Cam-
eron). Table 3 (pp. 154-159) presents all the 
reported observations with pertinent auxiliary 
information for assessing the reliability of an 
anomaly report. This table was formed from 
the preliminary reports compiled by the 
A.L.P.O. committee from reports received by 
the observers, reduced using Harry D. Jamie-
son's Lunar Tool Kit computer program for 
some of the reductions (Jamieson, 1992) and 
analyzed by Winifred S. Cameron. 

The columns in Table 3 are as follows: (1) 
the Universal Time (UT) Date in 1994, as 
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Table 1. Participating Observers, Clementine/A.L.P.O. Program. 

Name Location 
Number 

Observations Days Hours 

Sally Beaumont Cumbria, England 9 	9 	10.2 
Albert T. Brakel Downer, Australia 11 6 15.1 
Winifred S. Cameron Sedona, AZ, USA 6 5 9.5 
Paul S. Castle Rock Island, IL, USA 11 8 17.8 
Chen Dong Hua Xiamen, P. R. of China 2 2 2.3 
Anthony Cook Camberly, England 5 3 4.0 
Marie Cook Surrey, England 8 7 4.7 
David 0. Darling Sun Prairie, WI, USA 9 9 8.8 
William Dembowski Johnstown, PA, USA 18 3 3.8 
Chander Bhusnan Devgun New Delhi, India 1 1 1.0 
Tom Ferrell Lawrenceville, GA, USA 4 4 6.6 
Denny Fryback Madison, WI, USA 5 2 3.5 
Francis Graham East Pittsburgh, PA, USA 13 12 11.7 
Rainer Knopp Berlin, Germany 5 4 10.0 
Paul Kursewicz Epping, NH, USA 2 1 1.0 
Gilbert C. Lubcke Middleton, WI, USA 90 5 12.0 
Bob Manske Waunakee, WI, USA 1 1 0.5 
Gerald North Sussex, England 5 5 4.9 
William Peters Kent, England 1 1 0.7 
Jean Pierrette Quebec, Canada 3 3 1.8 
John Port Waldo, WI, USA 6 4 2.2 
Michael Richardson London, England 1 1 1.1 
Bryon Soulsby Calwell, Australia 3 3 2.3 
Donald Spain Louisville, KY, USA 5 5 5.0 
Kathleen Teychenne Victoria, Australia 9 8 18.0 
Prakash Tupe Pune, India 4 2 4.0 
David D. Weier Madison, WI, USA 2 2 1.4 
Ray Zit Madison, WI, USA 1 1 0.7 

Table 2. Observed Feature Names, Positions, and Abbreviations, 
Clementine/A.L.P.O. Program. 

Formation Long. Lat. Abbrev.  

Agrippa 	11E 04N Agr. 
Alpetragius 04W 16S Alpet. 
Alphonsus 03W 13S Alph. 
Anaxagoras 10W 73N Anax. 
Archimedes 03W 30N Archim. 
Aristarchus 47W 23N Aris. 
Atlas 	44E 47N -- 
Censorinus 35E 00 Cens. 
Cobra Head 48W 24N CH 
Copernicus 20W 09N Cop. or 

Coper. 
M. Crisium 58E 17N M. Cris. 
Eratosthenes 11W 15N Erat. 
Gassendi 40W 16S Gass. 
Grimaldi 	68W 06S Grim. 
Hercules 	39E 46N Herc. 

Formation Long. Lat. Abbrev.  

Herodotus 48W 22N Herod. 
Sinus Iridum 32W 45N S. Ind. 
Kepler 	38W 08N Kep. 
Langrenus 60E 08S Lang. 
Lime 	12E 28N 
Manilius 	09E 28N Mani!. 
Menelaus 16E 16N 
Messier 	47E 02S Mess. 
Picard 	55E 15N 
Mons Pico 09W 46N 
Mons Piton 02W 41N Pit. 
Plato 	09W 51N 
Posidonius 29E 32N Pos. 
Proclus 	47E 16N Proc. 
Schroeter's 

Valley 48W 24N SV 

Formation Long. Lat. Abbrev.  

Schickard 54W 44S Schick. 
M. Smyhii 01W 00 Smyth. 
Theophilus 26E 12S Theo. 
Torricelli 	28E 05S Torr. 
Tycho 	11W 43S - 

Abbreviated Terms  

Terminator Term. 
North 
	

N 
South 
	

S 
West 
	

W 
East 
	

E 

month/day, (2) UT time-span of observer's 
coverage (hhmm); (3) LTP features observed 
during that time period (sometimes other fea-
tures are also given); (4) a brief description of 
LTPs seen, otherwise normal; (5) spacecraft's 
feature coverage, where N/A signifies that 
data were not available to A.L.P.O. (UT in 
hhmm); (6) Observer's name; (7) Observer's 
location-city, state, country; (8) the equipment 
used by the observer: L .= refractor and R re- 
flector, Aper. 	aperture of the telescope 
(mm), FL 	focal length of the telescope 

(mm), and Power z eyepiece focal length used 
(mm) (magnification can be derived by divid-
ing FL by Power; the magnification is given in 
the the LTP discussions below, which give 
telescope data in the same format as in the 
table); (9) age of the Moon in days at the time 
of mid-observation; (10) Col., the colongitude 
of the sun (sunrise terminator's approximate 
longitude) in degrees, which increases west-
ward, starting at the mean center of the face of 
the Moon as seen from the Earth (colongitude 
approximately equals 000° at First Quarter, 
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090° at Full Moon, 180° at Last Quarter, and 
270° at New Moon); (11) gives the seeing 
conditions for the observer, given in one of 
three systems: (a) on the Standard A.L.P.O. 
Scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is worst and 10 is 
perfect; (b) on the Antoniadi scale of Roman 
Numerals I - V where I is excellent, II is very 
good, III is good, IV is fair, and V is poor; and 
(c) verbally, where E = excellent, VG = very 
good, G = good, F = fair, and P = poor; (12) 
gives the anomalistic phase, whose calculation 
is described below; finally, (13) gives the 
weight of the LTP observation as a probability 
whether the phenomenon reported is a real, 
unexplained event, rated by Cameron as in her 
catalog. It ranges from 0-5, where 0 = feature 
appeared normal, 1 = barely possible LTP, 2 = 
possible but improbable LTP, 3 = possible to 
probable LTP, 4 = probable LTP, and 5 = 
most probable LTP. These data are needed to 
analyze the noted phenomena with respect to 
some of the hypotheses for origin of LTP. As-
terisks indicate times and features with 
reported anomalies. Brackets indicate overlaps 
with coverage by separate observers. 

Anomalistic phase is calculated as a pro-
portion of the tidal period (from perigee to 
perigee; 27.6 days on the average) measured 
from 0.0 to 1.0, found either (1) as calculated 
rigorously using the horizontal parallax and 
the eccentric anomaly (which takes into ac-
count the ellipticity of the lunar orbit [H], 
termed on); or Od  the ratio of the date of obser- 
vation minus the date of perigee before it, 
divided by the interval between post-perigee 
and pre-perigee; this less accurate datum as-
sumes the lunar orbit is circular, which it is 
not—it is a check on the more accurate value, 
though, and should not differ by more than 0.1 
in phase. 

Anomalistic phase (4)) is included in Cam-
eron's data or in others when hers were not 
available. The formulae for computing On  (all 
angles are expressed in degrees, it is the hori-
zontal equatorial parallax of the Moon, as  is 

the horizontal parallax at apogee, and it p  is 
the horizontal parallax at perigee ) are: 

(1) = V/360, where, 

(2) V = E + 5.89 sin E, where, 

1/7ca  + p - 2/n 

(3) cos E - 
Una — limp 

The formula to compute 4,d  is: 

Pd - Pb 
(4) 4,d 	  

Pa - Pb 

where Pa = date and time in days and deci-
mals (from the hour) of the perigee after the 
observation, Pb = the date and time in days 
and decimal of the perigee before the observa-
tion, and Pd = the date and time (in the same 
units as Pa and Pb ) of the observation. 

OBSERVATIONS 

The reported anomalies are discussed 
below in chronological order, with descrip-
tions by the observers of what they consider 
abnormal, possible explanations by W. Cam-
eron, and her weights assigned to their possi-
bility of being a real lunar phenomenon or re-
lated to a causing mechanism. 

The first anomalous behavior (LTP) was 
reported by Francis Graham, a professional 
astronomer, on 1994 MAR 21. He is associated 
with Kent State University in East. Liverpool, 
Ohio. He used a refractor of 162-mm aperture, 
whose focal length was 2470 mm and an 
eyepiece of 6-mm focal length which gave a 
magnification (power) of 412X, and an at-
tached spectrograph. He observed Mare 
Smythii, which is near the eastern limb of the 
Moon, and the eastern limb itself. He detected 
sodium (Na) emission just above the limb 
(projected against the dark sky). This has been 
detected several times before by him and 
others, for example, Ann Sprague and col-
leagues (Sprague et al., 1992). Therefore it is 
considered a normal condition, as indeed, Gra-
ham remarked, and thus was given a weight 
(Wt.) of 0. Others observed on that date (see 
Table 3), but at different times and other fea-
tures. Their reports indicated no anomalies 
(normal). His seeing was rated as 8 (very 
good). Spacecraft coverage was not available. 

On MAR 22, Winifred Cameron, in Sedo-
na, Arizona, at 06h15m-06h35m UT, using a 
200-2000-18-mm (110X) reflecting telescope 
(L) with CED equipment, under seeing rated 
as 7 (good-very good) noted a bright spot on 
the east flank of the mountain Piton. Other 
features observed were normal. Her albedo 
measure of 3.5 was below those observed at 
another date of the same lunar age (4.4, 4.3). 
This is almost 1 whole step (2 half steps) on 
Elger's albedo scale. Reports of anomalies 
have been given for as little as 1/2 step, or 
even less by others in the past. It is possible 
that it was anomalously low, or even lower by 
the standards of others in the past, on 1994 
MAR 22; but if so, it makes the bright spot 
perhaps quite anomalous. Cameron examined 
photographs 7A and 9A in William Picker-
ing's atlas (Pickering, 1903) at 016° and 030° 
colongitude (Col.) respectively, the latter of 
which is close to that of her observation 
(028°). They show a spot brighter than the 
whole eastern flank; thus her observation is 
probably a normal aspect, therefore weighted 
0. Plates 110-2, and 115-2 (high resolution) in 
The Atlas and Gazetteer of the Nearside of the 
Moon (Gutschewski et al., 1971) show Piton 
at a phase past full moon (FM) where the east 
flank is in shadow, whereas the Cameron ob-
servation was made at a phase several days 
before Full, thus, no inferences can be made 
from the Gazetteer (which uses Lunar Orbiter 
IV photographs). The Clementine spacecraft 
was covering Picard in the period from 
08h00m-10h0Om UT. 

On MAR 24, Jean Pierrette, using a 100-
mm reflector with a 30-mm eyepiece, in 
Montreal, Canada, at 03h35m UT observed a 
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flash near the terminator at the 9-O'clock 
position. From her sketch the source would 
have been in the Oceanus Procellarum, per-
haps near the ghost crater Flamsteed P. She 
also reported that the crater Langrenus was 
blinking, but was negative when using the 
blink process with colored filters. Her blink 
filters were Wratten W44A (blue) and W25 
(red). Her seeing was poor, rated 2-4/10, and 
the transparency (T) was only fourth magni-
tude (the faintest star magnitude detected). 
The spacecraft coverage was over Proclus, 
Atlas, and Posidonius from 00h00m-02h00m 
UT so was covering an area about 015° west 
of Langrenus (a non-LTP crater). Her observa-
tion of the flash is rated a 1 because it proba-
bly was related to poor seeing conditions. 

On MAR 26 four observers made observa-
tions that overlapped in time. The first was 
Marie Cook, in Surrey, England, using a 90-
mm Questar ® Maksutov reflector with a Bar-
low lens and 16-mm eyepiece, who noted that 
Torricelli B (not on our list of LTP features, 
but frequently reported by the British Astro-
nomical Association [BAA] Lunar Section 
Circulars [LSC]) was brighter in the yellow 
filter than any other filters during the 9-minute 
survey from 00h0 1 m-00h09m UT. The other 
features that she observed (Posidonius and 
Censorinus) were brightest in the blue (which 
is normal for most features). She checked the 
category for type of LTP as "none." With no 
further remarks or explanation it is not known 
by the authors whether the phenomenon was 
normal for Torricelli B or unusual. It appears 
to be unusual compared with other features. 
The feature is a small, typical impact crater 
NE of Torricelli, which is an elongated, larger 
crater without noticeable criteria of impact, so 
it could be volcanic as seen in Lunar Orbiter 
frames IV 77-3, and 78-1 in the Gazetteer. 
The secondary craters near it are from a large 
impact crater (Theophilus) SE of it. There is 
nothing about Torricelli B that one would ex-
pect to produce lunar internal activity. The 
observation was made at Col. 075°; Picker-
ing's atlas, plate 6C shows it at 073° on which 
it is barely distinguishable; possibly slightly 
grayer than its surroundings. The observation 
was at 3 days before perigee, which is outside 
the boundary condition of ± 0.14). Cameron 
weights the observation at 1. The previous 
anomalies discussed were around 0.74) where 
LTP, if due to the hypothesized tidal effect, 
would least be expected. 

Marie's son, Anthony Cook, took CCD 
videos of the Moon covering many features 
from 01h35m-01h59m UT, and 21h48m-
01h36m UT on the 27th. He listed times at 
which the features were covered. He has the 
data on PAL-format VHS video tapes which 
can be sent to anyone interested in them. At 
the time of this paper, reductions and analyses 
for possible LTPs have not been forwarded. 
The spacecraft was covering Agrippa (and its 
longitudinal area from pole to pole, about 15° 
west of Torricelli B) from 00h00m-0 1 hOOm 
UT, a period partly covered only by the 
Cooks. 

The next night, MAR 27, Marie Cook,  

from 00h06m-00h5Om UT, with the same 
equipment and seeing, noticed a bright streak 
from the WSW floor to the wall in Anaxago-
ras (010°W, 73°.5 N), a non-LTP site. The 
phase was near Full. The spacecraft was over 
Agrippa, Alphonsus, and Piton from 00h00m-
02h0Om UT; Alphonsus, Eratosthenes, and 
Tycho from 04h00m-06h0Om UT; Piton and 
Plato from 06h00m-08h0Om UT; and Alphon-
sus, Eratosthenes, Piton, Plato, and Tycho 
from 10h00m-12h0Om UT. All except Agrip-
pa were near the longitude of Anaxagoras 
(010°W). Lunar Orbiter-IV plates 116-2, 128-
2, and 140-2 in the Gazetteer show rough 
terrain in Anaxagoras, but not something that 
might produce a long, bright streak. Picker-
ing's atlas plate 9C (near the same phase, near 
Full, as the observations) does not show a 
brighter streak; however the film quality is 
poor. Her streak may be anomalous since she 
appears to have noticed something unusual. 
She states, however, that she suspects it is ray 
material which is prevalent in that area. The 
weight is given as a 0 as she indicated no 
LTPs. She observed many features much later 
on that date and all were normal. 

On APR 01 between 11h00m-12h0Om UT 
Winifred Cameron, in Sedona, Arizona, with a 
200-2000-9-mm (220X), reflector noted, but 
did not measure, that the southern part of 
Grimaldi was darker, but many other features 
were normal, a report given weight 1. Grimal-
di is the site of several LTP, six of which were 
flashes, one of which was observed by the as-
tronaut, Harrison (Jack) Schmitt on Apollo 17 
while in orbit around the Moon! 

On APR 03, David 0. Darling in Sun 
Prairie Wisconsin, using a 76-900-6.4-mm 
(140X) refractor with filters, with seeing 9, re-
ported a blink in Copernicus where it was 
bright in the red filter. This was given weight 
3. This feature is a source of many LTP. 

On APR 17, David D. Weier, in Edgerton, 
Wisconsin, using a 254-1270-17-mm (75X) 
reflector, in excellent seeing (9), noted that 
Aristarchus was glowing in earthshine and 
was pulsing, not related to seeing. He also 
stated that an area SE of it, in Oceanus Procel-
larum, bounded by Marius, Kepler and Tobias 
Mayer, also glowed. The age of the Moon was 
6.1 days and the Col. was 343° (060° distant 
from the features). Ray Zit of Madison, Wis-
consin, with a telescope similar to that of 
Weier, a 254-1270-28-mm (45x) reflector, 
also saw a diffused glow in the NW quadrant, 
near Aristarchus, but covering 10-15 percent 
of the visible ashen-lighted area. His seeing 
was rated 7 (good). This somewhat corrobo-
rates Weier. Cameron considers that these 
ashen-lighted phenomena can be explained by 
cloud cover at the Earth's limbs as seen from 
the Moon, a factor that affects the darkness of 
a lunar eclipse. The glowing appearance in 
Aristarchus has been reported frequently in 
the past, too frequently—almost every luna-
tion—to be intrinsically lunar. It is, however, 
rare near or past first quarter. It has never been 
reported in the waning crescent, which howev-
er, is rarely watched as it has to be observed in 
early morning, about 3 or 4 A.M. local time. 

IIN 
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The Moon is still mildly active, through de-
gassing which probably is not usually visible 
from Earth under normal conditions. Some-
times though, there may be bursts, or accumu-
lations of deposits that may be dense enough 
to be seen on Earth, but most likely after sun-
rise on the vicinity. This may account for 
many of the past reports, and may account for 
the highest correlation for LTP being near 
sunrise up to two days past (see Cameron 
1979). Thus, Cameron weights this reported 
phenomenon (ashen-light glow) here as 0, 
even though it was noted by two observers 
(confirmed), but possibly affected by the auro-
ra observed at that time there. 

On APR 18 Chen Dong Hua of Xiamen, 
China, using a 114-840-7-mm (120X) reflec-
tor, under good seeing (7), reported that the 
wall of Picard darkened at 14h40m-15h50m 
UT. No one else observed at that time, but two 
others observed it at overlapping times, both 
reporting it as normal. There were no space-
craft data available for that date. If there were 
no clouds near Chen, perhaps it was a real 
phenomenon. Picard has been reported in the 
past. (One such was on 1927 DEC 08 by 
Bogdanovich in Russia, with Picard hazy after 
emerging from shadow after being eclipsed, 
and was normal at the next FM. Also, on 1982 
OCT 26, three English observers [Madej, M. 
Cook, and J. Cook] could not focus Yerkes or 
Peirce.) By 20h4 1 m UT the effect had spread 
to Picard. The albedo change was quite 
apparent in a W25 red filter, less in a W15 fil-
ter. There was a dark ring around Picard (its 
dark halo) but its rim was brightly illuminated 
at (9.9-day age), therefore under a high sun. 
M. Cook had detected at 22h22m UT a faint 
orange ring around Yerkes E (a small, rayed, 
impact crater); even when using a blue filter it 
was still orange. J. Cook, at 21h3 lm UT, 
noted that the south limb of the Moon was 
orange, and "fizzing" due to seeing. The 
orange around Yerkes, seen by him also, was 
intermittent (Cameron, unpublished extension 
of her published 1978 catalog). We await the 
data from Clementine Mission's Committee to 
resolve these observations on 1994 APR 18. 
The weight given Chen's observation was 3. 

Again, on APR 19, Picard was abnormal 
as reported by Kursewicz, in Epping, New 
Hampshire, with a 250-1600-18-mm (88X) re-
flector, through polarizing filters. He noted a 
darkening around the outside of the crater in a 
N-S direction, changing in size and contrast. It 
fluctuated then slowly dissipated as it got 
smaller, then finally disappeared. The event 
lasted 40 minutes. The size of the darkening 
was about one Picard diameter. He stated that 
there was little darkening in the E-W direc-
tion. (On photographs the dark halo is slightly 
more extended in the E-W than the N-S 
direction.) This was his first time of studying 
Picard; therefore he was not familiar with it. 
He observed it visually in his first half-hour of 
observing, and photographed it the second 
half-hour. (Four of his photographs are repro-
duced in Figure 3, p. 153) His seeing was 
rated at 9, which is very good-excellent. Cam-
eron examined Kursewicz's photographic  

slides visually and under 8X magnification, 
and compared them with the Pickering Atlas, 
plate 1C and the Gazetteer plate 185-1.1. The 
latter is an oblique view that shows, detect-
ably, the dark halo. This aspect is similar to 
that as seen from Earth. She could not detect 
difference in size that are not likely due to 
changes in atmospheric transparency. Picker-
ing's atlas plate 1C shows the concentric dark 
ring around it at Col. 023°, which is about one 
day later in age than this report. Kursewicz 
observed from 00h00m-02h0Om UT, at which 
time the spacecraft, was over Proclus and 
Atlas as it was at 06h00m-08h0Om UT and 
10h00m-12h0Om UT We are anxious to com-
pare Clementine's coverage with ours. The 
weight assigned is 2, subject to change when 
the photographs and the mission's data are ex-
amined. Others reporting in the same time-
frame reported it as normal. Byron W. Souls-
by, observing at a later time (09h50m-10h17m 
UT) said that Proclus was normal; but in 
examining his profiles from his video images, 
Cameron noted a change in brightness in one 
of the possible absorption bands not seen in 
his other profiles (see Figure 3, middle, 
arrow). He used a 60-800-18-mm (44X) re-
flector in Calwell, Australia. Cameron weight-
ed this at 3. Kathleen Teychenne, overlapping 
Soulsby and the spacecraft, using a 114-1000-
12.5-mm (80X) reflector in Victoria, Austra-
lia, reported everything normal. Finally, Rain-
er Knopp, in Berlin, Germany with a 500-
7500-25-mm (300X) reflector reported a dark-
ening effect in the dark-haloed craterlet on the 
SW floor of Atlas at 22h28m UT and also at 
23h17m UT in the N. part of Atlas. He ques-
tioned whether it was an effect of contrast. 
There have, however, been reports of LTP in 
that dark-haloed crater in Atlas in the past 
(Cameron, 1978). He included photographs 
taken in 1990 of the area and a sketch of it as 
seen on 1994 APR 19. His observing time was 
outside that of the spacecraft, under poor 
seeing. Cameron weighted this report as a 1. 
Sally Beaumont, in Cumbria, England using a 
300-2040-9-mm (227X) reflector under very 
good seeing (Antoniadi II), with sketches, 
noted nothing unusual. There were nine ob-
servers on that date, with some overlap in ob-
serving times among them. Two anomalies 
were noted, and seven saw nothing abnormal. 
Knopp's report may have been owing to un-
noted clouds. Knopp also reported star-like 
flashes three times, which also could have 
been from poor seeing conditions and unseen 
clouds either near him or at the Earth's limbs; 
however, the latter might not be effective at 
this phase (8-day age). 

On APR 20 there were ten observers, of 
which only one reported an anomaly. David 
Darling, in Wisconsin at 01h31m-02h30m UT 
with a 76-900-10-mm (90X) refractor in very 
good seeing (8), observed that Picard appeared 
subdued within a black, nebular patch about 
four times the crater in size. He was unable to 
resolve the crater; Picard is a large dark-
haloed crater, as is Peirce. He also observed 
Proclus, Atlas, and Tycho, which were all nor-
mal. The spacecraft covered Atlas and Proclus 
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from 02h00m-04h00m UT and 06h00m-
08h00m UT, thus over Picard part of the same 
period as when Darling observed. It will be of 
utmost importance to see if Clementine's in-
struments recorded anything abnormal there. 
Other one other observer, William Dembows-
ki, overlapped Darling but he concentrated on 
Proclus. Other observers observed at different 
times so we have no confirmation. Darling's 
small telescope may not have been able to 
resolve details. Thus the weight assigned is 2. 
It is recommended that Darling observe the 
feature several times at this same phase (9-day 
age) with the same equipment and seeing for 
comparison. 

On APR 21, nine observers sent in reports, 
only one of which reported anomalies: Wini-
fred Cameron in Sedona, Arizona, who noted 
three anomalies. Using a 200-2000-9-mm 
(220X) reflector with good seeing (6) and a 
CED to estimate albedos, she found that 
Censorinus' albedo rose 2 whole steps (4 half 
steps) and Tycho's by 2.5 -3 whole steps 
above other measures for the same age (10 
days). The other nine features she measured 
were normal in their albedo measures. She 
also noted that the E. glacis of Pr. Laplace (of 
Sinus Iridum) was brownish and had a long, 
pointed shadow (the terminator distance was 
10°, so shadow should be expected). On the 
other hand, Pr. Heraclides, a similar structure 
at the other side of Sinus Iridum, and on the 
terminator, did not show color! Sinus Iridium 
is a half-buried crater. Both capes have 
exhibited anomalies before, including color. 
Cameron observed and measured other 
features at similar longitudes, and thus at the 
same distance from the terminator, but saw no 
color elsewhere. The weights assigned to her 
anomalies were 3 for each. No other observers 
reported any anomalies on that date although 
one, J. Port overlapped her times of observa-
tion, but observed other features. 

On APR 22, three out of ten observers re-
ported anomalies. Jean Pierrette, of Montreal, 
Canada, with a 100-1200-30mm (40X) reflec-
tor, examining several features. She found 
one, Posidonius, was blurred. The rest were 
normal, although she said all were negative. 
She observed from 02h00m-02h30m UT in 
seeing rated poor (2). Dennis Fryback, in 
Madison, Wisconsin, using a 203-2000-7mm 
(285X) reflector in average seeing (5) also 
noted that the S. Wall of Posidonius was indis-
tinct in his sketch but reported it as normal 
along with Agrippa. He observed from 
02h18m-03h50m UT, thus overlapping Pier-
rette. Paul Castle in Rock Island, Illinois, ob-
served during this period, overlapping both 
Pierrette and Fryback, but reported Agrippa 
and Posidonius as normal. He used a 152-
3648-20mm (182X) reflector in fair seeing (4). 
The spacecraft was over Agrippa from 
08h00m-10h0Om UT, and thus not at the time 
of these observations. The weights assigned to 
Pierrette and Fryback are 5 because of the 
confirmation, although mitigated by mediocre 
seeing. Posidonius is seen with a very distinct 
W. wall on LO IV 79-1 and 86-1 (the latter is 
a poor picture) at Col. 098°. The observational 

Agrippa's wall distinctly in all but t 
Shadow would not be expected for Cameron's 
observation. In regard to Pr. Laplace, plates 
134-2, 139-2,3, and 145-3, with a terminator 
distance of 43° show shadow on it. Cameron's 
observation was at a terminator distance of 
28°, so shadow should have been see 
pears, therefore, that some agency, perhaps 
gas or dust, rendered the black shadow a gray 
of the same value as the mare. Perhaps the 
brown seen the night before presaged or was 
the start of an event. Her observations were 
outside of those of the spacecraft coverage at 
longitudes much west of it, except for Agrip-
pa. Her assigned weights are 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, and 
3 for the albedos and Pr. Laplace respectively 

On APR 23, four people reported anoma-
lies. Winifred Cameron, in Sedona, Arizona, 
using the same equipment (see Tabl 
fair to good seeing found Pico an 
varied in albedo between the two measures 
made for each; Tycho was brighter than nor-
mal; and the dark and light patches in 
Schickard were distinctly contrasted in albedo, 
which may be normal as she has no other 
measures of it with which to compare. The 
other features she measured were normal. She 
observed from 02h00m-03h55m U 
spacecraft was over Agrippa, Piton 
phonsus from 00h00m-02h00m, 0 
06h00m, and 08h00m-10h0Om UT, 
tively. Her weights were 3, 3, 3, and 1, respec-
tively. 

Other observers covered these features 
and others within the same time period and 

reported phenomena. Dennis Fry 
Madison, Wisconsin, with equipment  
to Cameron, although without the CED, but in 
better seeing, noted a flash in Alphonsus. His 
sketch indicated that it was near or at the SE. 
dark-haloed volcanic crater on the crater floor. 
He found Piton normal, but Cameron 
varied in albedo from the first measure to the 
later one. His weight is 5 for Alphonsus, as it 

Col. was 045° and Posidonius should have 
IV phase. 

Its walls are all distinct in all phases on Plates 

07h4Om Later the same date, at 06h00m- 
UT, Winifred Cameron, in Sedona, Arizona, 
with a 200-2000-9mm (220X), and 18-mm 
(110X) in fair-good seeing (5, 7), respectively, 

r many and with a CED measured albedos fo 
features (see Table 3). She found Censorinus, 

er than Proclus, Dionysius, and Pico bright 
normal, but Plato's floor was abnormally dark 
(barely above shadow value) and Pr. Laplace 
had no color and no shadow! Both features 
were very different from the night before (see 

Agrippa, 
Tycho, Copernicus, Gassendi, Piton, and 
Schickard were all normal. The spacecraft 

2h00m-coverage was over Agrippa from 0 
04h0Om UT and 08h00m-10h0Om UT. Cam-
eron did note that Agrippa's E. wall was not 

°. Pick-

he

similar 

found 

 NE. 

n. It ap-

e 3), in 
d Piton 

T. The 
and Al-
4h00m-
respec-

back in 

found it 

been at least as distinct as at the LO 

5A - 5E in Pickering's atlas. 

above). Aiphonsus, Posidonius, 
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is a source of many LTP, including flashes; 
thus his flash was probably intrinsically lunar. 

Robert Manske, in Waunakee, Wisconsin 
also with equipment similar to Cameron and 
Fryback, also noted possible obscuration in 
the "Cobra Head" of Schroeter's Valley. He 
included a sketch. The Cobra Head has sus-
tained physical change as seen by James 
Greenacre (private communication). He and 
Edward Barr observed activity there twice in 
1963 (Greenacre and Barr, 1963, 1964). Man-
ske did not observe the features that were 
being covered by the Spacecraft. He stated 
that the overflowing obscuration was as dark 
as shadow. The rest of the Valley, Herodotus, 
and Aristarchus were normal. The weight 
assigned is 4. 

Later the same day, Sally Beaumont, in 
Cumbria, England, with a 125-625-9mm 
(69X) refractor, saw red in Plato which may 
have been spurious color, which is more likely 
in a refractor. She saw no color elsewhere on 
several other features, and is an experienced 
observer. The other six observers did not see 
anything abnormal (see Table 3). They moni-
tored the features that the spacecraft was cov-
ering, though some observed outside the 
spacecraft's time periods. Cameron's weight 
for Beaumont's anomaly is 2 because Plato is 
the second most frequently reported LTP site 
(after Aristarchus), including reddish phenom-
ena. She remarked that the color might have 
been spurious, but did not see color elsewhere. 

On APR 25, one of five observers, Byron 
W. Soulsby, in Calwell, Australia, with a 152-
1097-18mm (61x) reflector, reported a slight 
darkening northerly from the center of Coper-
nicus at 11h28m-11h29m UT and provided a 
sketch. He also remarked that the phenomenon 
may have resulted from a momentary im-
provement in seeing. However, he estimated 
his seeing at A I, which is "excellent". Albert 
Brakel, in Downer, Australia, did not note 
anything abnormal in Copernicus. He used a 
somewhat larger telescope and higher power, 
but in the poorest seeing (A V). His time was 
about 20 minutes later than Soulsby's. The 
Moon's phase was almost Full and the termi-
nator distance was 65° so no shadow could 
have produced the darkening effect, assuming 
that it was not due to terrestrial clouds. In 
Pickering's atlas, plate 9C (at Col. 097° versus 
086° for the observation) and 9D (Col. 141°), 
and 11C (Col. 130°) show a slight dark streak 
northward from the center of Copernicus. 
Thus he probably saw that in the normal con-
dition in that minute of time, and perhaps the 
seeing had improved momentarily. His obser-
vation therefore is weighted as 0. The space-
craft was over Copernicus at the time of ob-
servation, so its images might show a change 
if there was one. 

On APR 26, one of four observers reported 
a phenomenon; Kathleen Teychenne, in 
Victoria, Australia with a 114-1000-12.5-mm 
(80x) reflector. She noted Kepler as being 
wispy; in seeing rated as excellent (10). She 
observed at 10h00m-12h0Om UT while the 
spacecraft covered the crater during 02h00m-
04h00m, and 06h00m-08h0Om UT, hours be- 

fore her observing time. Plates 11C and 13B 
in Pickering's atlas show a couple of dark 
spots in it at Col. 130°, and 091° respectively, 
which may account for the wispy aspect she 
reported. She also noted a diamond ring effect 
in Gassendi, but had trouble observing it be-
cause the rays of Tycho crossed it. In Picker-
ing's atlas, Plates 14B and 14C (Col. 087° and 
121° respectively), compared with her obser-
vation at Col. 097° show no detectable rays 
from Tycho there. It is suspected that the dia-
mond ring effect was caused by Gassendi's 
bright rim with the even brighter Gassendi A 
on its northern rim. Her Kepler observation is 
weighted as 1. 

The last phenomenon noted was on APR 
28 in Grimaldi, found by Winifred Cameron 
in Byron W. Soulsby's data. He provided pro-
files from his video camera and CCD equip-
ment on a 152-1097-reflector, in Calwell, 
Australia in A I (excellent) seeing. Cameron 
noted that in one profile, (Figure 2-arrow) one 
of the possible absorption bands was deeper 
than in the other two profiles (the ordinate and 
mantissa units were not given). It was made in 
the time between the other two, thus suggest-
ing a possible anomaly occurred. This may 
constitute a real phenomenon, thus its weight 
is given at 3. He did not comment on these 
and reported things normal. Grimaldi was 
imaged from 12h08m-12h32m UT. 

Thus, from the previous discussions and 
assessments, of the 34 individual features with 
reported anomalies, three (9 percent of the 
total) were weighted highly (4 or 5) as most 
probably LTP. The two reports for Posidonius 
on APR 22 were seen the same night by two of 
the ten observers, of whom five overlapped in 
time between 02h00m-03h45m UT. The 
spacecraft's coverage, however, was at a dif-
ferent time, 08h00m-10h0Om UT, and was 
over Agrippa, not Posidonius. The coverage 
longitudes were 18° apart. The spacecraft's 
swaths were north to south and only about a 
degree or so wide each pass. Of the five over-
lapping observers, four observed Posidonius, 
and two saw nothing unusual, but the two that 
did note an anomaly reported similar phenom-
ena; blurred and indistinct features. This lends 
more credence to the possibility of some phys-
ical cause, such as dust or gas. 

The next night, APR 23, produced two 
anomalies rated highly, as 5 and 4 respective-
ly. The first, seen by Dennis Fryback, was a 
flash of light from one of the dark-haloed, 
volcanic craters in Alphonsus at 02h4 1m UT 
It is very possible that it was of lunar origin 
because Alphonsus is the third most-frequent-
ly reported feature exhibiting LTP. Several of 
the Alphonsus events have been spectral. 
There are many features within Alphonsus 
that are agreed to be volcanic, and therefore 
could be sources of internal activity, most 
likely gentle degassing, but at times possibly 
outbursts. Lightning is often associated with 
terrestrial volcanic phenomena and therefore, 
perhaps with similar lunar phenomena. Other 
persons were observing during overlapping 
times, reporting normal conditions, but 
whether they were observing Alphonsus at the 
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precise time of the flash is not known. The 
spacecraft passed over the area later (04h00m-
06h0Om UT), so was unlikely to have caught 
anything unless there was a continuing emis-
sion. Fryback's seeing was 8, very good, and 
the transparency was also very good, so the ef-
fect was probably unrelated to terrestrial at-
mospheric aberrations. He provided a sketch 
as well. 

At a time overlapping Fryback's, Robert 
Manske observed a possible obscuration in the 
Cobra Head, the beginning of Schroeter's Val-
ley. Many LTP have been reported for this 
volcanic feature. It is a volcanically eroded 
valley, and its source, the Cobra Head, is at 
the higher, wider, and deeper end from which 
it gradually descends sinuously, narrowing 
and getting shallower. Inside it is a smaller 
rille, starting in a hill within the Cobra head, 
and meandering from side to side over the 
floor of Schroeter's Valley, with characteris-
tics similar to the larger one. The Cobra Head 
area is also the only area observed where per-
manent physical change definitely has been 
seen on the Moon. It has occurred during the 
observing span of years by James Greenacre 
(private communication) who used the 24-inch 
(610-mm) refractor at Lowell Observatory 
while charting this area for NASA for the an-
ticipated Apollo manned missions to the 
Moon. He and Edward Barr twice observed 
LTP there, which were confirmed by other 
professional astronomers, including Dr. John 
Hall at the U.S. Naval Observatory in Flag-
staff, on the 61-inch (1550-mm) reflector. 
(Greenacre, 1964). Thus, although Manske's 
report was not confirmed, and the spacecraft 
was not covering the area anytime on that 
date, his observation was weighted 4 as he is 
an experienced observer of that area. 

Winifred Cameron reported several cases 
of changes in albedos for several features 
using the British CED filtered equipment, a 
system of many neutral filters of different den-
sities on a wheel, and also a blue and a red 
one. These were devised by members of the 
Lunar Section of the British Astronomical 
Association (BAA). Cameron's was provided 
to her by Peter Foley. It is a simpler version of 
the Moon Blink devised at the Naval Acade-
my in Annapolis, Maryland (Cameron and 
Gilheany, 1967). She does not have enough 
measures for each day of age to accurately say 
what the normal albedos should be for each 
feature, so her reports of change must wait for 
further data. The large changes during a single 
night, though, may be significant, and need 
further study of possible causes. 

We await the data from the Clementine 
Mission with great eagerness to compare them 
with our terrestrial observations and to see if 
the mission recorded any abnormal behavior 
in any of its coverage. 
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Figure 3. Four photographs of the Mare Crisium region showing Picard and its surrounding dark 
nimbus. Taken by Paul Kursewicz on 1994 APR 19 with a 250-mm f/6.4 -reflector with Seeing - 9 
(10 is perfect). From left to right, the frames were exposed at 01h15m, 01h30m, 01h45m, and 
02h0Om UT. Lunar north at top. 

255 

Figure 2. Profiles of brightness (0 white, 255 * black) 
of video images by Byron W. Soulsby using a 152-mm 
reflector on 1994 APR 28 between 12h08m-12h32m 
UT. The area shown is the crater Grimaldi. Note the 
possible temporary brightening indicated by the arrow 
in frame B. 

Pixels 	 162 

Figure 1. Profiles of brightness (0 P• 
white, 255 = black) of video images by 
Byron W. Soulsby using a 60-mm reflec-
tor on 1994 APR 19. A, 09h50m UT; B, 
09h52m UT; C, 10h12m UT. The bright-
est (lowest) point is Proclus; to its right 
(arrowed in B) is Picard and its sur-
rounding dark nimbus. Lunar west is to 
the left; east to the right. Note the ap-
parent darkening in frame B (there is 
also an overall darkening that Soulsby 
attributes to probable fogging of the front 
filter). 
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1994 UT  
Date 	Time 
IlLdd  hhmm Feature(s) Observed 

  

Spacecraft Coverage 
LTP Description  Feature. Time (hhmm) 

Normal 
	

N/A 

Normal 
	

N/A 

Normal 

Normal 

N/A 

N/A 

Normal 
Normal 

Na Emission 
Normal 
Normal 
Normal 

Bright spot on E 
flank of Piton; 
rest normal. 

Normal 

Flash on Term. 
Langrenus blink 
(no color blink) 

Normal 

Atlas. Picard, 
Proclus 
0400-0600, 0800-1000 

Proclus, Atlas, 
Posidonius 
0000-0200 

Posidonius, 
0400-0600, 0800-1000 

N/A 
N/A 

N/A 

N/A 
N/A 

Picard 
0800-1000 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Bright streak on 
Amax- from floor 
to wall & thin 
dark shadow on 
floor. 
Normal 

Bright in yellow; 
others in blue. 
Normal 

Normal 

Agrippa 
0000-0100 

Agr., Pit., 
Alph., Erat., 
Tycho, Plato 
0000-0200 
0400-0600 
Agrip, Pit., Alph., 
Erat., Tycho, Plato 
0600-0800, 1000-1200 

2/28 0815-0820 Tycho 

3/14 1834-2111 Alph., Ptol., Theo., Mess. 
& A, Torr. B, Plato 

3/18 0000-0017 Mare Crisium 

3/20 1906-1957 Plato, Ptol., Torr.B 
Others 

3/20 1921-2004 Plato 
3/20 2300-2359 Plato, Tycho 

3/21 0015-0050 *E. Limb, M. Smythii 

3/21 1834-1906 Plato, Coper. + Others 
3/21 1948-2019 Alph, Ptol., Plato 

*Piton, Pico, Coper., 
Proclus + Others 

Atlas, Hercules, Proclus 
Proclus (Macrobius) Sketch 

Terminator* 
Langrenus* 

Plato., Theo. + Others 

Pos., Cens., 
Torr. B 
Theo., Pos., Cens., 
Grimaldi, Schickard + Others 
Plato, Axis., Torr. B, 
Mess. & A 
Aris., Briggs, 
N & NW Limbs 
Proc., Mess., Plato, Piton, 
Agrippa, Alph. + Others 
Messier & A a Many Others 

Anax., Cassini, Manil., 
Appennnines, Hyginus, 
+ Others 

2248-2419 Plato, Pico., Coper. 
Theo. 4. Others 

2256-2348 Pos., Cens., 
Torr. R & Torr. B 

3/27 2203-2240 Pos., Plato + Others 
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3/22 0615-0635 

3/23 2200-2300 

3/24 0320-0340 

3/25 2200-2300 

3/25 

3/25 

3/26 0001-0009 

3/26 0135-0159 

3/26 2050-2120 

3/26 2148-2227 

3/26 2230-2536 

3/26 2313-2359 

3/27 0006-0050 

Table 3. LTP Observing Log. 

Observer 
Location: City, 
State. Country 

Equip.: 	Aper., 
/R-FL-Power, mm 

Moon 
Age 
days 

Col. 
Seeing 
10/ANT 
letter 

Q 
laa 

Weight 
_0=5, 

F. Graham Liverpool, OH 162R-2470-32 17.7 121 - .020 N/A 

G. North Sussex, UK 4601-2590-61,30 2.4 297 8 .473 N/A 

F, Graham Liverpool, OH 406L-1830-25 5.7 357 3 .567 N/A 

G, North Sussex, UK 460L-2590-37 8.5 011 3-1 .663 N/A 
Video 

M. Cook Surrey, UK 90L-QUES-80&130X 8.5 011 .663 N/A 
F. Graham Liverpool, OH 162R-2470-6 8.7 013 8 .669 N/A 

F. Graham Liverpool, OH 162R-2470-6 8.7 013 8 .671 N/A 
Spectra 

G 	North Sussex, UK 4601-2590-12,30 9.4 021 F-P .700 N/A 
W. Peters Kent, UK 2161-1500-12 9.4 021 AIII .702 N/A 

CED, Filters 
W 	Cameron Sedona, AZ 2001-2000-18 10.0 028 7 .720 0 

CED 

S 	Beaumont Cumbria, UK 3001-2040-15 11.6 049 All .791 N/A 

J 	Pierrette Montreal, Can. 100L- - 30 11.7 050 2-4 .801 5 
Filters 

S.Beaumont Cumbria, UK 3001-2040-9 13.6 073 All .884 N/A 
Sketches 

A. Cook Surrey, UK 2001-1000-6 13.7 074 .886 N/A 
Video 

M. Cook Surrey, UK 90L-QUES-16 13.7 074 AIII .886 N/A 
All 

M. Cook Surrey, UK 90L-QUES-16 13.7 074 AIII .888 N/A 
Filters 

A. Cook Surrey, UK 200L-1000-6 13.7 075 All .892 N/A 
Video A1V 

G. North Bexhill, UK 4601-2590-18,30 14.5 085 AV? .931 N/A 

A. Cook Surrey, UK 2001-1000-6 14.6 085 All .993 N/A 
Video A/// 

A. Cook Surrey, UK 2001-1000-6 14.6 085 All .934 N/A 
Video AIII 

M. Cook Surrey, UR 90L-OUKS-16 14.6 085 AIII .936 N/A 

M. Cook Surrey, UK 901-QUES-16 14.7 086 All .938 0 

A. Cook Surrey, UK 2001-1000-6 15.6 095 AIV .963 N/A 
Video 
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Grimaldi 0000-0200, 
0400-0600, 1000-1200 

• • 

Table 3—Continued. 

1994 UT  
Date 	Time 
M/dd hhmm 	Feature(s) Observed 

3/28 0437-0457 Plato 

3/28 2000-2200 Copernicus 

3/30 0300-0330 Kepler, Sinus Iridum 

3/30 0430-0530 Aris., Herod., CH-SV 

3/30 0454-0535 Aris., CH-SV, Herod., 
Gass., Plato., Tycho 

3/31 0807-0837 Aris, Herod., CH-SV 

3/31 0900-1035 Aris., Herod. 

4/1 0540-0930 Grimaldi 
	

Normal 

4/1 1002-1142 Grimaldi 	 Normal 
4/1 1018-1100 Grimaldi 	 Normal 
4/1 	1100-1200 Theo., Piton, Pico, Coper., S. Floor of 

Grim.., Axis., Riccioli 	Grimaldi darker; 
rest were normal 

4/3 1123-1200 Piton, Alph., Tycho, 
Copernicus. 

4/5 2000-2200 Proclus 

4/6 2000-2200 Proclus 

4/17 0200-0235 Aristarchus* 

4/17 0200-0230 Aristarchus* 

4/18 1405-1550 Picard. 

4/18 2000-2200 Picard 
4/18 2030-2130 Picard 

4/18 2145-2200 Messala & Endymion 
(NOT LTP FEATURE) 

Observer 
Location: City, 
State. Country 

Equip.: 	Aper., 
/R-FL-Power, mm 

Moon 
Age 
days 

Col. 
Seeing
i  all)a  Weight 

D. Darling Sun Prairie, WI 76R-900-6, 	12.5 15.9 101 7 .997 N/A  

R. Knopp Berlin, Germany 	 16.5 102 - .028 N/A 

S 	Beaumont Cumbria, UK 125R-625-7.5 17.8 124 All .090 N/A 

D 	Darling Sun Prairie, WI 297L-2794-12 17.9 125 6 .093 N/A 

D 	Weier Madison, WI 280L-2800-13 17.9 125 6 .094 N/A 

D. Darling Sun Prairie, WI 76R-900-10 19.0 139 8 .145 N/A 

W. Cameron Sedona, AZ 200L-2000-9 19.0 139 7 .146 
CED-Albedos .109 

F. Graham Liverpool, OH 162R-2470-20 20.0 150 4 .184 N/A 

P 	Castle Rock Island, IL 152R-3648-20 20.1 152 6 .191 N/A 
D. Darling Sun Prairie, WI 76R-900-9 20.1 152 8 .192 N/A 
W 	Cameron Sedona, AZ 200L-2000-9 20.2 152 - .193 1 

CED, Filters .149 

D 	Darling Sun Prairie, WI 76R-900-6 22.2 177 9 .270 3 
Filters 

R 	Knopp Berlin, Germany 24.6 206 .345 N/A 

R. Knopp Berlin, Germany 25.6 218 Clouds .374 N/A 

D 	Weier Edgerton, WI 254L-1270-17 6.1 343 9 .637 0 
.697 

R. 	Zit Madison,WI 254L-1270-20 6.1 343 7 .637 0 
.697 

Chen D.H. Xiamen, PRC 114L-840-7 7.6 002 7 .686 3 

R 	Knopp Berlin, Germany 500L-7500-25 7.8 005 .696 - 
S. Beaumont Cumbria, UK 300L-2040-9 7.8 005 All .696 N/A 

M. Cook Surrey, UK 90L-QUES-16 7.9 006 AIII .698 N/A 
Filters 

Spacecraft Coverage 
LTP Description  Feature. Time (hhmm) 

Normal 	 Tycho, Plato 
1000-1200 
Alph, Cop., 
0000-0400 
Eratosthenes 
0600-0800 

Normal? 
	

Alph., Tycho, Plato, 
Cop., Eratosthenes 

Normal 
	

Kepler, Gass., 
CH-SV, Aris. 
0200-0400, 0800-1000 

Spurious color 
	Kepler, Gass., 

on Aristarchus. Aris., CH-SV 
0200-0400, 0800-1000 

Spurious color 
on all bright 
areas. 

Normal 
	

Axis, Herod., CH-SV 
0400-0600, 0800-1000 

Normal 
	

• 

Blink in Coper.; N/A 
bright in red 

Normal? 
	

N/A 

Normal 
	

Proclus, 0000-1200 

Glowed in earth- N/A 
shine, pulsed; 
not related to 
seeing. 
Brightening, 	N/A 
diffused; 10-15% 
confirmed. 

At 1440-1510 UT N/A 
wall went dark. 
Normal 
	

N/A 
Inside darker 
	N/A 

than outside, 
bright area E. 
of Picard normal. 
Both brightest in N/A 
blue (normal?). 
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1994 UT  
Date 	Time 
M/dd 	hhmm Feature(s) Observed 

4/20 0112-0123 
4/20 0133-0142 
4/20 0015-0115 
4/20 0131-0230 

Proclus 
Picard 
Picard, Proc., Atlas 
Picard*, Proc., Atlas, 
Tycho 

4/20 0230-0330 
4/20 0400-0600 
4/20 1200-1400 

Proclus, Atlas 
Proclus 
Proclus, Atlas, 
Posidonius 

4/20 2000-2130 Atlas, Posidonius 

Location: City, Spacecraft Coverage 

E. glacis, but not 
on C. Heraclides. 
C. Laplace also 
had long shadow. 
Cens. albedo rose 
>2 pts & Tycho was 
>2 pts above normal; 
rest were normal. 
Normal Teychenne Victoria, Aus. 	114L-1000-12.5 

CED. Albedos 

	

8.0 007 	3.5 .701 N/A 

	

8.1 008 	4 	.702 N/A 

	

8.0 007 	9-5 .703 	2 

	

8.0 007 	5 .702 N/A 

	

8.4 012 	1 .716 	3 

	

8.4 012 	3-8 .716 N/A 

8.6 015 	6 .726 N/A 

	

8.8 017 	All .732 N/A 

	

8.8 017 	2 	.732 	1 

9.0 019 	4 	.739 N/A 

	

9.0 020 	4 	.740 N/A 

	

9.1 020 	6.5 .740 N/A 

	

9.0 019 	4-5 .739 N/A 

	

9.1 020 	8 	.741 	2 

	

9.1 020 	4 .743 N/A 

	

9.2 021 	6 .745 N/A 

	

9.5 025 	2-6 .759 N/A 

9.8 029 AII-III.772 N/A 

10.0 031 	3-4 .779 N/A 

	

10.0 031 	6 .779 N/A 

	

10.0 031 	6 .779 N/A 

	

10.0 032 	6 .781 N/A 

	

10.0 032 	6 .781 N/A 

	

10.0 032 	6 .781 N/A 

	

10.1 032 	G .783 N/A 

	

10.3 014 	8 .790 N/A 

	

10.3 034 	6 .790 3,3 

9 .797 N/A 10.4 036 

Table 3-Continued. 

LTP Descriotion lealure,TdmeatthmaL 	Observer State. Country /R-FL-Power. mm 
Normal 	 Picard, Proc., Atlas 	T. Ferrell Lawrenceville, AL2001,2000-24 

0000-0200, 	0600-0800, 
1000-1200 

GA 

Normal? " 	P. Castle Rock Island, IL 152L-3648-15 
Normal? P_ Castle Rock Island, IL 152L-3648-15 
Dark to N-S but P. Kursewicz Epping, NH 250L-1600-18 
not to E-W (it 
has a dark halo). 

Photos, Polariz. 

Normal D. Spain Louisville, KY 90L-1000-9 
Changes in chart B 	Soulsby Calwell, Aus. 60L-800-18 
in brightness normal. Video, Graph 
Normal K. Teychenne Victoria, Aus. 114L-1000-12.5 

Normal Chen D.H. Xiamen, PRC 114L-840-7 
Sketches, Photos 

Normal S. Beaumont Cumbria, UK 300L-2040-9 
3 flashes & dark- R. Knopp Berlin, Germany 500L-7500-25 
ening in Atlas. Photos & sketch 

Normal 	 Atlas, Proc. W. Dembowski Johnstown, PA 127R-1140-10 
0200-0400, 	0600-0800 

Normal 
Normal 
Normal D. Spain Louisville, KY 90L -1000 -9 
Could not focus D. Darling Sun Prairie, WI 76R-900-10 
Picard. Subdued 
in a dark patch 
4X size of Picard 
(Dark halo normal). 
Normal F. Graham Liverpool, OH 406L-1830-29 
Normal P. Castle Rock Island, IL 152R-3648-15 
Normal K. Teychenne Victoria, Aus. 1141.-1000-12.5 

Normal 	 ° S. Beaumont Cumbria. UK 300L-2040-9 
Sketches 

Normal 	 Posidonius T 	Ferrell Lawrenceville, 200L-2000-32 
0200-0400, 	0800-1000 

Normal 	 W 	Dembowski 
GA 
Johnstown, PA 127R-1840-10 

Normal D. Spain Louisville, KY 90L-1000-4 
Normal W. Dembowski Johnstown, PA 127R-1840-10 
Normal W. Dembowski Johnstown, PA 127R-1840-10 
Normal 	 • W- Dembowski Johnstown, PA 127R-1840-10 
Normal J. Pierrette Montreal, Can. 100L-1200-30 
Normal J. Port Waldo, WI 150L-1210-9 
Brown on Laplace W. Cameron Sedona, AZ 200L-2000-9 

Moon 	Seeing 
Equip.: Aper., Age Col. 10/ANT 4) Weight 

0-5  

N/A 

days ° letter  

8.0 007 	7 	.701 4/19 0000-0138 Picard 

4/19 0000-0200 Picard 
4/19 0400-0515 Picard 
4/19 0000-0200 Picard* 

4/19 0010-0145 Picard 
4/19 0950-1017 Proclus* 

4/19 1000-1200 Picard, Proc., Atlas, 
Mare Crisium 

4/19 1545-1620 Picard, Proc., Atlas 

4/19 2000-2100 Picard, Proc., Atlas 
4/19 2000-2317 Picard, Proc., Atlas, 

Posidonius 

4/20 0003-0051 Atlas (In Twilight) 

4/21 0006-0036 
4/21 0009-0110 
4/21 0051-0103 
4/21 0106-0114 
4/21 0121-0135 
4/21 0220-0320 
4/21 0600-0628 
4/21 0600-0745 

Posidonius 
Posidonius 
Posidonius 
Posidonius 
Posidonius 
Proclus Others 
Posidonius 
Pos., Plato, Proc., Coper., 
Plinius, Cens.*, Dion., 
Piton, C. Laplace*, 
Heraclides, Tycho* 

V
olum

e 39,
 Nu m

ber 4,
 Aug

ust, 1997  

4/21 0001-0315 Posidonius 

4/21 1000-1200 Posidonius 
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Table 3—Continued. 

Date 
M/dd 

1994 UT 
Time 
hhrmn Feature(s) 	Observed 

Spacecraft Coverage 
LTP Description 	Feature. Time (hhmm) Observer 

Location: City, 
State. Country 

Equip.: 	Aper., 
LB-FL-Power. mm 

Moon 
Age 
days 

Col. 
° 

Seeing 
10/ANT 	• 
letter Ja.,..d 

Weight 
_1=5_ 

2030-2047 Plato, Mess. & A, Normal 	 Posidonius 
0200-0400, 0800-1000 

G. North Sussex, UK 160L-1220-6 
Photos, Filters, 
Photometry 

10.8 N/A 4/21 041 AIII .815 

4/21 2203-2320 Cens., 	Pos., Torr. B., 
Theo., Anax. + Others 

Normal 	 " M. Cook Surrey, UK 90L-QUES-16 
Filters, Sketch 

11.0 042 All-I .818 N/A 

4/22 0017-0126 Agrippa, Posidonius Normal 	 Agrippa, 0200-0400 M. Richardson London, UK 245L-1140-25 11.0 043 3-4 .823 N/A 
4/22 0200-0230 Pos.., Agrippa, Gassendi, 

Copernicus 
Pos. blurred; 
others normal. 

J. Pierrette 	Montreal, Can. 100L-1200-30 11.1 044 2 .825 N/A 

4/22 0200-0330 Agrippa, Posidonius Normal P. Castle Rock Island, IL 152R-3648-20 11.1 044 4 .826 N/A 
4/22 0208-0330 Agrippa Normal (?) F. Graham Liverpool, OH 406L-1830-25 11.1 044 4 .826 N/A 
4/22 0218-0350 Agrippa, Posidonius. S. wall of Pos. 

indistinct; 
D. Fryback Madison, WI 203L-2000-7 11.1 045 5 .826 5 

Agr. normal. 
4/22 0330-0345 Agrippa, Posidonius Normal 	 • D. Darling Sun Prairie, WI 76R-400-12 11.2 045 6 .829 N/A 

4/22 0600-0740 	Pos., Agr., Tycho, Pico & Piton Var. Agrippa W. Cameron Sedona, AZ 200L-2000-9, 18 11.3 046 5,7 .833 2,2 
Coper., Gass., Proc..,Pit., Laplace had no 	0200-0400 
Pico.. Schick., La P1.*, 	shadow. 	Plato's 	0800-1000 
Plato., Alph., Cens.., 	floor very dark. 
Dionysius* 	 Cens., Proc., 

Dion., & Pico 
bright; rest 
normal. 

.880 2,2 
2,3 

4/22 0607-0645 Agrippa Normal J. Port Waldo, WI 150L-1210-9 11.3 046 8 .833 N/A 
Sketch 

4/22 1200-1400 Agrippa Normal K. Teychenne Victoria, Aus. 153L-1200-25 11.5 049 9 .845 N/A 
4/22 2200-2210 Manilius Normal M. Cook Surrey, UK 90L-QUES-16 11.9 054 AIII .864 N/A 

4/23 0050-0341 Piton Normal? 	 Piton. Agrippa, 
Alphonsus, 0000-0200 

F. Graham Pittsburgh, PA 162R-2470-25 
Spectra 

12.0 056 7 .869 N/A 

0400-0600, 	0800-1000 
4/23 0102-0122 Alphonsus Normal W. Dembowski Johnstown, PA 127R-1140-10 12.0 056 6 .870 N/A 
4/23 0128-0148 Agrippa Normal W. Dembowski Johnstown, PA 127R-1140-10 12.0 056 6 .871 N/A 
4/23 0200-0220 Piton Normal W. Dembowski Johnstown, PA 127R-1140-10 12.1 056 6 .872 N/A 
4/23 0225-0235 Alphonsus Normal W. Dembowski Johnstown, PA 127R-1140-10 12.1 057 7 .872 N/A 
4/23 0200-0355 Agrippa, Alph., Pit.., Pico & Piton Var. W. Cameron Sedona, AZ 200L-2000-9, 	18 12.1 056 7 .871 3,3,3 

Pico*, Plato, Tycho*, 
Arist., Schickard* 

Tycho bright, 
Schickard dark & 
light areas show 
high contrast 

CED, Albedo .912 1 

(normal?). 
4/23 0200-0400 Agrippa, Alph., Piton Normal P. Castle Rock Island, IL 152L-3648-20 12.1 056 6 .871 N/A 

.912 
4/23 0200-0230 Piton Normal D. Spain Louisville, KY 90L-1000-4 12.1 056 7 .871 N/A 
4/23 0200-0400 Piton, Alphonsus* Flash in Alph.; D. Fryback Madison, WI 203L-2000-7 12.2 056 8-5 .871 5 

Piton normal. Sketch 
4/23 0350-0430 Aristarchus, Herodotus, 

CH-SV 
Possible Obscur. 
on CH, rest normal. 

R. Manske Waunakee, WI 200L-2000-7 12.2 057 - .875 4 

4/23 0444-0454 Agrippa, Alph., Piton, Gass .Normal D. Darling Sun Prairie, WI 76R-900-12 12.2 058 7 .877 N/A 
4/23 0800-1000 Agrippa, Alphonsus, Piton Normal (?) K. Teychenne Victoria, Aus. 153L-1300-12 12.4 060 10 .883 N/A 
4/23 1200-1400 Alphonsus, Piton, Plato Normal (?) K. Teychenne Victoria, Aus. 153L-1300-12 12.4 060 10 .891 N/A 
4/23 0810-0845 Alphonsus Normal A. Brakel Downer, Aus. 200L-2000-8, 	13 12.4 060 All .884 N/A 

Filters Good 
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Location: City, 
State, Country  

Downer, Aus. 

Downer, Aus. 

Downer, Aus. 

New Delhi, India 
Cumbria, UK 

Sun Prairie, WI 

Pittsburgh, PA 
Rock Island, IL 
Downer, Aus. 

Downer, Aus. 

Downer, Aus. 

Downer, Aus. 

Victoria, Aus. 

200L-2000-8, 
Filters 
200L-2000-8, 
Filters 
200L-1540-20 
125R-625-9 

76R-900-12 
Albedos 

162R-2470-25 
152R-3648-32 
2001.-2000-8, 13 
Filters 
2001-2000-8, 13 
Filters 
200L-2000-8, 13 
Filters 
200L-2000-8, 13 
Filters 
153L-1300-25 

Moon 	Seeing 
Equip.: Aper., Age Col. 10/ANT 0 

/R -FL -Power. mm days  ° letter H.d 
Weight 
0-5  
N/A 

Louisville, KY 90L-1000-9 

2001-2000-8, 13 12.5 062 	All .891 
Filters 
	

Good 

13.1 068 	8 	.919 N/A 

	

13.1 069 	8 .919 N/A 

	

13.2 070 	3 	.923 N/A 
13.3 072 AIII .931 N/A 

Fair 
13.3 072 AIII .932 N/A 

Fair 
13.3 072 AIV-III.932 N/A 

Fair 

	

13.3 072 	All .932 N/A 
Very Good 

	

13.3 072 	3 .931 N/A 

14.0 080 	6 	.965 N/A 

	

13 12.6 062 	All .892 N/A 
Good 

	

13 12.6 062 	All .892 N/A 

	

12.5 062 	8 	.892 N/A 

	

12.7 065 	All .903 	2 

Table 3—Continued. 

4/23 1300-1400 Agrippa 
4/23 1800-2000 Piton, Alphonsus, Plato*, 

Tycho, Eratosthenes 

4/24 0142-0400 Proc., Cens., M. Crisium, 
Aristillus, Tycho, Arist., 
CH-SV 

4/24 0150-0200 Tycho 
4/24 0400-0600 Alph., Erat., Plato, Piton 
4/24 0800-0815 Alphonsus 

4/24 0815-0835 Plato 

4/24 0944-0948 Aiphonsus 

4/24 0948-0956 Plato 

4/24 0800-1000 Alph., Erat., Piton, 
Plato, Tycho 

4/25 0036-0136 Plato  

Normal 	 • C. Devgun 
Spurious red on . 	 S. Beaumont 
Plato; rest normal. 

Normal 
	

Plato, Coper., Tycho, D Darling 
Alph., Erat., Piton 
0000-0200, 0400-0600, 
1000-1200 

Normal (?) 
	

F Graham 
Normal 
	

P Castle 
Normal 
	

' A. Brakel 

Normal 
	

A. Brakel 

Normal 
	

A Brakel 

Normal 
	

A. Brakel 

Normal. 	 " K. Teychenne 
Spurious color. 

Normal 
	

Coper., Erat., Tycho D. Spain 
0000-0200, 0600-0800, 
1000-1200 

1994 UT  
Date 	Time 
.11/..da hhmm 	Feature(s) Observed 

Spacecraft Coverage 
LTP Descriotion  Feature. Time (hhmm) 	Observer 

Normal 	 Piton. Agrippa, 	A. Brakel 
Alphonsus, 0000-0200 
0400-0600, 0800-1000 

Normal 	 ' A. Brakel 

Normal 	 A. Brakel 

4/23 0955-1000 Aiphonsus 

 

4/23 1210-1250 Alphonsus, Plato 

4/23 1355-1400 Plato 
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Kepler 

Gassendi, Kepler' 
Gassendi 

Gassendi 

Kepler 

Kepler 

Gassendi 
Aristarchus, Kepler 

4/25 
4/25 

4/25 

4/25 

4/25 

4/26 0131-0315 

4/26 1000-1200 
4/26 1045-1100 

4/26 1145-1153 

4/26 1100-1110 

4/26 1153-1200 

4/26 1500-1600 
4/26 1700-1800  

Normal 
Normal (?) 

Normal 

Normal 

Dark in N. 1128-9; " 
improved seeing? 

Normal 
	

Kepler, Gassendi 	T. Ferrel 
0200-0400, 0600-0800 

Kepler very wispy " 	 K- Teychenne 
Normal 
	

A. Brakel 

Normal 
	

• A, Brakel 

Normal 
	

. A, Brakel 

Normal 
	

' A. Brakel 

Normal 
	

P. Tupe 
Normal 
	

P. Tupe 

Lawrenceville, GA200L-2000-32 
	

14.0 080 	4-6 .966 N/A 
Pittsburgh, PA 162R-2470-25 
	

14.1 081 	.983 N/A 
Na Filter 

Downer, Aus. 	200L-2000-13, 17 14.3 083 	AV 	.986 	N/A 
Poor 

Downer, Aus. 	2001-2000-13, 17 14.5 085 	AIII .986 	N/A 
Good 

Calwell, Aus. 	1521-1097-18 
	

14.5 085 	AI 	.987 	0 

Lawrenceville, GA200L-2000-24 
	

15.1 093 	6-7 .017 	N/A 

Victoria, Aus. 	1141.-1000-12.5 	15.4 097 	10 	.035 
Downer, Aus. 	2001.-2000-8, 13, 15.5 097 AIII-V .026 

17. Filters 
Downer, Aus. 	2001.-2000-8, 13, 15.5 098 AIII-V .026 	N/A 

17. Filters 
Downer, Aus. 	200L-2000-8, 13, 15.5 098 	AIV .037 	N/A 

17. Filters 
Downer, Aus. 	200L-2000-8, 13, 15.5 098 	AIV .037 N/A 

17. Filters 
Pune, India 
	

76R-879-25 	15.6 100 	.045 N/A 
Pune, India 
	

76R-879-25 	15.7 101 	.069 N/A 

0047-0215 Copernicus 
0142-0200 Tycho 

0810-0825 Copernicus 

1150-1200 Copernicus 

1108-1201 Copernicus" 

T- Ferrell 
F- Graham 

" A. Brakel 

A. Brakel 

B, Soulsby 
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Location: City, Spacecraft Coverage 
LTP Description  Leature—Timethbn 1  Observer 	State. Country Feature(s) Observed 

F. Graham 	Pittsburgh, PA Normal (?) Aris., Herod., 
CH-SV, 0800-1000 

a 

O 

Waldo, WI 
Waldo, WI 
Waldo, WI 
Rock Island, IL 
Downer, Aus. 

Normal (?) 
Normal 
Normal 

Gass. Normal 
Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

J. Port 
J. Port 
J. Port 
P. Castle 
A. Hrakel 

A. Brakel 

A. Brakel 

A. Cook 
A. Cook 
A. Cook 
A. Cook 
A. Cook 

A. Brakel 

A. Hrakel 

Downer, Aus. 

Downer, Aus. 

Surrey, UK 
Surrey, UK 
Surrey, UK 
Surrey, UK 
Surrey, UK 

Downer, Aus. 

Downer, Aus. 

Grim., CH-SV 
0400-0600, 0800-1000 
7 	 7  

K. Teychenne Victoria, Aus. 
B. Soulsby 	Calwell, Aus. 

Grimaldi, CH-SV 
Grimaldi*? 

Pune, India 76R-879-25 P. Tupe 

Moon 	Seeing 
Equip, Aper., Age Col. 10/ANT • Weight 

/R-FL-Power. mm  days ° 	letter  

162R-2470-20 	16.1 105 	9 .069 N/A 
Spectrum, photos 
150L-1210-9 	16.3 107 	8 .076 N/A 
150L-1210-9 	16.3 107 	7-5 .076 N/A 
150L-1210-9 	16.3 107 	7-5 .077 N/A 
152R-3648-32 	16.3 107 	5 .076 N/A 
200L-2000-8, 13, 16.7 111 	F 	.092 	N/A 
17 	 AIV 
2001-2000-8, 13, 16.7 111 	F 	.092 	N/A 
17 	 AIV 
2001-2000-8, 13, 16.7 111 	F 	.092 N/A 
17 	 AIV 
200L-1000-6/Video 16.9 115 	-- .108 N/A 
200L-1000-6/Video 16.9 115 	--- .108 N/A 
200L-1000-6/Video 16.9 115 	AIV .108 N/A 
200L-1000-6/Video 16.9 115 	AIV .108 N/A 
200L-1000-6/Video 16.9 115 	AIV .108 N/A 

2001-2000-8, 13 	17.5 123 	F 	.139 N/A 
AIV 

200L-2000-8, 13 	17.6 124 	F 	.141 N/A 
AIV 

1141-1000-12.5 	17.5 122 	AI .136 N/A 
152L-1097- 	17.5 122 	AI .133 	3 
Video Profiles 

17.5 123 	.138 N/A 

1994 UT  
Date 	Time 
M/dd 	hhmm 

4/27 0245-0357 Aristarchus 

4/27 0600-0616 Gassendi 
4/27 0617-0629 Aristarchus 
4/27 0630-0639 Herodotus 
4/27 0600-0800 Axis., Herod., CH-SV, 
4/27 1400-1415 Gassendi 

4/27 1520-1525 Gassendi 

4/27 1550-1600 Gassendi 

4/27 2217-2218 Werner (NON-LTP) 
4/27 2210-2212 Posidonius 
4/27 2220-2230 Plato 
4/27 2231-2234 Pico 
4/27 2233-2234 Plato 

4/28 1140-1150 Grimaldi 

4/28 1140-1400 Grimaldi 

4/28 1200-1400 
4/28 1208-1308 

UI 

4/28 1300-1400 Grimaldi 

Normal 
Normal 
Normal 
Normal 
Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 
1 Profile deeper 
in first dip, 
others same; he 
reports normal. 
Normal 

Table 3—Continued. 
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Heading Abbreviations: ANT = Antoniadi seeing designation, Aper. - Aperture, Col. m Colongitude, Equip. - Equipment, L/R-FL-Mag., mm - reflector/refractor-focal 
length (mm)-magnification and/or eyepiece focal length (mm). 

Non-LTP Feature Abbreviations (for LTP Feature Abbreviations. see  Table 2 (p. 1461): Cass. = cassini, Dion. 7 Dionysius, La P1. 	Prom. Laplace, Ptol. 
Ptolemaeus. 

Location Abbreviations:  States = standard 2-letter USPS abbreviations; Aus. Australia, Can. 	Canada, PRC = People's Republic of China, UK - United Kingdom. 

Eauipment Notes Abbreviation, L . Reflector, R = Refractor, QUES - Questar 	Polariz. . Polarization. 
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A SURVEY OF LUNAR DOMES 

By: Robert W. Ross and Robert E. Stencel, Chamberlin Observatory, 
University of Denver 

ABSTRACT 

A visual survey of selected lunar domes was undertaken with the 20-inch Clark refractor 
at the University of Denver's historic Chamberlin Observatory for the purpose of augmenting 
existing catalogs and providing new estimates for feature heights. Twenty-three relative ele-
vations ranging from 27 to 412 meters are reported. 

INTRODUCTION 

Because deep-sky visual research is limit-
ed during times of bright Moon, our interest 
"waxed" regarding lunar research. Among the 
lunar research topics that still command atten-
tion is the matter of lung domes. What are 
they? How large are they? What other charac-
teristics can be determined to aid in their 
explanation as part of the Moon's history? 

Lunar domes are visually similar to terres-
trial shield volcanos. Lunar domes do not ex-
hibit characteristics of massive giant volcanos; 
instead they are subtle features situated near 
lunar lava-covered lowlands. Very few domes 
have been confirmed in the lunar highlands. 
Nonetheless, lunar domes are plentiful on the 
Moon and certainly tell part of its history. 

THE QUESTION OF DOME ORIGIN 

Four models have been documented re-
garding the creation of lunar domes. 

The first is the idea that, during large-
scale degassing of the Moon, some of the gas 
was trapped under the uparching surfaces of 
newly formed domes. A second model sug-
gests that instead of gas rising up, molten 
magma was responsible for dome creation 
[i.e., a batholith]. The third model suggests 
that lunar domes could simply be lunar shield 
volcanos. A final model proposes that a min-
eral phase change occurs, causing a 25-percent 
increase in volume, along with internal tem-
peratures and materials present to support 
uplift. [1] 

Ralph B. Baldwin, in his book The Mea-
sure of The Moon, argues that the degassing 
theory is mechanically impossible. He also 
points out that a shield volcano would exhibit 
considerably more lava flows and any dome 
surfaces should appear smooth, rather than 
their actual rough and fissured appearance, 
implying the result of fracturing or expansion. 
The models using molten magma uprising or 
mineral phase change appear to be the most 
likely, supporting domes of regular or irregu-
lar shape, with or without central calderas, and 
have no requirement for visible lava flows. [1] 
Thus lunar dome morphology is very relevant 
to lunar history, which in turn requires further 
observations of domes, including determining 
their horizontal and vertical dimensions. 

Lunar domes are widely distributed on the 
lunar earthside and need only to be near the 
terminator for useful observation. Historical 
lunar dome data were compiled from research 
conducted by the Association of Lunar and 
Planetary Observers, which has been collect-
ing lunar dome data for many years, creating 
the Lunar Dome Catalog. The April, 1992 
edition of the catalog was the basis of our ini-
tial observations. [2] Acceptance of lunar fea-
tures as domes is based on John E. Westfall's 
article "A Generic Classification of Lunar 
Domes." [3] Calculation of dome heights was 
greatly aided by software written by Harry D. 
Jamieson, described in "An Automated Ap-
proach to Lunar Height Calculations." [4] 

Our approach is relatively simple: First, 
determine lunar dome placement within 15 
degrees of the terminator for each good ob-
serving night, based on the A.L.P.O. Dome 
Catalog and software. Second, plot dome can-
didates on the University of Arizona lunar 
quadrant maps. [5] Finally, at the telescope, 
conduct field drawings, record visual descrip-
tions, confirm locations, determine dome 
shadow length, and, time permitting, conduct 
reconnaissance viewing for new lunar domes. 

OBSERVATIONS: 

We had the advantage of using two unique 
instruments for the lunar dome observa-
tions.The first and foremost was the 100-year 
old 20-inch (51-cm) Clark refractor at the 
University of Denver. This finely crafted 
telescope proved to be limited only by the 
seeing conditions of Denver, Colorado. The 
second instrument had a unique location, a 
simple 12.5-inch (31.8-cm) reflector installed 
14,200 feet above sea level at the University 
of Denver's observatory on the summit of 
Mount Evans, Colorado, 35 miles southwest 
of Denver. 

Observations were always attempted 
when the Moon was near the meridian on 
nights of fair to excellent seeing. The 20-inch 
Clark refractor was used with one of two 
eyepieces: 20 mm (368X) or 12 mm (613X). 
Shadow-length measurements were made vi-
sually by estimating the length as a proportion 
of the diameter of two nearby features includ-
ing the dome itself. Careful examination was 
required to differentiate between the true dark 
shadow of the feature and the sun-averted 
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Figure 1. Domes near Cook and McClure, drawn 
by Robert W. Ross and Robert E. Stencel. 1994 
MAR 30, 09h15m-10h0Om UT. 20-in (51-cm) re-
fractor, 612X, seeing = superb. South at top. 
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slope of the dome. No filters were employed. 
Observations were discounted for the reasons 
of poor seeing, inconclusive shadow length, 
unconfirmed sightings, and domes that ap-
peared to be other forms of lunar feature. Fur-
thermore the USAF Photographic Atlas [6] 
was used to assist in the confirmation of sur-
face features and their characteristics. 

Table 1 (p. 174) itemizes results for ob-
servations of 23 domes that have correspond-
ing field sketches; the latter are shown here as 
Figures 1-9 (below and pp. 175-176). The col-
umn marked "Article No." is the drawing 
number used in the figures in this article. 
"Feature" verbally describes the dome loca-
tion, while "Source" gives the telescope used. 
Xi and Eta are rectangular lunar coordinates. 
UT (Universal Time) date (yyyy/nun/dd) and 
time of the drawing are listed as the time the 
sketch was finished; most sketches took about 
20 minutes to complete. The next column 
presents the Sun's selenographic colongitude 
(approximate longitude of sunrise terminator). 
Dome shadow length was estimated as de-
scribed above. Dome height was calculated 
from the shadow length using Jamieson's 
software [4]. The A.L.P.O. classification fol-
lows Westfall's generic classification method-
ology [3]. Libration of the Moon for the date 
of the drawing are indicated. A "+" sign repre-
sents an advantageous libration and a "-" sign 
an undesirable one, causing increased fore-
shortening. "General Description" contains 
verbal descriptions of the domes. 

Although not listed in Table 1, mean 
slopes were calculated from domes diameters 
and heights and coupled to an A.L.P.O. classi-
fication and general description. 

CONCLUSION 

The observations conducted are intended 
to enrich the dome catalog and our under-
standing of lunar dome characteristics as 
viewed from Earth. The 23 dome observations 
discussed in this article all were clearly of 
domes fitting the dome classification scheme. 
The heights determined, when compared with 
dome diameters, demonstrate very subtle gra-
dients ranging from less than 1° to 5° with an 
mean slope of 2.°3. 

Sketching lunar observation fields demon-
strated some advantages over film or electron-
ic methods of image capture. Sketching takes 
time and time allows you to experience a 
longer window of seeing conditions. Photog-
raphy is a snapshot of seeing conditions and 
may not award you the best overall field 
awareness. And, significantly, drawing also 
facilitates an extended sense of nocturnal 
enjoyment. Drawing is still a very viable 
method of astronomical data capture. 

Clearly, with the A.L.P.O. dome catalog 
containing some 700 confirmed or suspected 
domes, many with only their locations known, 
further dome observations are required. This 
article demonstrates that very valuable data 
can still be complied by many lunar observers. 
In addition the process utilizes several obser-
vational and "desktop" concepts that are edu- 

ffie Strolling Astronomer: j.A.L.P.O.  

cational and enjoyable in their use. We hope 
to see you under the dome seeking domes! 
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Table 1. Summary of Lunar Dome Observations. 

Article 
No. Feature 

Position 	UT Date Shadow Dome 	A.L.P.O. 
Colong. Length 	Height Classification Libration 	General Description Telescope 	Xi Eta 	and Time 

1994 km 	m 	 0 	0 

1 E. of Cook Chamberlin +0.739 -0.306 MAR 30, 09:15 125.805 2.684 128 DUW/28/5ff7k 15 1 E + Low-lying, large (10 km) and obvious; central depression off center. 
2 SSW. of McClure Chamberlin +0.736 -0.280 MAR 30, 09:15 125.805 1.18 75 DUW/1a/6ff7p 15 5E + Vivid "caldera"; steep, round, deep shadow; 1/4 size of Cook dome, 

scarping on it. 
3 W. of Lucian Chamberlin +0.568 +0.244 MAR 31, 12:30 140.635 1.8 115 DW/2a/6f/0 	2S 6E + Round dome, bright spot N. of central depression, associated fault; 

classic. 
4 Maraldi D Chamberlin +0.567 +0.269 MAR 31, 12:30 140.635 1.8 109 DW/2a/6f/0 	2S 6E + Shadow looks steep for dome; round; no surface features visible. 
5 Maraldi D Chamberlin +0.568 +0.276 MAR 31, 12:30 140.635 0.725 42 DW/1a/5f/0 	2S 6E + Small dome E. of craterlet; low profile, just barely a shadow. 
6 E. of Maraldi D Chamberlin +0.583 +0.301 MAR 31, 12:30 140.635 1.2 40 DW/1a/5f/0 	2S 6E + Small dome (Est. 3 km); round with no surface features; moderately 

steep. 
7 SE. of Maraldi D Chamberlin +0.594 +0.275 MAR 31, 12:30 140.635 1 27 DW/1b/5f/0 	2S 6E + Small subtle dome; slightly oblong N.-S.; round; no surface features. 
8 E. of Lucian (near B) Chamberlin +0.596 +0.250 MAR 31, 12:30 140.635 2.4 66 DW/2a/5f/0 	2S 6E + Large round dome; no surface features visible; subtle slope, small 

shadow. 
9 SW. of Geminus Chamberlin +0.694 +0.540 MAY 27, 07:05 114.575 2.4 335 DU/2b/6h/7p 	5S 6E + Slightly oval; large central pit; pock-marked dome, detail-rich area, 

same size as crater E. of Geminus. 
10 W. Mare Crisium Chamberlin +0.744 +0.260 MAY 27, 09:00 114.765 0.4 194 DW/2b/6f/0 	5S 6E + Two identical small domes (Est. 4 km); round; no surface features, 

numerous wrinkle ridges in area. 
11 Hortensius Mt. Evans 	-0.469 +0.124 AuG 17, 05:45 035.605 1 120 DW/2a/6ff7j 	5S 4E - Round, smooth; central depression. 
12 Hortensius Mt. Evans 	-0.465 +0.133 AUG 17, 05:45 035.605 1.6 213 DW/2c/6f/0 	5S 4E - Oblong; deep shadow; no surface features. 
13 Hortensius Mt. Evans 	-0.458 +0.130 AUG 17, 05:45 035.605 0.8 109 DW/2a/6f/7j 	5S 4E - Smooth round dome with central depression. 
14 Hortensius Mt. Evans 	-0.462 +0.132 AUG 17, 05:45 035.605 2 270 DW/2b/6f/7j 	5S 4E - Oblong; steep appearance, rugged, deep dark shadow. 
15 Hortensius Mt. Evans 	-0.455 +0.136 AUG 17, 05:45 035.605 2 265 DW/2b/6f/7j 	5S 4E - Round to oval; large relative to other domes in field; central 

depression. 
16 Milichius Mt. Evans 	-0.510 +0.175 AUG 17, 05:45 035.605 1.9 136 DW/2a/5f/7j 	5S 4E Large round dome with central depression. 
17 Milichius Mt. Evans 	-0.523 +0.183 AUG 17, 05:45 035.605 1.9 104 DW/2a./5f/7j 	5S 4E - Large round dome; central depressions; looks flat and a little square. 

18 Cauchy co Chamberlin +0.615 +0.126 Auc 25, 07:30 134.195 3.2 412 DW/2a/6faj 	2S 2E + Large round smooth dome; central depression with surrounding 
depression W. 

19 Cauchy t Chamberlin +0.593 +0.131 AuG 25, 07:30 134.195 1.3 209 DW/2a/6f/0 	2S 2E + Large, round, smooth; slightly more pointed than others in region; no 
central depression. 

20 W. of Cauchy co Chamberlin +0.606 +0.124 AuG 25, 07:30 134.195 0.27 38 DW/1a/6f/0 	2S 2E + Small, round; just bigger than co caldera. 
21 Beer Chamberlin 	-0.138 +0.447 AuG 29, 06:20 185.075 3 141 DUW/2b/6f/0 	3N 3W + Round; conical appearance; very dark shadow; possible central 

depression or just a small high-albedo area; smooth. 
22 Wallace A Chamberlin 	-0.212 +0.049 AuG 29, 06:00 184.945 2 104 DUW/3b/5g/7k 3N 3W + Large, oval; small depression/craterlet N. end; mountain range 

intrudes on SE. side; very subtle shadow. 
23 Gambart C Chamberlin 	-0.212 +0.090 AUG 29, 05:40 184.645 2.6 339 DUW/2b/5g/7k 3N 3W + Diamond shape; smooth except S. craterlet feature; large, Est. 20 km. 
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Dome 8. 	Lucian, 

Dome 3 

et.  
• e. 

Dome 	C. 
	 ome 5 

- D 

• 

Dome 4 

Figure 2. Dome field near Maraldi B and Lu-
cian, drawn by Robert W. Ross and Robert E. 
Stencel. 1994 MAR 31, 12h005m-12h40m UT. 
20-in (51-cm) refractor, 612X, seeing = good. 
South at top. 

BurtkflariliTre.. 	4  
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Figure 3. Dome be-
tween Geminus and 
Burckhardt, drawn by 
Robert W. Ross and 
Robert E. Stencel. 
1994 MAY 27, 06h35m-
17h05m UT. 20-in (51-
cm) refractor, 612X, 
seeing s. fair. South at 
top. 

.. 

/ 
0 

•fe , /—t5orne to 08h40m-09h0Om UT. 

.....,, 	.,,,, , 	cel. 1994 MAR 30, 

l 	1. 	20-in (51-cm) ref rac- 
'161- 	. ' 	tor, 612X, seeing = 

	

-)'., " 	good. South at top. 

	

6 / / i 	Dome 10 is actually 

;.0'.7 ),' 

	

I . ,Xl. 	

two domes near the 
V'  recorded 	location. 
t Numerous wrinkle 

1 

i : 	A,-,,  ' 	ridges were noted in 
the vicinity. 

Figure 4. Dome in 
Mare Crisium, drawn 
by Robert W. Ross 
and Robert E. Sten- 

Figure 5. Dome field near Hortensius and Milich-
ius, drawn by Robert W. Ross and Robert E. 
Stencel. 1994 AUG 17, 05h25m-06h0Om UT. 
12.5-in (32-cm) reflector, 143X, seeing = fair. 
South at top. 
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Figure 9. Dome near 
Gambart C, drawn by 
Robert W. Ross and 
Robert E. Stencel. 
1994 AuG 29, 05h20m-
05h40m UT. 20-in (51-
cm) refractor, 368X, 
seeing = fair. South at 
top. 
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a. 

Figure 6. Domes to the south of Cauchy, drawn by Robert W. Ross and Robert E. 
Stencel. 1994 AuG 25, 06h30m-07h30m UT. 20-in (51-cm) refractor, 368X, seeing = 
fair. South at top. 
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Figure 8. Dome near Wallace B, drawn by 
Robert W. Ross and Robert E. Stencel. 1994 
AUG 29, 05h45m-06h0Om UT. 20-in (51-cm) 
refractor, 368X, seeing = fair. South at top. 
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Figure 7. Dome near Beer, 
drawn by Robert W. Ross and 
Robert E. Stencel. 1994 AUG 29, 
06h00m-06h20m UT. 20-in (51-
cm) refractor, 368X, seeing - 
fair. South at top. 
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Jupiter Coordinator Wynn 
Wacker telling us about 
"Red, White, and Blue: 
Some Thoughts on Jovian 
Color." Scene from Friday 
afternoon paper session. 

THE A.L.P.O. REACHES 50: 
SCENES FROM THE 1997 LAS CRUCES CONVENTION 

About 45 A.L.P.O. members and friends 
came to Las Cruces, New Mexico, for our 48th 
Convention on June 25-29, 1997, which also 
happened to be our 50th anniversary. Here are 
a few scenes from that meeting. 

 

Wednesday evening, June 25th—our welcoming 
reception at the Holiday Inn de Las Cruces. 
From left to right: David Levy, Daniel Fischer, 
Walter Haas, William Shawcross, Maureen 
Parker, Scotty Murrell, Donald Parker, Herbert 
Beebe, Vanessa Cave, and Jeffery Sandell 
(seated). 

No birthday party is complete without a cake, 
and this one was admired (and consumed) at 
the Convention Banquet on Friday evening. 

Charter member Tom Cave reminiscing about the early 
A.L.P.O. Walter Haas is third from right. Among his fam-
ily and friends at his table are Cecil Post (left), Patsy 
Tombaugh (nearest lectern), Harry Jamieson (right), and 
Walter's daughter Mary (center, cameraside of table). 

One of the high points of the Banquet evening was 
the presentation of the first A.L.P.O. Service Award 
to the group's Founder, Walter Haas. 
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One of the impromptu speakers in the closing 
session Sunday morning was Terri Lappin of the 
Steward Observatory in Tucson; here speaking 
on ideas for A.L.P.O. outreach programs. Dan Joyce, Assistant 

Mars Coordinator and 
resident video expert, 
spoke Thursday after-
noon on "Video As-
tronomy." 

Bob Manske, author of a new 
Solar-System ephemeris com-
puter program, on Thursday 
morning gave a talk on "Celes-
tial Mechanics and Ephemeri-
des" that was actually under-
standable. 

Most attendees were spared this; the 1997 A.L.P.O. Board of Di-
rectors' Meeting Thursday evening. Clockwise from Don Parker 
in the checkered shirt are Julius Benton, Walter Haas, Beth 
Westfall, and Harry Jamieson, then two meeting guests, Matt Will 
and Rik Hill. 

LThI
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About 20 A.L.P.O. members and friends took 
the Saturday all-day field trip to the Very Large 
Array (VLA) radio telescope west of Socorro; 
this included antenna visiting and climbing. 
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A LETTER FROM THE FOUNDER OF THE A.L.P.O. 

My interview with Sky & Telescope, as reported on page 82 of the November, 1997 issue of that 
magazine, appears to have created an impression that I am unconcerned about the less "advanced" 
members of the A.L.P.O. except as providing needed financial support. At least such was the reaction of 
a couple of our members. If my 50-odd years of trying to encourage amateur observations with ordinary 
telescopes and accessories do not refute this impression, nothing I say here is likely to do so. The 
published interview is not word-for-word what I said, or rather wrote; but there are probably no serious 
changes in meaning, and the resemblance to the original was very close for Sky & Telescope. 

However, it is true that the very great majority of the members of the A.L.P.O. do not contribute in any 
way beyond paying dues. A conservative estimate might be that 80 percent of them do not submit any 
observations to the Section Coordinators, do not correspond with any of the staff members, and do not 
participate in any of our programs and projects. 

Are we failing to give them an opportunity to do more than pay dues and carry a membership card? I 
definitely think not. Many of the articles in the Journal, A.L.P.O. concern such matters as drawings of 
Venus, sketches of lunar domes, visual intensity estimates of features on Saturn and its rings, integrated 
visual magnitude estimates of the brightness of comets, and central meridian transits of the surface 
features on Jupiter. These are not the modern, "cutting edge technology" which we admire in the work of 
such "advanced" observers as Parker, Westfall, and Troiani. The great majority of professional astrono-
mers would surely consider the kinds of observations listed above to be of very limited scientific value 
compared to what Parker et alii are doing. Indeed, an "advanced" planetary observer, who has sometimes 
been an A.L.P.O. member, accuses us of looking far more to the Nineteenth Century than to the Twenty-
first. He considers that our Mars Section is the only part of the A.L.P.O. doing work of real scientific value. 

Recent policies and actions would surely show that we do not share his opinion. The content of the 
J.A.L.P.O. has already been cited. Efforts have been made in recent years to improve and to streamline 
the Training Program—and yet a report at the 1997 Convention said that only three or four persons had 
enrolled themselves in it. There ought to be dozens! Some years ago the Journal included a series of "For 
the Beginner" articles. More recently, and in large part thanks to Harry Jamieson, the volunteer staff and 
the number of Sections have been increased. There should now be some project or program for just 
about everyone! For example, Historical Section and Computing Section buffs can do research at home 
or in a library, far from a telescope. We are always glad to hear from members about how to improve 
these services. In brief, members unable to do CCD imaging, micrometer measurements, high-resolution 
studies with large apertures, and so forth certainly have available other opportunities; they and we should 
be honest enough to admit that these activities will often be of less scientific value. It is disappointing to 
us when a member finds nothing to do beyond paying his or her dues, but surely we are trying to provide 
projects from which to choose. 

It is not news that in many volunteer organizations (e.g., science clubs, churches, and fraternities) a 
small portion of the membership does almost all of the work. They have problems finding members willing 
to be officers. Thus the moral and financial support of the idle many makes possible the efforts of the pro-
ductive few. It has been so in the A.L.P.O. over the years. We are certainly an important contributor to the 
success of an organization when we use our money to promote activities we consider important and 
valuable. 

It is no pleasure to suspect that the A.L.P.O. will split in the future, considering the diversity of skills 
and interests. It will reqUire a wise leadership to provide services considered valuable and worth 
supporting by both the few semiprofessional and the many less skilled, less affluent others. It may be 
worth remembering that the Compromise of 1850 held together a Union composed of badly disparate 
parts for only ten years. Finally, the Italian (U.A.I.) practice of regular bimonthly Bulletins by Section Coor-
dinators is excellent. Worth imitating? 

It would be wonderful to be able to say honestly in a future interview that every member does more 
than pay dues! 

Warer 	 

A.L.P.O. Director Emeritus 
October 4, 1997 
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IN MEMORIAM: ALIKA K. HERRING 

By: Walter H. Haas, A.L.P.O. Director Emeritus 

It is rare to find among astronomers a per-
son both skilled in making excellent telescope 
optics and outstanding in carrying out high-
quality visual observations. William Herschel 
demonstrated both abilities in the past, and 
many readers will think of Clyde Tombaugh 
as a conspicuous example in the current centu-
ry. Another such person was Alika K. Herring, 
who died early in 1997. 

This short biographical sketch will indi-
cate something of his extensive activities and 
interests. He was born in Hawaii of mission-
ary parents, and his wife Trene was also a 
native of that island. He graduated from the 
University of Oklahoma at Norman in 1932. 
He worked as a mailman and a musician dur-
ing the Great Depression, and then enlisted in 
the Navy after Pearl Harbor. He served as a 
Sonar Man during World War II. After subse-
quent employment as a musician and a ma-
chinist, while also making several telescope 
mirrors, he went to California in 1951. He met 
Tom Cave and worked for the Cave Optical 
Company until 1961. There he made several 
thousand astronomical mirrors. There next 
followed a professional career at the Lunar 
and Planetary Laboratory of the University of 
Arizona at Tucson, the Director being Gerard 
P. Kuiper. Alika observed and photographed 
the Moon, along with others, culminating in 
the production of the excellent Consolidated 
Lunar Atlas in 1967. Seeking a site for Dr. 
Kuiper, where atmospheric steadiness would 
allow large telescopes to study the very finest 
lunar and planetary details, he conducted see-
ing tests near Tucson, in Hawaii, in Chile, in 
Baja California, and elsewhere. He used for 
these tests a 12.5-inch mirror he had made 
himself and had brought to what he considered 
a unique degree of perfection through many 
loving hours of the most critical testing. With 
the decline of federal support of astronomy 
research and space programs, Alika left the 
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory in 1970 and 
returned to the Cave Optical Company, where 
he was employed until his retirement in 1979. 
He now made and sold mirrors, with the 
knowledge of Tom Cave, and continued brief-
ly to do so after retirement. His mirrors ac-
quired a strong reputation for excellence, and 
it is even said that the market led to the pro-
duction of some counterfeit "Herring mirrors" 
—a high compliment in its way. 

He was a modest and retiring man, who 
found public speaking a terrible embarrass-
ment. This trait was unfortunate, for he had far 
more to say than many who are fluent. He was 
very friendly, a genial host in his home to all 
who shared his interests. When there was an 
A.L.P.O. Convention where he lived, my wife 
and I could expect to escape from formal ac-
tivities for some treasured hours with Alika 
and Trene. On a clear evening, his telescope 
was at the disposal of his guests. 

His chief contribution to science was sure-
ly the site-testing which led to the selection 
and development of Mauna Kea in Hawaii as 
a major center of astronomical research. Alika 
tested both Haleakala and Mauna Kea at some 
length and found slightly better seeing at 
Haleakala. However, Mauna Kea was chosen 
because it rose above the top of the frequent 
cloudy inversion layers, and Haleakala didn't. 
Even so, Mauna Kea is an amateur observer's 
dream come true; Herring regularly used 619X 
to observe the Moon with a 12.5-inch aperture 
and could regularly elongate the double star y2 
Andromedae—its separation was only 0.4 arc-
seconds at the time. He found there periods of 
perfect seeing with intervals of many seconds 
between any visible atmospheric tremors. 

This site-testing on mountaintops required 
considerable resourcefulness and dedication. 
Alika once commented to me on the contrast 
between how he lived under sub-Arctic condi-
tions 10,000 feet or more above sea level and 
the popular vision of Hawaii as a lush tropical 
paradise. On one occasion he had to be res-
cued by helicopter from a mountaintop in Baja 
California in the teeth of an approaching 
storm. He took his responsibility very serious-
ly, as a published comment (0. Richard 
Norton, "Master Optician, Master Observ-
er."Sky & Telescope, May, 1995, pp. 81-86) 
shows: "I shudder now when I think of the 
responsibility I had. Millions and millions of 
dollars hung in the balance, and it all was 
pretty much on my say-so. It scared me." 

Some good lunar and planetary observers 
make drawings of indifferent quality. Con-
trariwise, Alika was among the best lunar 
artists of our times. Selected lunar drawings 
by him appeared in Sky & Telescope and the 
Journal, A.L.P.O. over a period of many 
years, and our front cover and Figure 1 on p. 
31 are samples in this issue. He came to 
regard drawing lunar features with Earth-
based telescopes as of limited scientific value 
in our Space Age but as an interesting art 
form. As for his general skill in visual 
observations, I recall one time when he and I 
were observing Saturn at his home, and Alika 
was identifying several of the satellites. I was 
unable to see all that he described, but refer-
ence to the American Ephemeris and Nautical 
Almanac showed him to be exactly right. 

Alika was always very supportive of the 
A.L.P.O. He served as a valued Lunar Record-
er from 1957 to 1961. He was in charge of the 
A.L.P.O. Exhibit at one of our early conven-
tions—collecting, arranging, and returning the 
display items. He was a delightful astronomi-
cal correspondent in those pre-e-mail days, 
and his thoughts were always helpful and sci-
entifically reliable. 

Like William Herschel, Alika was deeply 
interested in music as well as astronomy. He 
was a master of the Hawaiian steel guitar, and 
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Later years brought him macular degeneration 

preserved a remarkably cheerful spirit and was 

know. 

Beach, California, and Cecil Post of Las 

years. Late in his life he produced five albums 

photographs would be mementos for his de-
scendants

in both eyes, and he had to abandon making 
mirrors and observing the sky. He could retain 
his love of music and make tapes of romantic 
Hawaiian melodies. The very special 12.5- 
inch mirror reposed in a box in his study. He 

interviewed by 0. Richard Norton for Sky and 
Telescope in 1995. It was a sad day when his 

Cruces, New Mexico, for help in collecting 

was even said to be the best performer in the 
United States on this instrument for several 

or more of Hawaiian music. 

Comet during its 1985-86 appearance. He 
wrote on his annual Christmas card that the 

when the comet returned in 2061. 

son telephoned to say that Alika had passed 
away, and that he specially wanted me to 

some of the material in this article. 

Aloha, dear friend! 

Alika Herring photographed Halley's 

I wish to thank Tom Cave of Long 

Some Comments by the Editor: 

To elaborate slightly on Walter Haas' trib-
ute above, Alika Herring's lunar work while 
with the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory in 
Tucson included preparing a series of sketch 
maps of the lunar limb areas, based on recti-
fied lunar photographs and personal telescopic 
observations. These were published during 
1961-65 in the Communications, Lunar and 
Planetary Laboratory in the form of six arti-
cles, which represented the culmination of 
Earth-based mapping of those portions of the 
Moon. 

Also, the lunar drawings published in Sky 
& Telescope magazine came to contain 40 
separate drawings, typically published every 
third issue between 1958 and 1967. Alika's 
lunar drawings were always attractive; their 
accuracy became clear only when space-probe 
images produced views of the Moon with de-
tail sufficient to check against his drawings. 
We are happy to have the chance to republish 
two of his lunar depictions here; a view of 
Davy Y and Catena Davy on the front cover, 
and another of Ramsden and part of its rille 
system in Figure 1 (below). 

Figure 1. Ramsden and part of its rille system, drawn by Alika K. Herring on 1962 SEP 10, 02h40m 
UT. 12.5-in (31.75-cm) Newtonian, 208X. Seeing 5-7 on the A.L.P.O. Scale (0 = worst, 10 = perfect), 
Transparency 5 on the A.L.P.O. Scale (0 = worst, 5 = best). Solar colongitude 041°.6. South at top. 
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ACCURACY OF THE SHADOW METHOD 
OF LUNAR HEIGHT DETERMINATION 

By: William F. Davis III 

ABSTRACT 

The accuracy of the shadow method of lunar height determination developed by Wilhelm 
Olbers is tested at the telescope by comparing calculated heights to plotted heights as drawn 
on lunar topographic orthophoto maps. A database of 119 measurements is analyzed to evalu-
ate typical amounts and sources of error. 

INTRODUCTION 

The method of elevation determination 
that is the subject of this paper uses the 
lengths of the shadows cast by lunar features 
to determine their elevations. It began with 
Johann Hieronymus Schroeter (1745-1816), 
who in 1791 published Selenotopographische 
Fragmente sur genauern Kenntniss der Mond-
flache (Fragments of Lunar Topography). 
Working just outside Bremen, Germany, with 
a 19-in telescope at 300x, he used a device 
which functioned much like a micrometer 
(though not as accurate) to introduce a new 
method of height calculation called the "shad-
ow method" [1]. His early results with this 
new method were disappointing, giving eleva-
tions far too high. He then turned to his good 
friend Wilhelm Olbers (1758-1840), a medical 
doctor and astronomer, who developed the 
version of the shadow method which, with 
some modification, is still in use today [2]. 

Typically a discussion of lunar height 
measurements requires some explanation of 
the various methods employed, both past and 
present. Gilbert Fielder offers a good explana-
tion of the light-tangent, shadow, photometric, 
comparative, eclipse, occultation, photogram-
metric, and absolute methods of height deter-
mination [3]. This paper will focus on the 
shadow method only, and more specifically on 
the shadow method as it relates to direct "at-
the-telescope" micrometer work. [Although 
the reduction techniques involved are equally 
applicable to the measurement of shadows on 
photographs or CCD images. Ed.] 

Olbers' method was used in this study to 
determine the relative heights of objects from 
micrometric measurements of the shadows 
they cast in the lunar morning or afternoon. 
Perhaps the clearest explanation of the method 
is by Thomas L. MacDonald, director of the 
Lunar Section of the British Astronomical As-
sociation from 1937-1945. His 1931 paper, 
"On the Determination of Relative Altitudes," 
[4] is the basis of the height calculation sub-
program contained in the Lunar Observer's 
Tool Kit (also called Tools), a computer pro-
gram developed by Harry D. Jamieson [5]. 
Tools is the source of the ephemeris data used 
in this study and, in my opinion, is currently 
the single best source for accurate height de-
termination based on telescopic, micrometric 
shadow length measurement. 

THE SHADOW METHOD TESTED 

The Lunar Topographic Orthophoto 
(LTO) map series [6] was used to evaluate the 
magnitude of the cumulative errors inherent in 
the shadow method of height determination. 
There are approximately 200 maps in this 
1:250,000-scale series. They cover the flight 
paths of Apollo Missions 15-17 and represent 
only a small portion of the lunar surface. Each 
map is in a Transverse Mercator Projection 
and covers an area extending four degrees in 
latitude and five degrees in longitude. 

Height determined from the shadow meth-
od is relative, being simply the height differ-
ence between a peak and the tip of its shadow. 
Terrain which slopes downward from a peak 
will yield a higher elevation than terrain which 
slopes upward. Because the LTO maps show 
peak elevations and contain contour lines at 
100-meter intervals, they offer a way to 
compare the height measured by the shadow 
method to the actual height plotted on an LTO 
map, and thus to evaluate the accuracy of the 
shadow method itself. 

This comparison is done by first measur-
ing the shadow length of a peak and calculat-
ing the height in the usual manner. The calcu-
lated solar azimuth is converted to shadow 
azimuth (180° different) and the projected 
shadow length is drawn to scale on the LTO 
map, using the peak as the starting point. The 
elevation of the shadow tip is read from the 
closest contour line and then subtracted from 
the peak elevation. This plotted elevation is 
compared to the calculated elevation and the 
difference is expressed as a percentage. Eigh-
teen elevations were selected for analysis and 
are listed in Table 1 (p. 33). 

These elevations were selected because of 
their height, position, and appearance on the 
LTO maps. Bennett Hill and Hill 305 are lo-
cated on the eastern shore of Palus Putredinis; 
they were named during the Apollo 15 Mis-
sion. The Delisle a elevations are three peaks 
of the same mountain. Mons Undest was for-
merly Lambert y. Mons Vinogradov was 
formerly Euler 13. Mons Vinogradov (a) is the 
author's designation for an unnamed elevation 
located close to Mons Vinogradov. 

The mean height of all these features from 
119 measurements was 1599.6 meters. Figure 
1 (p. 33) shows the range of measured peak el-
evations at 500-meter intervals. 
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Table 1. Elevations Selected for Measurement. 

Name of Elevation"  

Albategnius a CP 
Archerusia Prom. 
Bennett Hill 
Delisle a (east) 
Delisle a (south-west) 
Delisle a (west) 
Delisle p 
Hadley Mons 
Hadley 8 
Harbinger Montes 13 
Harbinger Montes 8 
Harbinger Montes 
Hill 305 
Lahire Mons 
Theophilus CP 
Undest Mons 
Vinogradov Mons 
Vinogradov Mons (a) 

Position  
Longitude Latitude 

3°.80E 11°.30S 
21°.96E 16°.80N 
2°.68E 25°.91N 

37°.33W 30°.60N 
37°.94W 30°.26N 
38°.09W 30°.60N 
35°.84W 29°.01N 
4°.11E 26°.62N 
3°.75E 25°.89N 

40°.96W 26°.42N 
41°.20W 28°.10N 
41°.49W 26°.87N 
3°.01E 26°.49N 

25°.53W 27°.58N 
26°.41E 11°.42S 
18°.50W 26°.49N 
32°.50W 22°.33N 
32°.15W 21°.22N 

*Prom. = Promontorium; CP = central peak. 
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Figure 1. Distribution of measurements 
by height of peak. 
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A Microsoft Works database was created 
to archive the variables of each individual 
measurement. Jamieson's Tools program was 
used to generate ephemerides for the moment 
of observation. This information was entered 
into the appropriate cells of the database, 
which was programmed to use the ephemeri-
des and micrometer measurement to calculate 
measured height, projected shadow length, 
and shadow azimuth. The formulae and meth-
ods used were identical to those used in Tools. 
The projected shadow was then plotted on the 
appropriate LTO map and the height of the 
shadow tip determined from the contour line 
closest to it. This height was entered into the 
"shadow tip height" database cell, allowing 
the program to complete the comparison of 
measured height to plotted height and to ex-
press the difference as a percentage error, with 
the convention that an error was positive for a 
measured height which exceeded the plotted 
height and negative for a measured height less 
than plotted height. 

The data in the first screen of a typical 
three-screen record are given in Table 2 (to 
right). 

For the 119 measurements made 
of the 18 peaks, the mean error in 
measured height compared to plotted 
height was only -77.3 meters or just 
-3.7 percent. Positive measuring er-
rors tend to cancel out negative 
ones; in short, the more measure-
ments made, the greater the accura-
cy. This is not surprising, as the reli-
ability of the shadow method was 
never in question. Rather, the pur-
pose of this study is to evaluate the 
potential errors inherent in an indi-
vidual measurement, and unfortu-
nately, they abound. A fairer way to 
investigate error is to examine the 
absolute value of the percent error, 
which averaged 11.0 percent, close 
to Fielder's estimated error for 
heights determined from the shad-
ows on photographs [7]. Absolute 
percent errors ranged from 0 to 33.2 
percent. Figure 2 (p. 34) graphs 
seven error ranges and shows the 
number of measurements which fell 
into each range. 

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

Peak Coordinates.-"Evaluated horizon-
tal and vertical accuracy of the LTO series at 
90% probability generally ranges form 160-
500 meters and 30-115 meters respectively 
relative to the Apollo 15 (April 1973) 
Datum." [8] Because of the importance of 
peak longitude in calculating solar altitude, an 
error in this coordinate will cause more inac-
curacy in height determination than a like 
error in latitude. The maximum probable LTO 
horizontal error of 500 meters is 0°.017 of 
longitude at the lunar equator and 0°.019 at 
latitude 31°. Latitude 31° is the position of 
Delisle a (east); of the 18 peaks measured, 
this elevation has the highest latitude and 
therefore potentially the greatest possible 
magnitude of east-west positional error. 

Table 2. Sample Partial Elevation Record. 
(reformatted to fit column) 

OBJECT: Albategnius alpha CP 

MEASURED HEIGHT (m): 1704.8 
PLOTTED HEIGHT (m): 1703 
% ERROR: 0.1% 

DATE: 6/30/94 UT HR: 8 UT MIN: 55 

PROJEC SHA (km): 17.3 
SHADOW AZIMUTH: 90.0 

RISE: 	SET: 1 	OT: 3 

OBSERVER: Bill Davis 

OBJECT LONG: 3.8 OBJECT LAT: -11.3 
EARTH LONG: 4.62 EARTH LAT: -5.06 
SUN COLONG: 170.406 SUN LAT: 1.154 
MOON ALT: 	44.94 SUN ALT: 	5.908 
GEO D: 62.6848893 ARC SEC: 	9.083 
OBSERVATION #: 104 
TRUE H (m): 7503 SHA TIP H (m): 5800 

5 
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Figure 2. Distribution of measurements 
by percentage error. 
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Assuming a positive error in longitude of 
0°.019 (giving longitude -37°.31), the four 
measurements of Delisle a (east) were recal-
culated allowing for new solar altitudes and 
final height determinations. Compared to the 
original measurements (-37°.33 longitude), the 
mean error for the four new height determina-
tions was only 0.6 percent; a mean difference 
of only four meters from the originals. It is 
probable that vertical errors in the LTO maps 
are responsible for more discrepancies in this 
study than horizontal errors; however, there is 
no way to analyze this effect. 

Seeing.—Due to limited observing oppor-
tunities, the mean lunar altitude at the observ-
er's position was only 48°.3. Although mea-
surements were taken only when seeing was 
good (II, on the Anto 	  

dow tip elevation was taken directly off an 
LTO map, presumably accurate to 100 
meters. The observed fact was that shadow 
tips which fell on rapidly changing topogra-
phy made accurate height determination dif-
ficult. This is because of slight errors in 
shadow length measurement, which cause the 
shadow tip to fall on the "wrong" contour 
line. Because of the small areal coverage of 
the LTO maps, some peaks were chosen 
despite the topography of their surroundings. 

One example of this problem is the 
central peak Albategnius a. The shadows of 
eight lunar afternoon measurements fell with-
in the crater floor and the mean absolute error 
was 7.3 percent. However, three sunrise 
shadows climbed the walls of Klein and 
Klein A where elevation changes rapidly; the 

mean absolute error was 23.4 percent. One 
shadow of Mons Hadley ran into Hill 305, 
causing a -29-percent error. A shadow of 
Delisle a (south-west) did not clear its own 
base and produced a 33.2-percent error. On 
the other hand, four lunar afternoon shadows 
of Mons Vinogradov fell on terrain which 
does not vary in height by more than 100 
meters for at least 60 kilometers from the peak 
base; here the mean absolute error was only 
5.5 percent. 

Foreshortening.—The mean phase angle 
(also known as the auxiliary angle) was 87°.8 
and ranged from 35-130°. Figure 3 (below) 
shows six ranges of phase angle, the mean arc 
second shadow length for each range, and the 
percent of that shadow length which was 
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niadi Scale; ranging 
from I r  perfect to V 
very bad, scarcely al-
lowing for the making 
of a rough sketch), 
viewing through the ad-
ditional 	atmosphere 
that lower altitudes im-
pose certainly in-
creased shadow length 
uncertainties. Because 
of local atmospheric 
conditions and traffic 
vibrations, most mea-
surements (67 percent) 
were made during the 
early morning hours 
(usually 3 a.m. to 6 
a.m., local time). The 
mean absolute error for 
these 80 measurements 
was 9.6 percent; the 
other 39 measurements 
made during early 
evening hours (usually 
6 p.m. to midnight 
local time) had a mean 
absolute error of 14.0 
percent. 

Slope.—The effect 
of slope should not be a 
factor in this error 
analysis, since the sha- 
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Figure 3. Relation of measured shadow length to corrected 
shadow length as a function of phase angle. 
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visually measured. The mean shadow length 
in arc-seconds for each range is further distin-
guished as that portion that was visually mea-
sured (light tone) and that portion that was the 
result of the phase angle foreshortening cor-
rection (dark tone). 

Note that the closer the phase angle is to 
90°, the greater is the shadow length visually 
measured relative to the corrected length. 
Longer shadows can be measured more accu-
rately than shorter ones. Despite this fact, 
there was no correlation between phase angle 
and absolute percent error. Except for a small 
phase angle error, never more than 1°.25 (be-
cause geocentric libration values were used), 
foreshortening errors are mathematically elim-
inated except in limb regions. Since no peak 
had an absolute longitude greater than 40°, 
other variables such as solar altitude, shadow 
length, and slope had much more effect on 
error. 

Micrometer Use and Magnification.—
Shadow measurements were taken using a 20-
cm, f/10 Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope. A mi-
croscope filar micrometer with an eyepiece 
focal length of 23 mm was modified to fit a 
1.25-in drawtube, and was used in two optical 
trains over the course of the study: 

• The first optical train achieved a magnifica-
tion of 315x and consisted of a 2.8X telenega-
tive amplifier inserted into the visual back of 
the telescope, followed by a star diagonal and 
micrometer. Seventy-five measurements (63 
percent) were made with this arrangement. 

• The second optical train had a magnifica-
tion of 525x and consisted of a 25-mm 
orthoscopic ocular inserted into the visual 
back of the telescope in eyepiece projection 
fashion, followed by a 4.75-in extension tube, 
star diagonal, and micrometer. Forty-four 
measurements (37 percent) were made with 
this arrangement. 

As expected, the 525X optical train pro-
duced greater accuracy. Its mean absolute 
error of 9.7 percent compares favorably with 
an 11.8-percent absolute error for the 315x 
optical train. 

The procedures for calibration and use of 
a filar micrometer were taken from Chapter 15 
of Observing and Photographing the Solar 
System [9], with one notable exception. The 
authors recommend that the optics of a cata-
dioptric telescope be fixed and that a rack-
and-pinion focuser be installed in the visual 
back to prevent changing the effective focal 
length by movement of the primary mirror 
during long-term micrometer work. This ap-
proach was tried, but it rendered the telescope 
useless for lower-power observing. Since this 
study was to span several years, the rear fo-
cuser was abandoned. This no doubt intro-
duced additional error, although much care 
was. taken to focus sharply before each set of 
measurements. The screw constants were also 
periodically recalibrated during the study and 
found to agree closely. 

The effect of personal error must also be 
considered. Theoretically, the number of posi- 

tive error and negative error measurements 
should be about the same. This was not the 
case. A negative error was recorded in 76 
measurements, 63.9 percent of the total. This 
suggest that the author has a tendency to un-
derestimate shadow length. It is interesting to 
note however, that the absolute error in the 
two groups differed by only 1.4 percent, being 
slightly greater for the negative error measure-
ments. 

Shadow Length.—The mean solar alti-
tude was 6°.8. Figure 4 (below) shows the six 
ranges of solar altitude which account for all 
observations. The vertical columns represent 
the number of observations which fell into 
each range. An evaluation of how solar alti-
tude affected accuracy is difficult because of 
the additional variables of measured height 
and projected shadow length for each of the 
18 elevations studied. 

For measurements of the same feature, in-
creased solar altitude, which results in de-
creased shadow length, should introduce more 
error. A more meaningful analysis can be seen 
in Figure 5 (p. 35), which shows four ranges 
of solar altitude for the 12 measurements of 
Harbinger Montes p. The vertical columns de-
pict the mean projected shadow length for 
each solar altitude range. The line in the upper 
portion of the graph shows the mean percent-
age absolute error for each range. Note the 
increase in percentage error as solar altitude 
increases and projected shadow length de-
creases. 

Perhaps the best way to achieve an under-
standing for the value of making multiple 
measurements is to give an example. A typical 
case is the 16 measurements made of Harbin-
ger Montes a The mean absolute percent error 
was 9.9 percent, mean measured height 1,773 
meters, and mean solar altitude 9°.3. The 
greatest absolute percentage error was -32 per-
cent but the median was just ±7 percent (i.e., 
half the measurements had this error or less). 
This pattern was typical for most of the 18 
elevations measured. [Note that, statistically, 
the error of the mean of a group of measure-
ments should decrease in proportion to the 
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ON THE SEAS OF THE MOON 

By: Bill Dembowski, Coordinator of General Lunar Programs 

ABSTRACT 

This report presents a brief overview of the various types of features which can be found 
on the lunar maria, some of the methods which can be utilized to observe them, and the 
A.L.P.O. programs that can benefit from those observations. 

The dark areas on the visible surface of 
the Moon, considered by the ancients to be 
seas, have long since proven to be vast lava 
plains. Because they originated more recently 
than the highlands that constitute the remain-
der of the Moon, these lava flows contain rela-
tively few large craters. Many craters that are 
prominent on the maria would go relatively 
unnoticed if located in the jumble of the high-
lands. The sharp contrast of small bright 
craters on dark maria surfaces makes them 
ideal markers for the study of lunar eclipses. 
Since no two lunar eclipses are the same, 
using these craters to time the passage of the 
Earth's shadow across the Moon's surface can 
provide valuable data about the Earth-Moon 
relationship. This isolation of features also 
makes the maria favorite hunting grounds for 
amateur observers who pursue the time-hon-
ored practice of sketching lunar formations. 

The sketching of lunar features has more 
value than just the esthetics of the finished 
drawing. It has been proven many times that 
sketching an object forces us to observe it 
more closely and, therefore, to see features 
that might otherwise go undetected. By mak-
ing gray-scale drawings of craters we also 
gain experience and skill in estimating the 
relative brightness of the observed details. 
David Lehman's sketch of Gassendi (Figure 
1, below), on the shores of Mare Humorum, 
exhibits the entire range of tones from black 
shadow (0) to brilliant white (10). Once ac-
quired, this skill in recording light intensities 
forms the basis of the Selected Areas Pro-
gram, which records and plots changes in the 
albedo of various features over time, particu-
larly under high-sun conditions. 

Sketching also allows one to become inti-
mately familiar with the topography of the 
Moon, especially if the same feature is 
sketched repeatedly under various lighting  

conditions. A knowledge of the appearance of 
a feature under normal circumstances is vital 
to the study of Lunar Transient Phenomena 
(LTP). These are short-lived lights, glows, 
flashes, mists, and obscurations occasionally 
reported on the Moon. One can hardly know if 
something out of the ordinary is occurring 
without a baseline knowledge of what is ordi-
nary. Although found in virtually all regions 
of the Moon, LTP appear to occur most often 
on, or around, the maria. The area within 
Oceanus Procellarum around Aristarchus, 
Herodotus, and Vallis Schroteri is perhaps the 
most active on the entire Moon. Other LTP 
areas include Gassendi on Mare Humorum 
and the entire southern half of Mare Imbrium. 
Perhaps there is a relationship between the 
LTP and the relative youth of some features 
found in these regions. The work of the LTP 
Program will go a long way in proving or 
disproving such a relationship. 

In addition to isolated craters, the maria 
contain low-profile features not often found in 
other regions of the Moon. Wrinkle ridges are 
exclusively a marial feature. These gently 
sloping ridges present a rope-like appearance 
in the eyepiece and seldom achieve a height of 
more than 200 meters above the surrounding 
terrain. The most likely origin of these ridges 
lies in compression caused by the periodic 
subsidence of the marial lavas. The most 
famous of the wrinkle ridges is the Serpentine 
Ridge (now called Dorsa Smirnov) on the 
Mare Serenitatis but wrinkle ridges appear on 
all of the major seas. 

Another class of low-relief feature is 
domes. Although sometimes found within the 
walls of large highland craters, domes are 
most frequently associated with the maria. 
These blister-like formations tend to form in 
clusters such as those in the central region of 
Mare Tranquillitatis and the vicinities of Mar-
ius, Tobias Mayer, Milichius, and Hortensius 
in Oceanus Procellarum. The sketch by Rob-
ert Hays, Jr., (Figure 2, p. 43) shows the dome 
complex of Mons Riimker in Oceanus Procel-
larum. The exact nature of domes is not en-
tirely understood but is almost certainly volca-
nic in nature. Domes show poorly on the me-
dium-sun angle photographs by the Lunar Or-
biters because they require a low Sun to be 
visible. Therefore, the ongoing Lunar Dome 
Survey continues to detect, classify, and map 
the locations of these unique features with 
ground-based telescopes. 

Manually sketching surface features is the 
most common form of recording lunar obser- 

Figure 1. 
Drawing of 
lunar crater 
Gassendi by 
David Leh-
man. 1994 
Nov 15.25-
cm (10-in) re-
flector, 207X. 
Lunar south 
at top. 
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Figure 2. Drawing of the 
Mons Rumker dome com-
plex in Oceanus Procel-
larum by Robert Hays, Jr. 
1997 FEB 20, 15-cm (6.0-in) 
reflector, 170X. Lunar south 
at upper left. 

Figure 3. Photograph of Mare Nectaris by Bill 
Dembowski. 1997 JUL 10. 12.7-cm (5.0-in) refractor, 
f/76, 1 sec on Kodak TP2415 Film. Lunar south at top. 

f 

vations, but film and electronic imaging are 
both becoming increasingly popular. One of 
the advantages of imaging the Moon is the 
ability to record positional data with great ac-
curacy. Whether it is the position of a lunar 
dome or the shadow of a mountain peak, the 
accuracy of imaging is difficult to duplicate 
with a sketch. The photograph of the western 
shore of Mare Nectaris (Figure 3, lower right) 
is still usable for determining the heights of 
the features recorded, despite being taken 
under less-than-ideal seeing conditions. 
Vertical studies can also be pursued using a 
micrometer, recticle eyepiece, or by simply 
timing the passage of the shadow across the 
crosshair of an eyepiece. When the shadow 
measurement and other basic information are 
fed through the software of the Lunar Observ-
er's Tool Kit, available from Lunar Coordina-
tor Harry D. Jamieson, accurate heights can be 
found for the feature observed. The resulting 
value is the height of the feature relative to the 
ground. Therefore, if a mountain peak is 
measured under different lighting angles, we 
are not just determining the height of the peak, 
but also plotting the profile of the surrounding 
terrain. Beyond mensuration and positional 
studies, imaging of LTP events is extremely 
valuable. 

The maria cover approximately 31 percent 
of the visible surface of the Moon and are dis-
tributed in such a manner than there is always 
a marial region on the terminator. This makes 

them ideal for work on the A.L.P.O. Lunar 
Dome Survey. Of course one can also perform 
useful work under a high Sun, with the 
A.L.P.O. Eclipse, LTP, and Selected Areas 
Programs being prime examples. Regardless 
of the areas studied or the methods employed, 
you are encouraged to participate in one or 
more of the aforementioned programs and 
contribute to the ongoing effort to do science 
with the Moon. Further, observations that are 
not a part of one of our regular structured 
programs are also welcome, which include 
vertical studies [see the article by William 
Davis, "Accuracy of the Shadow Method of 
Lunar Height Determination" on pp.32-36 of 
this issue] and high-sun observations of ray 
systems and of bright and banded craters. The 
enjoyment and training that these can provide 
an observer make them worthwhile in them-
selves, and there is always a chance that they 
may prove to be of serendipitous value to 
science. 

[Notes by Editor. The "official" pro-
grams of the A.L.P.O. Lunar Section are 
given in the staff listing on pp. 46-47 of 
this issue, together with the Coordinators 
responsible for these programs and their 
postal and e-mail addresses. 

Note also that observers, whether 
they sketch or image the Moon, should 
always record supporting data such as 
are given in the illustration captions in 
this article, together with the Universal 
Times of the beginning and end of the 
observation to 1-minute precision as well 
as the Seeing and Transparency in the 
standard A.L.P.O. Scales. It is also use-
ful to include the solar colongitude and 
latitude and the librations, which may be 
computed with the Lunar Observer's 
Tool Kit, referred to in the article above.] 
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ERYL a (PEGGY) HAAS (1912-1997) 

Waiter H. Haas, A.L.P.O. Director Emeritus 

Many of you readers graciously sent cards of sympathy and condolence after my 
wife, Peggy, died in October, 1997; and a few even attended the funeral services from 
some distance. Your thoughtfulness is much appreciated. 

She was born on March 29, 1912 in Mandeville, Jamaica, (then) British West 
Indies to George E. Godfrey, a jeweler and Sun Life Insurance salesman, and Kathleen 
Mullings Godfrey, a homemaker. Educated in the British schools of the period, she 
worked at various times in a hotel and law offices in Mandeville, for the Jamaica Tourist 
Board in Kingston, as a domestic helper for a wealthy family in Canada, and for the 
Forestry Commission in London, England. Many of these jobs required typing, account-
ing, or bookkeeping. We first met in Jamaica in the summer of 1935, when I studied 
under the tutelage of Professor William H. Pickering, a retired Harvard University lunar 
and planetary astronomer. Peggy was his close neighbor and occasional secretary. We 
resumed correspondence as a result of considerable international publicity given to 
Tsuneo Saheki's observation of a gray cloud-bulge on the south limb of Mars on January 
15, 1950 (The Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 4, no. 2, pg. 11 and Vol. 4, no. 3, pg. 1 and 11). 
We enjoyed London together at the time of the coronation of Queen Elizabeth II, mar-
ried in Jamaica later in 1953 and subsequently lived in Las Cruces. We have one daugh-
ter, Mary, born in 1957. 

Peggy was never an enthusiastic amateur astronomer, nor did I become an avid 
gardener in her preferred hobby. However, she was time and again extremely helpful in 
typing the A.L.P.O.'s journal, in finding new typists as the need frequently arose, in 
designing a banner for the A.L.P.O. conventions, in ideas for tarpaulin covers for my out-
door telescopes, and in many other ways. For 20 years, 1966-1985, she served as A.L.P.O. 
Librarian, conducting a postal astronomy book-lending service for our members. She 
made many friends at the meetings of the A.L.P.O., the Western Amateur Astronomers, 
and the Astronomical League. It must also be remarked that the hours kept by observing 
astronomers put severe strains on household routines, and on wifely patience. 

Peggy contracted arthritis in 1971, and other health problems followed as the 
years passed. These could only grow slowly worse with increasing age. It is typical of her 
concern for others that she insisted, only six weeks before she died, that I resume stud-
ies with the backyard telescopes. The end came peacefully on October 31. 

[10b] 1997 APR 10, 
00h50m-01h07m UT. D. 
Archer, same optics with 

video imaging as 
described in Figure 9. 

[10a j 1997 APR 10, 00h32m- 
00h47m UT. O.Cole-Arnal. 12.7-cm 

refractor, 243X, W25 (red) Filter. 
Seeing 4. k • 0.267, d • 8".57. 

Figure 10. Spring (Evening, Eastern) Apparition of Mercury. 

• 
Figure 11. Spring (Evening, Eastern) 
Apparition of Mercury, 1995 MAY 07, 

no time given. F. Melillo. 20.3-cm 
Schmidt-Cassegrain, 20-mm eyepiece 
with 2X Barlow, 7 seconds exposure 

on Kodak TP 2415 Film. 
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THE BICOLORED ASPECT OF SATURN'S RINGS 
AND THE STILES-CRAWFORD EFFECT 

By Roger J. Venable 

ABSTRACT 

The bicolored aspect of Saturn's Rings was observed systematically in the Fall of 1993. It was found 
to be quite different from the effects of vignetting and of atmospheric refraction. It is produced by drift 
of the eye away from the optical axis of the telescope under conditions of small exit pupil, high magni-
fication, and the use of certain filters. The entoptic phenomenon known as the Stiles-Crawford Effect 
explains the bicolored aspect very well. Observers are asked to verify the detection of the Stiles-Crawford 
effect in observing Saturn. Photographic or CCD-imaging studies of the bicolored aspect may still prove 
to be interesting. 

The curious bicolored aspect of Saturn's Rings 
was first noticed in 1949 by Walter Haas. This 
effect consists of a subjective difference between 
the brightnesses of the two ansae when viewed 
with a colored filter. It has been seen most often in 
violet or blue light, and occasionally in red light, 
while a difference in brightness has seldom been 
evident in integrated light. Although one might 
suppose that such an effect is simply due to refrac-
tion of the planet's light by the Earth's atmosphere, 
experienced observers who are very familiar with 
the effects of atmospheric refraction on planet 
images have repeatedly noted the effect without 
ascribing it to such refraction. Mr. Haas has made 
note of the effect hundreds of times, while each 
year a few reports from other observers are 
received by the A.L.P.O. Saturn Coordinator. For 
example, in the 1991-1992 Apparition of Saturn, 
seventeen positive reports of the phenomenon 
were made by a total of three observers, and thir-
teen of these reports were by Mr. Haas himself 
[Benton, 1993]. Until the present study, no simul-
taneous observations of the phenomenon by more 
than one observer have occurred. C. F. Capen 
recorded the phenomenon photographically with a 
41-cm reflector at the Table Mountain Observa-
tory in 1963, and one of these photographs is 
reproduced in a popular book on planetary observ-
ing [Dobbins, Parker, and Capen, 1988]. It has 
been proposed that a bicolored effect could be 
caused by temporary segregation of particles 
according to size in different parts of the Rings 
[Cragg and Goodman, 1964]. Vignetting in the 
telescope has also been proposed [Haas, personal 
communication, 1993]. 

In September, 1993, the author initiated a pro-
gram of observations of the phenomenon. During 
this effort, the author came upon an explanation of 
the effect, and this explanation is the purpose of 
the present article. [Throughout the present report, 
the terms "east" and "west" denote celestial direc-
tions rather than planetary directions.] 

grated light. Then, at a "star party" of the 
Astronomy Club of Augusta (Georgia) on 1993 
Ocr 15, near 03h UT, five of six inexperienced 
observers agreed with the author that the east ansa 
was dimmer in dark-blue light using this telescope 
and eyepiece, and also with an 12.5-mm eyepiece 
(144X). However, the sixth observer reported that 
the west ansa was definitely dimmer. This sixth 
observer is several inches taller than the rest of us. 
On 1993 Nov 05 at about 01h3Om UT, while the 
author showed the effect to another friend, such a 
discrepancy occurred again, the two observers 
each having no difficulty seeing the effect in vio-
let light at 375X, but perceiving it on opposite 
ansae. It was then that the author noticed that the 
effect was reliably produced by positioning the 
small exit pupil on the periphery of his larger iris 
pupil, and the dimming would switch from one 
ansa to the other as the eye was moved from right 
to left, corresponding to the directions of the 
ansae. 

The dimming of one ansa occurred on the 
same side as the effect of vignetting. That is, the 
ansa to be vignetted first by motion of the eye 
away from the central position was the ansa that, 
before it was dimmed by vignetting, first dimmed 
in this curious effect. The effect was frequently 
perceived as brightening of the opposite ansa, but 
careful observation has confirmed that to be illu-
sory—it was a dimming of one ansa, not a bright-
ening of the other. The dimming was often not 
immediately visible but required one or two sec-
onds of observation before it appeared. 

VIGNETTING AND THE 

BICOLORED ASPECT 

The bicolored aspect is produced by position-
ing the eye so as to place a small exit pupil at the 
periphery of the eye's iris pupil. Vignetting, of 
course, can also be produced by positioning the 
eye away from the telescope's optical axis. It is 
natural to wonder whether the two effects might be 
related. To investigate this, the author made a 
series of observations of the bicolored aspect with 
the eye positioned first nearer to the eyepiece, and 
then farther from the eyepiece, than the plane of 
the exit pupil is located. To understand the signifi-
cance of this observation, one must understand an 
important characteristic of vignetting. 

When the eye's pupil is larger than the exit 
pupil, which is the usual situation with planetary 
observing, the effect that vignetting has on the 

 

 

 

INITIAL RESULTS 

 

Using a 40-cm f/4.5 Newtonian reflector and 
an 4.8-mm eyepiece, giving 375X, it became evi-
dent in September, 1993, that the effect was visi-
ble at almost every observation in dark-blue light 
(Wratten 47 Filter), occasionally and only weakly 
in red light (Wratten 25), and very seldom in inte- 
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plane of 

exit pupil 

<nove eye leftward  

<move eye leftward  

<move eye leftward 

(a) Eye farther from the 
eyepiece than the exit 
pupil. Vignetting on the left 
and the right ansa is the 
brighter. 

(b) Eye nearer to the eye-
piece than the exit pupil. 
Vignetting on the right and 
the right ansa is the 
brighter. 

(c) Eye at the exit pupil. 
Vignetting is diffuse and the 
right ansa is the brighter. 

Figure 1. Vignetting and the bicolored aspect. 
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telescopic image varies, depending on where the 
eye's pupil is with regard to the plane of the exit 
pupil. This is portrayed in Figure 1 (below). When 
the iris is positioned farther from the eyepiece than 
the plane of the exit pupil, vignetting occurs as in 
Figure 1(a): the side of the field of view toward 
which the eye is moving is the first area of the field 
of view to be obscured by the vignetting, and a 
crescent of darkness encroaches on that side of the 
field of view. However, when the iris is positioned 
nearer to the eyepiece than the plane of the exit 
pupil, vignetting occurs as in Figure 1(b): the side 
of the field of view away from which the eye is 
moving is the first area of the field of view to be 
obscured by the vignetting, and an arc of darkness 
encroaches on that opposite side. (Vignetting as in 
Figure 1(b) can be difficult or impossible to 
demonstrate when using an eyepiece that has 
unusually short eye relief.) In practice, it is some-
times difficult to position the iris exactly at the 

plane of the exit pupil, but when this is done, 
vignetting occurs as in Figure 1(c): the entire field 
of view darkens simultaneously, with no encroach-
ing arc of darkness. An understanding of these 
effects is essential to understanding the relevant 
observations made by the author. The effects can 
best be understood by considering the rays drawn 
in Figure 1, and which of them are interrupted first 
by the vignetting iris as the eye moves laterally 
away from the optical axis. 

In observing, first on 1993 Nov 13 at about 
01h3Om UT and on several dates since then, the 
bicolored aspect was unaffected by the distance of 
the eye from the eyepiece, whether nearer to or 
farther from the eyepiece than the plane of the exit 
pupil. While the crescent of darkness of vignetting 
could easily be made to switch sides of the field of 
view by moving the eye closer to and then farther 
from the eyepiece, the dimmer ansa was never 
brightened by such motion, and the bicolored 
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aspect did not switch sides. This is represented by 
the images of Saturn in Figure 1. This experiment 
effectively eliminates vignetting as a possible 
cause of the bicolored aspect. 

In addition, the bicolored aspect was noted to 
be different from vignetting in that it usually can 
be seen before the obscuring crescent of vignetting 
appears, as the eye moves laterally. 

In making these observations, the author dis-
covered that he consistently observes with his iris 
positioned farther from the eyepiece than the plane 
of the exit pupil. Consequently, he usually experi-
ences vignetting on the side of the field of view 
toward which his eye moves. Accordingly, in his 
first observations of the bicolored aspect (see 
"Initial Results" above) he found that the ansa that 
dimmed was the one on the side that was the first 
to be vignetted by motion away from the optic 
axis. For another observer—one who consistently 
observes with his iris positioned nearer to the eye-
piece than the plane of the exit pupil—the ansa 
that dims will be the one on the side opposite that 
which is the first to be vignetted by eye motion 
away from the optic axis. But in every case, the 
bicolored aspect renders that ansa dimmer in the 
direction which the eye moves as it leaves the opti-
cal axis. This is true for all detections of the bicol-
ored aspect, whether in blue, red, or integrated 
light. 

ATMOSPHERIC REFRACTION 

An observing schedule was chosen to allow 
multiple observations of Saturn at a variety of tilts 
of its ring plane with respect to the observer's hori-
zon. Saturn was observed near 03h UT (11 PM the 
previous evening EDT) every clear Saturday and 
Sunday from 1993 SEP 04 through Ocr 31, and 
beginning on 1993 Nov 06 the time of observation 
was moved up to 01h3Om UT on Saturdays and 
Sundays (8:30 PM the previous evening EST) 
because Saturn then was getting low in the south-
west. 

The last 1993 observation of Saturn was on 
DEC 19. In early September, Saturn was in the 
southeastern sky after dusk and the line of its 
equator and ring system was tipped about 27° from 
the horizontal, the east ansa being at a lower alti-
tude than the west ansa. In early October, the line 
of the ansae was parallel to the horizon. By DEC 
19, the planet was in the southwestern sky after 
dusk and the line of the ansa was tipped the oppo-
site way, the west ansa being lower than the east, 
at an angle of about 40° from the horizontal. As 
the author observes from 33°.5 north latitude and 
Saturn was at about 15° south declination all 
autumn, it never rose above 42° altitude. The 
effect of differential refraction by the Earth's 
atmosphere was clearly seen during each observ-
ing session, with the spectrum of Saturn's light 
slightly dispersed in a direction perpendicular to 
the horizon. The observability of the bicolored 
aspect remained good at all orientations of the 
planet's rings, and at all orientations it was seen as 
a difference in brightness along the line of the 
ansae, and never in the direction of the differential 
atmospheric refraction. This difference in the 
directions of the two effects was especially obvi-
ous when the line of the ansae was parallel to the 
horizon, as one might expect. Moreover, the two  

effects appeared quite different from one another 
in character. Differential refraction blurs the 
image, while the bicolored aspect does not; in inte-
grated light, the former effect appears as color dis-
persion, while the latter does not. The differential-
refraction effect does not cause a difference 
between the apparent brightnesses of the two 
ansae, which is the sine qua non of the bicolored 
aspect; and the former is not affected by the posi-
tion of the eye in the plane of the exit pupil, while 
the latter is (Table 1, below). These differences are 
so pronounced that this writer believes that no one 
who has seen both the bicolored aspect and differ-
ential atmospheric refraction could confuse the 
two. 

Table 1. Differences between atmospheric 
refraction and the bicolored aspect 

Atmospheric Bicolored 
Characteristic 	Refraction Aspect  

Blurs image 	 yes 
	no 

Visible color dispersion 
	

yes 
	no 

Ansae of different brightnesses 
	

no 
	yes 

Eye-position effects 
	

no 
	

yes 
Direction 
	

hor 
	

ans 

hor - perpendicular to horizon. 
ans = along the line of the ansae. 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE VISIBILITY 

OF THE BICOLORED ASPECT 

Because of the suspicion that exit pupil size 
and the use of colored filters have something to do 
with the visibility of the phenomenon, a series of 
observations was carried out by the author on 1993 
Nov 16, Nov 21, and Nov 26. The time of obser-
vation was Olh UT to 02h UT on each date (8:00 
to 9:00 PM in the evenings of November 15, 20, 
and 25, 1993, EST). The telescope used was the 
same 40-cm Newtonian, and observations were 
carried out using 32-mm (57X), 12.5-mm (144X), 
and 4.8-mm (375X) focal-length eyepieces; in 
integrated, red (W25), and dark-blue light (W47). 
In each observing session, observations were done 
with the full aperture and then repeated with an 
aperture stop of 15.9 cm. Such a stop reduces 
brightness and exit pupil size without affecting 
magnification. The observation consisted of mov-
ing the eye from side to side at the eyepiece while 
making note of the equality of brightness of the 
ansae. 

The bicolored aspect was rated on a four-level 
scale as 0 = absent, 1= very subtle, 2 = readily evi-
dent, or 3 = very prominent. Table 2 (p. 77) pre-
sents the results. Correlation coefficients, calculat-
ed by Quattro Pro for Windows spreadsheet by 
Borland International, Inc., are included in Table 2 
at the bottom of the column of each independent 
variable. The correlation coefficient for filters was 
calculated by assigning a value of 1 for integrated 
light, 2 for a red filter, or 3 for a dark-blue filter. It 
is apparent that the visibility of the bicolored 
aspect is related to each of the factors listed (aper-
ture, magnification, exit pupil, and filter). 
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Table 2. The prominence of the bicolored aspect with different 
telescope arrangements (0 = absent, 1 = very subtle, 

2 = readily evident, 3 = very prominent). 

Telescope Arrangement Bicolored Aspect with 1993 Date 
Aperture Magnif. 	Exit Pupil 	Filter Nov 16 Nov 21 Nov 25 Mean 

	

400 mm 	57X 	7.0 mm 	none 
red 

it dark blue 

	

" 	144X 	2.8 mm 	none 
red 

It dark blue 

	

" 	375X 	1.1 mm 	none 
red 

dark blue 

	

159 mm 	57X 	2.8 mm 	none 
red 

it dark blue 

	

144X 	1.1 mm 	none 
red 

dark blue 
IS 

	

375X 	0.42 mm 	none 
red 

It dark blue 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
2 
1 
1 
3 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
2 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
2 
1 
1 
3 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.3 
1.0 
0.0 
0.7 
2.0 
0.0 
0.7 
0.3 
0.0 
1.0 
2.0 
1.0 
1.3 
3.0 

-0.346 +0.546* -0.562* +0.584* 
Correlation coefficient of this 
variable versus bicolored aspect; 
* = significant at a 5-percent level. 

Single and multiple linear regression analysis 
results are detailed in Table 3 (upper right), as cal-
culated by the spreadsheet. The r2  values are the 
squares of the correlation coefficients, and are 
known as the coefficients of determination. They 
represent the fraction of the variance of the depen-
dent variable (bicolored aspect) that is attributable 
to the respective independent variable or variables. 
For completely unrelated independent variables, r2  
is purely additive, while for related independent 
variables r2  is less than additive. These data reveal 
that aperture, magnification, and filter are simply 
additive in their effects, thus truly independent 
determinants of visibility of the bicolored aspect, 
and together account for 76 percent of the variance 
in its visibility. Addition of exit pupil size to the 
analysis accounts for none of the remaining vari-
ance, which can be expected inasmuch as exit 
pupil is the quotient of aperture and magnification 
and its effects are therefore included in the analy-
sis of those variables. The remaining 24 percent of 
the variance is due to unmeasured factors, of 
which the most important may be the subjective 
nature of the ratings of the intensity of the bicol-
ored aspect, the imprecision in standardizing the 
observing technique, and possibly, nonlinearity in 
the influences of the independent variables. 

Because the bicolored aspect was most easily 
seen at high magnification, the question arises 
whether the effect is dependent on such high mag-
nification. This was investigated on 1993 DEC 04 
and 07, at about Olh UT. On each evening, Saturn 
was observed with the same 180-cm focal length 
telescope with the aperture stopped to 6 cm and 
then to 4 cm. At 6 cm, the bicolored aspect was 
very subtle at 57X in dark-blue and in red, but was 
not detectable in integrated light, while at 4 cm at 
the same magnification it was readily evident in 
dark-blue and red, while being very subtle in inte-
grated light. These arrangements give exit pupils 

Table 3. Simple and multiple 
linear regression analysis of 
factors influencing visibility 

of bicolored aspect. 

Independent Variables 	r2  

(1) Aperture 
	

0.12 
(2) Magnification 
	

0.30* 
(3) Filter 
	

0.34* 
(4) Exit-pupil diameter 
	

0.32* 

(1) + (2) + (3) 
	

0.76** 

(1) + (2) + (3) + (4) 	0.76** 

Significance Levels: 
* = 5 percent, ** 1 percent. 

of about 1.1 and 0.7 mm, 
respectively. Thus, the bicol-
ored aspect was more visible 
when using these small aper-
tures than it was at the same 
magnification using the larger 
apertures, as reported in Table 
2. So the bicolored aspect is not 
simply an effect of high magni-
fication, but rather is inversely 
related to aperture as well, and, 
by inference, to exit pupil size. 

Stopping down the aperture 
of a telescope renders the image fainter, and 
increasing the magnification also decreases the 
image intensity (although preserving the total light 
flux). Might the bicolored aspect be related to 
image dimness? To investigate this, stacks of fil-
ters were used to make the image very dim when 
observed with the full 40-cm aperture. A Wratten 
25 plus a Wratten 58 (green) combination worked 
well, and combinations of "light pollution" filters 
with color filters can also be used. These combi-
nations block virtually all of the violet and blue 
light. Under these conditions, on 1993 DEC 04 and 
07, the bicolored aspect could not be detected at 
57X or at 144X, and was not seen any more read-
ily than it had been without the filters. The bicol-
ored effect is thus not due to dimness of the image. 

THE STILES-CRAWFORD EFFECT 

In 1933, W.S. Stiles and B.H. Crawford dis-
covered that a narrow pencil of light that is direct-
ed at the fovea through the center of a dilated pupil 
appears brighter than the same light does when 
directed at the fovea through the periphery of the 
pupil (Figure 2, p. 78). They therefore concluded 
that light that strikes the retina at or near a 90° 
angle is more efficient at stimulating retinal pho-
toreceptors than light that is incident at a lesser 
angle. Typically, a pencil of light entering 2 to 3 
mm from the center of the pupil will have only 
about 50 percent of the perceived intensity it has 
when entering centrally [Stiles and Crawford, 
1933]. The phenomenon occurs in retinal cones 
but not in rods [Flamant and Stiles, 1948]. It has 
been characterized for light of all visible wave-
lengths and is found, with some differences in its 
detail, in all areas of the retina. In addition to this 
difference in brightness, there is a difference in 
perceived hue: light entering through the periphery 
of the retina is seen as redder [Stiles, 1939]. 
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Figure 2. The Stiles-Crawford Effect. Light entering 
the pupil centrally (C) is perceived as more intense 
and bluer than the same light entering at the periph-
ery (P). 

Figure 4. A 7-mm iris pupil and a 1-mm exit 
pupil; the light from the east ansa strikes the 
retina obliquely while the light from the west 
ansa strikes perpendicularly. The size of 
Saturn's image is exaggerated for clarity; 
note that the image of Saturn on the retina is 
reversed. 

_ . 	570 nm 
700 nm 
500 run 
640 run 
430 nm 

570 nm 
500 nm 
640 nm 
700 nm 

-1.0 
430 run 

.1 
Log p of 

Sensitivity 

-0.5 

Nasal -3 -2 -1 	0 +1 +2 +3 +4 Temporal 

mm from center of pupil 

Figure 3. Directional sensitivity of dark-adapted fovea. 
(Adapted from Stiles, 1939). 

Figure 3 (below) graphs the Stiles-Crawford 
Effect for various wavelengths in one subject's 
dark-adapted fovea as determined by Stiles. 
Although the abscissa of Figure 3 is measured in 
millimeters of displacement of the pencil from the 
center of the pupil, this scale can be translated to 
angle of incidence on the fovea by means of sim-
ple trigonometry. The peak sensitivity is usually 
not exactly in the visual axis of the eye, and this is 
presumed to be due to the fact that the optical axis 
of the eye is usually somewhat displaced from the 
visual axis [Stiles, 1939]. The peak sensitivity is in 
the nasal side of the pupil 80 percent of the time 
[Duke-Eider, 1968], which is opposite to the direc-
tion Stiles found it in the subject from whom this 
graphed data was obtained. In the graph, the sensi-
tivity curves for the various wavelengths have  

been moved vertically so as to make their peaks 
coincident, for the purpose of clarity; therefore, 
the graph does not allow comparison of absolute 
sensitivities at different wavelengths. Instead, it 
compares for various wavelengths the strength of 
the directional effect. It shows that the drop in sen-
sitivity is steepest for blue light (430 nm) as the 
pencil of light moves away from the center of the 
pupil, while the drop in sensitivity is least in the 
middle of the spectrum (500 and 570 nm). The 
drop for red light (640 and 700 nm) is intermedi-
ate in steepness between the declines for blue and 
yellow. (Stiles' graph for the dark-adapted 
parafovea is considerably different from this in the 
blue end of the spectrum, with very little direc-
tional effect demonstrable, while the graphs for the 
light-adapted fovea and the light-adapted para-
fovea resemble Figure 3 closely.) 

As applied to Saturn, the difference between 
the angles of incidence on the retina of light from 
the west and east ansae is depicted in Figure 4 
(below). The size of Saturn and of its projected 
image on the retina is exaggerated in the drawing. 
The east ansa will appear dimmer than the west, 
because the light of the east strikes the retina rela-
tively obliquely while that of the west strikes near-
ly perpendicularly. The effect will be most pro-
nounced in blue light, because the decline in per-
ceived intensity with increasing obliquity is most 
dramatic in blue light. It will be next most evident 
in red light. The eye is most sensitive to light in the 
middle of the spectrum, where the Stiles-Crawford 
effect is weakest, so that viewing Saturn in inte-
grated light will allow the middle of the spectrum 
to dominate, rendering the Stiles-Crawford effect 
less readily evident. 
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DISCUSSION 

It has been asserted elsewhere that the iris 
pupil normally adjusts to match the size of the exit 
pupil [Texereau, 1963]. One can study this with 
regard to one's own pupil by observing the types 
of vignetting that one experiences with different 
exit pupil sizes. When the exit pupil is the same 
size as the iris opening, the entire periphery of the 
image is vignetted by a dark ring if the iris is held 
either further away from or closer to the eyepiece 
than the exit pupil is located. In order to avoid 
such vignetting, one naturally tends to keep the iris 
at the plane of the exit pupil. Consequently, any 
lateralward movement of the eye results in the dif-
fuse type of vignetting depicted in Figure 1(c). So, 
any motion of the eye causes significant vignetting 
when the exit pupil diameter equals the iris pupil 
diameter. In contrast, when the exit pupil is con-
siderably smaller than the iris pupil, the eye is 
"free" to move, letting the exit pupil roam about 
the iris opening, without producing vignetting. But 
sufficient lateralward movement will produce 
vignetting as depicted in Figure 1(a) and 1(b). An 
observer can thus ascertain whether his iris pupil is 
the same size as the exit pupil by taking notice of 
vignetting phenomena. The present author has not 
formally measured the tendency of the iris pupil 
size to match exit pupil size. But years of profes-
sionally looking at and through iris pupils has 
shown him that most pupils will seldom constrict 
below 2 mm and very rarely below 1 mm. 
Moreover, the darkness of the night is a powerful 
stimulus to pupillary dilation, and it seems incon-
gruous that a small exit pupil size could complete-
ly overcome this. It can be expected that, when the 
exit pupil diameter is small, the iris pupil fails to 
match it in size. By observing vignetting, the 
author finds that, with an exit pupil larger than 3.1 
mm, his own iris usually matches the exit pupil; at 
2.8 mm it usually does not; and at an exit pupil 
smaller than 2.8 mm, it will not. So the tendency 
of the iris pupil to match the size of the exit pupil 
is limited. 

An often-repeated recommendation is that an 
amateur's high-magnification eyepiece yield about 
20X per centimeter, or 50X per inch, of aperture 
[Norton, 1973]. Such an eyepiece will produce an 
exit pupil of 0.5 mm, which is smaller than most 
observers' irises can constrict. It is thus likely that 
amateurs frequently observe Saturn with an exit 
pupil small enough to allow the Stiles-Crawford 
effect to be manifested. 

When the exit pupil is large, the occurrence of 
vignetting as the iris pupil moves away from the 
central position prompts the observer to move his 
iris back to the exit pupil. This is a natural reac-
tion, requiring little or no conscious control. But 
when the exit pupil is small, slight drifting of the 
eye does not cause vignetting to so prompt the 
observer, so that it can be difficult to keep one's 
eye centered in the telescope's optical axis. At 
such times, an observer probably judges where his 
eye is in relation to the telescope's optical axis by 
his perception of the background sky and of its 
limits at the edge of the field of view, comparing it 
grossly to his impression of where the eye lens is. 
But in observing the bicolored aspect, due to the 
combination of high magnification and a filter, the 
background sky is likely to be so black as to be  

indistinguishable from the blackness outside the 
field of view. In this case, the eye may drift away 
from the optical axis unintentionally, and without 
the observer's notice. If there are physical discom-
forts in one's observing posture, such as can occur 
when using a large amateur telescope that requires 
stretching and leaning to position oneself at the 
eyepiece, there may be a tendency for the eye to 
drift in a direction that will lessen the difficulty of 
maintaining one's posture. This seems to have 
occurred at the star party of the Augusta 
Astronomy Club on October 15, 1993. The 
author's telescope did require the observers to 
stretch and lean, and the only one of the seven 
observers who saw the dimming on the west ansa 
was the tallest of the seven, presumably affected 
somewhat differently than the others by the posi-
tion of the eyepiece. One suspects that some of the 
past observations of the bicolored aspect were 
made under similar observing conditions. For 
example, Haas typically observes with a 31.8-cm 
Newtonian telescope at 366X [Benton, 1993], 
which should result in a black sky background 
when used with certain filters, and which may be 
a large enough telescope to require unnatural pos-
tures. The difficulty in detecting where the eye is 
in relation to a telescope's optical axis may eluci-
date why the bicolored aspect has not been previ-
ously explained—observers have been unable to 
detect the wandering of the eye in relation to their 
perception of the bicolored aspect. 

It is remarkable that a full 76 percent of the 
variance of the visibility of the bicolored aspect 
was accounted for by the known variables of aper-
ture, magnification, and filter, and it thus seems 
highly likely that these variables are the true deter-
minants of its visibility. The effect of small aper-
ture is to decrease the size of the exit pupil so as to 
enable all of Saturn's light to enter through the 
periphery of the iris pupil. The effect of high mag-
nification is not only to decrease the size of the 
exit pupil but also to enlarge the planet's image on 
the retina so as to increase the difference between 
the two ansae's angles of incident light on the reti-
na. The effect of a blue filter is to limit the wave-
lengths to those that are the most strongly dimmed 
by obliquity of incidence on the retina in the 
foveal area. These three variables fit the Stiles-
Crawford effect so well that it seems that a satis-
factory explanation has now been provided for the 
visual perception of the bicolored aspect of 
Saturn's Rings. 

The existence of the Stiles-Crawford effect 
actually requires that effects like the bicolored 
aspect should be visible, and Stiles and Crawford 
might have predicted the Saturn phenomenon had 
they thought of it. 

At a magnification of 375X, as was used in 
many of the observations in the present study, 
Saturn's Ring System subtends a maximum 
dimension of about 1.6 mm on the retina. The 
fovea is a shallow pit about 1.5 mm across. The 
parafovea is the area around the fovea, extending 
to a total radius of 2.8 mm from central gaze 
[Duke-Eider, 1961]. Thus, the outer edge of the 
Rings at that magnification are projected onto the 
parafovea. As previously mentioned, Stiles found 
that the decrease in retinal sensitivity with 
decreasing angle of incidence was not present in 
blue light in the dark-adapted parafovea; it was 
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still present in other colors in the parafovea. But 
Stiles did not acquire data to establish an exact line 
of transition between the areas of the retina where 
the directional effect in blue light is visible and 
where it is not. The present observations of Saturn 
suggest that the directional effect in blue light is 
present in the innermost area of the dark-adapted 
parafovea. However, with magnification substan-
tially above 375X, observers may find that the 
bicolored effect is not visible in blue or violet 
light, but that it is still visible in red light, since the 
larger retinal image of Saturn would project its 
ansae well into the parafovea. 

Stiles and Crawford first detected their name-
sake phenomenon in a laboratory devoted to the 
elucidation of the physiology of vision [Stiles and 
Crawford, 1933]. It has subsequently been detect-
ed in the out-of-focus star images seen by a 
myopic researcher, who, upon studying it, sug-
gested that under certain circumstances it may 
have value in the diagnosis of myopia and hyper-
opia [Westheimer, 1967]. The present author has 
found no other descriptions in the literature of nat-
ural detections of the effect. Thus, the present 
description of the bicolored aspect of Saturn's 
Rings may be the second identification of the 
effect outside the physiology laboratory. 

The effect is not fully characterized or fully 
understood [Duke-Eider, 1968]. Most laboratory 
studies of the Stiles-Crawford effect were done 
using brief flashes of light, a condition quite dif-
ferent from the prolonged observation of a planet. 
It is possible that a study of the details of the effect 
as seen on Saturn could contribute to an under-
standing of it. For example, the delay of one to 
four seconds before the effect appears (when seen 
with a dark-blue filter and high magnification) has 
not previously been described. 

PHOTOGRAPHY OF THE 

BICOLORED ASPECT 

Capen's blue-light photograph shows very 
well the inequality in brightness of the ansae, ren-
dering it obvious. This appearance, in the opinion 
of the present author, is indistinguishable from the 
effect as seen visually. Thus, the bicolored aspect 
can be very obvious and unmistakable. Conse-
quently, the effect should be easy to photograph if 
it represents a phenomenon on the planet. Indeed, 
it has been noticed in a sufficiently high percent-
age of visual observations that it could be expect-
ed to be evident in a significant percentage of pho-
tographs. But the difficulty in obtaining photo-
graphic documentation of the effect was itself part 
of the mystery of the bicolored aspect until 
Capen's 1963 photographs. The lack of other pho-
tographs of this phenomenon remains very pecu-
liar. [However, see the video image reproduced as 
Figure 9 in Benton, 1998. Ed.] 

One possible explanation for the dearth of pho-
tographic documentation is that the phenomenon 
is caused by the Stiles-Crawford effect. Photog-
raphy will not display the Stiles-Crawford effect. 
If this is the correct explanation, then the problem 
is reformulated as, "What is the explanation of 
Capen's unique photographs?" Examination of the 
published reproduction reveals that the inequality 
of brightness affects not only the Rings, but also  

the Globe. This is not subtle, and it appears more 
pronounced than can be accounted for by limb 
darkening or by the direction of solar illumination. 
The involvement of the Globe and Rings together 
presents a large problem for theorists who would 
try to provide a planetological explanation of the 
phenomenon. For example, it rules out the possi-
bility that the phenomenon is due to temporary 
segregation of ring particles according to size, 
since that explanation has nothing to do with the 
effect on the Globe. When coupled with the dearth 
of other photographic documentation, it suggests 
that the phenomenon as Capen recorded it is not 
planetological but rather is an artifact of photo-
graphic processes. Inspection of the original nega-
tives, if still extant, would be helpful in verifying 
the nature of his photographic observation. 

Photographic documentation of a planetologic 
bicolored aspect should be sought. 

THE BICOLORED EFFECT ON 

DEEP-SKY OBJECTS 

One might expect the Stiles-Crawford effect to 
be discernable on certain deep-sky objects. The 
author has looked for the Stiles-Crawford effect on 
bright planetary nebulae including NGC 7662 in 
Andromeda and NGC 2392 (the Eskimo) in 
Gemini, without success, using the same telescope 
described previously. These planetaries are about 
7.5 magnitudes fainter than Saturn. Even though 
the author can see some green coloration in NGC 
7662, it is likely that most of his perception of 
these objects is with rods, not with cones, and rods 
do not manifest the Stiles-Crawford effect. The 
author can see green color in M42 (the Great 
Nebula in Orion) as well, but no trace of the Stiles-
Crawford effect. This object also does not have a 
surface brightness comparable to that of Saturn. 

While Westheimer noted the effect in the out-
of-focus star images he saw with his unaided, 
myopic eyes, the author has succeeded in observ-
ing the effect telescopically in the defocused 
images of Procyon (a Canis Minoris) and Capella 
(a Aurigae). At magnitudes +0.4 and +0.1 respec-
tively, these stars are comparable in brightness to 
Saturn. The detection of the effect on these objects 
was much more difficult than on Saturn. 

It was noted that the eye tends to gaze at the 
edge of the out-of-focus image rather than at the 
middle, and this results in an "averted vision 
effect" rendering the opposite edge of the image, 
away from the direction of gaze, to be always 
brighter. Only with considerable concentration 
was the author able to keep his gaze on the center 
of the out-of-focus image long enough to allow the 
Stiles-Crawford effect to become evident. In con-
trast, Saturn during the 1993-94 Apparition was 
brightest in the Globe, not in the Rings, so that the 
eye naturally tended to rest on the Globe. 

How TO SEE THE BICOLORED EFFECT 

Given the success the author had in sharing the 
bicolored aspect with members of the Astronomy 
Club of Augusta, it is likely that most amateur 
astronomers will be able to see it. On the Rings of 
Saturn it is seen considerably more readily than on 
a blurry star image, so the telescope should be 
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pointed at the planet. It is best seen with an exit 
pupil diameter of less than 1 mm (exit pupil diam-
eter in millimeters is equal to telescope aperture in 
millimeters divided by the magnification). The 
best way to achieve this is to use as high a magni-
fication as possible, and if that alone does not 
achieve it then the aperture should be stopped 
down as far as is needed to yield the small exit 
pupil. Adding a violet filter adds greatly to its vis-
ibility, but a blue or a red filter could be used 
instead. Having prepared in this way, one then 
looks at the Globe of Saturn while moving one's 
eye slowly away from the central eyepiece posi-
tion, moving in the direction in which one of the 
ring ansae extends from the planet. Before any 
vignetting encroaches on the Rings, stop the eye 
motion and wait. It may take as long as four sec-
onds for the opposite ansa to brighten, but a delay 
of one or two seconds is more usual. This delay in 
the appearance of the bicolored aspect caused the 
author to miss the phenomenon a few times early 
in the course of his study of it. 

To do this, one must be able to position one's 
eye accurately and stably with a tolerance of less 
than a millimeter. The author has found that if he 
observes while standing he continuously makes 
fine balancing motions of his body, rendering it 
difficult to position the eye stably within this tol-
erance. To avoid this problem he uses a seat of the 
correct height to support him at the eyepiece. 
Another problem arises due to wandering of the 
eye due to the darkness of the background sky 
caused by the high magnification plus the use of a 
filter (see "Discussion," p. 79). In this regard, the 
author has found that placing his hand so as to 
span the distance between his brow and the eye-
piece, gently touching both, provides useful senso-
ry input for guiding the motion of the eye. 

Observers who succeed or fail in detecting the 
bicolored aspect in this way are urged to report 
their findings to the A.L.P.O. Saturn Coordinator, 
Julius L. Benton, Jr., (address in the staff listing in 
this journal) or to the author at 3405 Woodstone 
Place, Augusta, GA, 30909, United States. 
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NOTE BY A.L.P.O. SATURN COORDINATOR 

Dr. Venable has contributed the preceding paper 
that describes experiments he has carried out to try to 
understand the curious bicolored aspect of Saturn's 
ring ansae, and his results offer at least one possible 
explanation for the phenomenon. Whether the Stiles-
Crawford Effect accounts for all visual observations of 
the bicolored aspect over many years remains open to 
question. It would certainly be worthwhile for observers 
to try some experiments of their own. The A.L.P.O. 
Saturn Coordinator encourages appropriately equip-
ped observers to make every attempt to photograph 
Saturn in integrated light (no filter) and alternately 
using red and blue filters. Use of photographic, video, 
or CCD imaging techniques becomes especially mean-
ingful when the bicolored aspect of the rings is detect-
ed visually. Without question, simultaneous observa-
tions of the phenomenon are of vital importance. 
Sightings of the bicolored aspect of the rings, with 
accompanying photographic, video, CCD, or visual 
data, should be promptly dispatched to our Saturn 
Coordinator. Observers interested in details on how to 
establish a systematic program of observing Saturn 
should contact the A.L.P.O. Saturn Coordinator. 

NOTES BY A.L.P.O. EDITOR 

(1) CCD images of the bicolored effect, as 
opposed to film photographs, have the advantage that 
any effect can not only be seen but also be quantified. 

(2) As the apparent equatorial diameter of the plan-
et Jupiter is comparable to that of Saturn's Ring 
System, bicolored-effect experiments might also be 
conducted with the disk of Jupiter (preferably near 
opposition date to avoid any terminator coloration). 

(3) The Editor has confirmed Dr. Venable's calcula-
tions in Table 2 and3, and added the levels of signifi-
cance; the effect of magnification, exit pupil, and filter is 
significant as regards the bicolored effect, but aperture 
alone is not. The two multiple-regression coefficients in 
Table 3 are both significant. Dr. Venable's assignment 
of 1 = no filter, 2 = red filter, and 3 = dark-blue filter 
appears somewhat arbitrary; changing these values to 
0 = no filter, -1 = red filter, and +1 = dark-blue filter 
reduced the filter:bicolored correlation to +0.35, which 
was no longer statistically significant. 
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ARTISTIC PHILOSOPHIES IN LUNAR DRAWING 

By: Matthew L. Will, A.L.P.O. Training Program Coordinator 

Visual observation through drawing is still a highly valued method of recording lunar and plane-
tary observations. When used for comparison, drawings of today can help better our understanding of 
past visual observations. Also, the act of drawing trains the eye to see detail normally missed through 
other means of data collecting such as photography and electronic imaging. For two academic semesters 
the author enrolled in art courses that taught drawing theory. The goal was to correct for his own short-
comings in lunar drawing by applying the artistic concepts that had been learned in drawing class and to 
instruct students in the A.L.P.O. Training Program about these concepts. This paper examines these artis-
tic techniques and how they relate to what we are seeing and attempting to record while observing the 
Moon; it is not necessarily meant to be a beginners' how-to article for those just starting to draw lunar 
features but assumes that the reader already knows the basics of recording and documenting such obser-
vations. The author discovered that learning these artistic skills not only improved his drawing style but 
also enhanced his enjoyment of lunar geology by combining the best attributes of both art and science. 

INTRODUCTION 

The desire to record observations and to 
extract every detail of what is seen is always 
uppermost in the amateur astronomer's mind. 
Despite the quality of the telescope or the sophis-
tication of data-collection gadgetry such as CCD 
cameras, it is the observer that must recognize, 
appreciate, and appraise what he or she is seeing. 
And even today the most basic method of collect-
ing data, recording an observation through draw-
ings, is still practiced by many serious amateurs.. 

For research purposes, drawings of today give 
us an important baseline for comparison with 
drawing done in the past. Contemporary drawings 
are excellent for comparing what was seen in the 
past "visually" with what is seen now. If you have 
already purchased a telescope there will be no 
need to acquire and learn additional, costly instru-
mentation. Art supplies are inexpensive and as a 
"creative" activity you can practice drawing limit-
ed only by your own expectations. 

In addition, the act of drawing helps train the 
eye to see detail that is normally overlooked in 
casual observation or even after electronic images 
are glanced at and stored to disk. 

Everyone can draw. But one can have difficul-
ties expressing what one sees. There is an analogy 
to public speaking; everyone can speak, but how 
many of us are completely satisfied with ourselves 
when we do it in front of a group? 

As one of the two Coordinators for the 
A.L.P.O. Lunar and Planetary Training Program, I 
can say that we receive many requests for instruc-
tion in performing observations using visual and 
drawing skills. Some ask for guidance with plane-
tary observations. Many more ask for help in 
drawing lunar features. Probably, the most 
demanding type of observing is lunar drawing. 

Recently, for a period of two academic semes-
ters I enrolled in art courses that taught drawing 
theory. I attended an introductory Drawing I 
course and the second-semester Drawing II 
course. My motivation was to see if drawing theo-
ry could enhance or perfect one's drawing style. 
Rendering lunar features on paper had never been  

an easy task for me. In 1994 the A.L.P.O. Lunar 
and Planetary Training Program was reactivated 
after a year's hiatus of reorganization and restruc-
turing. My partner, Tim Robertson, and I noticed 
that we were receiving quite a few requests for 
guidance in lunar drawing. To share the load with 
Tim and to correct for my own shortcomings, I 
enrolled in the art courses. Specifically, I wanted 
to apply skills I would learn in class toward my 
interest in lunar observing and be able to instruct 
others in drawing technique. 

Through the two-semester course I drew still-
life, human figures, abstract shapes, and so on, and 
used various drawing skills and media to portray 
them. I can say what I learned in these courses has 
helped in not just replicating the lunar surface on 
paper, but also has helped me to see lunar features 
more distinctly. 

This paper will discuss the artistic philosophy 
or viewpoint involved in making good drawings. 
There will be some discussion of drawing tech-
niques as they apply to explaining some philo-
sophical concepts. The reader should refer to the 
Andrew Johnson article about lunar drawing for a 
fuller discussion about actual application of these 
techniques [5]. 

THE ART COURSES 

Enrolling in and taking the art courses required 
a special determination that demanded that I over-
come any inhibitions that anyone has when enter-
ing a new realm. Having been trained in the ana-
lytical sciences where raw data resolves the uni-
verse through mathematical equations, the arts 
offered a new approach to describing our world 
and others through visual perception. 

In the first few class sessions, the art instructor 
challenged our sensibilities about perception. We 
drew geometric shapes, particularly boxes seen at 
different angles. The purpose of this was to change 
our own preconceived view of these objects using 
the concepts of three-dimensional perspective. 
The instructor was trying to make us see with our 
own two eyes instead of our mind's eye; seeing 
things as they actually are instead of what we 
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thought they were supposed to be. We did this 
using a few artistic techniques of measuring 
objects and space as they physically appeared. 

Early on, after a few weeks of practice, the 
instructor gave us our first composition or project 
to work on. Our assignment was to replicate on 
paper a photograph we had been given. We were 
all given the same picture, a black-and-white pho-
tograph of a pile of empty, shinny coffee cans lay-
ing in every conceivable orientation and conse-
quently reflecting and blocking light in every man-
ner. Drawing this was a test of what we had 
learned up to that point. We had already had some 
practice in drawing circles, ellipses, and cylinders. 
We had also gotten a good feel for using the H-
and B-series drawing pencils to portray subtleties 
in shading. This project demanded our skill at 
mind-eye coordination in seeing proportions cor-
rectly. I thought to myself at the time, "what better 
way to practice lunar drawing than through this 
exercise!", since lunar pencil drawings require the 
above aspects of dimensionality, shading values, 
and estimating size. 

We had been asked to complete this project 
over the course of a few weeks and in some ways 
this was similar to the other five or six major pro-
jects assigned over the remaining 1-1/2 semesters. 
This initial assignment brought in some of the 
artistic concepts and philosophies that we would 
encounter again and again. I have applied these 
same principles when I sketch a lunar feature and 
I will attempt to share them with you in this paper. 
Other projects in both art courses included using 
different techniques in developing representation-
al drawings and the uses of different media which 
I will touch upon briefly later in this paper (p. 86). 

THE ACT OF LUNAR DRAWING 

The purpose of making a good lunar drawing 
is to make a reliable record of what was seen at a 
given time for a particular lunar feature. However, 
in portraying these features one must go beyond 
simply recording them passively, without reason-
ing about what one is seeing. In other words, cer-
tain rationales must be used to incorporate true 
visualization of what is really seen. This can be the 
difference between a drawing that has true dimen-
sionality and one that just appears as an unrelated 
series of lines and shadings. Also, the artistic con-
cepts I am about to discuss are not considered to 
be under the purview of science; however, they are 
as old as astronomy itself and have every founda-
tion in reality as does science. This paper is not 
necessarily a "beginners' how-to" article for those 
who are just beginning to draw lunar features. It 
assumes that the observer already knows how to 
record and document a lunar observation. There 
are good articles in the J.A.L.P.O. and other popu-
lar astronomy magazines and books that help the 
novice to record lunar observations accurately 
[2,3,7,10]. Instead, this paper is primarily design-
ed to assist those amateurs who have had problems 
in drawing the Moon in the past or are actively 
involved in that pursuit now. 

The first step one takes in drawing a lunar fea- 

ture, such as a crater, is to line-out the drawing. 
Doing this requires considerable hand-eye coordi-
nation, getting shapes to appear close to what they 
look like in the telescope. In the art classes I 
attended, I observed that sizes and distances were 
difficult to estimate for persons that had not drawn 
much in the past. In the classroom, though, the art 
instructor would demonstrate techniques, such as 
holding a pencil at arms length and using it as a 
caliper to estimate relative size and spatial rela-
tionships. There were other techniques that were 
introduced to us to measure space. However, all 
these approaches do not translate very well to 
lunar drawing. Perhaps one could use a reticle 
eyepiece to correlate the size of lunar features rel-
ative to each other. However, these features often 
are too small for such an application to be useful. 
So the amateur is basically left to his or her own in 
practicing size estimation and distance relation-
ship, using the eye alone. Nonetheless, one can 
build a fairly accurate drawing just by getting the 
overall shape of a crater or feature down on paper 
and building on that frame by using it to reference 
other features' locations. Again, it just takes prac-
tice. It helps to perceive shapes as having some 
rough geometric form, whether it might be the 
base of a mountain or dome, the areal coverage of 
certain lunar terrain or the shape of a crater itself. 
In studying the curves of a crater rim closely, one 
can break down the structure into a polygonal 
shape, noticing where the rim turns sharply at var-
ious spots around the crater's perimeter [9]. These 
geometric relationships help in perceiving and 
reproducing exact size and shapes on paper. 

It is also a good idea to look at a finished out-
line of a drawing in terms of complete unity. 
Anywhere you look on the Moon except for the 
disk center, there will be some foreshortening, 
where a crater that is really circular will look ellip-
tical and the outlines of other features will also 
appear distorted. In faithfully reproducing the 
lunar landscape, line by line, this situation should 
take care of itself. Sometimes though, it is easy to 
get fooled into thinking you have misinterpreted 
the nature of a feature. For example, you may have 
drawn a crater inside another only to realize that 
the outer one is elliptical while the inner one is 
basically circular. Such a mismatch may indicate 
that what was perceived as a inner crater may have 
been a central peak or curved rille inside the larg-
er crater rather than just a result of sloppy sketch 
work. Let foreshortening provide clues for your 
better perception of the lunar landscape. 

In addition to viewing the size and proportions 
of shapes on the Moon, skills in perceiving values 
of the variation of illumination are important. 
Value is a measure of the variation between light 
and dark (see Figure 1, p. 84). The lightest tones 
seen on the Moon occur in areas such as the white 
central peak features inside some craters, while 
cast shadows produced by crater walls appear 
pitch black. On a standard 0-to-10 scale white 
would then be rated a value of "10" and black a 
value of "0." Between 0 and 10 are varying tones 
of gray, the darkest gray near 1, progressively get-
ting lighter and advancing away from 1 toward the 
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Figure 1 .Standard grey-value scale. 

Figure 2. Pencil drawing of ball showing 
variations in light and shadow. 

lightest gray value of 9. Most lunar surface mater 
ial exhibits these intermediate gray values. 

The first medium that I will focus on is the use 
of drawing pencils and paper. The amateur 
astronomer, like the artist, is not limited to pencil 
sketching, but can use a variety of media including 
ink, charcoal, and crayon, to name just a few. I will 
stick to the use of drawing pencils since it is the 
easiest medium to control and I will describe other 
media later. 

A chief concern for the lunar observer is the 
direction and quality of sunlight on the surface of 
the lunar features. One should be able to perceive 
where and in what direction the Sun is shining and 
if the Sun is high or low over the lunar horizon. 
Knowing this will insure a sense of the continuity 
of the overall shape of the lunar features, and 
heighten your awareness of unusually cast shad-
ows or other odd forms. It will also dispel any con-
fusion about how the main shadows lie if Sun 
direction and Sun angle is understood at the begin-
ning of the observation. 

The orientation of landforms on the Moon with 
respect to the direction of sunlight can be defined 
by the values of light and shadow. A ridge perpen-
dicular to sunlight will usually offer the most con-
trast, with the sunward side of the ridge being light 
and the backside being dark. Conversely, a ridge 
parallel to the rays of the Sun offers little or no 
contrast except in areas where the ridge curves or 
terminates. In other words, there will be little or no 
change in value on either slope of the latter ridge 
so that the area in question appears as basically a 
monotone except for secondary lighting effects 
that we will discuss shortly. The full circumfer-
ence of a crater rim will exhibit all the above light-
ing characteristics. 

However, where ridges, hills, and rims have 
portions parallel, or nearly parallel to the Sun's  

rays, this condition does not necessarily make 
them invisible to the eye. While the Sun is, of 
course, the only direct source of light on the 
Moon, the lunar landforms themselves conspire to 
reflect sunlight at various angles that can subtly 
light features that would normally not stand out on 
their own. This is particularly true with craters that 
are reflecting light at every conceivable angle. 
Naturally, most of the direct sunlight is absorbed 
by the lunar rock. But enough can be reflected to 
lighten some shadow areas. The artists of the 
Renaissance had a name for the study of light and 
shadow. They called it "chiaroscuro," which 
comes from the Italian word "chiaro," meaning 
light, and "oscuro," meaning dark. The technique 
being used here is simply understanding the 
change in values seen over a landform and using 
them to create the illusion of shape and solidity on 
paper. 

Some instructional books on art use the exam-
ple of a ball resting on a table to demonstrate the 
dynamics of light and shadow (see Figure 2, 
above). The ball in those examples is lit by a sin-
gle light source. The ball is casting a shadow on 
the table and is shadowing itself so that there is a 
light and a dark side on its spherical surface. It is 
the dark side of the ball that, upon close inspec-
tion, is not all one dark shade but of several dark-
er tones and is not as dark as the cast shadow that 
the ball presents on the table. These variations can 
include a gradation from light to shadow at the 
light/shadow boundary, the deeper darker core 
shadow, reflected light from nearby surfaces, and 
reflected shadow from the cast shadow darkening 
the ball still further. At the opposite side of the 
ball, we have an area in the lighted portion where 
the light is most intense and stands out. It is called 
the "highlight." Constructing an image by replica-
tion of these tones on paper gives the ball its defi-
nition and the appearance of shape [6]. 

On the Moon we see these same lighting 
effects at work. Not all shadows are pitch black. 
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FIGURE 3 

The Crater Atlas 

Date: November 29,1995, Time: 1:45 - 2:20 UT, 
Colongitude: 350.93° - 351.23° 
Sun Angle: Altitude = 24°; Azimuth = 117°, 
Seeing: 7 - 8, Transparency: 5, 
Instrument: 6 Inch 	Newtonian reflector, Power: 230 

A. Shadow area partially lit up by the opposite ridge 
B. Peaks that form a rough circle that could be 

misconstrued as a rim of a crater 

Figure 3. Sample lunar pencil drawing by Matthew Will. 

Depending on the Sun angle and lunar terrain, 
some shadow areas can reveal themselves quite 
differently from the rest of the terrain in direct sun-
light. For example, some bright crater rims can 
reflect light to soften shadow areas on the opposite 
and adjacent sided rims (see Figure 3, above). 
Internal reflections of indirect sunlight can expose 
delicate relief features in shaded areas along the 
crater rim and floor. These relief features could be 
ridges, terraced walls, inner craters, ejecta from 
impact, and so forth. These delicate relief features 
can cast minor shadows of their own. If the 
observer is not really looking for them, he or she 
may only record, say, a bright area without seeing 
the shadows it projects and thus miss the structure 
both visually and artistically. Highlighted areas 
can be just as easily be overlooked. Some gradual 
rises on the lunar surface "peak out" at a maxi-
mum brightness near their light/shadow boundary. 
Reproducing this visualization on paper gives the 
effect of dimension and solidity to the feature 
drawn. 

In summary, one has to consider the direction 
and quality of light to yield a true representation of 
what is being seen. 

FURTHER 
CONSIDERATIONS FOR 

DRAWING LUNAR 
FEATURES 

Up to this point, I have 
written about portraying forms 
realistically. I would now like 
to discuss the opposite aspect 
of form: space. In lunar draw-
ings it can simply be the over-
all value of the soil or land-
scape that predominates the 
drawing. Space is an important 
quality, because it provides for 
a foundation that allows our 
lunar forms to stand out. Of 
course, not all lunar features 
project over the lunar land-
scape very dramatically with 
great contrast against the back-
ground of level land. Never-
theless, even the subtlest con-
trast can be brought out pro-
vided one works properly with 
the "negative space" (as op-
posed to positive form that is 
standing out) as some artists 
call it. I have a couple of sug-
gestions for working within 
closely related gray tones. 

In sketching the general 
monotone of the surface, it is a 
good idea to let your pencil 
strokes form a consistent pat-
tern. If you choose to draw 
with diagonal pencil stokes, in 
accomplishing an overall sur-
face, be sure to follow through 

over the complete sketch with this same uniform 
pattern. Haphazard strokes portraying the general 
surface will make the drawing difficult to view, for 
it will cause the forms to stand out less and can 
disorient the viewer's sense perspective. In the 
past, artist stumps have been recommended for 
smoothing out pencil shadings to eliminate pencil 
strokes. Personally, I have found that the artist 
stumps work best with the H-series pencils that 
produces the lighter tones. The stumps do not 
work well with the B-pencils, used for darker 
shading, and appear to alter both the tone and tex-
ture of the drawing when used. It suffices to say 
that it is a good idea to think about the character of 
the drawing ahead of time so that you can avoid 
reworking any major aspects. Of course, the 
spaces or flat surfaces inside and outside of a 
crater may display a variety in changing tones 
across the area it occupies and these variations 
should be correctly recorded. However, whenever 
possible, every effort should be made to accentu-
ate positive protruding forms through emphasizing 
this negative space. Again, I stress the need for 
portraying the overall landscape accurately but 
using the space to your best advantage. 

In a suggestion related to the above, don't be 
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afraid to be bold with your pencils or other media. 
Some very accurately made drawings do not stand 
out well because the tones were drawn too lightly. 
Working with pencils or other media takes prac-
tice, and if one is working from other intensity-
estimate diagrams or notational sketches, then one 
can practice away from the telescope in perfecting 
a feel for shading. 

As much as I have talked about the artistry of 
lunar drawing, our drawings are still basically sci-
entific records and should be approached as such. 
The term "composition" in art infers arranging the 
subject to yield its best visual presence. As an 
example with a still-life drawing, objects might be 
arranged to show some uniformity or balance that 
would be visually stimulating. Since our endeav-
ors are scientific in nature, we cannot treat our 
drawings as literal artistic compositions. We must 
report accurately what we are seeing through the 
telescope. Very fine accuracy in estimating dis-
tances may be impossible due to the human error 
involved in the placement of lunar features. 
However, an objective, visual recording of fea-
tures seen as they are is what is needed. Given this 
requirement, utilizing the tools of artistry that are 
described above can improve on the presentation 
of the facts and visualization of what we see. 

We can use a couple of techniques in regards to 
compositional theory without destroying the 
integrity of our scientific observations. In talking 
about form and space, I was actually alluding to a 
broader concept: the organization of technique. A 
drawing that shows consistency of technique is 
much easier to view and analyze than one that is 
variable in style. This is especially true in the use 
of media other then pencil. One such is ink, where 
line-drawing techniques like crosshatching, stip-
pling, and so on, are used in place of shading tech-
niques with pencils. Consistency is something that 
an observer has to be aware of from the initial 
moments of lining out an observation to the last 
finishing touches of the drawing. 

In my experience with the art courses, I 
became more and more adept at critiquing my art 
work. Initially, in the course of completing a pro-
ject, the art instructor would take each student 
aside individually and we would view the drawing 
together privately. During these sessions the 
instructor would appraise our progress and advise 
on certain aspects. The idea here was to catch any 
aberrations in technique before they became too 
difficult to remedy easily. Also, these critiquing 
sessions were designed to focus the students' self-
examination of their own drawings using what 
they learned in class. The interaction in these one-
on-one meetings allowed the student to acquire the 
mental perspective to critique his or her work. I 
believe disciplining yourself to evaluate your own 
work is the most difficult, and at the same time the 
most valuable, asset one can apply to his or her 
work due to its subjective nature. It is from the 
results of this self-analysis that one should experi-
ment with other methodologies in drawing, to cre-
ate broader experiences that one can use in future 
attempts in drawing the Moon and planets. 

One need not be confined to the medium of the 
pencil and the technique of using gray values to 
represent tonal qualities. Black ink can be a suit-
able medium for representing tones through the 
technique of contour line drawing. It will not be in 
the scope of this paper to discuss contour line 
drawing in much depth. Andrew Johnson covers 
the aspects of this approach well in explaining the 
use of stippling and hatching [5]. There are also 
other related techniques, such as cross-contouring 
and the modeled line approach, which are yet other 
means of portraying dimension in a lunar drawing. 
The second-semester art class I attended covered 
this particular aspect of drawing. One of the major 
projects involved depicting a landscape using ink 
and line-drawing methods. In a class of only seven 
or eight students, I was impressed with the differ-
ing styles of presentation even though we were all 
using the same general techniques. My drawing 
tended to appear much like a draftsman's or archi-
tectural sketch. Some students worked toward pro-
moting contrast more. Others seemed to empha-
size a sense of motion or mood. Although each one 
of us had used a different type of landscape to 
draw, our renderings appeared very different from 
one another more because we seemed to project 
our own personalities into these drawings. 
Sometimes we would over-project a style that 
could be detrimental to the sketch. For example, in 
doing pencil shading drawings, I would tend to 
"under emphasize" darker values, which would 
lead to rather bland drawings without enough con-
trast or dimension. So, I had to watch myself to be 
sure I underscored darker tones with the right 
amount of contrast so that the shapes in the sketch 
had solidity. Again, one's personality and propen-
sities can easily be projected into the drawing. 
However, there is nothing wrong with personal 
style as long as it doesn't interfere with your intent 
to render a reasonable likeness of a lunar feature. 
We are striving for an awareness of one's abilities 
and shortcomings to express what we wish to char-
acterize as our impressions of the lunar landscape 
and features. While accuracy and fidelity are 
important, these goals should not be confused with 
perfection, which is not humanly possible. We 
don't wish to kid ourselves into thinking that we 
can make a photographically accurate reproduc-
tion of the lunar surface. That is clearly impossi-
ble! Instead we want to draw to the best of our 
abilities and perceptions. 

EVALUATING THE USEFULNESS 

OF ART COURSES 

The art courses I took certainly helped me in 
improving my artistic style in lunar drawings. 
These courses made me more knowledgeable and 
more experienced about artistic techniques than I 
could have been from only studying the subject on 
my own. A former director of the A.L.P.O. 
Training Program, Jose Olivarez, said once that 
artistic style is something that may take years for 
an observer to develop. This is certainly true. 
Regardless of the level of skill one starts out with, 
personal experience will teach you if you apply 
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yourself on a regular basis. However, like some 
other amateur astronomers, I felt I was running 
into a wall and not progressing when it came to 
lunar observing. Thus I sought formal training in 
drawing theory. The personal attention and assis-
tance I received from my instructor was invalu-
able. I could not have obtained this kind of instruc-
tion through books or through self-taught experi-
ence. Through this interaction I was able to learn 
not only artistic methodologies but to properly cri-
tique my own work as well. 

Earlier, I stated that through drawing we be-
come more observant. I think once we draw, we 
become more involved with the subject matter and 
question and judge the identification of the fea-
tures we are seeing. It is then that we can more 
properly evaluate what it is we are viewing. This is 
a crucial step in understanding lunar landforms. 
Along with the aid of a good lunar map or atlas, 
one can educate himself or herself about lunar 
geology or selenology [1,8]. As a result, through 
drawing, we can open up the world of planetary 
geology which elevates this endeavor from merely 
an artistic execution to one that combines the skills 
of both art and science. 

Of course, at the core of this discussion is the 
intent of enhancing our interest in lunar observing 
through understanding artistic techniques. It is not 
necessarily true or important that one will or 
should make Earth-shaking (Moon-shaking?) dis-
coveries while depicting lunar features. I prefer to 
use the comet-hunting analogy. Most amateurs 
that hunt for comets don't partake in this search 
only for the glory of discovery. For them it is a 
quiet pastime, to learn the night sky degree by 
degree, minute by minute, in a way they never 
could looking at an sky atlas alone. It is this act of 
observing that makes these amateurs become more 
involved with the night sky. And it is this objective 
that makes comet-seeking an enjoyable pursuit. 
Likewise, lunar drawing can be an interest in and 
of itself, including the primary objects of an 
observing program. So, as with comet observing 
the dividends of accomplishment are also evident. 

Well, all of this begs the big question. Is a 
course in drawing theory really necessary to draw 
the Moon? 

The answer to that question lies with the indi-
vidual. Naturally, any academic course takes com-
mitment and time. Training in the arts is very dif-
ferent from scientific training. The two world 
views demand different attitudes toward what is 
being taught. Also, it is a bit of a challenge to learn 
a skill that is, for the most part, normally absent in 
our day-to-day lives. My decision to enroll in an 
art class was not an easy one since I had no previ-
ous experience or apparent aptitude in the arts. It 
was my interest in what I could learn from these 
courses and how I could apply it to my other activ-
ities that spurred me on. Also, this was a brand 
new experience for me and it opened a world that 
I had not been exposed to previously. I can say that 
I certainly benefitted from the art courses. This 
paper is proof of that. This training has helped me 
with my observations and allowed me better to 
help others in the Training Program. I must say 
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that, in the final analysis, taking an art course to 
improve upon one's artistic style for lunar and 
planetary drawing is solely an individual decision. 
The choice depends on whether or not your skill 
level needs boosting and if you feel comfortable 
enough to receive instruction in the environment 
of an art class. 

I believe that there remains a great relevance to 
using drawing in lunar observing today. This tool 
provides us with a gateway to understanding what 
it is we are seeing. Using the skills of drawing we 
can better express our impressions of, and scruti-
nize more closely, the lunar surface. This special-
ized focus enhances our knowledge and enjoyment 
of lunar observation. It also allows us the opportu-
nity to offer our own personalized touches to the 
science of selenology. 

I wish thank my brother Chris and his wife 
Patricia for not only critically reviewing this paper 
but also for their support in providing me invalu-
able observing time, using the six-inch reflector 
that Chris maintains. Without their support, this 
paper would have never have been possible. 
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A SUSPECTED IMPACT CRATER NEAR 

DUCKWATER, NEVADA 

By: Richard W. Schmude, Jr. and John E. Westfall 
(addresses in staff listing) 

ABSTRACT 

Results of recent expeditions to a possible impact crater in central Nevada are sum-
marized in this report. This feature has a mean diameter of 299.6 feet (91.3 m), a mean 
depth of 16.7±0.4 feet (5.1±0.1 m), a volume of 867,300 cubic feet (24,560 cubic meters) 
and a rim height of up to 2 feet (0.6 m). Preliminary geological and topographic maps of 
this crater are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

A large, circular depression was briefly 
investigated in the 1920s by Mr. Ralph 
Irwin of Duckwater, Nevada [Rinehart and 
Elvey, 1951; McCracken and Howerton, 
1996, 304-305]. Thus this feature has often 
been called "Irwin Crater", the designation 
we use in this paper [Jamieson, 1992]. 
During the 1920s, Ralph Irwin and his 
brother dug a large hole near the center of 
the crater in the hope of finding a mete-
orite. No meteorite was recovered. 
Subsequent searches for meteorites with 
metal detectors and alnico magnets also 
turned up negative [Rinehart and Elvey, 
1951, p. 211]. Mr. C.C. Boak, an amateur 
mineralogist, examined the crater in 1936 
and concluded that volcanic activity was 
not responsible for the crater. More recent-
ly, Rinehart has studied the crater and sum-
marized a few results along with others in a 
brief report [Rinehart and Elvey, 1951]. 
There is also the possibility that Irwin 
crater may be a sink hole [Graham et al., 
1985, p. 428]. Panamint Crater, located in 
California, is similar in size to Irwin Crater 
and it appears that Panamint crater formed 
from underground collapse [Dietz and 
Buffington, 1963]. Thus we believe that 
Irwin Crater may be: 1) a sink hole, 2) an 
impact crater, or 3) an impact crater which 
was later modified by some type of under-
ground collapse. 

The possible impact crater is at an alti-
tude of 5250±10 ft (1600±3 m) and is 
located at 115°40 ' .643 W and 38°43 ' .203 
N. The longitude and latitude were mea-
sured 11 times by Schmude with a Global 
Positioning Satellite (GPS) receiver and the  

mean value is reported here; the coordi-
nates agree well with those determined 
from a 1990 topographic map (115°  40' .53 
W, 38° 43 ' .27 N) and from an independent 
GPS fix by Westfall (115°  40' .63 W, 38°  
43 ' .23 N). 

The crater lies on a gently sloping allu-
vial fan with an inclination angle of 3°.7 
sloping downward in an eastern direction 
in the vicinity of the crater [U.S. Geologi-
cal Survey, 1990]. The alluvium consists of 
material eroded and transported from the 
Pancake Range, a mountain ridge about 1.3 
mi (2.0 km) to the west, overlooking 
Railroad Valley to the east. The aerial pho-
tograph in Figure 1 (p. 98) shows the ter-
rain in the vicinity of the crater (see also 
our front cover). Although the aerial photo-
graph is of only medium scale, several of 
the crater's features can be seen—the 
southerly lighting highlights the crater's 
northern rim and shades its southern rim, 
while a deposit of fine sediment on its east-
ern floor appears as a light patch; note also 
the gully entering the crater from the west. 

The possibility of this feature being a 
meteorite crater was the motivation for 
each author separately to undertake two 
expeditions to central Nevada. 

PRELIMINARY 
GEOLOGICAL MAP 

A preliminary geological map of Irwin 
Crater is shown in Figure 2 (p. 99). The 
lowest portion of the crater is filled with 
fine-grain sediment and is located near the 
eastern wall. Two artificial holes are locat-
ed within the area of fine-grain sediment; 
one of these, closest to the crater center, is 
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Figure 1. Area of Irwin Crater. From vertical aerial photograph NAPP 7313-207 
(National Aerial Photography Program, U.S. Geological Survey), March 29, 1994. 
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11.5 ft (3.5 m) deeper than the surrounding 
crater floor and about 14 ft (4.3 m) below 
the top of the excavated material piled 
around the hole; its sides have apparently 
partially collapsed as its original depth is 
cited as 25 ft [Boak, 1936, p. 4]. The other 
hole is kidney-shaped and is 3 ft (0.9 m) 
deep. Both holes have a low relief mound 
of dirt nearby. Two more holes, outside the 
fine-grain sediment region are present and 

have depths of 0.7 ft (0.2 m). 

Boulders and Rocks.—The crater inte-
rior, particularly the inner wall, contains 
several boulders having diameters of up to 
4 ft. Boulders having estimated masses 
exceeding 220 pounds (100 kg) are plotted 
in Figure 2. The largest boulder has a light 
gray color which is different from the near-
by mountains which are made up of reddish 
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Figure 2. Preliminary geological map of Irwin Crater prepared by R. Schmude in 1997. 

rock. Many rocks inside the crater have 
sharp edges and appear to have been bro-
ken while others have a more rounded 
appearance. 

Several white rocks were present both 
inside and outside of the crater. One of 
these rocks has a specific gravity of 
2.61±0.02, which is similar to quartz. A 
few of these rocks also had a distinctive 
radial pattern (see Figure 3a, p. 100). The 
radial patterns are probably cross sections 
of acircular crystals in quartz; however, 
they may be shatter cones. Several trans-
parent grains of soil were present near the 
crater rim. These grains were up to 5 mm 
long and had an average specific gravity of 
2.63±0.03, again close to that of quartz. 
These grains contained tiny dark spheres 
(see Figure 3b, p. 100) which is similar to 
the spheres found in Philippinites 
[Vorob'yev, 1965] and at the Sikhote-Alin 
fall [Heide, 1964, p. 75]. The average 
diameter of 52 dark spheres embedded in 
these quartz grains is 0.037 mm. The soil  

near Irwin Crater contains a few small 
spheres with diameters of 0.01 to 0.1 mm. 
A summary description of these spheres 
will be given in a future report. 

TOPOGRAPHY 

A topographic map of Irwin Crater is 
shown in Figure 4 (p. 101), based upon a 
survey conducted by John Westfall, aided 
by Derald Nye, on July 30, 1997. The sur-
vey was made using a 1-minute 30X tran-
sit and a stadia rod graduated at 0.01-ft 
intervals. Horizontal angles were converted 
to magnetic north, which currently lies 
15°.5 east of true north at this location. 
Horizontal and vertical angles and dis-
tances for 85 sightings were converted to 
x,y,z coordinates in feet with the origin at 
the initial station, which was located at the 
lowest point on the east rim of the crater, 
defined as the elevation datum. The posi-
tive x-axis was defined by magnetic east 
and the positive y-axis by magnetic north. 
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Figure 3a (left). Possible shat-
ter cone discovered in Irwin 
Crater, lying on a penny to indi-
cate scale. 

Figure 3b (below). Quartz grain 
from Irwin Crater containing 
small dark spheres. 
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Table 1. Morphometry of Irwin Crater. 

	

Slope Orientation 		RMS 
Amount Azimuth Error 

0 	°M 	ft 

No. of 
Zone 
	

Points 

Outer Surface 
Crater Rim 
Crater Floor 

21 3.66±0.06 089.6±0.7 ±0.55 
14 3.21±0.18 088.9±1.9 ±0.81 
8 3.34±0.38 070.0±4.9 ±0.47 

Notes: RMS root-mean-square; azimuths are magnetic; the 
crater floor excludes the fine-grain deposit area and the base 
of the wall. 

Two additional stations were occupied, and 
sightings on the same point from different 
stations gave a mean error estimate of 1.4 ft 
in horizontal position and 0.3 ft in vertical 
distance, typical for a stadia survey. 

On Figure 4, contour lines are at 2-ft 
intervals based on the arbitrary datum of 
the initial survey station. The dashed line 
represents the crater rim in the portion of 
the crater's periphery where it can be iden-
tified. Four trenches are on the western rim 
and one of them is several hundred feet 
long, making it impossible accurately 
to trace the western portion of the 
crater rim. These trenches undoubted-
ly formed as a result of water running 
down the sloped terrain. 

The large trenches on the western 
rim are evidence of erosion which has 
resulted in the deposition of large 
amounts of sediment in the crater. 
Furthermore, material near the rim has 
obviously fallen into the crater. 

Deposition of sediment and rim collapse 
would cause the crater to become more 
shallow as well as wider. 

Analysis of the three-dimensional coor-
dinates from the Westfall-Nye survey 
showed that the points on the crater rim, on 
the crater floor, and on the outside surface 
all fell closely upon three respective 
planes, whose slopes and orientations are 
summarized in Table 1 (below). 

The difference in amount of slope 
between the rim and the outer surface is 

	 - 	a...K. 1 all 0 
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significant (5-percent level) and reflects the 
observed fact that the rim is highest in its 
eastern portion. The slope amount of the 
floor does not differ significantly from 
either rim or outside surface. On the other 
hand, the orientation of the floor's slope 
does differ significantly (1-percent level) 
from those of the rim and the outer surface. 

The elevation difference between the 
two respective planes gives a mean rim-to-
floor depth of 16.73±0.35 ft (5.10±0.11 m); 
taking the entire crater, including the inner 
wall, into account, the mean depth is 
approximately 12.30 ft (3.75 m). 

The crater outline is clearly non-circu-
lar, and an elliptical outline was found 

Nye County, Nevada 
38° 43' 14" N 

115° 40' 38" W 

John Westfall and Derald Nye 

2-foot contour interval, arbitrary datum. 

A Triangulation Station 
Crater Rim 

5250 ft MSL 

'Westfall. 9/10/97 

Figure 4. Contour map of Irwin Crater. 
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Figure 5. North-south profile of Irwin Crater by R. Schmude based on his survey. 

visually to give a good fit to the actual 
crater outline where the latter was intact, 
with the ellipse major axis measuring 320.7 
ft (97.8 m) in length, oriented at magnetic 
azimuth 065°.4/245°.4, and the minor axis 
279.8-ft (85.3-m) long at magnetic azimuth 
155°.4/ 335°.4, with the ratio of the axes 
1.146:1 The geometric mean of the two 
axes (which is equal to the diameter of a 
circle with the same area as the ellipse) is 
299.6 ft (91.3 m), giving an area within the 
rim of 70,480 ft' (6548 m2). 

Combining the above area with the pre-
viously determined mean depth gives a 
crater volume of 867,300 ft3  (24,560 m3). 

To provide a useful comparison, R. 
Schmude independently surveyed Irwin 
Crater in 1997, using a quite different pro-
cedure. He measured one diameter with a 
length of string tied to posts at opposite 
edges of the crater, obtaining a diameter of 
290 ft (88.4 m). He then measured the same 
diameter with an odometer, obtaining a 
result of 299 ft, adjusted to 293 ft (89.3 m) 
for the slope of the inner wall; this provid-
ed a correction factor of 290:293 (0.990) 
for the odometer distance. He then mea-
sured nine crater radii with the odometer, at 
azimuth intervals of 30°. These revealed 
the ellipticity of the crater, with the radii 
ranging from 134 ft (40.8 m) at azimuth 
150°  (magnetic azimuth 134°.5) to 153 ft 
(46.6 m) at azimuth 330° (magnetic 
azimuth 314°.5). The ratio of the maxi-
mum:minimum radii was 1.142:1, very 
close to Westfall's value. Schmude's mea-
sures yielded a mean radius of 144±2 ft 
(43.9±0.6 m), or a mean diameter of 288±4 
ft (87.8±1.2 m), about 4 percent smaller 
than Westfall's estimate, a difference that is 
not surprising given the irregular and dam-
aged outline of the crater. Schmude's mea-
surements implied that the crater's area is 
65,140±1810 ft2  (6052±168 m2). Assuming 
that the trenches on the western portion of 
the crater occupy one-third of the crater's 
volume, he calculated a mean depth, based 
on over 400 measurements of the wall 
slope, of 19.3±1.0 ft (5.9±0.3 m). The mean  

wall slope was found to be 15°, with a max-
imum of 32°. Using his mean diameter and 
depth, Schmude estimated an approximate 
volume of 950,000 ft3  (27,000 m3), about 
10 percent greater than Westfall's. 

Both diameter estimates are much larg-
er than the 225 ft (68.6 m) quoted in previ-
ous literature [Rinehart and Elvey, 1951, 
109; Boak, 1936, 1]. The mean depths 
found by both Schmude and Westfall are 
greater than the 10-15 ft cited by the same 
sources, which again do not describe how 
either the diameter or the depth were found. 

The large trenches on the western rim 
are evidence of erosion which has undoubt-
edly led to the deposition of large amounts 
of sediment in the crater. Therefore, the 
original crater may have been both smaller 
and deeper. A blast energy of 1.7X1012  J 
(equivalent to 400 tons of TNT) is estimat-
ed for Irwin Crater based on Schmude's 
diameter and the diameter-energy relation-
ship reported by Dence et al. [1977]. This 
blast energy would create about 280 tons of 
impact melt if assumptions in Dence et al. 
[1977] are correct. 

The north-south cross section of Irwin 
Crater is shown in Figure 5 (above) If this 
feature is an impact crater then the original 
depth was probably 70 feet (21 meters) and 
this is illustrated as a dashed line. 

Irwin Crater has a small raised rim on 
its eastern side which is up to 2 ft (0.6 m) 
high. A slight rim on the southwestern side 
is also present; the rims are drawn in 
Figure 2. There is no raised rim to either 
the south or the northwest. The lack of a 
rim on the southern edge may be due to the 
nearby dirt road. Explosion craters with 
diameters of 288 feet have raised rims of 
about 14 feet [Baldwin, 1965, 64-73]. 

Irwin Crater may also be compared 
with several terrestrial chemical or nuclear 
explosion and meteorite craters [Baldwin, 
1963; 439, 442], summarized in Table 2 (p. 
103). These indicate explosion energies, 
depths and rim heights that are the same 
order of magnitude as those values estimat-
ed or assumed above for Irwin Crater. 

I 
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Table 2. Terrestrial explosion- 
and meteorite-crater analogies 

to Irwin Crater. 
(from Baldwin, 1963; pp. 439, 442) 

Crater Apparent Appar. Rim Explosion 
No.  Diameter Depth Height Energy 

ft 	ft 	ft 
326 279 50 4 9.15X101°  
333 285 43 4 1.48X1011  
341 306 53 13 2.76X1011  
364 275 60 12 5.03X1012  

Kaali Jan/ 319 53 17 
Note: Craters 326-341 were caused by chemical 
explosions, 364 by a 1.2-kiloton nuclear device, 

and Kaali Jary is a meteorite crater. 

NATURE OF POSSIBLE 
IMPACTING BODY 

A 34,000-kg boulder moving at 10,000 
m/s would have a kinetic energy equal to 
the estimated blast energy of 1.7X1012  J. If 
the density of this boulder was 2700 kg/m3  
(2.7 g/mL) then its volume would be 12.6 
m3. Assuming a more typical higher veloc-
ity of 20.000 m/s, however, the mass need-
ed would drop to 8,500 kg, with a volume 
of 3.15 m3. Given an initial excavated vol-
ume of perhaps twice the present crater 
volume, or roughly 50,000 m3, it is clear 
that any meteorite fragments would form a 
very small proportion of the ejecta and be 
correspondingly difficult to find. 

An extensive search for meteorite mate-
rial was not carried out by the authors; 
however, others have searched for metallic 
meteorites with negative results [Rinehart 
and Elvey, 1951; Jamieson, 1992; 
McCracken and Howerton, 1996, 204-
205]. This result should not be surprising 
since over 90 percent of meteorites recov-
ered from falls have a stony composition 
[Heide, 1964, p. 54]. 
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SOME CONSTRAINTS ON 
LUNAR TRANSIENT PHENOMENA 

By: Frank Smith 

ABSTRACT 

This article discusses physical and geological constraints on the observation of Lunar 
Transient Phenomena; especially those involving the physical size of reported events, the 
Moon's lack of atmosphere and minimal seismic activity, and the fact that crater central 
peaks are not volcanic structures. 

The A.L.P.O. and the British Astro-
nomical Association are the only organiza-
tions that conduct ongoing scientific inves-
tigations into Lunar Transient Phenomena 
(LTP). Despite the overall high quality of 
both programs, some of the reported data 
(especially in pre-Apollo times) appear to 
have been influenced by the terrestrial bias-
es of the observers. 

An observer who wishes to submit high-
quality data on LTP must be aware of some 
basic physical and geological facts. The 
human brain works by relating to past 
experiences the information reported by the 
senses. This tends to cause the well known 
psychological effect of experiencing the 
expected. This "finding what you are look-
ing for" effect is a result that must be 
strongly guarded against, and an observer 
who reports impossible or improbable 
events only confuses the situation. A good 
lunar observer should be cognizant of the 
physical and geological constraints on LTP. 

LUNAR EVENTS 
MUST BE LARGE 

The observer must be aware that any 
lunar event observable from Earth must be, 
by definition, a very large and energetic 
event. At the mean lunar distance, with 1 
arc-second resolution as good seeing, the 
smallest event visible in amateur telescopes 
would be about 1.8 km. Since most report-
ed LTP are inherently low-contrast events, 
the "average" LTP must be significantly 
larger. [Although a highly luminous event, 
like a star, could be seen however small its 
angular size. Ed.] In fact, most reported 
events are huge by terrestrial standards. For  

example, observers have frequently report-
ed that the floor of the crater Plato experi-
ences "obscurations" or "mists." However, 
Plato has a diameter of about 100 km and 
an area of almost 8000 km2! LIT that 
appear and disappear over such large areas 
within minutes must be very suspect. The 
corollary of this fact is that any physical 
process able to produce a LTP visible from 
Earth must be very energetic. 

THE MOON HAS 
ALMOST No ATMOSPHERE 

Many pre- and some post-Apollo 
observers appear to have reported events 
which are not possible due to the nearly 
total lack of a lunar atmosphere. Direct 
measurement by the Apollo astronauts gave 
a result of about 2X105  molecules/cm3  dur-
ing the lunar night and 104  molecules/cm3  
during the day. This is a very hard vacuum. 
The total ambient lunar atmosphere is esti-
mated to be only 104  kg. [Heiken et al., 
1991, p. 40] Each Apollo landing released 
as much gas as the total preexisting lunar 
atmosphere! 

Apollo Missions 12, 14, and 15 placed 
cold cathode gauge experiments on the 
lunar surface which measured the status of 
the lunar atmosphere [Heiken et al., 1991, 
p. 41]. No increases in the density of the 
atmosphere were recorded that would sug-
gest an outgassing event. These instru-
ments were sensitive enough to detect 
emissions from the lunar lander itself. Any 
outgassing large enough to be visible as a 
LTP would surely have been recorded as a 
spike in the volume of the lunar atmos-
phere. No significant spikes were ever 
recorded. [French, 1977, p. 207] 
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Another problem for LT? is that the 
same experiments found that what little 
lunar atmosphere there is consists chiefly 
of neon, helium, hydrogen and argon. 
[Heiken et al., 1991, p. 45] Terrestrial vol-
canoes emit chiefly water vapor, CO, CO2  
and SO2. It appears that no water ever 
existed on the lunar surface, but it is diffi-
cult to imagine a lunar outgassing event 
that did not include some of the above 
gasses. 

Another type of frequently reported 
LTP involves ground-hugging "mists" or 
"fogs". Classical observers may have been 
visualizing lunar analogs of the "steams 
and smokes" of terrestrial volcanic events. 
During a terrestrial eruption, gasses and 
smoke tend to hug the ground because the 
heat generated by the volcanic material 
causes the overlying air to rise, causing a 
thermal updraft which sweeps smoke and 
steam along the ground. On the Moon, this 
is impossible. There is no water to produce 
steam and no organic material to produce 
smoke. Other gasses released into a near 
vacuum would obey Boyle's Law and dis-
sipate. There does not appear to be any 
physical mechanism to keep any gaseous 
emission concentrated. 

Possibly the most often-reported LTP 
are "red" or "blue" events. Once again we 
appear to have a phenomena without a 
physical process to create it. The most like-
ly origin of such events is located closer to 
the observer than to the Moon. The cause 
of localized, quick-changing color events is 
terrestrial atmospheric refraction. 

THE QUIET MOON 

An additional serious obstacle to LT? is 
the low level of seismic activity in the 
Moon's crust. The Apollo missions placed 
four passive seismic experiments on the 
Moon. These instruments were very sensi-
tive, easily detecting the seismic noise gen-
erated by the astronauts moving around on 
the lunar surface and outgassing from the 
LEM. The seismic experiments had a total 
monitoring life of almost eight years. The 
results of these experiments showed that 
the Moon's lithosphere was very static, 
releasing seismic energy at the rate of 
about 2X1013  ergs/year. [Wagner, 1991, p. 
227] This is a very small amount! In The 
Moon Book, B.M. French states that the 
annual release of seismic energy by moon- 

quakes is one million-millionth of the total 
energy released annually by the Earth. 
French also relates that a moderate-sized 
Fourth of July fireworks display releases 
more energy than the Moon does in one 
year. [French, 1977, p. 228] 

This is a serious impediment to large, 
energetic LTP. How could the large events 
of the type being reported occur without 
generating considerable seismic noise? No 
such noise was observed by the Apollo 
instruments. The quiet Moon means that it 
is unlikely there are any volcanic "hot 
spots" in the lithosphere of the Moon, leav-
ing "outgassing events" with no apparent 
source. 

THE CENTRAL PEAKS 
OF LUNAR CRATERS ARE 
NOT VOLCANIC EDIFICES 

A disturbing number of LTP involve the 
central peaks of lunar craters. This result 
shows a lack of understanding of Post-
Apollo lunar geology. During classical 
times, lunar craters were thought to be vol-
canic features and the central peaks to be 
analogs of terrestrial stratovolcanos. This 
view has proved false. The vast majority of 
lunar craters are of impact origin. 

Lunar observers should be familiar with 
standard lunar geologic works such as The 
Geologic History of the Moon by Wilhelms 
(1987) and Impact Cratering: a Geologic 
Process by Melosh (1989). Simply put, the 
central peaks of lunar craters are blocks of 
bedrock that have been fractured and 
uplifted by the cratering event. Apollo pho-
tographs clearly show that many central 
peak complexes have layered strata. This 
may be obscured in older craters by mass 
wasting, but central peaks remain cratering 
constructs, not volcanic ones. 

During pre-Apollo times many central 
peaks were thought to have "craterlets" on 
their summits. Analysis of Lunar Orbiter 
photographs showed this to be false, ".. the 
`craterlets' are merely the effects of shad-
ows cast by parts of the peaks, which, in a 
large crater, cluster around a depression as 
do the points of a molar tooth." [Wilhelms, 
1993, p. 14] A 1994 article in this publica-
tion mentions such a summit crater on the 
central peak of Tycho in relation to a LT?. 
[Darling and Weier, 1994] I have looked at 
Lunar Orbiter photographs of Tycho and I 
see no such crater. 
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Incidentally, this fact raises serious dif-
ficulties with the most famous LTP of them 
all, Russian astronomer Nikolai Kozyrev's 
event of November 2-3, 1958. According to 
one account, Kozyrev was observing the 
crater Alphonsus when the central peak 
became strongly washed out and took on a 
reddish hue. He then took a spectrum 
which showed an emission line of carbon. 
[Cameron, 1991] 

However, there is a major problem with 
this event. The central peak of Alphonsus is 
not a volcanic feature! One of the objec-
tives of the Ranger 9 Mission was to inves-
tigate Alphonsus. On March 24, 1965, 
Ranger 9 sent back a series of images cov-
ering the central peak of Alphonsus. The 
last frame showing the central peak was 
taken at a altitude of only 58.5 km. These 
views clearly show the central peak of 
Alphonsus to be a standard uplift massif 
with absolutely no volcanic features. 
[Carrington, 1969, pp. 57-61; from Ranger 
9 images, 1966] The peak has been partial-
ly buried by plains material and debris 
from the Imbrium event and its own mass 
wasting, but shows no central peak crater, 
no vents, and no dark halo deposits. 
Whatever happened on the morning of 
November 2-3, 1958, it is difficult to imag-
ine that the central peak of Alphonsus had 
anything to do with it. 

ELECTROSTATIC EVENTS 

Electrostatic levitation is one of the few 
LIT to have a solid physical foundation. 
However, there are some problems in relat-
ing this effect to LTP. First, the original lit-
erature suggests levitation heights of about 
10 meters. [Heiken et al., 1991, p. 536] 
This is far below the height needed to 
obscure topographical relief as visible from 
Earth. Second, reports on this type of phe-
nomena describe localized events. It 
appears that this type of event should be 
visible all along the sunrise terminator. 

Another problem with large-scale elec-
trostatic levitation is that no deposition is 
visible in lunar images at any resolution. 
Most large lunar craters are over a billion 
years old. This would provide plenty of 
time for a deposit to accumulate if electro-
static levitation was moving dust in con-
centrations sufficient to be visible from the 
Earth. 

CONCLUSION 

The Association of Lunar and Planetary 
Observers and the B.A.A appear to have 
skilled and dedicated observers. Their 
analysis of data also appears to be first rate. 
However, the author is less confident of 
some of the data being reported. In the 
opinion of the author, all pre-Apollo obser-
vations, even those by professional 
astronomers, are strongly suspect due to 
the poor understanding of lunar geology 
and the terrestrial mindset of the observers. 
An observer wishing to obtain good data 
should be strongly grounded in physics and 
current lunar geology. 
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Figure 4 

Figurci 5 

THE A.L.P.O. MEETS IN ATLANTA: 
JULY 941, 1998 

The Membership Meeting 
A.L.P.O. Publicist Ken Poshedly, 
with some helpers from the Atlanta 
Astronomy Club, are to be thanked 
for organizing this event, our 49th 
meeting, which had 35 attendees. 
Most participants were lodged in the 
Holiday Inn Select in Decatur, about 
5 minutes' drive from the meeting 
site, the Fernbank Museum (Figure 
1), which provided a large meeting 
room and a dining room for lunches 
and the Friday-evening Banquet. 
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For several A.L.P.O. members, the meeting events actually began 
with an informal get-together on Wednesday evening at the 
Holiday Inn Select. The formal meeting, however, started at the 
Fernbank Museum at 9 A.M. on Thursday, July 9, when the new 
A.L.P.O. Executive Director, Donald C. Parker, called 
the meeting to order (Figure 2), followed by a wel-
come from Ken Poshedly. The papers given that 
morning were: (1) "A Remote Place for a Rare 
Event", by Derald Nye, describing his expedition to 
Ascension Island to view the simultaneous occulta-
tion of Jupiter and Venus by the Moon on 1998 APR 
23 (Figure 3). (2) "Spectroscopic Studies of Comet 
Hale-Bopp's Tail", by Tom Buchanan, giving his 

results with his home-built slitless spec-
trograph (Figure 4). (3) "Making the Best 
Lunar Observations", by Matthew Will, 
regarding preparing for and visual 
recording of a general lunar observation 
(Figure 5 Then, after a short break, the meeting turned 
o business, with a brief "State of the A.L.P.O." mes-

sage by Donald Parker, followed by in absentia reports 
on the Solar Section read by Assistant Solar 
Coordinator Jeffery Sandel, and the A.L.P.O. Website 
by Richard Hill, the mornin sessions ending with a 
short A.L.P.O. Business Meeting. 

A tasty buffet lunch was held in the Fernbank Museum 
dining room from 12-1:30 P.M. on 

Friday, just on the opposite side of the Museum atrium from 
the meeting hall. This was also an opportunity to tour the 
Museum itself, our attendees having free admission; the 
well-stocked museum store was also a temptation. 

The Thursday afternoon session commenced with two 
Jupiter Section papers. The first was by the Acting 
Coordinator, David Lehman, "Changes in the A.L.P.O. 
Jupiter Section", and was read in absentia by Acting Assistant 
Jupiter Coordinator John McAnally. Mr. McAnally followed 
this with his own paper, "Addendum to the Jupiter Section 
Report" (Figure 6), in turn followed by Donald Parker's "A 
Presentation of Some Jupiter Images Taken from Japan". The 
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following paper, "Observations of the Remote Planets, 1989-
1998", by Richard Schmude, Remote Planets Coordinator," 
moved the meeting to the fringes of the Solar System (Figure 7). 
The final paper delivered on Thursday was an inspirational 

presentation, "Enthusiasm in the Amateur 
Astronomy Community: Is It Contagious?", by 
Phillip Saco, the President of the Atlanta 
Astronomy Club (Figure 8). 

At about 4 P.M. Thursday afternoon the group 
emerged into the comfortably warm Atlanta out-
doors, setting out on a field trip to the nearby 
Bradley Observatory at Agnes Scott College, 
hosted by Christopher G. DePree of the College's 
Department of Physics and Astronomy. Located 
in a classical-style brick building decorated with 
zodiacal symbols (Figure 9), the observatory 
houses a 30-inch Cassegrain reflector on a ger-
man mounting (Figure 10), along with an observ-

ing deck with platforms for 
portable instruments. 

The Fernbank Museum, host of our meeting, 
has a sister institution, the Fernbank Science 
Center, holding a planetarium and observato-
ry, which was our destination after dinner on 
Thursday evening. Upon arrival, the group 
wended its way past dinosaur replicas and 
fossils, and came upon a section devoted to 
spaceflight memorabilia, including the 
Apollo-6 capsule, which A.L.P.O. founder 
Walter Haas could not resist visiting (Figure 
11). 

The Fernbank Science Center houses the 
largest-capacity planetarium theater in the 
Southeast, with a classical Zeiss projector. The 
planetarium program that our group attend-
ed dealt with black holes. By the end of the 
presentation, the Sun had set and the adjoin-
ing observatory building was only a short 
walk away; an irresistible attraction with its 
36-inch telescope, the largest aperture in this 
part of the country. Although broken clouds 
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allowed views only of Arcturus, the tele-
scope itself proved a sufficient attraction 
(Figure 12, ). 

Friday morning began with a paper by Gary 
Cameron, the A.L.P.O. Acting Historical 
Section Coordinator, "The A.L.P.O. Histori-
cal Section: A Request for Documents. 
(Figure 13). Next on the agenda was the 

paper, "Amateur Obser-
vations of the Moon: The 
A.L.P.O. Selected Areas 
Program", by Selected 
Areas Coordinator Julius 
L. Benton (Figure 14). 
Following the morning 
break. Bill O'Connell's 
paper, "Plato's Hook", 
delivered by Harry 
Jamieson, dealt with an 
occasionally reported 
curved wall shadow on 
the floor of the lunar 
crater Plato. Dr. Benton followed with his second 
paper, "Saturn Programs and Recent Observa-
tions." The A.L.P.O. Founder, Walter Haas, was 
next heard from, reporting on his statistical 
analysis, "An Error Study of Jupiter Central 
Meridian Transits by Taking Transits of the 

Galilean Satellites and Their Shadows, 1939-
1998", clearly the most long-term investiga-
tion reported on at this meeting (Figure 15). 
The morning's final paper was by Craig 
MacDougal, "Useful Observations With a 
Small Telescope" (Figure 16). 

As on Thursday, Friday's luncheon was held 
in the Museum dining room, just after the convention 
attendees posed in the Museum atrium for the traditional 
A . L . P. 0 . 
group por-
trait, cen-
tered on 
A . L . P. 0 . 

Founder Walter H. 
Haas (Figure 17). 

The last paper ses-
sion began with a talk by John Westfall, A.L.P.O. Mercury/ Venus 
Transit Coordinator, "A Most Unusual Graze: The Transit of 
Mercury on 1999 Nov 15" (Figure 18). The final presen-
tation was by Daniel Joyce of the Mars Section, "Video 
Astronomy", with a showing of high-quality video 
images of Comet Hyakutake, Mars, Jupiter, and the 
Moon (Figure 19). 

The remaining A.L.P.O. Convention events were pri-
marily social, beginning with the Annual Awards 
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Banquet in the Museum dining 
room on Friday evening. After the 
meal came the formal transfer of the 
A.L.P.O. Executive Directorship 
from Harry Jamieson to Donald 
Parker. Mr. Jamieson also presented 
the Association's two awards, the 
first being the Peggy Haas A.L.P.O. 
Service Award, presented to John 
Westfall (Figure 20). Next came the 
traditional Walter H. Haas A.L.P.O. 
Observing Award, given in 1998 to Alan W. Heath of 

Nottingham, England. As Mr. Heath could not 
attend,the Walter Haas Award was accepted for him by 
Donald Parker, who will mail the award to Alan Heath 
(Figure 21). The evening concluded with the Banquet 
Paper, "Telescopes I Wish I Had Known", by Leonard 
Abbey of the Atlanta Astronomy Club, and founder and 
first Recorder of the A.L.P.O. Uranus and Jupiter 
Section. His fascinating talk concentrated on the Great 
Melbourne Telescope, once the largest in the Southern 
Hemisphere (Figure 22). 

The final Convention day, Saturday, was left largely 
open. Some attendees toured Atlanta, while others visit-
ed the area's excellent secondhand and antique book 
stores. Several of us accepted Ken Poshedly's kind invi-

tation to his suburban home 
and projected observatory site 
(Figure 23). The last event was 
an excellent dinner held at the 
Yesterday's Café in Rutledge, 
Georgia, in the Stone Mountain 
area east of Atlanta (Figure 24; 
the chap in the checkered shirt 
is Donald Parker, next to Jeffery 
Beish, in the right foreground is 
Walter Haas, and behind him is 
Cecil Post). 

The Board Meeting 

The A.L.P.O. Board of Directors met at 
4 P.M, Friday, July 10th; their decisions 
are given in "Announcements (p. 140), 
with staff changes and the 1999 con-
vention site. Board members Julius 
Benton, Walter Haas, Harry Jamieson, 
Donald Parker, and John Westfall were 
present (Elizabeth Westfall was 
absent). New Board member Matthew 
Will was also present. For the financial 
report, Membership Secretary Harry 
D. Jamieson reported $2752 in our 
Memphis bank account, while Editor 
John E. Westfall reported $4175 in the 
A.L.P.O. San Francisco account. 
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Table 1. Position Measurements of Minor 
Planet 174 Phaedra 

UT Date (1997) APR 30 MAY 01 
04h07m 05h06m 

Right Ascension 14h52.4m 14h51.5m 
Declination -37°00' -37°01' 
Seeing 7.7 7.0 
Transparency +4.7 +4.7 

Note: Seeing is on the standard A.L.P.O. Scale 
(0  .  worst, 10 perfect) and Transparency 

is the limiting visual magnitude. 

A.L.P.O. YOUTH PAGE 
(Coordinated by R.W. Schmude, Jr.) 

OBSERVATIONS OF MINOR PLANET 174 PHAEDRA, 
JUPITER AND THE LUNAR CRATER PETAVIUS 

By: Jens Rummler 

MINOR PLANET POSITION: 
174 PHAEDRA 

Listed below in Table 1 are two posi-
tion estimates for the minor planet 174 
Phaedra made during April and May of 
1997. They were made using an 8-inch 
Newtonian reflector on a Dobsonian 
mount. The way in which these observa-
tions were made was by plotting the posi-
tion of the planet, as observed, onto copies 
of the Minor Planet Observer chart for it. 
After these positions are plotted I carefully, 
using the measurements of the relative 
position of the stars on the MPO chart, 
translate the planet's position onto the per-
tinent page of Uranometria 2000.0. At this 
point I can use the formulae provided in the 
sheet I received from the Minor Planets 
Section to calculate the positions as they 
will be written on the report form. The 
Epoch for the positions below is 2000.0. A 
magnification of 102X was used. 

DISC DRAWING AND INTENSITY 
ESTIMATES OF JUPITER 

The disk drawing and intensity esti-
mates of Jupiter shown in Figure 1 (upper 
right)were made on 1996 JuL 19 UT. 
During the observing session, an 8-in 
Newtonian telescope was used at a magni-
fication of 102X; the seeing was between 7 
and 8 on the A.L.P.O. scale and the trans-
parency was +5.0. The central meridians 
were 348°.23 for System I, and 228°.49 for 

Figure 1. Drawing (top) arid visual intensity 
estimates (bottom) by Jens Rummler. 1996 
JUL 19, 11h16m-11h38m UT. 8-in (20-cm) 
Newtonian, 102X. Seeing = 7-8 on the 
A.L.P.O. Scale, Transparency = +5.0 (limit-
ing visual magnitude). Central Meridian: 
348°.2 System I, 228°.5 System II. South at 
top. The intensities are on the Standard 
A.L.P.O. Scale, ranging from 0.0 for black 
shadow to 10.0 for the brightest possible 
feature. Also see text below. 

System II, The following are the notes I 
took during this observation.: 

"I believe I am for once able to make 
out the SSTB as well as the STB. Also 
I am able to make out two white spots 
(nodules) [the brighter of these 'spots' 
turned out to be the `long-enduring 
white oval' BC] on the S. edge of the 
STB. I can also separate the SEB into 
two belts (a north and south one) sepa-
rated by a relatively dark zone. The EZ 
appeared darker than the other zones. I 
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Figure 2. Drawing of the lunar crater 
Petavius by Jens Rummler. 1997 JUL 22, 
05h55m UT. 8-in (20-cm) Newtonian. 
Seeing = 7.0, Transparency = +3.2 to 
+ 3.5. South at top. Also see text. 

saw two festoons with a possible third 
one on the extreme p. limb on the s. 
side of NEB. I also saw a 'bay' in the s. 
side of the NEB. In the area corre-
sponding to this `bay' on the n. side of 
the NEB there was a bulge into the 
NTrZ. The belt below the NEB seemed 
to widen towards the f. side. I would 
say the nodules were about a 7.0 on the 
intensity scale. The darkness of the fes-
toons was exaggerated in the drawing. 
On the intensity scale they were about 
a 4.0. Intensities are fairly approxi-
mate." 

OBSERVATION OF THE 
LUNAR CRATER PETAVIUS 

I drew the lunar crater Petavius using 
my 8-in Newtonian on the night of 1997 
JUL 22, 05h55m UT; this drawing is shown 
in Figure 2 (to right). The seeing was a 7.0 
on the A.L.P.O. scale and the transparency 
was +3.2 to +3.5. To identify the crater, I 
used a lunar map based on the original 
drawing by Karel Andel published in 1926 
as Mappa Selenographica. Petavius is lo-
cated southeast of Mare Fecunditatis and is 
13,800 feet deep. According to Cherring-
ton's Exploring the Moon through Binoc-
ulars and Small Telescopes, it measures 99  

by 110 miles, with a central uplift that rises 
8,200 feet above the crater floor. A small 
portion of the crater Hase can also be seen 
in the area just above Petavius in my draw-
ing. 

A.L.P.O. INSTRUMENTS SECTION—
A CALL FROM RETIREMENT 

By: R. B. Minton, Acting Coordinator, Instruments Section. 
568 North First Street, Raton, NM 87740 

Hello to all 600 worldwide members 
of A.L.P.O. I recently rejoined this wonder-
ful organization after a 40-year hiatus. My 
first issue announced the closure of the 
Instruments Section, and contained a letter 
from the Founder; both had a common 
theme—lack of reader participation. I see 
this closure as an opportunity for me to 
share my enthusiasm with the readers, and, 
I hope, increase participation along the 
way. 

After corresponding and brainstorm-
ing with some of our Staff, they decided to 
reopen the Instruments Section. I also sug-
gested that we conduct a simple survey 
among members as to what type of astro-
nomical instrumentation interests them the 
most. Buying what is needed is better than 
doing without, but one misses the immense 
satisfaction and intimate knowledge that 
comes from building it yourself. 

Let me know what you currently like 
to do, what you use to do it with (even if 
it's only your eyes); and what you might 
want to buy or build in the near future. I 
will tally and publish the results, and select 
the most popular topics for treatment. I also 
confess that I will solicit help from readers 
who have experience in areas where I have 
none. I envision my role as more of a coor-
dinator, conductor, and cheer-leader rather 
than author. (Biographicaly, I am a 58 year-
old retired, married, male telescope nut 
who has a few striped threads.) 

Please send me a short letter or post-
card with your comments, wishes, or even 
questions. A stamped self-addressed enve-
lope will help if you have a question, and I 
will try to answer any and all questions. 
Sorry, but I do not have Internet access. 
Your name and address will be kept confi-
dential if so expressed. 
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Figure 1. Rima Cauchy (lower left). Sketch 
by Robert H. Hays, Jr., of Worth, IL. 1998 
JUN 29, 02h26m-02h42m UT. 15-cm New-
tonian, 170X. Seeing 4-6 on the A.L.P.O. 0-
10 scale. Colongitude 325°.8-326°.0. Crater 
Cauchy on left. South at top. 

OBSERVING THE MOON: RILLES 
By: Bill Dembowski, 

Coordinator, Lunar Topographical Studies 
The topographical study of the Moon, 

selenography, is an old and noble pursuit. 
Although of limited scientific value, there 
is no better way to sharpen your observing 
skills than to sketch what you see at the 
eyepiece. Also, there is no greater chal-
lenge to the high-resolution astro-imager 
than to record the details of the lunar sur-
face. There has been a renewed interest in 
general lunar observing in recent years, 
perhaps fired by the availability of afford-
able CCD equipment, which helped focus 
attention back to our only natural satellite. 
In this series of articles we hope to further 
that renewed interest by featuring informa-
tive and enjoyable explorations of the 
Moon and provide a showcase for the work 
of those who engage in topographical stud-
ies of the Moon. 

Rilles, or "clefts" as they are some-
times called in older lunar writings, are 
channels or grooves in the Moon's surface. 
Rilles are most often divided into three 
classes: straight, arcuate, and sinuous. As 
with many other lunar features these classi-
fications are based on appearance rather 
than on origin. Their "official" latinized 
designation is rimae (singular, rima). 

Straight rilles can be found on virtual-
ly all mare surfaces and on the floors of 
many large craters. Their origins are due 
largely to faulting, although some volcanic 
action is also often evident. Perhaps the 
most readily observable straight rille is the 
portion of the Rimae Petavius which runs 
for about 80 km across the floor of the 
crater Petavius. The most prominent sec-
tion of this rifle runs from the central peak 
of Petavius to its southeast wall. Easily 
seen in even a small telescope, it is an ideal 
target for beginning lunar observers. 

Another easily seen rille is Rima 
Cauchy in Mare Tranquillitatis. Of particu-
lar interest, it runs for 210 km in a relative-
ly straight line northeast of Cauchy. To its 
southwest is Rupes Cauchy, a scarp that 
parallels the rille, which hints at a similar 
origin. Both features may appear similar 
under a low sun but their differences 
become evident under a high sun when the 
rille virtually disappears and the scarp 
appears as a bright line. Figure 1 (to the 
right), shows a drawing of these features. 

For sheer frequency and complexity it 
is difficult to match the rilles near the very 
center of the lunar disk. Those surrounding 
the craters Triesnecker, Hyginus, and 
Ariadaeus form a virtual spiderweb of 
cracks in the lunar surface. The Rimae 
Triesnecker , in Sinus Medii, are approxi-
mately 1.5 to 2 km wide, between 500 and 
750 meters deep, and have V-shaped pro-
files. The Rimae Triesnecker appear in 
Figure 2 (p. 179). 

The Rima Hyginus, in contrast to the 
Rimae Triesnecker, has a flat floor and may 
be a graben. Grabens are areas that have 
subsided between two parallel faults. 
Under high magnification, and with good 
seeing, the northern section of Rima 
Hyginus can be seen to be composed of a 
chain of craterpits. Their perfect alignment, 
interconnection, and lack of rims reveal 
that they are not impact craters but are tec-
tonic in nature. 

Arcuate rilles are similar in origin to 
straight rifles in that they are subsidence 
features. As their name implies, however, 
they form sweeping arcs rather than 
straight or branching lines. Arcuate rilles 
are grabens as well and cross both mare 
and highland terrains near the periphery of 
circular maria. Irregular maria, such as 
Mare Frigoris, are regions of relatively 
shallow flooding and do not contain arcu- 
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Figure 2. The 26-km crater Triesnecker with the 
Rimae Triesnecker to its left (south at top). 
Drawing by Colin Ebdon, of London, England. 
1998 MAY 03, 21h20m-21h40m UT. 25-cm 
Newtonian, 183-262X. Seeing II-III on the 
Antoniadi Scale. Colongitude 359°.15-359°.30. 

ate rilles, which are the result of gradual 
downwarping of the Moon's crust. A fine 
example of arcuate runes can be found on 
the eastern shore of Mare Humorum, 
Rimae Hippalus, which is a series of con-
centric rilles that are easily seen in a small 
telescope. One of the wide rilles passes 
directly through the walls and across the 
floor of the partially submerged crater 
Hippalus. The total length of Rimae 
Hippalus is about 240 km. 

Another series of arcuate rilles, Rimae 
Sosigenes, skirts the western shore of Mare 
Tranquillitatis. Running for approximately 
150 km, one rille is interrupted by a small 
young crater, Sosigenes A. For a more chal-
lenging view, observers should turn their 
telescopes to Rimae Riccioli, a 390-km 
rille system that is actually associated with 
Mare Orientale. Being on the extreme 
western limb of the Moon, it is best studied 
under conditions of favorable libration. 

The third class of rilles, sinuous rilles, 
may be the most interesting. Sinuous rilles 
typically begin at a crater or craterlike 
depression and end by fading into the mare 
surface or into a chain of elongated pits. 
Although they can be found anywhere on a  

mare, and even in a few highland 
locations, they are most likely to be 
found along the margins of mare-
filled basins. They differ from 
straight and arcuate rilles in that they 
are not the result of subsidence but of 
erosion. One result of this is that sin-
uous rilles go around obstructions 
rather than through them as do 
straight and arcuate rilles. 

In pre-Apollo years there were 
three principal theories as to the ori-
gins of sinuous rilles. In one theory 
the head crater was the source of 
water in the form of ice which was 
released by an impacting body. The 
rille itself was the dry river bed that 
resulted after the flooding waters 
boiled off into space. A second theo-
ry postulated erosion by pyroclastic 
flows of hot gasses and volcanic ash. 
The third has the source crater as a 
vent from which free-flowing lava 
originated. The rilles themselves 
were seen as collapsed lava tubes 
like those found in Craters of the 
Moon National Park in Idaho. It is 
almost certain now that the rilles are 
the result of basaltic lava flows but 
the exact details of their formation 
are still uncertain. Even with the 

lower gravity of the Moon, and the low vis-
cosity of the mare lava (about the consis-
tency of motor oil), it is difficult to explain 
the great width of the rilles (up to 3 km) 
and their tremendous length (some extend 
over 250 km). 

The first sinuous rille was discovered 
in Oceanus Procellarum by Johannes 
Schroeter in 1787 and it still bears his 
name, Vallis Schroteri. Shown in Figure 3 
(p. 180), it is easily seen in a small tele-
scope. Its source crater is near Herodotus 
and is about 6 km in diameter. The rille 
widens to a 10 km-diameter depression 
known informally as the "Cobra Head", 
and then narrows and fades into the mare 
surface 160 km later. Interesting in its own 
right, Vallis Schroteri is also the site of fre-
quent reports of lunar transient phenomena 
and is well worth a close look. 

About 200 km south of Vallis 
Schroteri is another classic sinuous rille, 
Rima Marius. Rima Marius is approxi-
mately 2 km wide and meanders across 
Oceanus Procellarum for 250 km before 
fading from view. For a real challenge in 
rille observing, however, there is the well-
known but elusive rille that traverses the 
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Figure 3. Vallis Schroteri (upper right of 
center). Photograph by David Lehman, 
Fresno, CA. 1996 Ocr 24, 05h30m UT. 
Colongitude 056°.40. 25-cm Newtonian, 
f/41. TP2415 Film, 0.5 s. South at top. 

floor of the Vallis Alpes. The rifle has the 
characteristics both of a tension fracture 
and a feature originating by erosion from 
lava flows; it is, therefore, difficult to clas-
sify. It is also difficult to observe. Excellent 
optics and excellent seeing are essential to 
catching a glimpse of the rille and seldom 
is its entire length of 180 km visible at the 
same time. Figure 4 (upper right) shows 
the Vallis Alpes and its central rille. 

The Gazetteer of Planetary Nomen-
clature 1994 lists 52 named rilles (rima) 
and 63 named networks or systems of rilles 
(rimae). Fortunately for us, all but four of 
them lie on the earthside hemisphere of the 
Moon, so there are plenty to give observers 
hours of pleasure and firsthand knowledge 
of the lunar surface. Your observations, 
sketches, and images of these fascinating 
features are welcomed by the Coordinator 
of Lunar Topographical Studies. So, too, 
are those of lunar rays, which will be the 
subject of the next installment of 
"Observing the Moon". 

Figure 4. Vallis Alpes and rille. 
CCD image by Donald Parker. 
Coral Gables, FL. 1996 APR 27, 
03h03m UT. Colongitude 017°.37. 
40-cm Newtonian, f/19, Integration 
time 0.072 s. South at top. 
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A.L.P.O. LUNAR DARK-HALOED CRATER 
CATALOG: UPDATED, CORRECTED, 

AND AMENDED 

By: Robert A. Garfinkle, F.R.A.S. 

ABSTRACT 

In the early 1970s, the Lunar Section of the A.L.P.O. conducted a search for lunar 
dark-haloed craters (DHCs) and in 1976 published a list of them. The 1976 list was incom-
plete, contained many errors, and was missing the coordinates for several DHCs. In this 
article, the author has revised, corrected, and amended the original A.L.P.O. DHC cata-
logue. 

I am in the process of writing a lunar 
observers' handbook and wanted to include 
the A.L.P.O. catalogue of lunar dark-haloed 
craters (DHCs). I discovered that the cata-
logue, as published in this Journal in 1976 
by the then Lunar Recorder, Kenneth J. 
Delano, was incomplete and contained sev-
eral errors [Delano, 1976]. I set about to 
verify the 1976 catalogue and recalculate 
the orthographic and selenographic posi-
tions of the DHCs that were missing this 
information or had incorrect coordinates. I 
added those positions that were missing in 
the original catalogue. For DHCs that are 
named features, I consulted the Andersson 
and Whitaker NASA Catalogue of Lunar 
Nomenclature [Andersson and Whitaker, 
1982] to check their listed coordinates. In 
my effort to derive the correct positions for 
all of the DHCs, I verified the location of 
each one visually at the telescope. I also 
consulted numerous lunar atlases, a set of 
LACs [Lunar Astronautic Charts; a series 
of 1:1,000,000-scale maps that covered 
most of the lunar Earthside in the 1960s. 
ed.], and photographs to pinpoint question-
able or missing coordinates. 

Table 1 (pp. 182-184) and Table 2 (p. 
189) are my revised and amended cata-
logue of dark-haloed craters. As originally 
published in 1976, the catalogue contained 
data on 83 features and was compiled by 
the A.L.P.O. in 1975-76. In 1996 and 1997, 
John Westfall and I revised, corrected, and 
amended this catalogue. John submitted 20 
new DHCs to add to the original list. After 
visual verification of the orthographic 
coordinates for the DHCs, all coordinates 
were converted to the selenographic system 
using Harry Jamieson's revised (November  

1997) Lunar Observers' Tool Kit , using the 
orthographic coordinates of the 103 fea-
tures as the baseline. 

Table 2 shows the DHCs that are 
either in pairs or groups. The approximate 
distances between members of a pair or 
group are also given. The "Remarks" col-
umn gives the approximate location of the 
pair or group of DHCs. 

In the tables, lunar orthographic 
coordinate xi () is given first, followed by 
the eta (ii) coordinate. A minus sign (-) 
indicates that xi is west of the central 
meridian (toward Grimaldi), as measured 
at mean libration. For eta, a minus sign 
means that the feature is south of the lunar 
equator. A plus (+) indicates that xi is east 
of the central meridian (toward Mare 
Crisium) or that eta is north of the lunar 
equator. In the selenographic coordinates 
column, plus and minus signs are applied 
similarly to longitude and latitude. Since 
the original A.L.P.O. catalogue listed the 
DHCs to three-decimal-place precision, I 
have retained that format here and convert-
ed the orthographic coordinates to two-dec-
imal-place selenographic coordinates. 

Other indications in Table 1 are as 
follows: 

Location: 
C = DHC is located within a 

dark-floored crater 
CW = DHC is on the wall of a 

larger crater 
E = DHC is located in the 

Copernicus ejecta blanket 
H = DHC is located in a highlands 

area 
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G = DHC is a member of a group 
of dark-haloed craters 

M= DHC is located in a mare 
P = DHC is one of a pair of dark-

haloed craters. 
(I added the new categories of "CW" 
and "E.") 
Diameter of crater: 

An asterisk (*) in this column 
indicates the crater is not centered 
in the halo. 

Shape of halo: 
C = circular halo 
E = an elliptical halo 
I = an irregular-shaped feature 

Near rille: 
Yes = DHC is within 15 km 

distance of a rifle. 

The following A.L.P.O. members 
contributed observations of DHCs for the  

original catalogue: Kenneth Delano (Fall 
River, MA), Frank Des Lauriers (Plaistow, 
NH), Bruce Frank (East Pepperell, MA), 
Eddie Harris (Lake Charles, LA), Marvin 
Huddleston (Mesquite, TX), William Keel, 
(Nashville, TN), Chet Patton (Buchanan, 
MI), Alain Porter (Narragansett, RI), Chris 
Vaucher (Portland, OR), John E. Ventre 
(Cincinnati, OH), and John Westfall (San 
Francisco, CA). 
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Table 1. Catalogue of Lunar Dark-Haloed Craters. 

Coordinates 
Diameter 

Shape 
of 	Near 

Halo Rifle 

Named Feature 
or General Location 

(Previous Name) 
Orthographic Selenographic 
xi p eta (II) 	Long. 	Lat. 	Location Crater Halo 

km km 
+863 -098 +60.13 -05.62 H, P 	13 73 I Yes Acosta (Langrenus C) 
+844 -115 +58.17 -06.60 H 	7 48 I Langrenus KA 
+838 -355 +60.69 -20.79 H 	8 15 C East of Holden R 
+821 -122 +55.81 -07.01 M 	2 6X8 E SW of Bilharz (Lan. F) 
+789 +251 +54.60 +14.54 M, P 	25 37 C Yes Picard 
+774 +384 +56.96 +22.58 M 	12 50 C Cleomedes F 
+761 +313 +53.25 +18.24 M, P 	*18 32X60 I Peirce 
+757 +331 +53.34 +19.33 M, P 	10 15X20 E Swift (Peirce B) 
+744 +227 +49.81 +13.12 M, P 	*14 27X32 E Greaves (Lick D) 
+690 -029 +43.65 -01.66 M, P 	1.5 14 C South of Secchi X 
+671 -053 +42.22 -03.04 M, P 	4 11 C Northeast of Lubbock 
+607 -055 +37.44 -03.15 H 	13 24 C Leakey (Censorinus F) 
+559 -074 +34.09 -04.24 H 	15 39 E Isidorus D 
+556 -317 +35.89 -18.48 M 	5 10 C Southeast of Rosse 
+500 -196 +30.66 -11.30 M 	2 6 C East of Madler 
+490 +717 +44.66 +45.81 C, P 	5.5X4 15 C Yes Inside Atlas 
+490 -239 +30.31 -13.83 M, G 	*1 4 C Southeast of Madler 
+487 -045 +29.18 -02.58 M 	7 14 C Torricelli B 
+485 -249 +30.05 -14.42 M, G 	*5 15 I Beaumont L 
+484 +034 +28.97 +01.95 M 	*5 20 I Maskelyne B 
+481 -237 +29.68 -13.71 M, G 	2 8 C South of Madler 
+480 +814 +55.73 +54.49 C, G 	1 4 C Inside Endymion 
+476 +815 +55.23 +54.59 C, G 1.5X2.5 5 C Inside Endymion 
+476 +735 +44.59 +47.31 C, P 	1.5X3 15 C Yes Inside Atlas 
+473 +816 +54.91 +54.69 C, G 1.5X3.5 5 C Inside Endymion 
+473 +670 +39.58 +42.07 H 	4 12 C East of Williams 
+412 +709 +35.75 +45.15 M, G 	*4 10 E Southwest of Hercules 
+407 +708 +35.19 +45.07 M, G 	*2 10 E Southwest of Hercules 
+392 +707 +33.66 +45.00 M, G 	4 15 I Yes East of Burg 
+353 +017 +20.67 +00.97 M 	3 10 C Southeast of Hypathia C 

Table 1 continued on pp. 183-184. 
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Table 1-Continued. 

Coordinates 

Location 
Diameter 

Shape 
of 	Near 

Halo Rille 

Named Feature 
or General Location 

(Previous Name) 
Orthographic Selenographic 
Xi (t) eta (11) 	Lona. 	Lat. Crater Halo 

km km 
+271 +301 +16.51 +17.52 M, P *3 5X8 E Yes Dome north of Menelaus 
+256 +306 +15.60 +17.82 M, P *2 7 C Yes Dome north of Menelaus 
+234 -614 +17.25 -37.88 H 8 34 I Buch B 
+222 +294 +13.43 +17.10 M 7 20 C Menelaus A 
+178 -668 +14.22 -43.48 H 15 25 I Maurolycus A 

+172 +229 +10.18 +13.24 M 2 7 C Southeast of Manilius 
+134 +787 +12.54 +51.91 M 4 5 C Egede F 
+127 +248 +07.53 +14.36 M, P 1.5 6 C West of Manilius 
+125 +259 +07.44 +15.01 M, P 2 2 C Northwest of Manilius 
+107 +500 +07.10 +30.00 M, G 2 5 C NE of Prom. Fresnel 
+087 +513 +05.82 +30.86 M, G 3 12 C NE of Autolycus 
+081 +517 +05.43 +31.13 M, G 3 8X12 E Yes Autolycus K 
+073 +510 +04.87 +30.66 M, G 4 14 C Yes North of Prom. Fresnel 
+066 +553 +04.54 +33.57 M 5 11 C Aristillus A 
+050 +071 +02.87 +04.07 M, G 1 7 C West of Triesnecker 

+041 +069 +02.36 +03.96 M, G 0.5 3.5 C West of Triesnecker 
+037 +073 +02.13 +04.19 M, G 0.5 4 C Northwest of Triesnecker 
+037 +078 +02.13 +04.47 M, G 0.5 2 C West of Triesnecker 
+034 +082 +01.96 +04.70 M, G 2 3 C Northeast of Chladni 
+033 +076 +01.90 +04.36 M, G 2 4 C Northeast of Chladni 

+002 +077 +00.11 +04.42 M 3 4 C Murchison T 
-013 +565 -00.90 +34.40 M 3 12 C Northwest of Aristillus 
-025 -235 -01.47 -13.59 C, G 1 8 C Yes Inside Alphonsus 
-027 -223 -01.59 -12.89 CW, G 3 10 C Yes Alphonsus KC 
-028 -217 -01.64 -12.53 C, G 2 7 C Yes Inside Alphonsus 
-028 -248 -01.66 -14.36 C, G 3.5 11 C Yes Alphonsus R 
-033 -216 -01.94 -12.47 C, G 2 7 C Yes Alphonsus MD 
-057 -238 -03.36 -13.77 C, G 1 5 C Yes Inside Alphonsus 
-069 -235 -04.07 -13.59 C, G 2 8 C Yes Inside Alphonsus 
-070 -234 -04.13 -13.53 C, G 1 6 C Yes Inside Alphonsus 
-071 -237 -04.19 -13.71 C, G 2 8 C Yes Inside Alphonsus 
-112 -538 -07.64 -32.55 C *2 6.5X5.5 C Inside Hell 
-127 +192 -07.44 +11.07 M 2 6 C Southeast of Eratosthenes 
-132 -267 -07.87 -15.49 M 23 50 E Lassell 
-137 +314 -08.30 +18.30 M, G 7 16 C Eratosthenes A 
-142 -684 -11.22 -43.16 H 85 210 I Tycho 
-143 +320 -08.68 +18.66 M, G 6 16 C Eratosthenes B 
-150 +335 -09.16 +19.57 M, G 1.5 3 C Yes Southwest of Wallace 
-156 -353 -09.60 -20.67 M 4 15 C Yes Birt E 
-166 +306 -10.04 +17.82 M, G 0.5 1.5 C West of Eratosthenes F 
-179 +308 -10.84 +17.94 M, G 4 8 C Yes Eratosthenes E 
-180 +299 -10.87 +17.40 M, G 4 7 C Yes Eratosthenes D 
-186 +146 -10.84 +08.40 M 2.5 7 C South of Eratosthenes 
-205 +290 -12.37 +16.86 M, G 6 9 C Yes Eratosthenes C 
-231 +142 -13.50 +08.16 M 2 6 C South of Stadius 

-231 +199 -13.63 +11.48 C, P 1.5 6 C Inside Stadius 
-237 +199 -14.00 +11.48 C, P 2.5 7X11 E Inside Stadius 
-240 +420 -15.33 +24.83 M 7 14 C Heinrich (Timocharis A) 
-253 +859 -29.61 +59.20 M 6 15 C La Condamine T 
-261 +421 -16.72 +24.90 M 2 4.5 C Southwest of Timocharis 
-264 +311 -16.13 +18.12 M 1.5 6 C Yes Southeast of Pytheas 
-265 +140 -15.52 +08.05 M 1.5 2X5 C Yes Southwest of Stadius 
-293 +219 -17.47 +12.65 E *1 6 C Yes Northeast of Copernicus 
-312 +120 -18.32 +06.89 E 5 15 C Yes Copernicus H 
-320 +167 -18.94 +09.61 CW 3 6 C Copernicus A 

-348 +233 -20.97 +13.47 E 4 15 C Southwest of Gay-Lussac A 

Table 1 continued on p. 184 
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Table 1—Continued. 

Coordinates 

Location 
Diameter 

Shape 
of 	Near 

Halo Rille 

Named Feature 
or General Location 

(Previous Name) 
Orthographic Selenographic 
xi () eta (i) 	Long. 	Lat. Crater Halo 

km km 
-350 +220 -21.03 +12.71 E 2.5 10X5 Gay-Lussac N 
-350 +293 -21.47 +17.04 M, P 8 23 Yes Draper C 
-353 +302 -21.73 +17.58 M, P 15 Yes Draper 
-390 +130 -23.16 +07.47 M 3.5 13 Copernicus BB 
-398 +083 -23.54 +04.76 M 1 4.5 C Northwest of Reinhold 
-409 +052 -24.18 +02.98 M *2 10 E West of Reinhold 
-418 +257 -25.63 +14.89 H 5.5 12 I Tobias Mayer M 
-435 +298 -27.11 +17.34 M 7 18 C Tobias Mayer G 
-447 +103 -26.70 +05.91 M 7 16 I Hortensius C 
-457 +078 -27.28 +04.47 M 2.5 7 C Southwest of Hortensius EB 

-466 +124 -28.01 +07.12 M 1.5 C North of Hortensius 
-488 -744 -46.92 -48.07 H 9 21 I Noggerath F 
-500 -726 -46.64 -46.55 M 3.5 7 C Northwest of Noggerath 
-575 -695 -53.10 -44.03 C, P 4 11 I Inside Schickard 
-578 -696 -53.61 -44.11 C, P 5 11 I Schickard R 
-660 -700 -67.55 -44.43 H 6 14 C Inghirami W 
-786 -499 -65.09 -29.39 H 32 65 I Lagrange C 

Table 2. Separations of Groups of Lunar Dark-Haloed Craters. 

Number 
of DHCs 
in Group Dark-Haloed Craters 

Distance 
Between 
Members Remarks 

km 
2 +789+251, +774+227 45 Craters Picard and Greaves 

2 +761+313, +757+331 35 Craters Peirce and Swift 

2 +690 -029, +671 053 35 In Mare Fecunditatis 
2 +490+717, +476+735 30 In Atlas 

3 +490 -239, +485 -249, +481 -237 10 & 20 In Mare Nectaris 

3 +480+814, +476+815, +473+816 7 & 7 In Endymion 
3 +412+709, +407+708, +392+707 12 & 40 In Lacus Mortis 
2 +271+301, +256+306 36 In Mare Serenitatis 
2 +127+248, +125+259 20 In Mare Vaporum 
4 +107+500, +087+513, +081+517, 10,15, In Mare Serenitatis 

+073+510 & 25 
+050+071, +041+069, +037+073, 7 to 15 In Sinus Medii 
+037+078, +034+082, +033+076 

9 -025 -235, -027 -223, -028 -217, 10 to 50 In Alphonsus 
-028 -248, -033 -216, -057 -238, 
-069 -235, -070 -234, -071 -237 

7 -137+314, -143+320, -150+335, 15 to 50 In Mare Imbrium; N. of Montes 
-166+306, -179+308, -180+299, Apenninus and Eratosthenes 
-205+290 

2 -231+199, -237+199 8 In Stadius 

2 -353+302, -350+293 Merged 
Haloes 

Craters Draper and Draper C 

2 -575 -695, -578 -696 10 In Schickard 
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STATE OF THE A.L.P.O. MESSAGE 

By: Harry D. Jamieson, 
A.L.P.O. Executive Director, 1996-1998 

Note: The following report is the text of a paper delivered 
at the A.L.P.O. Convention in Atlanta, GA, on July 9, 1998 

In the thirteen months since we last 
met to celebrate our 50th Anniversary in 
Las Cruces, we have continued to make 
progress on many of the long- and short-
term problems that face us today. I would 
like to bring you up to date on some of 
these things now, and then invite questions 
and remarks during the Business Meeting 
to follow. 1997 was a much less volatile 

,year than was 1996, but we nevertheless 
made considerable progress on several 
important fronts. 

Before beginning my Section-by-
Section report, I must thank all of the peo-
ple who together made this year's meeting 
in Atlanta both possible and flawless. The 
entire A.L.P.O. owes a debt of gratitude to 
Elizabeth Westfall and to Ken Poshedly, 
Leonard Abbey, and others in the Atlanta 
Astronomical Society for their behind-the-
scenes work on the arrangements for this 
year's convention. It can be very difficult 
to make all of the arrangements for an 
A.L.P.O. convention, and even more diffi-
cult to do so in such a way that everything 
comes off as well as it has during this meet-
ing. Thank you all very much. 

In the Solar Section, we lost Tony 
Portoni to personal problems, but Rik Hill 
has managed to completely reorganize the 
Section and add three people to it—Gordon 
Garcia, Jeffery Medkeff, and Jeffery 
Sandel. In additional to overall coordina-
tion, Rik now handles the web site, SolNet, 
the Rotation Report, and the writing of the 
new Handbook. Gordon now handles cor-
respondence and new observers. Jeff 
Medkeff generally assists Rik and will be 
responsible for the computerized archiving 
of the Section's observational files. And 
Jeff Sandel will handle the Section's publi-
cations. SolNet, the Section's e-mail news 
service, continues to come out several 
times a day as observers and staff members 
have newsworthy things to report. Future 
goals continue to be the reactivation of the 

White-Light Flare Patrol and, down the 
road, a bit, 24-hour coverage in white light. 

In the Mercury Section, we have lost 
Oscar Cole-Arnal, who has been given 
additional teaching responsibilities. How-
ever, we have acted upon his recommenda-
tion and replaced him with Harry Pulley, a 
friend of Oscar's who lives nearby. Harry 
and Oscar have been observing Mercury 
together for several years, and Oscar says 
that he will continue to work together with 
Harry and help him with the Mercury 
Section. Harry has a strong mathematics 
and computer science background, and one 
of his first tasks will be to start on the job 
of creating a computerized archive for the 
Section's observations. Oscar will be 
missed, but as he wants to continue on as a 
"silent partner" in the Section with Harry, I 
have high hopes that the Section will con-
tinue to advance as it has during the past 
two years. 

The Lunar Section continues its 
revival. Bill Dembowski's really excellent 
newsletter, "The Lunar Observer", contin-
ues to come out regularly every month and 
is always enjoyable reading. Newsletters 
are difficult to maintain without material 
coming in from contributors, but Bill has 
been receiving regular observations from 
quite a few people—Robert H. Hays' work 
stands out in my mind—which have made 
the newsletter well worth subscribing to. 
Bill has branched out into vertical studies, 
and would like to start a formal Lunar 
Section program to compile and catalog the 
heights and depths of as many lunar fea-
tures as possible. He and a few others on 
the A.L.P.O. staff have also been making 
their presence known in the Shallow Sky 
organization, which is a group of amateurs 
like ourselves with a less formal approach 
to lunar and planetary observing. 

In another part of the Lunar Section, 
Julius Benton's revival of the old Bright 
and Banded Craters and Dark-Haloed 
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Craters Programs into the Selected Areas 
Program is going well. These earlier pro-
grams studied craters with bright and dark 
bands within them as well as craters (such 
as several within Alphonsus) that are sur-
rounded by very dark ejecta. These addi-
tions to the Selected Areas Program will 
widen observer interest in it as well as 
enhance the science produced by it. 

In the Jupiter Section, Wynn Wacker 
has resigned due to the pressures of family 
arid job. We will miss Wynn, who had a lot 
of good hopes and aspirations for the 
Section. I have appointed David Lehman to 
take his place, while our other two 
Coordinators will remain with us in their 
current positions. The remaining Coordi-
nators' commitment to the proper running 
of the Jupiter Section remains strong, as is 
their commitment to see the Section 
expand. I expect to see two or three addi-
tional Assistant Coordinators appointed 
soon to take responsibility for the past 
unwritten Jupiter apparition reports, a 
Jupiter Section Handbook, and the revival 
of Jovian radio astronomy. David has 
already vastly improved the Section's pres-
ence and services on our web site, includ-
ing a regular newsletter, and is currently 
seeking professionals and advanced ama-
teurs to serve on a Jupiter Section Science 
Advisory Team. In addition, David 
Lehman and Julius Benton are working 
together to build a joint Jupiter/Saturn 
Section Science Advisory Team. Our goal 
is to see the Jupiter Section assume its 
proper place in the A.L.P.O. and rival the 
Mars Section in its number of observers, 
level of activity, and contribution to plane-
tary astronomy. 

In the Computing Section, our new 
Coordinator, Mike McClure, has done an 
outstanding job with the Section's newslet-
ter, The Digital Lens, with the latest issue 
being over 60 pages long in .pdf format. 
The newsletter is free and available in 
Adobe Acrobat 3.0 format or on the inter-
net. I am especially proud of this achieve-
ment, though all of the credit for it must go 
to Mike and the many people who have 
contributed material to The Digital Lens. 

The A.L.P.O.'s web page has not stood 
still during the past twelve months either, 
thanks to the hard work of our Webmaster 
Rik Hill! It has nearly doubled in size since 

October. Our web received The Education 
Index's Award for Excellence last year, and 
continues to maintain it. Rik has helped all 
of the Sections to build attractive and use-
ful "Section pages", which in turn have 
helped to bring in new observers and mem-
bers (he considers the Mars Section page to 
be our best!). His biggest need right now is 
for more post-ready material from 
Coordinators. Thank you again, Rik 	We 
owe you a great deal. 

While many positive things are hap-
pening in the A.L.P.O. right now, we still 
face many challenges. One of the foremost 
of these is the question of how to publish 
the Journal on a regular schedule. After 
giving the matter much thought, it was 
decided last summer to enlarge the editori-
al staff and reorganize how papers enter 
and flow through the editing process. Julius 
Benton, who already had much on his 
shoulders, volunteered to act as our Distri-
bution Editor. All papers should now come 
to him first so that he can distribute them 
among our new Assistant Editors. After a 
paper has been edited by an Assistant 
Editor it is then returned to Julius for addi-
tional checking, after which he may return 
it to the Assistant, return it to the author for 
rewriting, make further editorial changes 
himself, or simply pass it on to Editor John 
Westfall. While John may make additional 
changes, this process should at least fix the 
most obvious problems and result in his 
getting cleaner material. This in turn should 
result an him having more time to put the 
Journal together and get it to the printer on 
schedule. Indeed, I'm proud to say that 
since we have developed this system, every 
issue has been on schedule. While addi-
tional editorial help has been an important 
part of the solution, it must be remembered 
that every equation has two sides. Authors 
need to take more responsibility for their 
papers, and follow John Westfall's guide-
lines for authors published recently in the 
Journal. Papers that don't follow these 
guidelines or contain excessive mistakes 
can (and should) be returned to the author 
by the editorial staff for reworking. 
Everyone, including authors, must do their 
part to keep the Journal coming out on 
schedule. We can no longer afford to make 
the entire membership wait for the Journal 
because an author cannot spell or write a 
coherent sentence. 
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On a much more positive note, I wish 
to take this moment to thank and praise 
Leonard Abbey for the work that he did as 
Editor of our new booklet called Exploring 
the Solar System with the A.L.P.O. Aimed 
at people who write to me asking for infor-
mation about the A.L.P.O. and how to join 
it, it gives us for the first time something 
solid to send to inquirers. Though we've 
had little pamphlets in the past briefly 
describing our programs and listing our 
staff members, this booklet takes a differ-
ent approach. It more fully describes our 
programs, but does not list our staff people 
at all. This does several things, including 
keeping the booklet from becoming obso-
lete when a staff member resigns, and 
encouraging people to join instead of just 
submitting observations. A cover sheet giv-
ing current dues and other membership 
information is inserted into the booklet 
before it is sent. I would also like to thank 
David Graham for allowing us to use one 
of his fine Saturn drawings on our front 
cover, as well as the authors who wrote the 
various chapters within. These include in 
no particular order Leonard Abbey, Rik 
Hill, Richard Schmude, Julius Benton, 
Wynn Wacker, Oscar Cole-Arnal, Matt 
Will, John Westfall, Dan Joyce, and Bill 
Dembowski. 

The A.L.P.O. still faces one final chal-
lenge, and that is the aging of its member-
ship. I said last year that I recalled attend-
ing my first convention in Detroit in 1961 
and seeing a lot of my peers about the 
room. I also said that as I look around today 
I still see a lot of my peers, but now they're 
all over 50! Unfortunately, little has been 
done to address this problem in the last 
year, and as Executive Director I have to 
assume full responsibility for this. Though 
some very positive steps have been taken 
by Rik Hill, Jeffery Medkeff, and Bill 
Dembowski to generate some interest in 
what we do among the members of the 
Shallow Sky Association, this effort has 
been directed at increasing membership in 
general and not specifically at bringing in 
young people. With this in mind, I propose 
that the A.L.P.O. institute a program where 
volunteers go into their local high schools 
and, in cooperation with the school's sci-
ence teachers, give special astronomy pre-
sentations emphasizing the Solar System  

and the bodies that make it up. This idea is 
not new, and I will admit without shame 
that I have stolen it from a very similar pro-
gram that the A.A.V.S.O. appears to have 
been conducting for years. What is needed 
first is someone to volunteer to coordinate 
such a program and come up with a stan-
dardized set of materials to be used during 
these presentations. The program coordina-
tor would work with the local volunteers, 
instruct them on presentation methods and 
materials, and report to the A.L.P.O. Board 
at set intervals. The local volunteers would 
be responsible for making contact with 
their local high schools and making the 
presentations. While the presentations 
would stress real Solar-System astronomy, 
the materials and some of the dialog would 
"plug" to the A.L.P.O. These presentations 
could also be done as a part of the school 
programs that many local astronomy clubs, 
planetariums, and museums already have 
in place. Recently, Ken Poshedly has vol-
unteered to coordinate a pilot version of 
this program in Atlanta, and Richard 
Schmude has volunteered to design educa-
tional and presentation materials. Our sin-
cere thanks go to both of these individuals. 

All in all, I feel that the A.L.P.O. is 
still moving in the right direction. What we 
need more than anything, though, is for 
more people to come forward and con-
tribute their time, their skills, and their love 
(amateur is a French word meaning 
"love"). Like many other organizations, 
ours is kept going by the work of only 
about 5 percent of its membership. Think 
of what we could be if this percentage were 
just doubled! Ultimately it will be you, the 
members of this organization, who decide 
whether or not it will survive far into the 
next century. 

In closing, I want to take this opportu-
nity to personally thank those who have 
been there for me when I needed them dur-
ing my two-and-a-half-year term as the 
A.L.P.O.'s Executive Director. Again in no 
particular order, these have especially been 
John and Beth Westfall, Julius Benton, 
Richard Hill, Mike Mattei, Ken Poshedly, 
and our Founder Walter Haas. Without 
their constant support and good advice, I 
would not have come close to accomplish-
ing anything during my term. 
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Way and are spectacular displays of galac-
tic detail, forms and color! 

There are two special charts at the 
back of the Atlas, consisting of enlarge-
ments of areas of special interest. Chart A 
shows enlarged fields for Barnard's Star 
(plotting its proper motion) and the Alpha 
and Beta Centauri region with Proxima 
Centauri's proper motion plotted. A 
detailed enlargement of the Pleiades is also 
shown, as are enlargements of the star 
fields around the North and South Celestial 
Poles. Chart B consists of enlargements of 
the Virgo Cluster of Galaxies (B1) and the 
Central Part of Orion (B2). Both of these 
charts are stunning! 

Sky Atlas 2000.0, Second Edition 
(Deluxe Version), retails for $49.95 and can 
also be ordered from Sky Publishing 
Corporation, 49 Bay State Road, 
Cambridge, MA 02138. Sky Atlas 2000.0, 
Second Edition, Deluxe Version, is well 
worth the price—it is a beauty! 

The Planet Venus. 

By Mikhail Ya. Marov 
and David H. Grinspoor 

(with translations by Tobias Owen, 
Natasha Levchenko, and Ronald 

Masteler) 

Yale University Press, P.O. Box 209040, 
New Haven, CT. 06520-9040. 1998. 464 
pages with 226 b/w illustrations.Price: 
$65.00 cloth (ISBN 0-300-04975-7). 

Reviewed by Jose Olivarez 

The Planet Venus is largely written by 
its principal author, Mikhail Ya. Marov, a 
Venus specialist, and is based on a 
manuscript originally written by him in 
Russian but recently updated with David 
Grinspoor as a co-author. This book is dif-
ferent from other books on Venus now in 
print because it emphasizes a Russian view 
of the planet; Dr. Marov was chief scientist 
for Soviet Venera Spacecraft studies of 
Venus. 

The Planet Venus is a large book of 
464 pages that also integrates data from the 
Galileo, Magellan, Pioneer-Venus, and 
other space missions. It summarizes the his-
tory of Venus research, covers the atmo-
sphere, geomorphology and tectonic histo-
ry, and considers its geology. The authors 
also offer various theories to explain the  

planet's slow retrograde rotation, its lack of 
magnetic field, and its bizarre atmospheric 
dynamics. Unique illustrations include pho-
tographs and detailed diagrams of the 
Venera Spacecraft and high-quality images 
of the surface of Venus never before pre-
sented in English-language publications. 
Sample chapters include "Venus as a planet 
of the Solar System", "The Surface: Relief, 
Composition, and Geology", and "Clouds". 
Chapter 2, "The History of Investigations", 
contains an informative account of the 
Soviet Venera Space Missions to the planet. 

The Planet Venus is mainly intended 
for professionals and students in the plane-
tary sciences. According to solar system 
specialist, Dale Cruikshank, "The Planet 
Venus adeptly brings together three decades 
of spacecraft scientific investigations of 
Venus." 

The Moon Book. 

By Kim Long 

Johnson Books, 1880 South 57th Court, 
Boulder, Colorado 80301. 1998. 149 

pages. Price: $12.50 paper 
(ISBN 1-55566-230-7). 

Reviewed by Jose Olivarez 

The first edition of The Moon Book 
was created in 1988 as a publishing venture 
to answer questions related to the Moon 
Calendar which is published annually by 
Johnson Books. This edition is revised and 
expanded and brims with Moon facts and 
lore from cover to cover. Possibly every 
factual detail that any student or teacher 
would want to know about the Moon and its 
movement is presented here. Sample topics 
covered include "The Moon's Orbit", 
"Lunar Phases", "Moon Size and 
Brightness", "Earthshine" and "Moon 
Calendars". This little book is also well 
illustrated throughout with clear charts and 
diagrams. A lunar chart (LPC-1) prepared 
by the Defense Mapping Agency Aerospace 
Center is also included, as are lists of lunar 
vital statistics. 

The Moon Book is a handy little 
guide book to have around when a lunar 
question pops into your head. Get a copy 
and keep in on your reference shelf ! 
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OBSERVING THE MOON: BRIGHT RAYS 

By: Bill Dembowski , Coordinator, 
A.L.P.O. Lunar Topographical Studies 

Conventional wisdom says that the 
worst time for lunar observing is near Full 
Phase. It is at these times that shadows dis-
appear and most lunar features are difficult, 
if not impossible, to observe. But conven-
tional wisdom does not always apply. When 
the Sun is high in the lunar sky some of the 
Moon's most fascinating features, the 
bright lunar rays, blaze into view. 

Lunar rays, those beautiful splash pat-
terns that cover the face of the Full Moon, 
were once quite a mystery. Some early 
observers thought that they were cracks in 
the lunar crust that were later filled by dust 
or ice; others considered them to be salt 
deposits from extinct oceans. One of the 
more persistent theories was that they were 
volcanic in origin, similar to the Hawaiian 
features known as Pele's Hair. We know 
now that rays are the ejecta of meteoric and 
asteroidal impacts. 

Rays appear to be distributed randomly 
across the lunar disc, although those on the 
dark maria tend to show up most dramati-
cally because of the contrast effect. 
Although often quite extensive, they have 
no appreciable height and are never seen to 
cast a shadow. They typically are uninter-
rupted by mountains, crater walls, or rilles 
but there is some observational evidence 
that this may not always be the case. 

Rays are thus best seen under high illu-
mination. It is advisable to begin your 
observing session with a relative low power 
eyepiece (20-50X) to get an overall view of 
the larger ray systems and their relationship 
to one another. Move next to a medium 
power (100-200X) to study individual sys-
tems. You may wish then to use more mag-
nification, but some observers find that 
magnifications in excess of 200X are more 
of a hindrance than a help when studying 
the rays. Also, observing the brighter 
regions of the Moon will usually require 
some measures to reduce the glare. 
Reducing the aperture of your telescope is 
one method of glare reduction but most 
observers prefer the use of filters; either 
colored, neutral density, or polarizing. 
While using such devices a few rays can 
actually be traced nearly to the terminator. 

The most extensive lunar ray system is 
that associated with the crater Tycho. Long 
and straight, the rays of Tycho reach 
halfway across the face of the Moon and are 
so bright that they are highly visible even in 
the relatively bright highlands where they 
originate. One ray from Tycho appears to 
divide Mare Serenitatis in half. If this is in 
fact a ray from Tycho, and not from 
Menelaus as some believe, the span of the 
Tycho system exceeds 2,000 km. Interest-
ingly, the Tycho rays do not begin at the 
crater walls. There is a dark halo surround-
ing the crater which may be the result of 
darker, heavier ejecta piling up around the 
crater walls. Also, the Tycho ray system is 
far from symmetrical. Some of its longest 
rays do not radiate from the center of the 
crater but rather from points on the crater 
walls. In addition, there is about a 120°  gap 
in the system to the west. This gap is not 
totally devoid of rays but it lacks the major 
streaks that typify the rest of the system. 

Far north of Tycho are the craters 
Copernicus and Kepler. Their ray systems, 
though prominent, are rather different than 
Tycho's. Whereas the rays of Tycho are 
straight and narrow, the Copernicus and 
Kepler rays are broader and more feather-
like. They appear to spread like ostrich 
plumes, sometimes doubling back upon 
themselves to form oval loops. The two 
systems often overlap in a complex pattern 
that is difficult, if not impossible, to deci-
pher. Both of these rays systems are also 
dimmer than that of Tycho, an indication 
that they predate their southern neighbor. It 
is usually accepted that rays are bright 
when originally formed but darken as they 
are bombarded by micrometeorites and cos-
mic rays. Kepler and its ray system are 
shown in a CCD image in Figure 1 (p. 67), 
and in a drawing on this issue's front cover. 
One puzzling aspect of the Copernicus rays 
is that they are brighter than their age sug-
gests they should be. At 810 million years 
old, theory says that they should have faded 
by now but at Full Moon they are second 
only to Tycho's in brilliance and extent. 

Northwest of Copernicus and Kepler is 
Aristarchus. Recognized as the brightest 
crater on the Moon, Aristarchus is not often 
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Figure 1. Kepler (to left). CCD image by Bill 
O'Connell of Whitman, MA. 1998 Nov 06, 
02h1Om UT. 20-cm Schmidt-Cassegrain 

f/20. Colong. 112°.1. North at top. 

Figure 2. Sketch of Proclus by Daniel del Valle of 
Aguadilla, Puerto Rico. 1998 OCT 01, 22h27m-22h45m 

UT. 9-cm Maksutov-Cassegrain, 120X, Wratten 80A (blue) 
Filter. Seeing 5 (0 = worst to 10 = perfect). South at top. 
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thought of as the center of a ray system. 
However, inspection of the area surround-
ing Aristarchus will reveal a dim but defi-
nite ray system, complex in nature and 
quite widespread. Obviously there is a rela-
tionship between the brightness of the 
crater and the existence of rays. 

One of the most interesting ray systems 
is the one associated with the crater Proclus 
just west of the western shore of Mare 
Crisium, shown in Figure 2 (lower right). 
Proclus, incidentally, is the Moon's second 
brightest crater. This system has a most def-
inite gap of 180°  that includes the entire 
Palus Somni. There is some observational 
evidence to suggest that a ridge in the area 
interrupted the trajectory of the low-flying 
ejecta, but this explanation is 
controversial. Regardless of the 
cause, this gap in the ray pat-
tern is an echo, in miniature, of 
the Tycho system. 

The pair of rays emanating 
from the twin craters of 
Messier and Messier A are truly 
unique as they stretch comet-
like from the center, to the 
western shore, of Mare Fecun-
ditatis, shown in Figure 3 (p. 
68). Closer inspection will 
reveal that both rays actually 
emanate from only one of the 
twins, Messier A, formerly 
called "Pickering." Current 
thinking is that both of the 
craters, and the rays, were 
formed by the glancing impact 
of a meteor that struck the lunar 
surface at a shallow angle of 
5°. These rays are visible even  

under a relatively low sun angle and 
make interesting viewing anytime 
they are sunlit. 

Near the western shore of Oceanus 
Procellarum is one of the most extra-
ordinary features on the Moon, Reiner 
Gamma. Reiner Gamma is a swirl of 
bright ray-like material that has no 
known source. It appears brighter than 
most rays under a low Sun. However, 
like lunar rays it never casts a shadow. 
Where did it come from? A similar 
feature exists on Mare Marginis on the 
Moons eastern limb. It has been theo-
rized that the latter is the result of 
ejecta emanating from the impact that 
formed Mare Orientale, converging 
from all directions on the exact oppo-
site side of the Moon. But no such 

impact site exists to account for the pres-
ence of Reiner Gamma. Is it, in effect, a ray 
without a crater to call home or a feature in 
a class by itself? (See also Figure 1, p. 69.) 

Table 1 (p. 68) lists the lunar coordinates 
for 34 selected craters having prominent 
ray systems, with Reiner Gamma thrown in 
for good measure. The positions of these 
craters are plotted in Figure 4 (p. 69). In 
addition to conventional ray systems there 
are literally hundreds of bright spots on the 
lunar surface. These are, of course, simply 
rays of limited extent, and often without 
any apparent internal structure. A listing of 
these bright spots would have to be made 
primarily on the basis of their coordinates 
since most of the craters are so unremark- 
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Table 1. Selected Ray Craters. 

Anaxagoras 73.4N 10.1W 
Aristarchus 23.7N 47.4W 
Aristillus 33.9N 01.2E 
Autolycus 30.7N 01.5E 
Bessel 21.8N 17.9E 
Birt 22.4S 08.5W 
Byrgius A 24.5S 63.8W 
Copernicus 09.7N 20.0W 
Euclides 07.4S 29.5W 
Furnerius A 33.5S 59.1E 
Geminus C 33.9N 58.7E 
Glushko 08.3N 77.5W 
Godin 01.8N 10.2E 
Hind 07.9S 07.4E 
Kepler 08.1N 38.0W 
Lalande 04.4S 08.6W 
Langrenus 08.9S 60.9E 
Manilius 14.5N 09.1E 
Menelaus 16.3N 16.0E 
Messala B 37.4N 59.8E 
Messier A 02.0S 46.9E 
Olbers 07.4N 75.9W 
Petavius B 19.8S 57.1E 
Proclus 16.1N 46.8E 
Reiner Gamma 08.0N 58.0W 
Sirsalis 12.5S 60.4W 
Snellius 29.3S 55.7E 
Stevinus A 32.1S 51.9E 
Strabo 61.9N 54.3E 
Taruntius 05.6N 46.5E 
Thales 61.8N 50.3E 
Theophilus 11.4S 26.4E 
Timocharis 26.7N 13.1W 
Tycho 43.3S 11.2W 
Zucchius 61.4S 50.3W 

able as not to have names or even letters. 
Rays themselves, unlike all other major fea-
tures on the Moon, do not have a standard 
nomenclature to identify them. 

Bright lunar rays are so intriguing that 
the Association of Lunar and Planetary 
Observers, the British Astronomical As-
sociation, and the American Lunar Society 
are conducting a joint program to catalog, 
map, and study them in detail. Anyone 
wishing to participate in the program 
should contact the A.L.P.O. Coordinator of 
Lunar Topographical Studies (address in 
staff listing on p. 96). As always, your 
sketches, photographs, and electronic 
images of the Moon are encouraged and 
welcomed by the Coordinator. In addition 
to observations of rays, those of wrinkle 
ridges are especially welcomed since they 
will be the subject of the next installment of 
our "Observing the Moon" series. 

Elger, T. Gwyn. (1895). The Moon. 
London: George Philip & Son. (Ray 
crater list on pp. 160-163.) 

Goodacre, Walter. (1931) The Moon. 
Bournemouth: Priv. Pub. (Ray crater 
list on pp. 352-353.) 

Kitt, Michael. (1991) The Moon: An 
Observing Guide for Backyard 
Telescopes. Waukesha, MI: Kalmbach 
Books. 

Kopal, Zdenek. (1971) A New Photo-
graphic Atlas of the Moon. New York, 
NY: Taplinger Publishing Company. 

Moore, Patrick and Wilkins, H. Percy. 
(1956) The Moon. New York, NY: The 
MacMillan Company. 

Price, Fred W. (1988) The Moon Observ-
er's Handbook. Cambridge, UK: 
Cambridge University Press. 
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Figure 3. Sketch of Messier and Messier A (above 
center) by David Lehman of Fresno, CA. 1998 JUN 
30, 04h40m-05h30m UT. 15-cm Newtonian, 220X. 

Seeing 3 (0 le worst to 10 = perfect). Colong. 
339°.2-339°.6. South at top. 
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Figure 4. Locations of 
selected lunar ray craters 
listed in Table 1 (p. 68). 
Lunar north at top. The 
base map is taken from a 
1:10,000,000-scale lunar 
mosaic prepared by the 
USAF Air Chart and 
Information Center. 

A TOOL FOR LUNARIANS: CLEMENTINE IMAGE MOSAICS 

Selenographers now have convenient 
access to Clementine-Mission images in 
the form of fifteen CD-ROMs of image 
mosaics covering the Moon under local-
noontime lighting at 100-meter pixel size 
in the near-infrared (750-nm). The 100-m 
resolution images are arranged in one CD-
ROM for each polar region; twelve disks, 
each covering a 30°-longitude strip from 
70°N to 70°S; and a final disk showing the 
entire Moon at pixel sizes of 0.5, 2.5, and 
12.5 km. The mosaics are plotted in the 
Sinusoidal Equal-Area Projection. Part of a 
sample mosaic is shown in Figure 1 below. 

Titled "Clementine Lunar Digital 
Image Models (LDIM), Vols. 1-15", the 
CD-ROM set contains software to read the 
images and their documentation for a vari-
ety of computer systems (e.g., IBM/PC-
compatible, Macintosh, Sun). The set may 
be purchased for $150.00 from: National 
Space Science Data Center/World Data 
Center-A for Rockets and Satellites, 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Code 633, 
Greenbelt, MD 20771 (Telephone 301-
286-6695; Fax 301-286-1635, E-mail 
request@mssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov). 

1 
Figure 1. Clementine Image Mosaic showing the Reiner Gamma albedo formation in 
Oceanus Procellarum at 100-meter resolution. Assembled from 750 nm (near infrared) 
imaaes North at top. The area shown measures approximately 100X40km. 
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in the School of Journalism at the Univer-
sity of Tennessee where he holds the Chair 
of Excellence in Science, Technology, and 
Medical Writing. If reading astronomy 
books for pleasure is something you enjoy, 
you'll love this book. 

Moon Missions. 

By William F. Mellberg, 
with a Foreword by Harrison H. Schmitt. 

Plymouth Press, 101 Panton Road, 
Vergennes, VT 05491. 1997. 196 pages, 
illustrations, index. Price : $29.95 paper 

(ISBN 1-882663-12-8). 

Reviewed by John Westfall 

It has been a full generation since the 
Apollo era, and longer since the unmanned 
probes that preceded the Apollo astronauts. 
Those who lived through those events may 
by now be a little hazy about their details, 
while those who were young then or born 
later know them only as history. 

Thus Bill Mellberg's book serves a 
definite need. Its purpose is to inform the 
reader about the American and Soviet lunar 
missions, automatic and manned, of the 
1960s and early 1970s, their relation to 
each other, and what they found out about 
the Moon. 

Astronaut Harrison Schmitt's Fore-
word stresses the motivations for a return to 
the Moon, which would make practical use 
of the Apollo-era findings. The body of the 
book then begins with a five-page summa-
ry of pre-space era lunar astronomy; I wish 
he had devoted a little more space to 350 
years of telescopic study, but such curt 
treatment of "selenography" is normal in 
modern lunar literature. The remainder of 
"Part One: The Old Moon" traces the histo-
ry of rocket development up to May 25, 
1961, when President Kennedy committed 
the United States to a "race to the Moon." 

I was somewhat puzzled when "Part 
Two: The Moon Missions" then moved 
directly to the planning for the Apollo 
Missions before discussing the earlier 
unmanned missions; the American Ranger, 
Surveyor, and Orbiter series and the Soviet 
Luna missions. The American unmanned 
programs receive just 14 pages, the Soviet 
series only 6 pages. Because these pro-
grams, particularly the Lunar Orbiters, pro-
vided so much information that is still valu- 

able for research, they should have received 
more attention. 

Where the book excels is in its cover-
age of the American manned programs, 
including the Mercury and Gemini flights, 
but especially the Apollo program, stress-
ing the Apollo-8, -10, and -13 lunar orbit 
missions (the last unintentional) and the 
Apollo-11, -12, -14, -15, -16, and -17 lunar 
landings during the 1969-1972 period. The 
giant Saturn rockets, the Apollo capsules, 
the LEMs (Lunar Excursion Modules or 
"landers") are described in detail. The 
author also provides a balanced treatment 
of the missions' activities and experiments, 
and of course pays due attention to the indi-
vidual astronauts themselves. 

Mr. Mellberg, an A.L.P.O. member and 
observer, knows his way about the Moon 
and describes the terrain and geology of 
each of the landing sites. "Part Three: The 
New Moon" devotes its first 17 pages to a 
review of the scientific findings. Again, I 
found this section too brief, but several 
other books are available that do a good job 
of acquainting their readers with Apollo 
and post-Apollo lunar science (e.g., Don E. 
Wilhelms' The Geologic History of the 
Moon and To a Rocky Moon, or Paul 
Spudis' The Once and Future Moon). 
However, the Clementine Mission deserves 
more than a single sentence! 

This book has several "frills" that help 
to make it well worth the purchase price. 
The most valuable of these are the over 100 
illustrations, most of them well-reproduced 
black-and-white photographs. A photomap 
shows the Apollo landing sites (but curi-
ously not those of the Rangers or Survey-
ors, or the Soviet landers). There are sever-
al appendices; one is a brief table of lunar 
statistics, and another presents data on the 
nine Apollo lunar missions. Lunar geologic 
history is competently summarized in 
Appendix C (although not everyone would 
agree that the Procellarum Basin exists). 
The last portion of the book includes a list 
of frequently-used acronyms (a hallmark 
of NASA programs!), a glossary, a decent 
bibliography, and an index. 

Moon Missions is a valuable and inter-
esting book for any student of the Moon. It 
is well-written and sets the Apollo era in 
scientific, historic, and political perspec-
tive. It would be more useful yet were the 
scientific results of the unmanned missions 
given more space. Nonetheless, this well-
produced book is definitely worth having. 
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Dry Falls, the eroded remains of a catastrophic flood of about 12,000 years ago. This 125-m (400 
ft) precipice is a terrestrial analog to the Martian channels. In the Channeled Scablands of 
Washington State, this feature is about 90 km (55 mi) west of Spokane and was a stopping place 
on the ASTROCON 99 field trip conducted by Dr. John P. Buchanan of the Department of Geology 
of Eastern Washington University (see page 134). 
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Figure 1. Dorsa Smirnov (right of center); a 
video frame by Doug Hansen. Colongitude 
339°.25. 1998 JUN 30, 04h47m UT. 15-cm 
Maksotov-Cassegrain. Seeing - 3 on the 
A.L.P.O. Scale (0 = worst to 10 = perfect). 
South at top. 
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Wrinkle ridges are winding, blister-
like features that snake across virtually all 
the Moon's mare surfaces. Few ridges 
exceed 300 meters in height, but, on the 
relatively smooth mare, they are easily 
observed when near the terminator. 
Wrinkle ridges are probably the least-
understood class of lunar features and there 
are at least six different theories to explain 
their formation. None of the theories claim 
to explain all wrinkle ridges and all the the-
ories may play a part in their formation. 
One of the most common causes of wrinkle 
ridges appears to be subsidence. When the 
Moon was formed it was melted to a great 
depth. As it cooled, lighter minerals (such 
as plagioclase) rose to form the surface 
while heavier minerals (olivine and pyrox-
ene) sank. After a period of solidification, 
radioactive decay melted the denser miner-
als and they seeped up through faults in the 
lunar surface. The heavier elements now 
overburdened the lighter and caused the 
mare surface to collapse. Wrinkle ridges 
formed much as the ridges in the palm of 
the hand form when the hand is cupped. 

Subsidence plays a role in a different 
theory of wrinkle ridge formation. In this 
theory a relatively thin layer of lava sub-
sides over an existing structure such as a 
crater wall. The subsiding lava, being 
somewhat plastic in nature, conforms to the 
shape of the underlying structure and forms 
a wrinkle ridge. Some other, less popular, 
theories include those that attribute wrinkle 
ridges to uncollapsed lava tubes, regional 
uplifts, and the remnants of fissure erup-
tions. 

Wrinkle ridges often occur in complex 
systems, the most famous of which is 
Dorsa Smirnov, the Serpentine Ridge. 
[When named, wrinkle ridges take the 
Latin prefix dorsum (singular) or dorsa 
(plural).] Located on the eastern side of 
Mare Serenitatis, it is easily seen in even 
the smallest telescope, and is shown to the 
right in Figure 1 and below (p. 132) in 
Figure 2. Dorsa Smirnov starts rather indis-
tinctly in the north near the crater 
Posidonius and snakes its way south, 
becoming more prominent as it goes. As it 
approaches the southeast corner of Mare 

Serenitatis it is joined by another promi-
nent wrinkle system, Dorsa Lister, which 
sweeps westward to the crater Bessel. 
Several smaller ridges, most notably 
Dorsum von Cotta, continue the arc which 
sweeps northward and east to complete the 
circle. 

On the extreme eastern shore of Mare 
Serenitatis is the flooded crater le Monnier. 
Under a low Sun one can see how an arcing 
wrinkle ridge completes the missing west-
ern wall of the 61-km crater. A similar situ-
ation appears on the southern shore of 
Oceanus Procellarum where the missing 
northeastern wall of the crater Letronne is 
completed by a wrinkle ridge, while a sec-
ond ridge marks the location of the buried 
central peak of this heavily damaged 91-
km crater. The rest of Oceanus Procellarum 
contains numerous wrinkle ridges that run 
at every conceivable angle. Some form par-
allel ridges such as those south of the 
craters Marius and Brayley in the western 
portion of Oceanus Procellarum. Others 
virtually criss-cross each other, such as 
those southwest of the crater Lansberg in 
the south, an example of which appears in 
Figure 3 (p. 132). 

OBSERVING THE MOON: WRINKLE RIDGES 

By: Bill Dembowski, Coordinator, A.L.P.O. Lunar Section, 
Lunar Topographical Studies 
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Figure 2. Dorsa Smirnov, drawn by David 
Lehman. Colongitude 339°.25. 1998 JUN 30, 
04h47m UT, simultaneously with the video 
frame in Figure 1. 15-cm Maksutov-Casse-
grain. Seeing = 4 (A.L.P.O.). South at top. 

Figure 3. Drawing by Colin Ebdon of wrinkle 
ridges south of Lansberg D (near center). 
1998 DEC 28, 18h15m-19h1Om UT. Colongi-
tude 032°.97-033°.48. 25-cm Newtonian, 
183X. Seeing = II-Ill on the Antoniadi Scale 
(good-moderate). South at top. 
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Mare Humorum is another fine exam-
ple of how wrinkle ridges may have been 
formed by the subsidence of a circular 
basin. A fairly straight ridge runs from 
Gassendi in the north to Gassendi 0 in the 
east. Along the way, however, it separates 
and becomes a complex network that traces 
the eastern shore of the basin in a sweeping 
curve to Doppelmayer in the south. 

Another circular basin, Mare Nectaris, 
holds a very interesting wrinkle ridge. This 
feature runs for approximately 200 km 
along the western shore of the mare from 
Beaumont in the south to Theophilus in the 
north. This wrinkle ridge is rather broad 
and sometimes has a braided appearance. 
Try observing it for several nights to see 
how its appearance can change. The same, 
of course, should be done with all wrinkle 
ridges. Being low-profile, complex struc-
tures, they are very subject to the interplay 
of light and shadow as the sun angle 
changes. Another system of wrinkle ridges 
graces the northeast corner of Mare 
Nectaris. These are more difficult to 
observe and may be an example of the sub-
sidence of a thin lava layer over submerged 
craters. Look for them in the area between 
Gaudibert and Daguerre. 

Mare Fecunditatis is another basin 
with wrinkle ridges of the type often 
referred to as "ghost craters." A cluster of a  

half-dozen can be seen, under a very low 
Sun, northeast of the crater Goclenius. 
Another grouping can be found surround-
ing the Messier-Messier A twins. A rather 
broad wrinkle ridge of the conventional 
type is Dorsa Mawson near the eastern 
shore of this mare. 

When it comes to ghost craters, noth-
ing can compare to Lamont in western 
Mare Tranquillitatis. Lying just southeast 
of the crater Arago, the wrinkle ridges that 
trace the outline of the buried crater span 
an impressive 75 km, as shown in Figure 4 
(p. 133). The beauty of Lamont does not 
end here. The circle of ridges is also the 
center for a spray of wrinkle ridges that 
radiate outward in all directions, giving the 
entire system a diameter of over 350 km. 

The floor of Mare Crisium is almost 
devoid of surface features. It has only a few 
prominent craters but does contain a fine 
system of wrinkle ridges. The eastern edge 
of Mare Crisium is traced for 150 km in the 
north by Dorsa Tetyaev and for 200 km in 
the south by Dorsa Harker. On the western 
side of the mare, Dorsum Oppel runs for 
300 km, as shown in Figure 5 (p. 133). Of 
truly great interest, however, is the system 
of wrinkle ridges that crisscross the central 
mare surface, forming a variety of shapes 
and patterns. 
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Figure 5. Dorsum Oppel in Mare Crisium, a 
video frame by Eric Douglass. 1997 SEP 19, 
07h0On UT. Colongitude 119°.98. 10-cm 
refractor. Seeing = 4 (A.L.P.O.). South at top. 

Figure 4. The ridge-ring Lamont in western 
Mare Tranquillitatis. CCD image by J. 
Westfall, 1998 MAR 04, 03h14m UT. Colongi-
tude 338°.48. 28-cm Schmidt-Cassegrain, 
f/21, 0.20 sec exposure. South at top. 

A branching system of wrinkle ridges 
runs from the vicinity of Plato to the crater 
Piazzi Smyth on Mare Imbrium. Another 
runs from Mons Piton toward the crater 
Aristillus. The center of Mare Imbrium 
contains a number of sharply defined wrin-
kle ridges running in a roughly north-south 
direction. As these ridges are not concen-
tric with the rim of the basin, some lunar 
scientists believe that they were formed by 
lava welling up from fissures in the lunar 
surface. To the northwest, the wrinkle 
ridges echo the shape of the basin, and at 
Sinus Iridum they take on a most interest-
ing aspect. A series of parallel ridges gives 
the impression of waves rushing to the 
shore. Seeing these ridges, it is not difficult 
to understand why early observers thought 
there were seas on the Moon, although it 
does not take long to realize that these 
"waves" do not move. 

Although not at all a circular basin, 
Mare Frigoris is not free of wrinkle ridges. 
Some rather intricate ridges occupy the 
area between the craters Fontenelle and 
Plato. Some parallel ridges mark the region 
east from there to the crater Protagoras, 
after which more serpentine-like ridges 
continue on to the far eastern shore of this 
mare. Indeed, even tiny Sinus Medii has 
some wrinkle ridges that run in a north-
south direction between the craters 

Triesnecker and Chladni. The 5-km crater 
Blagg marks the southern terminus of a 
ridge where it branches and fades. 

Perhaps the most exceptional wrinkle 
ridge is the one that lies, not on a mare, but 
within the crater Wargentin. Wargentin is 
the famous flooded-to-the-brim crater that 
lies near the southwestern limb of the 
Moon. Its raised floor is dominated by a 
system of wrinkle ridges that can resemble 
a crow's foot. Under a low Sun it is a won-
derful sight indeed! 

The author wishes to thank those 
observers who contributed to the illustra-
tions used in this article, and especially 
Eric Douglass of Sanford, North Carolina 
for his help in the preparation of the text. 
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Figure 1 (right). 
The 	Messier- 
Messier A pair, in 
Mare Fecund-
itatis (left of cen-
ter), under mor- 
ning 	lighting. 
Messier (9X11 
km) is the left of 
the two. Note the 
double "comet 
ray" extending 
west from Me-
ssier A, as well 
as the duplicity 
of Messier A (13 
X11 km). 1999 
MAR 23. 

Figure 4 (right). The 
complex, ancient for-
mation Janssen, 190 
km in diameter, domi-
nates this frame. The 
afternoon lighting high-
lights the varied floor 
detail, including a rifle 
system. The large 
crater below center, 
with a central peak, is 
Fabricius. 1995 SEP 21. 

Figure 3 (above). A larger pair, Atlas (left, 87 
km) and Hercules (67 km), under late after-
noon lighting. Note the wall terraces and 
floor detail inside Atlas and the ruined crater 
Atlas E to its lower right. 1995 JUN 18. 

Figure 2 (above). Messier-Messier A 
with late afternoon lighting emphasizing 
low ridges in the mare. The "comet ray" 
is still faintly visible. 1995 JUN 17. 

A LUNAR VIDEO GALLERY 

A.L.P.O. member and author Thomas A. Dobbins has kindly furnished us with digital ver-
sions of lunar video images taken with a closed-circuit black-and-white CCD video cam-
era, with 10-micrometer photosites and array dimensions of 640 columns by 480 rows 
(i.e., measuring 6.4X4.8 mm). The camera was used with a 14-in (36-cm) Schmidt-
Cassegrain telescope, with a Barlow lens at f/34 giving a pixel size of 0.17 arc seconds, 
together with a Wratten 15 (deep yellow) Filter. The video images were digitized and com-
puter-enhanced by Mr. Dobbins, with some subsequent processing by the Editor. Lunar 
south is towards the top in all views, which are arranged in lunar east-to-west order. 

Figure 5. More pairs; near center are Sabine (left, 30 
km) and Ritter (right, 31 km); below Ritter is Ritter C 
(upper) and Ritter B (lower). The lowlands unit is Mare 
Tranquillitatis. At center left is a triangle of small 
craters named after the Apollo-11 astronauts: 
Armstrong (left), Collins (center), and Aldrin (right); 
difficult objects with diameters 2.4-4.6 km. Morning 
lighting. 1999 MAR 23. 

Figure 6. Just north of Figure 5, with the crater Arago 
(26 km) near the left margin; note the low domes to 
its north (down) and west (right). The Rima 
Ariadaeus is in the upper right. The Rimae 
Sosigenes (near and below center) are named after 
the 18-km crater Sosigenes on the mare margin at 
the end of the elongated depression Julius Caesar G 
in the lower right. Morning lighting. 1999 MAR 23. 
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Figure 7 (above). This morning-lighting 
view adjoins Figure 6 on its right (west), 
showing the full extent of Rima 
Ariadaeus (upper left to lower right; 220 
km in length). Other features include the 
ruined depression Julius Caesar (lower 
left; 90 km) and Agrippa (upper right 
corner; 46 km). 1998 DEC 26. 

Figure 13 (above). The famous "Straight Wall" faul 
scarp (Rupes Recta), 110 km long, runs left of center, 
casting a shadow under the frame's morning lighting. 
The crater to its right is Birt (17 km). To Birt's lower 
right is the delicate Rima Birt, 50 km long, originating 
in the summit crater of a small dome. 1999 MAR 25. 

Figure 12 (above). A sunrise view of 
the 153-km flooded crater Ptole-
maeus, whose floor contains much 
low relief (including shallow depres-
sions called "saucers"), seen only 
under very low lighting. 1999 MAR 24. 

Figure 14 (above). The view features the 101-km 
dark-floored crater Plato. Note the faint streaks and 
tiny craters on its floor; the latter are considered test 
objects for visual observers. South of Plato is part of 
the Mare Imbrium, containing the Montes Teneriffe in 
the upper right. To the east (left) of Plato the Rimae 
Plato can be seen. Morning lighting. 1999 DEC 28. 

Figure 8. Abulfeda is 
the 62-km flat-floored 
crater in the lower 
right, located in the 
lunar highlands. Tan-
gent to its upper-right 
wall and extending to 
the upper left of the 
frame is the Catena 
Abulfeda, a chain of 
craters perhaps attrib-
utable to the impact of 
a fragmented comet. 
Morning lighting. 1999 
MAR 23. 

Figure 11 (left). 
The low morning 
Sun dramatically 
highlights the Ri-
mae Triesnecker, 
considered a test 
object for earth- 
based 	images. 
Triesnecker itself 
(26 km) is on the 
terminator, right of 
center. Part of the 
Sinus Medii is in 
the upper-right 
quadrant of the 
frame. 1998 DEC 
25. 

Figure 9 (far left; 1998 DEC 
26) and 10 (left; 1999 MAR 
24). Both views are under 
morning lighting. The Rima 
Hyginus extends 220 km 
and runs through the 10.6-
km rimless crater Hyginus 
(right of center in Figure 
10). West (right) of Hygin-
us in Figure 10 is part of 
the Rimae Triesnecker rifle 
system, better shown in 
Figure 11 (left, below). 
North of (below) Hyginus is 
a complex volcanic table-
land, often unofficially 
called the "Schnecken-
berg" (Snail Mountain). 
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Figure 15 (left). The 
large crater is 105-km 
Pitatus, with 42-km 
Hesiodus on its left, both 
with interiors flooded by 
lava flows from Mare 
Nubium, to the north. 
Note the double concen-
tric wall of Hesiodus A, 
on the southwest (upper 
right) wall of Hesiodus. 
Morning lighting. 1998 
DEC 28. 

: 

 

Figure 17 (left). At cen-
ter is Flumker, a dome 
complex in Oceanus 
Procellarum. Seen well 
only shortly after lunar 
sunrise (in this view) or 
before sunset, this 55-
km structure is one of 
several examples of 
post-mare volcanism in 
Oceanus Procellarum. 
1995 MAR 13. 

Figure 16 (above). Gassendi (110 km), 
on the northern margin of Mare 
Humorum, shortly after lunar sunrise. 
Gassendi is known for its intricate floor 
detail, including a central peak and com-
plex rifle system. Gassendi A is visible 
on the north (lower) rim of Gassendi. 
1995 MAR 13. 

BOOK REVIEWS 

Edited by Jose Olivarez 
Mapping Time: 

The Calendar and its History. 

E.G. Richards. 

Oxford University Press, 198 Madison 
Avenue, New York, NY 10016-4314. 

1998. 450 pages, illustrations, index. Price 
$35.00 cloth (ISBN 019-850413-6). 

Reviewed by John Westfall 

All human societies have needed to 
designate dates in a consistent manner, but 
have had to deal with incommensurable 
time units: the solar day, the month (luna-
tion: 29.530589 d), and the year (mean 
tropical: 365.242190 d). Mapping Time 
tells the fascinating story of how these dif-
ferent societies have tackled this problem. 

After discussing the unavoidable 
astronomical facts, the book describes cal-
endar systems of many sorts beginning in 
prehistory and continuing forward through 
the French Republican Calendar. Along the 
way we learn about the Babylonian, 
Egyptian, Mayan, Aztec, and Jewish and 
Islamic calendars, including many others 
and of course the more familiar Julian and 
Gregorian variety. 

Not confining the text to history, 
Richards provides the algorithms and 
tables necessary to convert among the  

many calendar systems he includes. The 
wealth of information is augmented by a 
10-page glossary, an extensive bibliogra-
phy, and appendices dealing with such 
niceties as astronomical constants, the 
names of the days of the week in 69 lan-
guages (!), and the names of the days of the 
year in the French Republican Calendar. 

Sadly, I must report that this book was 
poorly edited, with frequent typographical 
and other errors. A few examples are: 
Egyptian Old Kingdom dated as "2664-
5155 BC" (Table 11.1, p. 151); the date of 
Nativity was "AD 6" (p. 218); the destruc-
tion of the Second Temple is twice given as 
AD 67 (both on p. 225) and twice as AD 70 
(pp. 220 and 222); rather than having 
"probably been extinct in Iran since the 
deposition of the Pahlavis", the Reformed 
Islamic Calendar continues in use for civil 
holidays; the final digit of the Khwarizmi-
an day number is missing in Table 22.1 (p. 
290); Bithynia is in northwestern Turkey, 
not northeastern (p. 347); 0.002 sec/cent is 
not 2 millionths of a sidereal day per cen-
tury (p. 388; it is about 2 hundred-mil-
lionths); the mean tropical year formula is 
given to compute the synodic month (p. 
388); Table 1.1 should begin with "4000 
BC" rather than "400 BC" (p. 389). It is 
unfortunate that such an informative book 
is made harder to use because of the need 
to constantly check its facts and figures. 
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Figure 1. The Swiss astronomer and telescope maker 
Emile Schaer beside his 16-in (41-cm) Cassegrain, 
the instrument that revealed an "exterior Crepe Ring" 
for Saturn in 1908. 

77 

37 

38 

In a routine summary of the observa-
tions of Saturn made at his private observa-
tory at Juvisy-sur-Orges during the planet's 
1899 Apparition, the French astronomer 
Camille Flammarion commented on the 
unusual diffuse appearance of the outer 
edge of Ring A. Through his 10.2-inch (26-
cm) Bardou refractor it was "in no wise 
sharply defined, but seemed to shade off 
rather gently into space." [1] Although 
Flammarion's popular writings on astrono-
my had elevated him to the celebrity status 
enjoyed by Carl Sagan and Patrick Moore 
today, little if any notice was taken of his 
remarks at the time. In retrospect, however, 
his report set the stage for a series of obser-
vations that remain the subject of contro-
versy to this very day. [2] 

During the edgewise presentation of 
Saturn's Rings eight years later, a peculiar 
appearance was reported by the eminent 
French planetary observer Georges 
Fournier, who used the 11-inch (28-cm) 
refractor at the Jarry-Desloges Observatory 
on the 5100-foot (1550-m) summit of 
Mount Revard in Savoy. On two nights in 
early September of 1907, one month before 
the second passage of the Earth through the 
ring plane that year, Fournier glimpsed "a 
sort of nebulous, corpuscular cloud 
enveloping the ring on both faces" under 
atmospheric conditions so exceptionally 
tranquil that he described the image as "at 
moments absolutely perfect." In the ansae 
of the very narrowly opened Rings this 
"very pale luminous zone" was seen to 
extend for a short distance beyond the 
extremities of Ring A. [3] 

In September of the following year a 
new telescope went into service at the 
Geneva Observatory. A 16-inch (41-cm) 
Cassegrain reflector with the unusually 
long focal ratio of f/33, the instrument was 
the product of several months of work by 
Emile Schaer, a staff astronomer who was 
also a talented optician. "The optical sys-
tem is so perfect," Schaer wrote with satis-
faction in his journal, "that I cannot detect 
any error." Emile Schaer and his telescope 
are shown to the right in Figure 1. 

On the night of October 5, the Swiss 
astronomer trained his creation on Saturn. 
Less than a week past opposition, the plan- 

et was well placed for observation in the 
hours around midnight. Only ten months 
had elapsed since the Earth had last passed 
through the plane of the Rings, so they 
appeared inclined little more than 5° from 
the vantage point of an earthbound observ-
er. 

Fortunately the seeing that night was 
excellent, rewarding Schaer with the one of 
the best views of Saturn that he had 
enjoyed in fourteen years of observing the 
planet. Despite the oblique presentation of 
the Rings, it must have been an inspiring 
sight. Schaer 's observing log reads in part: 
"The Cassini Division can be followed 
almost to the limb of the planet. It is broad, 
very well defined and very dark," while the 
portion of Ring A within the delicate Encke 
Division appeared mottled or serrated. [4] 

After examining the image for about 
half an hour, Schaer noticed something 
unusual. Where the Rings passed in front of 

THE LOST RING OF SATURN 

By: Thomas Dobbins, A.L.P.O. Acting Coordinator, 
Solar System History, and Richard Baum  
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the Globe, their outer edge appeared to 
have a narrow dusky halo. At first he 
thought this was merely a poorly resolved 
border between the outer edge of Ring A 
and the shadow cast by the Rings on the 
Globe, or perhaps even one of Saturn's 
atmospheric belts. By 11 P.M., moments of 
virtually perfect seeing permitted Schaer to 
increase the magnification from 450X to 
660X. Now he could trace the dusky band 
beyond the confines of the Globe and see it 
against the dark sky background. In the 
steadiest moments, it could be glimpsed 
almost halfway to the extremities of the 
Rings before becoming lost in their glare. 

In equally good seeing on the follow-
ing night, Schaer was able to distinguish a 
pencil-thin strip of light reflected by the 
planet's cloud canopy separating the jet-
black shadow of the Rings on the Globe 
from a dusky band about one second of arc 
in width bordering the outer edge of Ring 
A. Only now did he write in his journal of 
coming to an "almost absolute certainty 
that the bright rings are bordered by an 
exterior dark ring." [5] 

Fournier's observation of the previous 
year, although prominently reported at the 
time, had escaped Schaer's notice. Despite 
his growing conviction that he had made a 
remarkable discovery, the cautious Schaer 
would observe Saturn yet again on the 
night of October 7 before making an 
announcement. "This evening," he wrote, 
"I can definitely see the exterior dusky ring 
in the ansae as far as the location of the 
Cassini Division, and for an instant perhaps 
to the eastern and western extremities of 
the bright rings." On the following morn-
ing Schaer telegraphed news of his findings 
to the Central Bureau at Kiel, Germany, 
then the principal clearinghouse for 
announcing astronomical discoveries. The 
telegram read: 

"A new brown ring surrounding the 
bright Rings of Saturn. The bright 
ring that passes in front of the planet 
is actually bordered by two narrow 
bands, brownish or dark, depending 
upon the state of our atmosphere. 
When the image is very tranquil, the 
upper band extends beyond the 
Globe of Saturn and at a greater dis-
tance forms the ansae of the Crepe 
Ring. The lower band likewise does 
not appear to leave off at the limb of 
the planet, but follows the bright 
ring. In this manner one will be in 
view of a dim exterior ring. This ring 

'he Strolling Astronomer, 5.A.L.P.O. 

is visible with difficulty in my 40cm 
Cassegrain with magnifications of 
270X, 450X, 660X. By contrast the 
Encke Division is already easily 
observable with the same instru-
ment." [6] 

Schaer's observing notes for October 
5 and 7, 1908, are reproduced in Figure 2 
(p. 147). 

In response to Schaer's announce-
ment, the 28-inch (71-cm) refractor at the 
Royal Greenwich Observatory, largest in 
the British Empire, was swung toward 
Saturn on the night of October 10. The 
three-member observing team included a 
26 year-old named Arthur Stanley 
Eddington, later to win fame and knight-
hood for his contributions to theories of the 
internal structure of stars and general rela-
tivity. Although the British observers were 
never to experience conditions quite as 
favorable as those enjoyed by Schaer, on 
this and six subsequent nights they did 
catch fragmentary glimpses of Schaer's 
Ring during the steadiest moments. Their 
observational notes, published in the 
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical 
Society, contain the following remarks: 

"October 10—Definition fairly 
good; bright moonlight. The ring, all 
round, appeared to be dusky on the 
outer edge. 
October 11—At 11h 15m G.M.T. the 
north following edge had a different 
appearance from the south edge; 
there was a trace of a faint fuzzy 
ring. At 11h 25m the faint fuzzy ring 
was suspected on the north preced-
ing edge. 
October 12—At 10h 38m the north 
edge of the outer ring was bordered 
by a faint, dusky ring, which was 
seen again at 10h 50m. 
October 15—At 11h 10m, with a 
power of 670, the outer bright ring 
had a dullish edge on the north side, 
while on the south side it was bright. 
At moments of good definition the 
north edge was bordered by a dusky 
ring, fairly well outlined. 
October 22—With a power of 550 in 
favourable seeing, there appeared 
traces of an outer dusky ring on the 
north preceding and following edge 
of the white ring. At 11h 10m the dif-
ference in the appearance of the 
north and south edges was most 
marked. 
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Figure 2. The entries from Emile 
Schaer's observing log recording his 
discovery of Saturn's "exterior crepe 
ring". Page 90 (upper left) is for 1908 
Ocr 05, while page 93 (left) 
describes 1908 Ocr 07. South is at 
the top in both drawings. 
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ceding and following edge of the 
white ring. 
October 30—From 9h 30m to 10h 
45m... an outer dusky ring was seen 
bordering the north preceding and IL

definition was occasionally very fair, 
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October 27—While making micro-
meter measures of the system, the 

and the outline of an outer dusky 
ring could be seen on the north pre- 
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following edge of the outer bright 
ring." [7] 

Across the Atlantic, Schaer's Ring 
was confirmed by Professor David Todd 
with the 18-inch (46-cm) Clark refractor at 
Amherst College. [8] Such was not to be 
the case, however, when the news reached 
Edward Emerson Barnard, arguably the 
foremost observational astronomer in the 
United States. On two evenings in January 
of 1909, Barnard carefully examined 
Saturn with the 40-inch (102-cm) Yerkes 
refractor at Williams Bay, Wisconsin, then 
and now the largest instrument of its kind 
in the world. 

By now three and a half months past 
opposition, Saturn rode low in the south-
western sky at nightfall. Not surprisingly, 
seeing was so poor that Barnard was 
prompted to diaphragm down the aperture 
slightly to improve definition, a practice he 
seldom employed. Despite recourse to an 
occulting bar to block the glare from the 
planet's Globe, he reported that he saw 
"nothing abnormal anywhere." [9] 

Visual discoveries of a dozen comets, 
several nebulae, and the fifth satellite of 
Jupiter had earned Barnard a reputation as 
a remarkably keen-eyed detector of faint 
objects, which Schaer's Ring was alleged 
to be. So great was the esteem for 
Barnard's skill as an observer (combined 
with the fact that he had employed the 
largest refractor in the world) that his pro-
nouncement was widely accepted as the 
final word on the subject of Schaer's Ring, 
which was soon relegated to obscurity. The 
tentative confirmation of the presence of an 
exterior Ring by the Greenwich observers 
could be dismissed as merely the product 
of the power of suggestion, while Todd's 
close alliance with Percival Lowell in the 
debate then raging over the reality of an 
intricate network of canals on Mars had 
severely damaged his credibility among his 
peers. 

Ironically, despite the Yerkes refrac-
tor 's tremendous light-grasp—six times 
that of Schaer's Cassegrain and twice that 
of its counterpart at Greenwich—it was an 
instrument particularly ill-suited to reveal 
the presence of any faint object adjacent to 
the bright outer Ring of Saturn. The resid-
ual chromatic aberration of very large dou-
blet refractors is so pronounced that it 
almost invariably comes as a rude shock to 
observers accustomed to the views provid-
ed by reflectors. Even users of achromatic  

refractors of moderate size are often disap-
pointed, since, ignoring the minor varia-
tions in the optical properties of the crown 
and flint glasses of that period, the conspic-
uousness of the secondary spectrum of a 
doublet objective is proportional to the 
square of its aperture. [10] 

The only solutions to this intractable 
problem are to employ dense monochro-
matic color filters when making observa-
tions of bright objects, to make one ele-
ment of the objective lens from one of the 
"abnormal dispersion" glasses (materials 
unavailable to 19th-century opticians), or 
to dramatically decrease the focal ratio of 
the telescope. Thus, while a century-old 5-
inch (13-cm) f/15 doublet may have very 
unobtrusive residual chromatic aberration, 
its 40-inch (102-cm) counterpart would 
require an utterly impractical focal ratio of 
f/120 to achieve comparable color correc-
tion! [11] 

The focal ratio of the Yerkes refractor 
is only f/19, so a bright object like Saturn is 
awash in an objectionable purple haze of 
defocussed red and violet light. Nor is this 
haze merely an offense aesthetically—the 
"signal" of any dim exterior Ring would be 
cloaked by the "noise" of this secondary 
spectrum. When Barnard, who had exclu-
sively used a variety of refractors during 
his career, finally had the opportunity to 
observe the planets with the 60-inch (152-
cm) Mount Wilson reflector in August of 
1910, the experience moved him to tell his 
host George Ellery Hale that for visual 
work on the planets he would now prefer a 
large reflector to either the 36-inch (91-cm) 
Lick or 40-inch (102-cm) Yerkes refractors. 
"Compared with the images of Saturn and 
Mars in the 60-inch, those in a refracting 
telescope have muddy or dirty look", he 
explained, while in the reflector a planet 
"looks as if cut out of paper and pasted on 
the background sky... perfectly hard and 
sharp with no softening of the edges. The 
outline and definition are much superior to 
that of a refracting telescope." [12] 

By temperament Barnard was averse 
to controversy and there is little reason to 
believe that he intended that his remarks be 
taken as a definitive verdict on Schaer's 
Ring. In fact, his observing notes for one of 
the two nights that he searched for it refer 
to difficulty in making out even the Crepe 
Ring in the turbulent air. [13] 

Meanwhile, Schaer claimed his best 
view of the exterior Ring on the evening of 
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January 24, 1909. But his energies were 
increasingly directed toward making 
instruments rather than observations. 
Already he was hard at work on a 
Cassegrain of one-meter aperture, the first 
of several large reflectors that he would 
construct. In coming years he would intro-
duce the practice of folding the light path 
of long-focus refractors into the form of the 
letter "N" using two planar mirrors, reduc-
ing the length of an otherwise cumbersome 
tube by two-thirds. These compact instru-
ments are still known as "Schaer refrac-
tors" in German literature. He would also 
to play a pivotal role in establishing an 
observing station atop the 13,668-foot 
(4166-m) summit of the Jungfrau in the 
Bernese Alps. By the time of his death in 
1931 at the age of 69, he left a rich legacy 
of telescopes, several of which remain in 
service to this day. [14] 

A trickle of additional confirming 
reports were all but ignored, typified by the 
following tale of woe: On November 24, 
1910, a tersely-worded telegram from the 
Observatoire d'Hem in Lille, France was 
received at the Kiel Central Bureau: 
"Saturn border exterior Ring A seen many 
sessions with nebulous degradation. 
Jonckheere." [15] 

The author was the young Belgian 
astronomer Robert Jonckheere, then just 
embarking on what would prove to be a 
distinguished career during which he 
would discover and catalog 3,350 pairs of 
double stars. Jonckheere later elaborated: 
"During the lunar eclipse of the 16th of 
November, 1910 the 35cm [14-in] equator-
ial was turned on Saturn. I noted at the east-
ern extremity of the exterior ring a nebu-
lous projection against the sky. It was 
chiefly at the lowest magnifications of 100 
and 200 times that this nebulosity was seen 
fading away from the outer edge of Ring A. 
The phenomenon was again observed, but 
with greater difficulty, on the 20th and 24th 
of November."[16] 

Years later Jonckheere recalled that he 
had been unaware of Schaer's report when 
he made his sightings, adding: "This 
telegram caused such unanimous reproba-
tion at the time that I let the matter drop, 
although the 14-inch Lille refractor and my 
eyesight have not otherwise been found 
defective." [17] 

In 1919 indirect evidence for the pres-
ence of an exterior Ring was provided by 
an eclipse of Saturn's satellite Iapetus by  

the shadow of the planet's Rings. On 
February 28 of that year, W.F.A. Ellison 
observed Iapetus emerge from the shadow 
of Ring A with the 10-inch (25-cm) Grubb 
refractor of Armagh Observatory in 
Ireland. The unexpectedly gradual bright-
ening of Iapetus was not completed until 
some thirteen minutes after the predicted 
time of the end of the eclipse, strongly sug-
gesting that the ring system extends farther 
than was generally supposed. [18] 

By the early 1950s, still several years 
before the dawn of the Space Age, the 
attentions of the professional astronomical 
community were directed far beyond the 
confines of the Solar System. Except for a 
veritable handful of specialists, monitoring 
the planets was an activity left to amateurs. 
The Rings of Saturn were once again 
obliquely inclined in an almost identical 
fashion to their presentation at the time of 
Schaer's 1908 observations. Perhaps coin-
cidentally, a spate of sightings of an exteri-
or Ring followed. 

In Chester, England in April of 1952, 
co-author Richard Baum reported a feature 
near the limit of visibility much like that 
described by Schaer. With a variety of 
instruments ranging from a 4.5-inch (11.4-
cm) Cooke refractor to a 9-inch (23-cm) 
Newtonian, it was detected on several 
occasions during the next two years. [19] 

From halfway around the world came 
reports from two prominent members of 
the Association of Lunar and Planetary 
Observers, Thomas R. Cave, Jr. and 
Thomas A. Cragg. Cave was the proprietor 
of the Cave Optical Company, a fledgling 
telescope-making firm in Long Beach, 
California that in the coming decades 
would supply over 15,000 fine Newtonian 
and Cassegrain reflectors to amateurs, col-
leges, and universities. [20] He was also an 
accomplished planetary observer. Using a 
12.5-inch (32-cm) f/10.7 Newtonian of his 
own construction, on several occasions 
during the 1952 Apparition Cave suspected 
a 2-3 arc-second wide exterior Ring, fainter 
than Ring C and seldom equally prominent 
in both ansae. Significantly, he had no prior 
knowledge that such a feature had ever 
been previously reported, so the power of 
suggestion was definitely not at work in 
this instance. Like Schaer, Cave's first clue 
to the presence of the feature was an unusu-
al dusky appearance exhibited by the edge 
of Ring A where it crossed the Ball of the 
planet. 
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Cave confided his suspicions to his 
friend Cragg, a solar observer at Mount 
Wilson Observatory. With the aid of a 12-
inch (30-cm) reflector, Cragg was able to 
corroborate Cave's observations on three 
nights that year. He saw the feature as 
"duskier than the Crepe Ring, about 2/3 as 
bright and 1/3 to 1/2 as wide, brightest por-
tion about 2/3 the way out, apparently 
joined to Ring A without a division. Unless 
the Crepe Ring is reasonably easy at the 
ansae," he cautioned prospective observers, 
"the dusky ring outside of Ring A will 
probably be invisible." [21] Cave and 
Cragg independently but simultaneously 
detected the feature on several occasions 
during the following two years. Walter 
Haas, the founder of the Association of 
Lunar and Planetary Observers, suggested 
for it the provisional designation "Ring D". 

Currently living in retirement, Cave 
harbors no doubt that what he saw more 
than four decades ago was real. "It was a 
difficult object that required excellent con-
ditions to be seen at all. The fact that I was 
subsequently unable to detect it under 
equally good conditions suggests to me that 
it is variable, not that it was illusion of 
some sort." [22] Two of Cave's drawings, 
each annotated "Ring D outside Ring A," 
are shown below in Figure 3. 

Confirmation was scanty. Charles F. 
Capen, a renowned Mars specialist and 
prolific photographer of the planets,  

glimpsed the elusive exterior Ring on the 
night of May 4, 1954 with the 24-inch (61-
cm) Clark refractor of Lowell Observatory, 
as shown on p. 151 in Figure 4. Claude du 
Matheray, a Swiss observer, had previously 
sighted the exterior ring; in 1943 and 1952, 
as shown in Figure 5 (p. 152). The 
Brazilian astronomer Ronaldo R. de Freitas 
Mourao reported sighting it in 1958 with 
the 18-inch (46-cm) Cooke refractor of the 
National Observatory in Rio de Janeiro. 
[23] 

In his definitive 1962 work, The 
Planet Saturn, A. F. O'D. Alexander, 
Director of the Saturn Section of the British 
Astronomical Association from 1946-51, 
characterized the recurring reports of an 
exterior Ring as "a sort of 'Loch Ness mon-
ster' of Saturn in which some believe, but 
of whose existence most astronomers are 
very sceptical." [24] However, his German 
counterpart Werner Sandner found the 
reports credible, writing in 1965 that "there 
is a strong possibility that Ring D exists—
from time to time at any rate." [25] 

Walter Feibelman used the opportuni-
ty afforded by the 1966 edge-on presenta-
tion of the Rings to conduct a photograph-
ic search for the exterior Ring, reasoning: 
"It is known that when seen nearly edge-
on, the A ring, normally fainter than the B 
ring, can sometimes appear brighter than B. 
Similarly, an outer "D" ring might appear 
relatively bright at the time, while when in 
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Figure 3. Two drawings 
of Saturn by Thomas R. 
Cave showing "Ring D 
outside Ring A." South 
is at the top in 	both 
views. 
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Transparency 	= 	5 
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Figure 4. Long-time A.L.P.O. Mars 
Recorder Charles F. ("Chick")Capen 
made this drawing on 1954 MAY 04, 
07h45m-08h35m UT. Lowell Obser-
vatory 24-in (61-cm) Clark refractor, 
diaphragmed to 18-20 in (46-51 cm), 
310X and 480X, Wratten 12 (yel- 

15 (deep yellow), 23A (red) and 
38A (green) 	Filters. 	Seeing 	= 	7 
(A.L.P.O. Scale), Transparency = 6+ 
(limiting 	magnitude). 	Saturnicentric 
latitude of Earth = 17°N; north at top. 
Capen noted "Structure in Ring B. 
Encke's Div. double. Dusky outer 
Ring D'/ B5 Div weak." 
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the open position, it may be completely 
unobservable." [26] 

Feibelman used the Allegheny 
Observatory's 30-inch (76-cm) Thaw 
refractor on six nights in the fall of 1966 
and early winter of 1967 to take dozens of 
photographs of Saturn with exposure times 
ranging from 5 to 30 minutes. Two of the 
plates recorded extremely faint hairlines 
emerging from the glow of the grossly 
over-exposed image of the planet and its 
known Rings. Extending to more than 
twice the previously accepted diameter of 
the ring system, Feibelman's exterior Ring 
candidate was very tenuous, with only 
about one-millionth the brightness of Ring 
A. [27] However, it did lend a new air of 
plausibility to the earlier reports by Schaer 
and other visual observers. 

The Moon is a virtually airless world 
and its orbital motion makes it act like a 
knife-edge slicing through space, cutting 
off the light of the far more distant planets 
and stars without any appreciable distor-
tion. If a bright star is accompanied by a 
very close, much fainter companion, a 
lunar occultation may block the glare of the 
primary, affording a momentary glimpse of 
the otherwise invisible companion if its 
position angle is favorable. Many previous-
ly unknown or suspected binary systems 
with apparent angular separations of as lit-
tle as 0.02 arc-seconds have been discov-
ered or confirmed in this fashion. [28] 

It was under these very circumstances 
that a unique observation of Saturn was 
made in the autumn of 1973, when the 
Rings were presented at their maximum 
apparent opening of 27°. On the night of 
October 17th, a group of Canadian ama-
teurs observed an occultation of Saturn by 
the Moon. As the occultation neared an end 
and the outer edge of Ring A was just sec-
onds from reappearing from behind the 
Earthlit portion of the Moon, one of the 
observers, Glen Reed, noticed a "faint glow  

which delineated the dark limb... like see-
ing a campfire on the other side of a tree-
less hill on a dark night." With a 6-inch 
(15-cm) Newtonian at a magnification of 
230X, averted vision was at first required. 

The extent of the glow was estimated 
afterwards to have been a little greater than 
the east-west extent of the Rings. The pin-
point of light from the Rings which 
appeared in the center of the faint glow 
rapidly brightened and became bigger as 
the Rings became visible following the 
third contact. The glow increased slightly 
in width and showed easily detectable lunar 
limb curvature on its sharp edge but at 
about four seconds beyond third contact the 
glow was indistinguishable against the 
increasing Ring brilliance. [29] 

The apparent motion of the Moon rel-
ative to Saturn was half an arc-second per 
second of time, so the timing of Reed's 
detection of the glow corresponds to the 
estimates of the width of the exterior Ring 
by Schaer, Cave, Cragg and others. Here 
again was tantalizing evidence of the pres-
ence of a very delicate halo beyond the 
generally accepted limits of the ring sys-
tem. Only a much closer inspection by 
spacecraft promised to shed further light on 
the mystery. 

In September of 1979, the Pioneer 11 
spaceprobe flew past Saturn's Rings at a 
distance of less than 21,000 miles (34,000 
km), returning tantalizing images of a Ring 
centered just 2400 miles (3900 km) beyond 
the outer edge of Ring A. Named "Ring F" 
by the Pioneer imaging team (in their 
nomenclature "Ring D" was the designa-
tion given a very tenuous Ring that extends 
from the inner edge of the Crepe Ring 
down to Saturn's cloud tops), it was so nar-
row that the probe's primitive video camera 
could not resolve it. It was also extremely 
faint, with less than one-tenth the mean 
optical density of the tenuous Crepe Ring. 
Despite a location that coincides perfectly 
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Figure 5. The eminent Swiss planetary observer Claude du Matheray not only sighted the exterior ring when the 
Rings were obliquely presented in 1952, but also when they were "wide open" nine years earlier. The halo 
described by du Matheray did not completely circle the outer edge of Ring A, consistent with descriptions of frag-
mentary arcs by other observers. 

with the location of Schaer's Ring, such a 
meager wisp of light could not possibly 
have been detected by a telescopic observ-
er. 

Pioneer 11 was followed in November 
of 1980 by the Voyager 1 spaceprobe, 
which in turn was followed by a duplicate 
craft, Voyager 2, in August of 1981. 
Equipped with far more sophisticated tele-
vision cameras than Pioneer, Voyager 1 
resolved Ring F into three strands, each 
measuring less than 20 miles in width. The 
outer two strands exhibited a bewildering 
array of warps, kinks, and knots. In places 
they even appeared to be helically inter-
twined like braids. 

Voyager 1 discovered a pair of "shep-
herd" moons orbiting just to either side of 
Ring F. Christened Pandora and Prometh-
eus, these satellites are irregularly shaped 
chunks of ice about 120 miles (190 km) 
across whose gravitational influence con-
fines the particles in Ring F to a narrow 
swath. 

During the nine months that elapsed 
between the visits of the two sister 
spaceprobes, the structure of Ring F some-
how changed markedly. Voyager 2 found a 
single strand predominating, smoothed of 
kinks and accompanied by five fainter, 
rigidly parallel companions. Streaks on  

long-exposure images suggested the pres-
ence of several moonlets, perhaps ten miles 
(16 km) across, embedded within the Ring 
itself. 

When the Voyagers passed beyond 
Saturn and looked back toward the Sun, the 
forward scattering of sunlight made Ring F 
appear to brighten dramatically, revealing 
that most of its constituent particles are on 
the order of only a micron in diameter, like 
the motes of dust in a sunbeam. Particles 
this small are subject to drag from the pres-
sure of impinging photons of sunlight (the 
so-called Poynting-Robertson forces) and, 
from collisions with charged particles in 
Saturn's magnetosphere, rapidly losing 
energy and spiralling downward toward the 
Globe of the planet. The smallest particles 
in Ring F must be of recent origin—as lit-
tle as 20 years old by some estimates. 

Astronomers Jeffrey Cuzzi of NASA's 
Ames Research Center and Joseph Burns 
of Cornell University have suggested that 
Ring F is an unstable structure that is 
evolving on a time scale measured in 
decades. Re-examining the Voyager data, 
they found evidence of a halo of kilometer-
sized moonlets surrounding Ring F, accom-
panied by localized clouds of ice spray cre-
ated when these objects collide with one 
another. Ring F is merely the largest of 
these collections of debris, they believe, 
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and is destined to soon disappear as its con-
stituent particles are swept up by and 
adhere to other moonlets. 

Images acquired with the Hubble 
Space Telescope during the 1995 passage 
of the Earth and Sun through the plane of 
the Rings revealed the presence of several 
elongated clumps or arcs of material in or 
near Ring F. At first mistaken for moons, 
these objects were not present during the 
Voyager flybys fifteen years earlier and 
appear to be short-lived "sandbank satel-
lites." They appear as obvious features in 
some Hubble images but are curiously 
absent in others taken just a few months 
earlier or later. "The F Ring must be an 
exciting place to live," quipped Cornell 
University's Philip Nicholson, a member of 
the Hubble imaging team. [30] 

Backtracking 1995 Hubble and 1981 
Voyager positions of the shepherd moon 
Prometheus, investigators located the satel-
lite on pre-discovery photographs taken 
during the ring-plane crossings of 1980 and 
1966. A surprising fact emerged from the 
refined parameters of its seemingly erratic 
orbit. According to Carl Murray of 
London's Queen Mary and Westfield 
College and his Brazilian colleague Silvia 
Giuliatti Winter, Prometheus actually 
makes contact with Ring F at intervals of 
nineteen years. The most recent collision 
occurred in 1990. [31] 

Two cycles may be at work—the 15-
year cycle of oblique ring inclinations, 
which greatly influences the visibility of 
any intrinsically faint exterior Ring to tele-
scopic observers, and the 19-year cycle of 
collisions of Prometheus with Ring F, 
which determines the amount of material 
present in the Ring. Both cycles coincided 
very favorably during the early 1950s, so it 
may be no coincidence that a spate of sight-
ings occurred during those years. 

An emerging consensus supports the 
view of Eugene Shoemaker that the Rings 
of Saturn and the other Gas Giants are not 
primordial leftovers from the days of the 
formation of the planets, but are instead the 
short-lived products of an ongoing process 
of creation and destruction. The untold 
thousands of moonlets embedded in the 
Rings of Saturn are the likely source of 
material for the youthful Rings we see 
today, requiring only collisions with one 
another or with a passing meteoroid or 
comet to give birth to new rings. 

Do such collisions periodically replen- 

ish an exterior Ring which evolves before 
our very eyes? It is estimated that the 
prominent A Ring consists of the remnants 
of a satellite only about 30 miles (48 km) in 
diameter, so the far more delicate feature 
described by Schaer would have signified a 
rather minor catastrophe. 

The Saturn revealed by the Voyager 
spacecraft vindicated many telescopic 
observers who had studied the planet under 
superb conditions with good instruments 
but whose reports had been greeted with 
scepticism and even ridicule. The principal 
Rings really were "minutely subdivided 
into a great number of narrow rings" as 
George Bond of Harvard College 
Observatory had claimed in 1851. The 
Cassini Division really was "not devoid of 
material" as Camille Flammarion had 
alleged in 1899. Most improbably, even the 
ephemeral radial spokes first reported in 
1896 by Eugene Antoniadi proved to be 
only too real. Perhaps Schaer and his suc-
cessors witnessed transient phenomena in a 
ring system far more complex and dynam-
ic than anyone dared to imagine until very 
recently. 
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that an observation without a drawing is no 
observation. Thus this observation has 
been known over the years only to the 
observer and to those friends whom he told 
about it. 

At the time of the observation Mr. 
Post had no knowledge whatsoever of the 
existing past reports relating to an outer 
dusky ring. The troublesome power of sug-
gestion is here completely ruled out. 

It may be relevant to state the values 
of several physical quantities on 1952 FEB 
23: Polar diameter of Saturn 16".9; major 
axis (bright) Rings, 42".6; minor axis 
(bright) Rings, 6".8; tilt, B, of Saturn's axis 
to Earth, +9°.3; tilt, B', of axis to Sun, 
+7°.8; phase angle, i (Earth-Saturn-Sun 
angle), 3°.84 (computed by Walter Haas 
from 1952 Astronomical Almanac data). 

[Note by Editor: Likewise in the 1952-53 
observing season, the Swiss planetary 
observer Claude du Matheray recorded an 
exterior dusky ring, as is shown in Figure 5 
of the preceding article (p. 152).] 

An Independent Confirmation of an Outer 
Dusky Ring of Saturn 

By: Walter H. Haas, A.L.P.O. Director Emeritus 
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Certainly, PC and web access will grow in 
the future. However, the profile of the web-
site user is one that is more technically 
involved with the A.L.P.O. Perhaps this 
profile could change. However, for the pre-
sent we should be mindful that, while the 
web site should be part of a integrated cam-
paign to solicit new members, the range of 
people we attract with it may be limited. 

EPILOGUE 

It is possible that the A.L.P.O. can 
adapt itself to the current trends in amateur 
astronomy without sacrificing its mission 
or soul. Considerations for making such 
changes need to be thought out carefully. 
What is offered here is an approach based 
on the data from our survey. Manpower and 
implementation issues need to be resolved. 

In the final analysis, the A.L.P.O.'s 
diminishing membership is due in large 
part to our presence or lack of it in the field 
of amateur astronomy and how we are per-
ceived. Cultural and social trends away 
from the sciences are certainly contributing  

to this, but this process is something over 
which we have little or no control. The con-
cluding proposal stated that we adapt the 
organization to the broader amateur astron-
omy community. What has been offered is 
an interpretation of the data from the sur-
vey and a direction for preventing further 
erosion of our membership, while still pro-
viding stability to the organization. 
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IN MEMORIAM: CHARLES M. CYRUS 

NOTES BY WALTER H. HAAS, A.L.P.O. DIRECTOR EMERITUS 

Charles M. Cyrus, of Baltimore, Maryland, died 
in October, 1999 of head trauma complications after a 
traffic accident. 

He was a very early member of the A.L.P.O., and 
indeed belonged to that small group of cooperating ama-
teur astronomers of the Moon and bright planets whose 
efforts in the late 1930s and 1940s led to the founding of 
the A.L.P.O. in 1947. Other early members included 
Hugh Johnson, Tom Cave, Latimer Wilson, Frank 
Vaughn, Ed Martz, David Barcroft, J. Russell Smith, 
and Walter Haas. Mr. Cyrus was then an active observ-
er with a 10-inch reflector in Lynchburg, Virginia. Two 
drawings by him of Mars during its 1941 Apparition are 
shown on the front cover of this issue. A drawing by 
Charles Cyrus of the lunar crater Triesnecker and its 
associated clefts appeared on the cover of our June, 
1962 issue, and is reproduced to the right. 

A most loyal supporter of the A.L.P.O. over the 
years, he even recently declined the offer of a free mem-
bership. Mr. Cyrus observed from Baltimore with his 
10-inch reflector, replaced eventually with a 12-1/2 inch 
instrument. In the 1950s and 1960s, he regularly con-
tributed observations to our Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn 
and Lunar Sections. He participated in our 1986 
Convention in Baltimore, at which time he was corre-
sponding with our Mars Recorders about the best appli-
cations of color filters in studies of that planet. 

He will be remembered as a friendly and helpful 
colleague who always shared with others his keen inter-
est in our skies. 

Triesnecker (right of center) and its cleft sys-
tem as drawn by Charles M. Cyrus under low 
morning lighting (Colongitude 008°.4)on 1961 
Jul. 21, 00h55m-01h45m UT. 10-in (25-cm) 
Newtonian, 316X. South at top. 
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Figure 1. Eratosthenes (above center) and southwest Montes 
Apenninus (upper left). CCD image by William O'Connell, Whitman, 
MA. 1998 Nov 14, 10h1 Om UT. 20-cm ' Sch.-Cass. Colongitude 
(lunar longitude of sunrise terminato 	South at top. 
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Observing the Moon: Mountains 

By: Bill Dembowski, Coordinator, A.L.P.O. Lunar Section, 
Lunar Topographical Studies 

The mountains of the Moon are quite 
different from those of Earth. In fact, by 
earthly standards, they are not really moun-
tains at all. On Earth, mountains are formed 
by tectonic forces; the folding and lateral 
movement of the crust. On the Moon, how-
ever, nearly all of the mountains are the 
result of impact events. The classic exam-
ples of this are the Montes Carpatus, 
Apenninus, Caucasus, Alpes, and Jura, 
which encircle the Imbrian Basin. [Note: 
Montes is the Latin for mountains, or 
mountain range; the singular, Mons, is used 
for individual mountains or peaks.] They 
are nothing more than segments of the bro-
ken rim of an enormous impact crater. For 
our purposes, however, the fact that they do 
not form a continuous circle makes them 
mountains, rather than a crater rim. 

It was once believed that lunar 
mountains were extremely high, jagged 
formations. That belief was the result of 
reasoning that, since there were no erosive 
forces on the Moon, the mountains would 
remain unweathered. This view appeared 
to be enforced by the long, sharp shadows 
cast by the mountains, but that was an illu-
sion brought about by observers tending to 
view them under low sun angles. The true 
forms of lunar mountains became clear 
from orbital and surface views of the Moon 
in the 1960s. 

Beginning with the mountains out-
lining the Imbrian Basin, we see 
the Montes Carpatus range, which 
marks the southern border of the 
basin. They extend for 400 km 
(250 mi) from the crater Tobias 
Mayer in the west to Gay-Lussac, 
just north of Copernicus, in the 
east. 

Proceeding in counter-
clockwise order, we next en-
counter the spectacular Montes 
Apenninus, which many believe 
to be the most beautiful mountain 
range on the Moon. An indication 
of their origin is the fact that they 
present a much steeper angle on 
the side facing the Imbrian Basin 
than they do on the side which 
faces away; a characteristic of  

impact crater walls. The Montes Apenninus 
extend from near Eratosthenes in the south-
west, through a sweeping arc to the junc-
ture of Mare Imbrian and Mare Serenitatis 
in the north; a distance of about 650 km 
(400 mi; Figure 1, below). Points of inter-
est along the way are several major peaks. 
Mons Wolff, near the southern end of the 
Apennines, rises about 3600 m [meters] 
(12,000 ft). Mons Huygens, about halfway 
up the range, is the highest peak at 5400 m 
(18,000 ft). Farther north we encounter 
Mons Bradley at 4200 m (14,000 ft) and 
end with Mons Hadley near the northern 
extreme at 4500 m (15,000 ft). At this point 
the Apennines are joined by the Montes 
Haemus which run for 400 km (250 m) to 
the southeast, forming the southwest bor-
der of Mare Serenitatis. 

The Montes Caucasus can almost be 
considered an extension of the Montes 
Apenninus. The former extend from the 
border of Mare Imbrian and Mare 
Serenitatis to the crater Eudoxus, a distance 
of about 520 km (323 mi). The highest 
points in the Caucasus range rise 6000 m 
(20,000 ft) above the adjoining maria. 
When exploring this area, be sure to spend 
some time looking at the crater Calippus, 
which lies about midway in the range. The 
somewhat deformed shape of Calippus 
makes for some very interesting viewing. 

Continuing our sweep around the 
Imbrian Basin, we come to the Montes 
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Figure 2. Montes Alpes (center), with Vallis Alpes; Montes 
Caucasus in upper left. Video frame by Patrick Anway, Munising, 
MI. 1999 JUN 22, 02h30m UT. 28-cm (11-in) Sch.-Cass. 
Colongitude 009°.9. South at top. 
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Figure 3. Drawing of Mons Piton and vicinity by Colin Ebdon, London, 
England. 1998 JUN 02, 02h50m-21h5Om UT. 25-cm (10-in) Newtonian, 183X. 
Colongitude 005°.2-005°.7. South at top. 

torium Laplace on the northeast 
and Promontorium Heraclides on 
the southwest. These mountains 
reach their highest elevation, 6000 
m (20,000 ft) near their center. The 
most prominent crater in the range 
itself is Bianchini, also near the 
mid-point. Sunrise on the many 
peaks of this crescent shaped range 
is one of the most beautiful sights 
on the Moon. 

There are, of course, other 
mountain ranges on the Moon. 
Some are as extensive as those just 	 ti 
discussed. Others, like the Montes 
Spitzbergen, north of the crater 
Archimedes, are more accurately 
described as mountain clusters 	 j( 
rather than ranges. Any good lunar 
map or atlas will cite their loca-
tions. Our attention, however, now 

turns to a second class of lunar mountains, 
the isolated peaks. 	 tc 

Alpes (Figure 2, above). The Alps begin 
just northwest of the crater Cassini and pro-
ceed for 250 km (155 mi) with heights that 
average between 1800 and 
2400 m (6000-8000 ft). 
The gem of the lunar Alps 
is, of course, the Vallis 
Alpes. This 8-km (5-mi) 
wide gash runs for 180 km 
(110 mi) through the 
mountain range. With 
steep, parallel walls and a 
flat floor, it is interpreted 
to be a graben, similar to 
the basin of the Red Sea 
on the Earth. Grabens are 
areas that have subsided 
between two nearly paral-
lel faults. It is virtually 
impossible to view this 
area of the Moon without 
pausing at the Vallis 
Alpes. 

The final stop in our 
tour of mountain ranges is 
at the Sinus Iridum, the 
Bay of Rainbows. When 
lunar observers talk about 
the beauty of Sinus Iridum 
they are actually referring 
to the Montes Jura, the 
mountain range that 
frames the bay. Sinus 
Iridum is the flooded 
remains of a major impact 
that occurred after the for-
mation of the Imbrian 
Basin. The Montes Jura 
are bounded by Promon- 
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Figure 4. Alphonsus (near center), with Alpetragius adjoining it on 
the upper right. Photograph by Bill Dembowski, Elton, PA. 1996 
AUG 24, 02h06m UT. 12.7-cm (5-in) refractor, f/66, 1/2-sec expo-
sure on Kodak T-Max 400 Film. South at top. 
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Two of the most famous individual 
mountains are Mons Pico and Mons Piton 
in northeast Mare Imbrian (Figure 3, p. 
174). When originally formed, the Imbrian 
basin was a multi-ringed feature, much like 
Mare Orientale. After the interior was 
flooded with lava, Mons Pico and Piton 
were among the few remaining peaks of the 
inner ring. Both peaks are also of particular 
interest to LTP (lunar transient phenomena) 
enthusiasts as they are the sites of relative-
ly frequent reports of events. 

Another pair of interesting moun-
tains as Mons Gruithuisen Delta and Mons 
Gruithuisen Gamma, also located on Mare 
Imbrian. These two mountains lie on the 
northwest edge of Mare Imbrian, where it 
joins Oceanus Procellarum. Both moun-
tains are about 20 km (12 mi) wide at the 
base, but Mons Gruithuisen Gamma, in 
particular, is curiously dome-like in 
appearance despite its composition of light-
toned highlands material. 

Mons Hansteen, in the southeast of 
Oceanus Procellarum, also presents an 
interesting appearance under different 
lighting conditions. About 30 km (19 mi) 
across at its base, it has a rather triangular 
shape. In addition, if you can find it under 
a high sun, it appears quite bright. It is cer-
tainly worth a look. 

Finally we turn to the most frequent-
ly observed type of mountains on the 
Moon, the central peaks of craters. Most of 
these mountains are also impact-related. 
The majority were formed as a result of a 
rebound effect immediately fol-
lowing the impact or deep-seated 
lateral mass transfer, a form of 
slumping. A significant number, 
however, may have been formed 
by volcanic processes. These sus-
pected volcanic peaks tend to be 
conical in shape and have summit 
pits. The frequency of summit 
craters on central peaks is debat-
able, and even the frequency of 
central peaks themselves in craters 
appears to be somewhat in doubt. 
In 1931 Goodacre estimated that 
20 percent of lunar craters had 
central peaks. Baldwin, however, 
in 1963 stated that 68 percent of 
the craters over 8 km (5 mi) in 
diameter had central peaks. To 
confuse the matter more, Wood in 
1968 used Kuiper's Photographic 
Lunar Atlas to determine that 
fewer than 7 percent of craters  

over 10 km (6 mi) contain central peaks. 
The wide disparity in these estimates is 
usually attributed to differences in sam-
pling and to disagreement as to what con-
stitutes a central mountain. 

Perhaps the most famous central 
mountain is that within the crater Alphon-
sus. It was here in 1958 that Nikolai 
Kozyrev used the Crimean Astrophysical 
Observatory's 50-in telescope to make a 
spectrographic recording of what may have 
been the outgassing of molecular carbon. 

Immediately to the southwest of 
Alphonsus is the crater Alpetragius. 
Although only about one third the diameter 
of Alphonsus, Alpetragius has a central 
peak that is nearly double Alphonsus's in 
size. The Alpetragius central elevation is 
one of those conical peaks with a summit 
pit, mentioned earlier. Under the right 
lighting conditions some think it looks like 
an egg in a nest (see Figure 4, below). 

Tycho has a central mountain which 
rises 1500 m (5000 ft) above the crater 
floor. It, too, has been the subject of many 
LTP reports and is of particular interest to 
David Darling's A.L.P.O. LTP project. 

Copernicus and Eratosthenes have 
multiple central peaks, which are among 
the favorite such for lunar observers. Be 
sure to take a look at the mountains in 
Eratosthenes when the crater is away from 
the terminator as the peaks tend to be bright 
under a high sun. Some observers find it 
difficult to find Eratosthenes under these 
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Figure 5. Lunar base map showing the locations of some of the mountains (Mons), 
mountain ranges (Montes) and craters mentioned in the text. North at top. 
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conditions but all you really need to do is 
follow the sweep of the Montes Apenninus 
to their western limit. The mountains on the 
floor of Gassendi are more widely spaced 
and provide interesting viewing under dif-
ferent lighting conditions. The highest peak 
in the Gassendi group rises about 1200 m 
(4000 ft.). Like all central peaks, it does not 
rise above the height of the crater walls. 

And, finally, be sure not to miss the 
central peak in the crater Pythagoras, near 
the northern limb. It is 1500 m (5000 ft) 
high and, since it is so near the limb, can be 
seen virtually in profile when the libration 
is favorable. It is certainly one of the most 
interesting views on the Moon. 

Your observations, sketches, and 
images of lunar mountains are encouraged 
and welcomed by the Coordinator of Lunar 
Topographical Studies, and may be pub-
lished in future articles (the locations of 
some of the features are shown in Figure 5, 

	1/1111Tomm 

below). So, too, are those of the lunar high-
lands which will be the topic of the next 
installment of "Observing the Moon.. 
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Held April 6 - 9, 
2000 at a state park 
about 40 miles southeast 
of Atlanta during a 
young-crescent-Moon 
weekend, the 7th annual 
Peach State Star Gaze 
(PSSG) provided a 
three-night venue for 
both lunar and deep sky 
observers, with consid-
erable emphasis on pro-
moting lunar observing. 
Almost 300 persons reg-
istered for the event. 

The high points of the weekend for 
many were appearances by noted author 
Antonin Riikl, whose book, Atlas of the 
Moon, is probably his most famous work in 
the United States and remains perhaps the 
most-cited such publication by an amateur 
[Figure 1, below]. His other works include 
poster-size wall-maps of the Moon and 
Mars, as well as books on the Moon, Mars, 
Venus and astronomy for beginners. He 
recently retired from his position as 
Director of the Prague Planetarium (Czech 
Republic). 

Figure 2. Mr. Flak' (second from left) flanked by Harry 
Jamieson (far left), then Walter Haas (center), Julius 
Benton, Brian Cudnik and Ken Poshedly. (Atlanta 
Astronomy Club photograph) 

with slides, Mr. Riikl was presented with 
two awards. The first was a pin and certifi-
cate from the Astronomical League for 
"completing" that association's observing 
list of lunar objects. All agreed that, in real-
ity, it was Mr. Riikl's work that helped so 
many others complete the AL lunar list. 

The second award was a lifetime 
membership in the Association of Lunar 
and Planetary Observers, again for his 
many contributions to the hobby of lunar 
observing [Figure 2, above]. The presenta-
tion was made by A.L.P.O. Founder and 
Director Emeritus Walter Haas and also 
attended by the A.L.P.O.'s Harry Jamieson 
(Membership Director), Julius Benton 
(Lunar Selected Areas Program 
Coordinator), Brian Cudnik (Lunar 
Meteoritic Impact Search Program 
Coordinator), and Ken Poshedly (A.L.P.O. 
Publicist and PSSG founder and chairman). 

Other slide-and-talk presentations 
included: 

Walter Haas—"Those Unnumbered 
Reports of Lunar Changes—Were They All 
Blunders?" A brief historical outline, a con-
sideration of some basic concepts in lunar 
observations, and a number of examples of 
reported changes or unusual temporary 

MEMORABLE MOMENTS AT 
THE PEACH STATE STAR GAZE 

By: Ken Poshedly, A.L.P.O. Publicist 

Mr. Riikl and his wife, Sonja, 
were visiting the United States 
specifically for the PSSG, spon-
sored each year by the Atlanta 
Astronomy Club (AAC). 

Besides his three talks on 
lunar cartography, illustrated 
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Figure 1. Antonin Riikl autographing a copy of his book, 
Atlas of the Moon, at the Atlanta Astronomy Club table on 
the main observing field at the 7th annual Peach State Star 
Gaze. (Photograph by Carlos Flores, AAC) 
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Figure 3. Panel discussion on lunar observing with 
(left to right) Phil Sacco, Mr. RCN, Brian Cudnik and 
Walter Haas. 

planets Mars, Jupiter and Saturn on the first 
night of the event. 

This marks the first time a local 
astronomy club in the U.S. has brought in 
a speaker from outside the country. Next 
year, the Atlanta Astronomy Club will fea-
ture noted deep-sky author Wil Tirion. 

About Antonin Riikl 
Mr. ROW was born in Caslav, Czechoslovakia (now the Czech Republic), in 1932. In 1956, he graduated from 
the Czech Technical University, Faculty of Geodesy, branch geodetic astronomy. Then he joined the Institute of 
Geodesy in Prague as a staff member of the astronomical department. 

Since 1960, Mr. Riikl has been working in the Prague Planetarium holding responsible functions, particularly, on 
merging the Planetarium with the Stefanik Observatory in Prague in 1979, becoming deputy director of the 
Observatory and Planetarium of Prague and the Head of Planetarium Prague. 

Now retired since the end of 1999, Mr. Ri k! still works at the Observatory and Planetarium of Prague. Mr. Rai 
lives in Prague with his wife, Sonja. They have a daughter, Jane, and son, Mike. 

Mr. Riikl is a prolific popularizer of astronomy, author of many audio-visual planetarium programs for the schools 
and general public, co-organizer of international planetarium conferences, and was vice-president of the 
International Planetarium Directors Conference (IPDC) from 1996 through 1999. 

He is a skilled cartographer, illustrator, writer, author of great number of astronomical maps, atlases and pictor-
ial publications which are translated into many languages. He authored several lunar maps and as well as the 
highly popular book, Atlas of the Moon, published in 1991. Today, it is available from both Kalmbach Publishing 
and Sky Publishing corporations. 

Mr. ROW himself designs and illustrates his own books. He has worked out the original drawing techniques of 
the lunar maps as well as the techniques of the photo-accurate drawing of celestial objects with airbrush. In 
recent years he has been preferentially using computer graphics. 

Selected Cartographic Works: 

Maps of the Moon and Mars (Kartografia Praha, Scientifics, and others, since 1964 several different wall maps 
and other maps enclosed into publications, e.g., as the annex to the Photographic atlas of the Moon by Z. Kopal 
et aL,Academic Press. N.Y. and London, 1965). New wall map of the Moon published 1999 in Prague. 

Maps of Lunar Hemispheres (Reidel Publishing, Doordrecht, Holland, 1972)— to this day a unique mapping of 
the Moon from six cardinal directions. 

Atlas of the Moon (Aventinum Publishers, Prague 1991), probably the best known in the world of Rijkl's carto-
graphic works; published several times since 1991 in English, German, French, Japanese and Czech. 

Other Illustrated books and atlases: 

Constellations (Artia, Prague 1971, later Aventinum Publishers, Prague), a popular pocket atlas published and 
distributed since the 1970s in many editions and in eleven languages. Recently, completely re-written, new illus-
trated and updated editions of this book, namely Constellation Guidebook (Aventinum for Sterling Publishing Co. 
Inc., New York, 1998; reprinted in April 1999), also in Czech, French, Italian and German in 1996-1998, 

Moon, Mars and Venus (Artia, Prague 1979), a pocket atlas of the nearest celestial bodies of our solar system, 
edited in seven languages. 

Welten, Sterne and Planeten (Artia, Prague 1979), also in English as The Amateur Astronomer, then Stars and 
Planets etc., a popular richly illustrated survey of astronomy for the beginners. 

Pictures from the Depth of the Universe (Artia, Prague, 1988, later Aventinum, Prague), published also in English 
as The Hamlyn Encyclopedia.of Stars and Planets and in other languages - an atlas of the celestial objects with 
numerous astronomical maps. 
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• Julius Benton—The A.L.P.O. 
Lunar Selected Areas Program. 

• Brian Cudnik—The A.L.P.O. 
Lunar Meteoritic Impacts Search 
Program . 

• Phil Sacco (AAC member and 
extremely active lunar observ-
er)—The lighter side of lunar 
observing. 

• Panel discussion with all of the 
above plus Harry Jamieson, tak-
ing questions from the audience on the 
value of continued Earth-based lunar 
observing (Figure 3, to right). 

Besides the talks and workshops, all 
were treated to fairly good skies plus a rare 
display of the aurora borealis—hardly ever 
seen as far south as Atlanta—and a pleasant 
grouping of the young crescent Moon and 
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INTRODUCTION 

With the new millennium quickly 
approaching, and in keeping with ASTRO-
CON '99's theme of "A Thousand Years of 
Stars and Space," it is perhaps appropriate 
to discuss some my personal foundations in 
observational astronomy and how I eventu-
ally got involved in the work of the 
Association of Lunar and Planetary 
Observers, directing Saturn observing pro-
grams for almost thirty years. It may also 
be fitting to reflect upon some of the 
accomplishments of amateur Saturn 
observers since 1947, the year that the 
A.L.P.O. was founded by Walter Haas, with 
suggestions for continued studies of the 
planet and its satellites in 2000 and beyond. 

ASTRONOMICAL AWAKENINGS 

I fondly recollect my excitement on 
that special Christmas morning in 1960, 
just a month before my 10th birthday, when 
I awoke to find my first telescope set up 
"under" the tree—a new Unitron 2.4-inch 
refractor! As fate would have it, skies were 
overcast for nearly a week following that 
eventful morning, but those circumstances 
afforded ample time for me to read the 
instruction manuals that came with the 
instrument and to learn how I could use set-
ting-circles and a clock drive to locate and 
follow the stars. That first clear night final-
ly arrived, but no words could adequately 
describe the overwhelming joy of my first 
celestial adventures with this small tele-
scope. Armed with excellent star maps 
published in Sky and Telescope and 

Norton's Star Atlas, I whiled away count-
less hours over the ensuing years learning 
the constellations and tracking down every 
celestial object within the grasp of my tiny 
Unitron. I was also fortunate, for most of 
my childhood years, to be blessed with a 
dark, unobstructed observing site from 
which to pursue my celestial explorations. 

By the time I entered high school, I 
had already become quite familiar with the 
night sky, and it was not long before 1 was 
bitten by the "bug" to move up to a larger 
aperture. Working part-time jobs, I raised 
enough funds to purchase a Unitron 4-inch 
photo-equatorial refractor. Almost immedi-
ately, I began taking advantage of its 
increased resolution and light-grasp to hunt 
down new, fainter deep-sky objects or to 
get better views of many of my favorite 
ones. After finding and sketching virtually 
all the Messier objects and splitting numer-
ous double stars, my interests shifted to 
observations of the Moon and the brighter 
planets. The wealth of lunar detail 1 could 
see with the 4-inch Unitron thoroughly fas-
cinated me, and I enjoyed making my own 
drawings of interesting lunar features such 
as Alphonsus, Aristarchus, Clavius, Coper-
nicus, and Plato as they changed appear-
ance at different phases of the Moon. Even 
though I had observed all of the planets 
except Pluto, Venus and Saturn eventually 
became my enduring favorites. Continuing 
the habit I acquired with lunar studies, I 
kept careful records of my planetary obser-
vations in a logbook for future reference. 

My passion for planetary astronomy 
followed me into my college years, 

SOME RECOLLECTIONS OF YOUTH, THE A.L.P.O., 
AND OBSERVATIONS OF SATURN 

By: Julius L. Benton, Jr., A.L.P.O. Saturn Section Coordinator 

ABSTRACT 

The writer's roots in observational astronomy and eventual involvement in the work 
of the A.L.P.O. are discussed, with emphasis on the stimulus that the A.L.P.O. provided 
for his long-term involvement in lunar and planetary astronomy. Personal interpretations 
of accomplishments by A.L.P.O. Saturn observers during the first 50 years of the existence 
of the organization are discussed. The linkage between amateur and professional work is 
cited, and recommendations for the continuance and refinement of observational pro-
grams, methods, and techniques are presented. Systematic and simultaneous observations 
are stressed, and suggestions are given for encouraging youth to participate in A.L.P.O. 
educational and observational endeavors as a foundation for the future of the organization. 
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Lator 

although I wound up majoring in physics 
and environmental science due the scarcity 
of potential employment opportunities in 
astronomy. After completing undergradu-
ate studies in 1969, my interest in lunar and 
planetary astronomy had become a virtual 
obsession, ushered in by the unprecedented 
events of July 20, 1969 when Apollo 11 
touched down on the Moon in the Sea of 
Tranquillity. The following year 1 attended 
my first A.L.P.O. convention, where I met 
Walter Haas for the first time, and I dis-
cussed with him my interest in contributing 
lunar and planetary observations. His 
enthusiasm, encouragement, and guidance 
helped stimulate my involvement in 
A.L.P.O. activities. But, for a few more 
years, the rigors of graduate school occu-
pied most of my time as I finished work on 
advanced degrees and began a collegiate 
teaching career, Even so, I somehow man-
aged to set aside a few hours a week to 
spend time at the telescope and get more 
acquainted with others in the A.L.P.O. who 
shared similar interests. 

THE ASSOCIATION OF LUNAR 
AND PLANETARY OBSERVERS 

The congenial, informal atmosphere 
of the A.L.P.O. proved to be refreshing and 
wonderfully captivating, and I soon devel-
oped a real appreciation for the great diver-
sity of backgrounds and experience of the 
small, but close-knit, membership. Sharing 
many different philosophical and scientific 
viewpoints about instrumentation and 
observing has been very meaningful over 
the years. I found serious observing en-
deavors to be synonymous with fun, and 1 
welcomed the opportunity to contribute my 
own observations to a collective pool of 
data that had the potential for enhancing 
our knowledge about the Solar System. 
Through an active exchange of information 
and ideas, many individuals have improved 
as observers, including myself. Also, I had 
not been a member of the A.L.P.O. very 
long before I discovered that The Strolling 
Astronomer (now also called the Journal of 
the Association of Lunar and Planetary 
Observers) and the information contained 
within its pages seldom existed elsewhere. 
This publication has helped establish and 
preserve a vital link between the amateur 
and professional communities. Annual con-
ventions, often held jointly with the 
Astronomical League and other national 
and international groups, have always been  

enjoyable events as well as intellectually 
stimulating gatherings. I can attribute many 
lasting friendships to such meetings. 

During the early 1970s, I was 
appointed Recorder (now "Coordinator") 
of the A.L.P.O. Saturn, Venus and Lunar 
Sections. I valued the confidence placed in 
me by Walter Haas and fellow staff mem-
bers in heading up these posts. Throughout 
my nearly thirty years as a Section 
Coordinator for the A.L.P.O., the guiding 
principle established back in 1947 contin-
ues to be my principal focus: to encourage 
and coordinate regular, systematic investi-
gations of the principal planets and other 
constituents of our Solar System with 
instrumentation normally available to ama-
teur astronomers. 

We have all witnessed the space pro-
gram ushering in enormous progress in 
professional lunar and planetary astrono-
my, transforming our nearest celestial 
neighbors from virtually unknown and 
inaccessible objects into much more famil-
iar worlds. Such advances might tempt one 
to assume that the work of amateur 
astronomers has been relegated to insignif-
icance from Earth's limited vantage point 
in space. Of course, the lunar explorations 
by the Apollo astronauts or the close sur-
veillance of planets and satellites by orbit-
ing or impacting spacecraft are clearly 
beyond the domain of the Earth-based ama-
teur astronomer. Yet, there are still many 
areas of lunar and planetary observing that 
are ideal for the amateur astronomer, fields 
that can still be pursued without any imme-
diate threat of obsolescence by the on-
slaught of imposing professional equip-
ment. Also, in recognition of the excellent 
scientific work some amateur astronomers 
have done over the years, members of the 
professional community have solicited 
amateur participation in specialized pro-
jects, such as observations involving the 
Hubble Space Telescope. A.L.P.O. obser-
vers have also been involved in NASA pro-
grams such as the Inter-national Ashen 
Light Patrol of the Pioneer Venus Orbiter 
mission and the Lunar Prospector mission. 
Unlike most professionals, amateurs still 
enjoy the freedom of studying Solar 
System objects of their choice for extended 
periods. Constant monitoring of surfaces 
and atmospheres of moons and planets by 
diligent observers increases the likelihood 
of recording important features and phe-
nomena by means of drawings, pho-
tographs, and CCD images. 
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So, the amateur astronomer's great-
est potential for making useful contribu-
tions to planetary science remains a sys-
tematic, long-term, and simultaneous mon-
itoring of the Sun, Moon, principal planets, 
satellites, comets, and meteors at wave-
lengths of light to which the eye has great-
est sensitivity. A.L.P.O. archives include 
numerous instances where concentrated 
efforts by amateurs, when careful records 
were kept and data subsequently analyzed, 
helped improve our understanding of lin-
gering mysteries about our Solar System. 
An enduring advantage of the visual 
observer is his unique ability to perceive, at 
intermittent moments of exceptional see-
ing, delicate, ill-defined detail that often 
eludes photography or other methods of 
imaging from Earth. 

As mentioned earlier, professional 
astronomers, in trying to resolve some nag-
ging observational dilemma by relying 
solely on existing spacecraft photography, 
have enlisted the services of amateur 
astronomers. Consider our Moon, for 
example. By fortuitous improper position-
ing of spacecraft cameras or because of 
unfavorable solar illumination, optimum 
views may not have been afforded of cer-
tain lunar features or regions. Fortunately, 
amateur observers were able to offer assis-
tance by monitoring a specific region of the 
Moon under the conditions sought by the 
professional specialist. In some cases, the 
relevant data already existed in A.L.P.O. 
observational records, which demonstrates 
and emphasizes the critical importance of 
keeping long-term, reliable records. Such 
cooperative efforts clearly show how 
meaningful, and sometimes vital, amateur 
observations can be. 

A.L.P.O. OBSERVATIONS 
OF SATURN 

Speaking perhaps best from my own 
perspective as A.L.P.O. Saturn Coordina-
tor, it may be worthwhile to consider some 
of the results of amateur studies over the 
years that have helped shape our under-
standing of Saturn as a planet, namely: 

1. From chiefly visual observations, 
we have learned that distinct belts 
and zones are not just occasionally 
seen on Saturn's Globe. 

2. Faint, delicate details are more 
frequently seen within the belts and 

zones of Saturn's Globe, as well as 
in specific Ring components, if 
proper observational methods are 
used, especially employing color fil-
ters or variable-density polarizers. 

3. Cassini's and Encke's Divisions 
are not the only such features seen in 
the Rings of Saturn, and confirma-
tion of several "intensity minima" in 
the Rings was accomplished prior to 
the Voyager missions. 

4. Amateur visual observations have 
shown that Ring C can be viewed at 
the ansae as well as in front of the 
Globe of Saturn with small to mod-
erate apertures. 

5. Observations of numerous dark 
spots or festoons, plus conspicuous 
white spots, have been accumulated. 
Most of these have emerged in the 
equatorial latitudes of Saturn's 
Globe, but they are not necessarily 
limited to those regions. Also, sever-
al prominent white spot outbreaks 
have suggested a recurring pattern 
over many years. 

6. Variability has been noticed in the 
rotation rate of the SEB and NEB 
through observations of long-endur-
ing spots. 

7. Over a Saturnian year (equivalent 
to 29.5 terrestrial years), subtle vari-
ations have been detected in belt and 
zone intensities that may be linked to 
a subtle, but definite seasonal effect. 

8. Shadow intensity anomalies have 
been observed on quite a few occa-
sions. 

9. Reasonably good confirmation of 
the very tenuous, elusive Ring E 
(formerly known in A.L.P.O. litera-
ture as Ring D') exterior to Ring A 
occurred prior to the Voyager flybys. 

10. Identification of a remarkable 
series of dusky radial "spokes" in 
Ring B (and sometimes suspected in 
Ring A), occurred prior to the views 
by Voyager. 

I am confident that, using traditional 
as well as modern equipment and methods, 
A.L.P.O. observers will continue to 
enhance our knowledge of Saturn and the 
• other members of our Solar System. Our 
challenge for the future as observers is to 
continually examine, criticize, refine, and 
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develop our methods and techniques to the 
point where our work will remain support-
ive and useful to the professional scientific 
community. Our endeavors must also be 
organized in such a way that we can con-
tinue to attract and maintain a good team of 
skillful observers. 

Widely-spaced observations or those 
that are poorly planned are of increasingly 
limited value, and the importance of sys-
tematic observations by many individuals, 
all using standardized methods, cannot be 
emphasized strongly enough. Observations 
should begin early in an observing season 
after a planet has just emerged from the 
pre-dawn solar glare and continue until the 
planet reaches conjunction with the Sun. 
Our goal must be to achieve a high inci-
dence of simultaneous observations of vari-
able lunar and planetary phenomena to 
confirm results and increase objectivity in 
visual data. Simultaneous observations, by 
definition, are independent, systematic 
studies of Solar System objects using iden-
tical methods, similar equipment, and stan-
dardized reporting techniques, all taking 
place at the same time on a given date of 
observation. Instrumentation should con-
form to specific criteria, and telescopes 
should be well-adjusted, similarly outfit-
ted, and of the highest optical quality pos-
sible. Simultaneous observations help visu-
al observers understand what detail on a 
planet is real or illusory, and although good 
simultaneous visual work is useful in the 
form of drawings and descriptive reports, 
photographic, CCD, or video imaging 
should be added to the mix. The introduc-
tion and increased availability of CCD 
cameras at fairly reasonable prices has 
allowed more efficient light detection than 
is possible with photographic film, and 
CCDs generate digital information that can 
be manipulated by image processors. The 
enormous dynamic range of CCDs and 
their high sensitivity to visual and near-
infrared wavelengths make them a valuable 
tool in simultaneous lunar and planetary 
observations. 

Although considerable information 
on observing Saturn can be found in The 
Saturn Handbook, it is worthwhile here to 
list some of the current observational pur-
suits by the A.L.P.O. observers: 

1. Visual numerical relative intensity 
estimates of Saturn's belts, zones, and 
Ring components. 

2. Full-disk drawings and sectional  

sketches of Globe and Ring phenome-
na. To assist observers in making 
drawings, the A.L.P.O. Saturn Section 
furnishes via mail or on the website 
templates with the correct Globe 
oblateness and Ring geometry. All 
drawings submitted for publication 
must be originals, not xerox copies. 

3. Central meridian (CM) transit tim-
ings of details in belts and zones on the 
Globe of Saturn (utilized to determine 
or confirm rotation rates in various lat-
itudes). Saturnian CM longitudes will 
soon be available on the A.L.P.O. web-
site. 

4. Latitude estimates or filar microme-
ter measurements of belts and zones 
on the Globe of Saturn. 

5. Colorimetry and absolute color esti-
mates of Globe and Ring features. 

6. Observation of "intensity minima" 
in the Rings (in addition to observa-
tions of Cassini's and Encke's 
Divisions). 

7. Observational monitoring of the 
bicolored aspect of the Rings of 
Saturn. 

8. Observations of stellar occultations 
by Saturn's Rings (ephemerides are 
published in various periodicals, the 
Saturn newsletter, and the website). 

9. Specialized observations of Saturn 
during edgewise Ring presentations in 
addition to routine studies. 

10. Visual observations and magnitude 
estimates of the satellites of Saturn. 

11. Routine photography, CCD imag-
ing, photoelectric photometry, and 
videography of Saturn and its Ring 
system (current images appear on the 
A.L.P.O. website). 

12. Simultaneous observations of 
Saturn. 

The 2000-2001 Apparition of Saturn 
is now under way [see note at end. Ed.], 
and members of the A.L.P.O. Saturn 
Section have already resumed their routine 
studies of the planet. We are always eager 
to enlist new observers, and anyone inter-
ested in our programs should contact this 
writer for information on how to get start-
ed. To aid in planning, Table 1 (p. 34) gives 
Universal Times for geocentric phenomena 
for Saturn during the 2000-2001 Apparit-
ion. 
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Table 1. Geocentric Phenomena in Universal 
Time (UT) for the 2000-2001 Apparition of Saturn 

Conjunction 	2000 MAY 
Opposition 	2000 Nov 
Conjunction 	2001 MAY 

Data for Opposition: 

10d 20h UT 
19 13 
25 13 

Taurus Constellation 
Declination +17°.3 
Stellar Magnitude -0.4 
Equatorial Dia. (Globe) 20".43 
Polar Dia. (Globe) 18".75 
Major Axis (Rings) 46". 37 
Minor Axis (Rings) 18". 55 
B -23°.59 
B' -23°.83 

Note: B is the saturnicentric latitude of the Earth 
referred to the plane of the rings, negative (-) when 
south (i.e., when the visible surface of the Rings is the 
southern face); B' is the saturnicentric latitude of the 
Sun referred to the Ring plane, negative (-) when 
south (i.e., when the southern face of the Rings is illu-
minated by the Sun). 

THE FUTURE 

The foregoing discussion has been 
chiefly derived from personal reflections 
about the A.L.P.O.'s past, a bit of philoso-
phy gleaned from my experience as Saturn 
Coordinator for nearly three decades, and 
an overview of current Saturn observing 
programs. Much of what I have said also 
pertains to amateur observational astrono-
my as a whole, and I now offer the follow-
ing concluding remarks about the future: 

1. I cannot emphasize enough the need 
for increased participation of youthful 
members in the A.L.P.O. observing 
programs, as well as in activities of 
astronomical societies on the local 
level. If our organizations and pro-
grams are to endure well into the next 
Millennium, we have little choice 
about this. 

2. Experienced observers should make 
it a point to urge as many young peo-
ple as possible to get "turned on" to 
astronomy by taking at least one 
youngster "under their wing" and 
developing that person as an observer. 
For example, one of the lasting accom-
plishments of the A.L.P.O. and the 
Astronomical League has been to pro-
vide challenging projects and guidance 
for young science enthusiasts, some of 
whom have gone on to become profes-
sional astronomers or scientists in 
other disciplines. For this to continue, 
we cannot wait for youth to come to 
us. We must reach out to our commu-
nity science centers, our middle 
schools and high schools, our local 

PTAs, our colleges and universities, 
and our state and national parks, and 
take an active role in promoting obser-
vational astronomy as an enjoyable, 
worthwhile pastime. 

3. No matter where our observational 
pursuits lead us, I sincerely hope that 
none of us becomes so consumed by 
zeal to produce scientifically useful 
data that we lose sight of the fact that 
our interest in astronomy is ultimately 
derived from a love and fascination for 
the night sky. We should all take a few 
moments away from organized obser-
ving programs to simply appreciate the 
exquisite beauty of the night sky. 
Relaxation and fun should remain an 
ingredient in all of our pursuits. 
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Figure 1. Charles Cyrus (left) with A.L.P.O. 
Founder Walter Haas at the A.L.P.O.-
Astronomical League Convention in 
Baltimore, Maryland in 1986. 
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Sidgwick, J.B. (1971). Amateur Astrono-
mer's Handbook. London: Faber and 
Faber (3rd Edition). 

	(1971a). Observational Astron- 
omy for Amateurs. London: Faber and 
Faber (3rd Edition). 

U.S. Naval Observatory. Astronomical 
Almanac. Washington: U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1999 and 2000 
editions. 

[Note: The preceding paper was delivered 
at the 1999 A.L.P.O. Convention, held in 
conjunction with the ASTROCON Meeting 
of the Astronomical League in Cheney, 
Washington. At that time, Dr. Benton 
referred to the ongoing 1999-2000 Appari-
tion of Saturn. Using the 2000 and 2001 
editions of the Astronomical Almanac, the 
editor has updated that portion of this paper 
to refer to the now-ongoing 2000-2001 
Apparition of Saturn.] 

CHARLES MORGAN CYRUS—PERSONAL NOTES 

By: Carole J. Budosh 
[Our readers will recall Walter Haas' note, "In Memoriam: Charles M. Cyrus", in our last previous issue 
(J.A.L.P.O., 41, No. 4, p. 172). Since then, we received a letter from his daughter, Carole J. Budosh, 
which is quoted in part below. We have also reproduced here a photograph of Charles Cyrus.] 
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Dad was born Charles Morgan Cyrus on January 5, 1920 in Lynchburg, Virginia, 
the youngest of eight children. He grew up in Virginia, studying art in high school and 
working at the Allen-Morrison Sign Company until he was drafted on November 14, 
1942. He served in the Signal Corps during World War II, but was not sent overseas. 

During his military service, he met my mother, Della Kazlauski, marrying her in 
Missouri on January 13, 1945. After his discharge on February 11, 1946, they moved to 
Baltimore where they lived with my mother's parents. They had two children: Carole, 
born October 6, 1948 and Barbara, born July 11, 1958. Dad went to work for Bethlehem 
Steel Company as a marine draftsman on October 11, 1951, working there until he retired 
on February 28, 1982. 

Dad had several hobbies. He enjoyed photography and had his own darkroom 
equipment. His interests later turned to astronomy. He had several telescopes, and pol-
ished his own mirrors. I remember my Mom complaining about the odor of pine tar and 
the red polish around our home. When he had his tele-
scope out in our backyard, he would often end up with 
the neighborhood children standing in line to have a 
look. He always took the time to explain what he was 
looking at, and let each one have a turn to see. He also 
belonged to an astronomy club; besides meetings, 
they had "star parties" at local schools or parks where 
novices could go and take a look at the stars. He con-
tinued this until a few years ago. 

My mom passed away in August, 1985, after 
which Dad started to paint again, first with oils and 
then with water colors. He attended a few formal 
classes at the Schuler School of Fine Arts in 
Baltimore. After that, he became a member of the 
Maryland Art League as well as the Catonsville 
Senior Center. He proved to be very talented. His 
works were often on display in different local public 
buildings, and he usually sold at least one painting as 
a result of each showing. 

At the time of his death, on October 26, 1999, 
he was survived by a brother, Royal, and a sister 
Irene, whom he had just visited in Virginia before his 
car accident. He has four grandchildren: John M. (28) 
and Brian C. Budosh (23); and Michael S. (16) and 
Kristin A. Abrams (6). He has no great-grandchildren. 
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Three scenes from the A.L.P.0.-
ASTROCON 2000 Convention in 
Ventura, California, July 19-22, 
2000, reported on in pages 89-91 
of this issue. On the left is the 
convention site, the Holiday Inn 
Ventura Beach Resort. In the 
lower left is the A.L.P.O. 
information desk, staffed by 
Matthew 	Will 	(seated). 
Professional historian Thomas R. 
Williams is in the lower right, 
reporting on "A History of the 
A.L.P.O. Lunar Meteor Project." 
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Fifty Years Ago: A Selection from 'The Strolling Astronomer, 
May 1, 1950 (Vol 4, No. 5), "Some Lunar Affairs," p. 9. 

Figure 1 on pg. 1 [below, left] may be regarded as typical of Mr. E. J. Reese's 
many excellent drawings of the crater Conon. Referring to the map of Conon on 
pg. 1 of the February issue [lower right], the reader will see that Reese has 

here represented Fault B, Cleft V, and Streaks V, A, 
and Z. It will be noted that Reese on this date found 
Fault B dark, conspicuous, and unbroken. 	At the 
position indicated by the star Reese remarked a dark 
shading on the inner west wall of a craterlet, a 
shading seen well by L.T. Johnson on November 30, 
1949 at colongitude 26°.8. 	(Colongitude is the 
eastern [now western, Ed.] longitude of the sunrise 
terminator.) The dark spot indicated by the pair of 
stars in Figure 1 was observed also by T. Cragg on 
the same date (December 30). 	On March 29, 1950, 
Conon was drawn independently under mediocre condi-
tions by Cragg and W.H. Haas only 30 minutes apart; 
each used a 6-inch reflector, and the colongitude 
was about 36°.1. Haas saw Fault B; continuous and 
very dark, it impressed him as being the shadow of 
a ridge (as Hare has seen it with his excellent 12- 
inch reflector). 	Cragg probably drew the south- 
western half of Fault B; he also depicted several 
dark streaks on the floor itself, all of which 
escaped Haas. One of these might be Cleft V. Both 
observers saw Q and 0 (refer to map) as white areas 
on the floor. 

To right: Figure 1 from page 1 of 
the February 1, 1950, issue of The 
Strolling Astronomer (the first 
issue to contain illustrations) 
with the caption: 

"The accompanying chart is a pre-
liminary map of the lunar crater 
Conon prepared by E.J. Reese in 
November, 1949. It is based upon 
a large number of observations and 
drawings by himself and other mem-
bers of the A.L.P.O., chiefly in 
1947-49." 

Fig. 1, Crater Conon 
E. J. Reese. 6—in. Refi. 
Dec. 30, 1949. 1h 30m. 
240X. 
Colong. = 3190 
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THE DOMES OF THE RIMA BIRT REGION 

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL 
GEOLOGY OF LUNAR DOMES 

Lunar domes are gentle swellings 
between 3 and 60 km across, and are at 
most a few hundred meters in height. Most 
have very low angles of inclination, only a 
few degrees at most. This makes domes 
similar to Earth's shield volcanoes. Many 
have a central "pit crater", which occurs 
upon magma withdrawal with collapse 
about the vent. 

The distribution of domes on the 
lunar surface favors the Western Hemi-
sphere [IAU directions] of the Moon. The 
large cluster of 28 domes in the well-stud-
ied Hortensius-Milichius-Tobias Mayer 
region, along with a greater expanse of 
maria accounts for the greater number of 
domes in the Western Hemisphere. 

Domes probably formed in the latter 
stages of volcanism on the moon. Early-
stage lavas were very fluid, due to their 
high heat, massive volumes, and mineralo-
gy. Mineral composition was particularly 
important, as lunar lavas are mafic in com-
position (low silica content, high metal 
oxide content) which tend to be very fluid 
(low viscosity). Because of this, the origi-
nal lavas on the Moon flowed from erup-
tive fissures and did not produce 'volca-
noes'. An example of this kind of volcanic 
activity on earth is the 'Great Crack' fissure 
eruption of 1823 in the Hawaiian volca-
noes. The vast majority of these eruptive 
fissures were covered over by their lavas, 
and so cannot be seen. This is as opposed to 
felsic lavas (high silica content), which on 
Earth produce steep-sided, rhyolitic domes  

with short lava runs. Over time, the erupt-
ing lavas cooled, decreased in flow rate, 
and began to crystallize. This changed the 
characteristics of the lava, decreasing its 
fluidity so that it began to 'pile up' around 
its vent, forming low shield-like volcanoes. 
This is the source of our lunar domes. 

GEOLOGY OF THE 
RIMA BIRT SECTION 

The Rima Birt Section of the Moon 
represents a vast lava field in the Mare 
Nubium region. The rima itself occurs 
within a massive flooded crater, somewhat 
over 200 km in diameter. While the outline 
of the eastern half of this crater can been 
seen in the adjoining highland region, the 
western half can only be visualized by the 
mare ridges, which mark the rim. It is like-
ly that the faults created by this impact pro-
duced the conduits for lavas in this region. 
Rima Birt itself is a rille just over 50 km in 
length, with small craters at each end. From 
photographs, both of these craters appear to 
occur in domes. The rille itself is unique in 
that it has an offset in its mid-section. This 
rules against its origin as a flow feature 
such as a lava tube. Rather, our sense is that 
it represents extension and faulting due to 
dike intrusion. There is a complex of three 
domes at the north end of Rima Birt, fur-
ther supporting our notion that all these 
features have a volcanic origin. There is 
also a general "darkening" about these 
domes which likely represents a late-stage 
lava flow with slightly different metal con-
tent, which produces the color differences 
of lava on the Moon. However, another 

By: P.G. Salimbeni, R. Lena, G. Mengoli, E. Douglass and 
G. Santacana; Geologic Lunar Research Group (GLR) 

ABSTRACT 

In this paper we study three domes that have been observed in the Rima Birt region. 
Two of them are bisected by the Rima itself. One of the bisected domes lies to the west 
of the dome located at = -.155/1 = -.347(9°.51 W/20°.30 S) and shows the same appear-
ance and dimensions as -155-347. The approximate location is = -.161/1 = -.349 (9°.89 
W/20°.43 S) and it appears to need very specific lighting conditions for its observation, 
indicated by the fact that it has been described by few observers until now and has 
appeared only twice in the reports of the A.L.P.O. Lunar Dome Survey of the last 30 years. 
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Fgure 1. Drawing of Birt (upper left) and the Rima Birt 
by P.G. Salimbeni. 1999 MAY 23, 22h00rn UT. Colong. 
013°.3. [Colongitude is the longitude of the sunrise 
terminator; sunrise at Birt is near Colong. 009°, noon 
near 099°, and sunset near 189°.] South at top. 

explanation could be that this feature repre-
sents lava fountaining. The age of this 
dome complex is difficult to estimate, as 
we lack high-resolution imagery of this 
region. However, a general age estimate 
would put it at 2-3 billion years [i.e., during 
the Eratosthenian Period. Ed.]. As a final 
note, it is of interest that dome complexes 
often occur on gentle rises, as is the case 
with the Marius Hills and Mons Riimker, 
and we suspect that just such a rise might 
exist here. 

OBSERVATION OF 
LUNAR DOMES 

The observation of lunar domes is a 
challenging activity that requires dedica-
tion and good timing along with good 
observing conditions. All observations of 
domes must be carried out near the lunar 
terminator where the solar altitude does not 
exceed approximately 8°. Domes may 
come in many shapes and sizes but the 
most common ones are hemispherical in 
shape with a high profile, a low rounded 
shadow, and sometimes with a central 
crater on the top. The crater is a good indi-
cation of the volcanic origin of these struc-
tures but it is not necessarily present at all 
times. In 1964 John Westfall created a 
dome classification scheme that is widely 
used by the Association of Lunar and 
Planetary Observers Lunar Dome Survey. 
Basically the classification takes into 
account the size of the dome, the shape, 
location, surface detail, surroundings and 
profile. Each category is given a letter or 
number and their combination provides a 
clear encoded description of the dome in 
question. 

OBSERVATIONS OF 
THE RIMA BIRT DOMES 

On 1999 May 23, 22h00m UT, P.G. 
Salimbeni and P. Ricciardi of the Geologic 
Lunar Research group observed three 
domes to the north of the Rima Birt. This 
observation was carried out independently 
by both observers. The telescopes used 
were a 200-mm Schmidt-Cassegrain and a 
10-cm f/10 refractor. Figure 1 (upper right) 
shows the aspect of the region as drawn by 
Salimbeni. 

As depicted in Figure 1, there are 
two bisected domes that follow closely in 
the same line as the Rima Birt itself. 

Forming a triangle with these two bisected 
domes lies a third dome to the east (lower 
left in the drawing). The more difficult 
dome is the one observed on the northern 
tip of the Rima. The drawing was carried 
out under very favorable observing condi-
tions with a seeing of II on the Antoniadi 
scale [i.e., "good." Ed.]. 

Raffaello Lena did another observa-
tion of this region, on 1999 MAY 24 using 
a 100-mm refractor at f/15 and 250X. The 
seeing was also estimated at II on the 
Antoniadi scale. The drawing below 
(Figure 2) shows the region as observed by 
Lena. 

Figure 2. The north- 
ern 	portion 	of the 
Rima Birt with the 
Rima Birt Domes, 
drawn by Raffaello 
Lena, 1999 MAY 24, 
21h1Orn 	UT. 	Co- 
long. 025°.1. 10-cm 
f/15 refractor, 250X. 
Seeing 	II 	(Antoni- 
adi 	Scale; 	good). 
South at top. 

The two bisected domes can be read-
ily observed to the north of the Rima Birt 
with the more northerly dome clearly 
bisected by the Rima. This dome is not as 
clear in Lena's drawing as in that of 
Salimbeni but its bisected nature is clearly 
suggested in this drawing as well. The 
dome appears to be a hemispherical one 
with a central cleft that bisects it right in 
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Figure 4. Marvin Huddleston's sketch map of the 
Rima Birt ("Birt Rill") domes, observed on 1972 FEB 
23, 02h47m UT. Colong. 013°.2. South at top. "DHC" 
stands for dark-haloed crater. 

Figure 3. CCD 
image of Birt 
and surround-
ings by Giorgio 
Mengoli, 1999 
JUL 21, 19h55m 
UT. 	Colong. 
013°.3. South at 
top. The Rima 
Birt extends to 
the lower right, 
with the Rima 
Birt domes at its 
lower end. 15.2-
cm refractor. 

the center and forms a continuous line with 
the Rima Birt. The central cleft needs good 
seeing conditions in order to be observed 
clearly. 

A CCD image obtained by Giorgio 
Mengoli on 1999 JUL 21 at 19h 55m UT 
also shows this dome (see Figure 3, above). 
The image was taken with a 15.2-cm ED 
refractor and HX5 Starlight Express CCD 
camera (16-bit) coupled to a Celestron 
Ultima Series 2X Barlow lens. The integra-
tion time was 0.12 seconds with a 2X 
unsharp masking adaptive filter and 
degauss filter (sigma 0.8, coefficient 1.0), 
Zoom hardware (1.5X). The software used 
was Astroart and Pix Win 4. 

Previous observations of the dome 
at 	= -.161/i = -.349 (9°.89 W/20°.43 S) 
were reported to the A.L.P.O. by one ob-
server; Marvin Huddleston detected the 
dome in an observation made on 1972 FEB 
23 at 02h47m UT (see Figure 4, below). 
Huddleston reported a position of 
-.162/i = -.348 (9°.95 W/20°.37 S). Ours is 
the third observation of the dome reported 
to the A.L.P.O., including CCD imaging. 

This dome has been observed by 
Harold Hill and appears in his splendid 
book of lunar drawings. Although not 
specifically described as in the other three 
observations, it is definite that Hill also 
observed three domes during his study of 
this region. 

This dome was also observed by 
Massimo Giuntoli on 1991 APR 22, at 
19h50m UT using a 10.0-cm refractor at 
f/10 and 166X to 250X. Giuntoli's drawing 
does not include the dome's position or its 
bisected nature. See Figure 5 (below) for 
Giuntoli's drawing. 

A hint of this dome is also present in 
a single video frame sent to the GLR group 
by F. Badalotti. The image was made using 
a video camera and a 25.0-cm f/10 
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F'gure 6. Video frame of the Bin region (upper left) 
by F. Badalotti, 1999 MAY 23, 19h10m UT. 25.0-cm 
Schmidt-Cassegrain. Colong. 011°.9. South at top. 
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Table 1. Diameters and Heights 
of the Rima Birt Domes. 

Dome Diameter Height 

-161-349 10 km 200 meters 
-155-347 12 km 200 meters 
-156-353 10 km 250 meters 

Figt. 
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Schmidt-Cassegrain. It was obtained on the 
same night as Salimbeni's observation, 
1999 MAY 23, at 19h10m UT. Figure 6 (p. 
85) shows Badalotti's observation. 

Using both Salimbeni's and Lena's 
drawings plus Mengoli's CCD image, this 
dome may be classified according to the 
Westfall classification scheme as 
DW/2a/6f/9j. Huddleston classifies it as 
DW/2a/4f/7j .The fact that there have been 
only two previous reported observations of 
this dome strongly suggests that this may 
be a very difficult object requiring specific 
lighting conditions in order to be clearly 
defined. G. Santacana observed this region 
several times from 1994 to 1997, finding 
domes only in the coordinates = -.155/ri 
= -.347 (9°.51 W/20°.30 S) and = -.156/ri 
= -.353 (9°.60 W/20°.67 S) using both a 
20.0-cm Schmidt-Cassegrain and 20.3-cm 
Newtonian. 

Using Mengoli's CCD images, Lena 
has been able to measure both the heights 
and the diameters of the three domes in the 
Birt region. The measurement process con-
sisted of enlarging the images and measur-
ing the size of known objects like the crater 
Birt and Rupes Recta in millimeters to pro-
duce a conversion factor to kilometers on 
the Moon. Then measurements are made of 
the domes and converted to kilometers. For 
height measurement the same process was 
followed to measure the shadow length of 
the domes. Using the Lunar Toolkit pro-
gram, written by Harry Jamieson, the 
heights of the three domes were then calcu-
lated. Table 1 (below) summarizes diame-
ter and heights of the three domes in the 
Birt region. 

Due to the fact that foreshortening is 
not being considered in the calculations, 
they must be regarded as close approxima-
tions rather than strictly accurate. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The appearance of the three domes 
so close together is a definite indication 
that at some time in its geologic history, the 
north end of the Rima Birt was an area with 
a high level of volcanic activity. 

Three independent observations con-
firm the presence of a bisected dome at = 
-.161/1  = -.349 (9°.89 W/20°.43 S). The 
position is based on measurements from 
plate D6-a of the Orthographic Atlas , car-
ried out by Harry Jamieson, at that time the 
Coordinator of the Lunar Dome Survey for 
the A.L.P.O. More observations of this 
dome structure are needed to establish its 
exact position, height and other surface 
features. It is also important to note that in 
this region two bisected domes appear in 
line with each other. 

This report also demonstrates that 
lunar domes are difficult features for the 
lunar observer. They require extreme 
patience, specific conditions of lunar solar 
altitude, and good seeing. The observations 
of the Rima Birt region clearly show that 
the study and classification of these vol-
canic structures on the moon is far from 
being complete. More observations and 
observers are needed worldwide in order to 
observe these important lunar geologic for-
mations. 

If observers wish further informa-
tion, the Web page of the GLR group is at 

http://digilander.iol.it/gibbidomine  
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Additional Views of the Rima Birt and the Rima Birt Domes. 

Figure 7 (left). Lunar Orbiter-4 High-Resolution Frame 113 
showing Rupes Recta (the "Straight Wall") on the left, Birt to 
the left of center, the Rima Birt extending to the lower right, and 
the Rima Birt domes at the lower end of the rima. South at top. 
Taken 1967 MAY 19, 17h21m06.71s UT. Colong. = 0300.5. The 
solar lighting is too high for a clear view of the low-profile 
domes, but brings out well Rima Birt, which has been inter-
preted as a collapsed lava tube or a graben (fault depression). 
To give an indication of scale, the crater Birt has a diameter of 
16.8 km and is 3470 m in depth. 

Figure 8 (right). Clementine view of the Birt area, com-
posed of digital image mosaic frames B117S351.IMG and 
B124S351.IMG. Near-Infrared (750 nm); taken at local 
noon. 0.5-km pixel size. The high lighting shows the Rima 
Birt as a bright line. The domes are not visible as relief fea-
tures, but rather are coincident with a dark patch, interpret-
ed as "dark-halo material"; pyroclastic volcanic ejecta, per-
haps from the crater at the north end of the rima (i.e., the 
"DHC" mentioned in Figure 4). South at top. 
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Note on Lunar Coordinates: The A.L.P.O. 
Lunar Dome Survey and the preceding 
paper catalog domes using a shorthand ver-
sion of their rectangular coordinates and 
ii (also called direction-cosines) on the 
widely used orthographic projection of the 
Moon at mean libration. is the east-west 

coordinate, and r is the north-south coordi-
nate, both expressed in units of the mean 
lunar radius. Dome positions are in units of 
thousandths of the lunar radius; thus dome 
-161-349 is at position = -.161/1-1 = -.349. 
A feature's latitude, (3 = sin-1 r); and its lon-
gitude, ? = sin-1 (/cos (3). Ed. 

ie 

Figure 9 (left). CCD image of Birt and vicinity. Taken by J. 
Westfall, 1993 MAR 02, 04h46m UT. 28-cm Schmidt-
Cassegrain, f/21, 0.15-sec exposure. 0.5-km pixel size. 
Colong. 	014°.6. South at top. At a smaller scale than 
Figure 7, this shows the western outline of the basin rough-
ly centered on the crater Birt. Compare Figures 6, 3, 9 and 
7 as an example of how rapidly the appearance of this area 
changes with increasing solar elevation. 
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What do I expect from A.L.P.O. 
observers? Most important will be careful 
observations. I am still very interested in 
receiving magnitude estimates of the coma 
and nucleus condensation. It is also impor-
tant to give the diameter of the coma and 
the degree of condensation in the con-
densed area of the coma. If there is a tail, 
measure the length and determine the 
direction it is pointing. General descrip-
tions of the comet are always valuable. 
And, most important, please include details 
about the instrument that made the obser-
vations. The form published by David Levy 
in the March, 1988 issue of The Strolling 
Astronomer is still quite valuable as an 
orderly guide to marking down the details 
described above. I hope to place this form 
on the web within the next couple of 
months. 

THE A.L.P.O. MEETS ON THE SHORES OF THE 

PACIFIC: ASTROCON 2000 

The Ventura Conference 
The national amateur astronomy convention for the year 2000 was 
held on July 16-19 in the Holiday Inn Ventura Beach Resort in the 
Southern California coastal city of Ventura [see front cover], where 
the Sun shone every day of the meeting. The convention ran smooth-
ly, as one would expect when an A.L.P.O. staff member coordinated 
affairs: Timothy L. Robertson of the sponsoring 
group, the Ventura County Astronomical Society 
(VCAS). Not counting the VCAS, no less than 
ten organizations participated: the Association of 
Lunar and Planetary Observers, the Astronomical 
League, the Western Region of the Astronomical 
League, Sky & Telescope Magazine, the Search 
for Extraterrestrial Intelligence Institute, the 
International Dark Sky Association, the American 
Association of Variable Star Observers, the 
International Occultation Timing Association, the 

Astronomical Society of the Pacific, and the American Association of 
Amateur Astronomers. Corporate sponsors included the Bushnell, 
Boeing, and Budweiser Corporations. The featured speakers were 
Fig. 3. Walter Haas (ri ht with the Jimmy Doohan ("Scotty" of Star Trek) and Don Yeomans 

(JPL). The banquet speaker was a very special planetary 
science pioneer—Galileo Galilaei! 

Convention activities took several forms: Business meet-
ings of several of the participating groups; paper sessions 
and workshops; displays and vendors' booths; tours to 
Mount Pinos, Mount Wilson Observatory, and the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory; door prizes; a Star-B-Que on the 
beach; and the traditional Banquet. 
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I would also like to receive contribu-
tions of photographs and CCD images from 
members to help illustrate the "Current 
Comets" section on the WWW or to be put 
directly on the A.L.P.O. Comets Section 
web site. In addition, there is always a 
place for such images in The Strolling 
Astronomer. 

CONCLUSION 

I look forward to working with the 
members of the A.L.P.O. Comets Section 
and, in particular, Jim Scotti, who has been 
the Assistant Coordinator for years. I hope 
you will all be patient with me as I take on 
this new job. I think that, together, we can 
maintain the quality of the section at the 
level it has been for years, and maybe 
improve upon it through the use of the 
WWW. 

tar-B-• ue. 
hoto by Tim Robertson. 
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Fig. 7. Julius Benton, the new 
A.L.P.O. Executive Director. 

Fig. 4. the JPI. 
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Fig. 9. Don 
(left) introducing Steve 
O'Meara. Photo by Rik 
Hill. 

Assistant Meteors 
Coordinator Robin 

The Association of 
Lunar and Planetary 
Observers took part in 
the conference in sever-
al ways, among which 
were paper sessions, 
presenting two awards, 
and holding a two-ses-
meeting. Matt Will 

deserves special credit for man-
ning an A.L.P.O. Information 
Booth [see front cover]. Other 
A.L.P.O. members and staff con-
tributors to our displays were: 
Gary Cameron (A.L.P.O. history), 
Rik Hill (information on con-
structing spectroscopes)Harry 
Jamieson (A.L.P.O. membership 
information), Dan Joyce (Solar-
System body videos), John McAnally (Jupiter 

Display), Derald Nye (Minor Planets Section), Don 
(Observations of Mars), Tim Robertson (Training Program handouts), 
and Richard Schmude (Remote Planets Section). 

Worthy of mention is the fact that our group did quite well with the door 
prizes; among the more significant items A.L.P.O. members walked 
away with were an 8-inch Meade Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope, two 
Bushnell Voyager 4.5-inch telescopes, and a copy of the lunar coffee-
table book The Full Moon, by Michael Light. 

On Thursday, July 20, A.L.P.O. members delivered a 
grand total of fourteen papers, for the most part each 
lasting 30 minutes. We anticipate that most of these 
will be published over the next year in the J.A.L.P.O.; 
the authors and titles are given in the table below. 

The A.L.P.O. needs to have at least one face-to-face 
(non-virtual) Board of Directors' Meeting each year; 
because of a lengthy agenda we had two in 2000: the 
evenings of July 19 and 20. The rather lengthy min-
utes of this meeting will be published in the next issue 

sion Board 

A.L.P.O. Activities 

Fig 6. At t e same table, left t. 
right: Walter Haas, Tom Cav• 
and Dan Joyce. Photo by Rik 

gure 5. anquet scene 
with (I. to r.) John and Beth 

estfall and Phil Plante 

Transit 
Parker 

A.L.P.O. Paper Session at ASTROCON, July 20, 2000. 

Julius L. Benton, Jr., "The Planet Saturn: Recent A.L.P.O. Observations and Program Notes." 
Thomas Cave, "Mars: Le Gran Illusion." 
Thomas A. Dobbins and William Sheehan, "Project 'Delta Luna:' A Proposal to Search for Impact 

Features of Recent Origin on the Moon." 
Walter H. Haas, "Those Unnumbered Reports of Lunar Changes—Were They All Blunders?" 
Richard Hill, "The Value of Synoptic Observations of the Sun: Are Your Observations Useful?" 
Robert D. Lunsford, "Video and Audio Presentation of the Leonid Meteors Seen From Europe." 
John McAnally, "Jupiter 1999-2000: Chaos in the South Temperate Zone." 
Stephen J. O'Meara, "Moon Watching—It's a Blast: Correlating Volcanic Eruptions with Lunar Cycles." 
Richard W. Schmude, Jr., 'Wideband Photoelectric Photometry of the Jan 20/21, 2000 Lunar Eclipse" and 

'Magnitude Measurements and Other Studies of the Remote Planets and Their Satellites." 
Daniel M. Troiani and Daniel Joyce, "Mars 1999: Summary of A.L.P.O. Observations. Looking 

Forward to Mars in 2001." 
John E. Westfall, "A Preliminary Report on the November 15, 1999, Transit of Mercury." 
Matthew Will, "Believing is Seeing." 
Thomas R. Williams, "A Short History of the A.L.P.O. Lunar Meteor Project." 
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of our Journal, although 
the staff changes approved 
by the Board are given in 
the "Announcements" 
section of this issue (p. 
92). Also, to help in 
advance planning, we can 
divulge that our organiza-
tion will meet next in 
Frederick, Maryland, on 
July 24-28, 2001, with the 
Astronomical League. 

 

. he A.L.P.O. Board Meeting— 
eft to right, are: Julius Benton, Beth Westfall, Harry Jamieson, Matt Will, 
ik Hill, Walter Haas, Richard Schmude, and Don Parker. 

 

HO'. 12. A-L RE); 
Poleteera Coord• 
'rioter 	Robe 
Ltirisforct. 

Although the A.L.P.O. 
itself did not organize any excursions, it certainly 
contributed members to trips to the Mount Pinos star 
party held at the famous dark-sky site at 8826 feet 
above sea level in the Los Padres National Forest, 
and to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena. 
Additional tours went to Griffith Observatory and 
Mount Wilson. 

This year, the A.L.P.O. presented two awards at the 
convention Banquet. One was our annual Walter H. 
Haas Observing Award, which was presented to 
Gordon Garcia, a 
prolific observer of 

our Solar Section; Gordon was unable to 
attend, and the award was accepted for 
him by Rik Hill, Solar Coordinator. The 
second award, not presented every year, 
was the Peggy Haas Service Award, 

going to retiring Comets Coordinator Don 
Machholz for his many years of discover-
ing comets and encouraging, making, and 
analyzing Comets observations. 

  

 

Fig. 17. Rik Hill 
(right) accepting 
the Walter Haas 
Observing Award 
for Gordon Garcia. 
Photo supplied by 
Rik Hill. 

      

 

Fig. 16. Veteran observer 
Tom Cave speaking on 
"Mars: Le Gran Illusion." 

  

      

      

Aram'CoN 

Fio 13,../195,isEant 
Ray Coordinator Jahn 
M cAnallyr. 

Fig. 14. Retiring Executive Director 
Don Parker (left) with Membership 
Secretary Harry Jamieson, clowning 
with a Mars T-shirt. 

9. 18. .on Tac oz le!n 
receiving the Peggy Haas 
Service Award from Don Parker. 

Fig. 19 (left). The lobby 
of the Holiday Inn 
Ventura Beach Resort 
during ASTROCON 
2000. The registration 
table is to the left. To 
the right are booths 
operated by participat-
ing groups and ven 
dors. 
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SOMETHING DOES  HAPPEN ON THE MOON! 

In 1942, Walter H. Haas (who founded the A.L.P.O. five years later) published an arti-
cle in the Journal of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada, entitled "Does 
Anything Ever Happen on the Moon?" We are happy to announce that this classic arti-
cle has now been republished as A.L.P.O. Monograph Number Nine, comprising 54 
pages with five pages of illustrations. The monograph is available for $6.00 (United 
States, Canada and Mexico orders; $8.00 elsewhere) from: A.L.P.O. Monographs, P.O. 
Box 2447, Antioch, CA 94531-2447 U.S.A. 
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THE NATURE OF THE HOOK-LIKE SHADOW 
OBSERVED BY WILKINS AND MOORE ON 

PLATO'S FLOOR IN 1952 

By: Giancarlo Faveroa, Raffaello Lenab, Giorgio Mengolib, 
Alessandro Cipolatb and Piermario Gualdonib  

a  Osservatorio Guido Ruggieri, Padova, Italy 
b  GLR, Geologic Lunar Researches, Italy 

INTRODUCTION 
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During the 1998 A.L.P.O. meeting 
held in Atlanta, Harry Jamieson read a 
paper by Bill O'Connell entitled "Plato's 
Hook: Clementine and CCD Images Shed 
Light on the Shadowy Mystery of a 45 
year old Drawing." (O'Connell, 1998) 
The author commented about the drawing 
of Plato made by H. P. Wilkins during the 
night of April 3-4 1952, observing the 
Moon with the 83-cm refractor of 
Meudon Observatory. O'Connell pointed 
out a curved shadow on the drawing, the 
so-called "Plato's Hook," projected on 
the south-east portion of the floor of the 
lunar crater Plato under eastern (morn-
ing) illumination [IAU directions here 
and later]. The drawing is reproduced on 
page 234 of the second edition of The 
Moon by Wilkins and Moore (1961). 

O'Connell discarded the hypothe-
sis that the configuration of Plato's floor 
could be responsible for the odd shadow, 
on the basis of Wilkins and Moore's opin-
ion that the floor is remarkably smooth 
and level. In his personal CCD archives 
O'Connell found one image which, after 
a simple contrast-stretching, revealed a 
shadow with a curved tip. He concluded 
that Wilkins' feature is real, but it doesn't 
appear at each lunation on Plato. 

After examining Lunar Orbiter and 
Clementine images, O'Connell discarded 
also the possibility that a lobate lava flow 
front may be responsible of the curved 
shadow. As Wilkins' drawing and 
O'Connell's CCD image differ both in 
libration and in solar altitude, but in his 
opinion the "hook" appears on both, 
O'Connell concluded that the event was 
proven but its visibility rules were not yet 
understood. 

The drawing by Wilkins is remark-
able in reporting the "hook" shadow, but 
it is not unique. A similar drawing, traced 
at about the same time by P. Moore, who 
observed with the same instrument, 
appeared on page 70 in the book Our 
Moon by H. P. Wilkins (1958). Compar-
ing the two drawings shows similarities 
and differences. Similar are: the elliptical 
shape of the walled plain (1.32:1 major-
to-minor axis ratio); the general profile of 
the shadows, in particular of the hook-
like one under examination; the position 
of four craterlets on Plato's floor; the 
absence of a fifth craterlet, which was 
searched for, by the observers, but was 
not seen; and the position of about twen-
ty white spots on Plato's floor. The two 
drawings show differences outside the 
crater rim ranging from subtle to obvious. 
One can conclude, according to Wilkins' 
words (The Moon, p. 235) that on 1952 
APR 03 the two observers were concerned 
with Plato's floor, and completed the rest 
of their drawings from memory later. 

The features depicted similarly by 
the two expert observers on Plato's floor 
show small differences, typical of visual 
observations. For instance, the craterlet 
near the center is placed by Wilkins at 
0.45 units of the major axis starting from 
east, while Moore placed it at 0.47 units. 
The difference of about 5 percent can be 
taken as a typical limit to the accuracy of 
Plato's major axis and of the shadow. The 
shadow should be projected by a sort of 
shelf, a peak protruding horizontally 
toward the south from a point on the 
north-east wall. Therefore we have not 
only one, but two peculiar features, the 
hook-shadow and the shelf. 

r 
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[Comment by Editor. Unfortunately we have not 
been able to obtain permission to reproduce the 
two drawings referred to above. I note a prob-
lem in attributing the drawings as the one repro-
duced in The Moon  is credited in its caption to 
H.P. Wilkins, while that in Our Moon is initialed 
"H.P.W.", rather than credited to Patrick 
Moore. Nonetheless, the two drawings do differ 
in detail, including the outline of Plato's east 
wall shadow. 

Figure 1 (upper right) shows a tracing of 
the shadow of the edge of the east wall shadow 
from the Wilkins sketch in The Moon  superim-
posed upon a photograph of Plato taken by the 
Lunar Orbiter 4 spacecraft ] 

THE O'CONNELL CCD IMAGE 

Figure 2 (lower right) shows a 
heavily stretched CCD image by 
O'Connell. The east wall shadow profile 
is dissimilar from it as sketched by 
Wilkins and Moore because of different 
solar elevation, 5° as calculated for the 
1952 drawings against 3° for the CCD 
image. The lunar librations are also dif-
ferent, Plato being less elliptical in the 
CCD image, with an apparent 1.24:1 axis 
ratio. O'Connell proposed the identifica-
tion of the 1952 hook-shaped shadow 
with his longer southern shadow, slightly 
bent on the south, even if he recognized 
that the position of this feature is defi-
nitely west and north of that shown by 
Wilkins and Moore. For these same rea-
sons we were doubtful of O'Connell's 
identification and extended the analysis 
of the problem with our CCD image 
archives. 

OUR CCD IMAGES 

In our CCD archives we found the 
images reproduced in Figures 3-7 ( pp. 
128-131). In Figures 3-5, with low solar 
elevations, shadows similar to those 
imaged by O'Connell are evident. The 
southern peak with the longest shadow 
has a curved northern profile, but not 
curved enough, in our opinion, to repro-
duce the "hook." Moreover, the overall 
shadow profile appearing in the three 
images is incompatible with that of the 
1952 drawings. Figure 5 shows also the 
northern peculiar shadow found in the 
Wilkins and Moore drawings, attributed 
by us as cast by a shelf. Our image 
reveals that this feature comes from the  

Figure 1. Outline of Plato east wall shadow from 
Wilkins drawing in The Moon (white line), superim-
posed on Lunar Orbiter 4 frame H-127 (shown also 
on Figure 8, p. 131). 

Fig. 2. CCD image by Bill O'Connell showing the 
shadows on Plato's floor, giving a contour consid-
erably different from that in Figure 1. Image taken 
with 20-cm Schmidt-Cassegrain at f/20, 1997 FEB 
16, 01h01m UT (H ■ 2°.97 , A = 092°.37 , C = 
013°.00). Following O'Connell, the tip of the south-
ern, longest shadow is bent toward the south, cre-
ating the appearance of Wilkins and Moore's hook- 
like shadows. (H 	solar elevation, A = solar 
azimuth, and C a solar colongitude.) 

fusion of the east wall shadow with the 
shadow of a hill located on Plato's floor, 
at the foot of the northern wall. 

Figure 6 displays a shadow outline 
different from those of the last three 
images, but similar to those appearing in 
the drawings by Wilkins and Moore. 
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Figure 3. (A) CCD image of Plato taken by G. Favero on 25 JAN 
1999 at 18h21m UT (H = 2°.96 , A = 092°.96 , C = 013°.46) with 
a PXL 211 camera (TC-211 sensor) fitted to a 35.5-cm 
Newtonian, effective f/16.8. The profile of the shadow on 
Plato's floor looks very similar to that recorded by O'Connell, 
whose hook-shadow is marked. Just north of the tip of the 
southern and longest peak, the shadow of a craterlet is visible 
which could bend the shadow tip as in the O'Connell image. 

(B) Numbers 1-9 indicate the tips of the shadows and the cor-
responding positions (white dot) of the relevant peaks on the 
east wall rim. 
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Figure 7 shows an even closer sim-
ilarity to the 1952 drawings. The solar 
elevation above Plato's floor in Figure 6 
is nearly 11° and in Figure 7 is nearly 9°, 
so the east wall shadow has less irregu-
larities and now shows a more regular 
outline, probably originating from the 
inner wall terraces. At the foot of the 
southern terraces now appears an elon-
gated and complex hill (labeled subse-
quently as "ch") whose curved shadow 
combines with the east wall shadow to 
create the hook-like feature. 

THE COORDINATES OF THE 
FEATURES DESCRIBED 

An image of Plato extracted from 
Plate D2-a of the Orthographic Atlas of 
the Moon, by Arthur and Whitaker 
(1960), was sent to us by Harry Jamieson. 
Plate D2-a is part of plate W121 taken at 
the Mount Wilson Observatory on 1919 
SEP 15, at 13h23m UT (solar elevation, H 
= 9°.49; solar azimuth, A = 255°.53; 
colongitude [western longitude of sunrise 

terminator], C = 172°.10). Com-
paring this grided photograph with 
our Figure 3, we estimated the 
coordinates of the principal fea-
tures under discussion. 

As a first step, Figure 3 was 
rotated until the axes of the shad-
ows on Plato's floor appeared hor-
izontal. The result can be seen in 
Figure 3B, where the shadows are 
labeled 1-9. In this image, each 
peak on the eastern wall which 
casts a shadow and the tip of that 
shadow lie on the same horizontal 
line. Comparing our Figure 3. 
taken at sunrise (H = 2°.96 , A = 
092°.96), with the Orthographic 
Atlas Plato image, taken at sunset 
(H = 9°.49 , A = 255°.53 ), both 
under a grazing illumination, we 
obtained the rim profile of the 
eastern wall. This profile is the 
line along the crater rim separat-
ing the shadow from the sunlit 
surface. The rim profile line has 
the same shape in the two images 
despite of the opposite illumina-
tion because of its grazing angle It 
is highly probable that the tops of 
the peaks casting the pointed 
shadows recorded in Figure 3 lie 
on this rim profile line. The inter-
sections between the profile line 
of the east wall rim and the hori-
zontal lines defined from the shad-
ows (as previously described) 
identify the most probable posi-
tions of the peaks casting the 
shadows. 

In Figure 3B each white 
point indicates where a peak prob-
ably lies on the east wall rim. The 
peak top is located at the left of 
the white point, on the line sepa-
rating the lighted surface from 
shadowed one. The longest shad-
ow, labeled "3" in Figure 3B, is 
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Figure 4. CCD image of Plato taken by G. Mengoli on 14 MAR 2000, 17h56m UT (H = 5°.15 , A = 098°.50 , 
C = 019°.16) with an HX516 camera fitted to a Meade 15.2-cm refractor with a Barlow lens at 1.83X. Given 
the solar-lighting data, the shadows should be similar to those on Figure 1. On the contrary, the shadows on 
Plato's floor are similar to those on Figures 2 and 3. 

Table 1. Coordinates of the complex hill ("ch"; see 
text) and of the peaks on the eastern wall of Plato 
that cast shadows 1-9 at sunrise (Figure 3B). 

Peak Latitude Longitude 

ch 0.7693 -0.0875 50.29 	-7.87 
1 0.7700 -0.0822 50.35 -7.40 
2 0.7715 -0.0800 50.49 -7.22 
3 0.7724 -0.0759 50.57 -6.86 
4 0.7800 -0.0727 51.26 -6.67 
5 0.7830 -0.0719 51.54 -6.64 
6 0.7859 -0.0716 51.80 -6.65 
7 0.7905 -0.0729 52.23 -6.84 
8 0.7941 -0.0748 52.57 -7.07 
9 0.7968 -0.0769 52.84 -7.31 

Note: 	(xi) and ri (eta) are rectangular coordinates, 
expressed in units of the Moon's radius, with their origin 
at the mean center of the disk; the -axis runs east-west, 
positive to the north (as is latitude), while the maxis runs 
east-west, positive to the east (as is longitude). 
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the shadow that O'Connell defined as the 
"hook" shadow (compare with Figure 2). 
It is cast by the peak (which we also label 
3) at the head of the curved mountain 
chain directed initially to the south-east 
then abruptly turning nearly 90° to the 
south-west. 

The coordinates of Hill "ch" and 
Peaks 1-9 are given in Table 1 (below). 

Figure 4 (above; H = 5°.15 , A = 
098°.50 , C = 019°.16) shows the shad-
ows on Plato's floor under nearly the 

?fie Strolling Astronomer, 5.A.L.P.O. 

same lighting conditions computed for 
the 1952 drawings (H = 5°.32 , A = 
094°.95 , C = 016°.48). Comparing Fig-
ure 4 with Figures 1-3 shows that: (1) In 
Figure 4 the shadow shows a profile sim-
ilar to that in Figures 2 and 3, but is obvi-
ously shorter; (2) this shadow profile is 
different from that in Figure 1. It seems 
unlikely that Shadow 3 may be the 
"hook," as it lacks any curvature. 

We measured a differential latitude 
for the base of the hooked shadow on the 
1952 drawings along the meridian pass-
ing through its base and intersecting the 
northern rim of Plato near a shadow-
filled valley. Assigning a value of 0.00 to 
the point where this meridian intersects 
the southern crater rim, and a value of 
1.00 to the point where it crosses the 
northern rim, the base of the hooked 
shadow appears centered at a value of 
0.12 in both drawings. From Figure 5, the 
base of shadow 3 was so measured to be 
0.21; even allowing for the imprecision 
of the visual estimates, this value is 
incompatible with the 1952 values. 
Moreover, in Figure 4 Shadow 3 does not 
display any curvature. Inspection of 
Figures 6 and 7 reveals a shadow profile 

--m‘mmilanoMommi 
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Figure 5. CCD image of Plato taken by G. Favero on 14 
MAR 2000, 21h43m UT (H = 6°.33 , A = 100°.03 , C = 
021°.08) with the same instrumentation as in Figure 3. On 
the north-northeast part of the floor the shelf shadow is 
indicated (named "Mensola" in the frame), which is 
caused by the merging of the east wall shadow with a 
curved shadow cast westerly by a round hill on Plato's 
floor. 
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on Plato's floor very similar to that 
shown in Figure 1; the only difference is 
the location of Shadow 3 in our images. 
In Figures 6 and 7, taken with solar ele-
vations of 10°.7 and 8°.9 respectively, a 
hooked shadow is evident near the foot of 
the southern wall of Plato. In fact, this is 
the shadow of an oval complex hill, with 
a major axis from northeast to southwest 
("ch" in Figure 7B, where other shadows 
are labeled) whose coordinates are given 
in Table 1. The fractional latitude of the 
eastern base of the hill's hooked shadow, 
measured along its meridian in Figure 7, 
is 0.10, comparable with the values esti-
mated in the 1952 drawings (0.12). In the 

same figure Shadow 3 is shown well, 
with a fractional latitude 0.22 and 
without any curvature. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The hook-like shadow reported by 
Wilkins and Moore on their 03 APR 
1952 drawings is a real feature visible 
with an 8°-11° altitude of the Sun 
above Plato's floor. It is not the shad-
ow proposed by O'Connell, which is 
cast by the tallest peak (Peak 3 in this 
paper) present on the the east wall of 
Plato, which does not show any cur-
vature at any solar elevation and is 
always located very far from the 1952 
"hook." 

We suggest that the hook-like 
shadow is cast by an elongated hill 
present on Plato's floor, at the foot of 
the south wall, which becomes visible 
when the Sun rises 8°-11° above the 
floor. This elongated, complex hill, 
oriented northeast-southwest, is clear-

ly shown on Figure 8 (p. 131), an image 
from Lunar Orbiter 4. 

A similar explanation may apply 
to the northern shelf shadow. 

It is worth noting that the solar ele-
vation for Plato calculated for the 1952 
APR 03 observations (5°.32) is incompat-
ible with the solar elevation that produces 
the hook-like combined shadow observed 
by us (8°-11°). Also, the shadow length 
measured on the 1952 drawings (0.21-
0.22 of Plato's major axis) is incompati-
ble with the value measured on our CCD 
frames (0.10-0.12). We can only suggest 
that the 1952 observations were not made 

  

Figure 6. CCD image of Plato 
taken by A. Cipolat and P. 
Gualdoni on 14 FEB 2000, 
20h30m UT (H = 10°.70 , A = 
104°.75 , C 027°.45) with an 
HX516 camera fitted to a 
Mewlon Takahashi 25.0-cm 
telescope at f/12. The east-wall 
shadow is considerably shorter 
than in the previous images, 
and its contour looks much like 
those reported in Wilkins and 
Moore's drawings. A curved 
shadow is evident near the 
south-east wall, in the correct 
position for Plato's "hook." 
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Figure 7. (A) CCD image of Plato taken by G. 
Favero on 16 FEB 1997 at 20h0Om UT (H 
8°.90 , A = 09.99°, C = 022°.62 ) with the 
same instrumentation as for Figures 3 and 5. 
The shadow on Plato's floor is slightly longer 
than in Figure 6 and its contour is similar to 
that one recorded by Wilkins and Moore. It 
shows a curved shadow coincident in position and shape with Plato's "hook" in Figure 1, and is created by 
the merging of the east wall shadow with the shadow of an elongated and complex hill on Plato's floor. (B) 
The shadow tip designations and the identification (white dot) of the complex hill (ch) responsible for the 
curved shadow. 

Figure 8. Lunar Orbiter 4 high-resolution image 127-H3, taken 
on 20 MAY 1967, 06h26m UT (H 20°.79 , A = 117°.47 , C = 
043°.25 ). It shows the elongated and complex hill near the 
southeast wall of Plato, whose shadow forms Plato's "hook" 
when the solar elevation is about 8°-11°. 

well. 
any 

on 1952 APR 03 at 21h30m UT, but actu-
ally slightly later, when the elevation of 
the Sun over Plato was higher than 5°.32. 
This opinion is shared by Patrick Moore 
(private communication). 

If we are correct, this conclusion 
can also explain why the hook-like shad-
ow escaped 48 years of observations 
scheduled for solar elevations of about 
5°, which would have been too low for 
this peculiar feature to be observable. 

Arthur, D.W.G. and Whitaker, 
E.A. (1960) Orthographic Atlas 
of the Moon. Supplement One to 

the Photographic Lunar Atlas. 
Tucson: University of Arizona Press. 

O'Connell, Bill. (1998) "Plato's Hook: 
Clementine and CCD Images Shed 
Light on the Shadowy Mystery of a 
45 year old Drawing." Proceedings 
of the 49th Convention of the Assoc-
iation of Lunar and Planetary Obser-
vers. Atlanta, Georgia, July 9-11, 
1998. A.L.P.O. Monograph No 8. 
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Figure 9. Lunar Orbiter 4 medium-resolution frame 104, taken 1967 
MAY 18, 06h57m08s UT (H 4 7°.17, A = 096°.72, C = 019°.10). South to 
the upper left; the white marks are processing defects and the diagonal 
white lines are frame edges. The "hook" shadow appears in the upper 
portion of the east-wall shadow, with an appearance and an illumination 
somewhat similar to Figure 1. 
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THREE ADDITIONAL 
VIEWS OF THE 

"HOOK" SHADOW 
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ON PLATO'S 
SOUTHEAST FLOOR 

impo 
Secti 

The Editor has here 
appended three additional 
views of Plato under low 
morning lighting that show 
the "hook" shadow cast on 
the southeast floor of the 
crater (Figures 9, 10 and 
11; left, lower left and bot-
tom left, respectively). 

Note that the rather low-
quality Lunar Orbiter view 
in Figure 9 was taken when 
the Orbiter's nadir was 
located at about 72° N lati- 

tude, 16° E longi- 
tude, giving a per- 
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Figure 10. CCD frame 
taken by J. Westfall on 
1993 MAR 02, 04h26m UT. 
28-cm Schmidt-Casse-
grain, f/21, 0.10 sec. H = 
3°.04, A = 094°.42, C • 
014°.44. The "hook" sha-
dow, only slightly curved 
in this view, is in the 
upper-left 	portion 	of 
Plato's floor. The contrast 
has been stretched to 
accentuate the shadows; 
the light border to the 
east-wall shadow is an 
artifact caused by un-
sharp masking. 

spective 	signifi- 
cantly 	different 
from the earthbased 
views shown in 
Figures 1-7, 10 and 
11. Unfortunately 
the high-resolution 
frames taken at the 
same time did not 
cover Plato, while 
those high-resolu-
tion frames show-
ing Plato were 
taken under higher 
solar lighting. 

The CCD images 
in Figures 10 and 
11 show the "hook" 
shadow, although 
its curvature is not 
as pronounced as in 
the traced shadow 
outline in Figure 1 
(p. 127). Compare 
with Figure 4 (p. 
129), where the 
outline of the east 
wall shadow close-
ly resembles those 
shown in Figures 
10 and 11. 

Figure 11. CCD frame 
taken by J. Westfall on 
1994 MAR 21, 03h56m 
UT. 28-cm Schmidt-
Cassegrain, f/21, 0.15 
sec. H = 4°.70, A = 
093°.81, C = 015°.20. 
The "hook" shadow is 
also evident under this 
lighting, slightly higher 
than in Figure 10. The 
contrast in this image 
has been stretched 
better to show the 
boundary of the wall 
shadow. 
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THE NEW A.L.P.O. JOURNAL 
AND WHAT IT MEANS TO You 

By: Harry D. Jamieson 

Several months ago, members 
were asked questions about a number of 
things that touched upon most aspects of 
the A.L.P.O. membership experience, 
including the Journal, our web site, and 
the A.L.P.O. Ephemeris, and your 
answers were revealing. Board Member 
Matthew Will published the results in 
Volume 41, Number 1 of the Journal. 
When asked about improvements that 
you would like to see to the Journal, your 
top ten responses were: 

1. Timely publication. 

2. Telescopic and observing tech-
niques and "how to" articles. 

3. More timely articles or at least 
interim apparition reports. 

4. Articles for newcomers. 

5. Increase page count. 
6. Present material, apparition 

reports, should be better written. 

7. Needs more general articles that 
are "non technical." 

8. Color photos. 
9. Articles on history of astronomy/ 

A.L.P.O. history. 

10. Change the layout, less dense 
typography, glossy paper better 
quality images. 

We have been listening to you, and 
I am now happy to report that our efforts 
to address all of these concerns are now 
well advanced. Beginning with volume 
43, number 1, the following changes to 
the Journal and the way that we publish 
and distribute it will be made. 

1. The Journal will now contain six 
issues per volume, and these issues will 
be published bi-monthly. 

2. The Journal will now be available 
to members as a downloadable Adobe 
Acrobat .pdf file from our web site, as a 
traditionally printed magazine, or both. 
The format and content of both versions 
will be the same. I will refer to these as 
the "digital" and "paper" versions below. 

3. The layout of the Journal will be 
extensively changed, and color will be  

widely used in the digital version. 
Eventually, we would also like to have 
the paper version in color as well. The 
paper version will be 8.5" X 11" in size 
starting with volume 43. 

4. The staff of the Publications 
Section has been dramatically increased 
in order to divide the editorial work and 
include permanent staff writers, language 
translators, writing tutors, and a graphics 
person. These additional people should 
insure timely publication, new regular 
features, and a more readable Journal. 

5. Our goal will be to have more pages 
per issue, but never to fall below the 32 
pages per issue that would give the same 
number of pages per volume that we have 
now with a quarterly Journal. 

6. All papers to be submitted for pub-
lication in the Journal must now be sent 
directly to the writer, who now serves as 
the Journal's Publisher. My job will be to 
keep a computerized log of the papers 
coming in and distribute them to the 
appropriate editor, keeping the workload 
balanced. Sending a paper directly to one 
of the editors or anyone else on the 
Publications Section staff will only dela 
and complicate things, as papers not in 
the log will not be published. 

7. Though one of our goals is a freer 
and more readable Journal, the 
Publications Guidelines initiated some 
years ago by John Westfall will continue 
to be enforced. 

Although we have now appointed 
several volunteers to posts in the Public 
ations Section, we still have room for 
additional people with good writing skills 
who are also fluent in another language. 
We get a lot of material from our overseas 
members who, while very knowledgeable 
about their subject matter, are neverthe-
less not fluent in English. People who are 
fluent in their language as well as iR 
English could provide a real service her: 
by helping them to say exactly what the 
want to say in English. Every major lan-
guage will be needed at one time CF 

another, although Italian has been neede 
a lot recently! We currently have peoplz 
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who have volunteered to translate from 
French and Spanish into English. 
Members interested in volunteering to 
help with the new Journal or who just 
want to know more about what is needed 
should contact me. 

As of now, we are planning to stay 
with our current dues structure through 
2001. The only exception will be the dues 
for the new digital (Acrobat Reader) ver-
sion of the Journal, which will be $10.00 
for one volume or $17.00 for two vol-
umes. Since the digital version will be 
distributed over the internet, the price 
will be the same regardless of where the 
member lives. Members subscribing to 
the digital version will be e-mailed a 
password when each new issue is ready 
for download, and so digital subscribers 
must keep me informed of changes to 
their e-mail addresses just as they do 
changes to their snail mail addresses now. 
Members will be permitted to computer 
print copies of their digital issues for their 
own use only. Members may subscribe to 
both the digital and the paper versions. 
The cost would simply be the cost of the  

paper and digital versions added together. 
Sustaining and Sponsor members will be 
automatically entitled to both versions. 
Members should also know that they can 
convert their current paper Journal sub-
scription to a digital subscription simply 
by writing to me and requesting the 
change. Since the subscription for the 
digital version is about 230% cheaper 
than the amount for the paper version, 
converting to a digital subscription will 
automatically entitle you to about 230% 
more issues than you currently have com-
ing now at no additional cost. The chart 
below shows various paper Journal expi-
ration issue numbers and their corre-
sponding digital expiration numbers for 
those converting before receiving volume 
43 number 1. Those wishing to continue 
to receive the paper Journal need do noth-
ing at all. 

As always, your feedback on these 
changes is not only welcome but also 
needed. We think that you will like the 
new Journal with its new features and, 
certainly, its more frequent appearance. 
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PROJECT "DELTA LUNA": A PROPOSAL TO 
SEARCH FOR IMPACT FEATURES 

ON THE MOON OF RECENT ORIGIN 

By: Thomas Dobbins, Acting Coordinator, 
and William Sheehan, Acting Assistant Coordinator, 

A.L.P.O. History Section 

(This paper was delivered at the A.L.RO. Conference in Ventura, California, July 20, 2000.) 
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The recent video recordings of 
impacts on the portion of the Moon illu-
minated by earthshine during the 
November, 1999 Leonid meteor storm by 
David Dunham and his colleagues of the 
International Occultation Timing Assoc-
iation have vindicated reports of impacts 
on the Moon by generations of visual 
observers. Here is a representative sam-
pling of a half-dozen reports culled from 
references cited in Barbara Middlehurst's 
comprehensive Chronological Catalog of 
Reported Lunar Events: 

October 19, 1945: Using a 9-
inch Newtonian reflector at a mag-
nification of 220X, the British 
selenographer F.H. Thornton de-
tected a brilliant orange-yellow 
point of light on the floor of Plato 
near the ramparts of the crater's 
eastern (IAU) wall. With impres-
sions of the Second World War 
fresh, Thornton compared the phe-
nomenon to "the flash of an AA 
[anti-aircraft] shell exploding in 
the air at a distance of about ten 
miles." He noted that "the date is 
in the middle of the Orionid mete-
or stream." 

April 15, 1948: A.W. Vince 
was examining the Earthlit portion 
of the crescent Moon with a 16-cm 
refractor when he was startled by a 
momentary flash, similar in bright-
ness to a third-magnitude star, 
located near the darkened limb 
some 30 degrees north of the crater 
Grimaldi, which could be distin-
guished as a dark patch. 

August 8, 1948: While exam-
ining the entire lunar disc at a mag-
nification of 50X, A.J. Woodward 
saw a flash "like a bright sparkle of 
frost on the ground ... bluish-white  

then yellow, on the dull part of the 
Moon, somewhat above and to the 
left of the Moon's center." Dur-
ation about three seconds. To 
Woodward "it had the appearance 
of an object striking the Moon's 
surface." 

May 17, 1951: The renowned 
British selenographer H.P. Wilkins 
observed a bright speck within the 
crater Gassendi that lasted for only 
a second, followed by an afterglow 
which persisted for two to three 
seconds. 

May 10, 1954: The lunar 
authority and prolific author V.A. 
Firsoff saw "a white flash, which, 
with a magnification of 30 diame-
ters and an aperture of 1.75-inches 
had the naked-eye brilliance of a 
star of the fourth magnitude, may 
have lasted for about a second and 
left behind it a bluish afterglow..." 
The site was near the crater Lyot 
[now named Ammonius. Ed.], 
which lies on the floor of the large 
walled plain Ptolemaeus. 

April 24, 1955: "F.C. Wykes 
was observing the Moon when he 
saw a white flash of short duration 
on the unilluminated portion of the 
disc ... in the northern part of Mare 
Serenitatis, not far and somewhat 
east of Posidonius." 

In 1960 the Atomic Energy Com-
mission and the military intelligence ser-
vices of the United States established a 
global network of sensors, many installed 
on the rooftops of embassies, to detect the 
low-frequency acoustic waves generated 
by nuclear explosions. Over the years a 
number of powerful anomalous airbursts 
were recorded by these devices that have 
been interpreted as meteoritic in origin. 
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The largest event, which corresponded to 
a yield of 500 kilotons, presumably 
resulted from the arrival at a velocity of 
15 to 20 kilometers per second of a piece 
of cosmic shrapnel some 20 meters 
across and weighing upwards of 8,000 
tons that fell harmlessly between South 
Africa and Antarctica in August of 1963. 

Since 1975 the U.S. Air Force Space 
Command has operated a network of sur-
veillance satellites in geosynchronous 
orbits that are equipped with arrays of 
detectors to monitor the upper atmos-
phere for the infrared signatures of the 
exhaust of ballistic missiles as well as 
nuclear explosions. The 17-year record of 
atmospheric explosions detected by these 
early-warning sentinels was declassified 
by the Department of Defense in 1993. 
The frequency of the meteoritic bom-
bardment that was revealed came as a 
rather rude shock to all but a handful of 
specialists. 

Based on the military data, Edward 
Tagliaferri estimates that kiloton-yield 
meteoroids strike the Earth 80 times in an 
average year. Fortunately, non-metallic 
objects of this size are annihilated at high 
altitudes and pose little threat to life and 
limb. Apparently far more energy is 
released in the infrared than in the visible 
region of the spectrum, accounting for 
the comparative dearth of reports of 
extremely bright bolides by visual meteor 
observers. 

With only 1/4 the diameter and 1/81 
the mass of the Earth, the Moon will be 
subject to a dramatically reduced rate of 
bombardment. But even when these fac-
tors are taken into account, a cursory 
extrapolation from the terrestrial data 
suggests that a kiloton-yield impact 
should occur on the visible hemisphere of 
the Moon every two years. 

Unimpeded by the presence of an 
appreciable atmosphere, even those frag-
ile bodies that fail to penetrate the Earth's 
protective blanket of gases would strike 
the lunar surface, producing craterlets 
surrounded by considerably larger haloes 
of bright ejecta. The underlying assump-
tion of our proposal is that a few of these 
ejecta blankets should subtend an appar-
ent angular diameter of one arc second or 
more (at the distance of the Moon, 1.9 km 
subtends about one arc-second) and be 
discernible in even modest telescopes 
under high angles of illumination as dif- 

fuse bright spots with a virtually stem,. 
appearance. This may well explain why 
they have gone unnoticed—lunar ob-
servers almost invariably scrutinize or 
make high-resolution photographs of fea-
tures when they are near the terminator, 
but under these conditions shadows 
accentuate topographic relief rather than 
differences in albedo. 

A careful comparison of old pho-
tographs of the Full and gibbous Moon 
with modern images should reveal the 
presence of these features. Redundant 
gibbous phase plates should prevent any 
spurious "discoveries" from "Kodak star" 
emulsion defects. Actually, the exercise 
should prove similar to looking for novae 
or asteroids. 

The recent Clementine Mission 
images are ideal for making these com-
parisons since they were almost invari-
ably obtained under high sun angles and 
their resolution leaves nothing to be 
desired. Fortunately, the complete set of 
Clementine images at various image 
scales is available on CD-ROM at a mod-
est price. 

Suitable 19th-century photographs 
include the series taken with the 36-inch 
refractor at Lick Observatory by E.S. 
Holden and E.E. Barnard circa 1889-92. 
The authors have communicated exten-
sively with the Lick Observatory staff in 
an effort to gain access to these plates. 
Unfortunately, their attempts to locate 
these plates have been unsuccessful, 
despite a concerted effort. However, they 
have managed to locate excellent plates 
of the Full Moon and the gibbous phases 
taken through a yellow filter at the prime 
focus of the Lick refractor by J.H. Moore 
and J.F. Chappell circa 1937-1947. The 
focal length of that instrument is 17.6 
meters, giving a generous image scale of 
160mm to the Moon's diameter. These 
images should provide an excellent 50-
year time span comparison with the 
Clementine images. 

The plates taken by Moritz Loewy 
and Paul Puiseaux at the Paris 
Observatory through a 23.6-inch f/30 
Coude refractor circa the 1890s may be 
the best images from that era, with a plate 
scale very similar to the Lick plates. 
These would provide a 100-year time 
span versus the Clementine images. The 
renowned French astrophotographer Jean 
Dragesco has remarked that the Loewy 
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and Puiseaux plates consistently man-
aged to achieve the theoretical resolution 
of a 13-cm aperture (limited principally 
by the astigmatism of defective plane 
mirrors, the optician Jean Texereaux later 
claimed), which should be quite adequate 
for the intended purpose. We recently 
enlisted the assistance of Audouin 
Dollfus, currently retired from the 
Meudon Observatory in Paris. He has 
kindly offered to assist me in contacting 
the archivist at the Paris Observatory in 
order to obtain scanned, digitized ver-
sions of the Loewy and Puiseaux plates 
taken at Full Moon and at the gibbous 
phases. 

In addition, John Westfall has kindly 
supplied digitized images scanned from 
8X10-inch glass plates of the gibbous 
Moon taken through the U.S. Naval 
Observatory's 61-inch astrometric reflec-
tor during 1966-67. Scanning at a resolu-
tion of 600 pixels per inch has yielded a 
pixel size of about one kilometer, which 
corresponds closely to the limitations of 
the original photographs. These images 
promise to provide an excellent 30-year 
time-span comparison with the Clemen-
tine images. 

No doubt comparing the Clementine 
images to any digitized versions of old 
Earthbased photographs on a desktop 
computer will prove to be a painstaking, 
time-consuming exercise, but perhaps a 
number of project participants could be 
redundantly assigned sections of the 
lunar disk. When making these compar-
isons, even if an identical image scale is 
achieved, the effects of the spaceprobe's 
vantage point from lunar orbit and the 
effects of libration on the Earth-based 
photographs will almost certainly render 
any attempt to simply mimic a blink com-
parator impractical. However, a more 
primitive technique that was employed to 
discover one of Saturn's satellites shortly 
before the invention of the blink com-
parator may serve us well. 

On long-exposure photographs 
taken at the Arequipa Station of Harvard 
College Observatory on three successive 
nights in August of 1898 with the Bruce 
astrograph, W.H. Pickering discovered 
the ninth, outermost satellite of Saturn, 
which he named Phoebe. A faint fif-
teenth-magnitude wisp of light, Phoebe 
was found on crowded plates that con-
tained the images of over 100,000 stars. 
Pickering examined pairs of plates by 

laying one atop the other with a slight off-
set in registration so that every stationary 
object appeared to have a close, identical 
companion. Armed with a hand-held 
magnifying glass, he painstakingly scan-
ned the backlit plates, looking for any 
object that appeared single, signifying 
motion. Percival Lowell and his staff 
employed the same technique in their 
early search for a trans-Neptunian planet 
circa 1905. 

The authors propose that any search 
begin by slightly offsetting the registra-
tion of superimposed, digitized images of 
the lunar maria, where the contrast 
between the bright ejecta and background 
of dark basalts will be greatest. We do not 
think that it would be prudent to extend 
the search for recent impact features into 
the brighter lunar highland terrain (at 
least initially), because this promises to 
be a far more daunting task. However, 
since the maria comprise about 40 per-
cent of the visible hemisphere of the 
Moon, the sample size that they represent 
should prove sufficient. 

If results of the exercise that we 
have described are positive, they promise 
to provide the first definitive evidence of 
a topographic change (however modest) 
on the Moon occurring within human 
memory and to verify recent estimates of 
the terrestrial meteoric bombardment 
rate. If the results are negative, they will 
be curiously at odds with the recent body 
of terrestrial bombardment data and 
hence still be very noteworthy. Hardly as 
significant as refining the value of the 
Hubble Parameter, we must admit, but 
well worth doing nonetheless, we hope 
you'll agree. 

If this project is deemed worthy of 
pursuing, we suggest that it be christened 
"Project Delta Luna," after the Greek let-
ter that is used to denote change in math-
ematical formulae. 
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INTRODUCTION 

As many members of the Associa-
tion of Lunar and Planetary Observers 
(A.L.P.O.) are aware, in the closing 
months of 1999 a significant break-
through occurred in a field that was of 
interest to the A.L.P.O. for several 
decades after the A.L.P.O. was founded. 
On November 17, 1999, A.L.P.O. mem-
ber Brian Cudnik and other observers 
from the International Occultation Tim-
ing Association (IOTA) as well as inde-
pendent observers in Mexico were suc-
cessful in observing the impact of six 
Leonid meteoroids on the surface of the 
Moon. Although that breakthrough did 
not occur under the auspices of the 
A.L.P.O., it did make evident the difficult 
technical problems attendant with this 
field of observational astronomy. The 
results of the IOTA effort also illustrate, 
as clearly as one could hope under such 
circumstances, how insightful Walter 
Haas has been in his leadership of this 
association.1 

THE PRE-HISTORY OF THE 
LUNAR METEOR PROJECT 

As with all topics of interest to the 
members of A.L.P.O., the lunar meteors 
problem has a pre-history. It is necessary 
to consider that history, both from the 
observational and the theoretical perspec-
tives, to comprehend what was under-
stood about the matter when the A.L.P.O. 
initiated its formal Lunar Meteors Search 
project in 1955. That history includes the 
theoretical prospect of observing lunar 
meteors when Walter Haas first took on 
this problem as an observational project 
in 1939. 

As Richard Baum has demonstrated, 
many leading observational astronomers 
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 
reported seeing occasional flashes on the 
dark part of the moon. The history of 
these observations is freighted with ques-
tions about the veracity or skills of the 
observers involved. In Baum's view, 
however, one simply cannot dismiss the  

observational reports of such well-known 
observers as William Herschel, Johann 
Hieronymus Schroter, and Johann 
Madler. Herschel's sightings of what he 
took to be volcanoes on the Moon, 
Schroter's observations of lunar crescent 
cusp extensions or Madler's report of 
observing a bright flash, demand of us 
that we accord similar, if not equal, atten-
tion to the many reports of lesser profes-
sional and amateur astronomers who, 
over the past three centuries, have report-
ed a number of such sightings. Interpre-
tations placed on these observations by 
the observers involved should be consid-
ered separately from the reported obser-
vation.2 

If it is important to understand that, 
from an historical perspective, observers 
have reported flashes and other transient 
phenomena on the moon for several cen-
turies, it is equally important to develop 
some notion of the theoretical under-
standing of meteors and the Moon as a 
function of time. Meteors did not begin to 
receive much attention from astronomers 
until nearly the middle of the nineteenth 
century. Leading texts in the first half of 
the nineteenth century don't mention 
meteors as astronomical topics.3 It was 
not until after the multiple stone fall at de 
Aigle, France in 1803, and then the spec-
tacular Leonid shower in the United 
States in 1833, that meteors began to 
attract attention from a few astronomers 
like Dennison Olmsted at Yale. By 1850 
meteors were understood to be objects 
that originated outside the Earth's atmos-
phere. Nonetheless, John Herschel's 
1859 edition of Outlines of Astronomy 
still relegated meteors to a brief but per-
functory statement near the end of his 
book.4 

With the 1866 return of the Leonids 
on a 33-year cycle, meteors began to 
attract theoretical attention. By late 1866 
Herbert Anson Newton, Giovanni 
Schiaparelli and other astronomers had 
computed orbits for several meteor 
streams. Those orbits had, in turn, been 
compared with the orbits of periodic 
comets. The comparisons led to the dis- 
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covery that Comet Temple was the likely 
source of the material causing the Leonid 
meteor shower. That discovery was a tri-
umph for theoretical astronomy, but still, 
meteors had trouble competing with the 
more glamorous aspects of astronomy 
like stellar evolution. When Russell, 
Dugan and Stewart updated the standard 
astronomical textbook of their mentor, 
Charles A. Young, in 1926 they added lit-
tle to Young's original text, even though a 
year earlier Charles Pollard Olivier had 
produced a substantial monograph on 
meteors, one that stood as a standard ref-
erence for decades to follow. Professional 
astronomers were, quite simply, not very 
interested in meteor astronomy.5 

The Moon didn't fare much better, 
though a great deal more effort was 
invested in observing our celestial neigh-
bor. The volcanic origin of the craters on 
the Moon, strongly defended by nine-
teenth-century amateur astronomers 
James Nasmyth and James Carpenter, 
was accepted as fact until well into the 
twentieth century. Richard Proctor 
advanced the alternative theory of mete-
oroid impact cratering in 1873. Proctor's 
idea was substantially advanced by the 
geologist G. K. Gilbert in 1878, and pro-
moted by T. J. J. See in 1910. However, 
the dominant theory of crater formation 
remained volcanic until Ralph B. 
Baldwin's mid-1940s book, The Face of 
the Moon.6 

So by 1940, we see that neither 
meteors, nor the origin of the craters on 
the Moon, were well understood as astro-
nomical problems. There was yet a third 
aspect of the problem, and that was the 
question of an atmosphere on the Moon. 
The basic evidence cited to justify believ-
ing the Moon had no atmosphere was the 
absence of any refraction effect during 
the occultation of a star by the Moon. 
However, for several decades in the nine-
teenth century there was a troublesome 
problem that the diameter of the Moon, as 
determined by occultation experiments, 
was consistently 2 arcseconds lower than 
the diameter as determined by other 
methods. A small amount of refraction, 
not determinable by ordinary means, 
might account for the difference. The 
problem became an embarrassment for 
Astronomer Royal Airy until he finally 
acknowledged that 2 arcseconds was 
likely within the errors of the respective 
measurements, and in any event refrac- 

tion of that order would represent an 
atmosphere with only 1/2000th the densi-
ty of that of the Earth.7 

Opinions about the extent of the 
atmosphere that could theoretically be 
present on the Moon varied over time, but 
nearly everyone was satisfied that, were 
there an atmosphere, it was at least three 
orders of magnitude less dense than that 
of the Earth. The lack of an atmosphere 
on the Moon was taken as fact until well 
into the twentieth century, when some 
doubts began to be expressed about the 
reality of the statement. Baldwin, in fact, 
made this doubt explicit in 1965 when he 
stated "It has been known for a long time 
that the Moon does not have a dense 
atmosphere...[but if] the Moon has little 
in the way of an atmosphere...it is not rea-
sonable to claim it has no atmosphere."8 

HAAS DEFINES THE ISSUES 

FOR AMATEUR OBSERVERS 

Thus, when Walter Haas first began 
his astronomical career, what was 
thought to be known would not have led 
one to invest much energy in the idea of 
observing meteoritic impacts on the 
Moon. However, Haas spent one summer 
at W. H. Pickering's Woodlawn Observa-
tory near Mandeville, Jamaica. During 
that summer, one of the problems that 
Pickering introduced Haas to was that of 
observing the impact of meteoroids on 
the moon. Pickering's suggestion was to 
observe intensely during a lunar eclipse, 
so Haas took up this challenge. His first 
attempts to observe meteoroids impact-
ing the darkened moon were in 1939 
while he was a graduate student at Ohio 
State University.9 

Through the mid-1930s, Haas par-
ticipated in the Planetary and Lunar 
Section of the American Amateur 
Astronomers Association (AAAA). 
Headquartered in Milwaukee but with 
members from New York to California, 
the AAAA provided a meeting ground in 
which amateur astronomers could engage 
in the science of astronomy and discuss 
their results with like-minded individu-
als. Haas became acquainted with 
Latimer J. Wilson, Edwin P. Martz Jr., 
Hugh Johnson, Frank Vaughn, and other 
accomplished planetary observers in this 
period. The members of this planetary 
observing group maintained an active 
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1938. Thus deeply involved with other 
knowledgeable amateur astronomers, 
Haas expected to have little difficulty 
attracting others to occasional searches 
for possible lunar meteors.10 

In his 1942 manifesto for lunar 
observers, "Does anything ever happen 
on the Moon?", Haas used his own lunar 
observations as well as those of many of 
his correspondents in building his case 
for studying the Moon. One of the studies 
he proposed was that of lunar meteoritic 
impacts. First Haas presented evidence 
that the project was viable by discussing 
the availability of meteoroids to impact 
the Moon and the odds of seeing one 
impact on the dark side of the Moon fac-
ing the Earth. Following an earlier analy-
sis by Pickering, Haas theorized that 
because of the differences between sur-
face gravity of the Earth and the Moon, a 
tenuous atmosphere might exist above 
the Moon at nearly the same altitudes and 
densities that existed on Earth. Such an 
atmosphere would create conditions in 
which meteoroids approaching the Moon 
might be ablated and form meteor trails 
like those displayed in the Earth's upper 

• atmosphere. [The accepted terminology 
is that a small natural object in interplan-
etary orbit is a meteoroid, while the light 
phenomenon caused by its ablation in an 
atmosphere is a meteor. Ed.] If the densi-
ty of the atmosphere was insufficient to 
ablate meteoroids, then they should 
impact the surface of the moon. The larg-
er meteoroids might produce a flash visi-
ble in Earth-based telescopes. 

Thus, observing whether meteor 
trails or impact flashes were visible on 
the Moon might test the scientific ques-
tion of whether or not such a lunar atmos-
phere did exist. By calculating the odds 
and showing how increasing the number 
of observer hours at the eyepiece would 
improve chances of actually observing 
lunar meteor events, Haas hoped to 
encourage more observers to take up this 
potentially rewarding task. While his arti-
cle was in preparation at the Journal of 
the Royal Astronomical Society of 
Canada, Haas observed what he took to 
be a Perseid meteor streaking through the 
lunar atmosphere. His note added in press 
describing this observation, though care-
fully worded, could not conceal Haas' 
elation at having an observation to report 
along with his appea1.11 

1 HE ±1...L.r.V. tip ft INEVY 
ORGANIZATIONAL FORMAT 

FOR OBSERVERS 

After serving as a training instructor 
for Naval officers during World War II, in 
1946 Haas settled in New Mexico, work-
ing as a mathematician at New Mexico 
State University. In the previous decade, 
he had emerged as a thought leader 
among amateur lunar and planetary 
observers in the United States, having 
assembled, analyzed and published their 
observations of several planets and the 
Moon in articles in astronomical journals. 
It was clear that the informal network of 
observers was stable and growing, and 
Haas decided the time had come to orga-
nize formally. The March 1947 publica-
tion of the first issue of The Strolling 
Astronomer and founding of the 
Association of Lunar and Planetary 
Observers announced therein is now a 
well-known story.12 

PRELIMINARY A.L.P.O. 
EFFORTS ON LUNAR METEORS 

Although a myriad of other issues 
with the fledgling organization now com-
manded Haas' attention, the lunar mete-
ors problem was not forgotten. Haas used 
the pages of the Journal, Association of 
Lunar and Planetary Observers 
(J.A.L.P.O., subtitled The Strolling 
Astronomer) to encourage other obser-
vers to take up his interest in this topic. 
For example, in an early issue of 
J.A.L.P.O., Haas summarized the results 
of previous observations and pointed out 
the scientific value of attempting to 
observe lunar meteors, referring to his 
article published earlier that year in 
Popular Astronomy and emphasizing the 
opportunity presented by the forthcoming 
Perseid shower.13 

In the following issue, Haas reported 
on his own observational effort during 
that meteor shower. In five hours of con-
centrated observing spread over four 
nights, Haas reported seeing one moving 
6th-magnitude speck projected against 
the dark part of the Moon. He provided 
details based on the assumption that the 
object was actually at the distance of the 
Moon. In the next issue, Haas again dis-
cussed the observation of lunar meteors, 
this time in his article summarizing 
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results reported for the lunar eclipse of 7 
October 1949. Previous appeals had 
apparently had some effect, as twenty-
four observers reported having spent a 
total of 15 hours of observing time in the 
search for lunar meteors during the 
eclipse, using telescopes ranging in aper-
ture from three to twelve inches. A total 
of fourteen suspected events was report-
ed, including twelve suspected stationary 
flashes or flares, and two moving flashes 
or streaks, as they were later known. One 
event was reported simultaneously by R. 
Venor and B. Lane, observing with 12-
inch and 3-inch reflectors respectively, 
and separated by over 2000 miles. 
However, Venor reported the event as a 
streak, while Lane reported only a sta-
tionary flash. There was a large number 
of other observers with their eyes to tele-
scopes and observing the Moon at exact-
ly that same time, and no one else report-
ed seeing either type of event. While 
Haas was unwilling to reject this one pair 
of sightings, he concluded the other thir-
teen observed events were spurious, not-
ing that both he and others reported see-
ing terrestrial meteors while attempting 
to observe lunar meteors during the 
eclipse.14 

For the next eight years, the pattern 
was similar, with Haas occasionally 
exhorting members to spend time search-
ing for lunar meteors, especially during 
total lunar eclipses. The result of his low-
key appeals was not encouraging. Haas 
received only sporadic reports. For exam-
ple, San Diego observer Rudolph Lippert 
observed a peculiar bright flash on the 
Moon on 16 September 1953. In 1955, 
Patrick Moore, who had discussed the 
possibility of observing lunar meteors in 
his 1953 book, A Survey of the Moon, 
reported that one of the younger but 
nonetheless reliable BAA observers had 
reported seeing a flash while observing 
the Moon. Moore's report did not com-
ment on the all-important question of 
whether the flash was stationary or mov-
ing.15 

NEW LEADERSHIP 
AND A FORMAL PROGRAM 

By 1955, Haas had decided that the 
A.L.P.O. needed a more formal program 
to address the accumulated record of 
"possible" lunar meteor observations. 
But, although he had come to that real-
ization, Haas had his hands full adminis- 

tering a growing organization and pub-
lishing its journal. He could not possibly 
provide formal leadership to a new pro-
ject himself. 

Fortunately, Robert M. Adams of 
Neosho, Missouri volunteered to lead an 
A.L.P.O. lunar meteor project. Adams 
had, for several years, been reporting 
telescopic meteors that he observed while 
making variable star estimates to Charles 
Pollard Olivier of the American Meteor 
Society. Adams had also submitted obser-
vations to Haas; he was characterized by 
Haas as "our most active member in 
searching for lunar meteors and possible 
lunar meteoritic impact-flares." In 
Adams' most recent effort, thirty half-
hour periods of observation had yielded 
only two possible events, which he 
described as "...so brief that I consider it 
possible that they might be labeled sub-
jective phenomena." The experience 
caused Adams to consider how to struc-
ture a more scientific approach to the 
lunar meteor problem and he had a 
plan.16 

Adams' idea was that the random 
observing approach was unlikely to suc-
ceed, but that the odds of success were 
greatly enhanced if many observers 
watched the moon during scheduled 
favorable periods. He asked volunteers to 
participate in such a program. If suffi-
cient observers volunteered, Adams 
would provide the schedule, receive and 
evaluate the observing records, and pre-
pare reports to be published in The 
Strolling Astronomer. With such a sched-
ule, two or three observers looking at the 
moon simultaneously from distant loca-
tions would be sufficient to reduce the 
number of false positives involving ter-
restrial atmospheric phenomena. To pre-
serve the objectivity of his evaluations, 
Adams declared that he would not con-
tinue his own effort to observe lunar 
meteors and would instead devote his full 
effort to the matter of coordinating and 
reporting on the project.17  

Adams' enthusiasm apparently stim-
ulated interest in the project. New 
observers, scattered from Canada to 
Galveston, Texas, and from the Northeast 
to the West Coast, volunteered to partici-
pate in the program. Adams published a 
schedule of favorable observing periods 
to increase the possibility that simultane-
ous observations would be made from 
isolated stations. 
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Interest was no doubt enhanced by 
an event that was reported in The 
Strolling Astronomer later that year. On 
September 27, 1955, Eugene C. Larr, 
observing the Moon with an 8-inch solar 
coelostat, was startled by a bright speck 
moving across the face of the Moon in 
the vicinity of Sinus Iridum. Larr com-
mented immediately to his observing 
companions, Roy K. Ensign and Dr. M. 
L. Stehsel, who recorded his comments 
describing the event for the two seconds 
or so it was visible. Haas congratulated 
Larr on the quality of his report, but char-
acterized this only as an "exciting possi-
bility that we are here dealing with a 
lunar meteor in a very rare lunar atmos-
phere..."17 

A late report of a similar event was 
doubtless also stimulated by growing 
interest in the project. On November 15, 
1953, Dr. Leon H. Stuart of Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, had observed visually though 
his camera finder, and photographed 
simultaneously, a brilliant spot near the 
terminator on the moon. He developed 
his photographic plate immediately to 
insure that the event had been recorded. 
By the time he returned to the telescope 
the spot had disappeared. Haas noted that 
the film used was especially sensitive to 
infrared radiation, which would include 
the heat released by a meteoritic impact. 
He opined that the brilliance of the spot 
shown on the picture reproduced in The 
Strolling Astronomer was therefore likely 
overstated in comparison to its visual 
appearance, in agreement with Stuart's 
comments to that effect.19 

Adams began periodic progress 
reporting in the September-October 1955 
issue of The Strolling Astronomer When 
it became apparent that scheduled times 
for observation were not providing suffi-
cient overlapping coverage, Adams shift-
ed emphasis to more rigorously sched-
uled participation with observations con-
ducted at sites that were isolated from 
each other by several miles. Only by such 
isolation was it possible to ensure that 
any terrestrial atmospheric events would 
be eliminated by the parallaxes among 
the stations. 

Enthusiasm for the project grew in 
response to this more organized 
approach. For his report for the period 
from November 1955 to July 1956, 
Adams discussed results received from 
twenty-eight observers. In his report for 

The Strolling Astronomer, 9.A.L.P.O. 

the period trom August 	to July 17J0 

that number had grown to forty-one 
observers. Adams was well known as a 
member of AAVSO. His appeal to that 
organization drew in experienced vari-
able star observers in the next few years, 
for example Clinton B. Ford of Con-
necticut and Curtis Anderson of Minne-
apolis. Enthusiasm was also spur-red by a 
renewed theoretical justification for the 
possibility of observing lunar meteors, 
this time by Steadman Thompson.20  

Adams' appeal for more systematic 
effort on the local level was successful. 
Small groups of Connecticut and 
Massachusetts observers banded together 
to form coordinated multi-station observ-
ing programs. The Amateur Astronomers 
Association of Pittsburgh formed a simi-
lar network in the Tri-State area.21 

MONTREAL'S PROGRAM 

Members of the Montreal Centre of 
the Royal Astronomical Society of 
Canada (RASC) mounted the most sub-
stantial program designed to produce 
duplicate observations. The Montreal 
observers, under the leadership of 
Geoffrey Gaherty, accomplished substan-
tial periods of overlapping observations 
from at least two and as many as five 
sites. One reason for that success may 
well have been that sixteen good observ-
ing sites were identified within a conve-
nient distance from clusters of homes of 
Centre members. This arrangement 
allowed the RASC observers to accumu-
late an impressive record of simultaneous 
observations. There were a few reports of 
possible lunar events during the Montreal 
sessions, but the lack of a corroborative 
report by a simultaneous observer from 
another isolated station always negated 
such observations.22 

In each of his seven progress reports, 
Adams recited the names of observers 
who participated, the approximate num-
ber of hours each spent at the eyepiece, 
and information about their telescopes in 
addition to the number of "events" 
observed, together with brief descriptions 
of the events as flashes or streaks. Most 
reports were negative, but even many of 
those that appeared positive were 
couched in terms that made it apparent 
that, although an event was being report-
ed, either the observer or Adams or both 
believed it was likely a terrestrial and not 
a lunar event. 
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In 1962, after seven years as the 
leader of the A.L.P.O. Lunar Meteor 
Search Project, Adams elected to step 
down and return to observing himself. 
Kenneth Chalk, one of the leaders of the 
Montreal effort, replaced Adams as pro-
ject recorder. Chalk indicated his dedica-
tion to the project by undertaking a new 
theoretical analysis of the odds of observ-
ing a lunar meteor. Considering the mat-
ter in greater technical depth than either 
Haas or Thompson, Chalk included pos-
sible differences in the composition of a 
tenuous lunar atmosphere compared to 
that of the earth. He computed a graphi-
cal comparison of the variation of atmos-
pheric density as a function of altitude 
above the surface of the earth or moon, 
showing that for lunar surface atmospher-
ic pressures that ranged from 10-4  to 10-6  
that at the surface of the earth, it was rea-
sonable to speculate that larger mete-
oroids entering the tenuous lunar atmos-
phere 100 to 120 km above the lunar sur-
face would produce a visible ablation 
trail. Chalk also noted that recent studies 
by Dollfus placed an upper limit on the 
density of any atmosphere at the lunar 
surface at 10 that of the earth's atmos-
phere. At that low a density visible mete-
or trails were unlikely.23 

TERMINATION OF THE 

A.L.P.O. PROJECT AND 

CONCLUSION 

Chalk's tenure as the A.L.P.O. Lunar 
Meteor Search Project Recorder was lim-
ited by his own inability to continue the 
work. However, it is also true that interest 
in the project faded. In his 1965 
announcement of the termination of the 
project, Haas cited the largely negative 
results over the life of the project as well 
as the fact that participation by observers 
outside of Montreal had greatly dimin-
ished. He also noted that observers had 
failed to detect any evidence of the 
impact of Ranger vehicles on the surface 
of the Moon. It also appears likely to a 
casual reader of The Strolling Astronomer 
that the lunar meteors program was, in 
reality, subsumed within the burgeoning 
joint A.L.P.O./NASA effort to observe 
transient lunar phenomena.24 

It is difficult to tabulate in any com-
prehensive manner the total results of the 
nearly ten years of observer effort devot-
ed to the A.L.P.O. Lunar Meteor Search 

Project. Reports to Adams and Chalk 
were often incomplete, or summarized 
the efforts of multiple observers in a non-
quantitative manner. Table 1 (p. 183) is 
an attempt to pull together these reports 
and give some dimension to the effort. As 
noted in Table 1, there was a number of 
events observed during the A.L.P.O. pro-
ject, but none were ever conclusively 
supported by simultaneous observations 
from another observer at an isolated site. 
Thus, Haas, Adams and Chalk were 
forced to conclude that the events 
observed, however interesting they might 
have appeared otherwise, could only be 
assumed to have occurred in the terrestri-
al atmosphere. 

The November 1999 observations 
during the Leonid meteor shower may 
thus be seen in a more appreciative light. 
Those videotaped confirmations of visual 
observations of meteoritic impacts on the 
Moon showed not only that such visual 
observations could actually be made with 
earth-based telescopes, but also just how 
very difficult it is to do so. It is obvious 
from these latest data that the A.L.P.O. 
program was likely doomed to failure by 
a variety of circumstances, even with 
simultaneous observations from isolated 
stations. From the IOTA data, it is appar-
ent that unless observers deployed larger 
instruments than the 3- to 6-inch tele-
scopes most frequently utilized by 
observers in the A.L.P.O. project it was 
unlikely that a confirmed observation 
could be made. As shown in Figure 1 (p. 
183), about three-fourths of the reported 
telescope usage was with instruments of 
six inches aperture or less. 

Additionally, it is apparent from the 
videotaped observations that even the 
slightest inattention, in fact the mere 
blink of an eye, could cause an event to 
be missed. As shown in the examination 
of the videotapes, the brightest presence 
of the meteoritic impact was visible on 
only one frame. Even when a presence of 
the flash was visible in a second video 
frame, it was always at greatly reduced 
brightness. Thus the flash had faded sub-
stantially in less than 1/60th second. 

The November 1999 observations of 
lunar meteoritic impacts are important 
from another perspective, however, and 
that is in reinforcing our appreciation of 
the imaginative leadership that the 
A.L.P.O. received from its founder over 
many years. In effect, one might in fact 
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Table 1. Results of the A.L.P.O. Lunar Meteor Search Project. 

Recorder 
J.A.L.P.O. 
Vol.. No. 

Number of 
Observers 

Events Observed Confirmations 
Flashes Streaks Positive Negative 

Adams 9, 9-10 12+ 14 ? 0 	2 

Adams 10, 5-6 28 13 4 0 0 

Haas/Adams 11, 1-6 19+ 8 3 0 2 
Illinois* 11+ 26 9 15t Many? 
Ohio* 5 25 ? 25t Many? 

Wyoming* 2 6 1 0 Many? 

Adams 12, 7-9 41 6 4 0 6 
1t 15 8 0 0 

Adams 15, 3-4 32 6 2 0 6 

Chalk 18, 1-2 37 5 4 0 2 

* These groups were organized locally and reported their observations to the Lunar Meteor Search Recorder 
after a total lunar eclipse. It is unclear in the information presented whether the organizers of these observ-
ing sessions were members of A.L.P.O. but it does appear clear that most of the observers were not. 

t These confirmations were from adjacent telescopes at the same site and therefore do not meet the 
A.L.P.O. criteria for recognition as confirmed events. 

$ These observations were reported by one young and obviously enthusiastic individual observing with a 
4-inch reflector, and should likely be ignored. 
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Figure 1. Telescope apertures deployed in the 
A.L.P.O. Lunar Meteor Search Project, 

cumulative number by aperture. 
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see the Lunar Meteor Search Project as a 
metaphor for Walter H. Haas and the 
A.L.P.O. in a much broader sense, for it 
was Haas' vision, persistence in the face 
of very long odds, and his courageous 
leadership of the organization that en-
sured its survival and indeed many suc-
cesses over its first fifty years. Thus, it is 
perhaps fitting to consider this paper a 
tribute to Walter Haas as well as a recog-
nition of the substantial efforts commit-
ted by A.L.P.O. and other observers to the 
possibility of making scientifically valid 
observations of lunar meteoritic events. 
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cloth (ISBN 0-512-624336-3) 

Reviewed by Robert A. Garfinkle, ER.A.S. 

Longtime A.L.P.O. leader, John 
Westfall, set out to create a lunar photo-
graphic atlas like no other that has ever 
been published. I feel that he has succeed-
ed completely. The majority of published 
photographs of the Moon's surface are 
taken under medium to high solar angles 
by either earth-based observers or space-
craft cameras. Images taken at such high 
angles tend to wash out the fantastic details 
that are usually only visible in low solar-
angle images. John attached a CCD camera 
to his telescope over a period of several 
years and snapped hundreds of sharp high-
resolution images of the Moon's surface. 
He aimed for the areas where the solar 
angle was low and the surface details were 
in high contrast. Hundreds of hours were 
spent electronically stitching images 
together to create the mosaics that make up 
the bulk of the images in this book. 

As the Moon orbits the Earth, the 
sunrise terminator, the line dividing the 
illuminated from the unilluminated hemi-
sphere as the Sun rises over the surface, 
slowly proceeds across the lunar disk from 
the eastern limb just after New Moon to the 
western limb at Full Moon. After Full 
Moon, the sunset terminator proceeds 
again from east to west, progressively 
plunging the surface into darkness. We 
measure the position of this line against the 
surface in a system called the solar seleno-
graphic colongitude. This book is divided 
to show the changing relief of the surface, 
based on the approximate colongitude at  

the time the images were taken. The text 
that accompanies the images is clear, pre-
cise, and very informative. John describes 
the types of surface features and gives gen-
eral information of how to successfully 
take CCD images of the Moon. Where 
appropriate, he gives facts and figures on 
the Moon's various features. 

Practically every page contains a 
clear mosaic of an area with a smaller-size 
grayed print of the same image. The fea-
ture names overlay the small images. This 
is a great idea, because it provides an 
uncluttered image of an area and a labeled 
image of the same area on the same page. 

My only complaint has nothing to 
do with the efforts of the author, but is a 
systematic problem with Cambridge 
University Press (CUP). For my own CUP-
published book, StarHopping; Your Visa to 
Viewing the Universe, CUP had a problem 
printing the small eyepiece-view drawings 
of deep-sky objects. The images are very 
dark, which makes it almost impossible to 
figure out the subjects of drawings. I com-
plained to my editor, but nothing was done. 
I have seen problems with images and 
graphics in other CUP books, so I do not 
fault John for the less than ideal reproduc-

.tion of some of his images. Some images 
contain sections that are washed out and 
appear grossly overexposed, while other 
images appear grainy (over pixilated) in 
spots. Although John clearly explains lunar 
and CCD camera terms in the text, I do 
object to the fact that this book lacks a 
glossary. These problems should not dis-
suade you from adding this wonderful vol-
ume to your lunar library. 

I think that John has attained his 
goal—to fill the void in lunar literature for 
images of the lunar surface taken under 
low solar angles. He thereby gives us a 
handy lunar atlas consisting of high-resolu-
tion, high-relief images that show the 
Moon as we rarely can see it in print. 
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THE LINNE CONTROVERSY; OR ON THE SHAPE 
OF LUNAR CRATERLETS SEEN UNDER 

DIFFERENT SOLAR ALTITUDES 

By: Giancarlo Favero, 
Osservatorio Guido Ruggieri", Padova, Italy 

(faverogian@libero.it) 

ABSTRACT 

Lunar craterlets with diameters near the resolving power of an atmosphere-instru-
ment-detector system look like hills, if illuminated by a grazing Sun, and reveal their 
shape only under a higher Sun. The phenomenon is explained in terms of convolution 
of the subject image with the finite dimension of the single element of a discrete detec-
tor: the pixel, in a CCD image; the silver grain, in a photographic emulsion; the reti-
nal cone cell, in a visual observation. The controversy about the different shapes attrib-
uted to craterlets like Linne by previous visual observers can thus be resolved. On this 
basis it appears reasonable to suggest that no physical changes affected Linne during 
the era of telescopic visual observations. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Among the many lunar sites where 
different visual observers of the past 
claimed to have recorded shape or reflec-
tivity variations, Linne is certainly one of 
the best known. Wilkins and Moore in 
1961 [1] and more recently The Lunascan 
Project organization [2] have traced the 
history of the different aspects and 
changes attributed to Linne between 1843 
and 1953. 

Around 1843 W. Lohrmann, with a 
4.25-in (10.8-cm) aperture telescope, and 
W. Beer and J. H. von Madler, with 3.75 
in (9.5 cm) aperture, described Linne as a 
deep crater 5 miles (8 km) in diameter, 
well visible under all lighting conditions. 
Between 1840 and 1843 J. Schmidt, with 
a 7-in (17.8-cm) refractor, also recorded 
Linne as a crater (in eight of eleven draw-
ings), but in 1866 he announced that this 
description no longer applied and that all 
that could be seen was a whitish mound. 
During 1867 many observers could find 
only a mound. Later in that year, Schmidt 
announced that he could discern a moun-
tain in the center of the mound. During 
1868 Secchi and other observers detected 
a very shallow depression within the 
bright area containing a minute pit, half a 
mile in diameter. Still later Huggins mea-
sured its diameter as 2 miles (3 km). 
Around 1897 H. Corder and W. 
Goodacre, the latter using a 18-in (45.7-
cm) reflector, drew Linne as a cratercone  

which apparently varied in size as regards 
its central orifice. In 1951 F. H. Thornton, 
also with a 18-in (45.7-cm) reflector, 
found that Linne was a low mound on the 
summit of which was a deep pit, filled 
with shadow under low illumination. 
When the slight shadow cast by the 
mound had disappeared, owing to 
increasing solar altitude, the pit on the 
summit still held shadow, although this 
eventually disappeared. The white area 
surrounding Linne looked like some mat-
ter thrown out on all sides when the pit 
was formed. This description was fully 
and completely confirmed in 1953 by 
Wilkins and Moore, using the 33-in (83-
cm) Meudon refractor. 

To ascertain if the different aspects 
described could be ascribed to a unique 
physical reality, even if of complex 
nature, or if they are so irreconcilable to 
imply the occurrence of physical 
changes, in 1999 the author imaged 
Linne and its surroundings under differ-
ent lighting conditions using a CCD cam-
era fitted to a 14-in (35.6-cm) reflector. 

INSTRUMENTS AND MEASURES 

A PXL 211 CCD camera was used, 
bearing the TC-211 chip with 192X165 
rectangular pixels, with pixel size 13.75 
imX16.00 itm. The camera was fitted to 
a 14-in (35.6-cm) Newtonian reflector, 
the primary corrected to k/14, with a sec-
ondary mirror of 2-in (5.1-cm) diameter. 
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the focal length was increased to 6 m 
with a 3X Barlow lens (TeleVue). Tens of 
images were taken on 1999 JAN 23 and 24 
through an RG9 filter (2 mm thickness) 
and a manually operated shutter (expo-
sure time about 0.01 s). 

The two best images obtained in each 
session were corrected for the rectangular 
pixels and two unsharp masking filters 
were applied (binning of the masks 2X2 
and 3X3 pixels). Finally the four images 
were rotated on the computer monitor so 
that the shadows were oriented horizontal-
ly, along the pixel rows. On these images 
the diameters of Linne and its whitish 
patch, of Linne A and Linne B and the 
lengths of their shadows were measured in 
units of pixels. From the values for Linne 
A and B and from their known diameters 
(4.0 and 5.0 km [3], respectively) the scale 
of the images was obtained (0.69 km per 
pixel in both observing sessions) which 
allowed diameters and lengths of the con-
cerned features to be expressed in kilome-
ters. For each CCD frame considered here, 
the local altitude of the Sun, H, the local  

azimuth of the Sun, A, and its colongitude, 
C, were calculated with the Lunar 
Observer's Tool Kit software. From the 
shadow lengths and the local solar alti-
tude, the heights of the features casting the 
shadows were also calculated with the 
same software. Tables 1-3 (below) sum-
marize the measurements. 

RESULTS 

On 1999 JAN 23, with a solar altitude 
of approximately 1° (Figure 1; p. 188, 
upper left), Linne looked like a hill hav-
ing a base diameter of 5.5±0.7 km and 
casting a shadow 8.3±0.7 km in length. 
The height of the Linne "hill" was esti-
mated as 125±15 m, as compared with 
the crater wall's true height of 125 m [3]. 
In Figure 1, other hill-like features, simi-
lar to Linne, are indicated by the numbers 
1, 2 and 3. The letters a and b indicate, 
respectively, the craters Linne A and 
Linne B, whose wall heights were esti-
mated as about 285±25 m and 370±30 m, 
respectively. 

Table 1. Dates and times of the four selected images of Linne, coordinates* 
of the measured features and relevant solar parameters.t 

UT Date Hour (UT) Feature cuc'_ Ao_ C(°) 

1999 JAN 23 18h 01m Linne +0.181 +0.465 0.94 89.88 348.98 
1999 JAN 23 18h 01m Linne A +0.218 +0.483 3.21 91.96 348.98 
1999 JAN 23 18h 01m Linne B +0.211 	+0.508 3.01 91.15 348.98 
1999 JAN 23 18h 18m Linne 1.06 89.95 349.12 
1999 JAN 23 18h 18m Linne A 3.34 91.23 349.12 
1999 JAN 23 18h 18m Linne B 3.13 91.22 349.12 
1999 JAN 24 17h 26m Linne 11.42 95.49 000.84 
1999 JAN 24 17h 28m Linne 11.43 95.50 000.86 

* (Xi) and n (Eta) are lunar rectangular coordinates, in the Orthographic Projection at mean libration, mea-
sured in units of the lunar radius, with measured positively to lunar east and rl positively to lunar north. 

t H is the solar altitude (all values positive), A the solar azimuth, and C the solar colongitude (longitude of 
sunrise terminator). 

Table 2. Dimensions of Linne, seen as hill-shaped, and of the craters Linne A and B. 

UT Date Hour (UT) Feature Diameter Shadow length Height 
(pixels, km) (pixels, km) (m) 

1999 JAN 23 18h 01 m Linne hill 8 5.5 12 8.3 120 
1999 JAN 23 18h 01m Linne A 6 4.1 8 5.5 300 
1999 JAN 23 18h 01m Linne B 7 4.8 10 6.9 350 
1999 JAN 23 18h 18m Linne hill 8 5.5 12 8.3 130 
1999 JAN 23 18h 18m Linne A 6 4.1 7 4.8 270 
1999 JAN 23 18h 18m Linne B 7 4.8 10 6.9 390 

Table 3. Dimensions of Linne, seen as crater-shaped, and of the Linne light patch. 

UT Date Hour (UT) Feature Crater diameter Patch diameter 
(pixels, km) (pixels, km) 

1999 JAN 24 17h 26m Linne crater 4 	2.8 9 	6.2 
1999 JAN 24 17h 28m Linne crater 4 	2.8 9 	6.2 
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Figure 1. Linne hill recorded on 1999 JAN 
23, 18h01m UT, with a local solar altitude 
of 0°.94; the instrumentation is de-scribed 
in the text. Other hill-like features are num-
bered 1, 2, 3; the craters Linne A (a) and 
Linne B (b) are also identified. Lunar north 
is to the lower right 

On 1999 JAN 24, with a solar altitude 
of about 11° (Figure 2, upper right), 
Linne appeared as a crater 2.8±0.7 km in 
diameter, as compared with a true value 
of 2.45 km [3], filled with shadow and 
surrounded by a light patch 6.2±0.7 km in 
diameter. On the same image the forma-
tions indicated by the numbers 1, 2 and 3 
also revealed their crater nature, with 
diameters respectively smaller than, near-
ly equal to or larger than that of Linne, 
but they showed no trace of light halos. 

The 6.2-km diameter of the light patch 
surrounding the Linne crater in Figure 2 is 
nearly equal to the diameter of the Linne 
hill, estimated as about 5.5 km from Figure 
1. The conclusion can be drawn that the 
light patch is detectable under any solar alti-
tude, even if the crater is not discernible, 
and its diameter is about 6 km. 

A photograph taken by the Apollo 15 
crew shows Linne as a young crater 2.45 
km in diameter, 600 m deep, with a rim 
height 125 m over the surface of Mare 
Serenitatis, surrounded by a ring of light 
ejecta nearly 2 km wide [3]. These data 
confirm the conclusions presented in this 
paper. 

The different aspects of Linne 
described in the past, recorded by Apollo 
15 in 1971 and by the present author dur-
ing his January 1999 CCD observations 
can be summarized as follows: 

[a] deep crater 8 km in diameter 
(1843). 

[b] light patch (from 1866 to 1999) 
with a diameter of about 6 km 
(1971, 1999). 

Figure 2. In this image, taken on 1999 JAN 
24, 17h28m UT, with a local solar altitude 
of 11°.4 , Linne and the features numbered 
1, 2, 3 are revealed as craters. (The instru-
mentation is described in the text.) Lunar 
north to lower right 

[c] craterlet or cratercone (from 
1867 to 1999) with a diameter of 
2.45 km (1971, 1999). 

[d] cratercone or low hill (from 
1897 to 1999) with a base diame-
ter of about 6 km (1999). 

DISCUSSION 

The diameter of 8 km estimated in 
1843 (aspect [a]) appears irreconcilable 
with the present diameter of Linne crater 
(2.45 km). However, it must be pointed 
out that Beer and Madler observed with a 
9.5-cm refractor, and Lohrmann with a 
10.8-cm refractor, so that Linne 's diame-
ter of 2.45 km would put it near the limit 
of their resolving power. So, it is hard to 
accept that the 8 km value is the result of 
precise micrometric measurements, and 
thus the figure might be the result of a 
rough visual estimate. Moreover, given 
the high contrast between the craterlet 
filled with shadow and the surrounding 
light terrain, it can be that Beer and 
Madler were misled into making a crude, 
exaggerated estimate of Linne's diameter. 

Passing over the unacceptable value 
of the diameter reported in 1843, the 
aspects [a] and [c] are perfectly compati-
ble; both indicate a deep pit, filled with 
shadow under a low Sun, then appearing 
as a conspicuous craterlet. This paper has 
revealed that the [b] aspect, the light 
patch, is a permanent feature seen at least 
since 1866, and is presently visible under 
any lighting condition. 

Among the different aspects dis-
played by Linne during the last 157 years, 
incompatibility appears to remain only 
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between the torm of a deep crater sur-
rounded by a light patch (aspects [a], [b] 
and [c]) and the form of a hill (aspect 
[d]). It can be said that this incompatibil-
ity is lessened considering that Linne was 
also seen as a cratercone (aspect [d]); as a 
hill with a pit on the top, through 45-83 
cm instruments. Moreover, comparison 
between Figures 1 and 2 indicates that, 
under different lighting conditions, fea-
tures 1, 2 and 3 also show only one of the 
two aspects, that of a hill or that of a 
crater 

At this point, it appears that there 
remain no contradictions among the dif-
ferent portraits of Linne traced by differ-
ent observers from 1843 to the present, 
they are only complementary. In fact, an 
observer recorded an aspect (e.g. the hill), 
another recorded another aspect (e.g. the 
crater), representing a unique reality. The 
same apparent dichotomy was recorded 
for the craterlets 1, 2 and 3 by an imper-
sonal detector, a CCD camera, under dif-
ferent solar altitudes. Accepting this 
empirical evidence, it appears unneces-
sary to assert that Linne underwent impor-
tant modifications after 1843. 

THE HILL-CRATER 
DICHOTOMY THRILLER 

This paper has documented that 
Linne displays a hill-like appearance 
under a low Sun (H near 1° ) and reveals 
its crater nature only under a higher Sun 
(near 11° ). This behavior is not limited to 
Linne but is well known to lunar 
observers, for example in the case of 
Plato's floor craterlets, and is well docu-
mented in the present paper for the fea-
tures indicated by the numbers 1, 2 and 3 
in Figures 1 and 2. For this hill-crater 
dichotomy, the author proposes the fol-
lowing explanation. A craterlet seen 
under grazing illumination can look like a 
hill, or like a hill with a pit on the top, if 
the atmosphere-instrument-detector sys-
tem is unable to record realistically a key 
feature whose dimensions are near or 
below its resolving power. The key fea-
ture is the thin luminous crescent separat-
ing the shadow filling the craterlet from 
the shadow cast by the craterlet rim. This 
crescent is due to the small portion of the 
craterlet interior wall illuminated by the 
grazing Sun. 

The key feature under discussion is 
well visible, for example, in Linne A and  

.1:S witn an 11-  solar attitude kr tgure 
thus they immediately reveal their crater 
nature. In Linne and in the craterlets 1, 2 
and 3 under an 1° solar altitude (Figure 1) 
this luminous sickle should be about 100 
m wide at its widest point, and should 
reduce to nothing at the cusps of a semi-
circle having a radius slightly larger than 
1 km. As already said, one pixel of the 
author's imaging system covers a rectan-
gle of the lunar surface about 700 m 
wide. A feature of width 100 m or less 
cannot be recorded as such, but only con-
tribute with its illumination to the bright-
ness value of the nearby pixels. The result 
is some lightening of the otherwise dark 
pixels within the interior or the rim shad-
ow, with the appearance of faintly illumi-
nated pixels which can simulate a hill 
top. 

Increasing the solar altitude widens 
the luminous crescent, so, when it 
becomes about 700 m wide or larger, it 
can be recorded by a significant number 
of single pixels. To support this explana-
tion the author devised three tests, two 
direct and one indirect. 

The direct tests can be conducted by 
observing Linne under an 1° solar alti-
tude with a telescope with an aperture at 
least 100 cm and the same CCD camera 
as the author's, or with the same tele-
scope and a CCD with pixels about 5 p.m. 
Neither test is feasible for the author. 

The indirect proof was obtained by 
degrading the CCD images of Linne A 
and B craters in Figure 1 with three 
Gaussian filters having 1, 2 and 3 pixels 
width at half height. This convolution 
simulates observations of Linne A and B 
carried out in poorer seeing conditions, or 
with a smaller instruments, or observa-
tions concerning a smaller crater (e.g. 
Linne). The results are given in Figures 
3-5 (p. 190). 

The convolution with a Gaussian fil-
ter 1 pixel wide (Figure 3) has no signifi-
cant effect, but slightly reduces the image 
noise. The convolution with a Gaussian 
filter 2 pixels wide (Figure 4) transforms 
craters Linne A and B into apparent hills 
having a depression on the top. The con-
volution with a Gaussian filter 3 pixels 
wide (Figure 5) transforms craters Linne 
A and B into hills very similar to Linne's 
appearance and the features indicated as 
1, 2 and 3 in Figure 1. 
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Figure 4. Image of Figure 1 
after convolution with a 
Gaussian filter 2 pixels wide 
at half height. The craters 
Linne A and B appear to be 
hills with depressions on 
their summits. 

Figure 5. Image of Figure 1 
after convolution with a 
Gaussian filter 3 pixels wide 
at half height. The craters 
Linne A and B appear hills, 
just as Linne and features 1, 
2, and 3 appear in Figure 1. 
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Figure 3. Image of Figure 1 
after convolution with a 
Gaussian filter 1 pixel wide 
at half height. The only visi-
ble effect is a softening of 
the image. 

These results show what happens to 
Linne when it is observed under grazing 
illumination with an atmosphere-instru-
ment-CCD system of insufficient resolv-
ing power. A similar convolution results 
when the eye or the photographic emul-
sion is used instead of the CCD detector. 
In the case of the eye, the discrete detec-
tor is the retinal cone cell array. In the 
case of the photographic emulsion, the 
discrete detector is the disordered array 
formed by the silver grains. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The convolution between the image 
of a lunar craterlet grazed by sunlight and 
a discrete detector can disguise the crater 
aspect when the crater rim width is near 
the resolving power of the instrument 
employed, giving the crater the appear-
ance of a hill. The results presented in 
this paper thus can account for the differ-
ent aspects recorded for Linne and other 
craterlets in the past, and support the 
author's opinion that Linne might not 
have undergone any physical modifica-
tion from 1843 to the present. 
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Note by Editor: Another useful reference 
about this crater is: Pike, Richard J. "The 
Crater Linne." Sky and Telescope, Vol. 
46, No. 6 (December, 1973), pp. 364-366. 
Also, below is an Apollo photograph of 
the crater, showing it in greater detail 
than can be seen from Earth. 

Figure 6. Apollo-15 Mapping Camera pho-
tograph of Linne (Frame 408), taken 1971 
Jul_ 31 at about 01h UT; colongitude 
—011°.1. North at top. 
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